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PREFACE. 

THE present edition of 8 translation of these Researches owes 
its existence perhaps to one, perhaps to a series of misap
prehensions, with which the public may have little concern. 
Certain it is, that at no time, have I had the slightest in
tention to be guilty of a want of courtesy towards t.he 
gentleman who had, by the publication of 8 very skilful ab
stnsct of his labours in the year 1846, the merit of introduc
ing the Baron von Reichenbach to the British public, as an 
investigator of the Philosophy of Mesmerism. Various 
efforts have been made to convince me that I did not act as 
I ought to have done, in omitting to place myself in com
munication with Professor Gregory, when I was applied to 
by the Publisher, through a well-known literary physician, 
to furnish some notes to a complete edition of these Re
searches ; but I confess my obtuseness shuts out from my 
mind the light of all the reasoning that has been brought to 
bear on this matter. All that I can allow is, that, although 
I ha\·e no personal acquaintance with the Professor, I am 
very sorry in any way to have injured his feelings, and I am 
grieved to find myself in such 8 relative position with 8 

man for whom I am bound to entertain a deep respect ; 
for, besides his high scientific reputation, he is known to 
have the courage to avow his belief in Phrenology and in 
Mesmerism, " even in the spirit of truth, whom the world 
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Vlll PREP ACE. 

cannot receive, because it seeth him not, neither knoweth 
him; but," to all like the Professor, it may be said," ye know 
him, for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you!" To 
me, feeling quite innocent of all wrong intention, in the per
fect freedom of action which, under the circumstances, I 
claim for myself, it is sad to be at opposite poles with one 
who is of the salt of this earth. 1'o those who cannot know 
of the dire consequences resulting from the aggregation of 
the petty and repulsive mental forces concentrating and 
directing in society the baneful powers of their various in
fluences upon characters who dare to think for themselves,
who are hardly aware that new truths are met so frequently 
by sneers, taunts, ridicule, or that unworthy social persecu
tion, at once the proof of a want of capacity to be noble and 
just, and the disgrace of an advanced civilization,-the ex
alted courage of such persons must be lost. To those who 
know how to respect scientific ardour, and a pure love of 
truth, the fortitude of a faithful and sincere man is for high 
admiration, and for deep respect. 

Such observations are perhaps equally applicable to the 
Professor, and to his friend the Baron, and I may be re
garded as bold in remarking, as freely as I have done, on 
some of the philosophy in the following pages. No one can 
entertain a deeper veneration for large cerebral organiza
tions than I do. I am clear, from the work before us, that 
so much patience, so much ingenuity, so much caution, so 
much concentration, so much ideal resource, so much 
just and honest desire to be true, could not characterize 
any individual, who had not a rare combination of organs 
in his magnificent head. Regarding any person in this 
point of view, one is immediately at liberty to look out 
for all those inconsistencies that belong to humanity ; deeply 
respecting the excellencies, and always, with due humility, 
doubting one's own power of detecting the weakness that 
may belong to any logical edifice he may construct. 
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PREFACE. IX 

There are not wanting persons who doubt entirely of the 
Baron's power of accurate and severe observation. They 
doubt some of his most striking facts. They deny the ac
curacy of his resolts with the magnet and photographic plate. 
Some, and among them are persons of no mean note 88 

scientific characters, affect to hold him in very secondary 
estimation-pitying him for wild ideas, and denying that his 
reeearcbes deserve any rank 88 philosophy. 

But the Baron is not the builder up of a tall house of loose 
cards to be toppled down by a breath. I have not tried all 
his experiments. I have tried, comparatively, only a few. 
Where I have found'the suitable cases, the results have been, . 
with few exceptions, identical. 

Then, because I have been disappointed in the results of 
many other experiments, I have no right to conclude that 
the Baron is at fault, but rather that I have not yet been 
fortunate enough to meet with exactly the same description 
of caee he tel'1Ils the «sick se1tsitive,"-a vague expression 
of an idea, with which, surely, it is not criminal to disagree. 
Long before I had read Professor Gregory's abstract, I had 
arrived at conclusions on differences, as well as analogies, 
between electric, magnetic, and mesmeric agencies, and, ope
rating differently, have witnessed many confirmations of the 
facts established by the Baron. Dr. Elliotson has noted 
many remarkable analogies in many pages of the Zoist. 
But then, the greater number of our cases have been in 
mesmemed persons. How the Baron would have fared, 88 

to his conclusions, if he had not taken up the study of his 
subject, in its most elemental form, is another question. 
Seeing, 88 I do, the conditions of his patients, in a different 
point of view, from that in which he regards them, I cannot 
ooncede to him that, professing to contemn the mesmeric 
state, 88 one unfit for his purpose, he has not been operating 
with persons, who, though not at all asleep, have actually 
been in a state constituting the very condition which dis-
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X PREP ACE. 

tinguishes some of the phenomena of somnambulism. One 
mistake has been, to suppose that the truthfulness of an in
dividual depends upon a certain normal state of the general 
fibres of the brain, instead of the tendencies derived from a 
particular relative size, and combination of certain organs of 
that viscus. A patient, who is a sleep-waker, may, from a 
certain configuration of organs, be a most just and honour
able character, and have that fine disposition considerably 
exalted by the state of somnambulism ; while a wide-awake 
person may be a most cunning and habitual deceiver. Ano
ther mistake is, to suppose that the "sensitive," and "sick 
sensitive," form a category, independent of all phrenological, 
and all mesmeric considerations. They are, in fact, those 
most easily affected by mesmeric and crystallic agencies
those most obedient to the influence of the silent will-and 
those most easily stimulated to clairvoyance, in the state of 
wide vigilance. Certain I am, that with the advantages 
offered by the power of his head, the Baron would have ad
vanced both further and faster, if, to all his other knowledge, 
he had combined a more extensive view of physiological pa
thology, with a study of phrenology and mesmerism. They 
may oppose the truth in Germany, as they do here. The 
Author exhibits some of their doings, but the Baron has 
the courage flowing from a sense of justice. He worships 
the spirit of truth, which must eventually prevail. I 
marvel at many of the objectors to his philosophy, for in 
regarding these researches with the eye of criticism, ready 
to seize a weak point, I feel that one is at a loss which most 
to admire,-the plain, straightforward, philosophical acumen 
which guides each consecutive inquiry, or the combination 
of ingenuity and common sense with which questions of 
great delicacy are made subservient to the progress of severe 
inquiry. Time and opportunity only are required to cor
roborate rather than to correct the facts he has advanced. 
Those who venture to risk their own reputations in throwing 
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PREP ACE. XI 

doubts on the Baron's results, should remember that the 
conditiom under which the experiments were originally 
raade, mwt, in justice, be strictly repeated. The discoverer 
of creosote, paraffine, eupion, and many other new com
pounds, for the knowledge of which the world is indebted 
to his laborious researches, is not a common-place authority; 
and he has now taken up a subject, the truth of which will 
roll with tremendous force over all obstacles. 

Those who regard the science of Physics, in the isolated 
form in which it is generally presented in most of the Ele
ments of Natural Philosophy, must necessarily have a very 
limited view of the importance of the researches now pre
sented to the public. Indeed, it would be, at present, 
almost impossible to indicate all the points in cosmogony, to 
which the Baron von Reichenbach's commencement, in strict 
logical deduction, on imponderable agencies, may not, at a 
future period, have 8 positive reference. It may be re
marked, that the evolution of each new fact is a step in that 
progress, which may be ultimately connected with the forces, 
agencies, fluids, or powers that pervade space in universal 
nature. 

Undoubtedly, the attempt to place Mesmerism within the 
domain of physics was a bold conception. It is an attempt 
to bring the whole of physiology into the strict limits of 
chemical philosophy. The establishment of the existence of 
the odic force is that which was wanting to reply to most of 
the questions respecting life. No doubt much is yet to be 
desired in order to clear the obscurities enveloping the 
innumerable modifications of this force ; but enlightenment 
reaches us from the enlightened, and the Baron pursues his 
continued researches with a zeal which promises to unfold 
to us many 8 new principle, as well as many a new fact con
nected with this subject ; and, considering the very curious 
investigations which will be published in the second part of 
this work, it is harldy too much to anticipate that we may, 
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xu PUPACJ:. 

ere long, be favoured with some insight into the plriloeophy 
of a subject evidently connected with the matter of light, 
or in some way allied with that of the development of either 
latent light, or of some combination of a share of this prin
ciple with certain organic reagents. The researcbt'S into 
odic light by the Baron do not appear yet to belong imme
diately to clairvoyance, and yet the links which connect the 
inquiries are not far off. Numerous questions suggest them
selves in an examination of the philosophy of this subject :
Why the condition of brain favourable to the development 
of clairvoyance should belong to certain individuals, and not 
to others? Why it should belong to some nervous suscep
tible temperaments, and not to others ? Why some insane 
persons should be in the category, and not others ? Why 
in some brains these peculiar developments of mental lucidity 
should take place, quickly and easily, by peculiar stimulants, 
while others should require a. long period for the attainment 
of the object? Why, in some, the phenomena. are not pro
duced without a. long course of mesmeric sleep, while in 
others, the presence of certain individuals, or of certain crys
tals, or of clear bottles of clean mesmerised water, in the 
same room, suffice to excite the brain to the requisite condi
tion ? In one and the same person, one mesmeriser shall 
never be able to produce clairvoyance ; another mesmeriser 
will establish it, at the first seance. I have no doubt of 
these facts : I have often witnesssed them. I have pro
duced the condition of clairvoyance ; but the kind and the 
degree of the phenomena differed, very remarkably, from 
those produced by Major Buckley, in the same patients. 
Repeatedly I have tried, in vain, to make clairvoyant som
nambules read printed words which were enclosed in a pill-box. 
Major Buckley, ignorant of the same words, has had them 
quicklyread in the innermost of a nest of five, four of them 
tightly-fitting silver boxes. The stimulus afforded by the odic 
lights issuing from my brain, must then be very different 
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from that of those emitted by his. I have elsewhere said, 
(Zoist, vol. iv., p. 125) before the abstract of the work of 
Reichenbach appeared here, that " striking facts may be 
adduced which may tend to the conclusion that the exercise 
of the faculties of the human mind, and particularly that of 
the will, is attended by the emanation of a fluid from the 
brain, from the fingers, seats of the functional extremities 
of the nerves, or from some part of the person who may be 
exercising the mental faculties. I propose to show that the 
same series of events may be produced in individuals of a 
certain. nervous diathesis, by the impingement of a fluid 
evolved by the will of another ; or by manipulations attended 
by the emanation of the same fluid, or by certain emana
tions from magnets, or from some metallic wires, through 
which currents of electricity are passed; or from the direct 
application of certain metals. I do not attempt to establish 
the identity of these fluids, for the facts daily developing 
themselves tend to show that the distinctive properties of 
these fluids are as various as tlte substances jrllm which they 
emanate; and it may be that the great power, antecedent to 
all consequents, may ordain the simplicity and unity of one 
electric, and gravitating with centrifugal force, evolving an 
infinite complication and variety of magnetic cohesive and 
repulsive agencies ; the entire system emerging from the 
volonte directing 'La Grande Formule.' "• All these con-

* A aeries of essays, under the signature of Ignotus, appeared in the 
London Journal and Repertory of Arts, Sciences, and Manufactures, in 
the year 1848, which contained many very ingenious speculations on 
imponderable bodies, and which, though not founded on original experi
mental inqniry, are deaening of attention from the point of view in 
which theee agencies are regarded. 

Ignotus maintains that three distinct kinds of imponderable matter 
exiat in nature, namely-magnetine, or the principle of magnetism ; 
lumine, or the principle of light ; and calorine, or the principle of 
beat ; and that the whole of theae are capable of existing in either a 
free or latent state, and of manifesting cAemical agencies, by virtue of 
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siderations are for inquiry. They must meet with scrutiny, 
and new troths will be elicited, multiplying the facts, pro
longing the interest and the fame attached to the genius of 
the discoverer of the odic force. We are hut at the com
mencement of the wonders of clairvoyance, and can certainly 
be in no position to estimate the great fund of new troths, 
that, by means of its cultivated agency, are in store for us. 
We are so often met with objections as to the possibility of 
the phenomena of clairvoyance, that after the Baron von 
Reichenbach's arguments on the varying powers of various 
individuals to perceive the odic flames, one is tempted to 
adduce the fact discovered by Sir Isaac Newton, that the 
densest and heaviest metal, gold, has more pores• in it than 
solid metallic particles, and consequently that light may be 
transmitted through it; and if so, it is quite pos.-,ible to con
ceive of its being diaphanous to certain individuals possessed 
of a highly sensitive nervous system. But what are the mar-

which they are mainly ioduential in inducing the various phenomena 
which nature exhibita,-as, for inatanee, the tendencies oC the chemical 
elementa (of which they are conatituenta), to enter into chemical action 
and produce new compounds. Upon their agencies depend the prin
ciple of gravitation, of the aggregation and aegregation of the molecules 
of ponderable matter; of ordinary electricity ; of voltaism and cata
lyAia ; and it ia upon their operation, but more particularly on the 
influence of magnetine, that the vital functions, in all their modifica
tions, are dependent. 

With respect to electricity, lgnotua regards thia principle u distinct 
from magnetism and voltaism, and attributes ita phenomena to the dia· 
engagement of a hitherto undeecribed ponderable chemical element, 
which he terms eleetriM, and which he auumea to be an euential 
constituent of oxygen. 

I have reuon to believe that, aince hia original publication, lgnotua 
hu occupied himaelf with important alteration• and additions, hie viewa 
now extending to the creation of the univerae, and constituting in fact 
a new chemical theory of uture. 

• &oe " A Diuertation on the lEther of Sir laue Newton." by B11an 
Robinaon. M.D., P· II. 
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PREFACE. XV 

vellons things of clairvoyance, compared to those contained 
in a supplementary note to the relation between Holy 
Scriptnre and some parts of geological science, by Dr. Pye 
Smith, to which I refer below in order to cause reflection on 
such matters ?• Here our object is not to display wonders, 

• In the ' Philosophical Transactions' for 1800, ia a paper by the 
late Sir William Herschel upon the PO'We1' of Tele1cope1 to Penelt'ale 
into Space, a property distinct from the magnifying power. By obser
vations and calculations, which appear to have been corroborated by 
facta independently and previously ascertained, the space-penetrating 
power of hia forty feet reflector ia brought out to be a little more than 
191 times that of ordinary natural vision, or extending to more than 
300,000 times the distance of Sirius, which, on satisfactory grounds, is 
regarded as one of the nearest of the fixed stars. The light by which 
Sirius ia seen by ua, moving at ita known velocity of 192,000 miles in a 
second, is at least six years and four months on ita passage from our 
system. By applying the equation which Sir William had established, 
he brought out that the brilliant nebulre, which only that telescope can 
reach, are distant from our earth such an immense number of miles, 
that to expre58 them our arithmetical numeration requires twenty 
figures, of which the first eight are 11,765,475, the eleven denoting 
trillions, and the other number billions; the remaining part of the aum 
being much more than 948,000 millions. This almost unmanageable 
number ia e.tpreRBed by Sir William Herschel thus-' above IIi millions 
of millions of millions of miles !' It follows that the light by which 
those bright objeeta become visible to ua cannot have been leas than 
one million and nine hundred thousand years in ita progreaa. 

Yet when we have strained our minds to contemplate, in the ex
tremely feeble manner to which our faculties are competent, this over
whelming distance, we have no reason to think that we have touched 
the circumference of the astral sphere ; or that we have advanced be
yond the threshold of God' a creation. 

If it be objeeted that, in accordance with these deductions, we might 
expect new portiontt of Jehovah' a dominion to be frequently disclosing 
themselves, stars and clusters of atara 'blushing out' on our view, new 
to ua, because their light had now first arrived at our earthly abode ; 
I conceive the following considerations sufficient to meet the ob
jection :-

1. The absolute distances of fixed atara and groups from each other 
may be such aa to require reapeetive interva!a of years and even cen

fJ 
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but while in passing we reply to objectors, we must continue 
to illustrate the leading purpose of these researches, really 

turies for the light of the more remote objects to reach ua ; that light 
arriving successively from each according to the distance. 

2. Our case refers to objects which, though self-luminous, are not 
visible to the naked eye. They may 'blush out,' even frequently ; but 
men are not capable of being their observers. Only a few of mankind 
can enjoy, and be qualified to use, such telescopes as those of Sir 
William Herschel, and his still more accomplished son. 

3. Granting the possession of these advantages, the opportunities for 
observation are too scanty for the construction of a negative argument. 
Sir William Herschel, in the same paprr, aays that the number of 
night-hours, suited to this kind of celestial observation, is averaged 
favourably in our climate at one hundred in a year ; and that to 
• sweep' -to l'Xamine as rapidly as is consistl'nt with astronomical 
attention--every zone of the heavenP, for the two hemispheres, would 
require eight hundred and eleven of such favourable years. The num
ber of the objects to be observed is great almost beyond conCPption. 
Sir William Herschel, by counting the stars in a definite portion of the 
field of view which he observed in one hour, and estimating the rest, 
concluded that fifty thousand passed under his review in that hour. 
It is therefore within the scope of probability that new masses of light 
are achieving their first arrival in parts of our telescopic 11phere, fre
quently, without ita being pOBBible for men to be aware of it; and, 
when any of them comes to be discovered, the date of their arrival ia 
unknown. 

I draw no argument from the fact that, within the short period of 
the last two or three centuriea, stars have been discovered which earlier 
catalogues or descriptions had not noticed. The attention, requisite to 
give certainty in this matter, we cannot assume to have been exercised i 
and to look for evidence from this quarter would be forgetting that it 
can exist in the domain of only the greatest telescopic powers. 

These views of the antiquity of that vast portion of the Creator's 
works which astronomy discloses, may well abate our reluctance to ad
mit the deductions of geology, concerning the past ages of our planets' 
existence.-[Supplementary note to the relation between the Holy 
Scriptures and some parts of Geological Science. By Dr. Pye Smith.) 

Nor ought it to be forgotten that these very principles and deduc
tions of geology, that have excited so much of alarm and opposition 
among some friends of religion, and so much of premature and ground-
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and truly the philosophy of mesmerism. Strange would it 
be if the wonders of clairvoyance ; those of the phenomena 
detected by the telescope ; the events accruing from the 
nature of living organisms, in all their infinite varieties, 
should finally be dependent on the same force, which Newton 
contemplated, in his acute conjecture that water was a com
pound body, and which gave rise to the wild but important 
speculations of Mesmer, on the existence of an universal 
fluid, when he led the way to the facts of a new science, 
which, after a struggle of eighty years, has emerged in the 
hands of Von Reichenbach into principles applicable to all 
nature. 

A remarkable fact connected with the emergence of mes
merism into its present importance is the serious neglect of 
its merits which has marked the conduct of those who were 
bound to encourage them, by study and inquiry. Really, 
practically, mesmerism has deserved very different treatment.· 
It has merited high civic honours. It has, under the patient 
philosophic guidance of Dr. Elliotson, conquered malignant 
cancer. It has removed enormous growths known as 
polypus, as I can testify. I know that it has chased away 

leas exultation among ita enemies, have nevertheleaa, when taken in 
connection with astronomy, developed and establiahed a LAW of God's 
natural government of the universe, grand beyond all others known to 
•an, and undiscovered or only dimly seen by the great minds of other 
generationa. I refer to the fact, that perpetual CHANGE u made tke 
grand coruen1atioe and controlling principle of tke unioer1e. Men 
have always seen and felt this instability in respect to everything on 
earth ; and they have regarded it 88 a defect, rather than 88 a wise law 
of the natural world. But they now find it to be equally true of suns 
and planets as of plants and animals. Perpetual change, perpetual 
progression, increase, and diminution, appear to be the rolea of the 
material world, and to prevail without exception.-[Profeaaor Whewell, 
quoted by Dr. Pye Smith.) Burke might be quoted on the same sub
ject, for with the acumen and teraeneBB of Genius, he aays, in a letter 
to Sir Henry Langrishe, Cka11ge u tltr. great Law of Nature. 
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large ovarian tumors, and dropsies that have defied all 
medical skill. It bas cured malignant fevers in their 
advanced stages. It bas removed tubercles, and healed 
abscesses. 'ro enumerate all the good that bas been done 
by this agent, combined with the essence of human kind
ness-for without that the practice of mesmerism is useless
would take many volumes. Thousands of cases are now 
extant of the benefits derived from this holy power. 1'he 
Zoist is the grand English work of testimony on this subject, 
and it is full of useful information, as well as of noble essays to 
advance the cause of humanity. The defenders of mesmerism 
have, in that work, laboured hard for the truth, which they 
have advocated with the boldness belonging to sincerity. 
How much soever they have been opposed by the sordid and 
the mean, by those systematically opposed to the progress 
of expansion-with whatever success falsehood has retarded 
the march of useful knowledge-it is consoling to the wri
ters in the Zoist to know that the great cause is advancing. 
Small-minded men, not capable, from unfortunate organiza
tion of brain, of believing in truths at variance with the 
idols they have been accustomed to worship, set themselves 
up as oracles of wisdom. Too many implicitly give up their 
convictions to such incompetent leaders ! }'ight, however, 
as they will against the truth, it is always too strong for its 
opponents. 'l'ime, which settles all differences, by changing 
old things and by bringing forward new, sweeps away the 
fallacies of the obslinately proud and ignorant. Would it 
were possible for small minds to reflect, that all their efforts 
to establish falsehood will not alter the laws of nature, and 
no folly of striving to prove that falsehood is truth can 
change these established laws ! For nearly eighty years has 
the professional world of science opposed itself to the dis
covery of Mesmer, yet still the facts exist. 'l'urn to the 
truths placed before mankind by the stupendous powers of 
observation and catenation of that rare genius, Gall ! It iii 
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sickening to note the causes which have hitherto deprived 
society of the advantages, destined to accrue to our race, at 
a later period, by the cultivation of phrenology. How 
curiously and strikingly has mesmeric science verified all 
the discoveries of Gall ! Still the flood of opposition pours 
on, and the pretenders to religion, real enemies of the spirit 
of truth, with awful pride and cunning, endeavour by sly 
arts to crush its rising light. 

It is remarkable that three great philosophers, each in 
succession, in some measure contemning the labours of his 
predecessor, should have arisen in the same spot ; that each 
should have put forth a discovery of signal importance to 
the philosophy of mind ; that Vienna should be the well
spring, whence these lights should radiate; that the spark
ling, crystalline, luminous knowledge emanating from that 
fountain, placed in the central capital of European civiliza
tion, should have reflected a glory round the names of three 
philosophers, which will emblazon their researches as 
amongst the most important that can occupy the attention 
of mankind ; that Mesmer, Gall, and Reichenbach, first 
announced their grand ideas from the capital of the Austrian 
emprre. 

The Baron von Reichenbach may not believe himself 
complimented by this allocation. He may have some scien
tific pride, notwithstanding the size and quality of the 
majority of the organs of his brain ; nevertheless, the reflec
tion must be made, that all know ledge is relative, as every 
atom of matter is relative. Nothing is fixed and absolute; 
but in the vast range of human acquirement, it would be 
difficult to exhibit three sets of facts, announced at separate 
intervals of time, having so intimate a relation to each other, 
and which are so interwoven in their dependencies, as those 
Viennese discoveries ; having, moreover, such numerous 
alliances to all the circumstances to which man can, by 
turns, transfer his attentions. 
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Where will all this philosophy lead us P Can any sincere 
person entertain a doubt? It is the spirit of truth which 
is about to be victorious. It is not a question as to the 
appreciation, at the present moment, of the best knowledge, 
of the soundest philosophy. Educated in selfishness, we 
live in a world of hallucinations. It has been well said that 
we form one large lunatic establishment. We are surrounded 
by influences that are always tending to impress upon us 
a desire to succumb to the tyranny of falsehood. The con
ventional habits of our lives make us, more or less, hypo
crites; and according to the energy, originality, or some 
other individll81 peculiarity of our character, we swerve from 
the leaning of our fellowmen. If the proposition be offered 
to his innate desire for justice, it is not that man does not 
essentially love truth, but that the progress of his organiza
tion, through ages, has not yet ripened sufficiently to allow 
that expanded development which, as science advances, 
must have place in a more perfect arrangement of society. 
Man cannot yet worship tt-uth as the best knowledge. He 
has not yet passed the age of idols. The knavery of the 
selfish and interested is always ready to excite his lower 
feelings against that which is really holy and reverential, 
the sacred will of the Most Just. But the good time 
approaches-for science advances with immensely rapid 
strides. Those who are now young have to witness many 
improvements, all tending, like the researches of the Baron 
von Reichenb&ch, to expand the intellects and morals of 
man, and to lead him finally to the realms of light. 

.... 

65, Grosvenor Street, 
April 25, 1850 . 

JOHN ASHBURNER. 
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DYNAMICS 
oF 

MAGNETISM, ELECTRICITY, 
~c. 

INTRODUCTION . 

Ir a strong magnet, capable of supporting about ten pounds, 
be drawn downward over the bodies of fifteen or twenty 
persons, without actually touching them, some among them 
will always be found to be excited by it in a peculiar man
ner. 'fhe number of people who are sensitive in this way 
is greater than is generally imagined : sometimes three or 
four are met with in such a number as above mentioned : 
indeed, I know an establishment where the experiment was 
tried, and of twenty-two young ladies who were collected 
there, no less than eighteen felt more or less distinctly the 
passage of the magnet. The kind of impression produced 
on these excitable people, who otherwise may be regarded 
as in perfect health,* is scarcely describable ; it is rather 

• What is meant by this expreasion ? Ordinary health would be 
more consonant to the Baron's meaning. Great or even modified im
pressionability ia not a condition of perfect health. A nervous system 
which gives a proclivity to disorder from keen susceptibility to external 
impressions, is not one which belongs to an organism in every part of 
which the configuration is the moat convenient for the perfect perform
ance of the functions to which that organism or any of ita parts i~ 

destined. Perfect health belongs only to a body in which no part is 
unduly developed. A law exists which establishes the fact that every 
undue development of a part is at the expense of some other part ; and 
it will be found, in endeavouring to establish most incontrovertible facta. 
that all individuals who have an impressionable nervous fabric are the 

B 
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2 INTRODUCTION. 

disagreeable than pleasant, and combined with a slight sen
sation either of cold or wannth, resembling a cool or gently 

subjects of more or leu imperfect development. At page 3, the Baron 
says, "vigorous men and healthy women usually feel nothing of these 
sensations." Sedentary occupations, and a variety of the circumstances 
surrounding man in his present imperfect state of civilization, render 
him more impressionable, because they irregulate and unbalance the 
harmony of his system. It is more difficolt to induce anatbeaia, or 
any of the nervous states analogous to it, in a perfectly healthy and 
vigorous person than in one who ia susceptible of the inftuence of 
tb011e poisons which unbalance the accounts between the two systems 
of blood;vetaels. A man in the lut stage of typhus, or the fever of 
unhealthy venous congestion, may be saved by meameriam, aa bas hap
pened in several caaea; while in a person under the condilion of perfect 
health the mesmeric paasea produce little or no effect for a great length 
of time. It ia the same with the impressionability to magnets. Those 
who feel the influence of the magnet are in a greater or in a leu degree 
in the same category of the imperfectly developed and unduly balanced. 
" The aensationa of dnwing, pricking, or creeping," from the applica
tion of the banda to a atrong magnet, which I caused to be repeated 
daily in two impressionable cases, terminated in one in rigidity and 
deep mesmeric sleep in four days; in the other, in nine days. 

Since the above wu written (24th of March, 1850), I have a strong 
corroboration of the view given in this note. A young woman bad 
applied to me six weeks ago for a aet of symptoms which indicated 
great debility. She had puaive hemorrhage, UDder which, complicated 
with hyateria, leucorrhrea, &c., she bad laboured for some months pre
viously. It Wl\l a cue which mesmerism woold have cured rapidly. I 
tried some pi\IBCs ; the pupils dilated, and other symptoms of mesmeric 
aleep were preeent. She felt a warm air from the large magnet. I 
tried the pointed end of a large crystal, which made her very sleepy. 
At last I put her to aleep by the gue. She awoke in an hour, refreshed 
and strengthened. Finding that she could not be meamerilled at home, 
I prescribed a solution of persulpbate of iron in diluted aulpburic acid, 
to be taken three timet a day. I find abe bas strictly attended to my 
direction&, and abe is quite well, with a healthy florid complexiou. I 
try her with the aame large magnet, and abe experiences no eenaation. 
I try for half an hour to make her sleep mesmerically : in vain. The 
pupila of the eyes refute to dilate. She says if I proceeded with my 
experiment& abe ia sure I shoold make her head ache. Here baa been 
a clonic atate of ay11tem. in which the nerves and blood-ves&ela have in
duced "a temporary derangement of organization," in which 10me parte 
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wann breath of air, which the patients imagine to blow 
softly upon them. Sometimes they feel sensations of 
drawing, pricking, or creeping ; some complain of sudden 
attacks of headache. Not only women, but men in the very 
prime of life, are found distinctly susceptible of this in
fluence ; in children it is sometimes very active. 

To produce this effect, it is essentially indifferent whether 
we use a horse-shoe magnet or a straight iron bar, with 
either pole, if it be but strong enough and possess some
thing like the sustaining power above mentioned. The passes 
must be made from head to foot, and not with too great rapi
dity. The magnet must be carried as near the body as pos
sible without actually touching the clothes ; and to ensure t.he 
absence of deception on either side, the pass may be made 
downward from the back of the head over the neck and back. 
The person magnetized is then unaware of the passage of 
the magnet, and his movement must be unconstrained. 

Vigorous men and healthy strong women usually feel 
nothing of these sensations. Nevertheless, I have met with 
individuals who have been distinctly affected by the passage 
oi the magnet when in the full enjoyment of health, 
and these, active light-hearted men and women. But 
the excitability presents itself more frequently in people 
of sedentary habits, who may otherwise be consid~red as 
healthy, especially in men who are occupied continuously 
in writing, or girls who pass the greater part of their time 
at needle-work; moreover, in those who are depressed by 
secret troubles, anxiety respecting their means of support, 
neglect, or the loss of relatives. Next to these imperfectly 
healthy, the slightly diseased are very frequently the most 
sensitive to the magnet, especially those persons of whom it 
is commonly said they suffer from weak nerves, who are readily 

bue llrlfered a while at the expense of othera, in which a "sick senli-
6ility" 1w aupenened, in which the individual baa become unduly im
preuionable, and in which restored health baa removed the liability to 
be inftut'nced by magnetism and by mesmerism. 
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frightened, or have received a shock from some fright they 
have experienced ; besides these, the truly sick in innumer
ahle cases, especially in those whose complaints are accompa
ni£:d by local or general cramps ; during abnormal develop
ments of puberty; many hypochondriacs, valetudinarians 
as they are called; pei-sons who are very disagreeably affected 
by odours ; but above all, those suffering from catalepsy, 
St. Vitus's dance, palsy, many of the hysterical, and lastly, 
those who walk in their sleep, and thP- true somnambulists 
without exception. 'fhns from the healthy person to the 
sleep-walker a chain is formed, at one end of which stands 
a powerful man, and at the other a weak somnambulist. 
Any one may readily convince himself of those facts in every 
large hospital. 

The magnet thus declares itself as a general agent upon tlte 
vital pri11ciple; a property of it which individual physicians 
have indeed endeavoured, though as yet without solid 
results, to bring into m01-e extensive application, in re
ference to the possibility of deriving from it a curative 
treatment in cases of disease,-which, however, has not yet 
been received by naturnl philosophers into the realm of 
physics; and from the uncertainty of the observations, 
hithPrto, has been altogether passed over by natural scienee 
genera11y. Nevertheless, magnetism, when more closely 
examined, presents an infinitely varied and exalted interest 
on this side. If a portion of the phenomena here assert an 
influence upon life, this occurs exactly nnd especially at the 
point where the boundaries of the organic and inorganic are 
intenuingled. Since a doubt exists whether it shall be 
attributed to the domain of physiology or of physics, it is 
neglected on both sides. Thus it is left over to medicine, and 
has not always fallen into the best hands there. I hope, 
in the following pages, to disentangle some of the threads 
of this knot, and to combine a number of phenomena under 
a common point of view, at the same time arranging them 
under fixed physicnl lnws. 
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LUMI:"JOUS PH~NOMENA AT THE POLES AND SIDES OF S'rRONG 

MAGNETS. 

1. SENSITIVE persons, who are actually or apparently healthy, 
perceive nothing particular in the magnet beyond the ex·
citement above mentioned, and bear the circuit of it with
out injurious influence. But this is not the case with the 
sick sensitive. • The effect upon these is either pleasant, 

* There are many persona in the category of the lick aenlitioe upon 
whom, in England, these experiments have been repeated, and they 
have not alwaya exhibited the phenomena detailed. In affording a 
moat willing and respectful testimony corroborative of the greatest part 
of the facts reported above, whenever I have had it in my power to 
repeat the experiments with strong magnets, I nnertheleas believe it to 
be or importance that the claea of the sick eensitive to whom these facts 
are applicable should be more strictly defined. I have no doubt that 
many of the individuals above described could be moat ensily mes
merised into sleep ; and of those who would not readily sleep, some 
vould probably, by repetitions of mesmeric paasea, be rendered more 
favourable lor the development of the phenomena which the Baron has 
ooted. The very impressionable conditions sometimes present without 
sickness or disease is not one of perfect health-certainly not usually 
or vigorous health; but there are many states of disease in which that 
impressionability not only does not exist, but in which a sensitiveness 
of ~ orga118 ia present without any of others. If it be absolutely 
neceeaary to yield to party considerations for the sake of advancing 
truth by a aide ronte ; if it be requisite to assume, in order to meet the 
ailly prejudices of the ignorant, that experiments of the nature described 
in the text are valueless unless they be performed upon persons awake, 
who happen to have "an extraordinary exaltation of the 8e1l.YUOU.J 
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THB MAGNU'IC LIGHT-

unpleasant, or fearfully adverse, according to the nature 
of their disease ; and the last sometimes to such a degree 

perctptioru," then many of t.be very numerous corroborations here, of 
the facta established by the Baron von Reichenbach in Vienna, must be 
thrown 88ide. But I am inclined to contend for their value ; and no 
one can read the review in the 4th volume of the Zout, by Dr. Elliot
son, of the Abstract of the Baron von Reichenbach's Papers, by Pro
feasor Gregory, without being struck by the strong analogies adduced 
from mesmeric experience of the Baron's facta. When it becomes more 
known that the mesmeric condition is eimply a state of nervous system, 
sometimes IU'tificially produced, sometimes epontaneou&ly present, of an 
" ezalted lf!Mtlotll" &tate, or the tJery rerJer•e, and that at pleaanre, in 
many individuals, can be produced those conditione which the Baron en
deavours to indicate at page& 6, 7, 8, there will be no more hesitation in 
preparing a mesmeric teet than the chemist now experiences in producing 
a litmus test. The truth is, that we are at all times, while life remains 
in WI, in a mesmeric condition, each varying in degree; and without 
the agency of the mesmeric forces we neither think, nor move, nor hue 
our being. 

It is a want of sufficient reflection on the use of terms that leads ua 
88tray from clear ideu on the varioue conditions of the nervous eyatem. 
Because the matter baa not been studied aa it ought to be, the Baron 
von Reichenbach deprecates experiments on subjects who have been 
meameriaed. Suppose, which is actually the case, that the II&IDe phe
nomena are offered to our observation in the persona who have been 
made, by artificial txpedienta, highly sensitive-very impreaaionahle, 
the facts are really just aa valuable aa if they bad been displayed in 
those naturally impre88ionable. The only question is aa to the num
bers of mankind readily influenced to exhibit phenomena which proYe 
the existence of the Baron's new force. If all men could conduct in· 
vestigationa 88 logically, 88 clearly, aa philosophically aa the Baron, we 
should now have it in our power to arrange the characters of each con· 
dition of the nervous system in an unmiatakeable category. They 
would easily be tabulated. They would present a very interesting 
aeries. I have attempted to sketch my meaning in Euaya on Mesmeric 
Phenomena, and on the Theory of Sleep (Zoiat, Vol. iv.) WhateYer 
may hereafter prove to be the varieties of the states in which individuala 
may be, when aberrant from the condition of " perfect health" --a 
condition upon the definition of which physiologists aa yet might not 
agree-it is clear, to those who have studied this matter, that the grada
tiOill in the aeries of tht phenomena ban some connection with attrac· 
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that fainting, cataleptic attacks, and cramps, arise of such 
violenoe that they may at last become dangerous. In the 

tion and repulsion. If I obse"e in a hospital a patient who, in result 
of an accident, baa been deprived of a portion of the frontal or parietal 
bone of his skull, so that the brain is exposed, I shall find, what Boer
have long ago found, that this viaeus, during sleep, occupies len apace 
than in the vigilant condition. The particles of brain-matter are 
approximated, and an attraction is active among them. If this patient 
be awake, and I apply very gentle pressure on the surface of the brain, 
I induce a tendency to sleep. If I incrt'aae the pressure, I occasion 
coma ; I continue to increase, and the stertor accompanying coma may 
ceue, bot the ne"ous condition is one of tonic apasm. The simple 
pualysia goes on to a rigid condition of the muscles. Convulsions 
10pervene when the surface of brain pressed upon is not extensive 
eDOngh, becaoae partiAl irritation is produced upon certain ne"ea. I 
have made these experiments on several human beings ; but the fairest 
mode of obtaining accurate results is to expose the brain in a rabbit, 
cat, or dog. Tickle tbe brain with a soft brt11h, and clonic apuma 
ensue. The brain appears to swell out, it occupies more apace under 
irritation, and is subjected to a repulsive agency among ita particles. 
So that the state of sleep and of coma, quit>tude, paralysis, rigid tonic 
spum, are degrees of a condition influenced to exist under attraction; 
the 1tate of vigilance, reatleaaneaa, activity, agitation, clonic spasm, 
ara varieties of a condition influenced by repulsion. In "perfect 
beakb," there ia no extreme state of attraction or of repulsion. But if 
health be diatnrbed by some poison, the inconvenience produces an 
iaproper atate of the balance between the attractive and repulsive 
force~~; the brain and nerves influence a want of due balance in the 
arterial and vanoaa systems. With arterial fulneaa there is intlam
matioD ; with venous fulnesa there is congestion. The degrees of 
variety iD nervous phenomena dependent on theae opposite states are 
Vf111mnDeroaa ; but atill a law exists which we have yet to trace out. 
Tbe varieties of those ne"oua phenomena called psychological, cloaely 
allied to the ftrietiea of the conditione of the arterial and venous ays
tema, fall peticol&rly u abjeeta of inquiry into the province of the 
atadnt in meameriam ed phrenology ; and the satisfactory solution of 
many problema suggested by facta in the text of the Baron von Reichen
h.eb can never be arrived at without arranging all the gradations of 
facta helooging to the ne"oua system, under a seale of which the 
extremes are the deep tonic, and the deep clonic spasms. Complicated 
u tbe human DenOO& ayatem becomes by the many varieties in cerebral 
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latter cases, among which somnambulists also ore found, 
an e.rtraordinanJ exaltation l!f the sensuous perceptions 
is usually met with ; the sick smell and taste with uncom
mon delicacy and acuteness,-many kinds of food become ns 
insufferable to them as the at other times most pleasant 
odours of flowers become disagreeable ; they hear and un
derstand what is spoken three or four rooms off, and are 
often so sensitive to light that, on the one hand, they cannot 
bear the light of the sun or of a fire, while, on the other, 
they are able, in great darkness, not only to perceive the 
outlines of objects, but to distinguish colours clearly, when 
the healthy can no longer perceive anything. These 
things are to a great extent well known, and require no 
further proof here. The intelligibility and possibility of 
them are by no means so far off as they appear, at first 
sight, to many who mistn1st all such things as supernatural 
or incredible. Not only do most animals surpass civilized 
man in the delicacy of particular senses, hut savages-there-

structure offered by varieties in development of size, delicacy, or coarse
neu, and other characters and relations of phrenological orgaos, there 
nevertbeleas exist certain salient pathognomonic signs by which to 
establish the distinctions on which logicians may reason with accuracy ; 
and in time it will be found that the condition of sleep mind up with 
the second consciouanees usually accompanying the modified waking 
state (the sleep-waking of Elliotaon) ia no obstacle to the attainmeutof 
truth in such upcrimenta u those inatituted by the Baron von Reichen
bach. Indeed, one is aometimea convinced, in reading hii details of 
experiments, that, however strenuous he is to avoid the imputation of 
mesmeri11m, he is all the wbile deacribing facta occurring in whAt ia 
commonly and vulgarly called the mesmeric state. Here is the mischief 
of the want of definitt> terms. Certain e'fents occur in A condition of 
the nenous system accompanied by full vigilance, identical with thoac 
which take place in the condition of sleep-waking. The Baron is quite 
content with the fact in vigilance, but thinks that in 11leep-nking 
unsatisfactory. Deeper reflection and further experience would con
'fince him that in a vast majority of caaca, as a testing meter, the state 
of slft'p-waking is the more complete-the more delicate. 
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fore man himself-not unfrequently equal dogs and other 
animals in smell and hearing : as to sight, horses, cats, and 

_ owls are ready examples of capacity to see tolerably well 
with the optical apparatus in dark night. 

2. Through the kindness of a surgeon practising in 
Vienna, I was introduced, in March 1844, to one of his 
patients, the daughter of the tax.~ollector Nowotny, No. 471, 
Landstrasse, a young woman of 25 years of age, who had 
suffered for eight years from increasing pains in the head, 
and from these had fallen into cataleptic attacks, with 
alternate tonic and clonic spasms. In her all the exalred 
intensity of the senses had appeared, so that she could not 
bear sun or candle.light, saw her chamber as in a twilight 
in the darkness of night, and clearly distinguished the colours 
of aU the furniture and clothes in it. On this patient the 
magnet acted with extraordinary violence in several ways, 
and she manifested the sensitive peculiarity, in every respect, 
in such a high degree, that she equalled the true somnam
bulists (which she herself, however, was not) in every par
ticular relating to the acuteness of sensuous irritability. 

At the sight of all this, and in recalling to mind that the 
northern light appeared to be nothing else but an electrical 
phenomenon produced through the terrestrial magnetism, 
the intimate nature of which is still inexplicable, in so far 
that no direct emanation of light from the magnet is known 
in physics, I came to the idea of making a trial whether a 
power of villlion so exalted as that of Miss Nowotny might 
not perhaps perceive some phenomena of light on tbe 
magnet in perfect darkness. The possibility did not appear 
to me so very distant, and if it did actually present itself, 
the key to the explanation of the aurora borealis seemed in 
my hands. 

3. I allowed the father of the girl to mnke the first pre
paratory experiment in my absence. In order to profit hy 
the greatest dvkuess, auu the maximum dilatation of the 

; 
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10 THE MAGNETIC LIGHT-

pupil, from the eye having been long accustomed to the 
total absence of light, I directed him to hold before the 
patient, in the middle of the night, the largest existing 
magnet, a nine-fold horse-shoe capable of supporting about 
ninety pounds of iron, with the armature removed. This 
was done, and on the following morning I was informed 
that the girl had really perceived a dUtinct ctmiinuot~s 

lwni1W8iiy as long as the magnet was kept open, but that it 
disappeared every time the armature was placed on it. 

To convince myself more completely, and study the 
matter more closely, I made preparations to undertake the 
experiment with modifications myself. I devoted the follow
ing night to this, and selected for it the period when the 
patient had just awakened from a cataleptic fit, and, conse
quently, was most excitable. 11he windows were covered with 
a superabundance of curtains, and the lighted candles removed 
from the room long before the termination of the spasms. 

The magnet was placed upon a table about ten yards 
from the patient, with both poles directed toward the 
ceiling, and then freed from its armature. No one present 
could see in the least ; hut the girl beheld two luminous 
appearances, one at the extremity of each pole of the mag
net. When this was closed by the application of the 
armature, they disappeared, and she saw nothing more ; 
when it was opened again, the lights re-appeared. They 
seemed to be somewhat stronger at the moment of lifting 
up the armature, then to acquire a permanent condition, 
which was weaker. The fiery appearance was about equal 
in size at each pole, and without perceptible tendency to 
mutual connexion. Close upon the steel from which it 
streamed, it appeared to form a fiery vapour, and this was 
surrouitded by a kind of glory of rays. But the rays were 
not at rest ; they became shorter and longer without inter
mission, and exhibited a kind of darting rays and active 
scintillation, which the observer assured us was uncommonly 
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beautiful. The whole appearance was more delicate and 
beautiful than that of common fire ; the light was far purer, 
almost white, sometimes intermingled with iridescent colours, 
the whole resembling the light of the sun more than that 
of a fire. The distribution of the light in rays was not 
uniform ; in the middle of the edges of the horse-shoe they 
were more crowded and brilliant than toward the comers, 
but at the comers they were collected in tufts, which pro
jected further than the rest of ihe rays. I showed her a 
little electric spark, which she had never seen before, and 
had no conception of ; she found it much more blue than 
the magnetic light. It left a peculiar lasting impression on 
the eye, which disappeared very slowly. 

The interest with which the subject necessarily inspired 
me, made me wish to multiply my observations, and to test 
them by repetition and by carrying them further out. The 
patient bad already began to recover ; her irritability dimi
nished daily, and there was therefore no time to be lost. 
Two days after, I joined her relations in a resumption of 
the experiment. It proceeded exactly in the same way and 
with the same results. Allowing a day to elapse, we re
peated the experiment in the first instance with a weaker 
magnet, without informing her of the alteration ; the obser
ver did not see the phenomenon in the same manner now 
as at first, but only perceived what she called two fiery 
threads. • rl'bese were evidently the edges of the two poles 

* In repeating theae experiment. with persons of great impressiona
bility, I have not been eo fortunate at any time u to witneea in a wide
awake penon any other phenomenon than the appearance of one or eome
timea two fiery threads. eaid to have been seen, in a room perfectly 
darkened, emanating from the poles of a powerful horae-shoe magnet. 
Some ladiea have d.-Iy diatinguiahed these beautiful bluish tbftada 
o{ light proceediug upwarda to the height of a foot or more. Some 
hue eeen a hazy cloud at a little distance on each side, " like that of 
a wet 11100Jt.'' One gentleman saw A hazy light very distinctly ; another 
aometbiag like a piece of red-hot iron wire, varying (rom six inches to 
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12 THB MAGNETIC LIGHT-

of the magnet, which were all that her eyes could pet'Ceivc 
of the weaker luminosity. When we then opened before her 
the stronger 90lbs. magnet, she at once recognised the 

a foot in length. These persons were brought into my dining-room, 
which had been previously darkened and prepared, without being in
formed of the purpose for which they were introduct'd. 

Into the same room, and under the same conditions, I have intro
duced persons who instantly fell aaleep, became clonically convulaed, 
and paaeed rapidly into the deeply rigid or tonic spasm, so that I have 
withdrawn them into another room while they have been aa stiff as if 
they were frozen ; and there I have gradually produced a relaxation of 
the muscular system, and complete wakefulne88, by the application of 
on magnetised iron to the nape of the neck and to the soles of the feet. 
Some individuals under theae experiments wake up by the ordinary 
mesmeric manipulations, remaining tued with tonic spasm until I ap
plied the unmagnetised iron. In the same individuals, twelve in 
number, I have produced the same phenomena without the previous 
clonic spasm, by touching the nape of the neck with pure gold, or with 
platinum, or with rhodium, or with nickel, or with cobalt, or with an
timony, or with bU.muth. In every case, except in one (~I. A. D.), I 
was always able to di88ipate the spum and awaken the patient by meaus 
of iron applied to the nape of the neck. In that one-the case will be well 
remembered by Mrs. Charles Lushington and by Dr. Thomas Mayo, 
who 1rcre present-! held a newly-cut di.Pk of cobalt about two yards 
off, without the patient's knowledge, directed towards her back. She 
feU forward insensible upon Mrs. C. Lushington, who was talking to 
her. She waa rigid and insensible. The pulse was for a time imper
ceptible. A current from a 11ingle-coil electro-dynamic 11pparatus, which 
happened to be in action, waa passed from the pit of the stomach to the 
nllpe of the neck. Colour gradually returned to her cheek, and her 
pulee and breathing removed our alarm. She alept on that occaaion 
fifty-six houn. A fortnight afterwards I waa induced to repeat the ex
periment, and abe l'lept forty-seven hours. If I endeavoured to awake her 
by mesmerism, I found her idiotic, and I restored her to the intluence of 
deep sleep, out of which ahe alwaya awoke apontaneously, much refreshed 
and improved in vigour. Thia experiment, repeated in this cue very 
often, has been attended with beneficial results to the patient's health; 
but she now never sleeps under the cobalt intluenoe more than three 
hours. I have performed many o( the Baron'• experimenta with mag
neta of different uumben of lnyers and with varioua powers. When 
the suhjecta of the experiments remain in the sleep-waking state, ~y 
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fonner luminosity, of. the form and colour already known. 
After another interval of several days, during which her 
convalescence had greatly advanced, we renewed the expe
riment ; but the light no longer made its appearance, even 
with the large magnet. The patient saw it less distinctly 
than before, smaller and rather unsteady : often it seemed 

deeeribe almost exactly what the Baron baa stated as fact regarding 
Mias Nowotny, and his other caaea. 

For some remarkable experiments with a large apparatus thirty-three 
inches high, made of iron wire a quarter of an inch in diameter, coiled 
fifty-si:r timea in a circumference of eight feet, I refer to page 137 of 
the 4th volume of the Zoilt. This coil was of an oval form, so con
atmcted in order to enable me to place it with ease over any individual 
aeated in an arm-chair. By means of one, two, three, or four of Smee's 
elements, each ten inche.s by five, a more or less powerful current was 
established, enabling me to use a magnetic force adapted to different 
IU~Ct>ptibilities. For nearly six months daily, for two hours, a nervous, 
llighly sensitive, and strumous young man, aged 17, who had been twelve 
or thirteen years lame from an ununited fracture of his right leg, used 
to sit within this coil urged by four pairs of Smee's plates. He never 
was sensible of any light or of any cloud. He was very somnolent, but 
beettme wide awake again on being removed from the magnetic influence. 
Under this treatment he became stronger, and the bones of his leg 
were united. Acupuncture was occasionally practised where the 
local appearance indicated the measure. If, when he came out of 
his cage, be went into the next apartment, where six or seven young 
women were waiting, he touched any of them, instantly sleep and 
rigidity aupervened. Sometimes in aport be would touch every one of 
tbem, and leave them all in deep sleep. I have myself often obtained 
this same result in various persona, male and female, who, being of im
pl'etllliooable constitutions, have gone into a deep sleep upon my touch
ing them, after having in another room, without their knowledge, rubbed 
tny banda upon the poles of a powerful magnet. I have notes of three 
lade, of dift'erent agH, cued of epilepay by mesmerism, who could be 
inatamly put to sleep and rendered rigid in thi& manl\er. Dr. Elliot
son's celebrated caae of cancer cured by mesmerism, became rigid on 
touching a magnet. I know three different females so susceptible of 
magnetie influence that they are made ill, being seized with painful 
8p111JD1s, if I bring a middle-sized magnet concealed in my coat pocket 
iato the room. Tbeae persons do not know each other. 
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14 THV. MAGNKTIC J.IGHT-

to sink, then to brighten up again ; sometimes almost to 
disappear, and then after a short time to return again. On 
the following evening she perceived in the large magnet 
only the two luminous threads ; and the night after, the 
phenomenon was so imperceptible to her vision that she 
beheld only two flashes, vanishing rapidly like lightning, 
which appeared and disappeared every time the armature 
was pulled off. 

4. So far Miss Maria Nowotny. Her rapidly increasing 
health had now so far lessened her sensitiveness that no 
further experiments were practicable, or productive of new 
results. I had every reason to consider her statement as 
true and exact, since she was an intelligent girl, and, for her 
station, well educated and sensible ; at the same time, to 
give it certainty and scientific reality, it wtut indispensable 
to seek about for corroboration from other quarters. 'fhrough 
the present investigations I had become ncquainted with an 
accomplished physician, Dr. Lippich, House Physician to 
the Hospital, Clinical Professor in Ordinary in the Vienna 
University, and by his kindness I was introduced to a 
patient lying under his treatment in the hospital. This was 
Mi88 Angelica Sturmann, nineteen years of age, daughter 
of an inspector of farms in Prague, suffering from tubercu
lar affection of the lungs, and long subject to somnant
bulism in its slighter stages, with attacks of tetanus and 
cataleptic fits. The influence of the magnet displayed itself 
so powerfully in her, after a few experiments, that she far sur
passed Miss Nowotny in sensitiveness. When I stood in 
the darkened ward, holding the 90lb. magnet open at a 
distance of six paces from the feet of the patient, while Pro
fessor Lippicb stood beside her, and she was previously per
fectly conscious of what was going on around her, the patient 
ceased to answer. She fell into tetanic spasms and complete 
unconsciousness, from the action of the magnet, immediately 
I had pulled off the armature. This did not hold out a 
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very hopeful prospect of the results of my experiments ; 
but they were not in vain. After a while the girl came to 
herself again, and said that at the moment I removed the 
armature from the large magnet she had seen a flame jla1h 
over it, about the length of a sma.ll hand, and of a white 
colour mingled with red and blue. She had wished to look 
at it more closely, when suddenly the action of the opened 
magnet took away her consciousness. I had ·an intense 
desire to repeat the experiment, to obtain more exact infor
mation of the circwnstances. The patient, als6, was per
fectly willing ; but the physician considered it injurious to 
the complaint of his patient, and I was therefore forced to 
abandon any further investigation of the matter. At the 
same time, I had attained my principal aim : a confirmation 
of Miss Nowotny's statements respecting the luminosity 
over the magnet was obtained : it had now been seen by a 
second person suffering from quite a different disease, with
out any communication with the first. 

5. In another ward of the hospital, Dr. Lippich took me 
to a young lad of some eighteen years, a journeyman glover, 
suffering from intermittent spasms, produced by fright and 
ill usage. When I approached him with the m~anet he at 
once spoke of fire and flames appearin,9 before him, and 
which returned every time 'I removed the armature. But 
the lad was so uneducated that it would have been impos
sible to make any accurate experiments with him ; and in 
the meantime I found more interesting opportunities of 
tracing out my subject in detail. 

6. Miss Maria Maix, 25 years old, daughter of a groom 
of the chambers in the Imperial Palaces, residing at No. 260 
in the Kohlmarket, was the next person who was brought 
to me, through the kindness of her physician. He was 
treating her for a paralytic affection of the lower extremities, 
with occasional attacks of spasms. She was neither a som
uambulist, nor did she talk in her sleep ; she had neve!! 

r 
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16 THE MAGNETIC LIOHT-

experienced any attacks of insanity, and was in all respect..~ 

a young woman of clr.ar good sense. When a large magnet 
was opened before her in the night-time, which was often 
done, she alway• immediately beluld a l"minosity o"er it, 
'·esting on the poles, about a hand's breadth in height. 
But when she was labouring under spasms, the phenomena 
increased most extraordinarily to her eyes. She then saw 
the magnetic light, which now appeared greatly increased 
in size, not merely on the poles, but also perceivtd rays of 
ligllt flowing from all over the outer sides of the steel, 
weaker indeed than at the poles, but spread universally 
over the whole horse-shoe, which appeared as tt. bright 
light, and, as in the case of Miss Nowotny, left a dazzling 
brightness before her eyes, which would not disappear for 
a long time. We shall see the meaning and connection 
of all this. Meantime I had now obtained the fourth con
fimlation of the observation of the magnetic light. But by 
far the most remarkable and clearest of the observers was yet 
to come. 

7. This was Miss Barbara Reichel, 29 years old, stoutly 
made, daughter of a servant in the Imperial Palace at Lax
emburg. When a child of seven years, she had fallen 
from the window of the second floor of her dwelling, and 
from that time forward had suffered from nervous attacks, 
which passed in some degree into true somnambulism, and 
into talking in her sleep, and wandering in her dreams. 
The complaint was intermittent, coming and going at long 
intervals. The girl had just recovered from a violent spas
modic attack, but still retained all the irritability of her 
sharpened power of vision. She wns at the same time quite 
strong, clearly conscious, looking well, and, moreover, walked 
alone through aU the bustle of the town, to visit her rela
tions. I invited her to my house, and received visits from 
her as often as I wished, in order to make use of her extra
ordinary ~nsitivcncss t.o the magnet, in investigations with 
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physical apparatua which could not well be taken to other 
ho~. 

This pe1'8QD united in herself the rare gifts, that she saw 
the magnetic light as strongly as any exhausted, helpless, 
sick patient, while shft was outwardly healthy, active, and 
sensible, and that, with the greatest sensitiveness to the 
luminous appearances, she could bear the circuit of the 
magnet almost as well as a healthy person ; which, with 
most of the sensitive, as we have an example of in Miss 
Sturmann, and as also occurred in a slight degree in Miss 
Nowotny, is so far from being the case, that an open 
magnet is liable to throw them into convulsions, and even 
render them senseless. Little can be done with such ; 
but with Miss Reichel I could follow every investigation 
quietly to the end. Individuals like her are invaluable 
for scientific inquiries : and thus I have through her been 
able to obtain most valuable elucidations of the electro
magnetic theory. In this place I shall in the first instance 
only indicate those observations which relate to the emis
sion of light from magnets. 

She saw the magnetic light not only in darkness, but in 
the dim light which I required to perceive all objects, and 
thus manipulate, to modify, and repeat the experi•nents. 
If the obscurity was moderate, the magnetic light appeared 
shorter and smaller, she saw less of it; that is, those parts 
in which the light was weakest were first overpowered by 
day-light; but she saw the flaming effluences most brilliantly, 
their size greatest, their definition sharpest, and the play of 
oolour most distinct, when the darkness was perfect. 

ti. When a magnet was laid before her in darkness, she 
saw it emit light, not merely w/,e-n open, but wllen it 1Vtt8 

cloud, like a h(lf'se-s/we, by the tlrmalure. 'fhis may at 
first sight appear surprising; but the sequel will show that 
this statement of the observer correspon~ perfectly with 
the intimate nature of the matter. 'fhe two luminous pic-

e 
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18 THE MAGNETIC I.IGHT-

tures were naturally different in every respect. On the 
closed horse-shoe she could not detect any place at which 
the flaming appearances were especially concentrated, as 
they were at both poles when it was open ; but the magnet 
emitted from all its edges, points of junction of the plates, 
and angles, a short flame-like luminosity, with a constant 
undulating motion. With a horse-shoe composed of nine 
layers, capable of supporting ninety pounds, this was not 
longer than about a finger's breadth. 

9. When the horse-shoe was opened, 
it exhibited the beautiful appearance 
represented in fig. 1. The drawing 
was prepared by Miss Reichel herself, 
as well as she could execute it ; but 
she lamented that she was not able to 
attain an exact imitation of nature. 
While an arm of the horse-shoe mea
sure? ten inches, the flaming light 
reached up almost to an equal length, 
and arose of greater breadth than the 
steel. At every break formed by the 
layers of the magnet, smaller flames 
stood around the edges and angles, 
terminating in sparkling brushes. She 
described these little flames as blue, the 

FtG. I. 

maiu light as white below, becoming ye1low above, passing 
then into red, and terminating at the top with green and 
blue. 'l'his light did not remain still, hut flickered, waved 
and darted continually, so 88 to produce, as it were, shooting 
rays. But here also, 88 had occurred in the olmn-vation of 
Miss Nowotny, there was no attraction, no intermingling 
of the flames, not even an indication of ll tendenoy ·to this, 
from pole to pole ; and as there, too, no observable dis
tinction between the oondition of the two poles of the 
horse-shoe. Fig. 2 gives a side view, in which a sepamte 
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tuft, of a lighter, flame-like appearance, 
spreads out from the edge of each compo
nent layer of the magnet. This was neces
sarily omitted in fig. l, for the sake of dis
tinctness. Along the back and inner sides 
of the steel, weaker lights streamed out uni
versally, like those which had been partially 
described by Miss Maix : on the inside they 
were all curved upward, hut on the outside 
they were only turned upward for a short 
space, then were straight for a moment, and 
next took the directly opposite direction 
downwards. They were shortest at the lowest 
part, on the curvature of the steel ; therefore 
on the magnetically indifferent space. These 

19 

Fro. 2. 

shorter weaker rays are very delicate, and also more fixed. 
They are drawn, from a single layer of steel, in fig. 10. The 
condition of the lwninosity along the four 
longitudinal edges of each of the nine 
layers of steel fitted upon one another, 
is worthy of remark. At places where 
the edges of two lamellre are accurately 
and closely fitted alongside one another, 
and almost form a continuous line, they 
were still clearly distinguished by the emis
sion, on each side, of lines of flame, which 
one must suppose were necessarily con

FIG. 10. 

~I 
fl l • 

fluent at the bottom. Directly above their point of origin 
they diverged, consequently converged toward the other late
ral radiation of the same lamella ; whence it follows, that 
a transverse section would exhibit such a figure as is 
represented in fig. 3.-Weaker magnets, from 

1..:-h M" R . h I ad d . FIG. 3" WJJ,M; ISS e1c e m e rawmgs, gave '$'"1 ,. , . ....,. 1 ,.~~ 

the same picture, but the emitted rays were llL,_. rr[·j1/TTf 
horte l,.. ,.L.l~J s r. 
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20 'fHE MAGNETIC LJGH'J.\--

1 0. ·I laid before her a straight magnetic rod. It was 
about J l feet long, quadrangular, and about ll inches broad, 
like common bar iron. She made from this the drawing 
subjoined in fig. 4. At the pole directed towards the north, 
therefore at the negative end of the magnet, Fw. 4. 
she saw a large flame ; at the opposite, positive 
end, a smaller, about half as large, waving, 
dancing, and shooting out rays, as in the horse
shoe, red below, green in the middle, and blue 
above. }rom each of the four edges of either 
polar extremity issued a strong light, each inde
pendently flowing out at an angle of 45° to the 
plane of the base, and having a somewhat rota
tory motion, not exhibited by the chief, central, 
flickering flame ; thus there was a twofold dis
tribution at each pole. A similarity exists in 
the statements of Miss Nowotny, who also per
ceived a stronger and more elongated flame at 
each solid angle of the horse-shoe. The four 
edges of the rod were clothed with a weaker 
light, just like the individual layers of the horse
shoe; this exhibiting the red, green, and blue 
colours, but otherwise issuing steadily and with
out motion. It did not present any decrease 
along its whole extent, and neither edges nor indifferent 
points could be recognised, as was the case in the horse
shoe. 

1 1 . Placing the magnetic bar in the meridian or in the 
magnetic parallel, with the poles directed forward or back
ward or in the direction of the dip, did not appear to exert 
any important influence in the shape or · direction of the 
flames, the terre:strial magnetism not being strong enough to 
effect any considerable opposing action. 

12. 1 now took an electro-dynamic apparatus, on the 
one band to make an electro-magnet before her eyes, on tlte 
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other to bring to observation the action which this and a 
common steel magnet would produce upon one another in 
reference to the luminous phenomena. It consisted of a 
horse-shoe magnet with the poles widely separated, between 
which a horizontal coiled electro-magnet could be made to 
rotate. The magnet itself, the poles of which were directed 
upwards, had legs of square section measuring about three
fourths of an inch on a side. In a dim light it exhibited a con
dition essentially similar in all respects to that which the large 
horse-shoe magnet had presented; at the four solid angles 
of the polar extremities obliquely ascending flames, but in 
the middle of them, issuing from the centre of the plane of 
the base, a longer, erect, ascending flame. But this latter 
was not a dense fiery mass here, for it had assumed the 
shape of a thin, straight, and vertically erected needle ; a 
modification of the condition which might depend on the 
relative strength of the magnet, on its size, or on other ac
cessory circumstances of its form. It is possible that a very 
slight excavation, which had been drilled in the two ends 
of the steel, for the rotation of fine points fitting on to them, 
may have contributed to this. The luminous appearance 
was stationary in this form, and, with a slight difference in 
size, almost exactly the same at both poles. When I caused 
a current from a single pair of Grove's elements to pass 
through the stout silk-covered wire coiled round the iron 
which served for the electro-magnet, this emitted flaming 
lights from both ends, and exhibited in an instant all the 
luminous phenomena of a magnetic rod. Nay more; when 
it wos removed out of the voltaic current, and had thus 
ceased to be a magnet, it oontinued to emit maguetic light 
£rom ibe poles; .aDd, u regards luminosity, like the Ritter's 
pile. went on acting after the removal of the cause. (I shall 
return to the reason and explanation of this phenomenon in 
one of the succeeding treatises). Consequetttly, in tlte eyes 
of a se~uit-ive per801t, an electro-nw!Jnel e.2:hibits e.-ractly the 
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22 THE MAGNE'l'IC LWHT-

same hehatlioltr in its emission of flaming light, as tlt.e 
commun steel ma,qnet. • 

13. But the reciprocal action exerted by the two flames 
upon each other was remarkable. The flame of tlte steel 
mctgnet was completely turned ttside by tltal of tlte electro
magnet, and that as distinctly as the current of a blowpipe 
directs the flame of a candle. To shorten as much as pos
sible the descriptions, which are tedious to read and at the 
same time difficult to comprehend, I briefly direct attention 
to figures 5, 6, 7, and 9. Fig. 5 represent.-; the steel 
magnet with its luminosity alone, fig. 6, a and h, the electro. 
magnet underneath the poles of the latter, with the outline, 

* I had five years ago a beautiful case of somnambulism, ina female, who 
could in her sleep see the light from the poles of magnets, exactly as in 
this cRSe; even where the armature was applied, she saw lambent 
blue flames issuing from between the magnet and the armature, and 
between the plate11 of which the magnet was compORed. Awake, she 
81\W nothing; · but on looking at the magnet a while, abe fell asleep, 
and then saw the light again. If she touched the magnet, instantly 
a deep sleep and rigidity seized her. When I operated with an electro
magnetic single coil apparntus, the same phenomena occurred as in the 
magnet. While the keeper or contact-breaker continued its action, she 
saw volumes of blue light and cloud emanating from the coil around the 
bobbin ; if the circle were closed, the current still pusing, she still saw 
a subdued light, but the grey cloud as before ; and if in this state abe 
touched the coil, instantly she became Ullconscious and rigid. From 
this it is manifest, that besides that force which can influence the gal
vanometer, some other agent powerfully inftuencea the human syatem ; 
and that certain individuals in the mesmeric sleep-waking are as good 
tests of the presence of this agent 1\S any sensitive individuals in an ana
logous condition of nerves, who may happen to be awake. Since the 
time above mentioned, several of my somr.ambule.;;, separatrd from one 
another, each ignorant of the purpose of the experiment, have been, at 
different times, introduced to a room where an electro-dynamic appa
ratus has been in action, and they have seen an emanation from the 
coil exactly as in the above case. Moreover, in corroboration of the 
fact noticed by the Baron, each of these pl'rsous has repeatedly been 
put to sleep by touching the helix, at various intervals, from one holll' 
to two hours after the Smee's battery has been removed. 
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FIG. 6. 

I<'w. 5. 
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fig. 7, beside it, fig. 8 close above it, fig. 9 high over it, and 
slwwing the rem8l'kable diverg- F'1o. 9. 
ence of the flame of the steel mag
net. The question whether this 
is to be attributed to a difference 
of strength · or to some other cause, 
is l"e~Mned for future investigation. 

Thus in Miss Reichel we have 
the fifth and at the same time the 
clearest testimony for the luminous 
phenomena at the poles of the 
maguct. 
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Lastly, I mnst mention a Miss Maria Atzmnnnsdorfcr, a 
girl 26 years old (Golden Lamb, in the suburb Alte Wieden). 
She is the daughter of a pensioned military surgeon. She 
has an affection of the head, with spasms and sleep-walking, 
but walks about the streets looking like a healthy person. 
I brought her to my house late in the evening, when it wa.q 
getting very dark, and into a room which I could darken 
perfectly by closing inside shutters. She was sensitive in a 
high degree, and saw the nlagnetic poles flame here in a 
most lively manner. She described the luminous appear
ance as still larger than Miss Reichel, from the nine-layered 
horse-shoe more than twice the height, and gave an exactly 
similar account of the light, the colours, and the mobility 
of the flame ; like her she saw the whole magnet luminous, 
and its entire surface clothed with a delicate light. She 
makes the sixth witness. 

14. Let us now briefly compare the different statements: 
the same nine-layered horse-shoe magnet displayed at its 
poles, to Lhe eyes of the greatly convalescent-

a. Miss Nowotny, a kind of luminous vapour, sur
rounded and intermingled with rays of shining, moving, 
darting, white ami sometimes iridescent light, about one 
half to three quarters of an inch long. 

b. Miss Maix, when free from spasms, saw a white flame 
about a band's breadth high. 

c. Miss Sturmann, a white flame as high as the length 
of a small hand, with an intermixture of colours. 

d. The journeymunglover,aflame a hand's length in height. 
e. :Miss Maix, in a spasmodic state, a gen<'ral light, dis

tributed all over the magnet, dazzling her eyes, and issuing 
largest and strongest from the poles. 
f. Miss Reichel, a variously-coloured, flickering, radiating 

flame, as large as the whole horse-shoe magnet, therefore 
10 inches long ; lateral flames out from each layer of the 
magnet ; a general weaker efflux of light along all the edges 
of the layers inward over the whole horse-shoe. 
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. 9· Miss Atzmansdorfer, the same appearances more 
etrongly marked, and the entire magnet in a delicate glow. 

15. From all this it follows, that those sensitive persons, 
w:ho are so in a high degree, perceive in the dark, at tlw 
poks of powerful magnels, a luminous appearance of a 
lt)(IViH!J,.flome-like nature, less or more according to ike de
.fJree of their dileased 8eJuibility, or the more or less perfect 
J~gree of dar/mess ; that they do indeed differ in their ob
servations as to its size, in consequence of their varying 
powers of perception, but agree unconditionally in all their 
general statements ; such a luminous appearance of con
siderable magnitude, of which healthy persons see nothing, 
does therefore actually exist on magnet&. Since, with the 
exception of au acquaintance between Miss Maix and Miss 
Reichel, none of the witnesses bad any communication with 
each other, or did even know one another, but lived leagues 
apart, and in my innumerable experiments never contra
dicted one another, much less themselves ; and since they 
never stated anything opposed to the fixed laws of elec
tricity and magnetism; lastly, conscious of the precaution 
and accuracy of my own method of investigation,-! feel uo 
hesitation in expressing the conviction I have arrived at,-
that I regard the reality of the perception, by persons of 
exalted sensibility, of luminous phenomena at the magnetic 
poles, as incontestible, and as an ascertained and settled 
fact of science; so far, that is, as nn individual observer is 
in a position to complete it. I am certain that we shall not 
have to wait long for its confirmation from other quarters. 
The sensitive are not indeed so numerous in small towns, 
that they may be found almost everywhere, if sought ; but 
in large cities they are far from rare, and I do not consider 
it a difficult task to find hundreds at once, if requisite, in a 
place like Vienna. My statements may therefore be readily 
tested in Berlin, Hamburgh, or Paris. 

16. We will now turn to some of the properties of the 
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magnetic light 'l'hat it is invisible to healthy eyes, is not 
in itself ·.-cry wonderful. 'Wben we consider the difference 
between sun-light and candle-light, the former of which 
Wollaston found 5560, Leslie even 12,000 times stronger 
than the latter ; when we see how very weak is the lumi
nosity of alcohol, wood-spirit, carbonic-oxide gas, pure hy
drogen, and other combustibles, the flames of which are not 
only wholly invisible in strong sun-light, but become to a 
certain extent imperceptible in strong reflected daylight, we 
are aware already of such extreme differences between the 
luminosities of different flames, that the step to the OOUl

plete invisibility to our eyes is no longer a great one, and 
hence the possibility as well as the comprehensibility lies 
tolerably near. It therefore cannot be regarded as strange, 
that other lights exist, which fall beneath our powers of 
vision, and that a luminosity pervades magnets, which, from 
its weakness, we are usually unable to see. 

17. To convince myself, where possible, whether it 
was actually light then, and not some different kind of ap
pearance, that was perceived by the sensitive persons, I 
wished to make an experiment with the daguerreotype, and 
to see if an impression could be produced upon the iodized 
silver plate. To carry out this experiment, l invited my 
obliging friend, M. Karl Schuh, a private teacher of physics 
in Vienna, known by his improvements in the gas-micro
scope and his skill in daguerreotyping. He shut up an 
iodized plate, in front of which an open magnet was placed, 
in a dark box, and at the same time deposited another plate 
in another dark case, without a magnet. After some hours 
he found the former, when it had been treated with mer
curial vapour, affected by light, the other not ; but the dis
tinction was not very strong. In order to make it perfectly 
clear, he took the magnet, turned towards an iodized plate, 
with extreme pn·cautions for keeping out every trace of 
light during the manipulation, of which I was witness, and 
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placed it in a ca,.<;e in a thick bed, and left it there sixty-four 
hours. 'faken out in darkness and exposed to mercurial 
vapour, the plate now exhibited the full effect of the light 
which it had rereived, over the entire surface. It was clear 
from this, that lmless other causes are capable of affecting 
the photographic plate after considerable time, it, in fact, 
mu81 be light, real, though weak and acting but sloNly, 
mhicl' issues from tlu! magnet. 

18. I made another experiment, with a similar view, with 
a large b~~rning glass. 'fhe lens was about eight inches 
~. and had a focal distance of about. twelve inches for 
a candle standing about five feet behind it. In a com
pletely darkened room, I brought the magnet, of which the 
flame was ten inche.s long, about twenty-five inches behind 
the lens, and directed it against the wall, calling Miss 
Reichel's attention to it. The clever mechanist of this city, 
Mr. Ekling, was present. We removed the lens gradually 
four feet six inches from the wall, during which the observer 
saw the picture of the light continually diminish in size, 
and first at that distance contract to about one-eighth of an 
inch. But in spite of this, no one present was able to per
ceive a trace of the light, even under this considerable con
centration. Yet it furnished ns with a sure means of testing 
the accuracy of the observer in a variety of ways. Among 
others, she laid her finger on the spot where she saw the 
focal point; I followed her, and. by feeling in the dark, 
placed mine upon it. Mr. Ekling, who held the lens, now 
altered its direction a little, without saying in what way. 
'fhe position of the focus on the wall was thus of course 
altered in the same direction. The observer immediatelv 

" gave another, which I traced out with my finger, and then 
made Mr. Ekling state in what direction he had diverted the 
axis. Whether he said to the right, downward or upward, 
my finger was in every case already on the right, below or 
above. 'l,he exactitude and genuineness of the observation 
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was consequently beyond all doubt. She described the 
colour of the focal point as red ; and she also said that the 
whole of the large glass lens was illumined red by the 
magnet. 

19. The magnetic light emitted no heat; at least none 
appreciable by our most delicate instruments. Directed on 
to a Nobili's thermoscope, I could not detect any movement 
of the astatic needle of the differential galvanometer, even 
after a lengthened trial. 

20. It was very desirable to obtain some more intimate 
knowledge as to the substantiality of the flame, light, Qr 
whatever we may please to call it, waving over the 
magnetic poles. Since it did not issue in a radiant form 
from its source, but in a flickering shape, forming all sorts 
of curved and changing lines, it could not well consist of a 
simple and pure emission of light. In fact, when I turned 
the poles of the magnet downward, it flowed downward in 
the identieal shape in which it flowed upward when I re
versed them, and in each direction sideways as I held them 
to either side. This testifies strongly to its more than 
probable imponderability, but proves nothing positive as to 
its nature. But the answer I obtained to the question, how 
the magnetic flame behaved when blown upon, seemed to 
rue more important in this respect. 'rhe observer said that 
it flared divergently to the side like any other flame. When 
a solid is brought too near, the points curl round it: when 
in the last experiments, al~o, the large glass lens had been 
brought too ncar the open magnet, the flames had applied 
themselves upon the glass exactly in the same manner as 
happens when another glass is placed in the flame of a 
candle to blacken it; when the hand was placed on the 
magnet, the flames passed between the fingers and out 
behind the hand, &c.. It follows from this, that the mag
ttelic flame is evid.ently either itself something 1vholly male
~ial, or has such for a substratum; further, that the ''"'!Jfielw 
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light u IUJ11elhi1tg different fi·om it, and the magnetic flame 
u a C()fllpound, in which some kind of materiality is united 
with the immaterial essence of the light. • The sensitive 

* In a logical work, the meaning of such words as material 
and immaterial should be strictly defined. The question relates not 
here to Theology, but to Natural Science. Great confusion of ideas 
must inevitably reault from misapprehension of the accurate im· 
port of terms. If I understand the adjective material, it relates to 
f1Ullt-.omethi11g. On the other band, immaterial relates to immatter 
-1tothi11g. Divisibility is infinite. The attenuation of any substance in 
avace ia bounded only by the opposition offered to ita expansion by the 
pftlllure of other rnat1er ; otherwise ita expansibility would be infinite. 
It ia impoaeible to conceive of ita annihilation-of ita being reduced 
to 1tolhing. Without clear ideas, logic is nothing-philosophy is 
nothing-reason is nothing-truth is nothing. Their provinces are 
in entity. It is absurd to apeak of reasoning upon 1totliing. We can· 
not eonceive of nothing. Our faculties have no relations to Mtl&ing. 
Being in themselves eomething, we can have no faith in nothing. Move 
for an instant from physics to theology. It is the athei•t who believes 
in rwtliillg. The believer in a God, clearer in his logic, confe88ing, in 
great humility, his perfect and complete inability to grasp the idea of 
aothing, can never measure more than the attributes of an all-wise, all
jut, all-holy, and all-powerful Bei1rQ; still, cannot believe that being 
non-existent. He taU. perhaps of that Being being immaterial. He 
does not for one moment mean constituted of notlii1rQ! He would be 
wiaer to avoid the use of terms which have no meaning. . . • Real 
humility, which characterizes real philoaophy,leads him to say-" I do 
aot know, but in future I will not talk nonsense about immaterialiam. 
I will not get angry, I will not dispute about what no imagination can 
conceive. A being mnat be something, although I may be quite igno
rant of the nature of that thing." It is highly important that, in all 
considerations on those agencies which are sometimes designated u im
pmulerab/e forma of matter, we should not use such terms as immaterial. 
The term can be used only when there is an absence of a clear idea, or 
a willi.ogneaa to envelop the mind in hazy cloudy clothing. 

It ia a m~take to suppose that accurate definition ia neceaaary only in 
metaphysics. All the phenomena relating to the subject of light may 
one day be proved to belong to the science of psychology ; and the re
searches now pre~ented to public notice may indeed be regarded as the 
eommeneemeot of very numeroua investigations hereafter by men of 
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person actually sees the magnetic flame curve round the 
glass lens, while the light itself passes through, and its rays 

acience, which must establish the relations of light to the phenomena 
of the human mind. lt is silly and idle to oppose to the progreu of 
clear ideaa the confused nonaenaewhich penades the brains of men who 
cannot help hating all new truths. Tboae who are really k(Jittll andrinctrt 
in their religious faith, need never fear the advance of acience. A wiae 
and juat God, permitting the developments of truth, decrees that mau 
cannot alter the laws which regulate Nature in her operations. The 
repulaive agencies of his brain may malignantly oppo~~e the revelations 
of ecience, which are the revelations of God's will to man given out at 

progreaaively advancing pmoc14 of that time which ia a fn~gment of 
Eternity ; but they cannot overwhelm the truth, and are able to stay ita 
progreaa only aa the midge intercepts the progreaa of the sun's light 
for a moment. To our limited ken, all Nature's truths are material. 
Mathematics have enabled wondrous philosophers to calculate the spet'd 
at which light travels, and the admirable observations in paragraph 16 
of the text are auffi.CJent to pro•e that the materiality of all light, when 
man's ken aball be enlarged by ecience, may come to be easily established. 
I have known at least fifty person11 who have seen a grey silvery, or a 
blue light emanating from my hand and fingers, when they have been 
wide awake. I have known a great many persona who having been 
put into mesmeric sleep have declared that they have seen blue light 
issuing in copious streams from my eyes, when I have concentrated my 
thoughts in tbe acta of volition or study. Tbia ia so common, that 88 

the investigations into mesmerism proceed, I know there must be 
thou~~&Dda of corroborations of the fact, instead of hundred11, as at pre· 
aent. Will any one venture to aay that a force baTing relation to sueh 
a light is not a material power ? The light proceeds from the hnlin ot 
a person willing, and impinges on a aleeper-aent to aleep by a magnet 
-or by a crystal. The light is aent forth by the will of tha' peraoo., 
and becomes a motive power, for tbe recipient aleeper moves and obeys 
the mandate received through t be luminous agency. I have repeatedly 
performed an experiment under these circumetancea, and the results 
have been 88 above stated. But though I have often willed pel'IOna 
awake as well as aleep-wakers, and even magnetic and crystallic-5leepers, 
to do my silent bidding, proving that the light from my braiD is a 
motive power, I regard some other experiments on rare subjeets to he 
still more conclusive aa to the material agency of the littbt which 
emanates from the human brain. I have cauaed it to travel 72 miles, 
producing immediate etrecta. I have witJle&le8 who can teatify that I 
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may be collected in a focus. Miss Nowotny and Miss 
Stunnann both assured me that the light spread a bright-

haft repeatedly willed an individual to come to me when at the distance 
of nearly two miles. I have witnesses who can testify that a patient for 
some months required the force of the light emanating from my brain by 
the exertion of the will, to enable her to sleep at all, when abe was at the 
distance of nearly two miles from me. Hundreds of persons have seen 
an individual made insensible and rigid by my imagining a circle round 
her. In her delirium, which made her muscles enormously powerful, abe 
would occasionally master several persons. My will, impinging its light 
upon her, rendered her not only tractable for a time, but set her fast, 
(or hours, in a deep sleep and rigid spasm. If I imagined a bar on the 
carpet, abe could indicate with accuracy the position and limits of that 
bar. She described it as a bar of blue light on the carpet; and if abe 
were deaired to get up and pass over it, she became insensible, and feU 
on the 8oor like any inanimate object. Sometimes I have placed this 
bar of light across the threshold of a door, and it has been impOBBible 
for her to paee over it. The sight of the blue bar of light, placed by an 
effort o( my will, even after many repetitions of the experiment, made her 
fall down insensible ; and abe has remained insensible to all external im
preaions, like a penon dead asleep on the floor, until I have willed the 
bar to disappear. Hundreds of persona have seen me perform this ex
periment. On one occasion I left the bar for one hour and a half, and 
abe remAined quite unconscious, getting np instantly when I willed 
its diuppearance. Though not a common, this has not been a soli
tary cue illustrative of such a striking fact. Charpignou (Etudes Pbys. 
aur le Magn. Anim. Paris, 1843) has proposed physical tests to esta
blilh the existence of the mesmeric fluid. One of them consisted in 
collecting the fluid from the ends of the finger into a gl888 tumbler, and 
tbt-n getting patient& to inhale the air collected in that gl888 vessel. 
Thia put the indiriduale to sleep. Several persona have seen while 
awake the blue light proceeding from my fingers, and collecting in 
the glus. I have directed their attention to other objects, so that they 
could not be aware of my reenming hold Qf the gl888 I had left, and 
have been unawares put to sleep by my pouring the fluid on the> back 
of their necks. On several occasions lately, I htve eat in one room 
wiHing the meemerie light into a wide-mouthed phial of a pint capacity, 
and have taken it into another room, where, pouring the &ubstance on 
a petieat•s head, ebe has inetantly fallen asleep. These experiments, 
perfonaed with efery precaution to avoid sources of fallacy, can succeed 
only ia ea.e. ot moat extreme sneeeptibility. Repeated occurrences of 
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ness around it, and illuminated neighbouring objects ; and 
Miss Reichel marked the exact distance to which the visible 
light of the magnetic flame spread over the table on which 
it lay ; I measured this, and found it to extend to about 
nineteen inches in diameter. Whether that which issues 
from the mfioonet in the form of flame is really a substantial 
emission, or only indicates an alteration of condition which 
the magnet produces in the surrounding air, or according 
to the newer theories, in the ether, which then in further 
progress becomes associated with an evolution of light, are ~ 

questions to solve which many more things, among others 
the slow spontaneous loss of power of the steel magnet, 
must be placed in the balance, and they must remain as 
subjects for further research. For the present, only this 
much is established ;-that the magnetic flame, turning aside 
before mechanical obstacles, is not identical with the inde
pendent, simultaneously issuing magnetic light, which pos
sesses a higher radiant nature. 

21. And now I return to the introductory consideration 
of ~ :2. The first practical usc to be made of these obser
vations would be an endeavour to apply them to the eluci
dation of the aurora borealis. We are in possession of the 
valuable explanations given by Sir Humphry Davy, who 
applied the influence of the magnet on the electrical current 
in rarified air, to the aurora, and endeavoured to make out 
the probability that tlus phenomenon was produced by a 
current of this kind on the outermost limits of the atmos
phere. But since, through the recent polar expeditions, it 
has been found how deeply this frequently descends in the 
atmosphere, Davy's ingenious comparison has lost much of 

these facta, and, aa they are easily reproduced, we shall have haYe ac
counts of many of them, will establish the conclusion that a foru telaicla 
;, a material agent, attended by or conJJlituling a coloured liglat, 
emanate• from tlae brain of 'nan, telaen he tlainlc..-tlaat lair teill ca11 
direct it• impi"'Jement-and that it i.t a fllotif1e poteer. 
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its certainty; the rarified space, the ground on which he 
hasOO it, has disappeared, and with it the diffusion of the 
free electricity, which, derived from our thunder-storms, he 
claimed for the aurora. The certainty which we possess 
that the aurora is only formed under the influence of the 
magnetic poles of the earth, the total absence of any direct 
phenomena of light on magnets, which we have hitherto 
assumed ; the facts now gained, that although invisible to 
common eyes, coloured, especially white, yellow, and red 
emissions of light do issue from magnets, certainly must lead 
us to surmise that the aurora may be either actually the 
magnetism itself issuing from the polar regions, or else a 
direct effect of it. It is known that the aurora, when it 
appears, affects and disturbs the magnetic needles of whole 
cotmtries, as does the magnetic fiame, or the magnet pro
ducing it, at a certain distance: lastly, it is, in fact, only 
the emanation from the magnet, and not the magnet itself, 
which produces the movements at a distance ; and thus, 
therefore, the deflecting action of the aurora upon the 
needle completely agrees with those of the magnet. Finally, 
if we compare the special phenomena in the appearance of 
the magnetic light and the magnetic &me, with those of the 
aurora, the probability of such an assumption evidently in
creases. The aurora is known as a white arc, according to 
others as a white vapoury or cloud-like mass on the polar 
horizon, from which shoot out towards the equator flicker
ing, brush-like, wandering rays, the lines of which have 
indeed a principal direction, but are not parallel to each 
other, nor straight, but appear curved slightly in various 
ways, and sometimes scintillate. Their colour changes from 
the white of the arc to bluish, emerald green, yellow, and 
above all, red, which light they then spread over whole zones. 
The same mobility of emitted rays, the same flickering 
flame I'Unning in curved lines, the same brilliant play of 
colour, the same reddening of illuminated objects, we find 

D 
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described in exactly the same way by the observers of the 
magnetic phenomena. The observations, it is true, do not 
agree perfectly with each other, but they coincide in all 
important points. The distinctions between them depend 
chiefly on the different size of the flaming objects, which is 
of minor importance ; it is explicable by the different 
degrees of sensibility to the magnetic light of different 
observers. In particular, we see two different pictures of 
light appear in the eyes of Miss Maix, according as she was 
either in a quiet condition or in an attack of spasms : in 
the former case, a flame of only a band's breadth rested on 
the poles; in the latter, not only had this much increased 
and become more brilliant, but the entire large horse-shoe 
was covered with gushes of light. In the same way we find 
wit.h Miss Nowotny, that the apparent size of the magnetic 
light, in her observation, kept pace with her convalesence, 
and that the picture of it appeared to become smaller, from 
period to period, in the same proportion as her disease di
minished, till at last it became wholly imperceptible to her 
senses. At one particular period she recognised a kind of 
luminous vapour immediately over the steel, which the far 
more sensitive Miss !Wichel never saw ; from this cloud of 
vapour she saw the tufts of light issue in the same way as 
the latter perceived the tufts of light from the corners of 
weaker magnets. This vaporous cloud, immediately upon 
the steel, resembled in a high degree the polar luminous arc 
of the aurora; and if Miss Reichel, as she stated, saw 
nothing of it, the reason certainly is, that in her sight, which 
perceived the far more flickering light and the flames 
ascending from the shorter layers of the magnet, the 
vaporous cloud was covered or eclipsed by these so that 
she could not possibly see them. It might be expected 
that, with the progress of her recovery, a period would 
ensue in which the flames of the sides of the layers would 
disappear, and then the vaporous cloud would be free to 
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her eyes, and would be seen as well by her as by Miss 
Nowotny. 

It is this calm, bright, cloud-like appearance, however, 
which brings the resemblance to northern light to such a 
high degree of agreement, that one is involuntarily led to 
the acknowledgment of the complete identity of the aurora 
and the magnetic light. But I must not be misappre
hended : I do not wish to say that I regard the identity of 
the two phenomena as proved ; for between lights visible 
and invisible to healthy eyes lies a chasm which is not yet 
filled up, and cannot even be filled up by the hypothesis of 
a different intensity of the two phenomena : but I believe 
this much to be certain, and that I may venture to express 
it, that an astonishing analogy exists between the two ; so 
great, that the identity of the mag'n.etic flame and the aurora 
rises unmistakeably to a high degree of probability. 

22. RETROSPECT. 

a. A strong magnet exercises a peculiar action upon the 
senses of many healthy and sick persons ; it is an agent 
upon the vital force. 

b. Those who manifest this sensibility in a high degree 
frequently exhibit a great exaltation of the acuteness of the 
senses, and are then in a condition to perceive light and 
flame-like appearances upon the magnet. The strength 
and distinctness of this perception increases with the sensi
bility of the observer and the obscurity of the place. 

c. The pole -M gives the larger, the +M the smaller 
flame, in the northern latitude of Vienna. Its form and 
colour change according as the magnet is open or clo:ied,
a magnet made by touch, or an electro-magnet,-free, or 
under the influence of other magnets. 

d. Positive and negative flames display no tendency to 
unite. 
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e. The flame may be mechanically diverted in various 
directions, just like the flame of a fire. 

f. It emits a light which is red, that acts upon the 
daguerreotype, and may be concentrated by a glass lens, 
but is without perceptible heat. 

g. Magnetic flames and their light exhibit such complete 
resemblance to the aurora, that I believe myself compelled 
to consider the two as identical. 
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SECOND TREA'l'IS E. 

CRYSTALS. 

23. Previously to my visits, Miss Nowotny's physician 
had repeated some of the observations of the older phy
sicians in cataleptic cases, in particular those which Dr. 
Petetin, at Lyons, in 1788, as well as other persons, had 
investigated and made known ;-that when a powerful mag
net was placed upon the hand, it adhered to it in the same 
way as a piece of iron to the magnet; moreover, that water 
through which the magnet had been passed a few times, 
was accurately distinguished by the patients from common 
water. The latter was first observed and made known by 
Mesmer, often enough ridiculed, and as often re-asserted. 
'Ve shall see in the course of the present investigation how 
much of it is found true, and how much false, by the test 
of physics. The adhesion• of a living member to a magnet 

• I have aeen two penons whose hands, when the individuals have 
been awake, could not be kept away from the poles of a powerful 
ho~hoe magnet presented to them at a distance of six feet. The 
attractive power of the magnet always induced these ladies to move the 
head and to incline the body forward. But I have witnessed the phe
nomenon of the attraction of the hands to a magnet in more than 
twenty cases of individuals in a condition of sleep-waking. A boy, 
aged 14, who occasionally came to my house in Wimpole Street, used to 
rush forward from a distance of six feet to a magnet with a ten pounds 
suataining power ; if I took off the armature while I sat opposite to 
him, the poles being directed towards him, he would fall asleep on his 
way to the magnet, and remain unconscious while his hand adhered to 
it. I muat continue to regard the sleep-waking state aa no obstacle to 
the concluaions arrived at by the Baron, and I look upon the facta in 
meameriam aa corroborative of the establishment of truths erroneously . 
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is a fact totally unknown both in physics and physiology, 
and few persons have satisfied themselves on the point by 
inspection ; it is necessary, therefore, to examine and 
elucidate it in some measure in this place. When the sick 
Miss Nowotny lay unconscious and motionless in a cata
leptic condition, but free from spasms, and a horse-shoe 
magnet, capable of sustaining some 22 lbs., was brought 
near her hand, this adhered to it in such a manner that 
when the magnet was raised, or moved sideways, backward, 
or in any desired position, the hand remained constantly 
attached to it, as if it had been a piece of iron cleaving to 
it. The patient remained perfectly unconscious all the 
while ; but the attraction was so strong, that when the 
magnet was drawn down in the direction of the feet, be
yond the reach of the patient's arm, she not only did not 
leave it, but, in an Wlconscious state, rose up in the bed 
and followed the magnet with her hand as long as it was 
at all within her reach : thus it looked as if the patient had 
been grasped by t.he band, and her body thus been drawn 
toward her feet. Finally, when the magnet was removed 
beyond its distance of attraction, she was indeed compelled 
to leave it, but then remained unalterable and immoveable 
in the position in which she had been placed, according to 
the well-known manner of cataleptic patients. This I saw 
daily, between six and eight o'clock in the evening, when 
the patient had her fits ; and eight or ten persons, physicians, 
physicists, chemists, and friends of science, were usually 

imagined to be arrived at in a condition of system non-mesmeric. 
The simple act of falling uleep may establish the existence of a tonic 
state of nerves, but that tonic state of nerves is not incompatible with 
acuteness of perception in perceptive organe-with acuteneu of appre
hension in intellectual organe-with extreme delicacy of conviction, 
refinement, and grace in the moral organs ; and of great increase of 
sensibility and force in the organa of puaion and desire. It is phre
nology that must be studied to enlighten us on the relatione of physics 

. to the phenomena of vitality. 
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witnesses of it, to name whom can be of no essential use 
to me. 

When I visited the girl at other times of the day, in the 
morning for instance, I found that the phenomena were still 
the same at the time of her best and clearest consciousness. 
Her baud followed the magnet which I placed on it, exactly 
in the same way as when she was in the unconscious 
cataleptic condition. The account of the matter which I 
obtained from 'ber added little to the explication of this 
physical singularity; she described her sensation as an 
irresistible attraction, which she felt compelled to follow 
unconditionally and involuntarily, and which she was obliged 
to obey even against her will. It was an agreeable sensa
tion, as if connected with a cool gentle wind, issuing from 
the magnet. on to the hand, which seemed to be attached to 
it as by a thousand fine threads, and to he drawn along by 
it. In other respects she knew of nothing at all like in 
life, and the whole was a peculiar, indescribable sensation, 
in which lay a refreshing, infinite pleasure, when the magnet 
was of the right size and not too strong. • 

• Since the thing appeared far too strange, and stood too completely 
in contradiction to the kno'Wll laws and powers of the magnet, for me 
to see my way clearly, I confeu that, at first, doubta arose in my 
mind whether aU was quite right here, and whether some intentional
deception was not going on, however much this might stand in oppo
sition to the visible manifest honesty of all around, and the respecta
bility of the patient. I therefore took various measures of precaution,
bound up the eyes of the patient in the cataleptic state, operated in 
l'arioualy modified ways with the magnet, &c. ; but the reactions were 
alwaya the IIUDe. It will be necessary to mention here some of the 
testa to which I subjected the patient. Among others, I concerted with 
a friend, that while I stood beside the bed and observed the patient, 
he ahonld stand at the other side of the stone wall against which the 
bed was placed, and at an appointed sign should alternately open and 
close with the armature a strong magnet capable of sustaining 90 lba., 
keeping it directed toward the patient when open. It was easy to find 
the place of her head on the other side of the wall in the next room. 
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I subsequently had opportunity to observe exactly the 
same phenomenon in Miss Reichel. The complaint was 
different here, but also connected with periodical cataleptic 
fits, and both in these and in the awake condition her band 

Scarcely was the armature removed when the patient became reatleas, 
and complained that a magnet must be open somewhere, desiring that 
some one would look, and relieve her from the pain ; for large magnets 
always caused her great nneasineBS from over-excitement, while smaller 
ones were pleasantly cooling. The armature waa replaced without her 
knowledge, and abe became quiet again. When thia was secretly 
repeated abe became perplexed, and could not conceive the cause of 
this changeable uneasiness which seized her and left her again, just as 
if a magnet bad been turned towards her. The magnet bad, therefono, 
acted through a atone wall without the patient being aware of ita 
vicinity, exactly in the @8Dle way as it did when lying open before her, 
in correspondence with the known lawa of magnetism, which penetrate@ 
irresistibly through all bodies. Lastly, the riddle was explained to 
her, and the experiment repeated with her conscious participation ; 
every time the large magnet was opened it produced the same varying 
unnatural rednesa in her countenance as I had Nlen appear and dis
appear during the secret treatment. Another exceedingly well-selected 
test was undertaken by M. Baumgartner, well known in hie former 
capacity of Professor of Physics, at a visit for his own satisfaction. 
When the phenomena with the magnets had been exhibited to him, 
and their strange effects upon the patient repeated one after another 
before his eyes, be took from his pocket a horse-shoe magnet of hie 
own, which he told the bystanders, in the presence of the patient, was 
the moat remarkable of all the magnets in hia collection of apparatus, 
and that which bad always proved itself the strongest; be was de
Riroua, therefore, of knowing the strength of the action it would 
exercise upon the patient. To our astonishment, however, Miss 
Nowotny declared that abe could not confirm this; on the contrary, 
abe not only found it much weaker than any, even than the weakest 
of the magnets present, but it seemed to her almost without influence ; 
abe did not smell it, she did not taste it, it did not make her bot, and 
it did not attract her hand at all. M. Baumgartner laughed at our 
astonishment, and now told ua that the horse-shoe, which was indeed 
his beat magnet, had been deprived of ita magnetism before he left 
home by friction in the reverse direction, and, therefore, ita power had 
been reduced almost to nothing ; that it, therefore, was little else than 
a mere plain piece of iron ; in fact, it no longer evinced any attraction 
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followed a strong magnet, exactly in the way I have de
scribed it in Miss Nowotny. Professor Lippich reported 
the same to me of a stage of the disease of Miss Sturmann, 
which I was prevented from examining myself; and I have 
every reason to place unconditional trust in the accuracy of 
the statement. These different cases, compared with those of 
a similar kind which Petetin, Rick, and others furnish from 
past times, leave no doubt of the correctness of the fact, 
that in certain diseases, especktlly those in wltich catalepsy 
e.r:ists, c; distinct attraction occurs between the human hand 
and strong maguets. • 

for its armatnre1• M. Baumgartner had desired to a88ure himself of 
the truth of all that took place here, and thus furnished us all with a 
new warranty of it. After such tests, of which I could mention 
others similar in their nature, I hope I shall not be required to give 
new securities for the truth of these things, the accuracy of which will, 
moreover, be sufficiently tested by itself in the rourse of that which I 
am here endeavouring to explain.-.dutJior'.t Note. 

• The Baron is most correct in this conclusion,-that in constitutions 
of a tendency to catalepsy "a dutinct attraction occur.t between tlf e 
A-aJt Aand and a magnet;'' and he enlarges the proposition by the 
words, "in certain duea.te.t." Now, what are these diseases? All 
affections of the nervous system which fall under a great class of those 
exhibiting proclivity to clonic spasms, may be considered as opposed 
to another of those evincing a tendency to tonic spasms. In the one 
eet there is au attraction between the particles of nerve matter, and in 
the o~her there is a repulsion between those particles. In the opposite 
conditions of brain and nerves which obtain in sleep and in vigilance, 
we have illustrations of this idea. Constitutions vary according to 
degree• of tone and clone, and there are thousands of grade.t of these 

1 Amo11g eeveral other remarkable instances in my own experience 
corroborating this fact, I may notice a striking case of a lady who felt 
nry unpleasant effects when a powerful magnet, in my possession, 
happened to be in the room where she waa present. It was accidentally 
upon my table one day that she came in, and seeing it she remarked 
that her constitution must have undergone a change, since she perceived 
that without inconvenience she could remain in the room with that 
magnet; iu fact it had been deprived of its magnetism. 
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I also made an experiment on the feet of Miss Nowotny; 
there also I found a like attraction, hut far weaker ; but no 
other place, sensitive in this way, existed in any part of 
the body. 

24. The first and most immediate question that arose 
now was, whether the attraction which the magnet exer
cised upon the patient was reciprocal, or whether it was 
exerted by it upon bodies capable of participating· in the 
diffusion of magnetism, and, like iron, temporarily con
verted into magnets by the approximation of a magnetic 
body; in other words, whether, through her diseased condi
tion, magnetism, and, with this, magnetic attraction, resided 
in herself ? To decide this I took some iron filings and 
brought the patient's finger over them; they did not adhere 

opposite atatea. If, in vigilance, tone gives a character to the frame, 
and ia habitually l'lll'ried to ita extreme point abort of aleep, with rigid 
spurn, the individual is in perfect health, and ia in a condition bordering 
on that which ia characterised by a want of sensibility to magnetic 
impressions. Remark the opposite extreme: hysteria,-fragile frame, 
with debility and very delicate susceptibility to impressions. lnftict 
the poison of hydrophobia on the tonic individual, and the extreme 
clonic spume are not long before they become evident. A reveraal of 
polarities ensues, which makes the person more extremely aaaceptible 
than the most fragile hysterical female. The brain and nerves in tone 
are compact and tense; in clone, loose and wanting in firmne88. In 
the course of a long mesmeric treatment, patients exhibit in some cues 
various phuea in degrees of sensibility to impreaaions. The organa of 
the five senses may become more acute, and their powers exalted. The 
intellectual, the moral, or the lower animal nervoua functions, accord
ing to the individual peculiarity of fabric, may be more strikingly 
manifested. A time arrives when tone uaumea the mutery. Deep 
sleep, the beat test of the progreaa towarda tonic health, balanrea the 
relatione between nerve and blood, and the patient is restored to a atate 
of mind and body in which neither mesmeric manipulations nor power
ful magnets have much more than the slightest influence in producing 
attraction or repulsion. The diseues, then, in which the magnet 
influences the hand by attraction towards it, are those in which a pro
clivity to clone preponderates, and in which a due course of mesmerism 
or magnets have not perfl-ctly conquered this disposition. 
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in the slightest degree, even when she was in contact with 
the magnet, and might thus have been more strongly in
fluenced than she might have been naturally. A suspended 
magnetic needle which I brought to her, and which I bade 
her ·hold her finger close to at both poles, and in variously 
modified alternating ways; was not caused to diverge or 
oscilla~ in the least. Another experiment in reference to 
this point was made at the desire and in the presence of 
M. Baumgartner. When the hand, and with it the whole 
arm, were lifted up by the magnet, it seemed to many that 
the horse-shoe became as much heavier as the weight of the 
attached burden, 'the arm, amounted to. I could not find 
this myself, but many persons believed that they felt it 
distinctly. The horse-shoe was therefore attached to the 
beam of a pair of scales, and its weight balanced by a 
counterpoise. After the patient's hand had been spread 
out flat, with the hack on a firm support, I held it fast 
down upon this by the tips of the fingers, and the freely 
suspended magnet was brought near to it : the hand strove 
to move toward this, and I was obliged to exert some force 
to keep it back ; but the iridex of the balance did not stir 
in the least, even when the magnet almost touched the 
fingers, and then st.rove so convulsively to contract, that I 
had much trouble to retain them in their flat position. 

While I was busied with these investigations, the known 
statement of Thilorier, that he had magnetised steel by 
induction from nervous patients, appeared in the journals : 
whether the induction here depended solely or only in part 
upon the disease, I must leave unsettled: the result in Vienna 
was, that I soon received news from their physician that 
both Miss Reichel and Miss Maix converted every steel 
needle into a magnet, by holding it in the hand for some 
time. I went to see the patients, who assured me of the 
correctness of the matter, and showed me knitting needles 
which supported common sewing needles. I made the 
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experiment with them myself; procured knitting needles 
which were not at all magnetic, removed all magnets from 
the vicinity of the patients, and gave them the needles. 
At my desire they held them in the hand, first the same 
length of time, then twice as long as in the previous 
experiments, in which their medical attendant stated he 
had produced magnets with them, but the needles were 
not magnetic now, and all endeavour to make them so was 
in vain. Doubtless it had been neglected before to examine 
the condition of the needles previously to the experiment, 
for among a dozen knitting needles alwa:s half are more 
or less magnetic. Lastly, I was assured that Miss Stur
mann was so magnetic that she caused the magnetic needle 
to diverge from 20 to 30 degrees. I was invited to a trial 
by Professor Lippich, and really saw a freely suspended 
needle considerably deflected. As the needle was not 
sufficiently secured from currents of air, I undertook the 
experiment next day, with the precaution of placing the 
needle in a vessel which was covered by a glass plate at 
the top, so that we could see all that took place. At the 
side I had made a round hole just large enough to admit 
a finger. By this means the patient could bring her finger 
quit.e close to the needle without setting the air in motion, 
while the breath of those standing round could no longer 
exert any influence on the experiment. When the finger 
was introduced, it appeared ' this time that some attraction 
occurred. I examined the tip of the finger, and as it seemed 
rather moist, I rubbed it. over with flour for another trial i 
then all attraction for the magnet was at once at an end ; 
the needle remained motionless. It was evident that in 
the former case the very mobile needle had adhered to the 
&nger from the presence of slight perspiration, and when 
the slight stickiness of this was removed by the flour, all 
•traction ceased directly. It was not of magnetic nature, 
~an effect of adhesion. Quite superfluously I afterwards 
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introduced Miss Sturmann's finger into the helix of a dif
ferential galvanometer : neither when inserted or taken out 
was any induced current perceptible, and the astatic needle 
remained immoveable. 

25. From the preceding it follows, that the attraction 
exercised by the magnet upon the hands and feet of cata
leptic pt~otients is nothing ponderable ; it has no s-upporting 
power, cannot even raise iron filings, and is equally inca
pable of affecting the magnetic needle and inducing a mag
netic current. The arm lifted up in catalepsy therefore 
supported itself, and its passive attraction mas quite diffe
rent in its imporr from that of iron t01Vard the magnet, 
or, more accurately, toward magnetically oppositely pola
rized matter in the sense hitherto received. 

It is known well enough that we are not acquainted in 
physics with any attraction which is not reciprocal. On the 
other hand, it is equally well known that a person in a state 
of cataleptic unconsciousness, which cannot be feigned, not 
only has no free will, but in fact no will at all : • since, 

• This is the subject which is the keystone of all the objections to the 
application of magnetism or of mesmerism to the hnman system. To 
shew that man is not a free agent is bad enough, but to prove it by phy
sical facts should be atrocious. The instinct of those who have large 
organs of cunning, acquisitiveness, and self-esteem, is instantly on the 
alert; and forgetting that they do not wholly belong to the baser animals, 
they give way to the lower feelings of their nature. 

Instinctive feelings operate powerfully upon mankind as well as upon 
the animals not gifted with the organs of the reasoning faculties, and the 
condition of the brain of the man who anticipates disagreeable change, or 
something advene to his foregone conclusions, is just that which is 
analogous to the magnetised brain which has no free will. The being of 
prejudice with his very limited power of understanding is, of necessity, 
no free agent ; he is not more so than the tiger, who, following the law 
of lais organization, flares his eyes with ecstatic delight while be mangles 
his prey. It is the decree of such that Man is not to know of his brain 
being influenced by external agencies. With a penalty before him, the 
risk of disease, or of death, he may be permitted to indulge in the dead-
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therefore, the magnetic mechanical attraction by the magnet 
is a fact, which is not only established here by sufficient ex-

dnmkeonels or chloroform, or opium, or of brandy, in its many shapes, 
for then he is not placed in those gradations which excite in his fellow 
mau the reasoning facolties. Sinners have &ee will, and are accountable 
beings, eYen when drunk ; but a mau rendered Catuou.s, ecstatic, or no· 
conscioua by a magnet, is too eridently a being without a will. There 
are Y&riou.s degrees or the in11uence exel1ed by magnets on the brain. 
It is not a necessary consequence that unconsciousness shoold accompany 
the catalepsy which results from this agency. A 1D8JJ may be quite con
llcious, and yet be nnable to exercise toil/: or the organs of his brain, 
inftuenced by a force analogous to the magnetic power, may be placed in 
a condition such that the individual is unable to act, except at the 
bidding of another. Appt'rnttly there are other influences, but a stricter 
study of the philosophy of this subject will show OS that tht:y are really 
what were formerly caUed magnetic, but which Reichenbach's discoveries 
will establish as crystallic or mesmeric, operating upon the brain of man, 
and obliging him to form convictions, to do deeds, that prove him as 
much a machine without free will as if he bad actually been the rictim 
of the Baron's largest magnets. All in11uences, all impelling forces, 
acting upon the pbr~nological organs of man, are motive powers. Do 
we not in common parlance speak of the inftuence of JJWtivel? No one 
acts without a motive : so that the immediate antecedent motive or force 
is the necessary impellent to the production of the consequent action. 
The will of the Jesuit1 like that of the make persuading Eve, is as much 
an overpowering magnetism as the ftames from the light-spreading mag
net : they hoth act by an inftueuce of attraction. The serpentine luring 
is attractive, like the rattlesnake's, to destruction, to arrieration, and per
dition. The magnetic light, a symbol of Baron von Reichenbach's illu
mination against superstition, attracts to the establishment of health-the 
parent of many blessings. But in each case the \'ictim is the creature of 
a necessity. To speak of his free will is an absurdity. He is trained to 

his actions as much as a \-iue is trained against a wall to grow in a direc
tion about which it has no choice. The Negro victim to the superstition 
of Obi is in a magnetic groove, in which he runs his course and dies. 
Then, is man in all his actions to be considered as a machine obeying the 
impulse11 received upon his brain from the thousands of crystallic forces 
that are playing upon him incessantly ? Look at him proceeding along 
a crowded thoroughfare ;-is he not receiving from a plane below the 
axis of the sphere in which his brain may be supposed to be placed, a 
constant series of varied impressions, acting in the sense of the centrifugal 
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perimen~. but may readily be tested and confirmed in every 
large town, where such patien~ are never wanting, it 
acquires, in spite of all its apparent strangeness, a solid, 
scientific certitude, and imperiously claims further investi
gation. Not in order to explain it, but to render it provi
sionally in some degree comprehensible, I venture to refer 
to all the attractions and repulsions which the vegetative 
life of animals and plants unceasingly brings to pass, in 
thousand-fold variety, without our being able at present 
either to perceive or even to infer a counter attraction. A 
root penetrates strongly into the hard soil, breaks and bursts 
powerful mechanical obstacles: we perceive no cause for 
the counter-attraction or counter-expulsion which so power
fully impels it thereto, and yet it happens. Similar condi
tions lead the band of the patient toward the magnet, 
whether we now comprehend it or not. 

26. When, instead of a middle-sized magnet of some 
20lb. capacity, we took a strong one capable of bearing 
90lb. and placed this on the flat hand of Miss Nowotny, she 

forces, which are repellent and have the tendency to keep him awake and 
thinking? and his thoughts under such circumstances, are they not 
without his control forced upon his attention ? A carriage goes over 
a child ;-can he help the start of sympathy ? He could have helped 
it, if ••• if he had bad other rJtotive• offered to him, more powerful 
than those which obliged him to act as be did ; but the impul16 he re
ceited had its legitimate consequences. Regard him under the influence 
of centripetal forces. They are, like the large magnet, attractive. He 
is 10 fatigued he cannot keep his eyes open. Does his free will pre
vent him from sleeping? The attractive forces are too much for him. 
All resistance is in vain. He yields, and he sleeps. 

Will man never learn the principle upon which all real charity depends! 
Will man always acknowledge that he is truly the victim of the power of 
surrounding circumstances, and yet constantly act towards his brother 
manu if be were free to command the events that control him I Glorious 
Von Reichenbach! the lights that emanate from your magnets, from 
your crystals, and from your crystalline brain, are destined to aid in 
liberating your fellow-beings from their irreligious thraldom of super
llit.ion. 
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grasped, both in the conscious and unconscious state, the 
presented ends of the horse-shoe, and laid hold of it so 
firmly that it could not be taken away from her without 
great effort. She herself was unable to loosen her hold. 
The whole hand was clenched spasmodically, and the cramp 
knitted the fingers round the magnet, and contracted the 
whole hand so violently that all voluntary power of motion 
ceased.• 

27. I have already (§ 2) mentioned the magnetized water 
which the patient immediately distinguished from common 
water, when ignorant of what had been done to it. Nothing 
could be more disagreeable than the reappearance of an 
apparently so absurd thing, which all physicists and chemists 
are horrified even to hear of. But in spite of this, I could 
not refuse to admit what I saw before my eyes as often as 
I tried it; namely, that the girl always determined, and un
failingly distinguished, a magnetized glass of water from an 
unmagnetized. The force of facts cannot be combatted by 
any reasoning; I was compelled to recognise what I was 
by no means able to comprehend. But when I again met 
with the same subsequently in Misses Sturmann, Maix, 
Reichel, Atzmannsdorfer, and others, and saw it in a still 

.. This baa been witneued here very frequently, and we consider the 
patient to be in a deep mesmeric aleep, with the addition of strong 
spasm. In my paper on the Theory of Sleep (aee the Zoiat, Vol. 4, 
pages 260 to 267, pauim) I have endeavoured to show that however 
the cerebral tiaauee may be arranged to produce results analogous 
to those caused by our artificial electric and magnetic agenciea, attrao&in· 
forces tend to soothe the individual, and, fir ~. induoe t..Wt.-, 
~tnn110lence, 1leep, and tAe trn&ic 1p411n 1 while itlpUtrule, ,-. tiiNI' 
rutle~, walufult~eu, fuU f1igilan«, IUliriuna IS'~ e~Mic . .-., 
result from repulaive forces. To illustzate the C... k1le stated, .,.. 
analogoWI to those selected by the BII&'Ou. aheuld be ch.oND.; b~ tbe 
confusion ought not to arlee in the mind that the iodiv.idaal. do DO& 

exhibit mesmeric p~nomena. Brown etudy, reverie,.abeeoce of mind, 
are slighter degrees of the state exhibited in l4iA NowotDJ's C8841. awl· 
are to be produced by a magnet in some individuals. 
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stronger degree, I gave up all doubt and opposition to a 
phenomenon, the actuality of which no longer admitted of 
contradiction in any reasonable manner.• 

28. But the singularity seemed to reach the height of 
inoompreheosibility when it proved that not merely the 
magnet, but even a simple glass of magnetised water, pos-
8688ed the power of drawing along the hand of Miss 
Nowotny. ·It is true that this occurred in a much weaker 
degree-., bot her hand was unmistakeably attracted, both in 
the catalepsy and at every other time, by a magnetized glass 
of water, in snch a manner that a tendency to follow this 
in every direction made itself evident. 

29. Contemplating this, and convinced that so strange a 
phenomenon could not exist isolated in nature, I was 
desirous of trying whether the same effect as that of the 
water might not be brought about by means of some other 
body ; if this proved to be so, I hoped to see. cases 
occur with various modifications, from which some laws 
might be deduced. With this view, all sorts of minerals, 

• Theee admiuions are the proofs of the gn-atneu of Von Reicben
beeh'a mind. This man moat have a large brain, 'With well-developed 
organs of cauality, comparison, and conscientionaoeu. The facta 
atated in thia and the next paragraph have been exhibited in my house 
hundreds of times. Water hu been magnetized with magnets, meame
riled by the fingers, by breathing, by the exertion of the wiU : over and 
cmr again, the tumblers in which these specifically treated quantities 
ol water ha-.e been contained have been instantly detected by aomnam
bulia&a in the lucid state of sleep-waking, who have been in another 
1'0018 when the ftuid wu charged ; and yet moat absurd nonsense bu 
llteD taJbd by ema Pellow• of the Royal Society, Jet alone those of 
odMr ecienti8e or learned bodies, u to the impoaaibllity of the pbeno
....... .. I woa't Wie"fe i&," and •• I would not believe it if I eaw it," 
bM been a •err ClOmmon mode of expreuion 'With thf'le wise leaders of 
pablie opiaion. It would be a gloriona immortality for them to hand 
their JWMa to posterity, 'With a proper measure of the circumference of 
tiMo h.d of euh indiridaal. But Mesmer, Gall, and Reichenbach will 
w NIM!•ml wlwD tltey are forptten . 

E 
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preparations, drugs, and other things, were rubbed with the 
magnet, and the patient was t.ried with them in the same 
way as with the magnetized water ; and it actually happened 
that all reacted at once upon her, more or less, in the same 
way as the magnetized water: they attracted the patient's 
hand more strongly or weakly, but in variously modified 
ways. Some produced spasms throughout the whole body, 
others only in the arms, others only in the hand, others 
scarcely caused any effect, although all had been equally 
strongly magnetized. It was evident, therefore, that some 
difference lay iu the matter itself, and required to be taken 
into account here. 

SO. 'fo investigate this, I now tried to bring the same 
substances into contact with the patient, rvitlwut harmag 
been previously magnetized, in their natural condition. To 
my great surprise, they also acted now upon the patient, 
with a force which very often yielded but little to that 
which they had exhibited in the magnetized condition. But 
the action waa not always accompanied by a solicitation to 
follow the object; on the contrary, that other effect (~ 6) 
which had made the patient grasp the magnet convulsively 
in her hand, presented itself in various gradations of force. 
The method of experiment which I followed here, consisted 
in this: I first placed the various bodies in the patient's 
hand while in the cataleptic state, and observed the effect, 
then repeated the same when he was in a state of perfect 
consciousness, out of the catalepsy. By these comparisons, 
it was made evident that the action was qualitatively the 
same in both cases, but it showed itself . inoomparably 
stronger quantitatively in the catalepsy th&B out <>f it. The 
effect essentially consisted in this : that the various bodies, 
when placed in the hand of the unconscious patient, either...:.. 

a. Determined an actual tonic spasm in the fingers, as 
the magnet did, and compelled an involuntary, elenoD.ing of 
tho hand which held the bodies. These ·again .eeulti-· be 
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divided into such as simultaneously solicited the band to 
follow them, and such as no longer visibly produced this 
effect; or 

b. Those which appeared inactive, and left the hand at 
rest ; the former effect presented itself in various degrees 
of energy. It either ensued suddenly, directly the band 
came in contact with the bodies, or it followed gradually, 
slowly, or rapidly. The fingers began to curl, by degrees 
were drawn more inward, after some time closed into a 
clenched band, and then remained in a state of tonic cranip. 
This was precisely the effect produced by placing a very 
weakly magnetic rod in the patient's band while in the un
conscious state of catalepsy. 

Comparing the applied bodies one with another, they ar
ranged themselves in this respect, not according to the cha
racter of their substance, nor even in the electro-chemical 
series ; in fact, the same chemical substances in specimens 
of different kindR sometimes produced the effect, sometimes 
did not: for example, calcareous spar, sugar, quartz, &c. 
F'll'St of all I perceived that there was not a single amor
plwu• body among those which re-acted so as to make the 
band close upon them ; and, on the other side, that all 
bod.Us JVhich did so were crystaUized. There were, never
theless, a good many crystalline bodies without the power. 
When, now, excluding all amorphous substances, I arranged 
the whole of the crystalline bodies in two groups, opposing 
those which showed themselves powerless to those which 
exerted the magnet-like influence upon the hand, I foURd 
upon the former, the inefficient side, all the c(f1&fusedly crys
tallized-such as loaf sugar, carrara marble, and dolomite; 
and further, the substances composed of many opposit~ly 
direcled 9TOtlf'' of crystall; such as prehnite, wavellite,lumps 
of su.gar of lead, JD888e8 of Konigsberg crystallized silver; on 
the latter, the effective side, all simple, free crystals, and all 
those where the crystalline masses bad parallel principal 
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ues,-such as celestine, many specimens of gypsum, and 
fibrous red and brown ironstone. For the sake of distinct
ness, I give here a list of the bodies with which I made the 
experiments. 

I. Inactive bodies. 

a. Amorphous :
Ivory, wood, &c. 
Anthracite. 
Cannel coaU. 
Bitumen. 
Amber. 
Glass of all kinds. 
Osmium, rhodium. 
Palladium. 
Mercury. 
Silver, gold in coin. 
Copper, brass. 
Bar iron. 
Zinc, lead, cadmium. 
Dense limE>stone. 
Red copper ore, dense. 
Potassium, sodium. 
Hydrate of potash, dried. 

b. Crystalline :
Granular limestone. 
Dolomite. 
Orpiment. 
Wavellite. 
Kakoxene. 
Loaf sugar. 

Chromate of iron. 
Selenium. 
Liver of sulphur (sulphuret 

of potassium). 
Melted sulphur. 
Talc, dense. 
" Gurhofian." 
Magnesite. 
Pumice-stone. 
Obsidian. 
Menilite. 
Opal, common. 
Fossil wood. 
Egyptian jasper. 
Quartz, dense with fatty 

lustre. 

Native silver from Konigs
berg (an irregular mass 
of crystals). 

Speiss-glanoe ore. 
Prehnite. 
Natrolite. 

II. Active bodies, all crystalline, good, mostly large 
and splendid, free crystals from the imperial collection ,at 
Vienna. 
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a. 11hoee which compelled the fingers to close up and 
grasp the object, with scarcely sensible cramp. 

Rough Diamond, very small. 
Antimony, metallic. 
Mesotype. 
Witherite. 
Tin ore. 
Mica. 
Corundum. 
Ferrocyanide of potassium. 
Sugar-candy. 
Leucite. 
Granite. 
Augite. 
Hornblende. 
Staurolite. 
Sulphate of copper. 
Graphite, lamellar. 
Wolfram. 
Bismuth, metallic. 

Argentiferous copper-ore. 
Rutile. · 

· Lievrite. 
"Spargelstein." 
Sphene. 
Iron pyrites. 
Analzim. 
Adular. 
Felspar. 
Boracite. 
Celestine. 
To pas. 
Apatite. 
White lead ore. 
Crystallized gold, half an 

inch thick. 
Alum. 

b. Those which caused the hand to close upon them 
convulsively, but did not attract it. 

Pistacite. Magnetic iron-ore. 
Glance cobalt. • Rock salt. • 
Zinc-blende. Rock crystal. • 
Iron-glmoe. 

• I am c8u-· tlllt *Malt- experiments are repeated, many modi-
6ea&iona of their reslllta .~ be foiUld according to the degrees of sus
ceptibility in the iudi~w .,tected for the experiments. I have found 
IOIDe cuea in 1rbich glance-cobalt, rock-salt, and rock-crystal, not 
OlllJ ~-~ ~4 .W c)~ upon them convulsively, but attracted it 
.; poyerfu»1 a to ~niduce an appearance of fatuity in the patients 
Ybo foUo'wecl' ih~;~M~· in' my liand about the room iu order to grasp 
tbem with andity. The attraction of these and many other aubatameet 
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c. Those which 8(;ted so strongly that they caused the 
hand to clench upon them with violent spasm, and attracted 
it when brought near. 

Meteorite, from Macao. 
Quartz cryetal, from l''on-

tainebleau. 
Calcareous spar. 
Arragonite. 

Tourmaline, cold as well as 
warm. 

Beryl. 
Selenite. 
Fluor spar. 
Heavy spar. 

All these comparisons may be finally concentrated into 
the facts, that finely granular crystalline carbonate of lime, 
dense quartz, and loaf sugar, were inactive ; but a free 
crystal of calcareous spar, a prism of rock crystal, or a good 
crystal of sugar-candy, therefore every perfectly free crystal, 
when placed in the patient's hand, irresistibly and arbitrarily 
excited the fingers, attracted them and drew them inward 
so as to grasp the crystal, and this in some of the cases with 
the most violent tonic spasms. Consequently, nmple crys
tal• here fim,ished a peculiar mean• of detecting 11 primary 
force, which had hitherto been altogether unknown. So 
far as is at present made out, this property does not belong 
to matter, as 11uch, but to iu form, and in fact to ill COII

ditima of aggregation. Pouillet, in Muller's translation of 
his 11 Manual of Physics," p. 167, says expressly, that 11 it 
bas never yet been observed in ponderable matter, that the 
form, the arrangement of the molecules, can be the cause 
of new forces acting at a distance." But this is exactly the 
case here ; the matter must be crystallized, otherwise it does 
not re-act in this manner.• 

whieh aet ~calJy oo eertain indiridaala, induces a deeire of poe· 
IHiion of tbe object whieh amounts to ec:atacy. The eonaumma&ioo o( 

desire conatitutiog temporary fatuity •.. Orgum. 
• AU eryltallized matter i• eteentially and ultimately compoted o( 

globular, •ph~rical, or 1pheruidal molecule• ; and by a number of limple 
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32. When I now tested one of these bodies separately, 
1 found that the capability of producing spasms of living 

experimenta which I have performed on some very impressionable 
euea, I have been led to the concluaion that all gaseous and fluid bodies 
are 8118Ceptible oC a aubmi88ion to those laws which regnlate crystalline 
forma of matter. Reasoning on the Baron von Reichenbeeh'a Cacta, and 
baring previoualy arrived at certain analogoua concluaiona before I had 
eeen Profeuor Gregory' a abstract of hie reaearcbes ; from reasoning, too, 
upon the {acta in Petetin, upon the €acta detailed by Tardy de Mon
travel, and by De Puyaegur and Deleuze, and especially on the influence 
of magnetized or mesmerized water, examples of which influence in the 
Rna! indicated by the older writers 88 well 88 in that of our author I 
bad aeea eome hundreds of times, I arranged a number of finger-glauee 
ftlfJiDg from three to twelve, containing always the same description 
of ftuid, whether it wu water or a solution of some salt in water. 
Theee I connected together by means of cotton moistened in the con
tained fluid, and then paued a current of electricity through it. A 
few minutes of the clll'l't'nt from a dozen of Smee'a plates ten inches by 
five, auftleed to give the fluid properties which it had not before poa
llelled to so at.riking an extent. PJain water treated in this manner 
wu tak.ea Crom the cunent into another room, into which were sepa
rately introduced one of six, eight, or sometimes ten patienta awake. 
Plain water not electriaed W88 at the ume time introduced to the notice 
of each, separately, of the same indiriduala. The eft'ecta were very 
remarkable, for the degrees of impretllionability of the 1ubjecta were 
eleuly brousht out; not one wu affected by the unelectriaed water, and 
the e1eetriaed water produced different degrees of attraction of the banda 
or of the bead in each patient, and each, in different periods of time, 
warying from half a minute to five minutes, fell into a deep sleep, the 
fingers being in the fluid. Electriaed solution• of four neutral aalta
IDipbates of magnesia, soda, and potau, and nitrate of potau, in each 
cauled almoal immediate deep 1leep, while unelectriaed solutions were 
weaker in e6ect, ....,.Png the acce88 of sleep from three or four minutes 
to twelve, and in two caaea there wu no sleep at all, although the taste 
of the aalt wu perceived in the mouth. I inferred that the electric 
current bad establ.ilhed a polar arrangement of the molecules of these 
hidl ..trich dneloped the Buolt a new force, Iince, like mesmerised 
water, tlleh .,.. euily cletected by the impreaaionable penona, and 
each wu attended with mesmeric eoneequencea. 

Some cemmon air nol eled.riaed wu contained in a bottle, and the 
1tepper bing removed, the wide mouth of the bottle was applied to 
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organs did not reside in equal degree in all parts of its 
surface. Points were Conned, and the patient readily de
tected those which possessed the power either very weakly 
or not at all; others, on the contrary, where it manifested 
itself in increased strength. It was discovered that every 
crystal presented especially two such points, in which the 
force peculiarly resided. And these points lay diametrically 
opposite to each other in every crystal ; they rvert t~ polu 
Df a primary axis of tlte crysllll. Both acted in the same 
way, but one always much more strongly than the other, 
and with the distinction that from one appeared to issue a 
cool, from the other a softer, gently warm (seeming) current 
of air. 

33. Endeavouring to trace the expreasions of this force in 
various directions, I now made the experiment of drawing 
the stronger pol.:: of a moderate sized crystal which I had 
at disposal, a rock-crystal two inches thick and eight inches 

the nape of the neck of a highly susceptible patient. No perceptible 
effect. Into the same bottle removed into another room, an iode and 
a cathode were introduced, and the air wu electriaed. Now the ap
plication, u before, of the open mouth of the bottle, was productive 
of deep sleep and rlgid spasm :-both quickly dispelled by the appli
cation of unmagnetiaed iron. 

A wooden, a porcelain, and a glaaa tube were Buccesaively used in 
four ca~e~, selected for their 'fery delicate impreuionability, for the 
following experiment. One extremity of the tube was held cl011e upon 
the organ of aympatby, without touching it. I blew through the Lube. 
and deep aleep with rigidity immediately aupervened. The tube wu 
turned, and the other extremity was held at a little diatance from the 
organ of aympatby. The patient wakened up, the muscles 11lowly 
relaxing. The tonic result was more rapid than the clonic. This ex
periment having been frequently repeated with the aame results upon 
four dift"erent individuals, I inferred that the air blown through the 
tube in one direction had a polarity among ita molecule" diametrically 
opposed to the polarity acquired by the molecule& of the air pauing 
soon after through the same tube. If any of the tubes were laid 
down for a few minutes, it became indifferent which end wu fint 
Ulltd. 
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long, a certain distance down along the inside of the hand, 
in the same way as is customary with the magnet, when it 
is intended to throw the patient into the usual sleep. It 
was found that the effect tvas exactly the same as that pro
duced by a smaU magnetic needle, such as is used in a com
pau, which I had at hand for comparison. This needle was 
nearly six inches long, one-eighth of an inch broad, and 
one twenty-fifth of an inch thick, weighed about one hun
dred and eighty-five grains, and supported about twice its 
own weight. When I drew the point of the crystal along 
downward from the wrist, slowly through the palm of the 
hand to the tips of the fingers, the patient had the sensation 
of a pleasant, light, cool breeze directed over her; when I 
took the little magnetic needle, it produced the same in the 
like degree. When I reversed the experiment, so thai I 
carried the pass from the middle finger upwards to the 
wrist, the magnetic needle produced a contrary, luke-warm 
sensation, evidently disagreeable to the patient ;-the point 
of the crystal produced exactly the same when the reverse 
pass was made with it in the same way. Another time I 
brought a crystal three times as large : when drawn down
ward over the hand, it behaved like a magnetic bar capable 
of supporting a pound and a quarter of iron ; but the 
reversed pass, up the hand, acted so violently, that the spas
modic condition produced by it ascended along the arm as 
far as the arm-pit, continued for several minutes, and by its 
violence rendered a repetition improper. 

34. Furnished with these facts, I repaired to the hospital 
of our University, with a view to try whether the observa
tions which 1 had gathered from Miss Nowotny could be 
repeated on other similar patients, confinued, and brought 
to some degree of generality. Under the kind permission 
of Dr. Lippich I again directed my attention to Miss An
gelica Sturmann. I made the pass over her hand with the 
apex of a rock crystal six inches long and two inches thick. 

f 
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'fhe effect ensued immediately, the patient felt the war.m 
and cool sensations very distinctly when the passes were 
made over the band. When I applied the other pole of 
the crystal in the same manner, the sensations were just of 
the same kind, but weaker and reversed : these two patients 
therefore agreed with each other. The action on the sick 
Miss Sturmann was so strong that it affected the whole ann 
as far as the shoulder, the warm and cold sensations being 
prolonged all the way up. When I subsequen\.ly applied 
a crystal three times as large, this acted so powerfully upon 
the hand, immediately upon the first pass, that her oolour 
came and went suddenly, so that I did not venture upon a 
aecond experiment with it here. 

I now tried the pRSS from the bead down over the fare ; 
she described everything here exactly in the same way, and 
the 861lsation was especially perceived along the taoples. 
Counter-experimeDts with the above-mentioned maguetic 
needle produced exactly similar effects, only the needle was 
here evidently felt more weakly than the rock crystal. 
}'inally, I afterwards made the same experiments on Miss 
Maix. On this very sensitive patient, who, however, always 
remained fully conscious, the crystals acted not merely on 
the line of the pass, but over a broad strip up and down the 
hand, which action ascended all up the arm. 'fwo months 
later, I tried Miss Reichel. TbiJ, to outward appearance, 
boalthy and strong girl, possessed BUCh sensibility to the 
crystal pole, that she perceived its approach even at oon
siderable distances. Like her predecessors, she found the 
pass downward cool, upward WU'ID, ·with the northward 
pole ( -M); with the southward ( + M), on the· contrary, 
that downward warm, that upward cool . . Lastly, I be
came acquainted with Miss Maria Atzmannsdorfer, and 
found in . her a sensitive subject, • who felt the pass of the 

* I borrow the term " sensitive," Cor mAgneto-pbysiologieal reaction, 
from vegetable physiology, iu which plants of defioite irri\ability-such 
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crystals, strongest of all. Even little crystals of fluor spar, 
eelenite, snlphuret of iron, &c., au inch or so long, produced 
a sensation of cold when passed down the hand : with rather 
thin acicular crystals, I could, so to speak, describe lines 
upon the hand ; but the pass upward produCed warmth of 
the hand, and so adversely upon her, that it affected her 
whole body unpleasantly, and began to produce spasms as 
soon as I repeated it. 

35. As I was recounting all this to a friend, and, in order 
to show him distinctly how I had operated upon my patients, 
drew the same rook-crystals along over his hand, he looked 
at me with wondering eyes, and said that he himself felt 
tl.e 1ame that I had been deecribing to him of my patients, 
-the cool breeze, quite distinctly,-as often as I passed 
the point of the crystal over his hand. He was a strong 
healthy man, in the prime of life, who allowed me to name 
him .openly, and to call upon him, as a witness,-Mr. Carl 
Schuh, a private gentleman residing here, well known for 
his great knowledge in natural sciences. Mter that, I made 
the experiment on all my own circle of acquaintance, and 
on many strangers, among whom were physicians, physi
cists, and chemists. I have permission to name especially 
among these, our renowned naturalist, Prof. Endlicher, chief 
of all the public botanical institutions. It appeared that not 
only my sick patients, but a great many other persons, shared 
these sensations, and that a large crystal of quartz, selenite, 
heavy spar, fluor-spar, and other substances, carried . along 
sufficiently close over an open hand, produced, and rendered 
evident to the consciouSness, in a tolerably large number of 
persons, certain peculiar sensations, which manifest them
selves in the first place as heat and cold. '.rhis was equally 
the case when I previously heated the crystal to the tern-

u certain Mimoau, Berberis, Dionrea, Hedyaarum, &c., are called " aen
eitive.'' in diatinctiou to "sensible,'' belonging to the theories of animal 
ti(~, whieh, as ia weU known, involve a more general idea.-.Autkor. 
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perature of the blood, to meet the objection, that the sensa
tion might be accounted for by the radiation of heat from 
the hand to the stone. Many could tell me at once, with 
the face averted, whether I had made the pass over the hand 
with the positive or negative, i. e. with the weaker or 
stronger pole. 

It results from all this, that the following laws exi11t in 
nature:-

a. A peculiar, hitherto overlooked force, relicks in matter 
wldch, '"heft the latter hu taken the form of a crystal, ap
pears effectively in the dit'ection of the azes. 

b. It n&anijests itself ttt08t strongly at the In!() poles, but 
differently, and in an opposite manner, at each. 

c. Its effect a,qrees perfectly fVith that of the magnet, and 
the magttetic poles, in every ctue, ,here it is directed upon 
BeMitive huMan organs. 

86. In order to put every one in a position to repeat the 
experiments on his own acquaintance, I observe expressly, 
that a large free crystal, with a natural point, is requisite ; 
larger in proportion as the person is less sensitive. Heavy 
spar, fluor spar, and selenite, are especially well adapted. 
It makes no difference whether the skin is delicate or coarse; 
I have sometimes found the roughest mechanic's hand more 
sensitive than the softest skin of a professional person. The 
point of the crystal must he carried slowly, as closely as 
possible without actual contact, sweeping from the end 
of the arm over the inside of the expanded hand, through 
the palm, and over the middle finger as far as the tip, at 
such a rate that one pass occupies some five seooDds. The 
crystal is to be held perpendicularly to the surface of the 
hand. Among my own acquaintance I have found more 
than half the persons sensitive. I never told them what I 
had in view ; I asked for the hand, pused the crystal a few 
times over it, and then asked whether any effect was felt, 
and of what kind? 'fhe answer usually was, a cool or a 
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wann breeze. · Jt need aearooly oo mentioned, that this 
sensation is very~ and fine·; for, if it affected the 
hand ao stron~ as not·to require any particular attention, it 
would not have remained to be discovered, and brought 
forward now. but would have been long since generally 
known. Persons who do not feel it one day often feel if 
the next, or the day after, or a week later. I met with a 
remarkable instance in my own younger daughter, Ottone. 
She always felt a large aelenite crystal very distinctly, while 
her brothers and sisters could scarcely feel anything. She 
suffered for some time from head-aohe, which gradually in
ereased ; at last she was obliged to lie down. Two days 
after, she was seized for the first time in her life with 
l'iolent spasms, lay sick a fortnight, and then recovered. 
Now, however, she B<'&l'Cely felt the selenite crystal at all; 
the attack of illness had wholly removed the sensitiveness 
to it. Thus this sensitiveness varied even in the same 
persons at different times, and with their state of health. 
V try frequently the sensation did not become evidtmt at the 
first, but at the second or third pass. Sometimes a person 
felt the first pass most strongly, the second and third were 
not perceived, while with the fourth and fifth the sensation 
again distinctly presented itself. It would not do to make 
the pass too rapidly ; the full action requires some little 
time. It occurred, also, that it preceded the crystal, and 
was felt at the points of the fingers when the crystal had 
only reached the palm of the hand; on the contrary, it only 
manifested itself distinctly in other persons, after the crystal 
bad completely passed off the hand. In some places the 
eyes of the persons have been bqund, and then varying 
statements have beeu received. '!'his cannot astonish, after 
what b88 just been said ; the answers will always be the 
same from sensitive persons ; from persons but slightly sen
sitive they will be the most uncertain : the binding of 
the eyee places people in an unnatural and inquiet con-
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dition, so that their attention is divided and distracted, and 
the requisite calm for such delicate observations is usually 
wanting. If many persons are present, saying and asking 
all kinds of things, walking to and fro, and the agitation 
and distraction are increased, it is natural that the answers 
to the questions should be incoherent concerning a sensation 
which does not sweep over the hand like a wire brush. To 
many persons the reversed pass, from tbe hand upward 
toward the arm, is more evident than the downward pass. 
But some persons are absolutely insensible ; and these per
haps are the healthiest. The one, the northward pole, • 
usually acts more strongly than the other, the southward 
pole : the slight warmth is generally less perceptible than 
the coolnetlS. It almost always contributes to increase the 
distinctness and strength when the hand is extended in the 
direction of the meridian, with the fingers directed to the 
south. Unfortunately, no further contacts may be allowed 
to exist during this, because they injure the delicacy of sen
sation, and divert the attention, which must be wholly con
centrated here. It is worthy of remark, that this, like evfffY 

• Oo aceoant of tbe dif&culty of lauguage, to name the polee o( 

magnets in eontrut to the poles of the earth, in 10 far that tbe latter 
pou:u a magnetism of the revene direction to that of tbe oecillatiug 
needle, and in order briefly to diamiu all circumloeutiona and miaeon
eeptiona, I ahall in thil work name that pole of the needles which 
lrtely tuma to the north, the "northward pole" (gex Nortlpol), and 
that which pointe to the 10uth, the "801ltbward pole" (ga S.tlpol). 
Theee terms will perba .. be found fault with here and tJaere ; bat ia 
their eompreeaed bl'l'vity, they will everywhere be readilynnderlltood. 
Even in the neweat German text-boob of phyaica, thoae jnat iuued 
trom the preu, that of MM. Pouilln and Muller, and that of M. 
Baumgartner, the tenna are in direct oppomion ; and what the fofiDft' 
e.Ued DOrth polar, the latter apeab of u lOUth polar. Tbat. the 
German and French on the one hand, and the French on . the other, 
baYe Ion« ued oppoeed expreeeiona, il otherwi.ee well known. Renee 
reaulta difficulty and conruaion, and thil may jnatity the proposition o£ 
an expedient.-AvtAM"• Nott. 
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other sense, becomes improved by practice. A pel"80n who 
never drinks wine, ooft'ee, or · rea, can seldom distinguish the 
diJferent kinds of them; while a practised drinker discovers 
the slightest diJI'erence at once and distinctly. Mr. Schuh 
prepared for me in a short time series of crystals completely 
agreeing with those which the sensitive patients had formed. 
The same was speedily effected hy Mr. Studer, a young man 
from ZUrich, staying here, and his series agreed almost per
fectly with that of Mr. Schuh. 

87. Up to this point it was made out that in crystals 
resides a force of a polar nature, which they possess in com
mon with magnets. It was next to be inquired whether this 
was of the same kind, and perhaps only quantitatively diJfe
rent, or was qualitatively diJI'erent from that which we have 
hitherto understood by the term magnetism. If the former, 
it mll8t be capable of being reduced to the same laws. It 
should attract iron filings, like not only magnetic nickel 
(chromium, manganium, cobalt*), but also oxi.dised bodies, 
even impure ores like magnetic iron-soone. Moreover, it 
ought in like manner, in quartz, selenite, &e., as it does in 
steel, not only to influence organic living bodies, but also 
convert bodies capable of becoming magnetic, such as steel, 
iron, nickel (cobalt, &e.), into magnets, when applied to 
them in the same way: When I dipped the polar end of 
my crystal into fine iron filings I could not detect any 
attraction. In order to have at my disposal the crystalline 
force, in its greatest possible strength, I bought the largest 
crystal that 1 could obtain, a prism of rock crystal from 
Ootthard, of eight inches in diameter, a six-sided colossus, 
with pyramidal ends, which I had some difficulty in using, 
111d the aotion of which on the hand of the most sensitive 
of my healthy friends, Mr. Schuh, was so strong that he 

* Jt muat be borne in mind that the present treatise waa written more 
than a year before Mr. Faraday'" researcbea appeared.-.dutkor'• Note. 
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described it as feeling as iC cold air were gently blown upon 
him through a straw. I placed a fine sewing-needle before 
this powerful crystal, and rubbed this with it in the same 
way as we do with a magnetic bar when desiring to convert 
it into a magnet. I made a dozen passes over it, and trie4 
it with iron filings ; it did not attract any. I repeated the 
passes more than a hundred times : but still it did not lift 
even the most minute of the iron filings. As a counter
experiment, I made a single pass over the sewing needle 
with the small magnetic needle which Miss Sturmann had 
found weaker than the litt.le rock crystal previously applied 
to her, and it at once took up a long beard of filings from 
them. Thtrefore the points of the crystals could Rot iRo
culate the needle by rubbing, "'ith a force capable of acting 
on iron. However, were this the case, it was still possible 
to excite such on it, after the manner of magnetic distribu
tion, under the immediate influence of a crystal pole, and 
to render it capable of attracting iron filings in the same 
way that an iron rod is made to do so, by placing the pole 
of a magnet upon it. 'l'o try this, I attached a fine steel 
needle to the points of various large crystals, and dipped 
it, in this connexion, into filings. It did not take up the 
least trace of them. 

88. When I approached the polar points of any crystal, 
even of the great rock crystal, to the most sensitive sus
pended magnetic needle, they never disturbed it in the 
least ; it remained motionless. On the other hand, I sus
pended a large crystal (free from iron), for instance one of 
selenite, by the middle, with a twisted, very fine, silkworm 
thread, so that it swung with its long axis horizontal, 
placed it under a glass shade, and laid a magnet quite close 
to it; but this exhibited no action, and no kind of tnming 
occurred. 

89. I wished to see whether a polar wire would act upon 
a suspended crystal as upon a magnetic needle. I arranged 
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a small voltaic pile of a few elements, each of about ten 
square inches surface, and connected the poles by a stout 
copper ~. I then suspended a selenite crystal, free from 
iron, and about four inches long, by a silkworm thread, so 
that both poles were free to move in the horizontal direc
tion. When approached to a horizontal part of the polar 
wire, the crystal and wire were indifferent, and not the 
slightest visible reaction took place. 

40. It still remained to be investigated whether the 
crystal would induce a momentary cWTent, like a magnet, 
when brought near a conducting wire. I formed a helix 
of about twenty-five turns of strong, covered copper wire, 
and connected it with the couplings of an extremely delicate 
Schweigger's multiplier, the well-known differential gal
vanometer : when I rapidly inserted into the helix a selenite 
or rock crystal, each of several inches long, the astatic 
needle did not exhibit the slightest divergence. When 
withdrawn the case was similar, the needle was motionless; 
the weakest magnetic needle that I substituted for the 
crystals, in a counter-experiment, immediately produced a 
divergence of twenty-five degrees. 

41 • The relation to terrestrial magnetism was here a 
question of the greatest importance. We have some old 
researches by Hauy, Biot, and especially Coulomb, in which, 
not indeed the proof, but the possibility is made good, that 
all bodies may possess magnetism to some extent, or are 
capable of acquiring it. Those of Hauy (Mem. du Mus. 
Par. 1817, p. 167) may be passed over. M. Biot, in his 
essay OJ1 this subject (Gilbert's Annal. v. lxiv. 395, 1820,) 
is uncertain whether it is magnetism ;. or, as he interroga
tively expres&:es it, "some other analogous force," which 
acts upon ~. But in this t.reatise also we find through
out only such bodies denoted as more or less evidently 
contain iron. An experiment was made with two silver 
needles, one of which was made of chemically pure silver, 

F 
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the other of silver which had been melted with iron, and 
which, as no trace of iron could be detected in it by che
mical analysis, was also regarded as perfectly pure. But 
the latter acted 416 times as strongly upon the magnet as 
the fonner. It was thence concluded that this also must 
contain iron, even though it could not be detected chemi
cally, and that, as a general rule, inconceiveably small 
quantities of iron are always sufficient to give a body the 
capacity to acquire magnetism; indeed, that, consequently, 
even the needle made·of chemically refined silver must have 
retained traces of iron. The most detailed account of 
these matters was read by Coulomb, before the French 
National lniltitute, in the year 1802 (ext. in Gilbert's Ann. 
xii. 194) : in this he left the question unsettled whether 
the bodies which he tried were free from iron or not, and 
Gilbert remarks, with reason, that they scarcely could be. 
The experiments consisted essentially in this : needles of 
about one-third of an inch long, suspended by silk fila
ments, were brought between the magnetic poles, and made 
to oscillate previously and afterwards. The number of 
oscillations in the same time was always smaller previously 
than when they were counted between the poles ; and thus 
the effect of the magnet was indicated. But what effect ? one 
must ask. And every one must see that it may be one of 
three kinds :-1. Dependent on the presence of iron in the 
bodies. 2. On the bodies themselves. S. On "another 
analogous force," as M. Biot conjecturally expressed himself. 
The decision of these questions, so far as they bear refer
ence here, appeared to me to require a uew direct experi
ment. I possessed crystals, especially of selenite, which 
acted upon all the patients as strongly as a magnetic bar 
capable of supporting five to seven lbs. A bar of this kind, 
suspended by a common linen thread, invariably arranged 
itself in the direction of the magnetic meridian. If, then, 
the peculiar, equally powerful force, which resided in the 
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crystals, were the same as that in the magnet, the crystal 
when freely suspended ought to arrange itself in the meri
dian. To ascertain this I freely suspended various crystals, 
free from iron, and in particular the selenite of two inches 
long, by a silk thread, three twenty-fifths of an inch long, 
and untwisted, just as it had been wound off from the 
cocoon, and I brought these under a glass shade. They 
stood at rest for several hours, but never in a direction to
ward the north, or indeed in any determinate direction 
whatever. When I turned the point of" suspension a quarter 
of a circle, the crystal was also diverted ninety degrees after 
some hours' rest. I could thus bring it completely into any 
direction I pleased. Therefore not the slightest opposition 
to the force of torsion of the finest silk filament occurred, 
and the crystal force does not endow ils conductor with the 
slightest directive p01Ver; it does not stand in any 1·elation 
of direction to terrestrial magnetism. 

Consequently, as on the one hand tlte behaviour of the 
magnet and of the crystal to animal nerves was exactly the 
same, so on the other hand, to iron, to the electric current, 
lo the oppo8ite poles of the magnet and to terrestrial mag
Mtism, it was whoUy different. 

42. It is therefore established that, the polar force which 
re1ides in crystals, and renders its existence manifest by sen
suous excitations of a peculiar kind, in the healthy and dis
eased animal nerves is not identical with the magnetic 
force, as we at present know it. It does not attract iron, 
does not act upon the magnetic needle, is in its strongest 
concentration incapable of exerting the slightest power of 
magnetically ·attracting iron, in the smallest steel fibres, 
does not influence the polar wire when placed in the helix, 
does not produce any induced current, and does not obey 
terrestrial magnetism. 

43. On the other side it holds good that, the magnetic 
force, cu we at present !mow it in magnetic iron-ore and 
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in the magn.elic needle, is a1sociated with that force tvlaich 
n•e have just becomP acquainted with in crystals. For since 
the magnet acts upon animal nerves in the same way as 
crystals, it possesses, in addition to its own properties, which 
are wanting in crystals, at the same time that force ·also 
which resides in crystals. 

44. From which it further necessarily follows, that the 
force of the magnet is not, as has been hitherto assumed, 
single in its nature, but of two kinds, since to the older 
'knon'fJ ont is now added a nen• unl.."nonm one, distinctly 
different from the fonner,-that of lite crystal. It may 
appear divested of the other properties of the magnet, and 
in nature is displayed in a separate condition by the 
crystal. 

The phenomena which the mllounet presents may be 
divided therefore into two sections, which become compli
cated with each other in their manifestations ; and it will he 
necessary to subject a portion of the great store of them 
which science has accumulated, to a process of revision. 

45. I now instituted investigations as to the nature of 
these new properties of crystals. In the first place, I sought 
to make out whether this force might be transferred, con
veyerl, or accumulated ? Whether, and what analogies, it 
pos~ssed in these respects to magnetism and electricity, 
which can be conveyed, displaced, conducted, and concen
trated. Since first of all I possessed no other magnet but 
the excited animal nerves of healthy and nervously diseased 
persons, while the excitability of the healthy persons I have 
hitherto met with is so weak that a distinction by degrees 
did not warrant sufficient accuracy, I was compelled to 
apply myself to the more acute sell8ations of the sick. For 
sincE' the persons with whom I undertook the researches, 
placed in the most varied circumstances anrl suffering from 
different diseases, not only were consistent in their sensa
tions, hut also the statements they made, when arranged 
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under a theoretical point of view, harmonized with each 
other, every reason aisted to attribute value to them. I 
am fully aware of the objections I shall meet with here ; 
but with the cautious naturalist, who keeps his certain steps 
within the boundaries of experience, they have no weight. 
All that we investigate of the outer material world we must, 
to the end, gather by our senses ; we have no other instru
ment of perception. • We count five senses and no more ; 

* Even with the veneration that attend11 our regard for such clear
nea and power as are in every page evinced by the philosophical 
anthor,occasions arise to strike us with wonder that he has not studied 
the great work of Gall, the doctrines of which would have given so 
decided a direction to his extraordinary powen, that pauagea like those 
in the paragraph above could not have escaped from his pen. It is 
JDOit true that in every infinitely small intena1 of time, countless elec
trical movements proceed around us, but if we study the phrenological 
structure of our heads, and apply the experience which numerous trials 
with crysta1e have given us, we shall easily arrive at the conclusion that 
the pointed end of a rock crystal, or of selenite, or of sulphate of alu
mina, or of nitrate of potass, or indeed of many more which have been 
tried, applied to the attrartive organs of the brain, will excite the indi
vidual to actions agreeable to his neighbour, while the same termination 
applied to a repulsive organ of the brain will excite the victim to an 
action dieagreeable to his neighbour. This is not a simple matter of 
theory. Numero111 repetitions of the experiments have established the 
matter of fact. Take, for instance, a female of impressionability in a 
condition of lucid somnambulism : apply to her organs of adhesive
ness or of pure affection the point• of rock crystals, and she is excited 
to the tenderest manifestations of pure affection. Change the direction 
of the eryatall, point to amativeness, and the woman, if her organs 
are at all full. ia unable to control her actions. She burns with desire. 
Rnene the ends of the crystals, the feelings are calmed, or perhaps 
the reaction is attended with head-ache. Blowing or breathing on the 
organa equally dispels the feelings. Now try the points of the crystals 
on the organa of aelf-ellteem-moet repulsive or~ns, and the woman 
heeo .. a imperiona, angry, egotistical, and deeiree you to stand oft', for 
abe deteata you. Doea all this power reside in the optical axes of crys. 
tala ? The Baron von Reichenbach has beyond all doubt established 
tbe existence of a force residing in the principal axes of cry11tals, aud 
the manifold relations of thia great fact have yet to be fully developed 
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but we are already sufficiently aware that things go on in 
nature, and, in fact, around and in us, which we are unable 

by thoneands upon thousands of experiments. If theee cryatals can 
excite the organs of the brain in man, and can oblige him to act 
according to the impulse he hu received, is he not the victim of im
pulsea ? " Electrical and magnetical movements !" What are crystals 
but spherical or spheroidal molecules arranged by electrical ciU'I'ents 
according to determinate laws of aggregation ? What are those globular 
molecules but imitations of the spheres which occupy spaet', each having 
its polarity, each ita north and south, its east and west ; each its mag
netic, each ita diamagnetic relations. If the crystals of Von Reichen
bach can excite these phenomena, they can do much more. Many an 
impreeaionable individual may be put into a profound sleep by pointing 
such crystalline apicea to the eyea, and awakened again with rapidity 
by applying the positive or butt end of the crystal to the eyes or to the 
pit of the stomach. I have done this upon numerous patients hun
dreds of times. Some individoals are so easily impreesed, that I have 
of\en put them to sleep with the point of a small crystal of Epeom salt. 
and u often awakened them with the ftat end. Tbia force of molecular 
arrangement suggested to me some experiments on Yery saaceptible 
patients, the details of which ought to be full of interest to philosophical 
physicians, for they open up fields of inquiry that should lead to the 
modJU operandi of all medicinal agents. I diasolved different neutnd 
salts in water, and experimented upon one at a time. I took chloride 
of sodium first ; and a solution of this substance being poured into ten 
finger-glasacs, they were connected together by cotton moistened in the 
solution, and a couroune des tuscs was completed. A current of elec
tricity from four of Smee's elements was pasaed, and sensitive peraooa. 
who could be readily put into mesmeric sleep by crystals, were desired 
to put the fore-ftnger into one of the glaasea so as to allow it to be 
moistened by the solution. In the first trial, seven young women tried 
the experiment. In different periods of time, varying from half a 
minute to five minutes, each fell into mesmeric sleep, previously com
plaining of a atrong taste of brine in the mouth. The next trial was 
with a solution of sulphate of alumina. Sleep came on in each case, 
varying from one to three minutes. Each tasted alum in the mouth. 
Two had intense head-ache. These in the next experiment I placed 
first for trial. The solution waa nitrate of potaes; the taste of which 
wu very cooling and agreeable. Sleep did not supervene in one for 
four minutes ; in the other for &even minutes and a half. Some of the 
othera slept more quickly, varying from three to six minutes. The 
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to detect, only because we possess no instrument for their 
perception. In every infinitely small interval of time 
countless electrical movements proceed around us ; we do 
not perceive the slightest trace of them. If any one were to 
come down from the clouds who had a sixth, an electrical 
sense, with which he could detect and could describe the 
finest electrical changes around us, with the accuracy that 
we do the phenomena of light by means of our optical organs, 
should we not eagerly listen to his teachings, and ask him 
thousands of questions, to clear up and extend our know-

nit~ eured the head-aebea. Sulphate of eoda, of magnesia, of potasa, 
were tried separately; then together. Sleep in a comparatively short 
time. In aome, weight about the bead ; in others, head-ache. These 
results made me try the eft'ectB of various substances in solution. In 
one trial with Btdphate of copper, finding fearfult~ickneBB and ulceration 
of the mouth, which wu cured with great difficulty, I was induced to 
refleet on the danger of such trials with poiaonoUB metallic salta ; and 
I lett oft' for a time, inferring that mercury might be advantageously 
employed where ptyalism was desired by these means of operating. I 
had already in several cases of aomnambulea made the mouth very sore, 
and induced saliVIltion, by simply placing a minnte globule of mercury 
in the palm of each hand ; establishing, by producing the rigid spasm 
in the &nt plaee, the dictum of my two revered masters, Abernethy 
and Macartney, that mercury, among it& many properties, was, judi
eiously applied, a tonic medicine. The further reflection• on the 
influenee of two poles of crystalline agency led me to pass currents of 
electricity through baths, which I afterwards found more extensively and 
ingenioualy applied by Mr. Tylee, of Bath. The fint experiments I tried 
were on myself. The currents being passed from the bead towards the 
feet. the bath was tonic and exhilarating ; but being induced on one 
oecaeion to try the eurrent in the inverse direction, I had a most in
tenee bead-aebe. Mr. Tylee, and Mr. Bagshaw, at Bath, have bad great 
neeees in the treatment of intractable forme of diaeaae by means of 
tbia agency. We are as yet but at the threshold of the practical appli
catiOD.B of this aubject. In every point of view, the existence of the 
force which Von Reichenbach baa eatabliebed is a vast advance upon 
our old ltock of knowledge. There is, to the reflective mind, no limit 
to the rtlations which the force he baa indicated has to all the objects 
jo nature. 
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ledge? One born blind, who has never had a conception 
of light and colour, allows himself to be led by one that 
sees ; and when be always finds the stone, by feeling, which 
the seeing guide had forewan1ed him of, he believes that the 
seer has eyes, which enable him to see things. Now, a 
nervous patient is one of this kind, in whom a sensitiveness 
for electrical and magnetic movements exists, and with 
which is unfolded to a certain extent a peculiar sense, so to 
speak, of which, as it will appear, the healthy are deficient. 
Among the nervously diseased, referable here, I do not mean 
directly somnambulists, sleep-walkers, &c., but, as a general 
rule, most persons who suffer violently from spasms. The 
somnambulists are only those in whom these disturbances of 
the normal condition of the nervous system have reached the 
highest degree, and in whom the excitability has reached its 
maximum. 'fhey give us the strongeRt t~timony of there
actions, and show us the most delicate differences ; but they 
are not absolutely necessary in the researches to which I 
devoted myself. Miss Nowotny, on whom I made my ex
periments, was far from being a somnambulist• during the 

* It ia clear that though these patients were not aomnamboliata, not 
in that which Dr. Elliotaon calla the aleep-waking state, they were in 
the deep mesmeric aleep, of which the other ia only a condition. In 
the banda of an experienced meameriat, Mia& Nowotny would not have 
failed to exhibit an immense number of phenomena known aa mesmeric 
phenomeua. I dispute not the Baron's right to Htabliah a atand point ; 
but while I yield to him the deep respect which is due to 10 philoaopbic 
a miDd, I rrgret to obaene his tardy acceptance of the truths to every 
one of which be will be obliged on enlarged experience to yield hia aaaent. 
Without meameric aleep, the Baron' a are just the caaea which could not 
fail to convince him of the trutha of Gall's phrenology. H:a fingers 
applied on their heads to Gall's organa for a abort time, would produce 
manifestation tuat could uot fail to tri ·e uch a mind ns hi that b h 
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whole time of my six weeks' study; she only suffered from 
cataleptic SpRSJilS. Miss Maix never exhibited a trace of 
somnambulism. The surgeon, Mr. Schmidt, of Vienna, who 
experienced the most striking effect from the crystals and 
the magnet, as well as the terrestrial magnetism, was a 
young, otherwise perfectly healthy man, who merely was 
attacked by cramps in one arm for a short time, through 
exposure of one side to cold. And the sensitiveness might 
be thus traced onward to the healthy, who only felt the 
pass of large crystals upon sensitive parts, like a cool breeze. 
Finally, there was a further distinction even among these, 
that some felt the cooling strongly, others more weakly, 
some not at all. 

If, therefore, all this stands in regular connection, cause 
and effect cannot be disputed away, and, in my opinion, 
it would not be well done to throw away results which may 
become so valuable a key for the investigation of truths of 
nature, in those branches of physics and chemistry where she 
seems to wish to conceal her mysteries from us most obsti
nately. The singular sense, the peculiar irritability of 
nervous patients, is chiefly directed to magnetic phenomena ; 
they are an invaluable reagent while we possess no other. 
They are not vague sensations, as has hitherto been often 
believed, and as like those by which many physicians and 
visionaries have brought reproach upon themselves; but 
everything follows rule and law, and these are soon dis
covered, when one does but investigate them intelligently, 
tmce them with the aids of physical and chemical know-

the lights that can be brought to bear upon them, and when certainty 
cannot be attained in acience at first, we must be contented with pro
bability. When we cannot establish a theory, we must satisfy ourselves 
with the amuaing hazineu of an hypothesis. If we, at liUit, arrive at the 
truth, we shall not regret the toil it bas cost us, albeit much of it has 
been devoted to atem the torrents of prejudices, and the foregone cou
duaions directed againsL us. 
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ledge, and apply to them the touchstnne of experimental 
criticism. 

I could not avoid this digression ; it is indispensable to 
the definition of the stand-point of these researches. I 
now turn again to the questions, whether the peculiar force 
which displays itself in crystals is communicable, con
ductible, and condensible? When the most incongruous 
things, a piece of wood, a glass of water, leather gloves, 
paper cuttings, or any thing else, were rubbed with the pole 
of a crystal, every sick patient detected without delay, when 
placed before them, the difference between such and others 
which had not been rubbed. The sensation was sometimes 
a cool, sometimes a warm feeling, perceived by the hand in 
which the object was placed ; and this gradually increased 
until it became unpleasant. The conveyance upon paper 
was found to be the weakest. Miss Sturmann did not feel 
a book which had been once rubbed with the large rock 
crystal ; often rubbed, scarcely at all. Finally, when I had 
held it for a time in contact with the point of the crystal, 
and at once quickly placed it in her open hand, she felt a 
slight warmth. A piece of porcelain touched with the 
crystal-point, felt cool to her. A German silver conductor 
of an electro-magnetic apparatus, when treated in the same 
way, she felt very warm. A piece of soft iron, a piece of a 
blue steel saw blade, a hard steel file, all at first found 
indifferent, produced a sensation of heat in her hand after 
the crystal point had been drawn over them. I placed my 
hand in her's, first let her get accustomed to it., then took it 
away, and drew it backward and forward a few times above 
the point of the great rock crystal, and then again laid it in 
her's: the patient at once felt a great difference; she now 
found it far warmer ; and this apparent elevation of tempera
ture endured, decreasing, for more than four minutes, during 
which I repeatedly extended it to her for trial. A similar 
series of experiments were gone through with Miss Maix, 
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and subsequently with Miss Reichel. The charge was here 
conveyed to copper, zinc-plates, linen, silk stuffs, and water. 
They gave wholly similar results. Miss Atzmannsdorfer 
perceived immediately whether the German silver conductor 
had been previously in contact with a selenite crystal or an 
amorphous body, and particularly whether with the warming 
or cooling end of a crystal the heat conveyed was stronger 
or weaker, or replaced by cold. The crystallic force may 
therefore be transferred or conveyed to other bodies. It 
may be transferred to iron and steel, and, at the same time, 
these bodies, so charged, do not attract iron filings, as I have 
already shown above. • 

* The Baron very aatisfactorily establishes bia positions. But I have 
tried all these experiments with great care on impreBBionable patients, and 
have frequently been disappointed in the results. I have repeated them 
on aomnambules, and have found every oue of them come out as above 
dreeribed. Then I am bound to value the testimonies afforded by good 
aleeping-waking penons. I am often told that confusion arises from 
the nae of such cuea. Yea, in the hands of bother·headed persona, 
c.>nfuaion naturally takes place ; but with due precautions the results 
obtained are far more interesting, because more definite. Having pre
pared a case for such experiments as those detailed above in the case 
of Miu Sturmann, I puled the pointed end of a rock crystal on a 
smooth deal board, on a piece of writing paper, on the bound leather 
cover of a book succeBBively. Each in tum was offered to the right 
hand of the patient, Miss J. D., who had been eight times put 
into a state of placid sle,'P, undisturbed by the influence of other mes
meriaers. Each object felt warm and agreeable. I repeated the crys
talline applications a dozen times on each object; the effect wu to make 
the pati.ent amile contentedly, and to place the hand eagerly on the object: 
at last, by repetitions of the experiment, the sleep wu deepened. Now 
I applied the opposite pole of the crystal to the board, the paper, and 
the book suceeMively, and the patient being in a deep sleep, the hand was 
gently laid upon the objects in turn. First, from the deep sleep, the 
state of JS!eep-waking took place, and the hand was speedily drawn away 
from each object u it it were disagreeable; and on being asked as to the 
nature of the senBation produced, she BBid it wu cold, and made her 
chilly all over. I repeated the application of this repulsive end of the 
crystal many times to the paper, and on each renewed application of 
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I endeavoured to ascertain whether this conveyance could 
be effected, like that of magnetism, by rubbing from pole to 

the hand the sensation became more unpleuant, and at last the pa
tient woke up suddenly. A piece of porcelain touched with the pointed 
end of the large rock crystal was warm and agreeable to ber, but did 
not put her to sleep. I held the point of the crystal to the forehead ; 
abe fell deeply asleep instantly. I touched the porcelain cup with the 
blunt end of the crystal, paaaing it a dozen times, and then touched the 
fingers of the right hand with the cup : the hand was hastily withdrawn, 
with an exclamation of "don' t-it u like ice." The patient had instantly 
passed into aleep-waking. The iron poker was treated with the pointed 
end of the crystal, and the application of it to the hand deepened the 
sleep. The same result took place when it was applied to the nape of 
the neck. When the opposite end of the crystal was applied, the iron 
being well charged with the cryatallic force, the patient on feeling it got 
up suddenly wide awake. A three-cornered file, and a pair of large 
polished &<'iaaora, similarly treated, produced identical effects. To 
detail the repetitions of the experiments on this patient, and on two 
others where identical results were obtained, would be tedious. Insist
ing upon the fact which Dr. Elliotson's experience bas fully established, 
and which mine and that of several other experienced students in mes
merism sufficiently corroborate, that no phenomenon is obaened in 
artificially induced mesmeric states which bas not occurred in Nature, 
I am induced to draw attention to some cases in which the polar rela
tions would appear to be reversed. In general, when I took the hand 
of a patient meameriaed into sleep by myaelf, with a piece of pure 
gold, in a longer or aborter time, according to circumstances of impres
sionability, the band and arm became rigid. If I apply the gold to the 
nape of the neck, the whole body becomes rigid, and the sleep is so 
deep that the patient is insensible to all impressions. If, in this state, 
any of the metals easily oxidable are applied to the same spot, the 
aleep and rigidity in times varying according to circumstances are dis
solved, and the patient ia restored to the vigilant and conaeio111 state. I 
have performed analogous experiments with different metals hundreds of 
times ; but I have occasionally met with cues of 1l high degree of im
prellionability, in which moat unexpectedly the phenomena were nearly 
all reversed. By the induction of the rigid state with gold and plati
num, I have repeatedly cured menorrhagia in ft>malea. A married 
woman, aged 23, with dark hair and eyes, higbly nervous temperament. 
afflicted with p881ive hemorrhage, occurring for a fortnight at each 
catamenial penod, was mesmerized easily into a aleep·•nking atate, in 
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pole, or, like that of electricity, by single points. It proved 
to be indifferent whether I rubbed the object in the direc
tion of its length, or kept any point whatever for a short 
time in contact with the point of the crystal ; the warmth or 
coolness thus produced were not foWld to differ. A large 
crystal, when the point was applied to a glass of water, pro
duced magnetized water, as well as a horse-shoe magnet. 

46. The question now was, whether a coercive power 
existed in matter, whether this charge was persistent or 
transient, and after what int-ervals of time ? I charged 
various objects,-the German-silver conductor, the steel file, 

which abe remained quiet and comfortable for a couple of hours each 
morning for a week. She wu cured, and remained well for four 
months. The vexations arising from questions relating to a drunken 
hu1band made her 1offer much from headache, and I applied a disc of 
pore gold to the back of her neck. Instead of sleep and rigid spurn 
increuing, abe wu affected with the clone of hysteria, and sudden 
paaaive hremorrbage. I applied soft iron to the neck and soles of the 
shoes, and in half an hour abe wu quite well, and in high spirits. I 
persuaded her to come the next day, and put her to sleep by puaea, 
after which I applied a disc of platinum to the nape of the neck. The 
same results u with gold immediately anpenened. Waking np sud
denly, abe became very hysterical, and hremorrhage quickly came on. 
The cure wu jnat u aoon effected as before, by the application of iron 
to the neck and soles of the feet. The general conclusion at which I 
have arrived, that all attractive agencies tend to produce a state of 
nervous system favouring tone, and that all repulsive agencies tend to 
produce an opposite state favouring clone, wu here subverted by an ex
ct'ptioo ; but what does it evince? only that cases exist in which the 
relations to the metals, and to the poles of crystals, are directly the re
vene of those nsually met with. I have seen two other cues, in which, 
thoogh not identical, yet very analogous facta were exhibited, in which 
the poiuted extremity of crystals induced wakefulne88 and headache ; 
while the blunt or butt end being offered to the eyes or to the pit of the 
stomach, deeP sW:ep was immediately brought on ; in which magnetised 
water induced no attraction of the hand, and in which the presence of 
a powerful magnet brought on hysteria and headache ; but no aub
.eqnent rigidity or sleep. They were of a nervo-bilious temperament, 
liable to frequent attacks of nervons and sick headache. 
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the soft iron, the piece of porcelain, and the book. The 
last soon Jost its power. The piece of porcelain tried on 
Miss Sturmann retained it two minutes, the conductor five 
minutes, the iron the same, and the steel ten minutes. 
In this operation I did not take the objects in the free 
hand, but moved them backwards and forwards in a fold 
of paper ; when the patient had taken hold of them, I 
made her lay them down, and wait till the sensation which 
continued to thrill through her hand had disappeared. 
This required about a minute. Then I made her take the 
object up again, without having touched it myself, and con
tinued thus until the sensations of heat or cold were no 
longer produced. From this it follows that the retention of 
the charge, under the above circumstances, is not, even at 
night, of long, but of short duration, and, indeed, at most 
of ten minutes; that the charge soon disappears again, 
and, unlike magnetism, it cannot be permanently ingrafted 
upon steel. Since the iron filings fall from an iron bar 
which has been placed within the sphere of distribution of 
the magnet directly and instantaneously when the magnet 
is removed, but here an effect of accumulation does occur, 
although but for a short time, the question must be answered 
thus : that some, even if weak, coercive power over the 
crystallic force does actually exist in all bodies, which for 
magnetism, so far as we know it at present by its polar 
effects, is not the case, since the coercive power, according 
to our actual knowledge, is limited to an exceedingly small 
number of bodies ; in fact, according to the most recent 
researches, strictly to iron and nickel. • 

4 7. Is the crystallic force capable of being isolated, arrested, 
or is it universally distributed through matter P The first expe
riments were made with Miss Sturmann, who, though sensitive 
to the magnetic excitement, was less clear in her perception 

• Written a year befon the recent reaearehee ot Mr. Faraday. 
lfwtltor. 
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of it as to the distinction between warmth and cold. When 
I placed a book upon her hand, and brought the point of 
the large rock crystal upon it, the hand felt nothing of it 
through the book. Since she had previously felt the ap
proach of the crystal to the inside of the bare hand at a 
distance of 18 or 20 inches, while now the distance was no 
greater than the thickness of the book, that is, four-fifths of 
an inch, this experiment showed that a thick mass of paper 
was a substance capable of arresting, at least for a short 
time, the action of the crystallic force upon the nerves of 
this patient. A piece of deal board acted in a similar way, 
but less perfectly. • After a short interval the alterntion 
of temperature began to be weakly perceptible beneath it. 
Eight folds of printing paper soon allowed the force to act 
through them ; four folds of woollen stuff scarcely offered 
any perceptible obstacle. A porcelain dish, lying in her 

* The crystallic forct>, residing most probably in the optical axis of 
the crystal, since it has so close a relation to light in some form, in 
producing sleep and vigilance, according to the pole of the crystal 
oft"ered to the face or pit of the stomach of a very impressionable sub
ject, baa been demonstrated here very frequently. I have seen cases 
in which the pointed end of a large rock crystal has, by being presented 
in the direction of the individual, whose back has been tumed to the 
operator, induced sleep instantly at the distance of 42 feet. The other 
end immediately caused wakefulness ; and in this manner sleep and 
wakelulneu 'Were alternated just as often as the crystal was turned 
J'OUDd. But eten in leu 8111Ceptible cases, the point of a rock crystal 
would, with its attractive or repulaive pole to the individual, induce 
aleep, and the other pole would awaken. Often and often bas the 
experiment been satisfactorily performed by an operator going into 
one room, leaving the patient in the adjoining apartment, separated by 
a putiti•n of deal wood painted, which wu covered on one aide by 
priDta framed ud g)Med. As often u the reepective enda of the cryatal 
were held towarda the patient, ill8tant sleep or instant vigilance were 
produced. Any penon &tanding in the door-way, so as to obsene both 
the operator and patient, could at once see that there wu no poaaible 
aource of fallaq in the experiment&. Many patient& have been sub
mitted to the teat of this experiment, and the reaults have been identical. 
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hand, touched on the upper side with the point of the 
crystal, was felt to be cool when I tumed. it over after the 
contact. On the contrary, an iron plate gave a warm sen
sation, when placed on the hand, as soon as I brought the 
crystal near ; when I put it in contact the effect was like a 
shock, ascending through the elbow-joint to the shoulder.• 
Various metallic wires, held in the hand by one end and 
touched with crystal points at the other, gave sometimes 
warm, sometimes cool sensations, without exception. I 
placed one end of the German silver conductor in her 
hand, and placed the other end in contact with the point 
of a small crystal ; the sensation of an alteration of tem
perature shot instantaneously from the hand to the elbow 
joint ; when I operated in the same way with the large rock 
crystal, it ran up as far as the shoulder, and produced 
cramp-like sensations. 

When I subsequently repeated the same experiments on 
Miss Marie Maix, action took place through all bodies 
without exception, only it was more rapid through metallic, 
more like a shock, so to speak, than with vegetable sub
stances, tissues, &c., which required a short interval of 
time for the effect. I made experiments with wool, silk, 

* These experiments I have repeated on somnambules with precisely 
the •me results; but in sleep-waking persons, as in those quite wide 
awake, there are many varieties in the degrees of susceptibility. A 
piece of cylindrical wood has been held in the two hands of a sleep
waking patient ; it bas been touched with the pointed ends of a rock 
crystal; immediately the wood bas beeu strongly grasped by the patient, 
in some cases with, and in some without, the shock being experienced, 
but deeper aleep has supervened. The opposite end of the crystal 
touching the wood, wakefulneBS has taken place, and the pieee of wood 
has dropped from the relaxed fingers. If an iron rod, of the diameter 
of an inch and a half, has been used instead of the wood, the eenae of 
ahoclc up the arma hRB been more decided, and aome have complained 
of its buming the banda. Some have slept only more deeply. The 
law regoJating the results I believe to be dependent upon the prllleRee 
of attractive and repulaive agenciea exerci8ed by the ~· 
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glass, and zinc on Miss Reichel. 'fhe transmission through 
wool required a short· moment of time in a cord 40 inches 
long ; but with silk, glass, and zinc, it was instantaneous, 
and of immeasurable rapidity. My experiments on the 
very sensitive Miss Atzmannsdorfer furnished similar re
sults ; brass wire, the German silver conductor, glass tubes, 
leaden bars, platina foil, bar iron, gold threads, and copper 
plates, which I placed in her hand, were instantaneously 
traversed by the force which passed into them by con
tact with the crystal. The conclusion is, that the crystullic 
r~ QCII through a/l b11die1, but in different degrees.• 
Paper, wool, and wood, render the passage difficult, at least 
for a short time ; porcelain less so ; silk and glass are per
fect conductors. Metals permit the passage not only on 
actual contact, but in slight degrees even before the contact, 
on mere approximation ; but on contact an immedi'\te 
action ensues. So far as these preliminary tests allow of 
a conclusion, they indicate that the difference of conducting 
power of bodies depends less upon their nature than on 
their continuity. All tissues conduct worse than solid 
bodies ; cotton and wool worse than wire, silk, &c. The 
completeness and rapidity of the conduction were ex
perienced in different degrees by patients of different states 
of sensitiveness, in such a way that while to the more sen
sitive everything is permeable, with the less sensitive occur 
distinctions among the bodies in the degrees of the per· 
meability by the crystallic force. 

48. I still wished to test the magnitude of the capacity 
for being charged. I made passes and contacts on the 
oondt1WM' and the stool file a varying number of times. 
One p88l atJted elidently more weakly than several; but 
when I had occupied a minute in the charging, it attained 

* A jul eooel.-ioo, lhaagly corroborated by numeroua facta ob
lft'Yed in tbe....., of e.lplllrimenta on aleep-wakers. 

G 
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a magnitude which, under the given circumstances, was 
insusceptible of further increase, at least of an increase of 
strength of the sensations of warmth and cold thereby 
produced on the band of the patient ; to which corresponded 
the frequently repeated trials of the persistence of the 
charge, which never endured more than about five minutes, 
however much time I might have consumed in it, excepting 
only on steel and water, where it was felt about ten 
minutes. The charge was not effected instantaneously, but 
increased during the contact for a short time, and then 
attained its maximum. This capacity for a charge JVal 

1atisjied in a few minutes. • 
49. In reference to the magnitude of the force and its 

relation to the size of the crystals, the experiments showed 
that a small crystal, from the size of a lentil to two inches 
long, if of gold, rock crystal, selenite, diamond, or horn
blende, was weak, and only actively perceived in the reversed 
pass upward ; that from this point the force incretUed tVitA 
the size of the crystall. The exponent, of course, could 
not be made out as yet. t 

* The wne concluaion ia arrind at in relation to cbargiDg bodies 
with the mesmeric fluid. Water holda only a definite charge, according 
to the concurrent testimony of many lucid alt'ep-waking individuals, 
tAken at separate times. Thus, I ha'fe darted my fingera two hund'" 
times on the aurface of a tumbler of water, and h&Ye been tolcl that 
the blue buineu baa oYerflowed the tambler. Se'fel'al penona haft 
aaid precisely the aame thing. In meameriliug a decanter ot water, I 
have placed a watch betore me while I held the tipa of my rigbt-baDcl 
flngera in theo mouth of the decanter. Sneral bteid individaala haft 
separately indicated the preciae height of the blue hue in the water at 
the aame inte"al of time. A few minute. were nfficient to charge a 
quart decanter. All concur in the fact that the 8uid liUa in the water. 
Ia it, then, imponderable? Hu it not a specific gravity? 

t Experiment. iu soflicient numbera are wanting to determine tbe 
relative powera o( diasimiJar cryatala. There ia DO doubt ol the cry .. 
talline force being, cetma paribua, augmeated io a ratio to tbe TOIUMt 
oC the wne kind of eryltal : bat the t'cne willl be loaod to ftZJ mach 
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50. 'fhe distinction of the poles, in reference to their 
power of affecting the nerves, was expressed by an opposi
tion of cold and heat. Almost in every case the crystal 
produced cooling with one pole and warmth with the other 
when drawn over the hand. Miss Nowotny, and the sur
geon Mr. Schmidt, in the upward pass felt, like the healthy, 
a cool pleasant breeze ; in the downward pass a not dis
agreeable gentle warmth. I tried crystals of tourmaline, 
arragomte, rock crystal, selenite, and cleavage forms of 
Iceland spar and tellurium, on Miss Sturmann. All pre
sented a stronger cooling pole, and a weaker warming one. 
This difference was very clearly marked with Miss Reichel, 
who distinguished the poles of all crystals, even at some 
distance, by a sensation of cold and heat ; and this with 
very great accuracy. As I have already mentioned, Miss 
Atzmannsdorfer felt it most strongly. But even healthy 
persons, e. g. Prof. Endlicher, as already mentioned, Mr. 
Studer, my servant Johann Klaiber, and others, distin
guished the two poles of all crystals very accurately, even 
of very small ones. TM opposition of the ttVO poles of 
cry•tals, tAerifore, ezpreued iuelf upon the nerves at once 
by digkt heat attd cold. I shall hereafter detail some other 
contrasts. 

ia power ~ to the nature of the conatitaent aabetau.cea of the 
a,.taa. Clear roek cryatalA are more agreeable to patienta than fatty 
eryatala. A roek cryatal containing titanite wu diaagreeable, but it 
pat patienta into a deeper aleep than the clearer apecimena. A very 
...U erywta1 of robalt ia more powerful than a large rock crystal. In 
laiply aueteptible cuea. the pointed end of a very amall cryatal of 
.1...,111 aalt held to the forehead or to any part of the face hu beea 
.ui&eieDt to induce aleep immediately, and wakefulneaa hu been 
apeedily produced by holding the oppoaite pole of the tame aubatance 
iD the eame direetion. A crystal of morphine held in the 11\Dltl man. 
11ft' hM been attended with the tame reaulta, but accompanied by 
badaehe. " Tbe oppoaition of the two polea of crystals e.xpreaed 
itadl opNl the nenea at once by theee striking contruta." 
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51. The high degree of distinctness which the excite
ment possessed in sick per.rons is worthy of notice. Not 
only do they perceive it universally on the masses of bodies 
which are brought to them, but they clearly perceived that 
there are points at which the force is concentrated. Miss 
Nowotny pointed out to me very definitely, in every crystal, 
the spots where effective poles were situated, which she 
very quickly discovered with the tips of her fingers. In 
double crystals the axis always passes through the line of 
junction of the two crystals. Miss Maix, Miss Stunnann, 
Miss Reichel, and Miss Atzmannsdorfer, had the same power, 
in some cases with still greater readiness. Even Mr. Schuh 
and Mr. Studer accurately felt out the points on large 
crystals, and their observations all agree accurately with 
one another. 

52. The cryBtal-elect,.icity, as excited in tourmaline and 
other minerals by heat, does not exhibit any perceptible 
effect upon the nervous excitement produced by the cry&
tallic force. I heated these bodies to different degrees, but 
they produced no evident modifications in the effects. • 

68. Does the crystallic force stand in no relation oi 
direction to terrestrial magnetism P Starting from tbe 
manner in which crystals are built up, one would be in
duced to conjecture that the two forces are really to a certain 
extent independent of each other. Whoever has seen a 
nucleated mass of quartz crystals broken into, in a mine, 
and noticed how they stand in all directions, cannot have 

• I have coiltd copper wire enclosed in ailk thread roand eight 1-. 
roek crystals, and hue thua produceclao inatruweot lib ao eleetro
dynamic coil, fumiahed with a platinum ket"per. The C1')'8tallic force 
wu not increaaed in the leaat pern!ptible degree, nor hne I found the 
cryatallic foree modified by heating or cooling crystals. A. meameric 
aleepwakera of high auaceptibility are 10 much more delirate than any 
penon awake can pouibly he, the testimony derifed from experimeata 
on these must be powerfully corroborMife of the Baron'• eoocluaioaa. 
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overlooked that the entire cavity is clothed on all sides, 
above and below, with crystals whose axes are directed in 
every possible direction. But without going into a mine, 
this observation may be made at once ill a cabinet of mine
rals, upon the well-known balls of chalcedony, the cavity of 
which, i. e. the nucleus, is clothed all over with crystals of 
quartz and amethyst: I have never been able to detect any
thing like an uniform direction. Other crystallizations, 
again, which are grouped in stalk-like heaps around a com
mon central point, like natrolite, zeolite, mesotype, arrago
nite, pbarmacolite, &c., fonn tubercular globules, the rayR 
of which spread out in all directions, and no indications lead 
us to imagine an influence or any kind of external directing 
force on their formation. Our own crystallizations, as they 
go on in our laboratories and manufactories, are in like 
manner usually altogether confused ; prussiate of potash, 
alum, sugar of lead, sugar-candy, &c., deposit their crystals, 
in large vessels, without any choice of direction. This ap
pears to agree with the indifference which free crystals 
observe towards the magnetic needle and the polar wires. 
On tltis side, therefore, tl&e crystaUic force is independent 
of ltm"esiJ'ial magnetism, in reference to the direction of its 
1truclures. 

54. Since now the crystallic force shows itself to be free 
from that attraction to inorganic substances which so re
markably distinguishes the magnet from all terrestrial things, 
it must, on the other hand, prove the more striking,-nay it 
seems to claim the highest degree of interest in natural 
ecience,-that it shares wit/~ the magnet the singular power 
of attracting living organic bodia. For as I have already 
minutely described, I saw the effect produced by the magnet 
upon the cataleptic Miss Nowotny, repeated when she was 
brought in contact with the points of large crystals. It 
eontracted her hand, in some cases produced cramp, and 
attracted her hand to follow it, not so strongly as a large 
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magnet, hut exRCtly in the same manner as a weak one. I 
am certain that if I had possessed a crystal large enough, 
her hand would have adhered to it, both in the unconscious 
and conscious state, just in the same way as it did to a 
strong magnet. Thi1 elective alftnity of the crystallic force 
to attract living and not dead matter is the most extraordi
nary character it displays, and points to the powerful con
nexion in which it stands with the inmost essence of that 
which we call life, and respecting which, if I am not most 
grossly mistaken, it promises closely imminent and most 
important results. 

56. In a former treatise I gave an account of the light 
which issues from the poles of a strong magnet. After that 
observation, it was very natural to imagine the possibility of 
the same at the points of crystals ; indeed, there was great 
probability in the anticipation. I therefore instituted an 
experiment with the heightened vision of Miss Sturmann. 
A room was made as dark as possible ; she entered, re
mained some time, till her eyes became aooustomed to the 
obscurity, and then I placed before her the large rock crystal. 
She actually at once perceived a }lome-like light over it, 
half the size of a hand, blue, passing into white above, re
markably different from the magnetic light, which she 
described as much yellower and redder. The experiment 
was repeated twice on the following night. In order to 
obtain as complete conviction as possible before Miss Stur
mann came into the darkened room, I placed the large 
eight inches thick rock crystal upon a place which she could 
not be aware of. As soon as the obscurity was fully re
stored by shutting the door, she in every case immediately 
detected the place where the crystal stood, and saw the 
flaming light exactly the same in all these three experiments. 
She described it as somewhat resembling a tulip in shape, 
and beginning below with a curve directed outward, like 
one of the petals, or like a candle-flame, but then soon taking 
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an erect position and rising to ahout the height of her 
finger's length. She again spoke of the colour as blue, 
passing into perfect white above, and in such a manner that 
isolated scattered streaks or filaments of a reddish colour 
ran up in the upper part of the white. The flame was 
moveable, in a waving and sparkling condition, and threw 
a light glare over the support on which the crystal rested, 
of the diameter of almost forty inches, just as a magnet had 
done, when flame-like appearance and light radiating from 
it could be clearly distinguished. From her I turned to 
Miss Reichel, and placed various crystals before her in the 
dark. She everywhere found the flaming appearances bright, 
surpassing those of the magnet in brilliancy of colour and 
regularity of form. The light was with her visible not only 
oYer the poles of the crystals, but even in the interior of 
their substance. She described the flame over the poles 
much in the same way as Miss Sturmann, but the appear
ances of light in the interior essentially different from this. 
She said that they were of peculiar, star-like forms, which 
assumed different shapes when the crystals were turned. 
It was evidently the crystalline structure of the stone, its 
lamination in different directions, which caused the produc
tion of luminous appearances and internal reflections, such 
as of course could not exist in this way in a steel magnet. 
She furnished me with drawings of the lights of large and 
small crystals, which represented most astonishing appear
ances. I re:~erve all the various magnetic luminosities, 
which I became acquainted with, to bring them together 
hereafter in a special comparison, and shall give figures of 
Miss Reichel's drawings of the crystallic luminosities with 
that. Miss Maix also, whose calm and accurate mode of 
obeervation I especially valued, for many nights that I left 
the great rock crystal upon her stove, beheld in her sleepless 
hours the beautiful spectacle of a whitish star, half the size 
of her hand, on the spiculated summit. Miss Atzmanns-
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dorfer in all cases pointed out the luminous pole in the 
dark, in a number of different crystals, and placed them in 
a series for me, according to their strength. 

Since, then, all the crystals, which I had subjected in such 
great number to the test, exhibited the same reactions in 
reference to that peculiar force, which they manifested at 
their poles, as occurred in it.s maximum in a large rock 
crystal, one is led to the conclusion that crystals ;,. genert.l, 
like tl1e magnet, emit a ji11e flaming light from their poles, 
usually invisible to healthy eyes, hut seen by those of ex
cited nervous patients, in whom all the senses exist in an 
unusually acute condition. I need scarcely mention that 
this bears relation to the luminous appearances frequently 
observed during crystallization itself by chemis~ which 
have long found place in the text-books. 'Ihe nature of 
these radiations bas not yet been explained ; they have gene
rally been assumed to be electrical, because they look like 
such, but no direct proof exists. Prof. H. Rose, however. 
bas lately shown that this light is not connected either witb 
heat or electricity, since neither the air-thennometer nor the 
telescope is affected in the least when dipped in a crystal
lizing solution of substance.s which exhibit the highest known 
degree of evolution of light in the moment of crystallization ; 
for example, sulphate of potass and soda (Poggend. AnnaL 
LII. 443, 585). But now that we hove become acquainted 
with the permanent lwninosity of crystal poles, which at 
present exhibits no agreement with electricity, but indeed 
a great difference, it becomes highly probahle that the said 
light is dependent, not on electricity, but on the evolution 
of phenomena of crystallie light, and that circumstances 
arise in the sudden conveyance of the molecules suspended 
in the fluids into solid crystalline bodies, under which the 
crystallic light becomes so concentrated as to be visible to 
common eyes. What tlus light is, which like BHnlight ~awu 
conlimwus/!1· without in the least diminishing the body 
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from which it radiates, whether it is a vibration propagated 
in the sWTOunding fluids, I leave here untouched. We 
assume t.hat the atoms, still more the molecules of matter, 
are polar ; we regard them as the elements for the construc
tion of the crystal. Is their arrangement into a large solid 
crystal, which again bas its own polarity and is luminous at 
its poles, a sum of all these little polarities, and are its poles 
an expression of this, as the open poles of a voltaic pile 
afford the sum of the shares of electricity of all the indivi
dual elements P Is a crystal a pile for the crystallic force, 
as the voltaic is for the electrical? These are approaching 
questions reserved for further investigation ; meanwhile the 
consistent observations here made, and often repeated, on 
five different sick persons, will soon find confirmation in 
other places and by other observers ; only I caution them 
not to undertake the experiments with somnambulists in 
the sleep-waking condition, but either with others, not som
nambulist, nervous patients, or, if none such can be found 
sufficiently sensitive, to take the somnambulists only in the 
awake, conscious condition, when their senses are clear ; 
and not to make use of the sleep-waking condition at all, 
or at most solely for the control of the former. I have ncv~r 
employed the patients in the magnetic sleep or somnam
bulism in my physical investigations, but when in this con
dition have left them in the hands of their physicians, and 
contented myself with the position of a spectator. To pre
vent errors, I again remark, that when it is wished to repeat 
my experiments, the place must be completely darkened, so 
densely that even after a long stay in it, after one or two 
hours, no trace whatever of light can be detected; finally, 
the crystal must be very large, for mine, as I have already 
mentioned, was not less than eight inches thick, 81ld pro
portionately long. With those, however, who arc strongly 
sensitive, smaller crystals will answer the purpose, since 
Miss Reichel and Miss Atzmaonsdorfer saw light issue from 
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almost every crystal, especially from compounds of sul
phuric and ftuoric acids, which in all cases surpass rock 
crystal of the same size. 

56. All these researches finally nnite to show, that the 
peculiar force of crystals here developed, opens a new page 
in the book of dynamics,-that it certainly falls within the 
general laws of these, but possesses its special code, to study 
which, and bring their axioms to mathematical expressions, 
must be henceforth one of the tasks of physics. It will be 
above all desirable to find some universal inorganic re-agent 
upon it, to discover an instrument of detection and measure
ment, which shall free us from the often worse than painful 
dependence on sick persons, hospital patients, and unscien
tific persons of all kinds. • 

* The reflection that it would be desirable to find such a reagent is 
natural. It is not so difficult to measure beat, light, electricity, aud mag
netism. These are agencie11 that are common to inorganic and orga11ic 
matter. But it is a question whelher it is easy to devise a teat for a force 
owing its existence to a combination of molecules that constitutes an or
ganic arrangement, which in its own nature shall not be organic. Is it 
possible to find an inorganic test for an organic force ? We may pro
bably, by tracing the Jaws regulating organic forces, be enabled to lied 
out the means by which thfl human being can be stimulated to become 110 

highly sensitive as to detect the presence of very subtle re-agents, odoure, 
metallic lodes, streams in the bowels of the earth, but it may be pro
blematical whether, per contra, we shall be able to frame an inorganic 
instrument sufficiently deli('ate to detect thought, the impulses of ambi
tion, hate, or cunning ; the bewitching inftuencea of love, benevolence, 
1•enemtion, or conscientiousness. These depend upon organization; 
upon arrangements of living matter, so distributed in the Lrain as to haYe 
their own attractive and repul~ive rPiationa, but having no corresponding 
antagonistic forces in inanimate matter. In order to study the physics 
of organic arrangements, we mu11t lay aside our repugnance to the nu
merous delicate phenomena offered to tlll in organic nature, and be content 
to enlarge, though in a degree hazily, our bounds of enquiry, paying 
respect to classes of facta that apeear, and appear to proud ignorance 
only, the creatioaiS of fancy. Phrenology teaches us the causes of the 
philosophel''s repugnance to new classes of ideas. Mostly, it is to pride 
that he is indebted for his refusal of troth, and the silly institutions of 
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RETROSPECT. 

a. Every crystal, natural or artificial, exercises a specific 
exciting power on the animal nerves, weak in the healthy, 
strong in the diseased, strongest of all in the cataleptic. 

soeiety foster and encourage the acquisitive, the approbative, and the pride
creating organizations of man to habituate him to a love of contempt, and 
an adhesion to errors and fallacie!l. A most eminent Professor, justly 
c:.lebrated for much that be has nobly wrought in science, was heard to 
ay openly before a large audience, "Had I been •harp, I should have 
hit upou the discovery on which my competitor has !>tumbled:" by no 
means ashamed to acknowledge publicly, that he did not rejoice in the 
suceesa of a fellow-labourer, who bad poured the blessings of a new truth 
on mankind, to elevate the thoughts, to exalt the aspirations of beings 
whoee organizations improve by an indulgence in noble aims. However 
vulgar and absurd, bE'Cause perhaps not severely exact, to habitually 
erroneous thinkers themselves, may eppear much of the knowledge 
ftuating among boors and peasants, a very remarkable proof of the im
portance of some of it may be traced to a singular though rude antici. 
J*ion o( a part of the most brilliant of ProfeMOr Faraday's discoveries 
oo magnetism and diamagnetism, by means of an instrument, the namt\ 
of which has been sufficient to excite the contempt of some so-styled 
,.,.., of repute. If knowledgtt be not in the range of the thoughts of 
certain severe cogitators, it is then, forsooth, no knowledge a&t all. The 
unmerciful coutempt which has been cast on the divining rod-virgula 
dirina, or baguette divinatoire--by certain cultivators of science, may be 
atimated by a reference to the earlier editions of a translation, by Dr. 
Botton, of Montucla's improvement of Ozanam's Mathematical Recrea
tiooa, a book full of most interesting matter. In the last edition of that 
work, however, Dr. Hutton proved himself to be, what he always was, a 
sincere lover of truth. Led into error at an earlier period, be was open 
to inquiry, and becarne, subsequently, convinced of facta on the existence 
of which be had at one time doubted. My friaud, Mr. CbarlllS Hutton 
Gregory, lent me a copy of the Sp~cul•m Anni for the year 1828, in 
which be pointed out some puaages relating to this matter, which 1 can
DOt avoid extracting here, premisiug a few observations on the instrument 
called the divining rod, virgula divina, baculus divinatorius, baguetttl 
diriuatoire. This bas been supposec.l to be a branch of a tree or shrub 
Deee'llarily of a forked or letter Y shupe, by the assistance of which 
certain gifted pereons were enabled to discover n1ines, springs of watttr 
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b. 'l'he force manifests its abode principally at the axes of 
the crystals, most actively at its opposite extremities ; it 
therefore exhibits polarity. 

under ground, hidden treasure, and to practise other oecuh doings. Tbi,., 
with regard to shape, is just as vulgar an\>rror as that which supposes thet 
a stick of auy kind of wood held in the hand serves as well as the hazel 
or the whitethorn for the production of the phenomena. In the counties 
of Somerset, Devon, and Con1wull, the facts on this subject are well 
known, and the practice of dowsing, as it is called, has been cultivated 
time out of mind. In Fran~ the men of scientific pur.mits have for ihe 
most pllrt ridiculed the nse of the baguette, noty.ithstanding abundant 
evidence in various parts of the country being extant of tl1e succeS!I which 
had a•tended the pn.ctice of the sourciers. The Baron von Reichenbach 
bas established fact!' regarding the emanation& of light from graves, which 
are quite &.'1 remarkable OJI the proofs of emanations taking place from 
metals or from mnning water. Now that the Baron's researches, and the 
concurrent tf'stimony of the cultivators of mesmeric science, have esta
bJi,.hed that certain individuals are more sn!ICeptible of magnetic impt"e'!
sions than others, it will not be pronounced impo11ible that subterraneons 
r&JU11ing water may influence some persons, aud not others. In different 
classes or animals the sensitive powers are known to vary ~:really. as they 
do indeed among those of the same species. 11 But," it has been asked, 
11 granting that emanations from subterraneous waters may powerfully 
alfect certain persons, what connection is there between this impre!l'ion 
and the motion or rotation of the hazel rod, which is held in the person's 
hand or laid over his fingers ?" What I is it fact that the hazel rod tnO\'eS 

or rotates in the band of a person of a certain impressionability. when 
that person passes over any ground, underneath his footsteps on which 
there happens to be a metamc lode, or a subterraneous stream of water, 
which we call a spring? I have been informed by highly respectable 
persons who have, in the West of England, witnessed the facts, that under 
these circumstances a hazel or a whitethorn rod does rotate and does 
move, and occasionally dips with !10 energetic a force, that on one OC'C&IIion 
the bark of a fresh hazel rod ~as stripped from the stick and left in the 
grasp of the operator's hand. 

The following extracts will fnrther illustrate this subject :-
11 Although the effects or motion of the divining rod, when in the 

proximity of spring11, has been and is to this day considered by most 
philosophers a mere illusion, yet I think the following brief ob!!Elrvations 
relating to this subject, aud which were communicated to Dr. Hutton by 
a lady of rank, with the account of her subsequent experiments performed 
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c. It emits light at the poles visible to acutely sensitively 
eyes in the dark. 

before him, his family, and a number 1lf friends (as given in the doctor's 
....ation of Montncla's edition of Ozanam's Recreations), must con· 
vi~ the most incredulous that iu the bands or some pei'!IOns, in certain 
situations, the baguette is forcibly acted upon by 110111e hitherto unknown 
invisible cause. Notwithstanding the incredulity expressed by Montucla 
relative to the indication of springs by the baguette or divining rod, there 
appears to exist such eYidences of the reality of that motion as it seems 
next to impossible to be questioned. This evidence was brought about 
in the following mauner. Soon after the publication or the former edi
tion of the Recreations, the e4itor received by the poet the following well
wrin.eu pst"Qdonymous lf'lter on the subject of this problem. The letter 
iu question is dated Feb. 10, IS(M, and as with the whole of the corres
pondence it wooJd be too long for our limits, I shall select such parts 
oDly as are immediately essential to a right understanding of the subject. 

"The Jady obse"es• • In the year 1772 (I was then nineteen) I passed 
six months at Aix in Provence. I there beard tbA popular story of one 
of tbe fountains in that city having been discovered some generations 
before by a boy who always expressed an aversion from passing one ~ 
ticoJar spot, crying out t/ane tDdl tDCUr. This 1ras held by myself and 
the family I was ll'ith, in utter contempt. 

" • In the course of the spring, the family went to pass a week at the 
Cba&e&u d'An100is, situated a few miles to the north of the Durance, a 
uact of conntry very mountainous, and where 11'ater was ill suVPlied. 
We found the Marquis d'Anaonis busied in erecting what might be 
aermed a miniature aqueduct, to convey a spring the distance of half a 
te.gue, or nearly as much, to his chateau, which spring be userted had 
heeD found out by a peasant, who made the discovery of water his occu
patiou in that country, and maintained himself by it, and was known by 
the appellation of r HMI&fiU d Ia Bagtutu. This account was received 
wiah unbelief, almost amounting to derision. The Marquis, piqued at 
beiDg discredited, 18Dt fot the man, and requested 1re 1rould witness lhe 
aperimeut. A large party of French and English accordingly attended. 
The man was quite a peasant in manners and appearance : he produced 
eome twigs cut from a hazel, of diJI"erent sizes and strength, oo1y they 
were forked branches, and hazel wu preferred, as forking more equally 
thaD most «Mer uees ; but it is not requisite that the angle should be of 
my puticnlar oomber of degrees. He held the ends of the twigs be
tween ncb fore finger and thumb, with the vertex pointing downwards. 
Sr.uding where &here was no water, &be baguette remained motionless; 
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d. In particular diseases, it attracts the human band to a 
peculiar kind of adhesion, like that of iron to the magnet. 

walking gradually to the spot where the spring was wltdw ,.-JtiJUl, the 
twig was sensibly affected ; and as be approached the "J))t, began to twna 
rtn~11d; that is, the vertex rai!ed itself, and tum~>d towards his body, and 
continued to tum till the point was vertical ; it then again descended 
outwards, and continued to tum, deacribin~t a circle as long as he remained 
standing over the spring, or till one or both the brancheA were broken by 
the twisting, the ends being finnly grasped by the fingers and thumbs, 
and the banda kept stationary, so that the rotatory motion must of couJ'II8 
twist them. After seeing him do this repec&tedly, the whole party tried 
the baguette in au~ion, but without effect. I claaneed to be the last. 
No sooner did I hold the twig as directed, than it began to move as with 
him, which startled me 80 much that I dropt it, and felt considerably 
agitated. I was, however, induced to resume th" experiment, and found 
the effect perfect. I was then told it was no very unusual thing, many 
having that faculty, which, from what baa since come to my knowledge, 
I have reason to believe is true. On my return to England I forbore to 

lt~t this faculty (or whatever you may term it) be known, fearing to be
come the topic of conversation or diacuuion. But two years afterwards, 
being on a visit to a nobleman's bouse, Kimbolton, Htmtingdonabire, 
and his lady lamenting that abe was disappointed of buildin~ a dairy
house in a spot abe particularly wished, because there was tto tNhr to 
be found-a supply she looked on as essential-under pronaue nf ~«re6J 
I told her I would endeavour to find a apring. I accordingly procnred 
some hazel twigs, and in the presence of herself and husband, walked 
over the ground proposed, till the twig turned with couidnabu ftwce. 
A stake was immediately driven into the ground to mark the spot, which 
was not very distant from where they had before sunk. They then took 
me to another and distant building in the park, and desired me to try 
there : I found the baguette tum wry •trOttg, 80 that it soon twisted and 
broke : the gentleman persisted that there was no water there, unless at 
a great depth, the foundation being very deep, (a considerable stone 
cellar), and that no water appeared 11·ben they dug for it. I could only 
reply that I knew no more than from the baguette turning, and that I 
bad too little experience of ita powel"'l or cenainty to answer for the truth 
of its indication. He then acknowlt>d~d that when that building wu 
erected they were obliged to drive pile~~ for the "'hole foundation, as they 
met with nothing but a quicksand. This induced him to dig iu the spot 
I first directed ; they met with a very ftuent spring ; the dairy was built, 
and it is at this time supplied by it. I could give a long detail of other 
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t. It does not attract iron, does not cause any freely 
moving body to assume directions referable to the terrestrial 

trials I ba'fe made, all of which have been convincing of the truth, but 
they would be tedious. For some years past I have been indifferent 
about its becoming known, and have conFequently been freqnently re
quested to show the experiment, which has often been done to persons of 
high eatimation for understanding and knowledge, and I believe they 
have •II Hftl cmc11i""d. Three people I have met with, who have, on 
trying, found themselves possessed of the same faculty. I shall only add 
one more particular incident. Having once shown il to a party, we re
turned into the bouse to a room on the ground floor; I wu again uked 
,.,,., I lultl tlae ttllig ; taking one in my hand I found it turned immedi
ately; on which an old lady, mother to the gentleman of the bouse, said 
tlaat rona was formed out of an old cloister, in which cloister wu a ttnll, 
simply boarded O'fer when they made the room. 

"• L'Homme a Ia Baguette, from experience, could with tolerable accu
•aey tell the depth at which the springs were, and their volume from the 
force with which the baguette turns; I l1Ul only give a rough guess. In 
lUong ./roll I think its powers not ,o grNt; oo a bridge or in a boat it 
bu 110 effect, the water must be wJUln-grouJUJ to affect the baguette, and 
1'11DDiDg through wooden pipes acts the same as a spring. I can neither 
make the baguette tum where there is ffO tDater, nor prevent it from 
taming where there is any, and I am perfectly ignorant of t'lu ca111e t~~lay 
il lwfu. The only sensation I IUD conscious of is an emotion similar to 
that felt on being startled by sudden noise, or surprise of any kind. 

" • I generally uae a begnette about six inches from the vertex to the 
eada of &be twigs where they are cut off. 

" • I aball most probably be in London next winter, and will (if yon 
willa it) aft'ord you an opportunity of making your own observations on 
tJUs carious fact.. 

"Tbe lady having arrived in London, 11rote to Dr. Button to inform 
him that she proposed being at Woolwich on Friday the 30th inst. 
(May 1806) at eleven in the foreuoou • 

., Accordingly," says Dr. H., "at the time appointed, the lady with 
aD her 6uDily arriYed at my bouse at Woolwich Common, where after 
pnpariug the rods, &c., they walked out to the grounds, accompanied by 
the indiriduals of my own family and some friends, when Lady -
showed lhe experiment several times in different pl~.s, holding the rods, 
&c. io the manner u deeeribed in her Ladyship's first letter aboYe gil"en. 
In the .,-. where I bad good reason to know that no water was to be 
fnead, the rod was always qniet!cent; bnt in other places, where I knew 
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. 
poles, does not affect the magn~t, does not induce a gal-
vanic current in wires, and consequently it is not a mag
netism. 

there was water below the surface, the rods tumed slowly and regularly, 
in the manner above described, till the twigs twisted themselves off below 
her fingers, which were considerably indented by so forcibly holding the 
rods between them. 

" All the company present stood close round the lady, with all eyes 
intently fixed on her hands and the rods, to watch if any particular 
motion might be made by the fingers; but in vain ; nothing of the 
kind was perceived, and all the company could observe no cause or reason 
why the rods ahonld move in the manner as they were seen to do. After 
the experiments were ended, every one of the company tried the rods in 
the same manner as they saw the lady bad done, but without the least 
motion from any of them. And in my family, among ourselves, we ba,·e 
since then, several times, tried if we could pos~bly cause the rod to tnn• 
by means of any trick, or twisting of the fingers, held in the manner the 
lady did ; bot in vain, we had no power to accomplish it. 

"The annexed figure represents the form and position of the rod, about 
six inches in length, cut otT just below the joint or junction of the two 
twigs." 

< 
'There can be no impropriety in stating now that the lady in question 

wu the Honourable Lady Milbanke, wife of Sir Ralph Milbanke, Bart. 
(afterwards Noel) and mother of the present Dowager Lady Byron, the 
wife and widow of the great poet. A very interesting analogous state
ment relating to the same person will be fuund in the Qurterly 1lt!f1in1 

for March, 1820: No. xliv. Vol. 22. 
Lately in France, the Count de Tristan has published a work on the 

subject, which I have been unable to procure; but I have a most interest
ing volume containing two memoirs by M. Thouvenel, a physician of 
reputation in France, who was commissioned, in the year 1781, by tbe 
king, to analyse and report upon the mineral and medicinal waters of the 
kingdom. The author undenaltea a patient and laborious investigation 
in the spirit of a philosopher, and regards his inquiries as leading to a 
new thread in the tangled skein of physics, which, like any single fact uf 
science, may lead to the discovery of a thousand others ; a fact which 
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f. It may he charged and transferred upon other bodiP.S 
by mere contact. 

may have escaped the vigilant sagacity of observers, or which may have 
been totally abandoned to the blind credulity of worthy soft-headed persons, 
or in short, sine~ the reign ·of a kind of false philosophy the offspring 
of scientific pride, may have been delivered over to the presumptuous dis
dain of men of false wisdom. Thouvenel found a man named Bleton, 
whole business was that of a sourcier, or discoverer of springs by means 
of a divining rod; and upon this man he made more than six hundred 
observations, many of them in the presence of above 160 persons, mostly 
of important stations, and very cr~dible from their high character, who 
testify to the truth of the observed phenomena. Among others was M. 
Jadelet, Professor of Physic at Nancy, a man eminent for his abilities, 
who •as not only a witn~ss of these experiments, but was actually con
cerned in the f;Teatest part of them. As in the case of Lady Milbanke, 
with Bh~ton, an i11ternal feeling was coincident with the movement of 
the rod. Whenever this man was in a place where there existed subter
raneous waters, he was immediately sensible of a lively impression, refer
able to the diaphragm, which he called his" commotion." This was followed 
by a sense of oppression in the upper part of the chest ; at the same 
time he felt a 11hock, with general tremor and chilliness, staggering of the 
legs, stiffness of the wrists with twitchin~r, a concentrated pulse, which 
gradually diminished. All these symptoms were more or less strong 
according to the volume and depth of the water, and they were more 
sensibly felt when Bleton went in a direction agaimt the subterranean 
current, than where be followed ita cowrae. Stagnant water underground 
did DOt aft'ect him; nor did OpE'D sheets of water, ponds, lakes, or rivers 
aflec& him. The nervous system of this man must have been susceptible, 
siDce be wu more sensibly affected by change of weather and variations 
in &he state of the atmosphere than other persons : otherwise he appeared 
healthy. A severe acute disorder bad absolutely at one time deprived 
him of the faculty of perceiving water, and his sensibility in this respect. 
did not retum until &hree mon:hs after his recovery; so that if he were 
seuaitive, he could not be classed among the lick unailive. But bow
ner remarkable these constitutional peculiarities may have been, there 
was in Ble&oo's case a more than usual distinctness in the behaviour of 
the divining rod. Unlike many sourciers, he did not grasp it closely; 
he did DO\ warm it in his hands; he did not prefer a young hard branch 
Corked, new!y plucked, and full of sap. His custom was to place hori
zontally on his forefinger and thumb a rod of any kind of wood (except 
elder). fll!Bb or dry. DOl iorked, only a little curved or bent. A very 
IU'aigbt rod f.iled to tum on its axis, but a bent rod turned on its axis, 

H 
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g. Matter possesses a certain coercive power over it, but 
only for a limited time, during which the transferred force 
disappears. 

with more or le~s rapidity, according to the quantity of the water and 
the force of the cun-ent. Thouvenel counted from thirty-five to eighty 
revolutions in a minute, and always noted an exact proportion betweert 
the rotation of the rod and the convulRive motions of B1eton. If these 
memoirs be critically examined, it will be found that the author experi
mented with full care to avoid every source of fallacy. The natural 
motions of t11e rod on Bleton's fingers was backwards, but as soon as he 
withdrew from the spring over which he stood, in any direction whatever, 
the rod, which instantly ceased to turn, was subject to a uew law, for at 
a determinate distance from the spring an action of rotation in a direction 
contrary to the fonner one took place. This was inYllriable, and upon 
measuring the distance of the spot, where this l"etrograde phenomenon took 
place, from the spring, its depth could generally be found. 

I pass over an account of numerous experiments made by this intelli
gent and careful observer, pointing out the analogies of the known pheno
mena of electricity and magnetism, by modifications resulting to the 
sensibility of Bleton, and the rotation of the rod by various ingenious 
electrical and magnetic trials suggested by the inventive sa~ity of 
Tbouvenel, in order to arrive at the curious anticip!ltions of some of 
Professor Faraday's discoTerieil, by means of the sensibility of Bleton 
and the invariable laws which regulated the rotation of the divining rod, 
when the experiments were made over places where various substances 
had been concealed under the ground. It was found that whether the 
trials were made in this manner or over masses of coal, subterraneous 
currents of water, or metallic veins, the divining rod indicated a deter
mined sphere of electric activity, and was in fact an electrometrical rod. 
" Of all the phenomena relating to the distinctions of fossil bodies," says 
Thouvenel, "acting by their electric emanations, doubtless the most 
surprising is this ; upon the mines of iron, of whatever kind they may 
be, the rods supported by the fingers of Bleton tnn1ed constantly upon 
their axis, fl'om behind forward, as upon the mines of coal; while upon 
other metallic mines, as upon other metals extracted from their mines, 
the rotary movement took place in the contrary direction, that is to say, 
from before backwards. This circular movement, which never varies 
while Bleton is in a perpendicular position over mines or upon metals, 
presents revolutions &.'1 rapid and as regular as the revolutions id the con
trary direction upon the mines of iron and of coal." 

The constitutional effects of spasms and convulsive twitchings took 
place more or less in all the \'eins, but copper emanations excited very 
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h. Matter has a power of conducting it, in different de
grees, in proportion to the continuity of bodies. 

11rong and disagreeable spasmodic symptoms, aecompanit.~ by pains 
about the bean, by flatulent movements in the bowels, and by abundant 
eructations of air. On lead, there seemed to be less unpleasant eon
sequences, but stronger again on the mines of antimony. Having pre
riously determined that for Bleton, on all the metals, except iron, there 
existed a sphere of electric activity, which propagated itself towards the 
west, a great number of experiments were made which always had the 
ame results. At the depth of two, three, or four feet under ground were 
buried gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, and iron. The weight of each was 
oaJy from five to eight pounds. In other similar pits pyrites of all kinds, 
sulphur, coal, resin, wax, and lard, were buried. All these different 
deposits were made at distances from each other, in gardens or in open 
country, and they were so well covered over and concealed that nothing 
could be perceived except private marks to be known only to certain 
asislanta. Over the resin, wax, and lard, Bleton experienced nothing ; 
over the coal there was a decided effect; the convulsive tremor of muscle 
wu manifest, and the rod rotated from behind forwards. Over the iron. 
the IIIUD8 indications, but more energetic. A feeble impression from the 
solphur, but sufficient to establish a difference between it and the two 
preceding, and the rod over the sulphur turned from before backward. 
Pyrites produced the same rotation as the sulphur, and a slight tendency 
of the electric sphere towards the west. Gold and copper especially 
exhibited strongly this singular tendency of the active electric emanations. 
Over silver, tin, and lead also, it was more remarkable. It extends itself 
more or less from the focus of the metals, according to their depth and 
their mass. For example, in describing a circle having a radius of tbreA 
or four feet from this focus, Bleton felt absolutely no action except on 
the line of the west. It was the same when, in proceeding from the 
vertical point of the focus, he successively traversed all the radii of the 
circle ; or even if he went from all the points of the circumference to pro
ceed to the centre. In these two inverse proceedings it was always only 
ou the radii going westward that his person and the rods were affected 
by movementa more or less intense, according to the kinds of metal. 

h must, however, be admitted that the action of these metals presenting 
only the differences of greater or leas in degree, either in the nervous and 
muscular impressions of the body, or in the circular revolutions of the 
rods, constantly moved from before backward, these differences do not 
yield a certain means of distinguishing the five metllls one from the other. 
The obje<'t Tbouvenel had in view was nevertheless fulfilled, for he had 
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i. The capacity of bodies to receive a charge is in direct 
relation to the strength of the crystallic force. 

established the extent and the detennination of a sphere of electric activity 
towards the west, in t:ertain metals and on sulphur, which does not exist· 
in the same manner on iron, on coal, or on streams of water. 

To give a summary, then, of the relations of these phenomena to those 
established by Professor Faraday, it may be said that over iron mines the 
divining rod assumes a movement of rotation diametrically opposite to 
that which it exhibits over all other mines. When iron and other metals 
are extracted from their ores and deposited under ground, the phenomenon 
occurs with the same distinction ; that is to say, with iron it rotates 
towards the north. With all the other metals submitted to trial, its action 
is from east to west. The influence of the red metals appears to be more 
energetic than that of the white. But with regard to thi11 divining rod let 
one condition be remarked-the relation of the organic substance to 
another organic and living power of matter; to a human being in a cer
tain susceptible state of nervous system. Thouvenel describes the 
symptoms which affecll!d Bll!ton when be was in the sphere of metallic 
action, and the rod becomes the secondary part of the philosophical in
strument, compoeed of an impression11ble human being and a piece of 
stick. Some of the Baron von Reichenbal'h's subjects would have been 
just the persons to illustrate the facts of Bletonism. 

A highly suseeptible girl, the lady's maid of a very clever and intelli
gent friend of mine, residing in Hertfordshire, oB'ers, when she is mes· 
merised, a great many deeply interesting phenomena. I have repeatedly 
mentioned her tas Harriet P--. She is as guileless and as good a 
being as can be met with, and is much beloved by her excellent and 
amiable mistress, who bas repeatedly addressed me on her case. If a 
piece of hazel stick or whitethorn be presented to Harriet, she grasps it 
and sleeps mesmerically in less tbau a minute. The sleep is at first very 
intense and deep, and then the stick is held so firn1ly that the spasmodic 
state of the muscles renders it very difficult for even a po~erful bystander 
to turn it in her hand. Mary Anne Douglas and several others of my 
patients have exhibited the same phenomena. In two of the cases a very 
curious point bas been remarked. If the hazel or whitethorn stick be 
held with the pointed end upwards, that end which is upwards when it 
grows from the ground, a force of attraction is so energetic that these in
dividuals cannot resist their inclination to grasp it with both hands. One 
of them will rush towards it from a considerable distance, and will with 
extreme l'.agerness nm from the bottom to the top of the house in order 
to have the pleuure of grasping it. If she succeed in galling bold of it 
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k. It-expresses itself quantitatively different at the two 
poles; so that, like the magnet, it produces, as a rule, sen-

before its direction is revened, her delight is unbounded ; she becomes 
intoxi~ and aoon passes into a state of deep unconscious sleep. If, 
iloweyer, the stick be tamed rapidly with its pointed end downwards, a 
TepolsiYe force operates, and each patient feels a repugnance to it. If 
tile stick be allowed to be held in both hands, and a piece of gold, or of 
platinum, or of robalt, or of nickel, or the pointed end of a rock crystal 
be held to it, in each experiment there is a burning sensation complainecl 
of, and an endeavour is made to loosen the hold on the stick, with ludi
crous haste. A gentleman who had been often put into mesmeric sleep, 
remarked, on holding successively several piec~s of these sticks, that a 
eensation of beat was communicated te his hand in each instance, and he 
felt a strong tendency to sleep. Susan L., a highly susceptible peMon, 
exclaimed, while in a sleep-waking state, " that a shower of fine sl081l 
!Jlllrks of fire" came from a pie~e of hue) which bappeneci to be in my 
haud. She did not see this from ash or from fir, but invariably saw it 
from every piece of hazel or from whitethem that was brought near her. 
On numerous occa,ions experiments were made to test the accuracy of 
her repetition., on observing these things, and she iuvariably gave the same 
answers to the questions on the same objects. Subsequently, eight other 
individuals were st>parately examined as to their susceptibilitie.-s to different 
kinds of wood. Each gave the same results and saw the sparks of fire. 
In many other case~, the impressionability being different, the hazel and 
whitethorn bad uo perceptible effects ; the patients handling the bits of 
!!tick without observing heat or sparks, and failing to grasp thew spas
modically. But Harriet P--r's imJ,ressionability wu put to a ,·ery 
useful purpose. Her mistress bad beard of the practice of dowsing fer 
water, and in a letter to a correspondent, now before me, writes tbua under 
date of July 184~ :-"We made a curious experiment here some da,·s 
since with Harriet P--. We have very bad water here, ud htwe 
loug been unable to find a good spring. Mr. G. has in vain dug and 
dug and dug for one. I proposed the divining rod; for, said I, Dr. 
Asbbumer would not think it a foolish experiment. Harriet P-- was 
willing, so we went forth to a field the lllOSt likely one for a spring; Mr. 
and Mrs. G., myself, and two friends staying here. We put Harriet to 
sleep by the hazel 11tick ; sbe grasped it so tigbt1y we were obliged to 
u.e the gold chain ;-she then held it only in one hand, and imme
diately begau to walk, takiug her own way. She went very carefully for 
about twenty yards; then suddenly stupped azs if she had been shot. 
Not a word was uttered by any one. We aU lookt:d ou, and were not a 
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sations of cold at the pole corresponding to - M, at the pole 
corresponding to + M of gentle beat. In regard to quantity 
the northward pole is stronger, the southward pole weaker. 

little surpriaed to see the rod slowly tum round until her band was 
almost twisted backwards. It looked as if it must pain her. Still no 
one spoke. Suddenly she exclaimed, 1 There! there! dou't you see the 
stick tum ? the water is here-under my hand. I see, oh I see-let me 
look-don't apeak to me-l like to look.' 1 How deep is the water?' said 
Mrs. G., speaking to Harriet's fingers. 1 Oh, abouttbree feet ; I can't quite 
tell, but it is here,' In a moment, to our astonishment, she sunk down 
on the grass, took the stick again in both her bands, and seemed to like 
it as if it could feel. We made a strange group round her, as we were 
all much astonished to see what we had come there to see, but still it 
astonished us : she seemed so like a little witch. We marked the place, 
.and after a few minutes we awoke her. In the evening she was again 
mesmerized to sleep, and we asked her what she saw at the spring. 
1 \Vhy I saw water-water everywhere.' 1 Then,' said I, 1 how do you 
know where the spring is?' 1 Oh, because it goes trinkle, trinkle-I know 
it is there.' 1 Why did you sit down?' 1 Why, because I was so giddy; 
it seemed as if all was water but the little piece of ground I stood upon ; 
-oh I saw so much water, all fresh, but no sea; I tried to !lee the sea, 
but I could not-I could not at all.' Mr. G. caused a large bole to be 
dug at the place; and just at the depth of three feet the water was found. 
A brick well bas been constructed, and there is a good supply of ex
cellent water. No one could doubt of the action of the rod, it turned so 
evidently of it1elj in her hand. Of course when awake Harriet knew 
nothing of the circumstance." So many and so various are the testi
monies and the facts relating to the divining rod, that it would be tedious 
to recite the hundreds of respectable documents offered by those authors 
who have written on this subject. Lately, a work by Tardy de Mou
travel, printed in 1781, entitled "Memoire Physique et Medicinale sur 
Ia Baguette Divinatoire," has fallen into my bands, and it abounds in 
testimonies as to the truth of the same class of facts. One of the most 
curious works I have seen on the subject is a little book with the title of 
" La Physique occnlte, ou Traite dP. Ia Baguette Divinatoire, et de son 
Utilite pour Ia decouverte des sources d'eaux, des minieres, des tresors 
cachez, des voleurs, et des meurtriers fugitifs, avec des principes qui 
expliquent les phenomenes les plus obscurs de Ia Nature," par M. L. L. 
de Vallemont, Ph. D. et Ph., &c. This work, embellished with plates 
illustrating the different kinds of divining rods, with the various modes of 
holding them for use, appeared at the latter part of the seventeenth cen-
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l. Warming the crystal has hitherto produced no es
sential modification. 

tury, and pas8ed throngh several editions in France as well as in Holland. 
It is remarkable for much curious literary and hi:~torical learning, and 
fOr able statements of the arguments which were used in the controversies, 
rife at that period, on the realities of the facts under consideration. It 
contains a curious catalogue of a gteat uumber of mines discovered, in 
France, by means of the divining rod, made out by a German mineralo
sist employed for the purpose by the Cardinal de Richelieu. But tho 
most singular part of the book is the powerfully authenticated history of 
Jacques Aymar, a peasant, who, constitutionally impres~ionabla, guided 
b} the divining rod,IOllowed a murderer for more than forty-five leagues 
on land, and more than thirty leagues by sea:-

On the l>th of July, 1692, a dealer in wiue and his wife residing at 
Lyons were murdered in a cellar, for the sake of robbing them of a sum 
of money kept in a shop hard by, which was a( the same time their 
chamber. All this was executed with such promptitude and secresy that 
uo one bad witnessed the crime, and the assassins escaped. 

A neighbour, struck with horror at the enormity of the crime, having 
remembered that he knew a man named Jacques Aymar, a wealthy pea
sant who could follow the track of thieves and mm·dcrers, induced him to 
come to Lyons, and introduced him to the king's attomey-general. This 
peasant assured the fun<·tionary that if they would lead him to the place 
where the murder was committed, in order that he might receive from it 
a certain iuftueuce, be would a.'ISuredly trace the steps of the guilty parties, 
aod would point them out wherever they were. He adde:l, that for his 
pwpose he should make use of a rod of wood such as he was in the habit 
of u.siug to find springs of water, metals, and bidden treasure. The man 
was conducted to the cellar where the murders were committed. Them 
he was seized with emotion ; his pulse rose as if he were suffering from a 
violent fever, and the forked rod which he held in his bauds turned rapidly 
over the two places where the murdered bodies had lain. 

Having received tba imtmssion, Aymar, guided by his rod, passed 
through the streets through which the assassins had fled. He entered 
the court yard of the archbishop's palace. Arriving at the gate of the 
.ROne, which was shut, it being night, he could then proceed no further. 
The next day he went out of the town by the bridge of the Rone, and 
always guided by the rod, be went to the right along the bank of the 
river. Three persons, who accompanied him, were witnesses that he 
sometimes recognised the tracks of three accomplices, and that sometimes 
he fouud only two. In this uncertainty he was led by the rod to the 
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m. 'This force of crystals is contained in those exhibited 
by the magnet ; it constitutes therefore a separable part of 
them, capable of being isolated. 

house of a gardener, where he was enlightened as to the number of the 
criminals. For on his arrival he maintained that they had touched a 
table, and that of three bottles which were in the room they had touched 
one, over which the rod visibly rotated. In short, two boys of nine and 
ten years of age, who, fearing their fathPr's anger, bad at first denied the 
fact, at last acknowledged that three men, whom they described, bad 
entered the house, and had drunk the wiue which was contained in the 
bottles indicated by the peasant. As they were lllll!ured by the declara
tion of the children, they did not hesit:lte to go forward with Aymar, 
half a league lower than the bridge on the bank of the Rhone. All along 
the bank for this distaiJce the footsteps of the criminals were traced. 
Then they must have entered a boat. Aymar followed in another on 
their track as clearly by water as by land ; aud his boat was made to go 
through an arch of the bridge of Vienna which is never used, upon which 
it was concluded that these wretches bad no boatman, since they wan. 
dered out of their way. 

Ou the voyage, Aymar went ashore at all the places where the fugitives 
had landed, went straight to their coverts, aud recognised, to the grea 
sUI'prise of the hosts and spectators, the beds on which they bad slept, 
the tables on which they had eaten, and the pot.' and glasses they bad 
touched. 

He arrived at the camp of Sablon, where he was considerably agitated. 
He believed that in the crowd of soldiers he should find the murderers. 
Lest the 11oldiers should ill-treat him, be feared to operate with his rod. 
He returned to Lyons, whence they made him go back to the camp of 
Sablon by water, having furnished him with lettt:'nl of recommendation. 
The criminal11 were no longer to be found there. He followed them to 
the fair of Beaucait·e in Languedoc, aud 11lways reutarked in his courst~ 
the beds, the tables, the seats where they had been. 

At Beaucair., the rod conducted him to the gate of a prison, where he 
was positive one of the wretches would be found. Fourteen of the pri
soners were pat'Bded before biru, and the rod turned on a man with a 
humped back, who had beeu sent to the prison about one ho>ur before for 
a petty larceny. The peasant did not hesitate to declare his conriction 
that the bump-backed man was one of the assassins; but he continued to 
~earcb for the others, and found that they had gone towards Nismt:!l. 
No more was done at that time. They transferred the hump-backed man 
w Lyons. On the journey he JWcverotcd his innocence ; but finding that 
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THIRD TREATISE. 

EXPERIMENTS TO ESTABLISH SOME FIXED PHYSICAL LAWS IN 

THE VARYING PHENOMENA WHICH HAVE HITHERTO BEEN 

CALLED ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

58. In the first place I shall endeavour to apply the laws 
obtained in the two preceding treatises to another series of 

all the hosts at whose inns he had lodged ~ognised him, he avowed 
lbat be bad been the servant of two men of Provence who had engaged 
him to join them in this foul deed : that these men had committed the 
murder and had taken the money, giving him but six crowns and a half 
from their booty of one hundred and thiny crowns. He corroborated 
the accuracy of the indications of the peasant as to the gardener's house, 
lbe camp of the Sablon, the fair of Beaucaire, and the other places through 
which the three had passed, extending o\·er forry-five French leagues. 
All these things of course excited immense interest. At Lyons many 
repetitions of the observations respecting the turning of the rod iu the 
cellar were made in presence of many persons. Monsieur l'Abbe Bignou 
gives his testimony to tht> truth of the statement of facts, in a letter, in
serted by Vallemont in his work. There can be no doubt that such 
atatemt>nts require very strong corroboration, and here they apparently 
obtain it. Vallemont, quoting the authority of the Royal Society of 
London, in the seeond pan of the history, seventeenth section, one hun
dred and twenty-fifth page, 1111ys, that in all countries where wen are 
governed by Jaws, the testimony in a matter of life and death, of only 
two or three witnesses, is required ; but is it, then, treating an affair of 
physics equitably, when the concurrence of si:~ty or a hundred persons 
is insufficient ? It is difficult to define the just boundaries of credulity ; 
but in all these recitals of histories of events, there is this general con
eent, that in those who can make use of the rod, there is always an 
agitation, a fever, or some sensation which indicates a nervous commo
tion ; and the best evidence of the closest investigation goes to the point 
that most frequently the rod is of hazel wood. How far these stories 
teud 1.0 the conclusion that organic l.ellts appeur to require the reagencie!S 
of organic force is at. pre11ent a Wlltter of speculation ; IJut it is to be 
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investigations which have reference here, and to give them 
a wider extension and better foundation. Beyond the 
memory of man, have been known certain enigmatical phe
nomena, produced by the magnet, in its effect on many sick 
persons, especially on somnambulists. In the last century, 
and indeed earlier, it was found that similar phenomena 
might be brought about by bare hands, and without a mag
net. In the condition, up to this time, of our physical 
knowledge, it was impossible to discover any certain con
nexion between that force of the magnet, and this of the 
human hands, feet, &c., and equally in vain was it attempted 
to detect any regularity and subjection to law. The con
sequence of this was, that all those who were occupied with 
natural science passed by these subjects, and gave them no 
place in the school of physics. Isolated physicians and 
dilettante kept alive the tradition, or increased the heap of 
unconnected observations. For want of a better word, they 
called it animal magtzetism-an expression which is the more 
unsuitable, the less the phenomena signified by it agree 
with that which constitutes magnetism in the proper sense 
of the word. In the meantime, books have been written ; 
few are good, many appear altogether one-sided, many are 
actually unreadable. 

At first I avoided entering upon this literature ; I wished 
to retain my powers of observation and judgment free and 
nnbiassed, and to build my work from the beginning solely 
on the foundation of my own experience. It seemed to me 

hoped that the effon to attract serious attention to this class of facts is 
not uninteresting or unimportant. 

There are many facts connected with the Baron's new force which 
may be used to illustrate the inftnenr.e of water and of shining surfaces 
in producing the clonic spasms of hydrophobia. The phenomena offered 
by certain somnambules are highly illustrative of the effects of water in 
certain diseased or susceptible states of the human system. Running 
water, a constantly changing seriP.s of crystalline molecules, perpetually 
discharges positive or negative odic force. 
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better to select my own path in the direction in which 
natural science usually advances, and which is never that 
of medicine. The medical man is chiefly concerned for a 
remedial agent, but the physicist looks solely for natural 
truths ; one seeks the concrete, the other the abstract, 
and it is from this primary divergence that the two have 
hitherto been able to combine so little in their researches. 

69. After I had demonstrated a force in crystals, which, 
with all its difference, at the same time bears an unmis
takeable analogy to magetism ; while the so-called animal 
magnetism, appearing in a shape similar to the former, on 
the other hand, allows us to perceive in certain resemblances 
an astonishing parallelism with magnetism, in spite of par· 
ticular essential differences ; this affinity of the conditions 
led me to the inquiries-whether and how much might be 
found to be common to all the phenomena, and whether at 
wt some laws might not be discovered, upon which animal 
magnetism might rest, in the same way as the crystallic 
force. Since we imagine crystallization to be the connect
ing link between the inorganic and organic, the dead and 
the living, I believed I might encourage some hope finally 
to obtain, by way of experiment, a point of connection 
between animal magnetism and physics--perhaps even to 
procure it a resting-place for which it has hitherto striven 
mvam. 

60. To open a path to this, it seemed to me above all 
things necessary to make out, as clearly as possible, the 
part which the terrestrial magnetism plays in these matters. 
Since the magnet, since the crystallic force, exercises so 
decided an influence on sensitive persons, the power of the 
terrestrial magnetism, which directs the magnetic needle, 
cannot be without influence on the animal nerves. And 
I thus saw clearly that it was impossible to draw any 
scientific conclusion from any experiments, so long as 
this powerful factor, which must always iutCifcrc in the 
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phenomena, was not considered, measured, and brought 
into the account. 

With this view I now tested both healthy and sick, in 
particular Mr. Schuh, Mr. Schmidt the surgeon, and Misses 
Nowotny, Sturmann, Maix, Reichel, Atzmannsdorfer, and 
others, under different circumstances and at different times. 

61. Mr. Schuh, in his present dwelling, had the strange 
custom of regularly turning round in bed, when he woke 
early in the morning ; that is, he then placed his head 
where his feet had been during the night, after which he 
always went to sleep again. This sleep was always more 
refreshing than all the preceding night's Rleep, contrary to 
the general rule, according to which, the earlier sleep, 
especially that before midnight, is the most strengthening. 
When he had not this after-sleep, he felt weaker all day ; 
and thus this strange custom had for a long time been a 
necessity to him. I inquired about the position of the bed, 
and learned that the head was turned toward the south, and 
the foot toward the north. By my advice he assumed the op
posite position when he went to bed at night ; that is, with 
the head to the north and the feet to the south. From this 
day forward he never found the morning after-sleep neces
sary ; the sleep was good, and strengthening ; and he 
thenceforward gave up that custom. 

62. Mr. Schmidt, the surgeon, of Vienna, had received a 
chill of the right arm on a railway journey, and for some time 
had suffered from acute rheumatism, with the most painful 
cramps running from the shoulder to the fingers. His 
physician treated him with the magnet, which rapidly quit>ted 
the cramps, but they always returned. I found him lying 
with his head directed toward the south. On my remark
ing this, they turned him round and brought him into the 
direction of the magnetic meridian, with his head to the 
north. Directly he came into this position be uttered cx
pr . ion · of pleasure ; he dcdarec.l that he felt refreshed 
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and strengthened. A pleasant uniform warmth diffused 
itself forthwith in the chilled part,-be felt the pass of the 
magnet incomparably more cooling and agreeable than 
before, and before I went away the stiffened arm and the 
fingers became moveable, and the pain had wholly dis
appeared. 

63. When I tried the position of Miss Nowotny with 
the magnetic needle, I found her almost exactly in the 
magnetic meridian-the head lying to the north. She had 
herself instinctively sought and wished for this direction, 
and it had been necessary to break down a stove to satisfy 
her desire. I asked her to lie with her bead to the south, 
by way of experiment, to ascertain the result. It required 
some pains to induce her to do it, for I was obliged to 
repeat my wish three or four days running, and to make 
her appreciate the weight I laid upon this change, before I 
brought her to it. At length I found her one morning in 
this reversed position ; she bad assumed it a short time 
before my arrival. A very little time elapsed before the 
patient began to complain. She was uncomfortable; she 
turned over restlessly ; her face became flushed ; her pulse 
rose, became fuller ; flow of blood to the head increased 
the headache ; and discomfort of the stomach soon ensued. 
The bedstead, with the patient, was quickly turned round 
again, but stopped when moved a quarter of a circle. She 
now lay in the magnetic parallel, with her head to the west. 
This direction was completely unbearable to her, and still 
niore adverse than the south-north position she had just 
left. This was at half-past ten A. H. She feared from her 
sensations, that if she remained she would soon faint, and 
begged to be quickly removed from this situation. She was 
then brought back into her original north and south direc
tion. Immediately after this all the adverse conditions 
decreased, and in a few minutes had disappeared so per
fectly that the patient became cheerful again. But not 
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merely an extreme discomfort seized the patient in the 
altered direction toward the heavens,-her reactionary 
sensations to all external things were transformed in the 
most striking manner. The usual passes of the magnet, 
performed by her physician, which she always found agree
able, then became unpleasant,-stronger ones intolerable ; 
substances at other times disagreeable, like sulphur, 
were then almost indifferent ; others, such as lead, even 
agreeable ; in short, all diseased conditions assumed an 
altered form. 

These observations were too full of import, and held out 
~ great a prospect of immediate value for medical purposes, 
to be passed over without farther and more careful investi
gation. I concerted, therefore, with her physician for a 
farther inquiry on a future day. This took place on the 
4th of April, 1844. When we carne to the patient in the 
morning, we found that she had already been lying half an 
hour in the south-north position. She anxiously longed for 
our coming, and earnestly begged to be speedily released 
from her painful situation. All the above-mentioned phe
nomena were repeated in the same order of succession ; her 
hand no longer followed the magnet, but was only weakly 
attracted by it--even the strongest did not produce any 
spasmodic clenching of the hand, and the reactions to dif
ferent substances were disturbed just in the same way as 
before. In order to enable us to trace all these things con
veniently hy experiments, we had the patient dressed, and 
taken out of bed. I now placed her alternately on four 
chairs, which I had arranged in a square in the N.S., S.N., 
E.W., and W.E. positions, the feet being extended, the head 
thrown hack, so that her position was half reclining. The 
north-sotdh position was, as before, comfortable and pleasant; 
the south-north furnished, step by step, the same results as 
in the two preceding trials ; they followed gradually, one 
after another, in the course of about half an hour. But 
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when the p!\tient was brought into the west-east position, 
the phenomena presented themselves most distinctly, and so 
rapidly, that this position could scarcely be endured for a 
minute. The effect of the magnet on the senses ceased 
almost wholly at once ; at the moment of entrance into the 
position, disagreeable heat came over her ; then quickly fol
lowed, in order, an universal external and internal shivering, 
disquiet, flushing, acceleration of the pulse, determination of 
blood to the head, headache; finally, pain in the stomach, 
hummings in the ears, loss of sense, and approaching 
syncope. It was necessary to hasten to bring her back into 
the north-south position, unless we would run the risk of 
seeing her fall from the chair. The rapid disappearance of 
all these adverse symptoms after her return to the latter 
position was astonishing ; in a few Ininutcs her face became 
cheerful again, although it had just before expressed the 
most distressing SAnsations. After some interval of rest, 
we tried the east-west. I held my watch in my hand, and 
found that not more than a minute had elapsed before all 
the phenomena appeared in the same way and in the same 
order as they had in the west-east position, only somewhat 
milder. For the greater confirmation and more accurate 
observation of all these occurrences, the experiments were 
finally repeated, as we induced the patient to place herself 
once more in each of the different directions ; the result 
was just the same. 

Since Miss Nowotny's sickness had been protracted, 
slowly increasing, for eight years, I asked whether she had 
not observed, while the disease was in its milder stages, 
that she had felt more or less comfortable in different places. 
Inquiry was made, and it was remembered that in some of 
the houses in which she had resided during that interval, 
her condition had been either more quiet or more strikingly 
insupportable. I gave her brother a compass, and bade 
him see in what positions her bedstead, sofas, or working-
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seats bad been placed in the various former residences. He 
actua1ly found that in the Wohl-leben Street, her bedstead 
and sofa had accidentally been placed almost exactly in 
the magnetic meridian, and she herself had lain in the 
north-south position ; while in the Marokaner Street her 
direction had been north-eastward and south-westward. In 
the Wohl-leben Street she had been compara_tively easy, 
while in the Marokaner Street she had never been well, but 
had constantly struggled with the most painful illness. 
Even now, she knew not why, she could never bear to sit 
either across the bed, nor on her couch, nor yet to lie down 
on the latter : she could only remain lying in bed. The 
first brought her into the west-east position, the second into 
the east-west, the third into the south-north, and the 
fourth a1oue insured to her the indispensable north-south 
direction. 

As between north and south, so also between east and 
west, a not inconsiderable distinction was subsequently dis
covered. In June, namely when she wa.c:~ already so much 
improved that she could sit up the greater part of the day, 
I tried her once more in the four positions. She could now 
remain for a good while in the south-north position; in the 
east-west also she was tolerably well for a little time; but in 
the west-east position she could not remain more than a 
minute without feeling the attacks, even to the irritation of 
the stomach. A few minutes' rest in the north-south 
direction wholly removed the evil effects of the few minutes 
in the west-east position. Tlte west-east position Wa8 there
fore by far the worst and most e.rcitin,9 of all. I add the 
remark, in reference to the position of the sun and terres
trial thermo-magnetism, that this last experiment was made 
about five o'clock in the afternoon. 

64. Furnished with these experiences, I visited the sick 
Miss Sturmann at the hospital of the Vienna University. 
She was suffering from tubercle of the lungs, and they called 
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her condition eklampsia. • According to her account, her 
illness had commenced about three years previously, when 
she was in her sixteenth year, after dancing very violently 
at several balls. I found her lying in a bed, in the west
east position. I tried a very strong magnet. upon her, one 
which would support 50 lbs. ; I passed it over her, laid it 
upon her head, and under her feet. It produced some weak 
reactions, but of little importance. I then asked her phy
sician, Professor Lippich, to allow her bed to be moved into 
the north-south position of the magnetic meridian, which 
he was kind enough to order. In a moment everything 
changed. The patient immediately evinced pleasure ; her 
former disquiet left her ; a painful burning of the eyes, 
which she had suffered unceasingly, disappeared; instead 
or the previous insufferable heat, &be felt only a comfortable 
coolness, and a general relief was visible. A night of un
usually peaceful sleep followed, such as she had not expe
rienced for a long time. Her bed was now kept permanently 
in this position, as she herself also earnestly requested. 
Another time I induced her to turn round in bed, and thus 
brought her into the south-north position ; just as quickly 
as everything had turned to good before, all now returned 
again to evil ; general disquiet and. heat ensued, flushing of 
the face, determination to the head, followed, and the pecu
liar hming in t/,e eyes at once reappeared. All this was 
removed again as soon as I allowed her to return to her 
north-south position. Now, when she was in the normal 
direction, I again took np the magnet. But what a differ
ence ! She, who could scarcely feel it before, could not 
bear it now, when I removed the armature at a considerable 
distance from her. I placed myself with it at a distance 

• Con•ulli•e mo•e10enta of the eyes, of the muscles of the abdomen, 
and of the extremities, now and then with pain, and sometimes with 
tendency to a deep unhealthy eleep ; a description of cue easily and 
completely curable by continued mesmerism. 

I 
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of four paces from her head; the patient gave me no answer, 
and when I examined her I found her in a state of uncon
scionsness, in tonic spasms. After her recovery from this, 
I took my place seven paces from the foot of her bed, and 
removed the armature : and here also she had SCBl."rely 
spoken a word, before she became senseless, and fell into 
the same condition. A third time I removed, in the 
prolonged direction of the magnetic meridian, the whole 
length of the ward, which amounted to more than thirty 
feet from her bedstead and her feet. Not quite so quickly 
as before, she felt the magnet in some degree after I had 
removed the armature ; but after I had remained about a 
minute in this position, she stopped speaking in the middle 
of a word that was upon her tongue. She had half said it, the 
rest rlied away on her lips. She had been suddenly attacked, 
and I found her lying rigid with spasms, and with clenched 
hands, her eyes open and cast upward, so unconscious that I 
could place my finger on her eyeballs without the lids moving. 
What an unexpected difference in the effect ! The same 
magnet which I had placed above her head and nuder her 
feet without any remarkable effect, so long as she lay in the 
magnetic parallel, now, when she was in the meridian, threw 
her into a state of unconsciousness at a distance of ten yards! 
at a distance of thirty feet attacked her in a deadly manner. • 

• If the Baron bad accustomed himself to mesmeric experiments, he 
would haTe discovered that the magnet, in this cue, had induced that 
kind of tonic spaem which constituted a true mesmeric deep eleep, from 
which the application of unmagnetised iron to the nape of the neck, the 
magnet being removed to a suitable distance, would have roused her up. 
Instead of any fear of the " deadly manner" of the magnet's action, the 
probabilities are that the frequent Rnd prolonged eserciae of the mag-. 
netic or mesmeric practice, the rigid spaems being repeatedly produced, 
the eclampsia would speedily have VRDished, and health would have 
been restored. The worthy and talented Baron hae operated with 
mesmeric patients, while he hae deprecated the uee of these in hia 
researches, 
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65. Miss Maix, unable to walk, was kind enough to 
grant my request of allowing herself to be moved in a chair 
into the four directions. She is neither cata1eptic nor 
somnambulist ; never was so, but suffers from paralysis of 
the lower part of her body. In spite, therefore, of the 
C8!eS being of totally different kinds in these sensitive 
patients, I nevertheless obtained exactly similar results 
here ; the patient could only bear the north south direction, 
and the west-east was the most insupportable. This experi
ment was not performed in the morning, as with Miss 
Nowotny, but about 4 o'clock in the afternoon. 

66. In Miss Reichel's case, the physician took no notice 
of the position in regard to the heavens, and when I 
remarked about this to him, he said he thought the patient 
strong enough to be indifferent to its effects. I was not 
of the same opinion, and when I tested the patient, and 
made her occupy the four chairs, one after another, as great 
a difference presented itself as in most of the other sen
sitive patients. Finding her bed in the south-north position, 
I counselle.d her to have it moved into the north-south. She 
followed my advice, and found her night's rest much 
improved ; now she could sleep, which bad been extremeiy 
difficult before. 

67. With Miss A tzmannsdorfer I tried the experiment at 
two different hours; once in the morning, when her illness 
was on the increase, the other time in the evening, in her 
recovery. In both cases the north-south position was the 
easiest, the west-east the most insupportable, 

68. All these patients now recalled to mind how uncom
fortable they always were in church, although they knew not 
the reason why. Catholic churches are all built from west 
to east, so that the congregation before the altar are in the 
west-east position ; therefore in that direction which is the 
most insupportable to the sensitive. In this situation, 
therefore, they all often fainted, and were obliged to be 
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carried out of the church. Miss Nowotny subsequently 
could not bear to walk in the garden or in the streets from 
west to east, for any length of time. 

69. These eight completely different cases all agreed in 
this point,-that for sensitive persons of the most varied 
kind, any other position but that with the head to the 
north and the feet to the south is in the highest degree 
uncomfortable, but the position in the parallel, with the 
head to the west in our northern hemisphere, is almost 
insufferable : perhaps the conditions are different in the 
southern hemi~phere. The causes of these phenomena, as 
is seen at a glance, can only lie in the effect of that magnet, 
which is constituted by the terrestrial globe and its atmos
phere; in other words, of the terrestrial magnetism. It 
here affects just like any other magnet, and from the 
present investigation we arrive at a law, which I will com
prise in the following terms :-The terrestrial magnetism 
P:rercises in sensitive persons, healthy and s;ck, a peculiar 
exciting action, strong enough to infe':fere with their rest; 
in the healthy, to modify their sleep; in the sick, to dist11rb 
the circulation of the blood, the functions of the nert•tts, and 
the equilibrium of the vital force. 

70. And since the magnetic conditions of the earth are 
subject to variations, and these variations arc connected with 
the phases of the moon, among other things, in such a way 
that, as is well known, the intensity of the terrestrial mag
netism in relation to that, attains its minimum when the 
moon is full ; here evidently emerges from obscurity one of 
the causes to which the phenomena of somnambrdism, (mond
sucht) are to be attributed. I cannot express myself on 
this until I have advanced to some more special develop
ments. 

71. If, then, terrestrial magnetism thus displays itself as a 
wonderfulJy powerful reagent upon our bodily condition, 
and more or less upon our health in general, its action in 
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the eight investigated cases being so great, that it to a great 
extent determined the healthy and sick condition, we are 
certainly justified-nay, compelled-to reason from the:;e to 
other cases of sensitive disease, and must recognize that in 
many, perhaps all these cases, it will be impossible to effect 
cure by means of magnetism, when the patient is not first 
of all placed in the proper position towards the terrestrial 
magnetism : that this must, before all things, be sought out 
and borne in mind in all kinds of curative treatment, and 
that all magnetic phenomena in nervous patients-nay, 
perhaps in many other diseases-are greatly influenced by it. 
It furnishes the kr.y to a vast number of errors and contra
dictions, which have presented themselves throughout the 
field of animal magnetism, from the time of Paracelsus and 
Mesmer to our own days, which were a stumbling-block to 
the best thinkers, and have everywhere brought contra
diction into the facts and discord into opinions. For, when 
one and the same disease was treated in Vienna in the 
north-south position, in Berlin in the east-west, and at 
Stuttgart in the south-north, different results were obtained 
in each case : no agreement could be arrived at in the 
experiments. Nay, even when the same physician treats 
exactly the same complaint at different times, or simul
taneously, but in different places, with the same magnetic 
means, if the beds of his patients happen accidentally to 
be placed in different directions, he necessarily will find 
effects produced differing as widely as possible from each 
other: he must be led away, and be wholly mistaken about 
magoetism : he must consider it full of caprice, and from 
the impossibility of foreseeing and regulating the results, at 
length throw it aside as an intractable and unmanageable 
instrument. This, therefore, has been the melancholy his. 
tory of magnetism. During ages, repeatedly taken np and 
laid aside again, now lies, almost unused, so remarkable, so 
pi"Q{oundly efficientr--nay, one may say, au incomparable 
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means of allaying suffering, where the human hand is so 
seldom capable of affording help. Physicians themselves 
call nervous diseases the scandala medicorum. At a not 
far distant time I confidently hope this will not be. Hence
forth the all-powerful influence of terrestrial magnetism will 
be estimated and taken into account, and the whole question 
of magnetism will be subjected to regular study in its rela
tion to medicine ; progress will be made, and a clear under
standing arrived at. The world will at length be able to 
hope for healing powers to be drawn from these extraor
dinary things, whence it has so long justly expected them. 
If any physician have here and there remarked, that his 
patients generally found theiUSelves better in a position 
whe~ the head was directed to any particular point of the 
compass, the matter, so far as I know, has never been 
reasoned upon to any extent ; least of all, has its peculiar 
and mighty import been educed, or been traced back to its 
physical basis. Here, however, where I have merely to do 
with the relations of the subject to physics, beyond the 
limits of which it would be beside my purpose to stray, I 
have merely to remark, in reference to ~ 60, that after 
I had established by the foregoing experiments, the powerful 
co-operation of terrestrial magnetism in the magnetic influ
ences upon sensitive persons, I made all the succeedi11g 
investigations tvilh them solely in the magnetic north-MJuih 
position, and tlwt lt·e,qard this as the normal direction for 
all re-actions on living, ,,ensitive, nen·ously diseased human 
bodies. 

72. Now that by the researches from § 60 to this point, 
we have arrived at the theoretically and practicully impor
tant fact, that terrestrial magnetism exercises uninterrupt
edly and universally a powerful influence on Rll sensitive 
bodies, and have been fortunate enough to bring these new 
deductions respecting the inward powers of dead and living 
nature under rule and law, we may retmn to ; 5U, and take 
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·up the thread to extend it further in another direction. 
This will be etfected by tracing the effects of the magnet 
and crystals on sensitive organisms. 

It is weU known that a piece of pure iron, free from car
bon, however often it may be rubbed with a magnet, will 
not acquire an independent power of attracting iron, will 
not even lift up iron-filings. It therefore does not receive 
any enduring magnetic power from the magnet, and phy~ 
sicists agree that the iron returns unchanged into its former 
condition, so soon as the magnet is removed. But this is 
not absolutely the case. Hitherto, it is true, we have pos
sessed no reagent that would indicate any alteration in the 
condition of iron which had been in contact with a magnet ; 
but the sensitive human nerves furnish one. For when I 
allowed Miss Nowotny to take in her hand a rod of pure 
iron before it was touched with a magnet, I myself not in
terfering, it was perfectly indifferent to her ; but when I 
brought it into contact with a magnet, and then keeping 
my hands away removed this from the iron and again allowed 
her to take it, she found it very different from what it had 
been before ; for now it was no longer indifferent, but gave 
her the same sensation as a weak magnet, some heat and 
curling of the fingers, and this persisted decreasingly for 
some time, till after eight or ten minutes it lost its newly 
gained strength, and again became indifferent. Miss Reichel 
felt a magnetic rod twenty inches long when removed to 
several rooms off. 'rhis was connected by cross pieces with 
an iron armature of exactly the same shape and size. When 
I removed the latter from the magnet and tried its unaided 
effect on Miss Reichel's sensations, I was not a little asto
nished to see that when just removed from the magnet it 
was perceived almost at the same distance, reacting mag
netically upon the sensitive patient even as the large mag
netic rod itself. I made similar experiments with other 
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sensitive persons at various times. The curling of the 
fingers did not occur in all, but the other reactions of the 
magnet were met with universally, the patients finding the 
force of the latter conveyed to the iron in a weaker degree, 
yet stiJl of considerable strength when the magnet wss 

powerful. Therefore something must be l~fl behind in tlte 
iron by tlte magnet; but this is not magnetism, and at 
p1·eset1t we are ignorant qf its real nature. 

78. When, ss may be read in all books on animal mag
netism, a glass of water is placed between the poles of a 
horse-shoe magnet, consequently in the magnetic current, 
and is, as it is called, magnetized, every sensitive patient 
can not only at once distinguish it from common water, but 
the glass brought immediately after the magnetization to 
the hand of a cataleptic patient, attracts this like a magnet, 
and solicits it to follow, just as I have described in my 
treatise on the peculiar fundamental force of crystals, H 27 
and 28. Sometlting must tllerefore have passed from the 
magnet into tlte water and remained botmd there, something 
which is not a magnet, n·hich n·e cannot detect by auy 
knon•n chemical means, and cantlot be recognised by any of 
tile common senses. 

7 4. Our celebrated botanist, Prof. Endlicher, visited the 
patient Miss Nowotny, and witnessed a curious experiment 
performed by her physician. Prof. Encllicher advised the 
latter to pass t.he magnet over himself, and then to react 
upon the patient. To his surprise, he now, as had never 
happened before, could attract the hand of the patient 
with his hand, cause it to attach itself, and follow every
where, just as the magnetised glass of water had done. He 
retained this power for almost a quarter of an hour ; by 
that time it had by degrees disappeared. The same un
knonm sometlting, which had been left in the iron rod hy 
the magnet, and had likewise passed into the glass of water, 
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mut therefore hat~e been cot~t•eyed into the whole pe1·son of 
the pAysU:ian; it manifested itself here, from the same cause 
to the same effect, in his fingers. 

7 5. This experiment was subsequently repeated in a va. 
riety of forms ; in particular cases the physician let his hand 
lie in Miss Nowotny's, while he rubbed the back of it with 
a strong magnet. The patient here said that she felt force 
increase in the hand of the physician, by starts, with each 
pass of the magnet. I have repeated the experiment with 
Miss Maix, and while I rubbed the back of my hand with 
the magnet as it lay in hers, I received the same account 
from her. I here recal to notice that this patient is not by 
any means a somnambulist, nor ever was. 

76. ln an earlier treatise (§ 29) I was obliged to men· 
tion, for the sake of historical consistency in my memoir, 
that a number of objects of all kinds, when rubbed with a 
magnet, subsequently exercised a reaction upon the patient, 
which was indeed weaker, but. wholly of the same kind, as 
that wliich the magnet itself produced upon them. I spoke 
there merely of one patient ; since then, I have had oppor· 
tunities of testing many nervous patients in different con· 
ditions, among them many who considered themselves 
healthy and followed their occupations ; they are easily de· 
tected, for all feel the magnet directly a single pass is made 
over them with the horse.shoe. All these persons, however, 
who may be found in hundreds in a large city by merely 
seeking, felt themselves affected exactly in the same way by 
all the objects which !tad been once rubbed over with lite 
t~tagnet, cmly in a n'eaker degree than by the magnet itself 
Any one who chooses may confirm this in any place, for 
there can scarcely be a country village so small as not to 
oontain a nervously irritaLle person. 

77. Since, then, it appears certain, and warranted by expe· 
riments and trials of very various kinds, that all persons who 
possess a certain degree of initability of the ntlrves distinctly 
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feel the magnet like a cool or gently warm wind, without 
touching or seeing it, but on mere approximation, and by 
passes made in their vicinity; further, that all these feel 
in like manner, only weaker, all material objects, of whatso
ever kind, when they have been previously placed for some 
time in the line of the magnetic current,-that is to say, 
have been magnetised ; from these two inductions a third 
immediately follows, which hitherto there has been an 
objection to drawing,-nay, which some have, in anticipa
tion, resisted with all their might, and which seems to be 
especially an abomination to chemists,-namely, that all 
magnetised objects suffer some unknon•n tetnpomry altera
tion through lite magnet, be this what it may. Therefore, 
magnetised water even, however strange it may sound at 
first, is altered water. 

78. If we now compare the effects of crystallic force, as 
I have explained them in my preceding treatise, with the 
above of the magnet upon other bodies, we see that the 
influence of both upon a third body is exactly the same, (tnd 

so identical, tl1at ~o character exists for any kind of distinc
tion. I have there shown that the magnetic force and the 
crystallic force-each taken in its totality-are essentially 
different, and deport themselves, in reference to their simi
larity, like a part to the whole; for example, like the 
heating ray to the sunbeam, like sulphuric acid to alum; 
but the modification which they leave behind in other 
bodies, when these are withdrawn from their sphere of 
action, is exactly the same in both cases ; and since these 
are perfectly exercised by the part, that is, by the crystallic 
force alone, we are compelled to conclude that this is whoUy 
effected in the magnet by the crystallic force residing in u: 
therefore by this part of its force. We find, consequently, 
tire magnetic poles mcd the crystal pol-es agree wlwlly, and 
m·e pmfectly alike in ,.eferenct to their reaction em the 
auimnl nerves. 
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79. And now our investigations have brought us to the 
portal of the so-called animal magnetism, this noli-me
tangere may now be seized. When I passed a magnet 
down twice from head to foot, over the patient, Miss Stur
mann, she lost consciousness, and fell into convulsions, 
mostly with rigid spasms. When I did the same with my 
lor_qe ruck-crystal, the same result followed. But I could 
produce the same effect, when, instead l!f either of these, 
I used merely my empty hand. Therefore the crystallic 
force of the magllet a11d the crystal tnust reside in my 
lw.tul. 

80. To test this further, I undertook a series of re
searches which I will now recount. If this were the case, 
the force of my hand must produce all the same effects 
which the crystallic force can bring to pass, as I have re
counted them in my last treatise ; from the similarity of 
the properties must be concluded the difference or identity. 
Before all, it must be inquired whether and what agree
ment exists between the effect of crystals upon healthy and 
sick human bodies, and that of the human hand on the 
same. The results of passing my magnetic rod or my large 
rock-crystal over a sensitive person, have already been 
many times detailed ; I may here confine myself to a com
parison of the two effects upon the hand. When, on those 
persons who were sensitive enough to feel distinctly the 
passage of a large crystal along the inside of the hand, I 
slowly carried my right hand, with the fingers' points 
turned sideways, down through their left hands, in such a 
manner that one finger followed another, and thus so swept 
over them that all passed over in one and the same line, 
which was drawn from the wrist to the point of the middle 
finger, I found none who did not feel this in the same way, 
usually as a cool, more rarely as a warm wind, and not 
only as strongly, but usually even evidently more so than 
they had felt the passage of a crystal. I shall not speak 
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of the sick patients, for all whom I have named in my 
researches felt this as remarkably strongly as they usually 
did every magnetic pass of the hand. Miss Maix and Miss 
Nowotny felt each single finger. But even among the 
healthy there were not a few who displayed a very con. 
siderable sensibility to this reaction; nay, I even found some 
who, while they could not detect the passage of crystals 
with certainty, were so clearly aware of the successive passage 
of the fingers, that they could always accurately state it, 
with the face turned away. I am empowered to refer by 
name to my friend, M. Carl Schuh, here. He is a healthy 
and strong man, and felt the pass of the crystals very dis· 
tinctly. When I, unnecessarily, and against my own rule, 
bound his eyes, and carried the rmv offingers of my right 
hand slowly down over his left, he felt this so strongly and 
so distinctly, like a crystal, that he could accurately mark 
each single pass, and each time spoke precisely when my 
fingers had passed over a third part of the distance. Mr. 
Studer, whom I have already mentioned, perceived this just 
as distinctly ; and many other persons, among whom l have 
permission to name one of the most vigorous, well-inured; 
and finest men, who has traversed Persia and Kurdistan, 
and twice penetrated from Egypt into the heart of Asia, 
therefore is a rare example of an iron constitution, namely, 
Mr. Kotschy, sometime fellow-traveller with Mr. Russeger. 
'l1he effect showed itself more strongly upon him ; the more 
agreeable temperature of the air was increased as soon as it 
became cold. Tlte fingers, thn·ej01·e, act upon the nerves 
exactly like a moderately strong crystal. 

81. I next wished to undertake the r.ompar3tive exami
nation of the sources of the two forces as to the capability 
of being conducted tl1rough other bodies. I made Miss 
Sturmann grasp one end of a German silver conductor in 
her right hand, without having previously touched it myself. 
I first allowed her a little time to ·areustom ·herself to the 
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feel of the conductor ; then I placed npon the other end 
the slightly moistened tips of the fingers of my right band. 
Instantaneously she experienced a warm sensation in the 
part in contact with her hand, which passed upwards 
through this and ascended to her elbow. I placed the 
five fingers of my other hand upon it ; the sensation was 
strikingly strengthened, and now propagated to the shoulder. 
I took my fingers away; the sensation rapidly decreased, 
not, however, disappearing suddenly ; I put my fingers on 
and off alternately ; the increase and decrease of the sensa
tions produced kept pace. Another day I induced Dr. 
Lippich to do the same ; his fingers produced the same 
effect. I made the same experiment with Miss Maix. I 
made her grasp the same conductor, without my interfe
rence, and, after some pause to accustom her to the metal, 
placed first my five, then ten, fingers upon it. The warm sen
&ation appeared and disappeared as I put my fingers on and 
took them off; with all ten it was so strong that it ascended 
through the whole arm to the head. I bade her physician 
make the same experiment ; be did so, with the same 
results; however, although he was ten years younger than 
myself, the effect of his fingers was evidently weaker than 
that of mine. By accident, Father Lambert, of the Fran
ciscans, her confessor, was present; I bade him try his 
power. She found his power equal to mine. I also de
sired the matron, Miss Barbara Pschierl, to try. Her 
fingers produced the same effect, but much weaker, than 
those of men. I repeated this experiment another time, 
with the modification of taking an iron wire, five feet 
long, instead of the German silver conductor. One end 
was grasped by the patient, accustomed to it for a few 
minutes ; then the other end was touched with my five 
fingers, and the patient immediately said she felt a senaa
tion of a ftow of strong heat : when I placed ten fingers on 
it the aeDsation increased, while every time I let the wire 
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out of my hand it disappeared again. This was tested by 
numerous repetitions. After that, I had the ten fingers of a 
young lady, her sister, who was also weak and nervous, 
placed, instead of mine, upon the end of the wire ; the 
effect was remarkably weak. 'rhe ten fingers of another girl 
were added: the effect was observably stronger, but all the 
twenty together did not act nearly so strongly as five of my 
fingers, although I have long been grey and bald. I also 
tested these conditions with a copper wire. It was ten 
feet long, and also conducted the force, but more slowly 
and rather more weakly than the iron wire. The same ex
periments, varied in many ways, were repeated by me, 
with the same results, on Miss Reichel. The effect was 
very strongly exhibited in Miss Atzmannsdorfer. But even 
the healthy Mr. Studer possessed so much sensibility, that 
he clearly felt the effect of my hands upon metal wires. 
It follows from all these experiments, that the force of the 
human hand may be conducted through othtr bodies, exactly 
like the crystallic force, and that thPse bodies are capable 
of conducting the two forces in the same way. 

82. I now wished to investigate the capability of accu
mulation. First, in Miss Sturmann, I placed the German 
silver conductor near her, and let it remain a quarter of an 
hour. Then I told her to grasp it, and to accustom her full 
baud to it. She laid it down near, and left it. I now held 
it for some seconds in my hand, and again laid it down. 
When she grasped it again, she felt it warm, and so strongly 
charged, that the well-known sensation which the crystals 
had produced under other circumstances, ascended along 
the whole hand up to the elbow-joint. This was of course 
repeated, for confirmation, under different modifications. 
Her physician, Dr. Lippich, made a similar experiment. At 
my request, two exactly similar porcelain saucers were placed 
on a distant table ; one he left untouched, the other he held 
for a short time in his fingers, and then laid it down, where 
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it remained a few minutes. They were now brought to the 
patient. She named the saucer which had been subjected 
to the effect of contact of the fingers, with the greatest ease 
and certainty. After about ten minutes the effect had dis
appeared, and the two saucers felt exactly the same. I re
peated the experiment with the conductor, in the same way, 
on Miss Maix. It afforded perfectly similar results; it was 
charged by my fingers, and the charge which had been found 
to endure five minutes by Miss Sturmann, was detected, 
gradually decreasing, for twenty minutes, by the more sen
sitive Miss Maix. The effect was perfectly similar in both, 
a sensation of warmth ascending from the hand to the arm, 
and agreeing completel,v with that which the rock crystal 
had produced under similar circumstances. I found just 
the same in Miss RP.ichel and Miss Atzmannsdorfer some 
months later. Bnt a glass of water ever remained the most 
remarkable. When this was taken in the hand, enclosed 
below in the fingers, the other hand placed above, and the 
inside also closed by the fingers, and thus held for some 
ten minutes, it acquired for sensitive nervous patients the 
smell, the taste, and all the remarkable properties of the so
called magnetised water, which those may make a foolish 
outcry against who have never investigated the matter, to 
which number I myself once belonged, but of which all who 
have examined it and seen its effect can only speak with 
astonishment. 'fhis water wholly agreed in its essential 
properties with that which had been treated with the magnet 
or with crystals; therefore received an abundant charge from 
the fingers and bands, of that peculiar force residing in 
them, and retained it for some little time. Finally, I could, 
without selection, take any possible object iu my hand, keep 
it there for some time, and give it to the patients : they then 
affirmed, of all whicll they had previously had in their 
hands, that they had undergone the same change as when 
Uiey bad been rubbed with magnet or crystal poles ; and 
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this whether they knew of my interference, or it had been 
kept secret. From all these things it undoubtedly follows, 
that the force of tlw lumds possesses the same capability of 
accumulation as the crystallic force. 

83~ 'fhat this ~barge gradually disappears again, appears 
from what has been stated already, and requires no especial 
proof. From these two things it further follows, that in the 
bodies which acquire a charge, and lose it gradually, musl 
reside the same power of coercion for tlte force of the ltands 
'"hich they have shown for I'M crystallic force. The magni
tude of the charge of other bodies increased with the strength 
of the hand, and the capacity for char"!Je displayed no limits 
but the proportionate strength of the charging body. 

84. The question whether there exists a dualism of this 
force in animal bodies, as in the crystals, required to be 
subjected to comparative tests. Crystals are known to pos
sess, in crystallographical respects, several axes, main and 
secondary, and in the compound systems several main axes. 
When I tried the sensitiveness of the patients on them, they 
all, as I have already stated in the preceding treatise, after 
a short investigation found me the main axes and its poles,
those two points, namely, at which the action of the crys
tallic force on the tips of their fingers was most strongly 
and strikingly concentrated. But in many, especially ira 
sulphuret of iron, selenite, fluor spar, heavy spar, sphene, 
granite, &c., they would also discover other axes, the poles 
of which were much less strongly opposed, but still gave 
evidence of a marked dualism. All the patients agreed in 
these perceptions ; and a selenite, which I took from one to 
the other in succession, and allowed them to feel between 
the fingers of both hands as it lay upon a table, afforded me 
the same results in all : each described a strong main axis, 
with its stronger and weaker pole, and far weaker secondary 
axes, and all at exactly the same points and lines : very fre
quently the main axis was not the longest, but a shorter, 
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particularly in selenite ; and this Be,areement among all these 
mutually unknown observers was here the best possible 
warrant of the reality and correctness of their statements. 
Moreover, they may readily be tested elsewhere, for no 
populous town can be without suitable nervous patients. 
But even h~thy sensitive persons, Mr. Sluder in particular, 
could, without much trouble, dis<~over the poles of crystals 
with his fingers. The axes and poles always coincided with 
the axes and poles of crystallography, and thus it became 
more than probable that the crystallic force takes part in 
(if it does not wholly effect) the construction of crystals. 
Perhaps it is to crystals what the vital force is to organic 
structures. Yet I will not venture into conjectures here, 
but hold to that which displays itself as fact: the crystallic 
force exists in a polar condition in crystals, and contempo
raneously in tzeveral axes of a crystal, only in unequal degrees 
of strength. 

85. I next met with similar conditions in animal life i1l:lelt'. 
It has been assumed that in man there is a main axis, from 
above downwards, and the brain and the genitals have been 
regarded as the opposite poles. If I ventured to draw a con
clusion from observations of the so-called animal magnetism, 
I should say that it is not the main axis, but a secondary. In 
the first place, it has been shown above that patients on 
whom the magnet acts, bear that position worst of all which 
gives a longitudinal direction in the magnetic parallel ; the 
body becomes thus magnetically differenced according to the 
latitude, which it appears unable to bear. We know of 
something similar in exposure to cold ; when it comes late
rally, it is at once much more injurious and powerful than 
when it comes in front or behind. This has become more 
evident to me, through other circumstances, which I may here 
notice. When I gave the very sensitive Miss Maix my right 
hand, and placed it in her left, she felt it in the same manner 
as when I placed upright on her hand a little magnetic rod, 
or selenite four inches long, both with the northward pole. 

K 
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But when I gave her my left hand, she found it very much 
more agreeable. If I laid my right band in her loft, and, at 
the same time, my left in her right, as is usual when one 
extends both hands at onr..e to a friend, she said it seemed 
to her to run as in the " ring-game," (the name given in 
Vienna to tilting) up the right arm, through the heart and 
shoulders, down the left arm again, and through me till it 
reached her again, and thus incessantly around in a circle 
most painfuJly to her, and making her giddy. When I now 
crossed my hands, so that my right was in her right, and 
my left in her left, she would not bear it, and said that it 
produced such a painful sensation of a strange kind of con
test and strife in her arms and through the heart, a sort of 
wave up the arms and down again, that it was altogether 
insupportable. And after she bad snatched her hands from 
mine, she so decidedly refused to give them a second time, 
that I was obliged to give up the critical repetition which I 
always made in aU other experiments. • 

* The Baron baa been very fortunate in some of his cases. The 
phenomenon here noticed is a very rare one, and many cases of sick 
aensitive, and many others well meemeriaed, might be moat closely ex
amined without yielding the facta stated in thia paragraph. Nature ia 
ready to indulge her votaries with abundance oftruthe, but they are not 
poured out at once to even the most industrious, the moat ingenious, 
and the most closely logical inve&tigators. 1\fao must wait his oppor
tunity, and garner patiently. By these biota, CAD it be euppoeed that a 
doubt is entertained aa to thr facta detailed? By no means. But while, 
on the one band, there is a desire to show that there must, in the present 
state of our knowledge, be a vagueneu, inseparable from the very con
ditione of inquiriee into organic laws, in arriving at a conclusion on 
such a matter aa that of the polaritit>s of the two sides of the body; on 
the other, there is abundant rt>ason to believe that, although a hundred 
inquirers mAY not find, may not be able to corroborate the accuracy of 
the Baron'• statements, there arc facta enough to prove the existence of 
the clau of phenomena which muet in time prove all his poaitio01. 
Herein liea the value of hi• logic; of hie patient, unwearying powers of 
investigation. Storm• ma)' arise, clouds may darken the horizon, tlte 
C'lmmon ken may not see tht' progrt>lll of the veaael he ia steering-but 
she is guided by a geuiua, aud muat emerge from amid the dark doubta 
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86. Since, then, it clearly results from all these experi
ments that it is by no means indifferent which of the bands is 
offered to a nervous patient in the various contacts, it follows 
with certainty that the two hands are not in the same con
dition in referenre to the hidden power that resides in them; 
and, if I do not altogether misunderstand the last experi
ment, there existed a kind of course, like that of the galvanic 
current, from my left hand to her right, and onward from 
her left to my right-a motion which could not force its 
way, or, meeting with considerable obstacles, tried to break 
through in spite of them, when I placed the left hand in her 
left, and the right in her right. 'fhis difference of the two 
bands can be nothing else but the well-known polarization, 

of ignorance into the light of truth. There ar2 persona who may exhibit 
transiently the decided symptoms of Miss Maix'a cue-perhaps some 
for a few weeks, some for months, and there the peculiarities may 
vanish. The facta are not, however, the leu valuable. They are to be 
stored for useful purposes. I have examined many impreeaionable eub
jecta, in order to witneN the phenomena determining the fact of the 
opposite polarities of the two sides of the body. I am convinced of ita 
existence, u I know there are yea and no, po11itive and negative, pine 
and minus, attraction and repulsion, &c. But though I ha-re seen the 
phenomena slightly but clearly defined occasionally, and but rarely, 
among those I have had under my own treatment, I have never had the 
Baron's good fortune to witneu the striking facta he describeil. In 
one of Dr. Elliotaon'a cases, however, I Raw an example even more re
markable than that of Miu Maix. It occurred in a young man subject 
to epilepsy, and I refer the reader to some details of it which may be 
found in the second volume of tbe Zoi&l, at pp. 53, 215, 216; and in 
the third volume at p. 53. The young man could not suffer his feet, 
ankles, knees, banda, or elbows, to touch each othrr. lie could not 
endure the application of a finger of his right band lightly to the left 
aide of his face, or any part of that aide of his body; nor could he allow 
any fin~r of hie let\ hnnd to be ever so lightly appli~d to any part right 
of the mesial line of bia body. If Dr. Elliotaon touched with his left 
band young A.' a right band, be instantly showed signa of uneasiness; 
and the same if bia right hnnd were placed in contact with any part of 
the lef\ aide of the young mau'a budy. Many of Dr. Elliotaon'a obaerva
tiona and details of facta given in the volumes of the Zoul are euriou11ly, 
because unintentionally, corroborative of the Baron'a facta. 
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such as we are acquainted with in the magnet, and has been 
long known to us in crystals. In this point of view, the 
main axis passes transversely through man, and indeed 
through all animals ; the longitudinal axis is to be regarded 
only as a secondary axis. In reality, we are transverse, and 
composed of two symmetrical halves. All cerebral organs, 
organs of sense, masticating apparatus, arms and hands, 
testicles, and feet, stand transversely opposed, and in this 
direction principally are we universally polar. 

87. I subsequently investigated these interesting condi
tions in the same manner in Miss Atzmaunsdorfer. 'rhe 
same results were presented in the same way as those 
just detailed; when I took her two opposite hands, she felt 
the current up the right arm and down the left still more 
strongly than Miss Maix. When I gave her my crossed 
hands, scarcely a minute elapsed before she was so affected 
that she became quite ill. When I gave into her hand one 
of the German silver conductors on a long brass wire, and 
touched this with my right hand, she had the peculiar se
condary sensation, which I had also met with in Miss Stur
mann, that this body seemed to her to her,ome light, almost 
like dowu; on the other hand, when I touched it with the left, 
it became heavy, ·and seemingly much heavier than it naturally 
was. Without wishing to enter more minutely into this at 
this moment, I nevertheless must mention it, insomuch 
that it furnishes another character to the opposition of the 
hands, in a kind of attraction and repulsion. Yet, different 
as she found my hands in their effect upon her, she per
ceived no less difference in her own. When I placed in one 
of her hands things like iron pyrites, selenite, reguline metals, 
charcoal, &c., they produced sensations very unlike those 
which they caused when I bade her transfer •them into the 
other, although no kind of weakening of one or other half of 
the body in any way existed in her. 

88. I have very recently gone through an investigation of 
thia particular with Miss Reichel, and traced it to further de-
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velopment than in any of the former sensitive persons. She 
found not only her right hand, but the whole right side, from 
head to foot, opposed in all its properties to the left ; nay, 
the mere approximation towards her of my right or left hand 
affected her in an essentially different manner. I shall 
detail this more fully in a subsequent treatise ; here, where 
we are concerned merely with the proof by facts of a mag
netic polar difference in the transverse direction in the 
human body, I must be content to state that the observa
tions on .Miss Maix were repeated, found the same, aud con
firmed anew. 

89. It appears from all these investigations, that all the 
symmetrically plaoed organs of the animal body, 80 far as 
they were here investigated, but especially the hancll, exhi
bited a di.lferencJ which is caused by a magnetic polar 
oppontion, and that consequently a dualmn of the funda
fllelltal force ncnv und.er consideration e.rists betwem them, 
fVIwlly in the n:ay that tVe l1ave found it to occur in crystal8. 

90. 1 have shown above, + 41 and +58, that the terres
trial magnetism has no observable influence upon crystals, 
and not the slightest directing power. The same holds 
good in relation to the force of the hands. The force which 
I exert actively with my hands is always equally effective in 
all places and positions that I assume. Neither can I per
ceive any influence upon me passively : I have tried lying 
down to sleep in various directions, but to whatever quarter 
of the heavens I turned, I slept equally well : and the per
fectly healthy man, who perhaps never is sensitive, un
doubtedly never feels the least influence of the terrestrial 
magnetism, however actively and variously this re-acts upon 
the sick. Neither can I detect in animals anything which 
iacJicates the least dependence upon terrestrial magnetism. If 
a free sense were devoted to this influence, we might expect 
to find it in larvre, which are blind. As silk is cultivated on 
my estates, I had many opportunities of observing the de
portment of these 80 low organisms in all stages and con-
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ditions. Yet, even in spinning and changing into the 
chrysalis, the animal never selected any definite direction, 
but placed its cocoon irregularly in all possible directions ; 
not even a majority exhibited a preference for any particular 
direction during their dormant state. Therefore, the crys
tallic force and the force of the hands agree perfectly in this 
insensibility to the universal magnetic force of the earth. 

91. In reference to the remarkable direct attraction of 
the patients' hands, exerted so stranReJY by the magnet and 
crystals, it has already been stated,; 74, that a man's hand 
actually effects this, but only when it has previously been 
rubbed for some time with a strong magnet : he could not 
do it by his own force. But it has also appeared that he 
was not very strong in magnetic force. At least, Miss 
Maix had found his appreciably weaker than those of Father 
Lambert and mine. I neglected, myself, to make a proper 
trial upon the cataleptic Miss Nowotny at the right time, 
because I was not then sufficiently aware of the value of it. 
On the other hand, I have seen this phenomenon in Miss 
Reichel and Miss Atzmannsdorfer many times, in the 
higher stages of their diseases, and in particular in the 
former, in the presence of many other per&Ons. In the 
catalepsy which usually preceded her convulsive fits, her 
hand followed pretty readily the fingers of my vigorous 
young man, as also my own. I have often made her rise 
from the seat in a state of unconsciousness, and follow my 
fingers a considerable distance along the room. Even when 
I held before her, in this condition, things which possessed 
no polar distribution of their own, such as a piece of chalk 
cut to a point, I could lift up her hand with it, and if she, 
by chance, stood up in the cataleptic state, in her room, I 
could lead her some paces on. In this case it was the 
force of my fingers conducted through the chalk, and con
centrated at its point, (according to the laws developed 
above, § 81) where the chalk represented the sum of my fin
gers, and so perfectly took on their force and action, that it 
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attracted and drew on· the baud of the patient, when I 
walked backward with it, just as my fingers had themselves 
done. I observed this attraction by my fingers in the same 
way during Miss Atzmannsdorfer's attacks. Miss Stur
mann's attraction I did not witness myself, but it occurred 
in exactly the same degree in her, and I can trust the 
statements of her physician, Professor Lippich, as fully as 
my own experience. From all these different discoveries, it 
is certain that a mecltanicttlly attractive force, acting rtpon tlw 
hands of cataleptic patients, resides in tlte hands and finget·s 
of healthy men, just as in tlte pules of crystals. 

92. But the luminous phenomena, which I have still to 
enter into, form a brilliant point in this comparative exami
nation. As I saw Miss Reichel for the first time after 
violent spasms, with closed eyes, playing in a sort of half 
sleep with the magnet flame, which always gave her great 
pleasure, I interposed my outstretched hand, in the darkness, 
between the magnet and the patient. She immediately 
began to play in the same manner with the tips of my 
fingers, and to talk to the bystanders of five little flames, 
which leaped up and down in the air. She did not perceive 
my hand itself, and took the movement of my fingers, on 
the points of which she saw the flames, for an independent 
movement of the latter. All present, one after another, 
raised their hands, and each desired to know wrether fire 
issued from his fingers. The patient saw it on all men's 
fingers, more or less strongly; but not one single girl's 
fingers emitted sufficient light, or at most but a feeble 
lumiuosity, and her own none. As long as Miss Reichel 
remained ill, these experiments were often repeated, fre
quently for the alleviation of her spasms, or even for the 
mere amusement of many spectators. But when she had 
got well, it appeared, as had not been reported. at all before, 
that not only during sickness, but in health, she saw the 
magnet flames, the crystallic light, and the flames on the 
hand, whenever it was dark enough. In fad, she had pos-
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sessed this power from her earliest age ; even as a child her 
mother had often lifted her up, to let her convince herself 
that the imaginary fire which she often cried out about, did 
not really exist on the nails and hooks sticking in the walls. 
She even had two sisters who in like manner saw luminous 
appearances, in all places, of which other people could per
ceive nothing. Now, while I am writing, she serves me 
daily for investigations which I am making in this subject, 
on the connexion with electricity and magnetism, and of 
which we shall see after a time, from my reports, to what 
conclusions this has led, and will further lead. I was thus 
placed in a position to examine the luminous phenomena on 
the hands in the coolest and most comprehensive manner 
during a long period, and I am still daily continuing this 
examination. 

93. The investigation on Miss Atzmannsdort'er gave 
essentialJy the same results, only she saw all the flame-like 
appearances larger : while the former patient, according to 
the degree of her diseased excitement, saw the finger flames 
from a little less to a little more than an inch long, the 
latter saw them, in the dark, two inches and more in length ; 
thus almost the whole length of a finger. I shall give, with 
one of the succeeding essays, drawings of these beautiful 
appearances, as I obtained them from Miss Reichel. Here 
the purpose is fulfilled by the facts, warranted by several 
observers, that fiery brushes of light issue from the points 
of the finger·s of ltealthy men, in the same manner as frmn 
the poles of crystals. 

94. I have now compared the properties of the crystallic 
force, without exception, as enumerated in my earliest trea
tise, with the force that the human hand is capable of exer
cising : the parallel between the two is, as is evident, com
plete, and the agreement of the two forces, in their general 
expression, so perfect, that they evidently become identified. 
For the sake of clearness I here give the principal result.C~ 
ltriatim, in a compressed form :-
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Hands, passed over the sensitive, act upon them like crystal 
poles, § 79. 

The force that here rules is conductible through all 
bodies, like the force of the crystal, § 80. 

It may be accumulated on other matters, like the others, § 81. 
It disappears from the charged substance in a short time, 

like the other, § 82. 
Matter has a coercive power over it, as over the other, § 83. 
'l'he capacity of bodies to receive a charge is, for this,· like 

that for the other, § 83. 
It has a polar arrangement in the human body, as the 

other has in crystals, § 89. 
It is as little influenced by terrestrial magnetism as the 

other, § 90. 
It exerts mechanical attraction on the hands of the sen

sitive, like the other, § 91. It displays luminosity of the 
same nature and power as the other, § 98. 

And thus we come back to the starting point of this 
section, § 79, namely, that the same force really resides in 
the human hands as manifests itself in crystals ; that thus 
the crystallic force and the so-called animal magnetism 
are thoroughly identical, and therefore that the same laws 
fVhich rule the former are also fully applicable to the latter. 

RETROSPECT. 

a. Not only crystals exert a peculiar kind of exciting power 
upon healthy and diseased sensitive persons, but the like 
occurs with the terrestrial magnetism. This is so strong, 
that highly sensitive patients can only sustain it in a certain 
direction, namely, when placed with the head to the north 
and the feet to the south, and that every other direction is 
painful ; in many cases, that from west to east wholly insup
portable, and even dangerous. 

b. All magnetic, crystallic, and similar re-actions on such 
nervously excitnble persons, are essentially modified by altera
tion of their direction in regard to the terrestrial magnetism. 
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c. Pure iron, devoid of carbon, and which contains no 
intermixture of particles of steel, rubbed with a magnet and 
then removed from it, does not, as is well known, acquire any 
permanent magnetism; but it nevertheless acquires a peculiar 
force, by means of which it becomes capable of exerting a 
distinct and powerful action on very sensitive persons. 

d. The magnet imparts this unknown something, not 
merely to iron, but to all other metals, stones, salts, water, 
plants, and animals, even to living men; in short, to all 
solid material objects, without exception. 

e. This something acts in all objects either immediately 
charged with it, or rendered active by the so-called distri
bution, on the sensitive nerv~ms persons, exactly in the same 
manner as the magnet itself and as crystals, and must 
therefore be identical with the peculiar agent of these. 

f Living men are able to affect sensitive, healthy, and 
diseased persons, exactly in the same way, especially with 
their hands and fingers. 

g. 'l'his force, which physicians have called animal mag
netism, possesses the following properties :-It is conductible 
through all other bodies; it is capable of being either di
rectly accumulated on, or transferred by distribution to 
other bodies ; it disappears from them in a short time ; it is 
fixable on them for some time by their capacity for accumu
lation and by their coercive power ; it is arranged in a 
polar manner in animal bodies through its dualism ; it is 
without appreciable relation to the terrestrial magnetism ; 
it is capable of mechanically attracting the hands of cataleptic 
patients, and is combined with luminous phenomena; all 
exactly as the crystallic force is, with which it thus coin
cides, and in all particulars obeys the same physical laws. 

h. The part of the force residing in the magnet, the 
crystallic force, and the force which is the basis of the so
called animal magnetism : these three forces, therefore, 
t'Oincide in their essential uature, under one common point 
of view. 
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FOUR'l'H 'l'REA'fiSE. 

FURTHER SOURCES OF THE FORCE WHICH RESIDES IN CRYS

TALS, TIIB MAGNET, AND THE HUMAN HANDS. 

95. WHAT I have already brought forward here bas hy no 
means exhausted the sources from which the enigmatical 
force now under examination flows ; in fact, I have not yet 
mentioned the principal of them. Following up the sub
ject, I met with new and important facts. Physicists have, 
as is well known, for many years debated the question 
whether or no the sun's rays are capable of magnetizing a 
steel needle. Since Morichini, who published the first ob
servations, Mrs. Somerville, Baumgarten, Configliaghi, and 
others, have taken the principal share in the discussion of 
this subject. &collection of the treatises on this point led 
me to reftect on the part the sun might possibly play in the 
subjects of my present researches, and which acquired some 
probability from the undeniable and well-known influence 
ft:tercised by the moon in certain nervous diseases. 

97. I availed myself of the first cloudless sky to experi
ment· in this direction on Miss Maix. I placed the end of 
a copper wire eleven yards long in her hand, and as usual 
allowed her a little time to become accustomed to it. I 
then put the other longer end out of the window into the 
sun-shine. The effects of the crystallic force became imme
diately perceptible, in a weak degree, but distinctly. I 
next connected with the wire a plate of copper, sixteen 
square inches in extent, in the shade, allowed the patient 
to get used to the end of the wire, and put the plate in 
front of the window in the sun's rays. Scarcely was this 
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done when an unexpected cry of pleasure greeted me from 
the sick-bed. Immediately the rays fell upon the plate, a 
strong manifestation of the crystallic force made itself felt 
in the hand, by the known peculiar sensation of warmth, 
which then ascended through the at'Dl to the head. But 
this well-known and not unexpected result was accompanied 
by a simultaneous sensation of cooling, and this so strong 
and predominant, and with an experience of strengthening 
refreshment through all the limbs, that the patient declared 
herself greatly revived and cheered by it. Heat and cold 
were felt together. 

98. In a modified experiment, with the view to attain 
the results less complicated with the effect of heat, I sub
stituted a white cloth for the copper-plate. I first attended 
to the accustoming in the shade, and then carried the stiff 
wire with the linen cloth attached to it into the sunshine. 
The chamber was warm, the outer air was cool. Never
theless, effects presented themselves to the sensations of the 
patient as quickly, though more weakly, as from the copper 
plate ; a dull feeling of increasing crystallic force in the 
wire, then the striking cooling and reviving sensation : the 
latter, however, tolerably vivid. 

99. I varied this experiment by placing a wet cloth, 
instead of a dry one, upon the copper wire, which was held 
in the hand of the patient till she was used to it, and then 
placed in the sun. The effect was accompanied by a dis
agreeable accessory sensation, like damp air would have 
produced upon her ; but the principal sensation, which is 
peculiar to the sun-increasing heat in the wire, and the 
refreshing cold which presented itself and spread over her 
whole body-wM manifested in the most vivid manner. 

100. I now sought for confirmation and warranty of 
these observations. Some days later I undertook the same 
experiments with Miss Nowotny. She had now so far re
covered that she had quite left her bed for some weeks; 
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but I nevertheless wished to test the influence upon her. 
One end of a wire was placed in her hand, the other in the 
sunshine before a window. She immediately felt alterations 
in that part which she held in her hand : it became cooler 
to her. I brought it back into the shade,-the coolness 
disappeared ; I again plaeed it in the eanshine,-the coolness 
returned. I now attached about a square foot of tinned 
iron plate to the wire, and placed it in the sun. The cooling 
not only quickly manifested itself, but increased for two or 
three minutes to such a degree that I received the assurance 
that the wire had become icy cold and begun to make the 
hand stiff. The plate was brought back into the shade, and 

· the experiment repeated; but the sensation of cold imme
diately began to decrease, and in a few minutes disappeared ; 
while, when the plate was brought back into the sun, it 
returned forthwith, and increased till it had attained the 
same intensity. I have already remarked upon the point 
that the peculiar sensation which the crystallic force pro
duces in the hands of the sensitive ROmetimes expresses 
itself like beat, sometimes like cold ; the particular differ
ences of both will be specially elucidated hereafter. Here, 
where the cold depends on the sun, which otherwise is the 
source of warmth to all nature, it is pre-eminently cha
racteristic of a specific activity. This was expressed so 
powerfully and clearly that the distinction was found to be 
remarkable, according as I let the sun's rays fall obliquely 
on the metal plates, when the effect was weaker, or as 
they struck vertically upon them, in which case it was much 
more strongly perceived ;-whether I made the experiment, 
in this way, morning or evening, or at noon; whether I 
performed them in July, or repeated them under the same 
conditions in November. 

101. I had no opportunity to institute very circum
stantial experiments on this point, on Miss Atzmannsdorfer; 
but I heard from her, in conversation, that in general the 
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sun exercised a very agreeable yet not warming but plea
santly cooling influence over her whole body. 

102. In like manner formerly, before I had become 
acquainted with this peculiarity of the sun's rays, I had 
often heard from Miss Sturmann the then enigmatical state
ment that the stm made her cold. · 

103. But I was enabled to investigate this subject most 
minutely by means of Miss Reichel. 'fhe sun's rays not 
only produced the peculiar sensation of cold when a wire 
was connected with iron, copper, or zinc plate, tin-foil, lead
foil, strips of silver, gold leaf, German silver, bl'BS8 plate, &c., 
but also when linen, woollen cloth, cotton or silk stuff con
nected with it, were brought into the direct light of the sun.· 
Nay, every other substance, porcelain, glass, btone, wood, 
water, lamp-oil, alcohol, sulphur ; in short, everything I 
chose to select, when connected with the wire which the 
girl took into her hand, in the shade, and moved iuto the 
stm's rays, produced in her that striking sensation of in
creasing cold, to which the sensitive all unanimously and 
uniformly testified, as much surprised at the apparent con
tradiction which lay therein, as I was myself: which, how
ever, the sequel will very clearly solve. 

104. If it were actually the force of crystals, of the mag
net, of the human hand, as I have identified them in the 
preceding treatises, which I now again met with in the sun's 
rays, this could only be proved by the same methods I had 
pursued in similar cases with the crystals, &c., by comparison 
of the effects. It was necessary, therefore, to rnisc and dis
cuss the questions: Are the sun's rays cnpable of producing 
the same conditions in matter as the poles of crystals, the 
magnet, and the human hand are ? Will mere sunshine 
impart to a piece of iron the force which is conveyed into 
it by the magnet? Has it the capacity to imbue all sub
stances with the power of reacting upon sensitive sick ·per· 
sons ? Can it produce a magnetised glass of water? Can 
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the sun's rays, so often investigated, possess a new and 
mighty force, which has hitherto wholly escaped the glance 
of physical science? I scarcely ventured to admit surh 
thought.q, but my desire for an explanation acquired strength 
daily. 

The first thing curiosity led me to try was a glass of 
water. I let it stand five minutes in the sun, and then 
directed the waiting-woman, who possessed very little mag
netic force, to give it to Miss Maix, without informing her 
for what purpose it was : without having been asked, she 
Mid that it was magnetised water directly she had put it to 
her lips. It produced the peculiar pepper-like burning, well 
known to the sensitive, on her tongue, palate, throat, down 
the resophagus to the stomach, at every point arousing 
spasmodic symptomH. I allowed another glass of water to 
stand twenty minutes in the sun's ·rays before it was given 
to the patient ; this time also by the weak hands of a girl, to 
avoid the stronger effect of mine. 'fhis was found as 
strongly magnetised as ever one could be by the large nine
layered magnet. 

106. It was possible that a more considerable portion of 
the force might adhere to the glass than was contained in 
tfte water. To test this, and at the same time to obtain 
information of the internal condition of the water, whether 
or not it might be somewhat in the same relation as a tube 
fnll of steel-filings stands to the magnet, I had the solarized 
water poured into another glass, which was then given to 
the patient. 'fhe result was similar to what had often been 
experienood with magnetized water by Miss Sturmann and 
Miss Nowotny-that the transferred water was just as mag
netic (as it is called) in the second glass as in the first, and 
that consequently the complete revolution of all its molecules 
had little or not at all modified the internal condition which 
constitutes what is called its magnetization. Even an hour 
af~r. when the remainder was drank, the so-called mag-
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netism had not wholly disappeared, and though weaker 
than at first, it was still perceptibly charged. In this, as 
in all other characters, the solarized water agreed most per
fectly with that which had been impregnated by the magnet~ 
crystals, or the human hand. 

For security, I subsequently followed out these experi
ments with Miss Sturmann and Miss Reichel. I shall take 
the liberty to omit an account of the W'Cessory circumstances, 
which would only cause tiresome repetitions. 

1 07. To follow out the parallel, I took the often-men
tioned German silver conductor, and first placed it in the 
patient's hands to accustom her to it, then allowed the sun's 
rays to fall upon it for a few seconds, and immediately gave 
it back to Miss Maix. She found it rendered active just as 
when it had been placed in contact with a magnet, crystals, 
or the human hand ; but at the same time she at once per
ceived the pleasant sunny feeling with which the conductor 
also had been charged, and which it retained. According to 
repeated experiments, this persisted to her senses for five or 
six minutes, after which it became imperceptible ; while, on 
the other hand, the crystallic force, with which the sun had 
imbued it, was felt much longer, and in fact for the same 
period of twenty minutes that the same conductor had re
tained the force of my two hands, ~ R2. 'l'he rays of the 
sun, therefore, exactly equalled here the force of my ten fin
gers, and acted just as permanently by accumulation as the 
lat.ter. 

108. I allowed Miss Reichel to become used to the feeling 
of my hand, and then went out into the sunshine. After 
ten minutes had elapsed, during which I had exposed myself 
on all sides to the sun's rays, I went back and gave her the 
same hand. She was much astonished at the rapid altera
tion in the great increase of force whir.h she experienced in 
it, the cause of which was unknown to her. 'fhe sunshine 
had evidently impregnated me in exactly the same way as 
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the magnet had charged ( § 7 4) the hody of a man, and in 
other experiments my own person. Miss Maix had already 
previously infonned me that she could not bear any one 
coming out of strong sunshine to approach her bed. Some 
time before, a party of friends had entered her room after a 
walk in powerful sunshine; this had produced so much pain 
and uneasiness, that she could not sustain it, and had been 
obliged to beg her friends to leave her ; and this had been 
merely the action of the sun, not the cooling, but that 
warming the hand-wire, § 97. 

109. After I had given up the experiments with the sun's 
rays on Miss Maix, the girls of her neighbourhood amused 
themselves with them. When I revisited her, they told me 
that the patient had found an iron key which they had laid 
in the sunshine, after a short interval, magnetic, and as 
strongly as a magnetic rod which they possessed. It did 
not attract iron, but Miss Maix declared that it acted upon 
her exactly like a magnet. The key had therefore acquired 
a magnet-like charge from the sun. It had not endured, 
but disappeared from the key after some time, as the crys
tallic force does from bodies. 

11 0. This observation led the girls at once to further 
experiments, with astonishing results. They took a horse
shoe magnet which had become weak, and instead of rubbing 
it to strengthen it, laid it in the sunshine, and they had the 
pleasure to see their expectation fully confinned. 'fhe horse
shoe became so much strengthened and newly magnetically 
active upon the patient, that thereafter, whenever a magnet 
became weak, it was only necessary to lay it in the sun to 
make it good again. This is a kind of confirmation of Zan
tedeschi's observations. 

111. I now sought to complete these experiments, by a 
trial, with Miss Reichel, of the behaviour of crystals in the 
sunshine. 'rhe fact appeared that a rock crystal and a sele
nite had scarcely been exposed to the rays of the sun five 

L 
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minutes before the girl felt the peculiar nervous excitement 
from it greatly strengthened. 

112. All these facts at once combine to afford the law: 
The force of the sun, corresponding to the crystallic force, 
&c., is capable of being accumrtlated in otlter bodies. And 
since they acquire this, charge and retain it for some time, 
tlu!y possess a certain degree of coercive pOTVer over il. 

113. Its conductibility through other bodies has already 
been demonstrated by the conduction to the patient's hands 
by copper and iron wires ; I will only subjoin a few more 
facts. When I placed the end of a linen cloth in Miss 
Reichel's hand, gave her the usual interval to get used to it, 
and exposed the other end to the sun's rays, while the hand 
remained in the shade, the sensation of the crystallic force 
soon advanced gradually from the linen to the hand, and 
produced cold in it. The same occurred when I gave her a 
woollen cloth, a piece of cotton or silk stuff, and let her 
handle it in the same way. ·when I drew the cloth back 
out of the sunshine, it lost its coolness in a few minutes, and 
recovered it again as often as I brought it back into the 
sun's rays. The conduction was most rapid through silk, 
next through linen, slower through wool, and slowest of all 
through cotton. A wooden rod, twenty inches long, con
ducted the solar force pretty rapidly ; a measuring rod, six 
feet eight inches long, required more than half a minute for 
the effect to penetrate from one end to the other. But a 
glass tube conveyed the sensation to the other end, directly 
one end was placed in the rays of the sun. Therefore, sub
stances of eve1y kind, whether good, imperfect, or non-con
ductlJrs of electricity, manifest, 1vithout exception, the pomer 
of conducting tlwt force of the sun's rays; those which are 
continuous, easily and rapidly; others, which are composed of 
distinct parts, like woollen and cotton stuffs, with more dif
ficulty, and more slowly. 

114. I pass over the confirmatory experiments, and, in 
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order not to dwell longer on these comparisons, hasten to 
the luminous phenomena. It was here an especial.concern, 
and a very necessary trial, to examine whether the force of 
the sun was in the same way capable of endowing the 
objects with the power of emitting luminous flame in the 
dark. The laws of phosphorescence are known, and, according 
to these, it was impossible to bring one of the bodies upon 
which the sun had shined, at once into darkness : we know 
from Heinrich that in such~ a case a great . proportion of 
solid bodies are luminous. The contrivance which I arranged 
for carrying on experiments, in perfect darkness, while the 
sun was shining, was as follows. In my laboratory, a covered 
staircase leads down to a lower story, where my collections 
and instruments are kept : I had the windows of this closed 
up : when I closed both doors, I had perfect darkness 
upon the staircase. Communication was easy with this, 
and everything could be understood that was spoken both 
in it and in the adjacent rooms on the two floors. Miss 
Reichel expressed her willingness to allow herself to be shut 
up here ; and I mention these accidental circumstances 
especially, because a great number of experiments on light 
were performed on this staircase : these will all be men
tioned in their place, and bear reference to the locality just 
described. At the same time, this arrangement gave the best 
control to ensure the accuracy of the sensitive observer, who, 
shut up here far above or below the room where the opera
tions were carried on, could never know what modifications 
the experiments underwent there ; she could only be aware 
of their effects, and simply state how and where she perceived 
them. Up stairs, in the room, I had prepared several large 
sheet8, half a square yard in extent, of copper, iron, and 
zinc, plates covered with gold leaf, large pieces of lead foil, 
linen dipped in melted sulphur, &c. I connected these, 
one after another, with an iron wire, about one-twelfth of an 
inch thick, thirteen yards long, carried this through the key.-
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bole of the door, which was stopped closely all around it, and 
down the stairs-, where the observer grasped it in her hand, 
keeping the end of the wire turned upwards. After she 
had remained quiet in the dark long enough for her eyes to 
become accustomed to it, I placed the objects above named, 
one after another, in the rays of the sun. Before quite 8 

minute had elapsed, a slender column of flame, from ten to 
twelve inches high, and only two-thirds of an inch thick, 
ascended before her eyes from the end of the wire. It was 
gradually attenuated upwards, almost like a knitting needle 
at the end, and spread an agreeable coolness all around. 
When the air was disturbed by speaking, it flickered back
wards and forwards with it, as I have described of the flame 
of the magnetic needle. As the metal plates above were 
moved into the sunshine or into the shade, the flame in the 
darkness below rose and fell upon the wire, an interval of 
half a minute or more always elapsing before the manifes
tation of the change. I substituted a human being for the 
metal plates, and placed the end of the wire in her left hand. 
It was my daughter. By her own force, while still standing 
in the shade, she produced a little flame on the wire, which 
diffused warmth around, in accordance with facts already 
detailed. When she placed herself in the sunshine, the 
flame on the end of the wire shortly rose to 8 height of 
nearly nine inches, and now diffused a pleasant solar 
cooling. As often as she removed out of the sunshine, the 
flame sank to its preYious inconsiderable size, and again 
emitted heat. I next brought some metal plates and other 
objects, hy way of experiment, ns rapidly as possible out of 
the sun's rays into the darkness, before the eyes of the 
observer. Without wishing to take account of the luminous 
flame which spread over them, since this, though not pro
duced, might be more or less influenced by phosphorescence, 
it is still to the purpose to mention here that from the sharp 
angles of the plates, especially those turned up\fard, issued 
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tufts of flame in the manner of the magnet and crystals ; 
green and blue from copper, clear white · from gold and 
silver, dull white from tin, dirty blue from lead, reddish 
white from zinc, white from a quicksilvered mirror, and 
blue with white points from a mass of crystals of sulphate 
of potass. Lastly, I brought a glass tube forty inches long 
and two inches wide out of the sunshine into the darkness; 
it was enveloped on the upper half, as held vertically, by 
fine white lambent flame, which passed at the upper end 
into a tube about three inches long, playing around the top. 

I applied alternately polarized light, which fell at an angle 
of about 35° into the room through the window, and the 
direct rays of the sun, for which purpose was used a roomy 
balcony, to which there was ready access from the work
room ; however, no distinction in the results could be per
ceived. All these experiments prove that the force flowing on 
to matter, with lite sun's rays, produces the same beautiful 
luminous phenomena as the o·ystallic and other forces do. 

115. Therefore, in every respect related here, tlte action 
of the sun agrees witlt tlwse of crystals, lite magnet, u11d tlte 
human hand; and tltis, our fixed star, must be received as 
the fourllt source of crystallic force. 

These observations, as is evident at the first glance, lead 
far in their more distant ramifications. I avoid, however, 
in the outset, entering into the infinite multiplicity of their 
relations in universal nature, because I wish in the first place 
to tnlcc out and establish successively all the sources I have 
become acquainted with of the force now under considera
tion, and then afterwards to elucidate each singly, so far as 
I have been able hitherto to detect its peculiarity. Never
theless, I cannot help casting a few glances at one of these 
many sides, because it is this very one which more directly 
establishes the mode of action of the sun. 'fhis is the 
spectrum . . Since the sun's rays manifest the force in ques
tion, the question at once presents itself-whether this 
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force resides in all the rays of the coloured spectrum, only in 
one, or more or less in particular of them ? I made a pre
liminary experiment in this direction on Miss Maix. I 
threw the spectrum upon a wall with a glass prism, placed 
a copper wire in the patient's hand, allowed her to become 
accustomed to it, and then, holding it near the other 
end in my hand, moved it slowly from colour to colour 
across the spectrum. She could not see me, for we were 
separated by a folding screen. Many and repeated experi
ments, both with her, and afterwards with several other 
sensitive persons, led to the uniform results ; violet-blue and 
blue were the principal seat of the solar agreeable influence, 
and of that reviving cot>lness which diffused itself throughout 
the body of the patient; consequently, that part of the 
spectrum in which exists the least intensity of light. On 
the other band, the crystallic force, apparent warmth-nay, 
sensation of beating of the wire, although it was some six 
yards long, increased continually from the middle, from 
yellow to orange, so that it was most distinct and deep in the 
red. Here we find the maximum of the heating rays ; the 
true warmth of which, however, was far from being able to 
reach the patient. These ·observations support the state
ments of Morichini and Mrs. Somerville, and place new 
weight in the scale of the probability of their assertions, 
which are as yet by no means universally received. 

117. Each end <if the spectrum, therefore, had iu qecific 
strongly expressed influence upon the excitability <if the 
sensitive persons; the more minute and detailed examination 
of which will afford interesting further conclusions, and the 
elucidation of which will form the rubject of one of the suc
ceeding treatises. 

118. From this point it was but a step to the moon, the 
trial of which necessarily pressed the more urgently upon 
me, from the well-known fact that countless terrestrial 
phenomena among the healthy and diseased show them-
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selves to depend more or less upon our satellite, the causes 
of which we as yet know not. I made the first experiment 
on Miss Maix. It was not carried out without some diffi
culty. Her window looked toward the north, and the 
moon could not be got at on any side. In this difficulty I 
resolved to carry an iron wire one-twelfth of an inch thick 
through two rooms,. then over an area, and from these, 
again, through three rooms, in all about 1 00 feet ; thus 
alone could I obtain some of the moon's rays. I placed 
one end of the wire in the patient's hand, the other was 
connected with a large copper plate, which, with the usual 
precautions, was moved into the moonlight. Mter a short 
pause the sensation in the hand began to alter very much. 
Iron wire and copper plate had alone produced a warm 
sensation, as they always did. The effect of the moon, 
which became associated with this, was described by the. 
patient as of a very violent and mixed kind, so that her 
8()('.ounts of it did not evince her usual clearness. Without 
delaying with the particulars of the present merely pre
liminary experiment, the fact will suffice here, that active 
influence of the moon, conducted to the patient through a 
long wire, did really present itself. '11he sensation on her • 
right hand was much more pleasant than on the left. But 
a point which did not occur in the sunshine, and manifested 
itself as peculiar to the moon, was a distinct kind of attrac
tion toward the wire through the whole arm, so that she 
felt induced to follow along the wire with her hand. She 
ran her finger slowly along the wire, when she felt the 
attraction, and would have been inclined, if not in bed, to 
trace it out along its whole length. We meet here with 
something similar to that strange attraction which we have 
observed in the magnt't for cataleptic persons, and from 
which little doubt remains that it is the irresistible attrac
tion which so powerfully seizes somnambulists, and which, 
therefore, being conductible, may be conveyed by metals. 
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The patient regarded it as really magnetic, only she said 
that this attraction was much stronger than that of the 
magnet. Yet I must repeat what I have already men
tioned, that Miss Maix's hand never was perceptibly soli
cited by the magnet to motion or adhesion. The special 
local difficult.ies which prevailed here of continuing noctur
nal observations of this kind, rendered it impossible to 
investigate these interesting phenomena more minutely ; I 
therefore was compelled to turn to other sensitive persons 
to collect confirmations. 

119. This I did in the first place with Miss Reichel, 
who afforded me abundance of help in variously-modified 
experiments. Whatever object I placed in her hand, and, 
after she had become accustomed to it, desired her to hold 
in the moonlight, she always immediately assured me of the 
access of exactly the same sensation as was caused in her 
when I placed the points of the crystals, poles of magnets, 
or my fingers upon it, or when the sun had shone upon it. 
All substances made use of exhibited this StJsceptibility and 
eonducting pOtVer. Her sensation, however, was not cool
ing, but of gentle warmth ; and the sequel will show that this 
girl, of all those with whom I experimented, distinguished 
most definitely and most uniformly, with objective reasons, 
between cool and warm, between which the sensations of the 
sensitive constantly fluctuated. When I put the German silver 
conductor into her hand, laid it down, and then moved it 
into the moonlight, immediately covered it with a shade, and, 
after some pause, let her grasp it again, she fD~~nd it 
filled with the force 1vith which the moon endowed it, i. e. 
warm ; passive and active capacity for accumulation were 
thus proved. When I allowed copper plates, lead and tin 
foil, zinc plate, silver and gilded surfaces, to remain some 
time in the moon's rays, and then conveyed them to her on 
the darkened staircase, she found their pointed angles 
flaming with tufts of white, red, green, and blue light. 
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When I arranged a metallic plate, half a square yard in 
edent, so that I could at pleasure bring it into the moon
shine and the shade, connected a long wire with it, aDd 
carried this through the keyhole down the darkened .stairs 
into the hands of Miss Reichel, who remained there, she saw 
i~a every instance, as ojten as I let the moon's rays faU 
upon it, a slender flame ttrise, scarcely as tltick as one's 
finger, pe~fecily straigltt, to a lteigltt of ten incites, and 
disappear after a short space as often as I removed the 
plate from the moonlight. She always felt this flame warm : 
I repeated the experiments through three different full 
moons, and always with the same results. 

120. From the foregoing, it follows that the moonlight 
is not mere moonshine ; that, even though it brings no 
warmth to us, it brings together with its light aoother 
pqRJerful, hidden force, which exhibits exactly the saane 
characters as that which resides in crystals, ~c. There
fore the moon is the fifth source of this force. 

121. Since the heating rays of the spectrum had so 
strikingly strengthened the peculiar effect of the force now 
under investigation, I made it my care to follow out this 
phenomenon. Formerly I had observed that force in a kind 
of equilibrium, so in crystals, on the magnet and in the 
human body. Now, however, in the sun and moon, I no 
longer found it at rest, but in motion ; it appeared to flow 
from the heavenly bodies, in the same way as-putting the 
undulatory things out of sight-we may imagine rays of 
light and heat to flow. I could not but be led by this to an 
examination of analogous facts in nature,-in the first 
place to heat. To this end I laid a large copper plate upon 
a broad piece of earthenware, arranged the usual connection 
bya long copper wire with Miss Maix's hand, put a cold 
braJS tailor's goose upon it, with the heater in, and placed 
my right hand upon it. I allowed her to become accus
tomed to it in this condition. Then the iron heater was 
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taken out, a similar one, heated so as to glow weakly, sub
stituted for it, and the case again closed. I now held it a 
little distance above the copper plate, without letting it 
touch. At first, therefore, it only acted by radiant heat 
upon the metal plate. An increase of the known warm 
sensation, which is caused by the crystals, &c., at once 
came to the observer's hand from the wire. When I then 
placed the heated iron firmly upon the copper plate, and 
slid it slowly over the surface to diffuse the heat over a 
greater space, the sensation increased rapidly and strongly 
in proportion as the heat spread. The patient complained 
at the same time of a striking sense of weight in the hand. 
With the removal of the hot instrument, therefore with the 
cooling, the sensation decreased and increased again alter
nately as I renewed the heating or cooling. 

122. In another experiment of the same kind I placed 
one end of a strong iron wire in the patient's hand, and 
grasped it not far from the other end with mine, letting 
her get accustomed to this. Then I brought the flame of 
a candle to the extremity, and heated it gradually till the 
blue shades were produced. The heating by conduction 
did not reach my hand, and there was a length of forty 
inches between this and the patient's at the other end; 
therefore communication of common heat was out of the 
question. The sense of the force appeared immediately, 
grew with the increase of the heat, and soon attained such 
a degree that it penetrated through the patient's arm up to 
her head. It slowly disappeared on the removal of the 
flame, and was reproduced every time the flame was again 
applied in the same manner to the wire. I repeated the 
experiment with copper wire, in this way : I rolled it up 
closely ten times, and placed two burning wax candles under 
the coil of wire. The results were quantitatively greater, 
but qualitatively exactly similar to the preceding ; and this 
in every repetition. I had a wooden vessel filled with cold 
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water, the wire sunk in it, and then accustomed the observer 
to this. The cold water was poured out, and boiling water 
poured in. She immediately felt the impression of warm 
crystallic force flowing into her hand. 

128. I now gave the experiments the reverse direction. 
I placed a piece of ice in the hot water, from which the wire 
led to the patient's hand. The form of the phenomena was 
immediately changed. The sensation of heat and the other 
symptoms rapidly decreased, a long drawing occurred 
through the arm and hand, the disagreeable warm sensa
tion gave place to the entrance of that cooling whi~h the 
sun's rays produced, and which diffused itself gradually 
over the breast, back, and whole person. Ice placed in the 
patient's hand at once produced cramps, and allowed no 
minute observations. 

124. I went through controlling experiments with Miss 
Reichel. I heated with the flame of a candle one end of an 
iron wire above six feet long, to the other end of which her 
hand had.been 8CCl18tomed. Common heat could not reach 
her at this distance, least of all from such a weak flame and in 
the space of but a few minutes. Nevertheless, the wire imme
diately appeared to become n·arm, and then so hot, that she 
wondered that I, who was so near the flame, could hold 
it in my hand ; but with my healthy senses I did not feel the 
slightest rise of temperature ; she at the same time felt 
cool tvind flow from the end of the wire--the well-known 
characteristic of excited crystallic force, &c. I repeated the 
same with an iron wire of equal thickness, but more than ttix
teen yards long ; I obtained the same effects, but observably 
more slowly. 

125. The question of luminous appearances was now 
examined. I placed Miss Reichel on the dark little stair
case, conveyed a thick copper wire to her, and heated the 
further end of it with an argand lamp. A reddish-ween 
flame four inches high rose from the end of the wire with 
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the 'greatest heating, and fell and rose as I moved the lamp 
from and back to the wire. I performed a similar experi
ment with thick iron wire five feet long, one end of which 
was heated to redness in the lamp. At the other end a 
flame si:~ inches long arose in the dark, and slowly sank 
with the cooling. A longer iron wire, over sixteen yards, 
with one end heated to redness and the other carried into 
the darkened staircase, gave a. flame of a. finger's length. 
Lumiuous pltenomena produced by !teat are ltere placed 
beyond doubt. 

126. With these evidences I was for the time content. 
They proved, by the feeling and sight of different obser\rers, 
effects of botlt radia~et and conducted heat, which a,qree it' 
all respects n•ith 1 hose tltat demonstrate tlte existence of the 
peculiar force of crystals, ~c. Heat, therefore, is the sixth 
source of the same. 

127. Friction is of complex character in its effect ; heat, 
electricity, galvanism, &c., take part in producing it. At 
the same time I thought it right to investigate its partici
pation in the circumstances now under consideration. At 
the residence of Miss 1\laix I placed a copper-plate upon the 
deal floor, connected it with her hand by a copper long 
wire, and rubbed it gently with a piece of wood. A sensa
tion of increasing warmth was immediately developed in the 
wire, and rose to apparent heat when I rubbed on the wood 
with greater pressure and rapidity. This sensation increased 
and diminished as I rubbed more or less. When I substi
tuted my woollen coat for the wood, the same effect was 
obtained, but strengthened. \Vith a silk handkerchief it 
was stronger still. 

128. I connected Miss Reichel, by means of a brass 
wire, with a copper-plate which lay upon a wax-polished 
oaken floor. I placed a piece of wood on the copper, and 
rubbed it. She at once felt the effect of the excited force 
through the wire which she held in her hand. Tin-plate 
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acted in the same way under like circumstances, but more 
weakly than copper. The end of the wire emitted flame 
visible in the dark in both. I sawed a piece of wood in the 
dark with a thin-bladed hand-saw. The observer l:eheld 
nothing unusual in the sawdust which flew about, but the 
blade of the saw, to the extent in which it was in action, soon 
emitted a reddish light, aR if glowing with heat, and a little 
flame sprouted from every tooth of it. Copper and zinc 
plates rubbed together with !he hands only exhibited sparks 
here and there. Zinc upon zinc and copper upon copper 
in like manner emitted little visible light. Gypsum rubbed 
upon gypsum emitted no light at all. Pieces of charcoal 
rubbed together appeared as if glowing red, from their 
points of contact down into their substance to the extent of 
a finger's breadth. Pieces of sugar rubbed together afforded 
the usual commonly visible luminosity, but the sensitive 
saw in addition to this a flaming light one inch and a half 
in extent surrounding the former. I saw two glass flasks 
n1bhed against each other become fiery at the points of con
tact ; but she saw these parts surrounded by flames as large 
as one's fist. Unglazed, therefore rough porcelain capsules, 
gave bright emissions of light visible to me, but only imme
diately on the flat parts strongly rubbing upon each other; 
the patient saw flames the size of an expanded hand on 
them. At this period she was so well that she daily, with
out hesitation, went about her employment through the 
crowded streets of Vienna. 

129. I rubbed two glass tubes, forty inchea long, across 
one another. I saw a long luminous streak on the line of 
friction in the dark. Miss Reichel saw besides this, around 
those parts of the tubes where they had been rubbed, deli
cate flame-like lights of a finger's breadth, which were so 
expanded laterally that they had the appearance of a fiery 
band. As long as the ntbbing was continued, she felt the 
end of the glass tubes, more than twenty inches distant from 
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the rubbed parts, become apparently very hot, which effect 
vanished immediately I ceased rubbing. She saw little 
flames as large as a finger issue from the borders, from 
which flowed out to some distance a gently warm wind. A 
similar result was obtained by rubbing two iron rods to
gether : light on the line of friction, which however I did 
not, though she did see ; sensation of apparent warming 
during the rubbing, and immediate rapid cooling when I 
ceased to rub ; flaming emissions from the ends of the rods, 
and warm wind flowing therefrom. 

180. In none of these experiments were the rubbed ob
jects isolated, but lay sometimes on the floor, sometimes 
in my hands or in those of an assistant ; there was therefore 
free passage for the escape of any electricity that might have 
been excited. It was impossible, again, that the bent pro
duced by the friction of the objects could disappear so 
rapidly, as the appearances of flame vanished every time the 
rubbing was arrested; the contact electricity excited, pro
duced in almost all the cases enumerated by the rubbing 
together of bodies of wholly identical substance, must have 
been so slight that it may be passed over; and in the very 
case when zinc and copper were rubbed together, and it 
therefore must have been excited, scarcely a trace of lumi
nosity was manifested, so that galvanism can have had just 
as little influential share in this action as frictional elec
tricity : from similar reasons I hold that the influence of 
thermo-electricity could not have been strong enough here, 
to allow of the observed phenomena of such magnitude 
being attributed to it, but I am of opinion that in addition to 
the partial influence which these agents may have had, to 
the friction itself is to be assigned the greater part of the 
peculiar luminous appearances which the sensitive persons 
here perceived. And so I believe, though perhaps with less 
certainty, that fricii01t must be regarded as tlte sea:enth 
source of the force dw.?Uit'!} in crystals, ~c. 
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181. In the researches on the sun's rays and moonlight, 
we have already seen that light assumes an important posi
tion when we enter upon the question of the origin of the 
peculiar force with which we are now dealing. Whether 
this inheres by and for itself in light, or is only associated 
with it, or whether it depends on other radiations occurring 
simultaneously with light, are questions certainly of essential 
moment, but which, however, I do not regard as in place 
here, where the business is in the first place to determine 
the sources generally, the analysis of the inner nature of 
these sources necessarily remaining as the object of future 
inquiry. I will therefore merely investigate whether light 
in general is to be counted among them. The examination 
of artificial light still remained to be done. When in broad 
daylight I brought a lighted wax candle near Miss Maix, 
she felt that it produced a peculiar coldness in her. Sevel'84 
such candles increased this cold, which then attacked her 
whole body. I removed the candles from her, going a step 
at a time, to a distance of the length of two rooms, amounting 
altogether to nearly eight yards. The cold produced by 
them was diminished very much at this distance, but did 
not entirely disappear. She remarked that this cold per
ceptibly resembled that which was diffused from the wire 
carried to her from the sunshine. '.rhis, to her unexpected 
observation, reminded her that she had never been able to 
remain at certain ceremonies customary at times among 
catholics, consisting of strong illuminations at night with 
hundreds of burning candles ; for instance, illuminations of 
the representation of the holy sepulchre, &c. ; the burning 
lights had always so thoroughly chilled her, that she had been 
oompelled to leave. But Miss Maix had suffered in a 
slighter degree from her at present greatly heightened com
plaint, during her whole life, and is to be regarded as one 
born sensitive, who at every age has been subject to the 
sensations dependent on it, even when she appeared healthy 
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and went abm1t. The peculiar influence of light upon her, 
from distances at which even radiant heat cmtld be but ex
tremely weak, and p1'0ducing a sensation on the nerves 
diametrically opposed to that of heat, had therefore been 
always clearly manifested, even at a time when no one 
imagined that there was anything abnormal in it. 

132. Counter-experiments on Miss Reichel led to the 
same results. She felt a burniug candle to give out cold at 
a considerable distance ; two candles acted at almost twice 
as far; an argand lamp still farther off; at the greatest dis
tance when a ground glass globe was placed over the flame. 

133. I tested by the often-adopted methods, whether the 
causes of these direct sensations were tran3ferable to third 
bodies, conductible through them, &c. In front of a copper 
plate, which was connected with Miss Maix by a wire con
dllctor, I placed two burning wax candles in such a manner 
that she could not see them, and consequently could not 
receive rays from them. She experienced simultaneously· 
increased warmth in the wire, and the pleasant cooling sen
sation which the sun's rays gave her, only much weaker 
here than from the sun. This was repeated at different 
times with the same results. 'fhe same was performed with 
Miss Reichel. I placed eight burning stcarine candles near 
a large copper plate ; the observer was in the next room, 
her hand connected with the copper plate by a copper wire 
conductor. She perceived the effect very strongly, in the 
known way, and felt the coolness flowing from the end of 
the wire at a considerable distance. In a second experiment, 
in order to moderate the action of the heat I interposed a 
glass plate between the candles and the copper plate ; the 
effect was very little diminished. 

134. These results, according to which rays of fire-light 
on the one hand directly affect. the sensitive, and, on the 
other, imbue other bodies with the peculiar force acting on 
then:., producing thereby apparent alterations of temperature, 
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moreover showed themselves to be conductible, and afforded 
flame..like appearances in the dark, led me to the conviction 
that not only the sun with the moon, but light generally, is 
a source C?f'lhe force detected itt crystals, ~c., and is the 
eighlh of thue sources. 

RETROSPECT. 

a. The sun's rays carry with them a power to affect sen
sitive patients, which agrees perfectly with the force residing 
in crystals, the magnet, nud the human hands. 

b. The greatest influence in reference t() a force cor
responding to that of crystals is manifested in the outer 
borders of the red and violet-blue rays of the solar spectrum. 

c. The light of the moon possesses the force now under 
consideration in a strong degree. 

d. Heat is a source of it. 
e. It occurs with friction, and 
.f It appears ns a result of the light of flame. 
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FIFrH TREATISE. 

CHEMICAl. FORCE-ELECTRICITY. 

135. b we take a glance at the condition of chemistry in 
the times of Agricola, Kunkel, and Brand, we acquire some 
conception of the relations in which this science at present 
stands to the subjects of the present researches. Scattered 
isolated fragments of observations lie around, but in what a 
condition ! To give an idea of this, I will select merely one 
example. Ji,or more than seventy years an instrument has 
been used in medicine, which bears the name of a m11ounetic 
tub ( baquet) ; I scarcely dare describe it, for it will be an 
abomination to every one accustomed to a scientific treat
ment of natural knowledge. A small wooden tub is filled 
with a medley of the most absurd and senseless kind, stirred 
up with magnetized water, an iron rod inserted in it, and 
from this woollen threads are carried out to sick persons of 
various sorts, to whom is to flow healing vital magnetism. 
And this mixture consists of iron slag, broken glass, ham
merings of iron from a forge, steel filings, roots, iron ore, 
grains of com, sulphur, sawdust, glass plates, wool, pieces 
of old iron, aromatic vegetables, quicksilver, all magnetized 
and mystically stratified one above another. What that is 
pure and healing can come out of such a devil's kitchen? is 
the reasonable question. How any real magnetizing effect 
can be produced from a mess of this kind, will certainly be 
as incomprehensible to every physicist as it is to me. And 
yet all who have occupied themselves with magnetic cures 
agree that it is a constantly persisting fountain of magnetism 
which may be made to flow to the patients through the 
conductors, &c. 
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136. Every one who is acquainted merely with the rudi· 
ments of such matters, sees that this cannot be a galvanic, 
electrical, still less a magnetic apparatus ; and yet it has an 
effect which, recognised now for seventy years, has some 
analogy to these reagents, and must be based upon a hidden 
something, whatever this may be; otherwise it could not 
have spun out its obscure existence to the present day. 
Asking myself what really might operate in it, only one 
thing seemed to have any clear relation, namely, chemical 
action ; room was blindly given for a planless play of affi.ni. 
ties, and decompositions and combinations must go on 
slowly in the tub. In my previous researches I had disco. 
vered eight very different sources of one and the same force; 
the said force here flowed, according to the statements of 
the physicians, from a mixture of substances attacking and 
decomposing one another in most opposite ways : might not 
the chemical disturbance alone excite the same imponderable 
agent? Might not chemical force also be a source of that 
associated with crystals, the magnet, living organisms, the 
sun, heat, &c. ? • 

137. To investigate this, I took a glass of water, dissolved 
bicarbonate of soda in it, inserted the end of a wire five feet 
long, gave Miss Maix the other end into her hand, and 
placed a pinch of powdered tartaric acid upon the edge of 
the glass ; then gave the patient the usual interval to accus. 
tom herself to the arrangement, and scattered the acid in the 
solution. As soon as the decomposition commenced, the 
same sensation of beat, then of cooling, came to the observer's 
hand, as when [ had touched the end of the wire with my 
ten fingers, with " large crystal, or with a magnetic rod. 

• I must protest against the imputation of a medical vereration for 
the devil's kitchen on the part of the investigators into mesmeric phe
nomena in England. I never saw a baq11et, nor evt'r thought of making 
one, but I rejoice that tbe ideas connected with such an absurdity have 
occaaioned the Baron to produce this treatise. 
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This result di8played itself so quickly and powerfully, t.hat it 
made the girl grow quite red. It uniformly persisted as 
long as the chemical disturbance continued in the glass, and 
subsided when this ceased. 

138. I had thus seized the clue to crystallic force, &c., in 
chemical action ; my next business was to acquire assurance 
of its certainty. I might, in the first place, be met by the 
objection that the electricity developed in the process of de
composition had acted on the sensitive patient. Lavoisier 
and Laplace, and more recently L. Gmelin, believed that 
they observed evolution of free negative electritity in the de
composition of carbonate of lime by sulphuric acid ; Pfaff 
and others contest this. Without delaying with the dis
cussion of authorities, I thought it safest for the concrete 
case, to apply myself to direct experiment. I connected a 
conducting wire with a Bohnenberger's electroscope, and 
carried it into the isolated fluid contained in a long-stemmed 
glass, in which I prepared a mixture of tartaric acid with 
carbonate of soda. The gold-leaf did not move. I applied 
the condensing plates, and added new portions of the salt 
and acid to the water in the glass ; but not even now, after 
the separation of the plates, could any trace of movement of 
the gold leaf be detected. If free electricity did present 
itself in such a tumultuary action as this, it is not very pro
bable in itself that it would appear in insensible amount, 
certainly least of all such as arose from the purely chemical 
share in it. I am, therefore, obliged to conclude that elec
tricity here, where no current of it can be set up, is not set 
free ; while that which might take part in the process, is, by 
known laws, again confined by the products in the moment 
of origin, through the chemical act itself. The effect upon 
the hand of the patient, therefore, cannot be produced by a 
current of electricity, and consequently it belongs entirely 
to those results which constitute the object of the present 
researches. 
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139. I return to the detail of the collected observation&. 
I placed in :Miss Maix's hands a glass of diluted sulphuric 
acid and an iron wire. After a pause, the wire was intro
duced into the acid, and the solution proceeded with an 
evolution of hydrogen gas. . She immediately found the wire 
grow warmer until apparently very hot ; while cool air was 
diffused all round the glass. 

140. I placed in her hands a glass of water, upon which 
lay a paper containing some common salt, and after a short 
pause the salt was thrown into the water, which she gently 
agitated. She felt the glass acquire crystallic force for some 
time during t.he solution, then remain at rest ; the sensation 
flowed upward to the arm. 

141. Controlling experiments were made on Miss Rei
chel. First, the trial with the bicarbonate of soda and tar
taric acid, then the dilute sulphuric acid with an iron rod 
inserted in it; lastly, also with the water and common salt: 
they all succeeded in the same way. I made further expe
riments with the following mixtures :-sulphuric acid with 
caustic soda ; acetic, tartaric, fumaric, citric and hippuric 
acid, successively, in excess upon iron filings; sulphuric acid 
in excess upon carbonate of soda, &c. We had, at that 
time, freshly pressed wine-must in full fermentation, and I 
tried this ; all these chemical actions gave abundant evolu
tion of crystnllic force. 

142. I then took some weak solutions: sugar, alcohol, 
crystallized borax, crystallized carbonate of soda and potass, 
in water ; then borax and sub-carbonate of potash which 
had been exposed to the air; sulphuret of calcium and of 
potassium; lastly, freshly-burnt lime. All these, when passed 
into water, produced either coolness or warmth in the wire, 
continuing until the solutions were complete, when the 
peculiar effects immediately vanished. In every case, there
fore, even when only fixation of water of crystallization or 
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mere solution in water occurred, the chemical action DfVO

loped a free manifestation of cryatallic forct, ~c. 
143. I was curious to see whether a glass of water could 

be magnetized, as it is called, by means of chemical action. 
Here mere conduction through a wire could scarcely convey 
sufficient force ; I required the chemical action in the un
divided expression of its power. To obtain this, I placed 
one glass within another. Into the inner I poured spring 
water, into the outer a solution of bicarbonate of soda. I 
threw some tartaric acid into the latter, and had it slowly 
stirred by a female hand, until the effervescence subsided. 
The inner glass was then taken out, and handed to Miss 
Maix, to drink. The water was found as strongly mag
netized as if it had been exposed five minutes to the sun's 
rays, but not so strongly as in the earlier experiments with 
twenty minutes of sunshine. Mter she bad tasted it, I sub
jected the same glass of water to the same process a second 
time ; when she drank of it again, she found it almost twit-e 
as strongly magnetic. I afterwards repeated a similar trial 
with Miss Reichel, in which I used carbonate of potass and 
sulphuric acid with the same results. Consequently, we can 
render water magnetic by chem;cal force, aa rl'ell aa by the 
magnet itself. 

144. During the above experiments, I made both Miss 
Maix and Miss Reichel hold separare copper conducting 
wires, the ends of which were dipped in dilute sulphuric 
acid. One of these was nearly 1 00 yards long. But the 
effect was manifested even at this great distance, and Miss 
Reichel perceived at the end of the wire which she held in 
her hand every insertion and removal of the opposite end, 
which were evident to the hand, not instantaneously, but 
after a little interval of from fifteen to twenty seconds. 

145. There still remain the investigations on the lumi
nous phenomena, abundance of which I went through care-
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fully with Miss Reichel. On the one hand, I tried a series 
of chemical and mechanical solutions alone ; on the other 
band, according to their effect upon the opposite end of the 
conducting wire dipped in them, in the dark. Sugar, 
carbonate of soda, borax, &c. were dissolved separately in 
glasses of water. A glass rod was used to stir them. Even 
before this was applied, the contents of the glass emitted a 
red light in the dark. A fine luminosity began to sweep 
over the fluid, flowing upwards. A largish tuft of light 
ascended from the further end of the glass rod. As I 
dropped the pieces of sugar into the water, and they became 
wetted, they emitted a red light, according to the observer, 
and sank in the water like red fragments. Therefore, the 
evolution of light produced by the process of solution com
menced instantly the sugar came in contact with the water. 
As I stirred it slowly in the dark, I myself saw very strongly 
luminous flashes from the sugar, at each gentle friction with 
the glass rod, and here, in water where the whole outer 
surface of the sugar was half dissolved, it could scarcely, or 
only by a great stretch, be assumed to be electrical, as the 
flashes produced by rubbing loaf sugar, chalk, &c. in the 
air, are commonly imagined to be, although there is not the 
slightest evidence for it. I placed some freshly-burnt lime 
in a porcelain capsule, and dropped some water on to it. As 
soon as the internal disturbance connected with solution 
began, and steam appeared, the entire mass of lime appeared 
to the observer to glow with a white hght, and a dull blue 
flame rose ahove it to the height of a hand. She imagined 
the dull appearance to be caused by the aqueous vapour. 
These flames endured of the same size for ahout a quarter 
of an hour after the chemical ac~ion had ceased ; they then 
began to sink, and ceased in half an hour. Sulphuric acid 
poured into water at once formed red flames in the glass, 
waving on tbe water. ·when I stirred, these increased so 
much, that they rose to the height of a full span above the 
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glass. 'Dte effect of heat was here evidently associated with 
that of ehemical action. The glass stirring rod also acquired 
a tuft of flame on its upper end. Fermenting wtne-must 
emitted a continuous yellowish, dull flame. 

14 6. An iron wire 30 yards long was led in the day -time 
to the observer, placed on the darkened staircase, and the 
outer end dipped into dilute sulphuric acid. After the lapse 
of half a minute, she saw a slender column of fire, a span and 
a half long, ascend from the extremity, and this rose and 
sank as the wire was moved in and out of the acid. The 
same recurred with a solution of sugar in water ; the flame 
at the end of the long wire was even somewhat larger than 
from the action of sulphuric acid upon iron wire. In another 
experiment, a brass wire 4 yards long was employed; it gave 
the same result, with the slight difference that, where the 
iron wire flame had appeared white and reddish-blue, the 
brass wire emitted a white and green light. Dried lime stirred 
up in excess of water gave a flame a span high on iron wire. 
Thus in every case, when chemical action oceurred, light 
and flame al~o appeared to the sensitive in the dark. 

147. In an examination of the chemical causes of the 
potential essence here investigated, I would not omit the 
flame of burning bodies, which is in the highest degree a 
chemical process. But since it is associated with heat and 
the development of light, there did not at first appear any 
prospect of obtaining simple results. I might have included 
the experiments made in this respect just as well under the 
treatment of beat or light. I brought a pan full of glowing 
charcoal near Miss Reichel. At a distance of a yard she 
found it cold ; she felt it cool at the whole length of the 
room. I have already detailed the effects of the flame of 
candles on the sensitive. 1 lighted a shallow capsule of 
spirits of wine, then of pure alcohol, and allowed them to 
burn away ; she felt cold from both flames at a slight dis
tance. I burned various subRtances, both positive and 
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negative, in her presence, such 88 resin, sulpbur, and 
globules of potassium ; all of these, especially the last two, 
were found cold. But it cannot be simply determined here 
what emanation it was that produced coolness to the seasitive, 
aad was the ultimate cause of this crystallic force. Light 
appears to take proportionally little part in it, for the effects 
of alcohol and of sulphur, from which there is little evolu
tion of light, were not found weaker than that of stearine 
candles. Real heat almost always afforded sensations of 
apparent heat, as we see by the last treatise. Since, there
fore, the flame here always emitted predominant cold, the 
reason of this must be either in the products, or, 88 is most 
probable, in the chemical action itself, as this does so in 
all decompositions without flame. 

148. From the present investigation of chemical force, 
we will pass immediately to one on the voltaic pile. Since 
the hydro-electric · chain is one of the most important foci 
of chemical force, I shall take the liberty to anticipate the 
final result of this, namely, that there, also, a great spring 
of crystalline force flows from the interchange of matter, 
with all the attributes which we have observed in it else
where. This invasion of the system of the present work 
must be excused, on the ground that it is necessary to col
lect all kinds of chemical processes in the subjoined de
duction. 

149. The parallelism of the properties of the so-called 
magnetic phenomena associated with chemical force, with 
those which we have found in crystals, the magnet, human 
hands, beat, light, &c., is complete, and chen&ism declare• 
melf as the ninth in the series of sources of thu force. 

160. The field of these researches here opens out to an 
immeasurable extent ; but this can scarcely surprise ; such 
a result must have shown itself in the distance with the 
earliest discoveries in crystals. Chemical action, solution, 
decomposition, combination, interchange in the groupings 
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of the elements, stand in such close connection with the 
destruction and reconstruction of crystalline forms, that as 
soon as a force like this declares its presence in crystals, it 
must be placed almost in necessary connection with the 
forces and actions which bring about the separation and 
reunion of the molecules. It was therefore to be anticipated 
that chemical force would and must be reactive here. I 
hope that it will furnish us with the means of concentrating 
the force in question, and facilitating further investigations 
to a greater extent than has yet been accomplished, where 
I have been almost wholly restricted to the irritability of 
sensitive persons, and, above all, that it will afford what I 
have hitherto wanted-a more convenient reagent, and a 
more certain measure for its relative amount. 

161. And now let us turn our eyes back to the magnetic 
tub ; the strange affair loses its mystery : truly at the pain of 
still greater ridicule. · It is merely an accidentally aroused, 
slowly proceeding, chemical action, which gives out the 
desired force, exactly as a slowly burning fire gives out 
gradual and continued heat. It is a current of the force of 
the magnet, crystals, and human bauds, flowing slowly from 
the chemical action, which is thus very improperly called 
animal magnetism. It is now comprehensible why the 
"baqutt," as it gradually becomes inert, acquires new force 
when stirred up again months after, since new surfaces are 
exposed to fresh solution ; conceivable, moreover, why every 
new practitioner can make a new medley, and yet always 
attain the same effect, because it does not matter at nil 
what things they are that act upon one another, if they will 
only ferment and decompose each other. Finally, we can 
understand why one who fills a tub with water and glass 
alone can produce little, another who succeeds him no mag
netic effect at all, since glass and water, let any amount of 
magnetic conjurations be said over them, will not enter into 
chemical action, &c. All the wonderful snperstntrtnrc of 
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the magnetic tub, which, from the time of Mesmer, has not 
a little contributed to render animal magnetism ridiculous, 
and to expose it to shame, will consequently be cleared 
away for the future, and any simple, slowly proceeding 
chemical operation, perhaps best of all an open voltaic cir
cuit, will take its place, by which means the power will be 
acquired of arranging it stronger or weaker as may be most 
desirable, with a choice of very varied modifications in the 
smallest possible space. 

162. But the examination of chemical forces leads us 
into another still more interesting path. It leads us to the 
source from which, to all appearance, organic life itself 
derives its so-called magnetic force, to the focus at which 
the flaming forces are lighted, which emerge from our 
finger-ends, and, as we shall hereafter see, from still more 
noble parts of our curious corporeal structure. This is 
digestion. It being proved that a main source of that 
magnet-like force lies in chemism, in the play of interchang
ing affinities, while digestion is nothing else but an ex
change, a constant separation and recomposition of matters, 
enduring uninterruptedly so long as we live, 1mder the 
influence of vitality-it follows necessarily that, like as we 
have seen in every, even such weak chemical action as the 
simple solution of sugar, common salt, alcohol or sulphuric 
acid in mere water, magnet-like force will be uninter
ruptedly evolved along our intestinal canal, and must be 
placed by this great organ at the service of the whole or
ganism. But this is not all. The nutriment digested in 
the stomach, and then elaborated in the intestines, becomes 
absorbed, chylified, in its further course, carried to the 
lymph and blood by countless large and small vessels, here 
again chemically changed, carried further and further, more 
and more altered chemically, and thus onward, ever further 
turned to account in innumerable decompositions as an 
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inexhaustible reservoir of crystallic force, till at last · it 
leaves the body. 

158. All that I have just said of digestion holds good, in 
altered terms, but to the same value, of respiration. It 
impregnates us with oxygen, carries on the blood to every 
corner of our body, sustains on every hand the universal 
interchange of substances, and secures to us, as one of its 
chief products, the animal heat. The so-called animal mag
netism stands beside this, comes, goes, flows, and vanishes 
with it. That which affords heat, the chemical action in 
the body, affords, also, as we have seen, crystallic force, 
magnetism, or whatever we please to call this potential 
essence. 'fhe dynamics, which conRtitute the inmost life, 
be they material or immaterial, condition one another, are 
perhaps one and the same in the ultimate analysis ; and 
when they here appear to us going hand in hand, this is 
but one more warranty that we are on the right track of 
their pursuit. 

We thus obtain explanation whence the force comes 
which issues in a polar condition from our hands and 
fingers as from a magnet, whence it is continually renewed, 
and why it unceasingly flames forth from us. Chemical 
action, which is infinitely busied in our whole structure, 
produces, sets free, and delivers it ; and when we meet 
with it, we see it already subject to the laws of its in
dwelling dualism. 

154. By one of the most ingenious combinations of pro
foundly grasped thoughts the present century has produced, 
Liebig has led us to the conception that all motive force of 
which we partake is afforded through digestion, all the heat 
which we possess through respiration ; that is, force and heat 
are the results of chemical action. Though this cannot yet 
be laid down either in au algebraic formula, or in chemical 
symbols, although the form of the expression of such a vast 
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idea may be criticised on many hands, yet its profound. 
conception strikes so forcibly on our understanding, finds 
such a mighty echo in the totality of all that we at present 
know of nature, that its final triumph stands in tolerably 
certain prospect. And since nature affords for our mainte
nance nothing but air and nutriment, we can scarcely 
imagine otherwise than that she has directly appointed us 
to draw from air and food all that is necessary to this our 
maintenance. If, then, for example, it happens, and calcu
lation shews it, that we daily, on the one hand, appropriate 
fourteen ounces of carbon from the food, and, on the other 
hand, give it off again by respiration ; when we further 
find that we daily inspire forty-seven ounces of oxygen, 
and expire just as many ounces; finally, when we find that 
the carbon and oxygen emerge combined, and this combi
nation corresponds to exactly as great an evolution of heat 
as we require daily : so much striking testimony is furnished 
for such deduction, that all scruples must soon prudently 
submit to be overcome. 

155. I regard it a no small warrant of the profound 
natural truth of my researches, that, as is seen, I have, by 
a totally different series of observations and deductions, 
arrived at the same new field on which I now meet Liebig. 
Chemical action abundantly furnishes the active principle of 
crystallic force ; the human body overflows with this circu
lating potential essence,-man digests, breathes, decomposes, 
combines, and interchanges matter, therefore performs 
chemical action every moment : thus is it not only clear, it 
is necessary, it is logically inevitable, that man derives that 
still mysterious force, the existence of which is made known 
by these researches, from the play of affinities ; in a word, 
from chemism. It is possible to doubt whether the sun 
lights us, since it is often day while yet no sun is to be 
seen ; I know this well enough, and do not fight against it. 

156. As a conclusion to this section, one more practical 
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Rpplication, indeed the more welcome to me that it tears up 
one of the deepest roots of superstition, the most hateful foe 
of the development of human enlightment and freedom. 
An occurrence which took place in Pfetfel's Garden at 
Colmar is tolerably well known, and has been spread about 
by many published accounts. I will mention the most im
portant points briefly. He had appointed a young evange
lical clergyman, Billing, as his amanuensis. The blind 
German poet was led by the arm by this person when he 
walked out. This occurring in his garden, which lay at 
some distance from the town, Pfetfel remarked that every 
time they came to a particular place, Billing's arm trembled, 
and he manifested uneasiness. Some conversation about 
this ensued, and the young man at length unwillingly stated 
that as often as he came over that Rpot certain sensations 
attacked him, which he could not overcome, and which he 
always experienced at places where human bodies were 
buried. When he came to such places at night he usually 
saw strange sights. With a view to cure the man of his delu
sion, Pfetfel returned with him to the garden the same night. 
When they approached this place in the dark, Billing at 
once perceived a weak light, and when near enough the 
appearRnce of a form of immaterial flame waving in the air 
above the spot. He described it as resembling a woman's 
form, one arm laid across the body, the other hanging 
down ; wavering, erect, or at rest ; the feet elevated about 
two hands' breadth above the surface of the ground. 
Pfetfel walked up to it alone, as the young man would not 
follow him, struck about at random with his stick, and ran 
across the place, but the spectre did not move or alter ; it 
was as when one passes a stick through flame, the fiery shape 
always recovered the same form. Many things were done, 
during several months ; parties taken thither, but the mat
ter remained always the same, and the ghost-seer always held 
to his earnest assertion, consequently to the supposition 
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that ~me one must lie buried there. At last Pfetfel had 
the place dug up. At some depth a solid layer of white 
lime was met with, about as long and as broad as a grave, 
tolerably thick, and when this was broken through they dis
covered the skeleton of a human body. It was found, there
fore, that a human being had been buried there, and had 
been covered with a layer of quicklime, as is the custom at 
the time of pestilence, earthquakes, or similar occurrences. 
The bones were taken out, the hole filled up again, and the 
surface levelled. When Billing was again taken there the 
appearance was gone, and the nocturnal spirit had vanished 
for ever. 

157. I need scarcely indicate to the reader what I now 
thonght of this history, which has given rise to much dis
cussion in Germany, since it came from the most trust
worthy man living, and theologists and psychologists have 
given it a thousand dreadful interpretations. In my opinion 
it belongs entirely to the domain of chemistry, and finds a 
simple and clear explanation in natural science. A human 
body affords fruitful material for chemical decomposition, 
for fermentation, putrescence, vaporizations, and play of 
affinities of all kinds. A layer of dry quicklime pressed 
into a deep hole, unites its own active affinities with those 
of organic substances, and gives rise to a long-continued 
operation of them. Rain water joins from above; the lime 
first falls into a pulverulent mass, and afterwards, through 
the rain-water oozing into it, becomes a pa.'\ty mass, to which 
the external air has only very slow access. Pits of slacked 
lime have been found in the ruins of castles, decayed for 
centuries, still so well preserved that it could be used for 
mortar of new buildings. The carbonic acid, therefore, 
penetrates constantly, but so slowly, that in such spots a 
chemical process goes on through many years. This event, 
therefore, had its usual natural course in Pfetfel's garden; 
and sinoo we know that a constant emanation of the flame 
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of crystallic force occompnnics it, this was a fiery ~. 
which must necessarily endure until the affinities of the 
oorpse and the lime for carbonic acid, &c. were brought into 
a state of rest. Whenever a living man, who was sensitive 
to a certain degree, but might appear to be otherwise healthy, 
came there and entered into the sphere of these physical 
forces, he necessarily would feel, by day, like Miss Maix, and 
by night, see like Miss Reichel. Ignorance, fear, and super
stition, then shaped the luminous appearance into the spectral 
figure of a huml.n being, and furnished it with anns, head. 
feet, &c., as, when we like, we may shape every cloud passing 
over a bright sky into a man, or a goblin. 

158. The desire to deal a mortal blow to the monster 
superstition-which a few centuries since poured from such 
sources so inexpressible a number of miseries over European 
society, when, in unhappy trials for witchcraft, not hundreds, 
nor thousands, but hundreds of thousands of innocent per· 
sons breathed out their lives miserably on the rack or at the 
stake-led me to the experiment of bringing a highly sen
sitive person, by night, into a cemetery. I thought i.t might 
be possible, where mouldering corpses thus lay, to see some
thing of the kind that Billing had observed. Miss Reichel 
had the courage, unusual in her sex, to promise the fulfil
ment of my wish. She consented to be taken, on two dif
ferent very dark nights, from Reisenberg Castle, where she 
was residing with me, to the r.emetery of the neighbouring 
village of Griinzing. The result actually fulfilled my expec-
tation most perfectly. She soon saw a brightness, and per
ceived along one of the mounds a fine exhalation of flame ; 
she found the same in a slighter degree on a second grave. 
However, she did not suppose them to be either witches or 
ghosts, but recognised the fiery appearance from one to two 
spans high, as a luminous vapour, waving over the graves 
and extending over the ground, the length of the latter. 
Some time after she was taken to two large grave-yards, near 
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Vienna, where several burials occurred daily, and the inouhCls 
lay around in thousands. She saw many graves furnished 
with such luminosities. Wherever she looked, she found 
herself surrounded by fiery masses. But these sbowed 
themselves more particularly over all new graves ; while on 
very old ones they were extinguished. She described the 
appearance as less like clear flame than a dense vapour-like 
mass of fire, intermediate between flame and mist. On 
many graves this fiery light was as much as four feet high, 
80 that when she walked into it, it reached up to her neck .. 
When she placed her hand in it, it was as though she had 
brought it into a dense fiery cloud. She did not manifest 
the least uneasiness at it, since she had been accustomed to 
such emanations all her life, and had seen them produced 
in countless forms, in a natural way, in my house. I am 
convinced that all persons to a certain degree sensitive w1ll 
see these in grave-yards, and in those very much used always 
in great numbers, and that this observation may readily be 
repeated and confirmed. (Postscript, 1847.-Since these 
experiments, which were made in the year 1844, I have 
taken five other sensitive persons to grave-yards, in the dark; 
of whom two were invalids, three perfectly healthy. All 
these confirmed, word for word, the statt>ments of Miss 
Reichel, and saw the lights more or less distinctly over all 
new graves ; 80 that the fact can no longer be open to the 
slightest doubt, and may be tested anywhere.) Thousands 
of ghost stories will now meet with their natural explanation, 
and thus with their end. It will be now seen, too, that our 
old women were not so far wrong when they asserted, as is 
well known, that it is not granted to every one to see the 
spirits of the departed wander over the graves ; for in fact 
it is only the sensitive who can see in the dark the lumino
sity of the imponderable effluvia from chemical decomposi
tion of corpses. And thus I hope I have succeeded m 

N 
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tearing down one of the thickest veils of dark ignorance anti 
human delusion. • 

• .Again, through mesmerism, we obtain a strong corroboration of a 
fact, which, until the recent importance given to the poisonous inftu
eneea of grave-yards, would hardly in this country hue been credited. 
Jane M., whose cue baa offered many striking peculiarities, ia a person 
of a very impraaionable nnvoua constitution. .Among other curiona 
phenomena developed in her cue, was that of a very powerful agitation 
and aenae of attraction to running water; and thi.a was occaaionaJly ao 
lltrong, that, in riding in an omnibus along the Bayawater roAd for a 
couple of miles, abe was, always, for some months, strongly inclined to 
get out of the carriage and rush towards the water. It bas, now and 
then, required considerable force to remove her from the sphere of the 
inftuence of a ciatem, where the water was rushing into it through 
the supply pipes. This tendency to strong attraction by springs, or by 
water in moving cnnenta, gradually became leaa ; but was succeeded by 
an alarming aenae of aickneu whenever abe passed the St. George's 
burying ground in the Baynater Road. She aaaured the ladies with 
whom abe lived that abe saw blue lights or blue buy cloudt of light 
over the graves in that ground ;-that tbeae were of various heights, 
some of them high enough to envelope a person who should stand up
right on the graves. On the fresh graves the light waa more vivid, 
higher and more voluminous, than on those not ao recent. These lighta 
were very attractive, and notwithetanding the aickneu they caused, 
which amounted to vomiting, the young woman had a great desire to 
go and lie down on the gravea. .All this I bad learned, before I thought 
of undertaking to supply notes to thi.a work, and I ucertained that no 
one of the pt~rties had read Gregory's .Abstract of Reichenbach's re
.earches, or was cognizant of the facta therein noticed on thia subject. 
My aenant George Thacker, now the husband of the yonng woman, 
had been in the habit of walking home to Bayawater, from my bouae, 
With her. Having heard that he bad repeatedly witneaaed the pbeJK>o 
mena connected with the grave groundll, I requested him to make notea 
of what be had aeen. He baa complied with the request, and I aub
join extracts from his atatement :-

.,One evening lut autumn, I accompanied Jane when abe had to 
pua Paddiogton Church-yard. She appeared at the time well and 
cheerful, but aa we approached the burial-ground, and were yet half a 
street's length from it, abe was uncomfortable and fell into a mesmeric 
aleep. Not auepecting the caul!e, I went on, haviug her on my left 
arm, my right being towards the cemetery. I could not prevent her 
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169. We now come to the domain of Electricity. 
By a superficial consideration of the foregoing researches, 

from going round behind me and taking my other arm, and then trying 
to disengage herself from me altogether. I stared, with astonishment, 
to see her so attracted towards the burial-ground : I could compare it 
to nothing but the power of a strong magnet over a needle. I recol
leeted that a stream of water bad the same power of attraction onr her 
a abort time before. We walked on, or rather I dragged her from the. 
ground, and when I thought abe was sufficiently recovered, I uked 
her what had so strangely affected her. She said the dead attracted 
her; one in particular, lately buried, who had died of a malignant 
feTer; and if I bad not been with her, the inftuence of that body would 
have drawn her to the grave, and abe should have laid down upon it 
and died, and no one would have been able to remove her till abe was 
dead. As it was, she had taken much of the disorder inwardly, and 
felt that she should be very ill. I took her home, and was much 
griend to bear, the next day, that abe bad had a miaerable night. She 
continued ill for eome days. Nothing remained on her atomach. With 
her food abe brought up what appeared to be the akin of her throat 
and stomach ; and her mouth and tongue, which were parched, and of 
a white colour, peeled off their akin in the same manner. Some time 
after this she accompanied me into the country, on a abort visit to my 
family, and abe was similarly affected on walking with me at the dis· 
tanoe of a field's length from the chnrcb-yard. Wbenenr we walked 
in Lcmdon, if we came near a body ready for interment. or if we pueed 
the corrupting mass of a burial-ground, it mattered not, the same at
tacks eeized her. At length, determined, if possible, to find a remedy 
for the ern, I one day put her to sleep and excited her organ of ideality, 
begging her to endeavour, by the nee of her clai"oyance, to point out 
eome means of overcoming the evil. After thinking some time, she 
told me a small bottle of mesmerized water carried in her pocket, or in 
her hand, would have the ffi!Uired effect, and would draw all the inju
rious inftoence into itaelr, and she should, for the time, remain nnburt. 
On trying the experiment, I was overjoyed to find it fully socceaafal ; 
and enr since h81'e been careful to keep her constantly supplied with 
fresh phiale of mesmerized water. Some other person bas always to 
empty tbeee phials, into the earth, at a distance from Jane ; otherwise 
the bad influence escaping from the water would attack her : and if at 
any time another person should have touched these bottles, Jane can 
perceive it by the contents looking black instead of blue ; and in this 
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it may here and there seem a8 if electricity alone, excited 
sometimes in one way sometimes in another, bore the 
greatest share, if it were not the whole basis, of the phe
nomena which are here detailed. The following results will 
show what is to be thought of this. 

160. The first experiment was for the purpose of seeing 
what amount of sensibility for galvanism existed in the 
patients who are highly excitable by steel ID!loi7Jlctism. It 
was undertaken with Miss Nowotny, in the presence of 
M. Baumgartner, the physicist. I brought in a zinc and 
copper "element of about twelve square inches, between the 
members of which was placed a piece of linen, moistened 
with salt and water. The patient took in her hands two 
German-silver conductors, which were connected with the 
two electrodes by short copper wires. She did not expe
rience the slightest sensation from the current thus con
ducted, although it gave a shock with the multiplier. She did 

cue their virtue, f'or her, ia lost. Sbe describes the appearance of' this 
pernicious influence rising f'rom the graves, more particularly of tho~ 
recently buried, as looking like beautiful blue vapoury ftamee, riaiDg to 
a great height ; or like the mist of a waterfall, mixed with tbollii\Dda 
of bright aparkling drope, but all blue. When thie bad influence comee 
over her, abe ie seized with a violent cough, which lasts until she nearly 
or quite sinks with the exhaustion produced by it." 

Here are materials for reflection on the force yielded by the chemiem 
of' dead organic matter. When will man be wise enough to diapoee of 
the dead so that they may be extensively useful to the living! We 
must hope for good by the progre88 of intelligence among the maaaea. 
I can remember the time when gentlemen, students of' anatomy, were 
obliged to riak their livee in exhumating bodiee for diaaection. Thirty-five 
years ago, I had the honour of putting my name, near that of the cele· 
brated Lady Morgan, on a list proposed to be publi11hed by Profeeaor 
Macartney, for the good of mankind, of those willing to cede their bodiee 
for diaaection, in order to oppose the ignorant superstition of the age. 
The glorious Reichenbach hall, in this treatise, done good service against 
the vile demon of superstition. 
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not feel the sourish taste of the positive conductor on her 
tongue more strongly or differently from us who were 
healthy. I tried Miss Sturmann with a soldered zinc and 
copper element of nearly four square inches. She found little 
difference between this element when I placed it between 
her moistened fingers, and separate pieces of copper or 
zinc ; at most the metals seemed a little stronger then, but 
hardly decidedly so. Miss Atzmannsdorfer ·did .not feel 8 

similar element, taken in her moistened fingers, any more 
strongly. Miss Maix could just distinguish the zinc of the 
element when she held it in her fingers, moistened with salt 
and water, from free zinc, but this little with no certainty. 
A large square element of twelve inches on 8 side she found 
little stronger, even when her fingers were wetted with a 
saline solution. Miss Reichel found this reaction just the 
same as her predecessors ; she experienced no observable 
influence from the union of the zinc and copper into one ele
ment, whether this were large or small, her fingers wetted 
with water, or a saline solution. The current produced ih 
a single element, after the subtraction of the obstacles to 
the passage, and with the little tension it has, is indeed very 
weak ; but if the reagent in which it has to act be in a high 
degree sensible, it is fully sufficient to produce effects. It 
makes the nerves of frogs contract, diverts the needle, de
composes weak iodide of potassium, &c., and therefore we were 
led to expect that it would act perceptibly to the feelings 
upon the nerves of the sensitive. 

161. Yet it follows from these experiments, carried out 
with every care, in every case frequently repeated, all insti
tuted on highly sensitive persons, and all responded to in 
the same way,-that a n•eak hydro-electric current in itself 
does not act observably more powerfully on sick persons, 
et•tm n•hen they possess a very ltiglt degree of excitability by 
the slightest magnetism, titan up011 the healthy. This, 
therefore, proves conversely that it cannot be galvanism, for 
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which exists in them the exalted sensitiveness which we 
have become acquainted with. 

162. Compound circuits, of course, acted more strongly 
upon them. I brought a little pile of soldered zinc and 
copper elements, almost four inches square, to Miss Nowotny. 
The intermediate layers were of felted cloth, moistened with 
solution of common salt. The zinc surfaces were not very 
clean, and I let this be so on purpose, so as to retain power 
over slighter modifications of the strength of the current. I 
piled up ten pairs before she and others perceived anything 
at all from it. At fifteen elements she began to trace a little 
effect, but some of the most excitable of the healthy spec
tators also already found it. With twenty pairs the tremu· 
lous motion from the discharge reached from both hands 
to the elbows, while I could now feel it myself the length 
of my finger. Other girls present felt the shock beyond the 
wrist. Miss Nowotny was, indeed, the most sensitive among 
us, but did not exceed the usual greater excitability of otha
healthy persons. With Miss Maix I arranged a pile of nine 
of the same elements. The result was about the same as 
the last. The zinc plates were made somewhat cleaner this 
time ; she therefore felt the nine pairs about as strongly as 
her predecessor had felt the twenty; but healthy persons felt 
them almost as strongly. A certain degree of increased 
irritability must be attributed to the general diseased condi· 
tion, dependent, not upon the sensitiveness, but upon sensi
bility. With Miss Reichel I tried from two to fifteen 
elements, in different stages of her disease, on occasions 
several months apart, in July, September, and November. 
She did not feel a few elements at all ; with from fifteen to 
twenty she perceived the effect so little, that she never men
tioned it when discharges passed through her accidentally, 
in the course of the operations on the pile ; forty to fifty 
pairs she felt vividly, but she regarded it as sport to take 
shocks from them when others hesitated to venture. And 
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subsequently, neither on the days mentioned nor on any 
others, were any results to be observed. .Miss Atzmanns
dorfer felt no difference between a zinc-copper element, 
held in her fingers, wetted with a saline solution, and a 
piece of one of these metals taken by itself; she found the 
reaction of the copper warmish, that of the zinc rather cool
ing, but without other notable effect. I applied to her feet 
three, then sixteen elements, in a circuit. She perceived the 
electric current just like healthy persons ; at length she 
detected that with the increase of the number of elements 
the zinc began to act more coolingly, the copper with more 
heat, upon her fingers. 'Ibis was the first trace of the ex
citement of crystallic forces by the voltaic element. 

163. When Miss Reichel allowed tbe current from fifty 
elements to pass continuously through her for some time~ 
holding the polar wires in her two hands, the sensations 
from it increased gradually in strength, becoming felt on 
the one hand in the head, and on the other extending to the 
knees ; but this was the first character of galvanic action 
upon her, which necessarily presented itself after a certain 
time, since a persistent current brings with it as a conse
quence direct magnetic motion. It was therefore not gal
vanism alone acting directly here, but because by its en
trance it aocording to known laws converted the conductor 
more or less into a magnet, which was here the tranverse 
axis of the patient herself; namely, the path from one hand, 
through the arms and bre8flt, to the other. 

l 64. When I had recourse to the electrical machine, and 
let frictional electricity strike upon her from the conductor, 
it amlllled her ; she drew dozens of sparks from it for mere 
pleasure ; no special sensation presented itself distinguish
able from those of healthy persons. Subsequently, electric 
shooks were ordered her by her physician; to be delivered 
at the nape of the neck, and carried along the spine. I 
undertook to provide this rough medicament. In accordance 
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with the prescription, I chargcu to saturation a Leyden jar 
having ahout a square foot of coating, and gave her daily 
eight such shocks, which were not pleasant to sustain. But 
she did not find anythiug different in them from what we 
others should have experienced. 

165. The conclusion which I believe these experiments 
to warrant is, that an electric discltaJye, CCArried t/,·ouglt 
tlte body, eilller frmn tke voltaic pile, lite conduetor, or tlte 
L<ydm jar, pa:.ses over too quickly tu allow it to 1et in per
ceptible motion t/,eforce n'Mclt praails in human beings, as 
in crystals; ag1·eeing perfectly n·itlt well-knou'n m1akJgous 
electrical effects. 

166. However, it will immediately appear that we may 
by no means deduce from this the conclusion that all other 
kiml~ of electrical operations are as ineffectual as the shock 
or the discharge from a weak pile. When I plaeed in the 
patient's hands a thick copper wire connected with a weak 
pile, and allowed her to become accustomed to it, then com
pleted the circuit with tltis wire, so that the whole current 
was made to pass through her, without by any means pene
trating into the substance of the hand, she at once felt 
apparent heat-i.e., crystallic force-increase in the wire. The 
hand was in this case in innnediate contact with conducting 
wire, and the latter was so thick, one-twelfth of an inch, 
that real heating of it was out of the que:4tion. 

Since, however, the hydro-electric circuit is a complication 
of chemical, magnetic, and electrical activity, and thus no 
instmctive conclusions could be expected from it here, I 
directed the observations to frictional electricity, and made 
the patient enclose a discharging wire from the conductor 
with her hand, in such a manner that she did not actually 
touch the metal, but that this p6SSed freely through her 
half-closed hand. As soon as I set the glass plate in motion, 
she had the sensation of a warm atmosphere around the wire, 
which she dearly clistinguished from tl1e well-known aura. 
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1 ~7. I pass over the experiments on conduction, accumu
lation, polarization, &c., which are all involved in the fol
lowing, and hasten to the phenomena of light. I placed 
.Miss Reichel on the darkened staircase, gave a brass wire 
six yards long into her hand, the point being held free. 
The rest of it lay on the ground, passing through the door, 
and ending at the conductor. The machine worked so 
weakly, that only sparks about half a finger's breadth long 
could be drawn from the conductor. Soon after the first 
revolutions of the plate, a slender column of flame ascended 
from the end of the wire, such as we have already met with 
in other similar circumstances, ten inches high, about the 
thickness of one's thumb below, and running up to a very 
fine point. When I turned the plate rapidly, of which the 
patient on the staircase could not he aware, the flame rose 
higher, and sank again as often as I ceased. The point of 
wire had no visible trace whatever of an electric brush to 
healthy eyes, which of course was rendered impossible by 
the many points of delivery that occurred along the wire. 
As often as I ceased to move the machine, the flame on the 
wire endured of the same form for more than a minute, and 
then first began to diminish slowly. An action therefore 
took place here which did not agree in any way with the 
known phenomena uf an electrified wire. Every repetition, 
at different times and with change of the wires, always re
produced the same phenomenon. 

168. Instead of fastening the wire on to the conductor, 
I detached it, and applied to the same end of it a hollow 
polished ball two inches in diameter. I took hold of this 
by the wire, and approached it to within two inches, side
ways, of the electrified conductor, the sparks of which only 
equalled a tenth part of this distance in length. The ball 
was therefore placed in the electrical atmosphere of the con
ductor as soon as the machine was turned, but remained 
unisolated in my hand. A full minute elapsed before the 
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observer shut up in the dark perceived an alteration at the 
end of the wire which she held in her hand; then, however, 
the flame began slowly to rise before her, above a span in 
height, and I turned the plate of the machine for four 
minutes before it, by degrees, reached its maximum, at which 
it there uniformly maintained itself. 'When the machine 
was now stopped and the ball removed out of the sphere of 
its action, the flame again remained for more than a minute 
of unaltered size, and then began to disappear, which it did 
completely within several minutes. 

169. I modified this experiment by removing the bmss 
ball to a greater distance from the conductor. I now held 
it eight inches above the conductor. The observer described 
the phenomena in the same order and intervals of time; the 
flame in her band was now even somewhat larger. I then 
held the brass ball at a distance of forty inches from the 
conductor, laterally. 'rhe phenomena actually recurred in 
the same space of time, and only changed in that the flame 
was now about one-fourth shorter. Fmally, I removed the 
ball eighty inches (more than a fathom) from the conductor, 
but again, after a pause of two minutes, the flame at the 
end of the wire on the stairca..<~e rose up, increased for five 
minutes, and when the machine was stopped slowly sunk 
away in the course of several minutes. This time, however, 
it only attained half the size. 

170. I placed the ball firmly upon the conductor, so that 
it was no longer in the electrical atmosphere, but directly 
received positive electricity : under these conditions the 
same phenomena presented themselves, but now in less than 
half a minute, instead of not for two minutes. The dui'R
tion of its increase, however, and the slowness of its subeo
quent dying away, remained the same as before. When 
any one touched the conductor with the finger, or took hold 
of the brass ball itself, during this, the size of the flame was 
not obviously altered ; it came, went, and vanished in the 
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same times, and with no perceptible difference of size. But 
when, instead of this, I placed the ball so near to the con
ductor that a rapid succession of sparks passed over to it, 
the effect was not produced ; the observer felt the succes
sive shocks in her hand at the passage of the sparks, but 
perceived no flame at the end of the wire. The rapidity of 
the electrical action was so great that the flaming principle, 
more sluggish than it, was not set in motion. :Finally, I 
repeated all these experiments with negative electricity, 
the apparatus being in connection with the isolated cushion, 
which, however, was connected with the earth. There was, 
however, little, or rather no distinction in the results, on the 
darkened staircase. In all these experiments not a word 
was spoken; the observer, who sat in darkness, was sepa
rated from me by a wall, and knew nothing of all the various 
modifications and repetitions, did nothing but call out, from 
time to time, like a clock, so loud that it could be heard 
through the closed door, the changes as she saw them origi
nate, endure, and pass away, on the wire. So that there 
could be no question of any kind of deception here,
on the contrary, this exact coincidence of the phenomena 
with the experiments and the theory, was an expressive 
evidence of the correctness of all the operations. 

171. These experiments speak so clearly that I shall pass 
over the enumeration of a number of others. I have only 
to add, that all those slender flames which presented them
selves in the darkness diffused coolness. When the sensi
tive girl was near the electrical machine, the positive charge 
of the brass conductor gave her a feeling of heat; but when 
she stood some paces distant from it she always experienced 
coolness. I shall be able to clear up the cause of this dis
tinction in the succeeding treatises. 

172. I afterwards brought over the conductor a tin 
electrophorus plate of about a foot in diameter, on a wooden 
handle, in such a manner that it was placed, at a distance, 
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in the atmosphere of the conductor for about a minote. 
'Vhen, having first touched it freely with a wet finger, I 
brought it near the face of Miss Reichel, she felt coolness 
issue from it strongly and for several minutes, which seems 
to confinn, in a different way, the experiments of the pre
ceding article. I did the same also with an isolated body ; 
I suspended the often-mentioned German-silver conductor 
over the conductor of the machine, by a silk band; its effect, 
when brought near the face of the patient, was, as might 
have been foreseen, exactly the same as that of the uniso
lated tin plate : as yet no isolator bas been found for the 
crystallic force. Similar experiments were also made, with 
the same results, on Miss Atzmannsdorfer. The same un
isolated tin plate was first brought near her face before 
having been placed in the electrical atmosphere. She felt 
it, as she did most metals, to emit heat. It was now held 
a hand's length above a weakly-charged conductor, and 
then touched for a moment with my wetted hand, so that 
if it should possibly have abst.racted any trace of electricity 
this might thus be fully removed. When I now held it 
again before her face, I found that it had become remarka
bly cool, spreading cold around it. 

173. In every case, therefore, in which electricity is ex
cited to any permanent extent, that peculiar force appears 
which I am endeavouring to clear up in these essays, and 
accordingly electricity presents the te11tlt source of it. 

RETROSPECT. 

a. Chcmism is a widely-comprehensive source of mag
netic-like force, both when simple and wh~n produced by 
combustion and the voltaic pile. 

b. The slightest chemical action suffices to produce it 
abundantly, to charge the vicinity with it, to fonn polnritit:.s, 
produce light, &c. 
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c. The magnetic tub is nothing but a chemical opera· 
tion. 

d. Digestion and respiration, and the interchange of 
matters generally, as chemical processes, are the sources 
oC the magnetic force which exists and acts in the human 
body. 

e. 'I'he spectral luminous phenomena which have been 
observed over graves, but denied to exist by all healthy 
parsons, are really of a purely chemical, physical nature, but ~ 
can only be seen by highly sensitive eyes. 

f Electricity also is a source of the force which dwells in 
crystals, &c., both frictional electricity, positive and nega· 
tive, and contact electricity. 

g. Even the electrical atmosphere is capable of setting it 
in full motion at considerable distances. 
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SIXTH TREATISE. 

THE MATERIAL WORLD JN GENERAl •. 

147. WE have now seen the force we are investigating 
produced from ten different but always pt~rticular sources ; 
we will now seek a more u11iversal occurrence of it,-we will 
look for it in the whole material world, and seek to make 
out something of the great part which it plays in the wide 
totality of things. 

175. Every one is aware that many persons exist on 
whom particular substances exert a peculiar, usually disa
greeable effect, which often seems to border on the ridiculous. 
I will not speak here of the strange things to which instinct 
urges pregnant woman. But when we find people who 
cannot bear to touch skins, others who cannot bear to see 
feathers,-nay, such as cannot endure the sight of butter, 
&c., this may he regarded simply as a result of defective 
education ; but experience shows that definite antipathies 
of this kind recur in exactly the same form, and against 
the same objects, in different persons, and in the most dis
tant countries. This proves that they are by no means 
always outbreaks of a want of good breeding, but that some 
equally definite cause, be it of objective or subjective nature, 
must often lie at the bottom, and that when it occurs it 
must not be chidingly reproved, but frequently deserves 
that its origin should be investigated and taken into ac
count. 

More accurate observation shows that these strange anti
pathies, often expressed in a very active manner, present 
themselves most frequently in those persons who, to outward 
appearance healthy, are more or less sensitive, and that the 
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degree of their strength and variety increases in proportion 
as the persons are more diseased, and subject to nervous 
complaints, spasms, and similar affections. 'J~his is so much 
the case in Miss Sturmann, for example, that sometimes she 
cannot take hold of a key or bolt of a door, without her fin
gers being seized with cramps ; while, at the same time, she 
nevertheless walks about the house, garden, or even in the 
streets, like a healthy person. 

In the course of my numerous investigations on highly 
aensitive persons, I soon became aware that these antipathies 
had some points in common, that some agreement was to 
be found, the further tracing and comparison of which could 
not but afford hope of discovering some relation of cause and 
effect in the phenomena, and thus possibly supplying the 
mean~ of penetrating the common, deeper-lying natural 
muse. I found that certain definite sensations always re
turned, and that when the feelings of the patients were 
clearly made out and distinguished by similar names, their 
apparent multiplicity might be traced back to a few which 
were continually recurring. And these few I soon found 
to obey settled rules. 'fhey consisted of feelings of apparent 
heat or cold received from various substances of exactly 
equal temperature ; of more or less decidedly pleasant or 
disagreeable character, increasing so far as to the production 
of convulsions, of sensations of pricking, throbbing, or drnw
ing, affecting the skin and extremities, and of painless tonic 
spasms. In the second of these treatises, where I have ex
plained the character of the force of crystals, I have already 
pointed out that in the case of Miss Nowotny, the last phe
nomena, the painless tonic spasms, were produced by the 
emanations of the poles of the axes of crystallized bodies, 
and that the capacity for producing this effect was imparted 
in dift'erent degrees of strength to different bodies, but was 
never wanting in those which are capable of forming free 
crystals, whether they consist of a simple or any ever so 
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greatly compound substance. This kind of sensation bu. 
therefore, been to a certain extent discussed, and for the 
present settled : there only remain to be examined, there,. 
fore, the sensations of apparent difference of temperaturr, 
those of unpleasantness, and the seeming mechanical agil4· 
tiOtu, of the pricking, &c. : and we will here apply the test 
to some of them. 

Someofthese sensations extend to the hf'..althy,but the highly 
fiensitive experience them more strongly or weakly, according 
to the nature of the disease, and to the standard of exalta
tion of their sufferings. I was led to the first investigation 
in this direction by the recognition, in Miss Nowotny, that 
all amorphous bodies, which are devoid of the peculiar effi
cacy of crystallized, had nevertheless a reactionary influence 
of a disagreeable kind, as well a.~ sometimes an additional 
one of heat or cold,-that this was attached, with a certain 
constancy, to particular substances, and possessed different 
degrees of strength in different substances ; while, in the 
former case, the crystallic force seemed to proceed from the 
kind of condition of aggregation : here something dynamical, 
of a different kind, showed itself in the matter itself: fonn 
and substance, therefore, exhibited a strongly marked differ
ence in their power of affecting external things. 

176. As it was evitlent that something lay hidden here, 
which must possess either physiological or physical interest, 
I undertook the no small labour of testing the sensation of 
discomfort of the patients, with more than 600 substances ; 
namely, the greater portion of my collection of chemical pre
parations. It was found that there were in these very 
clearly marked gradations, and that the patient was able to 
distinguish these gradations with such delicacy, that she was 
able to assign to every substance its place between two 
others. 'fhis she could do with such certamty, that when I 
gave her again on the third or fourth day the substaiK'eS 
which she had previously arranged in series, she again placed· 
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t11etn in ·exactly the same places in the arrangement, as she 
badgiveuthem in the first instance; while it is clear here that 
she could neither recognise or understand anything in this 
numerous collection of white and coloured powders. She 
had an equal degree of clearness in her feeling, to anything 
that we meet with in the vision, for the distinction of tints 
of colour, or with the ear, for the distinction of harmonious 
or discordant tones. When we recollect that, in Miss Nowotny, 
this feeling had received none of that practice by which 
the sight, the hearing, and other senses gradually acquire, 
with constant exercise, their Cull development and suscepti
bility in the course of a long life, and of which we have 
learned, in the psychological field, the overwhelming influence 
on the clearness and distinctness of sensual perceptions,
some idea may be formed of the extraordinary inner acute
ness with which this peculiar abnormal feeling must be 
experienced ; and by which we shall hereafter clear up much 
that at present lies in complete obscurity. · 

177. Scarcely a couple of dozen substances had been 
brought into a series in this examination, when I already 
saw a law develope itself: the substances became arranged 
according to their electro-chemical values, in such a man
ner that those standing highest came to the top of the 
list, the indifferent below, and with a striking disregard of 
their polar opposition. I will not venture to tire the reader 
with the enumeration of the whole series of more than 600 
substances, but still I wish to select a small number :-tbe 
high~t. i. e. those substances acting most strongly, were : 
~ygen gas, sulphur, caffeine, sulphuric acid, potassium, 
phoephoms, sodium, selenium, iodine, cinnabar, lead, and 
potass. Between the numbers 30 and 100 occurred-his
moth, arsenic, mercury, morphia, zinc, iodide of potassium, 
tdJuritHB, chloride of calcium, chromium, lithium, oxide of 
solei, oxide of nickel, tin, iridium, nickel, alcohol, chlorine 
gas. Between 200 and 400 came-paraffine, rhodium, 
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acroleine, piperine, creasote, common salt, quinine, brucine, 
cantharadine, strychnine, anhydrous acetic acid. From 500 
to 600-cinchonine, quartz, hippuric acid, mastic,chalk,gum, 
almost all vegetable acids, sugar, sugar of milk, mannite. 
At the end of the series stood palladium, platinum, silver, 
copper, iron, gold, amber, and water. These last were 
almost perfectly indifferent to tMs sensitive patient. With 
the small exception of a few rare metals, which very probably 
were not perfectly pure, all highly polar bodies appeared at 
one end of the scale, the indifferent at the other ; among 
which iron, with its magnetic capacities, makes the only 
exception. Strangely enough, she could make out any dis
tinction between the substances of the positive and the ne
gative pole, in spite of my endeavouring at the end to make 
her aware of important differences in these, and conse
quently directing her attention particularly to this. Oxygen 
gas, sulphur, phosphorus, stood co-ordinated with potassium, 
sodium, lead, &c. 

178. This task, which occupied a whole week, was per
formed with the patient in a perfectly clear state of con
sciousness. I now sought to control it by examinations 
during her unconscious cataleptic condition. Whenever I 
laid any body in her motionless hand, it reactt>d upon her ; 
the indifferent, when not crystallized, left her tolerably quiet; 
substances occurring nearer to the middle of the series made 
the hand restless ; those bodies past the middle produced 
trembling and abnormal twitchings in the band; and when I 
placed in her hand the highest substances, such as sulphur, 
caffeine, lead ore, iodine, cinnabar, or even the higher stand
ing minerals, like heavy spar, fluor spar, pyrites, or selenite, 
the whole arm was seized with such violent cramps that it 
rose up quite mechanically-just like a frog's thigh through 
which a galvanic current passes, and flung far away the 
body held in the hand, and then, in the cataleptic manner, 
remaint-.d outstretched in this unnatural position. These 
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counter.tests prove that the unknown effect of these sub. 
stances is exactly the same in catalepsy, in their relation to 
each other,and qualitatively in general, as in the awake con· 
dition, but that quantitatively the strength of the action is 
considerablyexalted. What she only experienced as very dis· 
agreeable when awake, produced violent spasms in the 
cataleptic condition. 'When she recovered, after some time, 
from these conditions, and regained her consciousness, she 
invariably complained of pain and deadness in one arm : 
this was always that one with which the experiment had 
been tried, of which she knew nothing, and of which she 
was not informed. The spasms were, therefore, connected 
with violent excitement and tension, which left behind a 
state of exhaustion. From all this we have to set it down, 
that all 1olid bodies, in contact with this sensitive person, 
produced reactions upon t'M feelings of a peculiar kind, 
differing in a graduated series according to their different 
chemical composition. 

1 7 9. In the course of these matters, I often made the 
striking observation, that certain of these bodies began to 
act, to set the hand in motion, before I had actually dropped 
them into it, and while I still held them over it. Devoting 
some attention to this phenomenon, I found that many sub
stances only required to. be laid upon the bed at a lit.tle 
distance from the hand, in order to produce reaction upon 
the patient. Of this kind were sulphur, lead ore, fluor 
spar, rock salt, cinnabar, grain tin, selenite, arsenic, sal
ammoniac, prussiate of potash, antimony, telluric acid, wol
&am, apatite, celestine, white lead ore, cyanide of potassium, 
sulpha-cyanide of potassium, orpiment. The hand lying 
near these began to tremble ; this soon increased, and very 
often became so violent that it approached towards the sub· 
atance, then dashed this away or became fixed in. a tonic 
apum. Here, therefore, was distinctly manifested action 
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at a distance, even of atn01phous bodies, providing only 
that they tr:ere f!.f high electro-chemical 1·ank. 

180. To try how these reagents would act upon the 
sensitive, while conscious and out of the catalepsy, I made 
the same experiments the next morning, at t.he hours in 
which she usually was in the greatest degree of suffering. 
All the above substances were brought near her hand, but 
made no impression on her, even none whatever after 
repeated trials. She herself covered her closed eyes, to 
he quite sure whether she did not feel anything when 
those substances were brought as close as possible to the 
hand, which had produced contractions and cramps the 
evening before; but it was in vain: not until actual con
tact took place did those very disagreeable sensations begin 
which I have described above. Catalepsy ilself is there
fore a condition which e.t:alts in a disproportionate degree 
the sensitiveness of the patient to certain unl.,"nown qualities 
of matter, and matter possesses some hidden quality, by 
means of which it affects the cataleptic peculiarly in an ex
alted degree, et•en at a c/i$tance, in a manner analogous to 
that in which it affects patients in the awakened condition, 
free from the catalepsy, by actual contact. 

181. These observations soon received wider develop
ment in Miss Maix. Most of the substances which I placed 
in her hand affected her as warm or cold, as I have already 
mentioned ; but together with this feeling, which she only 
received at the touching surface by actual contact, another 
very frequently presented itself, and this was a simultaneous 
cooling, like that cool wind which was diffused from many 
of the bodies I tried (resembling that from the positively 
electric touch to healthy persons). Sulphur was one of the 
first of these bodies. When I laid a little piece in her band, 
she felt both warmth at the point of contact and a coolness 
which spread itself all over the hand like a gentle, cool 
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breeze. This soon increased, extended from the band up 
over the whole arm, the face, became perceptible in the 
other hand, and also seized that arm ; then it penetrated 
through the dress, and was felt on the breast ; at last it 
flowed, through the coverlet, all over the lower parts of the 
body, and at length even the feet felt the cool emanation 
which proceeded from the sulphur. 

182. I laid the sulphur in an open drinking-glass with a 
thin bottom, and placed this in the hand of the sensitive. 
She thus grasped the sulphur without touching it, and was 
at the same time, at all events in my expectation, cut off 
from its direct radiation. The drinking-glass, when pre
viously tested, had felt warm, without any emanation. As 
soon as the sulphur was placed in it, the point of contact 
of the glass and the hand remained warm, as before, but a 
cool wind now issued from the glass, on all sides, diffusing 
itself over the hand. It flowed from all parts of the bottom 
of the glass which were not in contRct with the hand, it 
seemed to sink down from the sides, and to flow over from 
the mouth of the glass, thus streaming down upon the hand. 
'fhis cooling influence, which appeared to penetrate through 
the glass, was, however, much more agreeable than that 
coming immediately from the bare sulphur; finer, as if more 
transparent, the patient said,-purer, and more etherial. It 
soon penetrated the whole hand, made it cold, then stiff, 
and persisted for a considerable time after I had taken the 
glass away. It had at the same time been felt on the face, 
the other hand, and the neighbouring parts. A piece of 
selenite, substituted for the sulphur, produced exactly the 
same effects. 

183. When I had removed the sulphur from the glass, 
and laid it, for the m01uent, on a tube standing by the bed, 
in order to perfonu another experiment, Miss Maix very 
soon said to me that she could sttll trace thence the presence 
of the piece of sulphur. I then removed it to a greater 
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distance, about a yard away ; she still perceived its preHeuce. 
Even at the distance of two yards, she could detect traces of 
the coolness from a piece of sulphur not larger than one's 
finger. I now prepared a surface of sulphur, measuring half 
a square foot, in this way: I sent for six of the sticks of 
sulphur which are used for branding wine-casks, and fastened 
them, side by side, upon a board. With this improvised 
apparatus, held opposite to the patient, I could remove, step 
by step, the whole length of the room, nearly eight yards, 
and the observer still felt-weak.Jy, it is true, but dis
tinctly-the so-called cool wind flowing on to her from the 
surface of the sulphur. At this distance she found the sen
sation to agree exactly with that which was produced on 
her by the point of a large rock crystal or small open mag
net. The effect of the last two was somewhat stronger, but 
tolerably similar in its kind. 

184. The sulphur produced a sensation of warmth, both 
in the immediate contact and when glass was interposed : I 
therefore sought for some other substance which appeared 
cold. Concentrated sulphuric acid was one. When given 
to her in a glass, she felt great cold at the point of contact ; 
but when it was removed, she felt the cold air from the acid 
at a distance of several paces. Nitric acid was also cold in 
contact : its action at a distance extended half as far again 
as that of an equal quantity of sulphuric acid. 

185. I had still to seek out some body which was neither 
warm nor cold, but indifferent, when lying bare upon the 
hand. I found such iu paraffine and cane sugar. Cold 
wind nevertheless issued from both ; from the paraffine to 
two yards distance, from the cane sugar about one yard. 

186. I now went through a quantity of the most different 
substances with the patient, to collect confirmations and 
extensions of this phenowenon. A flask of oxygen ga.ot was 
felt hot, especially when waved about; it soon made the 
hand and arm stitl' and cramped, was iu the highest degree 
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disagreeable, and spread a cool wind to the distance of half 
a yard. A so extremely small quantity of a concentrated 
substance, in which we yet in part constantly live, had here, 
as with Miss Nowotny, such a strongly-marked action! I 
possessed a portion of chromic acid in a glass tube about 
three quarters of an inch thick, sealed up at both ends. 
She found it burning hot through the hermetically closed 
glass, but diffusing cool wind to a distance of several yards. 
Phosphorus in water like sulphur, only weaker, cooling at 
three yards. Selenium almost like sulphur, radiating cool
ness to six yards from some small fragments. Tellurium 
behaved very like sulphur, but gave a cold wind the whole 
length of the room. Charcoal had the same properties in 
disproportionately weaker degree. An empty drinking
glass felt warm to the hand, without any wind. When 
covered with a watch-glass, however, a cool breath flowed 
down from the glass over lhe hand ; when the watch-glass 
was removed, the cooling again ceased. It was therefore 
the enclosed air which produced the cold to the hand. I 
modified this experiment in various ways, but it always 
yielded the same result. 'fhe oxygen of the air somewhat 
warmed, when at rest, by the hand, here acquired some 
little excess of free force over the outer cold and moving 
air; and since the oxygen always acted strongly here-nay, 
is even far the most active of all bodies, the very slight 
elevation of temperature, the effect of which we have already 
become acquainted with ( § 177), was sufficient to produce 
a perceptible manifestation. 

187. Almost all the metals felt warm by direct contact, 
but at the same time all diffused emanations of what the 
patient called cold wind. They follow one another, in the 
order of decreasing strength, about in this manner : chro
mium, osmiwn, nickel, iridiwn, le~~d, tin, cadmium, zinc, 
titanium, mercury, palladium, copper, silver, gold, iron, pla
timun. A plate of copper of about half a square yard sur-
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face, placed near the bed of the patient and opposite to her, 
produced a lively, cool, fresh wind, which gradually appeared 
to flow very agreeably through the whole of the bed. A 
zinc plate of equal size produced the same effect less strongly. 
Still weaker was the action of a lead and an iron plate. But 
when I placed before her a quicksilvered mirror, at first with ~ 

metal coat next her, this worked very strongly upon the 
observer ; the glass side of the mirror, however, acted still 
more strongly, the emanations from this being- again that 
fine, altogether agreeable coolness, which we became ac
quainted with above ( § 1 82), when the effects of sulphur and 
selenite were conveyed through glass ; the patient felt her
self imbued with the agreeable feelings from head to foot. 

1 8H. I instituted less extensive expP.riments with Miss 
Sturmaun, but the few were decided enough to afford posi
tive confirmation. Oxygen gas was found very hot in con
tact; sulphur, selenium, iodine, bismuth, chloride of gold, 
iridium, oxide of gold, and morphia, were all found warm in 
contact with the hand; antimony, mercury, zinc, copper, 
tellurium, lunar caustic, bismuth, gold, lead, tin, and iron, 
appeared cold in their different gradations. Potass gave an 
uncertain result. Crystals of calcareous spar, double spar, 
arragonite, tourmaline, and rock crystal, were polar, warm 
at one end and cool at the other. I tested with her surfaces 
of half a square foot of sulphur, lead, zinc, copper, silver, 
and gold; and all these substances she found to radiate 
either hot, warm, tepid, or cool emanations, at distances of 
a yard and more. Palladium diffused a fine cool wind, 
which issued from it 011 all sides. When I went to her 
during attacks of catalepsy, and placed in her band sulphur, 
selenium, tellurium, mercury in a glass, antimony, or zinc, 
she struck out, as Miss Nowotny bad done under similar 
circumstances, (§ 1 78), and threw thcl objects away. But 
when I laid them near her hand, without touching it, this 
hegan to tremble and shak(', and gradually became con-
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traeted, and in some degree cramped ; thns exactiy i88 • ill 
Miss Nowotny, § 179. 

189. Miss Atzmannsdorfer found a cold feeling from 
sulphur, selenium, pyrites, antimony, zinc, lead, Egyptian 
jasper, common salt, alum, potash, and brucine; on the 
other hand, platinum, silver, iron-bar, copper, gold, and mer
cury, warm. A cool wind was diftused to her from some 
distance by selenite, fluor spar, pyrites, alum, tellurium, 
lead, common granite, and gallic acid. 'rhe wind seemed 
to her to flow out from all sides of the objects. 

190. Mr. Schuh found fragments of sulphur and powder 
of it equally wann on contact. Oxygen, iodine, bromine, 
knpfer-nickel, cyanide of gold, cyanide of potassium, he 
found wann, and quickly exciting head-ache, which gradually 
increased to an insupportable degree. He arranged a small 
number of minerals according to his feeling of the progresl! 
from cold to warm, in the following order : pyrites, fluor 
spar, calcareous spar, iron glance, staurolite, rock crystal, 
tungsten, Schorl, sandy calcareous spar from :Fontainebleau, 
heavy spar, topaz, common salt, analcim, and felspar. On 
sulphate of copper and carbonate of Roda, he found points 
from which coolness seemed to issue. To guard himself 
from any possible delusion he had them wrapped in paper, 
and then tried whether he could find the cool places again 
in these envelopes. When he opened them he was fully 
satisfied that he had found out exactly the same points again. 
He felt distinct coolness to issue from sticks of brimstone 
at a distance of ten inches, as also from a little layer of 
oxalic acid ; on the other hand, warmth flowed to a similar 
distance from leaves of eight square inches surface of tin, 
lead, copper, silver, and gold. Silver and gold money also, 
and steel instruments, were warm to him, when held at 
some distance above the band. He could not bear to stay 
long before a large ch~t·allooking-glass, extending down to 
the ground ; the emanations from it soon affected him with 
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headache, stupefaction, then with pain in the stomnch ; 
when he went to the back of the mirror, the disagreeable 
feelings seized him much more quickly. Two hours later 
be tried the same before a large mirror attached to a wall ; 
all the same discomfort presented itself still more quickly 
and strongly. 

191. Mr. Studer surrounded with his hollow hand a 
11umber of substances, or held them ·near to his eyes, wit.h 
which he was far more sensitive than with his hands, since 
he could well distinguish coolness and warmth. In this 
way he felt, without contact, coolness from sulphur, pyrites, 
selenite, tellurium, chloride of calcium, sulphate of oxide of 
iron, sulphuret of potassium, oxalate of potass, Seignette's 
salt, rock crystal, and sugar ; warmth at a distance from 
gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, zinc, potassium, and solution 
of potass. 

The joiner Klaiber felt sulphur, sulphuric acid, selenite, 
rock crystal, &c., cool at a distance of ten inches ; on the 
other hand, gold, silver, copper, tin, zinc, lead, solution of 
potass, &c., warm. 

I led many other persons who visited me to these objects, 
and made some of them go through them by way of test ; 
in the end I regarded two selected substances as the repre
sentatives of all the rest, and of the two principal classes 
of these, namely, sulphur and gold. I kept by me a surface 
of each about six inches square. Every one whose hand I 
placed above these at a distance of about three-quarters of 
an inch, declared, almost without exception, that the sulphur 
evolved coolness and the gold warmth. I have permission to 
name some of these persons. M. Kotschy, the well-known 
oriental traveller, felt a very marked cold from the sulphur 
surface, and warmth from the gold leaf. Without knowing 
anything about it, he complained of a strange pricking which 
the sulphur produced in his hand, although he did uot touch 
it. Dr. }'cnzl, the well-known distinguished botanist, felt 
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the distinction of cold and heat between the two bodies 
very clearly. Mr. Incledon, an English privat«; teacher in 
Vienna, not only experienced the same in a very lively 
manner, hut describE-d the pricking which the sulphur gave 
him as very similar to the sensation when the hand is re
covering from what is called being asleep, and gives only 
isolated, scattered pricks. 

192. Up to this point the phenomena exhibit a mass of 
variations ; but among these inconstancies something very 
constant is seen to exist. The alternation of heat and 
cold appears inconstant in substances of one kind with 
different observers. This part of the subject requires a 
special investigation to clear it up more exactly. I there
fore exclude it from the present treatise, keeping it for an 
early task, and here only lay down the general hut conRtant 
fact, that all the substances subjected to the trial reacted 
tvitl' apparent differences of temperature upon the sensitive 
persons, without respect to bnng cool or warm. 

I next succeeded in bringing these phenomena more 
clearly to light than with any of the former witnesses, with 
Miss Reichel, and in making them so clear that all that 1 
have said about the other sensitive persons might be passed 
over, were it not that observations of the kind can, from 
their nature, only acquire stability by a greater number of 
repetitions of the most varied kind. Miss Reichel consented 
to come and pass some time here at my country residence, 
Castle Reisen berg, near Vienna, and thus gave me an oppor
tunity of carrying out numerous experiments, with the help 
of physical apparatus, in a much more regular and complete 
manuer, than could be done in strange houses and sick
chambers, often under very inconvenient circumstances. 

193. In order to render the following experiments com
prehensible, I must give some little account of the localities 
of my residence, in which they were made. 'l'he castle, as 

/"
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it is called, is so built that in front there are two rows of 
nine rooms, connected with one another by doors in a 
straight line. Each of the rows is about fifty-three yards 
long, and ends at both sides with bal<:onies, each of 
which are about ten feet broad, giving together a length of 
twenty feet ; so that since the doors to the balconies are 
in a line with the doors of the rooms, a straight space of 
nearly sixty yards can be obtained for experiment, in a 
place where the air is calm. Working with wires which 
require to be held at some distance, the length of the line 
may be doubled by means of the other series of rooms; thus 
giving convenient use of almost 120 yards. I placed Miss 
Reichel at one end of this line, and began to experiment 
with her on the extent of the action, at a distance, of the 
substances. With a small horse-shoe magnet of about two 
and a h~ inches length of limb, it was necessary for me 
to remove more than eight feet from the observer before 
the action upon her began to decrease. With another horse
shoe magnet, eight inches long in the limbs, and about one 
and a half inch broad, I was obliged to remove to a dis
tance of twenty yards from her. A heavy nine-fold horse
shoe, which at that time would support about forty pounds, 
required me to go thirty-three yards from the observer, 
therefore to six rooms off. Comparative experiments with 
a magnetic rod of forty-two inches long, afforded as its 
distance of action on the patient, for the positive (south
wnrd) pole, twenty-six yards; for the negative (northward) 
pole, twenty yards. 

194. In the next place I wished to examine the iron 
rods which served, in a wooden case, as a parallelogram
matic annature to the last-mentioned magnet. One of 
these was quite like the magnetic rod itself in shape and 
size ; the two others were of the same sectional magnitude, 
but each only about one-fifth part of the length. When 
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approached to iron-filings they exhibited nothing, and 
hehaved merely like unmagnetic iron ; but the sensitive 
patient, nevertheless, felt the large armature-

One end at . 
The other end at 

The cross pieces-

One end at 
Both together at 
The other end 
Both together . 

26 yards. 
22 , 

9 
17 
12 
23 

, 
,. 
, 
, 

The simple armatures, therefore, acted nearly as strongly 
upon the patient as the magnetic rod itself, and must, 
therefore, be placed almost in t.he same rank for crystallic 
force. Any delusion, which might be suspected from this 
surprising result, is out of the question, since it was im
possible that the observer could distinguish at the distance 
whether the object was a few yards nearer or further off, 
and the results all harmonise under a common point of 
view, and are thus controlled. 

195. Three days later her excitability became much in
creased with the advent of menstruation. I repeated the 
measurement of the distance at which the patient was 
affected by the magnet. But it was necessary now to make 
use of all the rooms and both the balconies, and after I had 
used up the sixty yards of my rectilinear space, she felt the 
effect of the large nine-fold magnet still so vividly, that she 
estimated that double the length would hardly suffice to 
reach the limit of the sensation. I now tried the half
square foot of brimstone. It had affected Miss Maix at a 
distanoo of eight yards, but the length of the chamber did 
not allow of its being removed to a greater distance in that 
case. Here, however, the sulphur now produced a sensation of 
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cooling at distances up to forty yards. Astonished at this, 
I tried a copper plate of about four square feet of surface ; 
the effect of this extended. as warmth, to thirty-one yards. 

An iron plate of six square feet gave 
warmth at a distance of . . . 

Lead foil, such as is used for packing 
tobacco, six square feet 

Tin foil, six square feet . . 
Zinc plate, six squfll'e feet . 
Silvered paper, pure, one square foot . 
Gold paper, pure, three square feet 
An electrophorus cake of about six-

49 yards. 

25 " 
28t " 
21t " 
7! , 

28 " 

teen inches diameter . . . . 83 , 
A common mirror containing about 

ten square feet of surface 
A small flask of oxygen gas 

85! , 
6 

A quantity of other things,-brass objects, porcelain 
vessels, glass work, stone tables, bright-coloured wooden 
plates, outspread linen, open or closed flaps of doors, chan
deliers on the ceiling of the room, entire trees, approaching 
human beings, horses, dogs, cats, pools of water, especially 
when they had been shone on a short time by the sun; in 
short, all and everything that presents itself as material in 
epaoe, acted upon the sensitive girl, flowing either as a cool
ing or warming influence on to her,-in many so strong that 
it attracted her attention and became burdensome, in many 
ao weak that when she had become accustomed to it she 
thought no more about it. 

196. This extraordinary phenomenon, where a human 
being became disti~ctly aware of the presence of a bit of metal 
plate, a couple of leaves of gold, or a piece of tin foil, without 
seeing it, at a distance of a hundred paces, was so astonish
ing to me, that I could not repress my great amazement, 
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which, however, only produced a laugh from Miss Reichel, 
who bad been accustomed to all this, without interruption, 
during her whole life. All my sensitive patients, sick and 
healthy, had, without exception, experienced the same sensa
tions and perceptions, under favourable circumstances, 
more strongly or more weakly, in a wider or narrower 
extent, according to the subjective excitability of the indi
vidual. Apparently all this was nothing else than a mani
festation of the often-mentioned so-called crystallic force in 
a-perhaps modified-more general form, and the conclu
sion which was drawn above (§ 178), from the investigations 
with Miss Nowotny alone, now obtains its extension and 
validity for all the persons subjected to the trial :-namely, 
that ALL solid substances, in contact with sufficiently sensi
tive persons, produce reactiot1ary semations of a peculiar 
kind, differing in degree according to their different chemical 
composition ; that these reactions are principally expressed 
in apparent differences of temperllture, such cu cool and 
tepid, with which a sensation advances by more ot' less 
equal steps from pleasant and disagreeable ; and that 
finally these reactions have every resemblance to the sensa
tions which are produced by the force of crystals, magnets, 
hands, ~c. 

The essential matter now, in order to demonstrate the 
identity of the cause with the crystallic force, is to investi
gate the rest of its characteristics. 

197. Is this universally-distributed force transferable 
from one body to others ? capable of being accumulated, as 
I have often expressed it, without by any means intending 
to pledge myself to regard it as material ? I made a strange 
first experiment, which led to the answer to this question, on 
Miss Maix. She received a visit from her sister, Miss 
Barbara Maix. The latter was healthy to outward appear
ance, but suffered from a variety of nervous affections. She 
took the hand of the patient, but had not held it long before 
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tMilet,it'gO 'IIgiliil·, ~uddenJy, with a shudder . .... ·IWW'ih tM 
.orld btWe 1yoti' in your hand that pricks me so·?''' she~ thtd! 
There \'fu !tOthing there. Immediately befure tlns :the 
patient had boon holding a piece of sulphur in' her hand.· 
This priok.ing was repeated as often as the hand : W$8 
reached out. And when it gradually died away, it Oould 
be renewed, at will, by the patient holding a pieee of sulphur 
again in her hand for some time. This shows· clearly that 
the imaginary pricking, which subsequently presented :itself 
very often, was nothing else than a transfer of oertain · uno.· 
known qualities of the sulphur into the hand wbich 'beld it,· 
aDd which were then reflected to the second hand possessing 
the same excitability for sulphur and similar things. When· 
I myself grasped sulphur for some time in my hand; and, ai\er 
a. pause, took Miss Maix' s, she experienced the pricking i611Mfl~/ 
tion from me, and recognised what I had previously·beld. : " ' 

198. This was shown more distinctly by experiments; 
derived by reasoning from the above. I placed ·the~ 

German silver conductor in Miss Maix's hand, and allowed~ 
her to become accustomed to it in the usual way. · J: 
then made her lay it down anywhere, and placed a pieoe 
of sulphur upon it. After some minutes I again 'took· 
this away, and allowed the sensitive girl to grasp · the · 
conductor again. She immediately recognised acutely: 
the feelings which the sulphur always produced in her; 
and therefore something had passed from the sulphur into · 
the conductor, became fixed there, allowed itself to . be 
carried forward by the conductor, and reacted upon · the 
hand of the sensitive. . . · 

199. The experiments with Miss Reichel gave: et8ctty·; 
similar results. In the first place, I repeated with bet th~ 1 

hand experiment of the sisters Maix, without telling 1\er 
anything about it. I took a roll of sulphm in my; lland~' t 
and grasped it for five minutes. I then laid it down; , an&· 
with this hand took hold of that of<Miss ·:hichel·.: ··'I had:' 
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DOt held it long, before she cried out, and oompl.ained that 
my band was full of needles. She experienced the sensar 
tion of innumerable fine pricking& all over the surfaces in 
contact,-an exact confirmation of Miss Maix's observation 
by the hands of two other persons, and thus a striking 
proof of the extent to which objective reality liet:~ at the 
bottom of these phenomena. This hand of mine, which I 
carefully kept from touching anything else in the meanwhile, 
had not become pure again, after a full quarter of an hour, 
but felt prickly still, though in a weaker degree. It had, 
therefore, received an accumulation of the force of the 
sulphur, which it retained for a considerable time, and which 
it lost very slowly. 

I plaood a pair of steel scissars, which she simply found 
warm, upon some sulphur, and let her take hold of these 
after some time. The scissars had now become cold, and 
pricked the band of the observer, as above. I took a glass 
tube, forty inches long, which was very slightly warm to 
her, touched one end for a minute with sulphur, then took 
it away and gave the other end to the sensitive girl to feel. 
She now found this very cool ; after five minutes, I let her 
take hold of it again ; the coolness was diminished, hut still 
existed distinctly. After the lapse of half an hour the glass 
was felt again, and had again acquired its original slight 
degree of heat. Sulphuric acid applied in a similar manner 
to another glass tube, not, however, brought immediately in 
contact with the tube, but with the interposition of the 
side of the glass bottle, had the same effect. 

CafFeine, in quantity not more than a few hundredths of 
a grain, placed in !" small thin glass tube, and after a short 
time taken out again, left the tube considerably warmed. 

My young daughter 0. laid one band, which had been 
tested previously, for a short time upon a number of layers 
of gold paper, and then gave it to the patient. She found 
itB wannth greatly increased. Felt again at the end of three 

p 
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minute~, she found half of the warmth-exciting cause stiij. ~. 
the hand ; but after seven minutes there was none, ~d the 
band bad regained its natural oondition. . . 

A glass full of powdered gum, itself weakly cooliBg, was 
placed close beside a bottle containing potassium in naphtha,. 
which belonged to the stron~ly warming bodies. After the 
lapse of a few minutes it gave a sensation of alternating 
cold and heat ; it seemed as if a part of the gum bad been 
overpowered by the potassium, while the rest, perhaps the 
inner portion, was not affected in the given time. 

Gold leaf always gave her warmth in a strong degree. I 
placed an empty glass bottle, which by itself she found coo), 
upon the gold leaf,-pure, be it understood, not the alloyed. 
which generally occurs in commerce. I turned it about .on 
all sides, from time to time, to make contact at all parts •. 
I then made the observer grasp the bottle. She no longer 
found it cool, but very remarkably warm. The gold lea( 
had inoculated the glass with its warming quality. 

I held selenite, itself cold, for some time in my right hand ; 
it did not notably alter. Enclosed in my left fi.ngmt, it. 
acquired the power of giving out warmth. Oxide of copper 
in a glass bottle, cold by itself, underwent a similar change 
in my left hand. 

I placed potassium in naphtha, warm by itself, in close 
contact with a quantity of fragments of sulphur. After 
some minutes it had become perfectly cold, as cold now as 
it had been warm before. The sulphur bad therefore not . 
merely removed the apparent heat of one of the stron~t. 
bodies, but so overpowered it that in addition it had iQl':" 

planted in it its own peculiar coldness. This accumulat~o~ . 
also manifested a duration of several minutes after tb~. 
separation. . . r 

The German-silver conductor, itself slightly wann~ w~, 
placed in common Ra.lt. Aft.er a short pause it came frow., 
it cold. Fluor spar was then laid upon it ; this made it. fltill 
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calder. ·y next covered it with abundance of bits of suiphur 
for a minute ; again, when it had been taken out, it pre
sented an increase of its coldness. 

Finally, a roll of sulphur was applied against potassium 
for a short time. After the separation it was observably 
less cold. Left longer in contact it became cold and warm, 
simultaneously, in different parts. Then, laid upon my left 
hand for some time, it completely lost all its coolness ; and 
when I at last enveloped it in the gold leaves, and kept it 
there for a while, the roll of sulphur even became hot. 

200. Miss Atzmannsdorfer always found copper rather 
tepid. One day, however, that I gave it her to try, she 
said that she felt it cooling. This was in opposition to the 
earlier observations ; I therefore waited a moment to seek 
what might be the cause. The copper was a thin, smooth 
plate, and lay upon a polished table of walnut-wood. I 
made her feel the table, on different parts of the leaf, of the 
edge, and of the feet ; she found it cool in all parts. I took 
the copper plate away, and left it for a while on a seat 
cushioned with silk stuff. When she again took hold of 
the copper she found it tepid, as all other copper always 
was. I now placed it on the table again ; at the end of 
five minutes she found it cold again. I stretched the copper 
between the cheeks of a little vice ; after a short interval it 
felt warm again. Whenever it was brought back on the 
table for a little while it became cold again. It was evident 
that the great mass of the cold-reacting table overpowered 
the magnetic heat of the weak copper plate, and the latter 
became cool, by accumulation of charge, every time it was 
involved for a certain period, in the sphere of action of the 
walnut-wood. By a great number of experiments, therefore, 
I established, thnt the property of bodies lure in question 
*Y ~ traniferred from one to another by mere contact, 
nactly like the 1o-caUed crystallic force. 

201. We have already become acquainted with the power 
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of acting 'at a distance, in the magnet, crystals, tbe-fmgei'S; 
the heavenly bt1dies, &c., excercised by the ·force · \n\det· 
discm;sion ; we have even seen matter in general exercise: it 
on the cataleptic Misses Nowotny, Stnrmann, and Atzma11n~
dorfer; also on Miss Maix and Miss Reichel in the tree, 
conscious state : the question now arises, whether the force 
is, in like manner, capable of transference from oue body to 
another, at distances, without contact? To decide this I 
placed beside the German-silver conductor a roll of snlphur 
of equal length, at a distance of three quarters of an inch, 
without contact at any point. After a few minutes · the 
sulphur was removed, and the conductor grasped by ·Mi8s 
Reichel. It was warm before, but now she felt it petft-ctly 
cold, as much so as if it had been in immediate oontact \Vitb 
the 11ulphur. At the end of four minutes it still retained 
almost half its coolness, which did not whoUy dis!lppeal-
undcr a good quarter of an hour. · ' · · <~ 

Sulphate of copper, broken small and in paper, was l~id 
beside the broad 40-inch glass tube, at the distaiu•e of 
'ten inches, all contact being avoided. In five mintitesf 'lt 
was taken away, and the tube taken hold of at both errds 'liy 
the sensitive observer. In spite of this relatively considenible 
distance she found the glass to have been rendered cool l;y 
the sulphuric acid salt ; and this persisted several minuW!. 

I learnt from these experiences that I must avoid nsiY:Jg 
my own hands in these delicate experiments, on account of 
their magnetic power, to guard against any complication ; 
at the same time I recognised here hints for the cxplnnatittn 
of many anomalies in my previous researches, wherein my 
Rensitive observers so frequently did not agree togetbel'in 
their statements of heat and cold : it might· often have be«fu 
my own hands which altered the natural condition of bodies, 
by conveying their own force on to them. On this aceottbt 
I let my daughter H . place her hand in that of Miss RE'ichel, 

·and accustomed · the latter to it ; then held the same ltnnd 
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91ft;~ .~ 1 swface. of . sulphur, without co~~· . At , .t~~· ~llp f! 
twp. Jni.Q.,..tQS she offered it to the observ~r. 'l'bat J..leedle.
ijk~ . pricking which actual contact with sulphur had pro
duced iu all. the other cases, immediately presented itself in 
the hand, together with coolness. The same experiment 
was: made with the same results by my daughter 0. The 
patient experienced the pricking from the hand of the little 
girl that had been waved over sulphur, at the end of half 
~ quarter of an hour. I pass over other similar experi
ments. 

202. '£his proves, that the lranljer of the oj~en mert
tj~,.ed esteTJtial force from one bndy to another is effected 
JVi(IUJut ClJntact by the mere approximation. of them toward 
ffleh qtker. 
. . 203~ The conduction of it through other bodies is cer
tai.Dly sufficiently demonstrated by all the preceding experi
ments ; but I will here insert a couple of remarkable con
,finnatory examples. I connected Miss Reichel with a copper 
plate by an iron wire thirty-three yards long and one-twelfth 
~f. an inch thick, she holding the other extremity in her 
~d.. I brought successively on to the copper plate, zinc, 
tin, lead, gold, mercury, potassium, potash, potash ley, and 
~wn ; all delivered warmth to the hand through the 
plate and along the wire after the lapse of half a minute : 
em- the contrary, sulphur, carbon, oxalic acid, aqua regia, 

. -ulphate of iron, and common salt, gave cold in the same 
. $~ of time. 'fhe sensation likewise began to vanish after 
.. ~he interval of half a minute, when the objects were removed, 
. ~4. required several minutes for its complete disappearance. 
, :~ulp~ur gave a sensation of cold when only brought into 
. tll€1 neigbbourhpod of this long conductor. The German
JJ~1lr. conductor alone, laid upon the copper plate, gave 
. w~~th; but when I previously kept it for a few minutes 
.lJPQD . tiUlphur, and then brought it upon the copper plate 

. ~u w~th my right hand, it gave n persisting cold. I 
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rolled up an empty glus bottle, which by itself deliv~ 
slight cold (different glasses always varied between cold apd 
warm), for a lew minutes in gold leaf; freed from this, ~ 
brought with my left hand on to the copper plate, it delivered 
lively warmth to the distant hand o{ the observer. Taking 
a large glass tube forty inches long, and wide enough tq 
admit the hand, I introduced, one after another, a quantity 
of chemical preparations of the most varied kinds, solid and 
fluid, together with the glass bottles containiDg tbWl. The 
sensitive patient described, as occurring at the other end of 
the tube, which she held in her hand, sensations exactly the 
same, in order, as those I had marked down from her 
in the earlier experiments, with the immediate contact of 
them with the hand. In another way, I gave her a thin 
giass stining rod like a thermometer tube, hut solid, be
tween her fingers, and made her dip this, in order, into the 
oontents of many glass bottles of amorphous chemical pre
parations of all kinds. Her account of the sensations pro
duced by the glass rod in her fingers, agreed, word for word, 
with those on the broad glass tube ; so that a rod of this 
kind affords the most convenient of all means for the pur
pose, as dry, fluid, volatile or bad-smelling things can be 
tested with it, as to their magnetic value, rapidly and without 
the )east difficulty. Miss Maix also furnished me with a 
few proofs referable here. I had connected a copper plate 
with her band, by means of a copper wire. As I placed 
upon its surf8ce, partly immediately, partly in bottles, aul-. 
phur, sulphuric acid, selenium, sugar, silk, wet linen, &c., 
she described, successively, the same sensations a& ehe had 
experienced when she had the same substances immediately 
in her hand. 

My daughter Ottone gave one hand to Miss Reichel, and 
held the other over a surface of sulphur, without touclling 
it. After the lapse of luU.f a minute the latter found tbe 
baud of the former become cold ; and at the end of a -whole 
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minute the pricking sensation from sulphur, already often 
mentioned, 'made its appearance. An hour later this expe
riment was repeated, with the modification that the hand 
was held over a number of layers of gold leaf instead of 
etdphur, this time also with careful avoidance of contact. At 
the end of about half a minute again, a sensation of wannth 
passed from the hand of the healthy person into that of the 
patient, which continued to increase for a minute, and then 
remained steady. 

204. All this testifies that the force which emanates from 
amorphous mbstancts of all kinds, is conducted and carries 
its f!.f!ickncy 1Vith it through matler of every kind, even 
tlarough living hu.man beings; nay, that this holds good 
not only in case of actual contact, but even with mere ap
prozimation of one substance to another. 

205. Capacity of accumulation, coercive power, &c. need 
no further illustration, since these are already discussed by 
implication in the foregoing. 

206. Consequently only the luminous phenomena remain 
to be tested. These have actually shown themselves con
vincingly enough. When I undertook experiments on the 
luminosity of crystals in the dark, with Miss Reichel, she 
led me to notice, by remarks upon the bolts of the doors, 
the fastenings of the windows, and other metallic objects 
of which she spoke, that she saw all such things. When I 
brought a freshly-cleaned copper vessel to her. I accordingly 
heard that she saw it luminous all over, and that a fine green 
nebulous flame waved immediately above it, streaming out 
beyond the borders of the copper. I at once undertook a 
long investigation of this, which I continued and repeated 
for confirmation at different times, partly in Vienna, partly 
here, in my summer residences. From this it resulted that 
all metals, generally speaking all simple bodies, without any 
erystalline condition, appeared luminous in sufficient dark
ness to the eyes of the highly sensitive ; that compound 
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bodi~s d~ abo, hut weaker and weaker the . more OOOlPtex 
they become. To test this on different sides, I brought ~ 
great number of things into the dark, one ~ another. 
:Miss Reichel saw the substance of most metals with a red 
luminosity, as if glowing; some of them white, some yelldw·. 
Over all waved a delicate flame, which moved backwards 
and forwards over them, was of different colour ia difterent 
metals, but was definite for each, and could be driven about 
by a current of air caused by the hand or the breath. The 
more complex bodies only exhibited flames at their points, 
when they ~ere crystallized, otherwise they were mostly 
either surroWlded by a luminous vapour, or even only them
selves bright and luminous, as if glowing. The darkness 
gave me an excellent opportunity of controlling tl1e state
ments rigidly. I brought to her in the dark, at di.fThtent 
times, different, and then, alternately, again the same sub
stances, which no one could recognise in the dark, and it 
was necessarily clearly manifest in this way whether · her 
later statements agreed with the earlier. 'rhis was per
fectly the case in reference to the luminous phenomena 
generally ; their strength and their form ; also on the simple 
substances, in reference to their colour ; but not quite so in 
the more compound. The colour of the luminosity appears, 
like that of the flame of combustion, to depend upon the 
quality of the matter from which it issues, and upon every 
significant intermixture. Miss Reichel always found the 
following substances alike, as often as I held them before 
her in the dark :-

Copper plate, red luminous, with green flames O\'"er the 
whole surface, particularly at the borders, flowing o'\let the 
breadth of three-quarters of an inch to an inch and a half, 
the flames rolling in from the middle toward both sides. 

Iron plate, red luminous, the flame of the entire surface 
rolling in toward the middle, and somewhat elevated there, 
half a baud high, brilliantly playing in red, blue, and white. 
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I • ~~wJtth, .. ~. lumiD<>u.s flam~ axul. !lUH'gJp~ I ~~· 
f?l'll~r~· · . . . . , · 

I ~~ • • p~te$, pale red luminous, the fl~e Qp.&q.q.~~w4it,e, 
r.eddish-blue at the points, jagged at the eqges, unit~ into 
~.tuft .at t.b,e comers. 
· Tin, cutiiQga of tin foil, flames dirty bluish white. 

stteaming ,out weakly at the edges, with tufts at the corners. 
~~ ,blne luminous, flame dull blue, little weaker than 

tJae tin . at the borders, without tufts at the corners. 
C~miUI¥1, white, 10mewhat bluish flame • 

. CQl>alt, weak blue. 
SjJvar, upon paper and burnished, white luminous, flame 

whi~ .J' finger's length high, not rolling together, the same 
a' the ,borders as in the middle, without tufts at the corners. 

Gpld, upon paper and burnished, white luminous, flames 
white, two fingers' length high, not rolling together, border 
lilw the middle, no corner tufts . 

. Palladium, strongly blue luminous, with a pale blue 
vap>ur. 

Platinum, white luminous, with pale blue flames. 
Antimony, white luminous, with bluish flames. 
Rhodium, red, with pale yellow. 
Tellurium, red luminous, white at the border, no flames. 
Osmium, red luminous, with greyish red vapour. 
Mercury, red luminous, with strong white flames and 

white vapour. 
Chromium, green, passing into yellow. 
Nickel, red, rising up to greenish yellow. 

-Titanium, brilliant red, passing into violet . 
.A.menic, blue-red, pale red vapour. 
Iridium, blue luminous, flames reddish blue. 
Sodium, red luminous, flames dull white, towards lilac. 
Potassium, red luminous, yellow-red on the cut surface, 

flames large. 
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Charcoal, red luminous, red marginal flames. · · ' 
Diamond, flames white, blue internally, upper poir.rts red: 
Iodine, red luminous, when shaken passing 'in BOI'De 

degree into green. 
Selenium, bluish red, flames blue. 
Sulphur, flames blue, with opaque white vapour. 
A g1888 box set with silver fittings appeared to the ob

server as it full of fire at night ; white flames flowed from 
the whole frame-work all over the smface. 

All these results I found always the same in numerous 
trials, when the darkness was perfect: when this was im
perfect, however, slight variations of the appearances 
oocorred, bluish red became blue, and the like. On the 
other hand, the coloured luminosities did not agree 80 com
pletely in compound bodies, often even varying, and there
fore I can give no account of them until I have subjected 
them to fresh and more fundamental trials. In particular, 
the 88me alkaloids, prepared by different bands, often pre
sented essentially different colours in their light, which' 
apparently depended, therefore, upon their dift'erent degrees 
of purity. 

In general these lights and flames bad always something 
of electrical light, so that the colour, which like the latter 
varied about between red, blue, green, and yellow, was 
frequently very difficult to determine with 8CC\ll'8Cy. It 
had every resemblance of aspect to the magnetic and crys
tallic flame, and was regarded by the observer only as a 
lower degree of tboee to her 80 well-known appearances, to 
which she bad been accustomed from her childhood, and of 
which she, at the advice of her dead mother, had hitherto 
never communicated anything to any one, for fear of being 
regarded by other people as supernatural and haunted. 

207. It follows, consequently, that aU jlrlid mul solid, 
therefore aU bodies of any den1ity generally, give out etM-
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•aliou of ligAt in the form of Jla••· appearance .of §lDnJ
iag, arul 11aporuus luMiftOiity, in the same mamD~ as the 
magnet, crystals, &c. &c. 

208. In order to complete these examinations of the 
whole of material things, it wu necessary to tum a glance 
to the starry lw.avena. We have seen in the fourth treatise 
the important infl.uenoo exercised by the sun and moon ; 
this necessarily led me to the idea of investigating whether 
all the stars which shine in the heavens, collectively, were 
wholly without action, and whether some weaker display of 
force, proportionate to the distance, which possibly might be 
~ted in a smaller degree, might not perhaps correspond 
to the mighty influence exorcised on our planet by the former 
larger and more proximate heavenly bodies. 

209. At the windows of my dwelling, which afforded an 
11uinterrupted prospect toward the east and south of from 
twenty to thirty miles, where I placed Miss Reichel at night, 
when the sky was clear, she at once recognised an undoubted 
i.oflnenoo, as I bad conjectured. I repaired with her at 
eight o'clock in the evening, in the middle of October, to 
the neighbouring free mountain heights, where there was a 
wide pl"'8pect all round. 'fbere was no moon, and the air 
was perfectly still. She found coolness to come to her from 
some parts of the sky, and warmth from others. This was 
~Upe&ted on different nights and at. different hours ; soon 
after sunset, then at nine o'clock P. x., twice at midnight, 
Qnce in the morning about four o'clock, and just before sun
rise. Generally speaking, she stated that soon after sunset, 
aamely, at six o'clock, the direction toward the west 
w~ most vividly cold ; but just before sunrise, likewise at 
eix o'clock, the direction toward the east ; that long 
after sunset, about nine o'clock, north and north-west were 
the cool~, 80Uth aud south-east the warmer parts of the 
sky ; but some time before sunrise, about four A. x., north 
and nortb-cm~t were the cooler, south and south-west the 
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warine~ ·dimst~os; JastJy, that B:t midnight the··nri.-.
ebol,the .aoW:h. wann. but east and west so near~ of an.«~.W 
appareat temperature. that the ea&t coold only. be ·felt. 1 a 
liUle wanner than the west. An observation which ~ ~ 
have beeo made between two and three A. 11., but whic~ 
did not take place, would most likely have givea eut.. pnd 
west pretty nearly of equal temperature. 

21 0. This alternation of the results was Q\'ideotly . au 
ei'ect of the place of the sun. We know from ~he fourth .of 
these treatises that the rays of the sun giTe out ooid wher
ever it was nearest ; the west in the evening, ihe eQa~ iu 
the morning, the greatest coolll888 always existed ; . at ~id
night, when the sun was in its lower culmination, the dilfcr· 
ence was almost effaced ; but there still remained some afier,.. 
effect of the sun in the west, which it left behind up to ~hat 
time, and a complete neutralization was not to be e~ 
before three o'clock A.M. That this alternation betweoo oattt 
and wost is really to be ascribed to ·no other cause, is prove4 
by the observation that these sensations developed themselVBf 
j•t in the same way when the sky was covered with cloUdi. 
In all these cases, however, the north remained constantly 
oold, the south warm ; and when I questioned her minutely 
as to the direction of the two, she always pointed with her 
band in the direction of the magnetic, and never of the 
astronomical meridian. In particular, she asserted that a 
clearly defined streak of the greatest warmth wu to oo 
detected towards the south, projecting itself from the ro
maining space. Even at noon she found the direction of 
the magnetic south the warmest, and the diametrically o.PI»
site, that is, the north, the coolest of all the poinw of ,th~ 
compass. This affords a clear index how these results.&¢ 
to be interpreted in a theoreW:al examination of them. 

211. But these half telluric, half solar phenomena, mm,t 
not be confounded with the astral, with which they are ceQ· 

plicated in our sensations. When I stood at uigbt with 
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-M~:lftleitlhel' tmder a bright s~·sky, abe ·~ibed!the 
inlilky ·way as affi:leting her distinctly with eoomus ; ·as also 
the group of the Pleiades, the region of the· Great Bear~ and 
·others, and the broad starry vault in general as rooting; par
ticular stars alone, on the contrary, wann : theee were always 

tars f the fir t ma~nitude ; and when I examined her 
about them with the dyalite, I found Saturn with his rings, 
Jupit r ith hi four sat Hites, Venus,-in short, in every 
ca a plan t. Exp rience, therefore, shows that all stars 
with refl cted light appear warm to the sensitive, while all 

her with proper light are cool. This ranges itself, then, 
very beautifully with the experiments made before, when the 
111 n ga e warmth, the un (that is, the fixed star) cool· 
11 

212. t w even po ible to warrant thi by rtain i'e· 
n on . Gazing at J npiter, a at all brilliant light, was 
l ra 1 to her for any length of time. Of all the stan 
t g t r, h id that they acted upon her in combination 
lik a rath r w ak magnet, not merely in front, but behind', 
upon the pin ; principally, however, on the head, where 
h a mo t highl en itive to all magnetic influences.. I 

nn t d a copper plate of aLout a foot squsre wit.h a long 
r wir , which 1 d to the sensitive, whom I had shut up 

u1 darl..-n ~ on the tnircase. The wire gave out at its ex
tremity, from th copp r nd .from itself, a small flame; but 
wh n I let the li ht of the stars fall on the copper plate, 
' itho t making thi known to the patient, she infonned me 
aft r a hort pan. of the rising of 8 slender flame to the 
ti i 1 t f mor than a fl n. It rose and sank again as I 
pla d tb opp r plat , in the Ptarlight, or removed it. When 
I t k a zin plat in t d of the copper plate, I bad the 
arne r ult with th e alternation, only weaker. 'fhe 

plat fmni h d c rr ponding eftoots upon the feeling. The 
ir rri d fr m it 1> arne cooler, when the starlight fell 

upon it, mnre when no large planet could shine upon tb~ 
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plate, leu when one of these partly neutralized the coilective 
action of the stars. 

In these observations there is nothing which should be 
vmy surprising after the contents of the preceding treatises; 
but they are certainly a beautiful voucher on the one hand 
for confirmation of that which we have already observed·in 
the sun and moon ; on the other hand, of the fact that the 
whole material world, even that external to the earth, acts 
upon us with just that same force, which displayed itself as 
existing in all terrestrial matter : finally, that we stand in 
conJte.rion flJitA IM umverae by a nw, laitlaerto unsus~cted 
reciprocation; that consequently the stars, also, are actually 
not altogether without influence upon our sublunary, per· 
haps even practical world, and the proceedings of many 
beads. 

218. Thus we arrive at the concluding result of this trea
tise :-In the same manner as the capacity dwells in the 
magnet, crystals, organic beings, the sun's rays, beat, elec
tricity, &c., which have been recognised as special sources; 
to display characters of an unknown force common to them, 
so hM tlat. force il.s seal ira all tlae investigated, most dis
ftailar, and thu doubtless also in all even aniform amor
plotu fiUilter, the laeavtt~ly bodies therta~elves incltul~d. and 
takn ill place, tAerefore, as a perfectly unit-ersnl and a/l. 
pervading force of Nt•ture. In the first ten sources, we see 
it appear cOftCtmtratecl in isolated points of tle material 
rvorld; here, however, we recognise it as an universal adjrmct 
of all matter in variabk, uneqiUJl di.tribution. 

214. Whether now this natural force ezteradi"!J ooer tlte 
uiverst is a totally new, or a hitherto hidden modification 
of a known one, or whether it is a complication of some of 
the almuly known, in a still uncomprebended collocation
this, and much else of importance that still remains in ques
tion, I leave untouclled for the present. I have now arrived 
at the point, where all the sources from which I have seen it 
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evolved, JP"C combined and included. In the succeeding 
treatises, I shall compare them one with another, and strive 
to d,vdope them in many relations which I have as yet only 
partially indicated ; higher judges will then perhaps under
tlh to pronowaoe judgment on the whole . 

. 216. In conclusion, I will further venture to make an 
effort toward the removal of the difficulties of language 
connected with subjects of this kind, and with which I have 
manifestly been struggling all through this work. In the 
eases where the force, now in question, has been seen to 
present itself, in isolated manifestations, during the last 
seventy years, it has had the greatest variety of names 
applied to it, almost all of which have been derived from 
certain resemblances or complications with magnetism. It 
has always been regarded 88 more or less identical with the 
latter. But, from what I have unfolded, it is seen that it 
has no more identity with this, than magnetism has with crys
tallization, than crystallization with electricity, electricity with 
affinity, than heat with light, &e. We do, indeed, suspect 
the final unity of all these dynamics in the ultimate, higher 
instance ; but at present we are far distant from this desired 
goal of natural science : we cannot even fill up the gap 
which exists between magnetism and electricity, which 
appears 80 small that one imagines that one can reach with 
the hands from one side to the other. But 80 long as an 
empty iron rod, which will not support an iron filing, dis
playa 88 much power in regard to the force, of which we are 
treating, as a powerful steel magnet of equal size, § 194; 80 

loug as magnets and crystals are met with acting with equal 
stramgth upon the nerves, the former of which will support 
masses of iron, while the latter will not lift up a filing, 
n 37, 42, 48, 44, and DO scientific account can be offered 
of this vast distinction, 80 long will the two forces re
main esaentially different, so that we cannot examine them 
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wuw a C'JOIDJDOit poin~ of view; utd t.Mnfore, .farcthi,.e
sent, & petoliJ.r fitting name appears to be DlllpBeR .. ,..,. 

quiled. Leaving the etymological derivatiOD to be janl;ified 
at SOUle other opportunity, I will take the liberty to rnJ1• 
the sbor~ word Od for the foroe which we are Oft8 p in 
exarniniag. Every one will admit it to be desirable u.t 
an uni-syllahic word beginning with a vowel ahould be 
selected for an object which occurs universally in aD iDDBity 
of complex conditions of the material world, for the sake ~ 
convenient conjunction in the manifold compound words. 
The words magnetism, electricity, &c., arc by far too long 
for convenient use in the language of sc:ience. Whea they 
are lengthened by additions, as in vital JII88Detism, atiialal 
magnetism, &c., it becomes 88 burdensome as it is false, for 
these things do not belong exclusively or even principally 
to life, still less are they identical with magnetism. To 
that which supports iron, and constitutes the compass, let 
ua leave the old name, with the original conception ~ a 
supporter of iron, which belongs to it. H, then, the term 
Od shall be found acceptable, in general Ole, for the foaw 
which does not support iron, and for which we require and 
seek a name, the nomenclature for all its varioua kinds of 
derivation may be easily formed by composition : avoidinp; 
all circumlocutions, instead of saying, " the Od deri•ed 
from crystallization," we may name this product c,.ystallod, 
that from animal life biod, that from heat t/ae,.,od, tUt 
from electricity briefly 88 elocl, from light phott;d, and so _, · 
fiUJ!IRetod, cl&ymod, l~liod, artemod, tribod, and far the 
material world generally, pa1ttod., &c. I am qaite awawe. 
that objections may be urged, here and there, apiDst the 
grammatical aoouracy ; that it might, perhaps, be n-. 
correct to say tlteJ'JitOOd, &c. NevertheleSI', when it it· 
intended that new words should make their way iato pmor; 
tical use, custum Nld oonvenience require tJW. t8e- ••. 

. ~ . 
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I pld_.itiee 8a:Be ofthe strictness of·giUllUbl:~ 
1WC7Ioreaphany. It is poaaible, indeed verytpmt.ble,.that 
-., .W. .me dtry ~ in bringing the inoommensurable 
fNc1io~Js nich we now comprehend under the names· of 
~ electrieity, crystallization, light, heat, affinity, 
k; under a common denominator ; but the numerator& 
will alw ys remain unlike, and therefore it will always be 
n ary to connect and retain groups of phenomena, 
which we call magnetism, electricity, &c. ; and thus, what
me r may be the ultimate scientific fate of this which I now 
think it neces ary to comprise under a new expression, we 
hall ce1y a.t any time be able to dispense with such a 

Od, or ome ynonymous one in its place. 

RETROSPECT. 

·' a. Not only magnets, crystals, hands, chemism, &c., but 
Ul. aolid and fluid matters without exception, produce sen
lllioos.of coolness and tepid heat equivalent to pleasure 
and moonvenience. 

b.. The eft'ective force, therefore, does not appertain to 
ptrticu1ar f01'1D8 or especial qualities of matter. but it dwells 
in ~r in and by itself. 

e. This force not only manifests itself in contact, but also 
at 4tistances,-as from the sun, moon, and stars; RO, also, 
&.1 all matter. 

d. Substances arrange themselves in the order of the 
flllaWo.chemical series. 

-· In this, the electro-positive substances stand on one 
aid& with potassium at their head, the electro-negative on 
tile other with oxygen in the furthest limit : all electro
politiv'e metalt occur among those giving warmth, and pro
dwDg· UDpleaaant sensations ; all metalloids on the cooling, 
agreeable side. 

Q 
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226 THE MATERIAL WORLD IN OKNERAL. 

f We find here conductibility, transferability, and lumi
nosity with glowing, vapour and Hames. 

g. Finally, this force is one that extends over the entire 
umverse. 

k. Nomenclature. The word Od, odic, with inflexions 
and compositions. 
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SEVENTH TREATISE. 

DUALISM IN THE PHI!:NOMENA. 

216. THE polar opposition in magnets, the dualism in 
every crystalline form, the symmetrical and sexual oppo
sition in all living organization, made me conceive, even at 
the beginning of the present researches, that eomething of 
the kind might prevail here. rrhe first and most evident 
character of this was afforded by the constantly recurring 
sensations of heat and cold, of pleasure and discomfort, 
which healthy and sick sensitive persons imagined they felt 
from all material objects. I did not, indeed, find all these 
persons agreeing as to those sensations from the same sub· 
stratum, but as to the quality of any, when once they had 
determined its place among the warm or cold materials, all 
the sensitive almost always persisted in their first opinion. 
There must, therefore, necessarily exist here objective causes 
in respect to the substance, and subjective causes referable 
to the form of disease, which determined the, on one hand. 
constant, on the other, inconstant statements. An attempt 
gradually to advance along the trace of wann at~d cold, 
in order to arrive, by further investigation, at a certain 
scientific truth, was consequently surrounded by difficulties 
of manifold and peculiar kinds. They were only to be 
overcome by patience. 

217. The first question was : What does the expression 
warm signify in the mouth of the sensitive ? What the 
term cold? All the objects which they thus designate are, 
in every case, of equal thermometrical temperature ; these 
words, therefore, cannot mark anything real, but must indi
cate an apparent temperature, and the expression is there-
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228 ALJSK IN THE PHENOMENA. 

fore to be takal in a figurative sense; it signifies an t§W. . 
upon t/&e Beft8t of feeling, which resembles that of MQ/, ~. 
of cold, depending upon some unknown cause. 

218. Miss Sturmann found both a flask of oxygen gas 
and a piece of sulphur hot ; Miss Reichel found them both 
cold ; and Miss Maix found both hot while lying in her 
hand, but diffusing a cold air around : in the coJlective idea 
of difference of temperature in relation to the temperature 
of the air, at each time they all agreed ; but as to the deter~ 
ruination of the degree I rooeived very different aocounts ; 
from three observers three different stateuumts, and all 
three kept constantly to the same statements at all times 
and in every repetition. 

219. From this it clearly followed, that not only was 
the objective cause residing in the matter present in un
equal degrees in different substances, hut that uuequal 
initabilities existed in different diseases. These latter,. 
again, could either establish merely quantitative distinctions, 
so that a substance reacted more strongly or more weakly. 
upon a patient, which would, however, over-excite another ; 
or qualitative distinctions might exist where, in one disease,. 
a particular substance bad always a warm reaction, in ano.. 
ther always cold. 

220. To get nearer to the natural laws lying concealed 
here, the question required to be stated more simply ; it 
would not do to begin with substances of different kinds, . it 
must be attempted with those identical. I therefore .re,., 

turned to my rock crystal and selenite, in which I · mish.tf 
hope to bring to observation, in one and the same exam~J 
the different temperatures which appeared to the sensitive 
to run through all nature, and from this point to carry o~t 
the comparisons. With Miss Nowotny, therefore, I took a 
selenite four inches long with a natural point, and drew it 
down over the inside of her hand from the wrist to the tip 
of the middle finger, near the skin, but without touching it. 
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\'thile she was in the north-south position. She felt a cool 
wi'nd pass o\'er, as if one had blown on her hand through a 
straw, as has already been mentioned in ~ 33. I then 
reversed the crystal, and took the same course over the 
hand with the opposite point of the crystal; she now ex
perienced no cold, but a tepid warmth, which was, besides, 
disagreeable. A rock crystal, rather longer, carried down 
over the hand in the same way with both ends, gave the 
same results. Miss Sturmann felt the downward pass over 
the hand of one pole of a tourmaline, warm ; of the other 
pole, rold. Iceland double spar acted upon her exactly in 
the same way. 

221. Miss Atzmannsdorfer expressed herself in the same 
way : the above selenite, passed down over her right hand, 
gave oool:neBs to her with the same end that had given it to 
Miss Nowotny. When I passed the same point down over 
her left hand, she felt it still cooler. Reversing the crystal, 
the pass down the right hand was warm, down the left 
unpleasantly tepid. I made the 8ame experiment with Miss 
Reicllel. I passed the same selenite over her hands. The 
same end which had caused coolness to the above different 
eensitive persons also produced coolness in the downward 
pass over her right hand ; in like manner over the left also 
oool, but more strongly and more agreeably. When I 
:revel'96Cl the crystal, and operated in the same way with the 
other end, she found the pass down over the right hand 
scaroely cool, on the left hand warm. She said, when 
passing downward, it seemed as if something was taken 
from her ; when upwards, as if something was given. 
Miss Maix expressed herself just in the same manner in 
similar experiments.• 

• Thie experiment I have made many timea, and the atriking corro
boration a&'orded by my own experience to this fact ia very agreeable ; 
for not only does it afford ua a general rule as to the difference betweeu 
the etfecla from the two ends of the crystals, but it tendc to establish 
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222. Similar accounts have been given at H 88, 84, 85, 
in regard to M. Schuh and Professor Endlicher. In the 
meantime many other persons who have experienced the 
same sensations have given me permission to cite their 
testimony : M. Theodore Kotschy, Dr. Venzl, M. Voigt
linder the optician, Mr. Incledon, M. Studer; the joiner 
'riscbler must also be named among the healthy sensitive. 
M. Kotscby, as well as Mr. lncledon, could only bear a few 
repetitions of the pass of the cold end of the large rock. 
crystal from the head down over the body, as they then felt 
tcensibly affected in the stomach, and I was compelled to 
desist. 

228. Generally, therefore, did all the experiments and 
witnesses agree, tlwt one pole of the crystaL. gave 4 cold, 
tlte other a tvarm pau. I say expressly, generally, since 
here and there single persons occur who cannot settle pro
perly about cold and beat, fancying the same pa8fleS to. feel 
sometimes cold, sometimes warm, varying between the two 
feelings in different dispositions, or only becoming certainly 
clear and consistent as to the quality of the sensation after 
repeated passes. But there are in all cases healthy or 
merely slightly indisposed persons; the properly highly 
sensitive are but seldom in doubt. Novices in the experi
ments are, in particular, less clear at first. The special 
cases, however, in which the decision between cold and 
warmth was variable in them, I shall discuss hereafter, aud 
trace them back to definite clear cases. 

284. When a dualism in the crystallized bodies had 
been substantiated both by these facts and through much 
of that which was detailed in the second of these treatises, 
a dualism which follows in an unmistakeable parallelism 
with that of crystallization itself, the questions arose, what 
is the nature of this dualism ? Does it consist of a dupli-

the ditference of the agenciea of either end of the crystal when puwd 
directly or innnely in relation to the brain. 
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city P Or does it correspond to a real presence and ab
sence P Or is it like a positive and negative opposition ? 
I acknowledge that I can as little give a definite answer to 
these, as we can find a certain intelligence of cold and heat, 
of + E and - E, of + M and - M, &c. I was obliged 
to be content, for the present state of matters, to make cer
tain of a parallelism which I might perhaps hope to discover 
between Od and crystallization, magnetism and electricity. 

226. We know, from what has gone before, that Od has 
much agreement with magnetism, leaving out of considera
tion the capacity of the latter to attract iron, to take a 
direction from the terrestrial magnetism, &c.; in particular, 
that it affects the sensitive exactly in the same way. When 
I passed a magnetic needle down over the hands of different 
highly sensitive persons, they received exactly the same 
sensations as from a crystal of selenite, calcareous spar, 
topaz, &c. As a rule, the northward pole, that is, the 
negative end of the needle, declared itself cool ; the 
110uthward pole, the opposite positive end of it, warm. 
When a perfect agreement of certain poles of crystals with 
certain others of the magnet was thus brought to evidence, 
a right was acquired to conclude a similarity of cause, and 
to apply a similar nomenclature to those poles of crystals 
which exercised eftects wholly homologous to determinate 
poles of the magnet, and were gifted with corresponding 
fundamental qualities; so that when + M agreed with Od, 
we could apply the term + Od, and in reverse in the same 
way-Od.• 

226. In order to work this out, I first investigated, more 
minutely, the relations of the sensitive to the poles of the 
magnet. I placed a small magnetic rod in the hands of 
Miss Maix ; it was about four times as long as the breadth 

* I have repeated these experiments on many impreaaionable subjects, 
and can aft'ord a strong corroboration of the facta. In some caae11 sleep 
and Yigilance result according to the pole o.ft'ered to the patient. 
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of her hand. I first made her place both fists close tog«Der 
in the middle of the rod, so that the latter paned · dllotlgJa 
both, the northward pole being turned toward the left .-. · 
She experienced a moderate amount of disturbance from 
this. I then made her advance her two fists along the rod, 
the left toward the left, till it enclosed the northward pole ; 
the right toward the right till it enclosed the eouth•ard 
pole, briefly, in such a manner that she bad one pole in 
each fist. 'rhe effect of this alteration was very pereeptib1e ; 
she now experienced a very active disturbance through both 
anns, the breast, and bead. When she removed one hand from 
the rod, the disturbance ceased suddenly ; it returned · and 
vanished alternately, as she alternately grasped and let go 
one pole, retaining the other in the other hand. The same 
occurred when she repeated the operation with the other 
pole. Therefore, there was a condition like a corrent, a 
kind of circuit, as was observed bcl'ore on the occasion · of 
the contact with both my bands, of which I have already 
given an account in the third of these treatises, ~ 86. For 
the control of this, I repeated it with a large horse-6boe 
magnet, placing one of her hands upon each pole, the left· 
upon the northward. She immediately became pained ancl 
oppressed in the breast, by the circuit which rJte felt through 
this from the arms ; the head was involved and soon rendered 
giddy, and the patient was again reminded of the "rio~ 
game" which she had spoken of in the former case, &c. 
The moment I let her take one hand away from the magnet, 
she felt nt once the interruption of the circuit, and again 
breathed freely. Every repetition afforded a similar result~ 
In both experiments, especially the latter, stronger one, it 
was requisite that the northward pole should lie in the left 
hand, the southward in the right, for the sensations to he in 
any degree supportable : when I reversed the poles the 
patient could not bear it ; she again experienced the strange 
conflict within her, already described, and evinced so great 
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intael.toJment, .that I wu oWiged. to ~e up $he espni. 
Dimt•URmBdiately. HI venture to 8S8UDIEI tbe .eQstence of 
a tDsuit .here, like that of the galvanic c1ll'l'ent, I am obliged 
f.o,conolUIIIIe that it here flowed from the positive southward 
poMj through the right ann and upper part of the body 
toward the left side, and then through the left arm and 
lmad dOWD to the negative northward pole of. the magnet. 
The~ tlae left luutd of the patient corresponded to tlu aoutla
n'tlt'd f#Oie, mad 1aer rig/at luuul to the nortlan:ard pole of the 
fllagttetic needle : in otlaer '1VO,rds, ker lefl1VOuld be po~itive, 
ltw rigAt raegaiive, in relation to magnetinn in the old un
altered aenae of the term$, and the quality of the left hand 
would have to be indicated by + Od (here = + biod), and 
that of the right by- Od (here=- biod). 
, .. 227. It will be remembered from § 86, that when I had 

placed. my right hand in her left, and my left in her right, 
•uimilar circuit was felt by the patient, which she was able 
to SU8tain ; but that when I crossed my hands, so that the 
hands of the same name came together, namely my right in 
her right, and her left in my left, the often mentioned 
eo-called struggle arose within her, which she could not 
58tain, since it was insufferably painful to her. From this 
it {Qilows, that my male hands corresponded perfectly, in 
qualitative magnetic respects, with the female hands of Miss 
Maix, that my right took the place of the negative, north
ward pole, and my left of the positive, southward pole, and 
tieret'ore they possessed magnetism, with positive and nega
tive properties, in just the same order as those of the patient; 
ooasequently, that men and women are organized eractly 
ttJith the ~ame polarity in tlaese points.• 

• Dr. Elliouon had a .ery remarkable cue (Adlard) illustrative of 
this Conclusion. When the patient, a male, wu in meemeric sleep, the 
two aides of the body were 10 dit'erent oue to the other that be could 
DOt n&r bia Jest or bU. arma to be eroued. He could not allow bU. 
r.ipt haod Gopn to tol&ch hit lert cheek. or hia left hand fingen to 
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228. After I had cleared this up, I placed the magnetic 
rod in the left hand of Miss Maix, in such a manner that it 
extended from the tip of the middle finger upwards to 
beyond the hand, and on to a part of the arm. The north
ward pole lay above upon the arm, the southward below on 
the tips of the fingers : thus all remained in its natural 
arrangement. When I reversed the rod, discomfort com
menced ; the so-called struggle began from the wrist to the 
fingers. I now pushed the magnetic rod up her sleeve, so 
that it lay upon her fore-arm. When I kept the arrange
ment such that the northward pole lay above at the elbow 
and the southward below at the wrist, the patient found its 
position in accordance with the natural conditions ; when I 
reversed the rod, the disagreeable contest at once became 
felt again. 

I repeat here the observation which I have already made 
in an earlier place, and which must not be left out of conside
ration in the critical examination of these phenomena, that 
the patient lay in the magnetic meridian ; the head to tbe 
north, the feet to the south, and the face looking southward. 

229. If, now, as all up to this point has testified, the 
same force and influence upon the living organism occurs in 
crystals as in the magnet, a simple crystal brought into the 
same circumstances as the magnetic rod ought to produce 
the same results. I placed a crystal of selenite between the 
two hands of the patient. It soon appeared, however, that 
it was anything rather than indifferent how it lay between 
the tips of the fingers of the two opposite hands. First, 
she soon felt out that the two most distant points of the 
rhombohedron were indeed part of an internal force of the 
crystal, but not the strongest, for there were two others in 

touch his right cheek. In either cue he started as if he were burned. 
He could not endure the Doctor's right hand to touch his left side, or 
the contrary .-See Zout, vol. iii., page 53; where some other particulars 
of this young man'11 cue will be found. 
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the direction of the short diagonal, which were much 
stronger, and coincided with the polar main axes. Neither 
were the poles of their axes alike, for she found one dis
tinctly warmer, the other cooler, just as the patients had 
always found. When she now held the crystals between 
her two middle fingers, so that the cool pole lay on the left 
middle finger and the warm on the right, the condition of 
matters was in certain respects accordant ; but when I re
versed the crystal the often-mentioned discomfort appeared. 
The cool pole of the crystal, therefore, corresponded to the 
northward pole of the magnet"; the warm to the southward. 
When I placed the crystal in the patient's left hand, short 
as it was, for the main axis only measured four inches, it 
was by no means indifferent to her in what direction the 
axis lay. If the cool pole was directed upward toward the 
wrist, the warmer toward the fingers, the patient found it 
pleasant, but if I reversed the direction of the poles, the 
disturbance of the internal conflict commenced, even though 
over a small extent. Similar experiments with granite, stau
rolite, and heavy spar, furnished exactly the same results. 

230. I should scarcely have ventured to lay so much 
weight upon these observations if I had made them upon 
Miss Maix alone. It might have been a peculiar, perhaps 
variable, result of disease. But I always obtained exactly 
the same effect in repetitions of it in very different condi
tions of disease. When I extended to Miss Nowotny, 
already far advanced in convalescence, one of my hands, she 
felt each singly, in exactly the same way as Miss Maix ; and 
when I gave her both bands, she felt herself subjected, in 
like manner, to the sensation of a circuit, which she could 
not long sustain. Miss Atzmannsdorfer found my right 
hand warmish in her left, my left hot in her left ; when I 
gave her both hands, she at once felt the circuit, which 
affected her whole body, and rendered her head giddy. But 
when I extended my erossed hands to her, I was not very 
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succe8Sful, for the effect wM so violent, that aae began. ~ 
lose consciousness, even in a few seconds, and I was.oWiged . 
to pause. With Miss Reichel my right hand was Defer. 
disagreeable in her left, but my right was painfully unpleaseat 
in her right. She felt the two oppositely conesponding 
hands through the whole arms, and soon in the head. but 
not nearly so strongly and insupportably disagreeable aa 
when I grasped her crossed bands. All this is in perfect 
agreement with what I have circumstantially detailed of 
Miss Maix. 

231. Thus the law is evolved, that determinate poles 
of crystals and of living organized structures oorrespood to 
the poles of the magnet in relation to Od, that cryltah Jua-, 
in this ~ense a clearly displayed north and south pole; t/la.l 
the cooler always corresporuls to the norlA pole of t/18 fltll!/"' 

net, the warmer to its AOuth pole, and .foeaUy that, of tile, 
human M.nds, the right corresponds in kind to the ntWtktmrd, 
pole, the left to the southward, both in the male arulf~ 
se:~. Therefore + Od (here + crystallod, or + biod) PI»! 
sents itself equivalent to + .M, and - M parallel to - Od, &,c. 

232. For the further confirmation of the facts here .Wh . 

folded, I will include in my report some other similar ooQdi
tions, which have presented themselves in healthy peno~. 
in particular in M. Carl Schuh, the private physicist. A 
man of healthy, powerful aspect., thirty years of age, and oC 
vividly sensitive temperament, he exhibited far more exoU. 
bility by Od, than many other persons, so that he thus eon.-, 1 

stituted a certain medium between unsensitive healtJit..y, 1 

persons and excitable nervous patients. He had hardly ~ t 
been ill, but when he over-applied himself to his laboUSt hJr 
sometimes suffered for some hours from headache. He vivicU.J 1 

experienced the influence of all crystals ; large wap•, 
affected him distinctly, even at the distance of a yard. Whe._,, 
I placed my right band in his left, he felt a disagreeable. 
eftect, in a few minutes, in his bead ; and when I took llis 
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right•band rib my left; the disorrler increased rapidly; it 
rose. in a-few minutes from the temples towards the brows, 
aud ill half a minute produced a throbbing headache, which 
90oft' ·bemme almost insupportable, and remained for .almost 
eight minutes after I had set his hands free, disappearing 
~ually and slowly; when I crossed my hands with him, 
as I bad done with the highly sensitive, be found it exceed
ingly unpleasant. Starting from the later observations, 
IiMDely,:·that the right and the left stand, in the relation to 
one another, of negative and positive, I proposed to him to 
utl6 his own right and left hands instead of mine, and to 
plide his bands one within the other, without the interposi
tion· of'mine. To the no small astonishment of himself and 
the rest of: the company, he found that his headache came 
on •imm:oourtely and just as strongly as when I had given 
him thy two hands ; that it remitted and gradually disap
~· when he separated his bands, but, every time, re
tu'mM' directly he folded them together again. His nega
tive right on his positive left formed a kind of "element," 
if I may borrow this expression from galvanism; the arc was 
completed by the arms and body, and the polarization, or, 
if the word may be admitted for once in &ubsidium, the cir
cuit commenced, and then acted upon the brain. Several 
months later, when we again came to speak on the subject, 
be told me that at no time does he dare to leave the hands 
together : since he has known the effects, the commence· 
ment of the disturbance at once reminds him to separate his 
hands whenever he accidentally brings them together. Other 
hoolthy sensitive persons exhibited wholly similar results. 
M.l Kotsehy at once felt affected by my hands, and when I 
reaehed him both, he described the effect 88 a kind of cir
colt~ which flowed from and to me, through the arms and 
cheSt{ 1 When I gave the two bands crof!sed, he represented 
his sensations as annoying painful shocks in the arms and 
head, almost in the same words as Miss Maix. But 
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M. Kotschy never suffered from headache. Mr. lncledon 
received a quite unbearable headache from my two bands; 
especially, however, when they were given to him crossed. 

283. We are now in a position to cast a retrospective 
glance over the most striking phenomena in all the sensitive; 
namely, that when lying on the back in bed, or in a similar 
position on a seat, they were of all directions least able to 
bear the west-easterly position. This is the position with 
the head to the west and the feet to the east, the face turned 
towards the east. In this position, the whole right side is 
turned towards the south, while the entire left is directed 
to the north ; or in other words, the positive side of their 
bodies is turned towards the positive pole of the earth, and 
their negative to the negative. Equivalent, therefore hos
tile poles, are turned directly tow~ each other, and since 
these mutually repel each other, it becomes to some extent 
comprehensible why such a position must become so ex
ceedingly injurious to the patients so highly sensitive in 
these points. In July, when Miss Nowotny endeavoured to 
go out again, she was utterly unable, even out of doors, to 
bear a walk from the west towards the east. It would be 
impossible to find more perfect confirmation of my pre
ceding observations ; and M. Schuh is no bedridden and 
obscure patient, but an active man known and seen by half 
Vienna and half Berlin. 

284. I undertook a thorough control of the law obtained 
with Miss Reichel. It is known from the preceding treatise 
that I possessed series of simple substances and preparations, 
prepared by Miss Nowotny and Miss Maix, arranged by 
them according to the degree of discomfort they experienced 
from them. But in their graduated series, although they 
ran by regular degrees from the electro-chemically strongest 
substances to the weakest, no regard at all was had to their 
negative or positive relation in the electro-chemical series ; 
only the quantity of their effect upon the sensitive had been 
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taken note of, and not their quality. If, then, as had every 
appearance, the distinction between cold and warmth, in the 
feelings of the sensitive, be founded upon a distinction be
tween negative and positive, in the same way as between the 
poles of magnets and of crystals, the above-mingled series 
should be capable of being divided into two halves, accord
ing to their difference of cold and warmth by those who felt 
this, one of which halves should comprise the negative, the 
other the positive substances. In this experiment I used 
the series of substances Miss Maix had formed as a basis, 
and made Miss Reichel bring this into two groups, according 
to cold and heat. I here give the_ result. The series pro
ceeds from the greatest strength down to the least. The 
numbers denote the order in which they were originaUy 
placed in Miss Maix's series, before it had been divided into 
two by Misa Reichel. 

WARM. 
2. Potassium. 
3. Caffeine. 
5. Purple ofCaaain11. 
1. Brucia. 

15. Chromic acid. 
19. Picarnarate of limP. 
21. Bromide of eilver. 
22. Iodide of ailver. 
23. Iodide of biamutb. 
26. Picamar. 
27. Atropine. 
28. Acroleine. 
31 . Rhodium. 
32. Narcotine. 
35. Strychnine. 
37. Seequi-oxide of lt"ad. 
38. Alloxan. 
40. Picrotos:ine. 
41. Ultramarine. 
43. Meaite. 
46. Citronyle. 

COLD. 
I. Oxygen gae. 
4. Sulphuric acid. 
6. Iodide of gold. 
8. Diamond. 
9. Chloride of gold. 

l 0. Sulphur. 
II . Bromine. 
12. Tellurium. 
13. Osmic acid. 
14. Selenite. 
16. Lunar cauatic. 
17. Orpiment. 
18. Chloride of mercury. 
20. Oxide of platinum. 
24. Iodide of carbon. 
25. Iodide of mercury. 
29. Iodine. 
30. Telluric acid. 
33. Cyanide of mercury. 
34. Selenium. 
36. Paracyanogen. 
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WAUl. 
4 7. Draeonine. 
48. Biamath. 
52. Creuote. 
53. Potua. 
57. Lithium. 
58. Cautharadio•. 
61. Cetine. 
64. lEeeuline. 
66. Baryta. 
iO. Melamine. 
7 -'· Grey pig iron. 
75. Murexide. 
i6. Protoxide of mangaoeee. 
78. Hydrate of oil of turpentine. 
79. Choleeterine. 
80. Alparagine. 
82. Hy01e1amioe. 
85. Alloxautine. 
88. Caryophyllioe. 
89. AUantaiDe. 
90. Solphuret of ~monia. 
91. Lime. 
94. Gold. 
97. Zinc. 
98. Stearine. 
99. Chromium. 

101. Omnium. 
104. Palladium. 
107. Mereury. 
108. Delphinine. 
I 09. Daturine. 
110. Lead. 
113. Oleie aeid. 
116. Cadmium. 
117. Sodium. 
118. Antimony. 
121. Red lead. 
124. Morphia. 
125. Beoamide. 
126. Veratria. 
127. lndip blue. 

COLD. 
39. Proaic aeid, 
42. Sulphoret of JM*IIIi-. 
44. Anenic. 
45. Oxide of mercury. 
49. Iodide of lead. 
50. Chloride of Cyuogft. 

51. Chloride of lime. 
54. Oxide of copper. 
55. Cyanide ofpotuaium. 
56. Solphoret of calcium. 
59. Solpbat.e of morphia. 
60. Bromide of potuliam. 
62. Cyanic acid. 
63. Antimonic aeid. 
65. Sulphuret of eyauogen. 
67. Hydrate of baryta. 
68. Parabaoic acid. 
69. Boru. 
71. Acetate of morphia. 
72. Hydrocblorate of eibODyle. 
73. Pboephuret of nitrogen. 
i7. Oxide of cobalt. 
A 1. Titauic acid. 
83. Uric acid. 
84. Neutral phoepbate of lime. 
86. Chloride of carbon. 
87. Carbazotic acid. 
92. Phoephorua. 
93. Bichromate of potau. 
95. Oxide of nickel. 
96. Alcohol. 

100. Chloride of chromium. 
102. Albumen. 
I 03. Ammoniocblorideofplati .... 
105. Protoxide or chromium. 
106. Black lt>ad. 
Ill. Oxide of silver. 
112. Common aalt. 
114. Molybcbc acid. 
115. Iodide of potauium. 
119. Sulphate of iron. 
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WARM. 
I 29. Titanium. 
132. N.,ht.balioe. 
133. Coal wax. 
137. Nickel. 
138. Copper. 
139. Saotooioe. 
140. Iridium. 
141. Tin. 
142. Cobalt. 
148. AmndaUDe. 
149. MeUooe. 
150. Quioioe. 
151. Piperine. 
156. Benzoyle. 
157. Urea. 
158. PlatinUIIl. 
la9. Silver. 
163. Eopion. 
167. Bar-irou. 
171. Plll'lllllble. 

COLD. 
120. Nitric acid. 
122. O:ride of maugaoeee. 
123. Sebacic acid. 
12~. Stearic acid. 
130. MUtlicot. 
131. Oxamide. 
134. Ciuchouiue. 
135. Melan. 
136. Hippuric acid. 
143. Fumaric acid. 
144. Malic acid. 
145. Beuzoic acid. 
146. Lactic acid. 
147. Cinnamonic acid. 
152. Pero:ride of lead. 
U3. Gallic acid. 
154. Taullic acid. 
155. Succinic acid. 
160. Spring water. 
161. Mannite. 
162. Charcoal. 
164. Starch. 
165. Gum. 
166. Sugar. 
16~. Vinegar. 
169. Sugar of milk. 
170. Citric acid. 
172. Distilled water. 

235. When this arrangement is examined, it is seen that 
almost all IIaetals, potassium at the head, with the isolated 
exceptions of tellurium and arsenic, are on the side of the 
warm bodies,-therefore, on the especially negative: we find, 
further, under this head, almost all organic substances, and 
organic bases; the compotmds of carbon, rich in hydrogen, 
and barely a couple of acids, chromic and oleic. On the 
other hand, we observe in the opposite, cold flide, all bodies 
like sulphur, bromine, iodine, selenium, all compounds of 
chlorine, the oxides of the metals, all compounds of cyano. 

R 
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gen, and ahnost the whole of the acids. So far as we can 
judge of the substances, we perceive on the warm side 
scarcely anything but electro-positive-on the cold side, 
scarcely anything but electro-negative. It is certainly sur
prising, and in the highest degree worthy of notice, that a 
human being-a girl perfectly ignorant of such things-is 
capable of classifying with certainty and accuracy, according 
to one of their innermost, profoundest, and most obscure pecu
liarities-their electro-chemical character, all the substances 
of this world, without seeing them, and by mere dull sensation. 

28ft. AB we have been compelled to infer of the magnet, 
crystals, and human hands, all warmth-giving substance• 
are positive, so are we now obliged to conclude that all pori
live bodies give out heat. This holds good in the reversed 
formula of the negative, and thus we arrive, in a different 
way from that already known, at the electro-chemical series 
of bodies, which, from this point of view, we may ~1 the 
Od-chemical series. 

237. AB to the manner and circumstances by which I ob
tained this result, I may add, that I gave the observer aU 
the bodies which consisted of solid substance, into her bare 
left hand ; the pulverulent on a fine, very thin tissue paper, 
which did not require to be taken into account ; and the 
fluid in the bottles in which I usually kept them. I did 
not neglect to control this operation repeatedly, and most 
minutely, by making the same trials over again, in modified 
ways. At one time I placed all the bodies at one end of a 
long and wide glass tube, while Miss Reichel gruped the 
other in her whole hand. When I inserted one body afr.er 
another into the tube, the feeling of warmth and oold 
changed in a moment. Another time, I selected a glau 
rod of such condition that it was not felt either warm or 
cold. With this I let her touch the substance, inserting it 
into the powders and fluids, and placing it against the side 
of the solids. With this kind of feeler she very accurately 
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distinguished the warm ot· cold condition of bodies every 
time ; and I can, from experience, especially recommend 
this mode of testing, as readily provided for, everywhere ap
plicable, and very clear to the observer. By means of two 
such rods of equal thickness very accurate comparisons be
tween two different bodies could be made. 'l'he examina
tion of bodies, by placing them, together with Lhe bottles in 
which they are contained, in the hands of the patients, is 
only possible with substances of great strength; as with sul
phuric acid, potass, caffeine, &c. In the weaker, it is inad
missible, because the glass itself has very different proper
tree, feeling, according to its chemical condition of admix
ture, sometimes warm, sometimes cold, and sometimes 
indifferent, and thus readily rendering the result incorrect. 
'l'his frequently goes so far, that weak substances, which by 
themselves feel cool, are thereby made to feel warm, and 
t?ice wrsd ; and then errors will be produced. Salts and 
other preparations, which occur in a crystalline condition, 
must be powdered before testing, even if only coarsely. 
For, since the crystals are polar, no pnre result of quantity 
can be obtained from a group, as isolated crystals affect the 
result by their poles, and render it complex. I hesitated a 
long time, for instance, with saltpetre and bichromate of 
potass, between warm and cold, until I powdered them, 
when a constant coolness presented itself. And when a 
substance is powdered, it must not be examined imme
diately, but after some hours. For, the mortar and pestle 
in which it has been powdered influence it for a long time, 
through transference: in like manner, the rubbing in the 
trituration alters the natural odic value, since it brings in 
accumulation from friction, perhaps also from electricity, 
that may be thereby set in motion. Finally, the substances 
to be examined must not be allowed to remain previously 
for any time near other, especially much stronger or much 
weaker ones, because they will, in that case, become altered 
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by transference; moreover, they must not have stood in the 
sunshine, nor in the moon's rays; they must not hare re
mained long in the hand; when several are to be compared 
together they must be tolerably equal in temperature, &c. 
All these things W<,uld interfere with the purity of the result, 
as is abundantly evident from the preceding treatise. 

~38. I need scarcely observe that the series which I have 
above given is not to serve as the normal, but only as an 
example, and M a help to the argument. For to have been 
)aid down as the type, it would have required the previous . 
most accurate investigation of the chemical purity of the sub
stances, a labour for which neither time nor circumstances 
have yet afforded sufficient opportunity. I merely intended 
to seek out and lay down the law ; its ll(~curate application 
will belong to another time. Countless other preliminary 
investigations are also requisite here, the infinity of which I 
fully feel and recognize ; in the first place of all, these test
ings of positive and negative character of bodies, which I 
was here first able to carry through with Miss Reichel, must 
be undertaken with several other sensitive persons in dif
ferent conditions ; thereby must be found the key to the 
distinction of their sensations, as also the re:mlts of more 
exalted or lower excitability, in comparison with Miss 
Reichel, who, since her sensations coincided so accurately 
with the general electric condition of bodies, as it has been 
made out previously in other ways by physics and che
mistry, must have been in a remarkable equilibrium,--oD£ 
might say, of purity of diseased condition. 

239. We will now make some applications of the disco
vered law, that substances which affect the sensitive as warm 
.or cool, the thus od-positive or od-negative, correspond to 
the electro-positive and electro-negative. First of all, we 
found the sun strikingly cool, but the moon strongly warm 
on the sensitive ; the fixed stars ranged themselves with the 
sun, the planets with the moon. I do not know whether 
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astronomers have yet made out anything positive on this 
subject; so far as my knowledge goes, nothing has been 
made known on this point, except what M. Kreil• traced 
into the qualities of the moon, from the interference with 
tbe declination of the magnetic needle. It is then certainly 
in some degree interesting, that the human feelings should 
be able to carry us so far as to recognize that the fixed stars 
take their place all on the electro-negative, the moon and 
the planets on the electro-positive side : luminous and illu
minated stars are thus opposed in a polar manner to each 
other. Perhaps we shall one day succeed, if not in deciding, 
yet in raising a probability, that a comet which only sends 
us polarized light is actually a reflecting and not an illu
minatir1g body. Subjecting this to rigid criticism, it may 
indeed be objected that the feelings do not necessarily point 
bere to the electro-chemical condition of the heavenly 
bodies, but only the influence of their emanations ; their 
rays of light, of heat, &c. are perceived in the feelings of the 
patient. I do not at all oppose this ; at the same time, all 
that we have yet succeeded in discovering about the heavenly 
bodies is perceived through emanations of each kind, by 
means of our senses ; all that we know of them relates to 
that alone which arrives to us through their emissions, and 
thus we are in the same position with the odic emanations, 
which tell us that the sun is od-negative, and the moon 
od-positive, as the em8llations of light teach us that the sun 
is warm, the moon almost without heat, &c. 

240. From ~ 147, in the examination of the chemical 
activity, we already know that all fire effects the feelings 
of the sensitive with cold. 'fhis is so far worthy of regard, 
that, we know from the researches of Pouillct (Annal. de 
Phys. et de Chim., tom. xxxv., p. 402), that the exterior of 
flames, which depend upon oxygen combinations, possesses 

* Astrom. meteorol. Jahrbucb. 1842. 
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much free positive electricity. This cold is not only dif. 
fused from the free fire of od-positive or od-negative bodies,
as from potassium, stearine, oil, alcohol, and sulphur, but it 
may also be detected when the fire i..q inclosed, whether it 
be in positive or negative bodies. For when Miss Reichel 
approached a stove warmed by the fire inclosed in it, she 
found it indeed warm at the greatest proximity, so long as 
its real heat acted in a preponderating degree upon her, 
especially with iron stoves; hut when she drew back, 
scarcely a couple of steps, it caused her vivid sensations of 
coolness, and the stronger the more actively the fire burnt 
in the stove. When she was chilled in the winter time, 
and went to warm herself at the heated iron, it now chilled 
her through and through, and her fingers, which previously 
were rather stiff, became perfectly so ; she wag compelled 
to go away, and endeavour to warm herself by walking up 
and down the room and rubbing her hands. It was pretty 
nearly the same thing whether the stove was of earthenware 
or of iron. In judging this strange effect, it must not be 
overlooked what a complex phenomenon this is of what is 
given out by heat, light, chemism, the electricity thereby 
excited, the substance of the burning materials, and, finally, 
of the stove itself. The resultant, however, of all these oom
ponents i~. in all the cases hitherto observed, an uncommon 
degree of cold to a distance of many paces, so that it drove 
Miss Maix out of the illuminated churches, ~ 181, and Miss 
Reichel, when she remained only a short time in the vicinity 
of a burning wood fire , was in rapid succession first attacked 
in the head, then rendered giddy, and at last felt so seized 
with pain in the stomach that unles~ she hurried away she 
fainted. Fire, therl:(ore, acts od-negntivt:ly on the sensititJe 
in all cases. 

241. The question suggests itself here, what apparent 
temperature may be shown by flames of that kind which the 
Od itself }lrodnces, and which, invisible to healthy persons, 
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a1'6 peNeived by the sensitive on the polar ends of wires 
from all the various sources of Od. 'fo solve this I inserted 
first a glass rod, which itself felt cool, and an iron one, 
which felt warm, in a number of substances, and let Miss 
&ichel feel the flames issuing from the extremities at a 
diata11ce of two inches. I obtained the following series, 
exactly similar, from the glass and iron rods:-

COLD OD·PLAJriES. 

Bichromate of potaaa. 
Sugar. 
Sugar of milk. 
Citric acid. 
Oxalic acid. 
Chloride of lime. 
Sulphur. 
Bromine. 
Graphite. 
Charcoal. 
Arsenic. 
Manganese. 
Alcohol. 
Sulphate of iron. 

WARM OD-PLAMES. 

Gold. 
Platinum. 

. Potau. 
Narcotine. 
Minium. 
Oxide of lead. 
Cast iron. 
Paraffine. 
Mercury. 
Tin. 
Cadmium. 
Iridium. 
Creoeote. 
Iron-filings. 

'fhe apparent temperature of the flames agreed accurately, 
therefore, with the temperature which the substances, on which 
they depended, had shown, by feeling in immediate contact, 
by feeling through a long glass-tube, and with a glass rod : 
all od-negatif1e mbstances give cold, aU od-positive wa"" 
jlamu. Tlte temperature of the flames, therefore, affords 
ara upressiora of the odic quality of bodies in general. 

242. This sensitive patient also felt all radiations from 
clectrified bodies cold, especially those positively electrified, 
The conductor, glasses, and wood-work, all gave heat by them
selves ; as soon as I electrified them, and only to a strength 
capable of yielding positive sparks one-fifth of an inch long, 
and in the moist air of cloudy weather, she felt all these 
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substance& perfectly cold at distances of from ten to. fifteen 
pues. This feeling of cold increased rapidly, the faster, I 
turned the plate of the machine, yet wRS not immediate, 
but always became first perceptible several aooonds later 
than the electric charge upon the bodies. A fox-skin, by 
itseH warm, gave great cold, when I had beaten an electro
phorus cake with it. The same occurred when I let the 
electricity flow from the conductor into the air through 
points, instead of electrifying bodies with extended surface. 

When, on the other hand, I placed negatively electrified 
bodies opposite the observer, she found them warm ; an 
electrophorus composed of pure resin, warm by itself, 
emitted far greater heat after it had bt.oen beaten with 
the fox-skin, and became observably warmer with almost 
every stroke, up to a certain degree, where it remained 
stationary. 

After these observations the conclusion was warranted, 
that positively electrified bodies produced cold, negatively 
electrified warm sen~ations. Since this ran counter to the 
general ascertained theory, the cause of such effect IDU8t be 
derived from the electrical distribution, whereby the air, 
surrounding the positively electrified bodies in which the 
observer was placed, was negative by distribution, and con
sequently as the nearest substance must act negatively upon 
her seusations,-that is, in opposition to the condition of 
the electrified body. 

243. A great number of experiments were made with 
the voltaic battery, and this would be the proper place to 
give an account of the temperature of the odic flames pro
duced by it ; but, as the results, on this point, appear too 
complicated to admit of dismissal with a passing notice, I 
must reserve the regular description of them for a spooial 
treatise. 

244. The odic flames which were produced by candle
light, as by sun-light at the end of long wires, all felt cold. 
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MiM Reichel felt the coolness of the odic-ftames issuing from· 
the further end of a long wire, twenty yards long, which was 
attached to a copper plate, illuminated by eight candles. 
Here, indeed, both heat and chemical action infiuenced. 
Sunlight, directed upon a large plate of iron, and thence 
turned towards her with the point of a wire, gave a flame 
of which the coolness reached very far ; moonlight, on the 
oontnrry, thrown upon the same plate, produced beat in the 
flame at the point of the wire directed toward the observer; 
and this, always alike in many repetitions, at very diiferent 
times. 

245. The following experiment, similar to those in 
~~ 122 and 128, may indicate the condition of the Od 
produced by beat. With Miss Maix, I had an earthen pot 
filled with cold water, inserted a wire ten feet long into it, 
placed the other end in her hand, put a cover over the water, 
and allowed the patient to become accustomed to this ar
rangement. I then poured the cold out, and replaced it 
with boiling water. She at once felt the wire increase in 
apparent heat,-that is, in odic heat ; this acquired a steady 
maximum in a few seconds. I now threw some pieces of 
ice into the boiling-hot water : the heat of the wire in the 
hand immediately began to decrease; it sank continually 
till it wholly disappeared, and now the temperature wa.~ 
reversed. 'l'he disagreeable heat of the wire vanished 
entirely, and in its place appeared the beginning of a cool
ness, which continually increased, and soon became very 
pleasant to the observer, affecting the hand, then by degrees 
the arm, and so on, the whole person, even to the back. 
Judging from this, I must assume that the warming pro
duced positive, the cooling negative, movements of Od in the 
bodies. 

246. Rubbing a copper plate with a piece of wood gave 
warm +odin the copper wire seven yards long, § 126. 

24 7. 'l~c chemical polarization is usually decided by the 
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predominant constituent, which enters into the compowul~ 
and in neutral combinations, by specific quality and positiou 
of these in the od-chemical series. A number of experi
ments, relating to this, have already been described in the 
fifth treatise, from H 137,139-142. I will add a few 
other instances here. I placed iron-filings in a glass cup, 
and poured some water on them. A glass rod inserted in 
this felt rather warm. I poured some vinegar in, and the 
rod at once gave cold. Vinegar, like ahnost all vegetable 
acids, is od-negative. But the rod soon became warm again ; 
the vinegar had been neutralized by the iron, and a great 
excess of iron-filings remained. I then added citric acid: 
the same coune was followed : in particular, after I had 
stirred up the mixture a little, the rod became wholly wann 
again. I next took, seriatim, a few other organic acids; 
all produced the same effect. In another experiment, I used 
strong solution of potass, as base, which, being od-positive, 
made the glass rod warm ; sulphuric acid poured into this 
rendered it cold for a moment, then followed great heat, the 
alkali remaining in excess. Sulphuric ftcid added, to neu
tralization, produced warmth for some moments during the 
combination, but permanent cold followed ; sulphate of 
potass, like all sulphuric acid salts, is an od-negative body. 
Eflloresced carbonate of soda, placed in water, evinced at 
once an uncommon degree of cold; the imbibition of water 
of crystallization, in the place of that lost by efllorescence, 
was, therefore, an act expressing itself externally as nega-
tive. By stirring this, cold was increased for a short time, 
then it was moderated ; carbonate of soda is itself od-nega
tive. Addition of strong diluted sulphuric acid did not 
act upon the thermometer standing in the fluid, but the 
glass rod, nevertheless, became very warm during the evo-
lution of carbonic acid : as soon as the effervescence ceased, 
it again became cold. Sulphate of soda is od-negative, but 
in the driving out and gasification of the carbonic acid, 
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positive Od was necessarily set free. The obaerver often 
said that she felt the sensations like shocks during the 
deeompositions ; as the bubbles were formed, she fancied 
she felt reflex effect in the glass rod. We shall hereafter 
return to similar phenomena ; for in these matters, there is 
nowhere effect without cause. 

All chemical action, therefore, moves in manifold alterna
tions of + and - od, dependent on the position of the sub
stances entering into it, in the odic series; so that the result 
may always be predicted so soon as the relative value and 
quantity of these are known. 

248. We now come to the examination of living organic 
stmctures : in the first place, of plants. I brought to Miss 
Maix some flower-pots, containing a Calla .£thi&pica, a 
Pelargonitt~m mosehatum, and an Alik depressa. I rolled 
up one end of a long stout wire into several coils, and gave 
the other end into the hands of the patient, to allow her to 
get accustomed to it. I then laid the coils over the plants, 
10 that these were surrounded and involved in them. An 
unexpected vivid effect displayed itself. The wire imme
diately became hot in the observer's hand, and this so much 
that it ran up the whole arm. At the same time, the point 
of the wire diffused cool wind. The Calla manifested the 
greatest strength, the Aloe the least ; so that it seemed likely 
that the measure of the strength increases, in equal degrees, 
with the rapidity of growth of the plant. The quick grow
ing Calla showed itself incomparably more active than the 
slow Aloe, in spite of its greater mass; while the Pelargonium 
111Q8Chatum always kept the medium. Perhaps the observa
tion is not out of place here, that the Calla belongs to the 
family of the Aroidere, in which it is well known that the 
strongest evolutions of heat, therefore especial manifestations 
of intense vital activity, occur. 

249. In the end of September, I walked in the fields 
with Miss Reichel. W c noticed all the flowering plants 
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we met with. Entire trees produced a total impression of 
coolness ; single plants in pots, the same, collectively ; in par
ticular, however, she found most of them warm on the stem, 
but the flowers cool : e . .fJ., in Gentiana ciliata, lnula sali
cina, Euphrasia officina/is, OdO'ntitis lutea, Orobanche 
cruenta, Linum jiavum, Hordeum disticlwm, Coronilla 
varia, Rosa Be••galensis, Pelargonium 1·oseum, lberis, lm
patie1ls, A.lcl1emilla, Campanula, Daucus, &c. Trees were 
also cold at the upper end, and warm near the ground: e. g., 
Pinus picea, Abies nigricans, Fraxinus excelsior, Hippo
phiie rhamnoicks,Laurus nlJbilis,Punica granatum, Quercus 
austriaca, Betula alba, Morus morettiana, Salisburid 
biloba, Hedera quinquefolia, Cassia corymbosa, Juglans 
regia, ~c. Among the Compositre, she found the ray-flowers 
of many cool, those of the disk warm, --e. g., Picris !&iem
cioicks, Centaurea paniculata, Aster sinensis, Amellus, 
Dahlia purpurea, Senecio elegans, Coreopsis bicolor, A.stero
ceplwlus ochrokucus, Scabiosa colttmbaria and atropur
purea, &c. Some were cool in the stem the inflorescence 
warm ; as Plantago lanceolata and Salvia verticillata ; she 
experienced a mixture of cold and heat from families of 
Clematis vitalba, and the capsules of Papaver smnniferum 
where, indeed, she may have felt through the alkaloids and 
oil of the seed. It results from this, that different parts 
of different plants behave differently in relation to Od. 

260. 'fo come closer to the facts, I pulled up a large 
turnip, and made Miss Reichel examine it. Sh~ found the 
fibrils of the root od-positive, but the tuber od-ncgative 
below, and od-positive above; the whole head of the thick
ened tap-root, especially the neck, where the buds and 
leaves are produced, very warm ; all the leaves warm at the 
base, slightly warm at the points, hut above the middle 
zone, where they are most widely expanded, very cold. A 
plant of Heracleum splwndylium, as high as a man, had 
the root warm, the stem, up to immediately below tho 
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umbel, warm, round the involucre still warmer, the umbel 
itself cold. A ripe cucumber and a melon were found cool 
above, on the remains of the flower, but cold below at the 
point of attachment to the stem. 

251. Hence it followed, that no universal polarization in 
regard to Od, according in any way with Caudex ascendens 
and descendens, somewhat as in crystals, occurs in plants, 
but that positive and negative conditions alternate at diffe
rent points : however, internodes of the same name, and 
n:ithiu these, again, parts of the same name, possessed lila! 
odic disposition : I therefore turned to the investigation of 
the single organs. First, with Miss Maix, on a young Aloe 
depressa. She found the point of the main axis strongest ; 
on the other hand, in detail, the larger, lower leaves acting 
more strongly,-that is, diffusing more cold wind than the 
smaller upper ones ; stronger in the axils than at the points; 
the mid-ribs, with their vascular bundles, stronger than the 
rest of the parenchymatous mass ; lastly, the under surface 
of the leaves stronger than the upper. The same plant, as 
well as an Agave Americana, when gone through with Miss 
Reichel, gave the same results : the little stem cooler at the 
apex, than at the base ; each leaf stronger at the base and 
on the under face, than at the point and upper face, and the 
mid-rib stronger than the borders and parenchyma. The 
two plants were of about equul size, and bore from ten to 
twelve leaves. A leaf of Ulmw campestm, of Latmu 
nobilis, and of Punica granatum, all still upon the tree, 
were each wanner on the under face than on the upper ; 
and again, warmer at the point of attachment than at the 
tip. Leaves of Castanea vesca, taken from the tree, were 
compared in three different stages of growths,-when green, 
when become yellow, and when wintery brown; in all of 
which conditions they could be obtained in Oclober. 'The 
green and yellow acted in general as cooling to the hands 
of the sensitive,-the green stronger, the yellow weaker, the 
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brown not at all, and behaved, like a sheet of paper, almost 
indifferently, with a slight indication of tepid warmth. 

252. The general results of the experiments on vege
tation, so far as they have been thus made in a pre
liminary manner, would, therefore, allow of our summing 
them up as follows :-The root-fibres are warm, therefore 
od-positive ; the ends of the leaves, above, are cold, there
fore od-negative. 'rhe point of the stem loses itself in 
leaves and leaf-buds ; it therefore comes to the negative 
side. We may say, then, with some grounds, poritive Od 
preduminate& in the descending lUis; negtzlive Od in the 
tUcending. 'fhis must, however, be accepted with great 
limitation; for innumerable individual conditions pre
vailed within these principal stat~. an infinitely distributed 
duplicity, in which + and - od alternate a thousand times. 
The rule peeped forth, however, here, that where Jtalure it 
least busy,-rvhere the granting activity is sU&ckened, 'lftga
tivity prevails,-where propulsion ilwws iuelj; positivity. 
Thus the vascular bundles in the mid-ribs, the under face 
of the leaves, and the lower part of the leaves toward the 
point of attachment, were always found more positive ; 
while the more parenchymatous mass, the upper face of the 
leaves, and the part toward the tip, were constantly more 
negative. Physiology teaches us that the leaf does not grow 
principally at the point, but toward the point of attachment, 
that the apex is perfect very soon after it emerges from the 
bud ; while at the stem end,-that is, the lower half,
the leaf continues to grow for a long time. • The vegetative 
propulsion, therefore, soon ceases in front, but remaina 
active behind. Here, then, it appears that it is in league 
with positivity of the imponderables, light, heat, and Od, that 
creative nature erects her structure ; and when she gives up 

* Endlicher and Unger, Grundz. der Botanik, § 330.-Schleidt'n, 
GMtrttll. d~r uri811. Rotartilt, tom. ii. 167. 
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the fit'lldto negativity, she carries away life with her in her 
retreat. 

253. We have still to direct our view to the animal 
kingdom. How immeasurably great the part is which Od 
here plays, is best shewn us by the profound and enigmatical 
phenomena of somnambulism. The question, however, 
here, is not of this, but of certain reactions of healthy life 
upon the sensitive. When I placed a living animal upon a 
copper plate, connected by a copper wire several yards long, 
with Mias Maix's band, though it was very small-for 
instance, a rose-beetle (Cetonia. aurata) or a moth (Bombyz 
mon), or any similar creature,-! was astonished to perceive 
that she instantly recognized this, after a few seconds, by the 
apparent temperature of the wire, whether she saw it or not. 
When I placed a larger animal on it, such as a cat, she felt 
it. very vividly. The effect of my own hand, when I placed 
it upon the plate, spread all over this, as has been already 
detailed in other places. I have examined the reactions 
countless times, in hundreds of modifications ; they gave the 
always a constant result, that every living creature at once 
propagates an influence, not only immediately, but even 
mediately, through various kinds of bodies and long wires, 
which Miss Maix found as warmth, diffusing at the same 
time a cool wind, like all the od-diffusing objects of inor
ganic nature. When I removed the animals, the effect soon 
ceased, and the wire sank back to its natural peculiar tem
perature. I made similar experiments with beetles, moths, 
and cats, on Miss Reichel, which confirmed the preceding 
in all their results. 

204. 'When I elevated my bands towards Miss Reichel, 
she felt, even at a distance, warmth ftow to her from my left, 
and coolness from my right hand, as from a distant magnet. 
MissAtzmannsdorfer felt the same still more strongly. When 
I app~hed Miss Reichel sideways, so that I only turned my 
right side to her, she felt coolness from me as soon as I 
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came in at the door of the room ; when I came forward with 
my left side, she felt me warm. Not only the hands, but 
the whole sides of human beings, are, left od-positive, right 
od-negative. Next to the hands, she found the bead espe
cially strongly odic, on the right side negative, on the 
left positive. The toes were in the same way greatly 
strengthened. With regard to front and back, the front of 
the head was always found cooler, the back of the head 
warmer down towards the neck. In the arms and hand, both 
she and Misses Maix and Nowotny found the following ar
rangement. The tips of the fingers were the strongest ; then 
followed those parts of the hands where the fingers arise; 
then the tendinous part, at the wrist, i.e. where the hand is 
attached inside to the fore arm; lastly, the parts of the 
inside of the upper arm, to which the fore-arm joins. In 
the fingers themselves, again, there were places of different 
amounts of sensibility ; but in all places where 8 finger-joint 
ended downwards, it lay inside. Nature, therefore, evidently 
proceeds ar.cording to the following rule here. From the 
shoulder to the tips of the fingers, the point of greatest 
irritability, in every joint, always lies on the inside at tile 
dutal end of the joint. There are, consequently, six places 
from the shoulder to the fore arm increasing in sensibility 
downwards ; the lower end of the upper arm, of the fore 
arm, of the hand, of the joints of the fingers, always lying 
in the inside : on the outside there is no especially sensitive 
point. 

255. The mouth, with the tongue, is 8 point of very pe
culiar strength. It is very cool ; that is, od-ncgative. The 
sensitive feel all that they touch with the mouth with especial 
distinctness and strength in reference to its odic value ; 
on the other hand, the mouth of the healthy is 8 point from 
which all objects can be charged more strongly, odically, 
than with the hands. When I held 8 glass tube, a metallic 
tube, a silver spoon, a wooden stick, &c., in my mouth, and 
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let the various sensitives feel the other eBd; they1 all found 
them very sb'ongly odifted. Wilen I put a g1888 of water 
tA> ~ mouth, as if I bad intended to drink, and then afOOr 
a abort time gave it to the sensitive patient, she took it for 
magaeti&ed water. When I passed my mouth, closed and 
without breathing, along the German-silver conductor, with· 
out rouching it, keeping my mouth only about a minute 
very close to it, and then allowed Misses Maix, Reichel, 
At&maBDSdorter, or Sturmann to grasp it, they found it as 
perfectly charged as if it bad been in contact with a magnet, 
the sun's rays, the point of a crystal, or my hands. 

We here arrive at a not uninteresting explanation of a 
hitherto obscure matter-the import of the kils. The lips 
fonn one of the foci of the biod, and the ftames which our 
poets describe, do actually blaze there. This will be cle81'ly 
elucid,qd in the next treatise. 
· It may be asked, how this can agree with the cimunstanoe 

that the mouth is od-negativeP This,however,does harmonise 
very well with the fact ; for the kiss gives nothing, it desires 
and strives merely, it eucks in and sips, and while it revels, 
longing and desire increase. The kiss is therefore not a 
nesation, but a physical and moral negativity. 

266. As the Od is unequally distributed ia tpace over the 
human body, so also, I concluded, will it deport itself in 
tiMe. I conjectured from many reasons, that the Od might 
chaage its distribution, and displace its relative intensities, 
in the different bodily and mental conditions which we pass 
through in the twenty-four hours. H such a guess should 
prove, from experiment, to be well grounded, I hoped we 
might gain highly interesting hints, even if not explanation, 
of sleep, digestion, hunger, growing hot, chilling, the mental 
changes in their physical effects, and so on as to the ques
tioDS bordering on physics. And if, in the first instance 
only, inconsiderable data could be discovered in this way, it 
would certainly indicate to us a new and promising direction 

8 
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for the investigation of things which are, in all respects, so 
difficult to throw light upon. With this view, I commenced 
by letting Miss Reichel make hourly observations on myself, 
and representing theore by graphic lines, in which the times 
were expressed by the abscisses, and the strength of the Od 
by the ordinates. I completed the investigations on myself, 
on my daughter H., and on Miss Reichel herself. A period 
occurred to the last, in which she remained perfectly sleepless 
for three weeks, and I availed myself of this time for carry
ing on the testings, through the night, without interruption. 
They were arranged in this way : my right hand was 
grasped by the sensitive every hour, and tested for its 
strength at that time, measured, and then the point marked 
upon the table, which proportionately corresponded to the 
condition . of force found. This was continued for twelve, 
eighteen, to twenty-six hours, in various experiments. My 
usual habit of life during this was, to wake at from 6 to 
7 in the morning, to read in bed till 9-10, rise, and 
breakfast on cold weak tea at 11-12, dine at 3 P.M., to eat 
a very little oonfectionary at 10 P.M., and go to bed between 
11 and 12. I drank neither wine nor beer, toast and water, 
coffee, nor ~ and did not smoke. I took no exercise be
yond a moderate walk, which did not extend furth~r than 
through the park of the castle ; and I passed my time, 
chiefly, quietly at the reading-desk. In other respects, I 
~as in good health, tranquil frame of mind, and at the age 
of fifty-six. So much for the circumstances which might have 
had influence on the experiments. In all cases, I avoided 
touching with my hand every metallic object, even the lock 
or' the door, which I let others open for me, for a quarter of 
an hour before the trial of the feeling; after meals, when I 
had used silver instruments, I always I~ some time elapse, 
before I gave my hand to be ex~ed. • I also avoided al
lowing the sun's rays to fall upon me, or going near the 
fire. 
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257. Since the standard which could be taken depended 
merely upon feeling, that is, upon the appreciation of a sen
sation, which could not be controlled by any scale, it can 
only lay claim to a moderate amount of accuracy. To ap
proach a.~ nearly to the truth, as was possible, under such 
circumstances, I repeated the same experiments five or six 
times; those, namely, in which I let my hand be felt, and 
marked down the result, hourly, from the morning t.illlnte nt 
night. 11his operation is illnstrnted in fig. 1, and the various 
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results collocated. 'rhe agreement whic:h is found between 
the various series of observations is almost astonishing, 
and proves that the sense of feeling of the observer, as I 
have already frequently noticed, possesstd n very high 
degree of clearness. 
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As soon as I attained conviction from this, that observa
tions of conformable conditions could really be obtained in 
this way, I extended the operation in various directions. I 
continued them through the night, bad them made by 
females, among others by the observer on herself, &c. I 
then caused the particular organs of one and the same 
person to be investigated, and finally, the similar organs of 
the same persons to be compared with each other. 

258. We will bring to light the particulars of this. In 
the first figure are a number of observations upon my right 
hand, marked by the right band of Miss Reichel. My right 
is, of course, od-negative, and continued so for the whole 
time, since this quality never does alter. But the quantity 
of it does change, and is subject to a continual rising and 
fallmg. I call this the magnitude of the force. It is shown 
in the drawing, that from 6 A.M. forward, at which time 
the observation mostly began, a growing increase of the 
force occurred, till the hours of 10 or 12. Then commenced 
a decline, going on till 8 P.M. From here started a new 
ascent, and it became greater until 7 to 9 P.M.; then fol
lowed a continual decrease until late in the night. 

This plate, with its often-repeated observations, proves 
that &om the time of awaking, although I remained for 
hours reading in bed, the Od increased in strength in my 
right band, growing greater continually after breakfast until 
toward noon. The rising day, therefore, strengthened the 
band. The decline which now appeared, endured exactly 
till dinner-time, and it hence became evident, that it was the 
awakening of hunger which brought en the decrease of 
strength. For scarcely had this been appeased by the 
dinner, when, with the first spoonful of warm soup, the 
decline ceased, and the force immediately began to rise, and 
so on to its maximum, which was attained in the evening at 
the time of the departure of daylight. Similar experiments 
with Miss Maix and M. Schuh yielded similar results; both 
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found my hands to influence them more powerfully after 
dinner than be{ore. 

There will be observed on the diagram a slight tendency 
to decline about 9 or 10 A.M. This relates clearly to the 
breakCast, the desire for which then arises ; this case is 
an appendix to the greater decline before dinner, and serves 
to oorroborate it. 

259. In order to make certain of the oorrectness of the 
view which I had formed on these points, I caused the ex
periments to be performed by a person who took meals at 
different times of the day. Miss Reichel herself dined at 
my house at 1 o'clock instead of a. She oould observe her 
own right hand very well with her left, and so undertook 
this task. A wholly different line was now form'ed. (Fig. 2.) 

FIG. 2. 

Mdlle. Reichel, } 
right baud. 

The same mcrease of the force appeared generally from 
morning to noon; its decline, however, which also oom
menced now, did not endure till 8 o'clock, but extended 
only till 1, the hour of her dinner-time, and then ceased at 
once, to make way for a new ascent of the odic force, which 
then oontinued to increase for exactly the same time, and 
reached its culmination, when the day began to disappear. 
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A little decline was also observable with her at the period 
before breakfast, which gave place to an increase directly 
she had taken the meal. 

260. From these comparative experiments it follows, 
therefore, that ·. hunger diminishes the strength of the Od in 
1 he right hand; taking food increases it. We here clearly 
come upon the effects of chemism, as they have been eluci
dated in the fifth of these trentises. · The food received 
becomes the prey of chemical force ; digestion, th~ is, de
composition, begins, and odic action is produced ; chymod 
becomes free, if we like so to express it. It makes no 
difference whatever, how mych or how little share may be 
attributed or deni~d to vitality, in these dooompositions,
decompositions they remain, and from them arise manifesta
tions of Od, which diffuse themselves over the organism, and 
strengthen its members. 

261. The question of the day being answered, that of 
the night remains. What is our odic disposition during 
the time when the luminary of the day, with its vast source 
of Od, is wanting, and the powerful influence of sleep comes 
Dver us? To investigate this, the sick observer must keep 
awake, and the healthy subject sleep, and the examination 
must be continued hour. by hour ; so that the affair was 
clearly not without its difficulties. However, I succeeded 
in persuading Miss Reichel, by explaining to her the scien
tific value of such an investigation, and the undoubted 
merit attaching to her for it, to come, since she did not 
sleep, hour by hour through the night to my bedside, to 
examine the condition of my hand, and note the result. 
There was no other means, since, in order to obtain a true 
result, it was indispensable that I should lie and sleep in my 
usual bed, as on other nights. Fig. 3 shows the result or 
various modified observations on myself and other persons. 
From the morning forward, the Od increased on my right 
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Morning hour. 

FIG 3. 

Hu'a hand, right 

Girl'• hand, right 

Hu'a bud, left •.. 
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hand, some interruptions through hunger being left out of 
view, through the whole day till at least 6 o'clock in the 
evening, at latest till 9. It now most distinctly turned, 
and fell continually till 2 or 3 A.M., when it attained a stable 
minimum, which endured to break of day ; at the time of 
the experiment about 5 to 6 o'clock. Then, however, as 
the grey dawn drove away the darkness, the force was at 
once aroused, and fresh life reinforced the organic world ; 
Od and vital force increased anew throughout the wh()le day 
as long as the sun sent down rays from heaven. 

262. Here, also, I was permitted to find confirmation of 
8 law discovereh earlier in 8 different way. The sun, the 
one great source of Od, sends it to us with light and heat, 
and thus, throughout the whole day, imbues with it all that 
it shines upon. Directly the sun sinks below the horizon, 
the odic tension sinks in the human organs, and with com
mencement of this change comes also to living human 
beings, weariness, dulness of the senses, and sleep. When 
the od-spring of day ceases to flow, the fountain of con-
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sciow rvaking life becomes dried up. Not by light and 
heat alone does the sun call all life into existence, but it 
uses another potentiality as a lever, the Od, with which it 

· impenetrates all things, even as with heat, and the fluctua
tions of which we are now beginning to learn how to com
pare and measure with the conditions of sleeping and wak
ing. That it makes little difference here, in general, whether 
the sun's rays fall upon us directly, or we are in the shade, 
follows from the law of co'1ductibility and distribution, as 
we have already learned ; and wherever we may be, a pro
portionate share of the Od which the day brings will fall 
upon us. 

263. But what are the conditions of the left hand here, 
.which is oppositely polar? Will it increase and decrease 
in positivity in the same proportion as the right gained and 
lost negativity ? '.rhis can only be made out by making 
both hands the subjects of observation simultaneously, and 
noting down their odic condition at the same time. Fig. 4 
shows how this was carried out. The lower line shows the 
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course of the negative right hand, the upper that of the 
positive left. This latter exhibits a more rapid increase oC 
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positive od in the morning, and agaiu a higher elevation in 
the afternoon, till 7 o'clock, than the negative right. The 
midday hunger period does not show so deep a decline as 
in the right. It makes the smaller maximum, at mid-day, 
somewhat later, the evening one somewhat earlier, than the 
right. It appears to correspond to a greater energy of 
development of Od. 

The od-positive left hand, therefore, does not follo1V e:r
actly the same, but still a very similar odic course, with the 
od-nf'gative right, taken in the protensive point of view (in 
regard to changes of tension.-En.) 

264. 'fhe brain has so symmetrical a structure that when 
such great inner differences appeared in the symmetrical 
hands as to form a perfect contrast, I could not but reflect 
on the deeper lying mechanism of human beings, of which 
the hands are but the outstretched levers. The brain, 
which many try, not always very happily, to plan out ac
cording to its bony shell,• might it not, perchance, be also 

• Thoee who, from a very numerous series of facta, have poeaeaaion 
of a truth, however much they may be in advance of the convictions of 
their age, can afford to allow the pleasure and the privilege of a sneer to 
nen ao profound a thinker u the Baron von ~ichenbach. The een
tence, to which thia note refers, is unworthy of him; but we must remain 
content that the time moat come, when further experiments, with the 
odic forces, will convince him of the absolute truth of Gall's ideas, 
published in the great work which, for ita vast displa;r of geniua, sheds 
a lustre on the nation claiming him among ita offspring. The odic 
flames emitted from Gall's brain have reverberated from countleaa orb. 
in apace, and will enlighten the philosophy of the 19th century in thia 
our planet; (eee a little brochure entitled, the Stare and the Earth, pub
liahed by Bailliere: alao Deleuze, Memoire aur Ia Faculte de Prevision, 
Paris, 1836, page 33.) No cue could be better calculated to enaure a 
conviction of the truth of phrenology than that of Mi.u Reichel-odi
cally tsted, in a state of full vigilance, on eeveral organa of the brain. 
It is not every one who hu the power of concentrating hia ideas, and 
of willing inten~ely. I have this power to a limited degree, but it ia 
combined with a heavy influence from the brain, which oYerpowen 
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gifted and imbued with the delicate potentiality of Od, and 
make itself as perceptible to such delicate reagents as our 
sensitives are? Miss Reichel found the right side of my 

moat impreaiooable aubjeeta, to a condition or beanneaa and stupidity, 
interf'ering with the clearness, and cle&DDeSI, or sharpness of the reeulta. 
My trieod Mr. Thompson, or Fairfield Lodge, on the CODlraJ'1, baa ao 
light and .greeable an influence, when he ailently exerciaea hia will, that 
obedience ia yielded to him, by a patient, without a knowledge of the 
preeence of an7 remarkable change of condition. I haYe seen him will 
a gentleman, in a room where eight penooa were preeeot, to perceiYe no 
one but biJuell, and the silent mandate hu been obeyed. He baa, by 
bia will, placed the same individual, then in the light or broad day, in 
complete darkness. He bu made him sit down and sleep in a chair, 
to which he wu obliged to adhere b7 an nngovemable force, and then 
he baa played with hia will upon aeYeral of the organa of hia brain in 
aucceuioo, obligiug him to manifest the pathognom7 of each in ita 
tum. If the fluid of the h1lDWl will, the odie force, can do thia in 
the cue of Mr. I. B. C., will it not be equally poeaible to perform the 
laDle experiment, on the phrenological organa of Miu Beicbel, in Vienna? 
A large eryatal, held with ita point, in tnrn,towarda each individual organ, 
wonld make Mia Beicbel manifest the laeulty of that organ. It ia ea
aeotial with aome,-eo delicate an ioatrwneot ia the human brain, even 
with the protection of " iu IHnay •ull, "-not to perform aoeh experi· 
menta u these for too long a period at one time, and to noid too baat7 
a transference of the Od force from an attnctiYe to a repulsive organ. 
Insanity hu reeulted, from eager or careless ignorance, where the subject 
hu been Yt:ry impreaiooable. I have known melancholy ioatancea of 
thia fact. The obvious core bean out the Baron's philosophy, that in 
Nature, the Od force positive (or, according to my view,• attractive) ia 
engaged in growth or progreea in advancing life. It hu energy for 
ita type, while the cootl'lll1' pole tends to death, or retardation-sluggish
ness of action. The march of healthy progress baa the allied fonH of 
our amiable feelings, sacred morals, and good intellects, characterised 
by vivacity, cheerfulness, benevolence, and charity; while the repoleive 
agencies of bigotry, tyranny, and the evil in1luences of pride, cunning. 
and suspicion, are characterised by a melancholy desire to coerce and 
cleatro7 all opposed to their leaden powers. The Baron, an enemy to 
10peratitioo, abonld study Gall's Philosophy, which be will find to be 
a aeries of truths, in full harmony with all other noble truths capable 
of beiDg illoatrated b7 the brilliant light of the Odic force. 

• Zoiat, vol. iv., p. 254, et •et· 
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skull cool, exactly like my right hand, but much stronger, 
while the left side was warm. 'fhis was the case, not only 
in me, but in all other persons whom I subjected to the 
investigation, male and female, all alike. I may especially 
mention M. Th. Kotschy, who allowed Miss Reichel to 
make an accurate examination, and whose head, sides, and 
hands, she found to agree exactly qualitatively with mine. 
This ap}>f'&'Cd to me really much more worthy of a fonda
mental examination than the hands could be, and therefore 
I repeated the 24 hours' inquiry on two different days and 
nights, on the 18th and the 23d of October, 1844. Fig. 5 

l J d 

i A 
Morning hour. Noon. Evening. Midnight. Morning. 

PIG. 5. 

llu'a bald : 

left aide 

shows the course, the contin;~ous line indicates the path of 
the first investigation, the dotted of the second, which could 
only be carried to 10 o'clock in the evening. 

265. This operation furnished remarkable acquisitions. 
It showed that as an unequal course occurred at th~ same 
times in the hands, so, also, did it to a far greater extent in 
the two sides of the brain. The left side increased in 
strength much more slowly than the right in the morning ; 
till toward 3 o'clock, it was scarcely of importance ; while 
the right had already attained its first maximum at 1 o'clock, 
which was scarcely inferior to that it attained in tho evening. 
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The weakness from hunger, before dinner, existed on both 
sides, but far smaller than it showed itself in the bands. 
While the right side advanced almost on a level till 9 o'clock, 
the left rose unceasingly from 3 till 11 P .H. The right 
began to sink already about 8 P.M., to cross the left and 
fall deep below it, while the left did not begin to descend 
from its culmination till 1 A.M. ; that is, five hours later. 
The morning rise was, however, almost simultaneous. 

The conclusions to be drawn from this, are : the course of 
the brain is, on the whole, analogous to that of the head: in
crease in the morning ; at noon, a temporary decline ; upper 
culmination in the evening, and lower culmination about 
4 A.M., agree pretty nearly with each other, and thus pro
bably with the daily course of the whole organi.Pm, in a mode 
of life like mine. But the brain exhibits a difference from 
the hands, in the far smaller participation in the influence 
from hunger, and the satiation of the stomach. The organ$ 
of the understanding and soul appear to take less notice of 
the crude nutrient operations, than the matter-roling hands. • 

* Again, to direct attention to the philosophical 'fiewa of Gall. " TAe 
orgau of tu Ulllkr•tmuli"fl," under the circumstances here detailed, 
have no greater ~lation to " tM crutk nutrient operation~" than the 
organa of sight, hearing. smell, taste, and touch. Each portion of the 
brain baa ita destination, and the presence and emission of the odic force, 
beautifully shown, with the Baron's usual ingenuity, to be dependent 
.on the relative circumstances of the indi'fidual, may be inferred to be 
accumulated or increased in parts, according to the energy with which 
thoee parts aet, at various period& of the day, or under various circum
stances, stimulating the parts to activity. The progreaa and culmination 
in the two opposite courses are just those which are obae"ed in the 
acti'fity or lethargy of the organs at the fore and back parts of the head. 
Reichenbach tells us, § 266, that "the fore and hind parts of the head are 
more dift'erent, anatomically, than the right and left aides of the brain," 
and his researches have established just that which might have been 
expected from Gall's demonstrations of the functions of these two parts. 
Gall doubted the dil!lcovery of Mesmer. Reichenbach appears to be 
ignorant of the deep truths contained in the works of Gall ; and yet, by 
establishing the existence of the odic force, he baa placed hill Viennese 
real on the most important science that can occupy the attention of mau. 
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In fact, nature has done well tO provide that the forces of 
the soul, pre-occupied with cares, should not decline imme
diately that food is wanting. The difference of the two 
sides of the brain between them~~elves, shows us that the 
right side inclines to sleep much earlier than the left, as well 
as rises to the strongest animation much earlier in the 
morning than the latter : therefore, betrays generally a 
greater excitability, but not greater strength, than the left. 

266. The fore and hind parts of the head are more diffe
rent, anatomically, than the right and left sides of the brain, 
and I was desirous of bringing this opposition also to the 
test of the present researches. This operation was also per
formed twice, on the 19th and 20th of October, each time 
through twenty-four consecutive hours, and it is expressed 
in Fig. 6. Here the differences offered a stronger contrast. 

l 
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Morning hour. Noon. Evening. 1t1idnight. Morning. 

The forehead in geneml manifested cold, the back of the head 
considerable heat, and this not only in men, but in animals ; 
it occurred so in the house-cat, and when from the hint this 
afforded, I led the observer to my stables, she found it also 
in the horses and cows, especially a strong warmth in the 
hollow of the neck of the last. The forehead of human 
beings became in like manner greatly exalted in the morning, 
with the dawning of day, took but small share in the effects 
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In fact, nature bas done well tO provide that the forces of 
the soul, pre-occupied with cares, should not decline imme
diately that food is wanting. The difference of the two 
sides of the brain between themRelves, shows us that the 
right side inclines to sleep much earlier than the left, as well 
as rises to the strongest animation much earlier in the 
morning than the latter : therefore, betrays generally a 
greater excitability, but not greater strength, than the left. 

266. The fore and hind parts of t.be head are more diffe
rent, anatomically, than the right and left sides of the brain, 
and I was desirous of bringing this opposition also to the 
test of the present researches. This operation was also per
formed twice, on the 19th and 20th of October, each time 
through twenty-four consecutive hours, and it is expressed 
in Fig. 6. Here the differences offered a stronger contrast. 
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The forehead in general manifested cold, the back of the head 
considerable heat, and this not only in men, but in animals ; 
it occurred so in the house-cat, and when from the hint this 
afforded, I led the observer to my stables, she found it also 
in the horses and cows, especially a strong warmth in the 
hollow of the neck of the last. The forehead of human 
beings became in like manner greatly exalted in the morning, 
with the dawning of day, took but small share in the effects 
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of the matutinal and mid-day periods of hunger, and reached 
its culmination after sunset. During the whole of this time 
the back of the bead remained almost · unchanged, so that at 
six o'clock in the evening it was exactly in the same place as 
at six o'clock in the morning. But then it suddenly arose, 
almost at the same time that the forehead began to enter 
upon its retrograde course. 

From this point forward, they are seen~ cross diagonally, 
and while the back of the head continually rises until S .A .M., 

the forehead falls incessantly till about the same hour ; the 
one ·to reach its upper, the other its lower culmination, 
almost at the same moment. From this point, again, the 
opposite course commenced, and while, after three o'clock, 
the exalted back of the head fell rapidly, toward 4 o'clock 
the deeply depressed forehead began in like manner to rise 
quickly. 

267. This motion is a representation of our waking and 
sleeping. The forehead represents th~ functions of waking 
life ; the back of the head, of sleep. The forehead advances 
with increasing odic invigoration and operative activity, from 
6 in the morning, with break of dawn, to sunset; then it loses 
the od-spring of the luminary of the day, and sinks again 
incessantly from its height, until the new day begins to break, 
when the force comes anew to rejoin it. The hack of the head, 
on the contrary, passes quietly through the whole day, almost 
without motion ; but so soon as the sun has sunk below the 
horizon, the hour of its nightly labour has struck. Now arises 
the Morpheus, and with rapid stepsbe advances, until the 
first traces of morning's light remind him the forehead is on 
its way to free him from his work ; the back of the head sinks 
from its greatest to its lowest elevation, at the close of night, 
just . as rapidly and uninterruptedly as the forehead sunk 
from its, at the close of day. Thus the two not only shew 
themselves opposed in polarity,-since one is warm, that is 

'" ·~itive, llnd the other cold, consequently od-negative,-
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but they are 88 diametrically opposed to each other in their 
operations 88 are day and night, waking and sleeping. 

268. From this comparison it is seen, that between 
waking and sleeping, in relation to Od at least, there is not 
an opposition like that between activity and rest, like that 
between motion and stillness ; but only that the focus of 
activity il changed. The force does not cease to act ; it 
does not diminish, .bat it removes merely from the front of 
the brain to the back, and in proportion 88 the front gives 
up intensity, the back seizes it. Sleep thus declares itself, 
not 88 a decline of the vital activity, but only 88 a displace
ment of it. In just the same measure 88 the vital force is 
active in the forehead in the day, does it rule in the hinder 
part of the bead during night. Sleep, therefore, is only an 
alternation in the functions of our organs and powers ; in no 
way an introduction of any kind to a state of rest of them ; 
and the poets may use the comparison of sleep with death 
88 a metaphor, but the physioJogist cannot, in the considera
tion of organic life.• Vitality is exactly 88 energeticall' 
active in another direction during sleep, 88 in the waking 

• Dr. Elliotaon eaya, .. I have often eeen the eyea cloee forcibly in the 
memnerie sleep-waking. It ia usually thought that in aleep the eyee cloee 
from the reluation of the muaclea of the lida, exactly aa the bead dropa; 
and the whole body ceuea to aupport itaelf. But I believe that they 
eloee from the contraction of the mu•clea, juat aa the iria .amewbat 
contract. at the moment of falling asleep, or of abutting the eyea, and 
remaina contracted, and the raising muacle of the eye (levator oculi) 
contract. at tbia moment, rolling the eye aomewbat upward, and re
maina contracted: two circumataneea proving that aleep ia not a purely 
puaive atate, but active in regard to the muscular portion• of the eye 
itaell. In lalling asleep and on fint waking, we feel not a weakne.., 
but a atil"neea of the lida; the lida appear to close actively, and the
under lid aacenda a little at the moment of final cloaure ; and tbia can
not be the etfeet of reluation, but moat reault from contraction, and. 
the cue of the upper lid cannot be auppoeed to be difFerent from that 
of the lower, which conapirea to the aame purpoae with it."-See Zoilt, 
No. IX., 'fol. ill., pp. 44-45. 06m-rH.rtiotu by Dr. ElliotMJ~&. 
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condition. The business of sleep is governed by the cere
bellum: while the forehead suspends its mental labour, and 
when it takes to it again, to which it is aroused and quali
fied by the radiations of the sun, the back of the head lowers 
its claims upon the vital force. 

269. A small accessory, but yet not contemptible sup
port to this, is afforded also by Fig. 7. I had become 
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Morning hoar. Nooo. Eveoiog. Miduight. Morning. 

Man'• band, 

sleepy soon after dinner, and resting my head on the back 
of my chair, I slept for ten minutes. During this, and 
shortly before and after, the sensitive observer felt my right 
hand. The result is shown in the diagram, marked dis
tinctly between four and five o'clock. While on all other 
days, the force increased continually during this time, it 
here made an anomalous leap downward, but then rose 
again nonnally. Therefore, the short sleep into which I bad 
fallen had sufficed to produce a very perceptible change in 
the distribution of the Od in me ; as long as it endured, the 
manifestation of odic force in the hand rapidly diminished ; 
the ordinate of the force was shortened, and then increased 
again when I awoke, and all the vital functions again took 
up their previous directions. 

270. The pit of tbe stomach is a region of the human 
body which plays a very pP.Culiar part in the somnambulists. 
Anatomical investigations have been made by many, to find 
a peculiar organ there, and it has been surprising that 
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nothing special has been met with, to which could be attri
buted the extraordinary effects, that very often occur, at the 
pit of the stomach, in the so-called clairvoyants. Neither 
have Pacini's corpuscles, which have been the most recent 
things referred to in this question, any distribution in the 
body, of such arrangement as to correspond with the relative 
strength of the sensitive parts of he body. But it is not at 
all necessary that a special organ should exist, in which 
special concentration of odic phenomena should be met with. 
At such points, where nature acts with the all-penetrating 
dynamics, no such palpable apparatus is requisite. They 
are the combinoo results of innumerable many-branched 
components, constituted by the nerves, plexuses, ganglia, 
&c. ; the point of most concentrated affectiveness may faU, 
therefore, where it will, be it the most unimportant part of 
the belly. My desire to become acquainted with the course 
the Od followed in the pit of the stomach was very great. 
I succeeded in bringing about a twenty-four hours' investi
gation on myself. Figure 8 shows the result. 'l'he line, 

Moruiog holll'. 
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which represents this, varies but little in its curves from 
that of the hands. The distinction is shown merely in some 
changes of time and partial postponement. The effect of 
hunger began first at two o'clock, but extended far beyond 

T 
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dinner-time, to five o'clock. The evening culmination, too 
did not happen at sunset, but at 10 P.M. The course of 
the pit of the stomach thus did not afford anything special, 
but supported the doctrine that the series of effects of the 
sunrise, hunger, satiety, and sunset, are extended in the 
same way over the lower part of the body. Phenomena of 
another kind, however, which were produced by emotions of 
the mind, and reflected on the physical functions, were ex
pressed the more distinctly and definitely at the pit of the 
stomach. I cannot speak of these until some future period, 
and must be content here to give a preliminary indica
tion. 

271. In order to see whether the course of the develop
ment of Od was at all different in the female from that in 
the male sex, I caused a 24 hours' investigation to be made 
on the right band of my daughter Hermine. Figure 9 

F10. 9. 

Girt'• hand, 1 
right ..1 

shom that it varies so little from that of my right band, 
that the difference might almost be attributed to the inevi
table inaccuracies of observation. Therefore in this respect 
there is no difference between the two sexes. 

272. Figure 10 is a seoond support to what bas just 
been said. It i& the line of the right hand of Miss Reichel, 
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which she laid down from feeling it with her own left during 
twenty-four hours. It is to me of value to get possession 
of the course of the odic phenomena in a highly sensitive 
person during her diseased condition. The diagram shows 
that it does not differ in any respect from that of the 
healthy, and merely deviates in the order of time of the 
phenomena, in so far as Miss Reichel dined at a different 
time, two hours earlier than myself and children. 

278. On the other hand, there occurred an accessory 
observation which appears deserving of mention. On the 
diagram ia seen a fresh, sudden, and rapid decline of the 
force at 5 o'clock A.M., just at sunrise. At the very 
moment when this began, she was suddenly seized with an 
attack of pain in the stomach, which lasted till 7 o'clock. 
The appearance of this pain not only at once restrained the 
appearance of odic development, but quickly depressed it to 
a much greater extent. As soon as it disappeared, the force 
increased nonnally. 

274. It is also deserving of remark, that although Miss 
Reichel was never quiet during the whole of this night, but 
got only, now and then, some seven or eight minutes of light 
sleep ; nevertheless, as the figure shows, the entire nocturnal 
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period, from sunset to sunrise, afforded the same contrast of 
daily increase, and nightly decline, as in the healthy, who 
are completely buried in sleep. 

2 7 5. From this last series of investigations many further 
physiological truths may be deduced ; I will here only bring 
forward a dietetical theory. If the day with the sunlight 
and the in~ing Od in the forehead and bands is ap
pointed for the voluntary intellectual functions, and the 
night with the then declining Od, which now removes to the 
back of the head, to the more unconscious vegetative func
tions, all of what we do and suffer that corresponds to this 
arrangement of nature must be favourable to our consti
_tutions and to our health; on the contrary, all that contra
dicts it must be obstructive and injurious to our welfare. 
Taking food is, as we have seen, favourable to the increasing 
Od in the foreh~ and bands ; the effect of the chemical 
action arising from this unites itself with that of the sun's 
rays, and, in conjunction, they elevate the development of 
Od, and with that the active force of daily life. We there
fore promote our welfare when we eat in the day, even as 
nature has appointed the day-time for it. But the chemical 
.action of digestion continues for several hours ; it may 
.therefore happen, that we shall take food at such a time of 
the day, that the digestion will be prolonged into that time 
when the sun's rays have already disappeared, and the Od, 
consequently, is sinking in the hands and forehead. Then, 
the effect of the increasing Od, from the chemical decom
position, would run directly counter to that declining from 
the absence of the ~un. This would cause a conflict in the 
organic actions. Thus, a new theoretical ground, that is, 
an explanation, is afforded of the old practical experience, 
that one should not eat in the evening, and in general not 
for several hours before going to bed ; and that if this be 
done, imperfect sleep, with restless dreams, i. e. half-con~ 
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sciousness. semi-activity of the front of the head. will be 
the consequence. It might be thought that the developed 
Od would then withdraw to the back of the head, and thus 
favour sleep ; this, however, not only contradicts the general 
experience, but also the special observation here upon me. 
For, by the experiments and diagrams, it is shewn that in 
Miss &ichel, who took dinner at 1 o'clock. the decline of 
the Od in the hands, together with that in the front of the 
head going parallel with it, commenced exactly at sunset ; 
while in myself and my daughter, who did not dine until 
~P.M., the same decline began about 8 or 10 o'clock; thus 
just as much later as we had taken our meal. In Miss 
&ichel. therefore, the stronger development of Od from the. 
chemical action of digestion had already ceased when even
ing arrived ; while in myself and my family it endured 
some hours beyond, and in some eases made equilibrium 
against the decline of that Od coming with the sun (heliod) ; 
sometimes exceeded it in strength. Therefore, whoever 
wishes to go late to sleep will do well to take the principal 
meal at a proportionately late hour of the day. 

276. But he who does this acts in opposition to the 
natural arrangements of the animal functions. and certainly 
injuriously affects the duration of his health. It is known 
from other experience that the sleep before midnight is the 
deepest, soundest, and most strengthening, and cannot be 
replaced, to equal benefit, by any arbitrary supplement in 
other hours. The above researches indicate strengthened 
reasons for the explanation of this. Nature has appointed 
the order for the whole animal, and apparently the vegetable 
world also, with few exceptions, that with the departure of 
the sun's rays, with the reversal of direction of Od in the 
organism, sleep also should appear ; and vice versd that it 
should cease when the sunbeams and Od return to the fore
head. If we go to bed late at night, we must sleep long 
into the day next morning. But then we have the course 
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of the heavens, and with this the odic direction, against us, 
and the morning sleep does and must, for the same reason, 
be bad and nnrefresbing ; which it will also be, when we 

• go to sleep with a newly-filled stomach : we are under the 
influence of a falBe direction of the odic development. 
People who go to bed and rise late, are, on this account, 
generally more languid, and more deficient in cheerfulness 
in the mon1ing, than those who accommodate their mode of 
liCe to the order of nature. From all this it results, that 
whoever wishes to insure the duration of his health, with 
regard to the course of nature, which has such a profound 
influence therein, must rise at latest with the first rays of 
the sun, take the principal meal best at 11 or 12 o'clock, but 
never after 1, eat little or no more later in the day, and go 
to bed at twilight. Thus do all animals, thus does half 
savage man in the state of nature, thus do all the poor and 
needy in the conn try ; only the so-called enlightened people 
of our towns do better : they sup at 1 0 or 11 at night, go 
to bed at 2 or 8 o'clock, and afterwards send for the physi
cian for gout, scrofula, and spleen. 

Throughout the present treatise, we meet, in all the 
observed phenomena, without exception, a condition in 
which the Od displays itself through excitation of sensa
tions either of tepid warmth or coolness. We are able to 
distinguish four kinds of modification, in the conditions in 
which we are able to detect and discover it, by means of 
these impressions on the sense of feeling. Fir1t, namely, 
it occurs introduced into bodies from without by 11YU18fer, 
and then depends upon other odic objects, through the 
actual contact or mere approximation of which, the Od bas 
been conveyed to or excited in it; to which belong, there
fore, reception of the rays of the heavenly bodies, as well as 
alteration of aggregation by friction, chemical activity, or 
beat. Odic quality derived in this way L'i but temporary, 
and of short duration. Secondly, it resides in amorplamu 
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MlltUr • • itldtpetulent quality, and then is not very 
II&Nogly expressed. Thirdly, it occurs in amorphons sub
stances, as in magnetized steel, itnpregnated by tra,ufer 
in conjnction rvitla magnetima; not, however, escaping 
rapidly, but holding to the object as long as it remains 
magnetic (§ 23, note). Fourtlaly, it appears accumulated 
in particular points; as in crystals, plants, and animals, 
and is then of constant duration. 

In the first two cases the Od presents itself like tlae simple 
elect,ical claarge, uniformly distributed in the bodies ; in 
the two last we find it like tlae voltaic pile, presenting a 
polarity in bodies, and not merely in the direction of one 
·single axis, but, and especially in organic structures, in those 
of many intersecting ones. 

The Od, therefore, posseues a manifest dualima, fVlaicla 
preltfltl an Uftmistakeable resemblance in kind to elec
tricity. 

RETROSPECT. 

a. The terms "tepid" and "cool," "warm" and" cold," 
in the mouths of the sensitive, are not to be taken literally, 
but figuratively. They express a sensuons perception, which 
is similar to those which tepid warmth and coolness nsually 
produce in ns. 

b. In crystals and magnets, one pole almost always gave 
them a warm, the other a cool sensation. 

c. The warm pole is, as a rule, Od-poaitive, and may be 
denoted + od ; the cool pole is Od-negative ; therefore in 
like manner by - Od. 

d. The lifeless, amorphons, material world forms a great 
series, at one end of which occurs the most od-positive body, 
(88 yet pot888ium}, at the other end the most od-negative 
(88 yet oxygen}, and which proceeds from the greatest odic 
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tepid heat to the greatest odic coolness, and thus represents 
an odic series of all matter. 

e. Positively electrified bodies diffuse odic coolness; 
negatively electrified, odic warmth, or else diminished cool
ness. 

f. Heating a body ptoduoes manifestations of + od ; 
c:ooling, of - od. 

9. Friction produces + od. 
IJ,. · All kinds of fire diffuse - od. 

• i., From the effect of chemical activity, as such, - od is 
always immediately given out. 

k. All odic flames emitted from od-positive bodies feel 
warm, all from od-negative cool ; the odic temperature of 
their flame-like emissions, therefore, gives a measure of their 
odic value. 
· . l. In plants the caudez ducendens has been found, on the 
whole, to be od-positive; the caudez t~~cendenl od-negative ; 
but in detail, each single organ is polarized. 

m. In man, the whole left side is od-positive, the whole 
right od-negative. This polar opposition is, especially, dis
tinctly manifested in the hands, and ends of the fingers. 

a. Men and women are polarized in the same way .. 
, o. In human beings, both male and female, the odic in'!' 
tensity displays a dift'erence, at dift'erent times, and in dift'erent 
~positions, arising from hunger, satiety, sleep, disease, &c., 
sometimes increasing, sometimes declining. 

p. When brought into the sphere of action of the objects 
diffusing Od, sensitive human beings are only comfortable 
when their own od-polar parts are placed opposite to the foreign 
od-poles of the opposite name ; when opposed to those of 
the same name, discomfort, and then indisposition, arise. 

q. There exist in bodies conditions of enduring .and 
temporary odic charging, similar to analogous electrical 
conditions ; in the first is found a decided, but in the 
eecond no perceptible dualism. . 
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TuB experiments and observations detailed in the foregoing 
seven treatises, and the deductions drawn from them, when 
briefly summed up, yield the following axioms in physics 
and physiology :-

1. The world-old observation, that the magnet reacts 
sensibly on the hum~ organism, is neither " lie, deceit, nor 
superstition," as many naturali!lts at present think and 
declare; but is a well-grounded fact, .a manifest physico
physiological law of nature. 

2. It is a tolerably easy matter, one that may be carried 
out anywhere, to attain conviction of the correctness and 
aoouracy of this ; for people are to be met with everywhere 
:whose sleep is more or less disturbed by the moon, or who 
suffer from nervous indispositions ; almost all these exl» 
rience the peculiar excitation by the magnet, to a con
siderable extent, when it passes down them from the head 
over the ·body. Still more frequent are healthy and vigo
rous persons, who feel the magnet very vividly ; many feel 
it more weakly ; many detect it, but in a very slight degree ; 
finally, the majority cannot perceive it at all. All those 
who detect this reaction, and they appear to constitute a 
quarter .or a third of the human race, are here denominated 
by the general term of" sensitive." (§ 66.) 
· 8. The perceptions of that influence present themselves, 
chiefly, to the two senses of feeling and sight: to the feel
ing, by a sensation of apparent ( § 217) coolness or tepid 
warmth(§ 226); to the sight, by appearances of light issuing 
from the poles and sides of magnets ( H 8, 9, 15,) when the 
patients remain, for a long time, in deep obscurity. 

/ 
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4. The capacity to exercise such infl.uenoe presents itself 
not only in the steel magnet, which we produce in our 
workshops, or in natural magnetic iron, but nature gives 
evidence of it in an infinitely varied number of cases. In 
the first place, there is the entire globe, which, tbmup •
restrial magnetism, acts more or laa powafaDy upon sensi
tive persons (t 60, &c.) 

5. Then there is the moon, which, by means of exactly 
the same force, reacts towards the earth, and thus towards 
the sensitive(~ 118). 

6. Further, all crystals, natural and artificial, and those 
in the direction of their axes, ~ 81, 83, 85, 50, 65. 

7. In Jike manner heat, ~121. 
8. Friction,~ 127. 
9. Electricity, ~ 169. 

10. Light, ~ 131. 
11. The rays of the sun and stars, ~ 97, 208. 
12. Chemism, to an especial extent,~ 187, 142. 
18. Then the organic vital force, both in a, Plants, ~ 25; 

and also in h, animals, particularly man, ~ 79. 
14. Finally, the total material world,~ 174, 218. 
16. The cause of these phenomena is a peculiar natural 

force, which extends over the whole universe, (~ 218, 214) 
different from all hitherto known forces, and here designated 
by the word" Od," ~ 216. 

16. It is essentially different from that to which we have 
hitherto applied the name of " Magnetism," ( ~ 42) for it 
does not attract iron, ( ~ 8 7) nor magnets ( ~ 24, 88) ; bodies 
charged with it are not determined in particular directions by 
the terrestrial magnetism, ( ~ 42) ; they do not affect the sus
pended magnetic needle, ( ~ 38) ; they are not disturbed, when 
suspended, by the vicinity of an electric current, ( § 89) ; Jmd 
they do not induce any galvanic current in metallic wires, 
(§ 40). 

17. Though different from what. we call magnetism, it 
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presents itself in all places where magnetism appears, 
~ 48. 

18. But, on the other hand, magnetism by no means 
appears everywhere that Od presents itself: this force, there
fore, has a proper existence, independeatly of magnetism : 
magnetism, however, is never free from a ooDDeGtioa witla 
Od, ~ 43, 44. 

19. The odic force possesses polarity. It appears at the 
two poles of the magnet with constantly different properties: 
at the northward (§ 225, Note) it produces a sensation of 
coolness in the feeling, as a rule, in the pass downward, and 
in darkness a blue and bluish-grey light ; the southward 
pole, on the other hand, a sensation of tepid warmth, (§ 225) 
and a red, reddish-yellow, and reddish-grey light. The 
former is connected with a decided pleasure, the latter with 
discomfort and uneasy pains. Next to magnets, crystals 
(§§ 82, 60, 55, 220, 221) and living organic beings 
(§§ 84 to 89, 2o3) exhibit the odic polarity most distinctly. 

20. In crystals, the odic poles occur at the poles of the 
axes ( § 82) ; in crystals with several axes, there are several 
odic axes, of unequal strength. 

21. In plants, the ascending trunk is, 88 a whole, opposed 
in polar quality to the descending ; but there are countless 
other subordinate polarities in all the separate organs. 
(§ 248, et seq.) 

22. In animals, at least in man, the entire left side 
stands in odic opposition to the entire right ( § 226) The 
force is concentrated into poles at the extremities, in the 
bands and fingers(§ 254); and in the two feet (§ 28); more 
strongly in the former, more weakly in the latter. Within 
these general polarities, however, occur countless minor 
subo't'dinate special polarities of the individual organs 88 

opposed to each other, and 88 exhibiting an independent 
bi-polar condition in themselves(§ 254). Men and women 
do not differ qualitatively in the odic characters(§ 227.) 
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28. On the globe, the north pole is regarded as positively 
magnetic, the south pole as negatively ; in accordance with 
this, the northward ~le of the suspended needle as negative, 
the southward as positive. In agreement with this, I have 
taken the south pole, which goes with the negative magnetic 
pole, in like. manner for negative, "ad-negative," = - ad; 
the other, opposite pole, for" ad-positive,"= +ad.(~ 231 ) 
In crystals, therefore, the pole giving the cold downward 
pass, is ad-negative, the warmth-giving, ad-positive (~ 281.) 
In plants, on the whole, the root is ad-positive, the stem 
and its apex ad-negative (~ 252.) In man, the left side, its 
hand and finger-ends, are warm, disagreeable, and red-lumi
nous ; therefore ad-positive : the right side, hand and 
finger-ends, are cool, pleasant, and emit a blue light ; there
fore are ad-negative (H 226, 231.) It will not differ in 
any animals (~ 258). 

24. In direct sunlight, the red ray and those below it 
appear ad-positive, the blue and those above it-that is, the 
so-called chemical ray-ad-negative ; the spectrum is, there
fore, odically polarized(~ 116.) 

25. Amorphous bodies, without crystalline arrangement 
of their integral components, exhibit no separate polarity ; 
but each acts singly, within its limits, as odically warm or 
cold te the feeling ; and this reaction exhibits different 
degrees of intensity in different substances, so that they 
thus arrange themselves in succession, and Corm a con· 
tinuous chain of gradations, in the same way as they form 
a series according to their electrical nature, which we call · 
the " electro-chemical." 'Exactly in ~he same manner do 
all simple substances combine in an odic series, which has 
the strongest positively od-polar bodies at one end, as potas
sium, &c., and at the other, the strongest ad-negative, like 
oxygen, &c. And since this natural grouping appears 
almost to coincide with the electro-chemical, it may be 
called the ad-chemical series ( § 236). 
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26. Heating ( H 122, 245) and friction ( H 129, 246) 
display + od; cooling (§ 123) and the light of fire -od. 
(H 131, 240, 244.) -Chemical action varies, in its odic 
value, aooording to the character of the substances brought 
into action (§§ 139, 142, 247.) But, in far the greater 
number of cases, they have hitherto been found od-negative. 

27. Of the heavenly bodies, those which have no proper 
light, as the moon and the planets, appear od-positive in 
their principal effect (§§ 119, 208, 289); those whic;h are 
illuminating, like the sun and fixed stars, od-negative in 
their chief effect ( §§ 1 00, 208, 239). But the spectrum 
of them, again, shews itself polarized (§ 116). 

28. The odic force can be conducted in bodies; all solid 
and fluid bodies conduct Od to distances as yet unmeasured. 
Not only metals, but also glass, resin, silk, and water, are 
perfect conductors (§§ 47, 81, 113, 118, 121, 141, 167, 
203). In a somewhat smaller degree only do less connected 
bodies conduct : such as wood, paper, cotton stuffs, wool, 
&c. There are, therefore, 90me, though only weak, obstacles 
to the transition from one body to another. 

29. The conduction of Od is effected much more slowly 
than that of electricity, but much more rapidly than that of 
heat ; it may almost be followed, on a long wire, by making 
haste. 

30. Od may be transferred, be brought from one body 
on to others; or at least a body in which exists a manifestation 
of free Od, will produce a similarly odically excited condi
tion in another (§§ 29, 45, 72, 82, 105, 118, 143, 198, 
202). 

31. The transfer is. effected through contact. But a 
mere approximation, without actual contact, suffices for it, 
though with weaker effect ( § 202). 

32. The transference is not performed very quickly, but 
requires some time, several minutes, for its completion ( § 48). 

33. Neither in conduction, nor in transference, does 
polarity appear in the establishment of Od in the bodies ; 
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this appears rather to be a application of a certain mole
cular arrangement to the matter. 

84. The duration of the odic condition iD bodies, after 
complete charging, and the removal of the charging object, 
is brief, different according to the quality of the material. 
seldom perceptible, beyond a few minutes, to healthy vigo
rous, seaaitive persons ( i i 82, 167, 169) ; sometimes 
sensible, even lifter some hours, to diseased, highly sensitive 
persons ; for instance, in magnetised water. Matter, there
fore, poesesaes a certain coerave power over Od ( i i 46, 
88, 112, 205). 

85. Bodies which have been odized by Cllllduction, or 
charging,--e. g. metallic wires,-afford sensible ema118tions 
of Od at their opposite extremities; warm or cool, positive 
or negative, like the poles from which they issue CH 107, 
114, 119). 

26. Od shares with heat the peculiarity of two different 
conditions: one inert, slowly making its way through 
matter, a radiation (H 198, 254). In the last condition 
the Od from magnets, crystals, human bodies (i 254), and 
hands, is felt, by healthy sensitive persons, instantaneously, 
and without any perceptible interval of time, at the distance 
of a long suite of rooms. All the processes which the 
inert Od diffuses slowly over bodies are radiated by it, simul
taneouily, in all directions, but with varying strength; thus 
friction, electricity, heat, chemical action, matter in general 
(~ 201). The rays of Od penetrate clothes, beds, boards, 
and walls (i 23, note), but evidently less easily and quickly 
than magnetism, and with a certain slowness. The conduc
tion and transfer by means of mere approximation of the 
poles of crystals and magnets, the hands, amorphous bodies 
of high od-polar rank, &c., appear all to depend on radiation 
of Od; to which, therefore, belongs also the so.called mag
netization of sensitive human beings. 

87. Electric currents, conducted through sensitive persons, 
produce no observable odic excitement, nor do they affect 
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them immediately, perceptibly difFerently from all other 
persons <+ 160);. but mediately, more strongly in propor
tion • they produce odic disturbances in other bodies 
(~ 1 67). Metals placed within the sphere of electrical action 
exhibit the most vivid phenomena of Od (§ 168). 

88. The light, which odically excited bodies emit, is 
always weak, and from this weaknesR, is not visible to every 
eye. Persons who are not exeeedingly sensitive, are obliged 
to remain for a whole hour, or even two, in absolute dark
ness, before their eyes were sufficiently prepared to be fit 
to perceive the odic light, and it was necessary that they 
should not, during this time, have received a trace of other 
light. But the cause of this cannot lie in a special acute
ness of the eye alone, because all who see Od light are, 
without exception, gifted with the peculiar excitability to 
detect the odic impressions by feeling, to distinguish them 
according to apparent warmth or coolness, according to 
agreeable or unpleasant sensations, which are not subject to 
change. Since these different capacities are always all 
present, simultaneously, in particular persons, or are all 
simultaneously absent, they must be regarded as connected, 
and appear to depend upon a peculiar disposition of the 
whole nervous system, which we are unacquainted with, and 
not upon a special quality of separate organs of sense. 

a9. The odic light of amorphous bodies is a kind of 
inward and outward glow, showing through the entire mass, 
like phosphorescence, and perhaps depending on the Bftiile 
cause ; a thin luminous veil, like a delicate down-like flame, 
surrounds it (§ 207). In different bodies this light occurs 
of different colours-blue, red, yellow, green, purple, mostly 
white and grey. Simple bodies, especially metals, are most 
brightly luminous ( § 206) ; compounds, like oxides, sul
phurets, iodides, hydrocarbons, silicates, salts of all kinds, 
glasses, nay even the walls of a room, are all luminous 
(§ 206). . 

40. Where the odic light occurs polarized, as in the 
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magnet ( § 8, 6), and in crystals ( § 65), it forms a fl8me-lilie 
stream, issuing from the poles, proceeding alinost in a 
right line from the anns of the magnet, and the axes of the 
crystals, and spreading out somewhat at a distance from 
the poles, while it diminishes in intensity of light. It dis
plays all the brilliant colours of the rainbow (§§ 9, 13) 
but remains predominantly red, at the positive poles, and 
blue, at the negative. At the same time, magnets, crystals, 
and hands, like the amorphous l: odie&, remain luminous, 
glowing odically throughout their mass, and in like manner 
surrounded by a fine luminous vapoury veil(§ 8). 

41. Human beings are luminous almost all over the sur
face of their bodies, but especially on the bands ( § 92), the 
palms of the hands, the points of the fingers ( § 93), the 
eyes, different parts of the head, the pit of the stomach, the 
toes, &c. Flame-like streams of light of relatively greater 
intensity flow from the points of all the fingers, in a straight 
direction from where they are stretched out. . 

42. Electricity, even the mere electrical atmosphere, proo 
duces and strengthens the odic luminous phenomena in a 
high degree (§ 167); not, however, instantaneously, but 
after a short pause of a couple of minutes ( § 169). 

48. The electro-magnet behaves like the common magnet 
in regard to the odic light emanations ( § 12) ; and it is 
capable of strengthening the luminous phenomena, simul
taneously, in just the proportion that it is susceptible of mag· 
netic exaltation. 

44. The rays of the sun and moon produce odic charging 
in all bodies on which they fall ; and this, conducted by 
wires into the dark, gives odic flame45 at their points 
(§§ 114, 119.) 
· 45. Heat(§ 125), friction t§ 129), and the light of fire 
(~ 184), produce visible luminosity on wires and their points 
carried into the dark; a flame resembling that of the candle. 

46. Every chemical action, though merely a simple solu
tion in water, or a resumption of water of crystallization hy 
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effloresced salts, effects exactly the same, in a strong degree, 
on wires inserted in them (~ 146). But processes of de
composition independently emit odic flames, and diffuse odic 
glow (i 145). 

4 7. The positive pole gives the smaller, but more lumi
nous flame ; the negative, the larger but less intense : the 
former became yellow and red ; the latter became blue nod 
grey. The odic flame radiates light which illuminates other 
bodies in the vicinity. It may be collected by glass lenses, 
and concentrated into a focus ( ~ 18). The lwninous odic 
emanations of bodies, and their poles generally, must there
fore be distinguished from odic light, in the narrower and 
more peculiar sense of the word. 

49. All odic flame may be made to flicker by currents of 
air ; be diverted, caused to wave, blow about, and broken 
up by blowing on it ( ~ 20) ; meeting with solid bodies, it 
bends round them, follows their surface, and streams for
ward on them, like flames of common fire ( ~ 20) ; it is evi
dently of who11y material nature. 

50. We can give it any direction we please,-upward, 
downward, toward any side ; it is, therefore, up to a certain 
point, independent of the influence of terrestrial magnetism 
(~ 20, 23). 

51. The emanations of odic light seek plane and solid 
angles, nod points(~ 8), and, like electricity, find more ready 
issue there, agreeing with the obstacles to transition ob
served in conduction ; at such places the differences of tem
perature and luminous phenomena are always manifested in 
greatest strength (~ 114). 

52. The odic flames issuing from opposite poles exhibit 
no tendency to unite with each other : no perceptible mutual 
attraction occurs, and thus there is here a total difference 
from the magnetic agent <H 8, 9). 

58. All od-positive bodies emit warm, all od-negative cool 
odic flames (~ 223). The odic flames, therefore, bear, in 

u 
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reference to the apparent temperature, the character of their 
pole ; and this consequently affordR an expression of the 
odic quality of the body to which they belong (§ 241). 

54. In many conditions of disease, especially in cataleptic 
nttncks, a peculiar kind of attraction has been observed, 
exercised by the od-pole of magnets, crystals, and the hands, 
for the abnormally sensitive hand ( § 23). It is similar to 
that of the magnet for iron, but is not reciprocal (§ 24, 54); 
i.e., the sensitive hand does not on the other side exercise any 
perceptible attraction for the od-poles (§ 2:3, 91). Even ob
jects rendered odic by conduction and transfer, produced 
this striking effect to some extent (§ 28). 

55. In the animal organism, night, sleep, and hunger 
diminish the odic emissions ; food, daylight, and activity 
elevate and increase them ( § 260, 262). In sleep, the focus 
of odic activity is removed to different parts of the nervous 
system ( § 268). ·within the twenty-four hours of the day 
and night, a periodical fluctuation, a decrease and increase 
of it, occurs in the human body (§ 265). 

56. Certain applications of the odic laws, discovered in 
the present researches, have been made, in the partial ex
planation-of the so-called magnetized water ( §§ 27, 28, 73, 
105, 112); of the light in . rapid crystallization (§ 55); of 
the luminous appearance observed over graves ( § 158) ; of 
the mysterious affairs in Pfeffcl's garden nt Colmar(§ 156); 
of the so-called magnetic tub ( § § 135, 151) ; of certain 
effects of digestion ( § 152) ; of respiration ( § 153) ; of many 
strange antipathies of mankind ( § 17 5) ; of the necessity of 
placing sensitive diseased persons in the magnetic meridian 
(§§ 69, 71); of the attraction of magnets and hnnds for 
cataleptic persons ( § 23) ; of the odic condition of the 
human body(§ 79, et. seq.); of the daily and hourly altera
tions of this(§ 256); and lastly, of some of the peculiarities 
and causes of the aurora borealis ( § 21). 

t::'W UP l'ART 1. 
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WUtoa aU O.U•J,I1, l~iUH Nntot, !lla.owbl.ll , Londoo. 
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THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE 

TO THE 

SECOND EDITION. 

Tuz following treatises were originally destined to appear 
singly in the monthly parts of Liebig's " Annalen der 
Chemic," and should, from the time they were given in, 
have been commenced in July 1844. Accidental circum
stances delayed their publication, and thus it happened that 
several of them hecame united in entire parts of that work, 
and then were first given to the public in March and May 
1845. This will explain their somewhat unusual form. 

In the present Second Edition there are some corrections, 
but, as a whole, the principal contents have remained un
altered ; my researches, continued without interruption 
during the several years that have elapsed, have strength
ened and confirmed the earlier observations. I have consi
dered that I could not abandon the half-historical, half
systematic course of the enumeration of my observations. 
and the detail of my judgments upon them, since it is that 
of natural science generally, in which the correction of 
earlier experiments always keeps pace with the extension of 
our knowledge. 

It was to be expected that a subject of so unusual and 
peculiar a kind as the present researches would meet with 
objections ; and I was aware beforehand thllt I should have 
to defend my experiments, and the deductions I had drawn 
from them, against ill-founded and groundless opposition. 
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The new field of research which was laid open pushes its 
lines too near the bastions of established formulre, fre
quently involves, in too many convolutions, all that exists in 
the present doctrines of natural dynamics, for the ne
cessary space to be freely allowed to it. Yet I thought 
only of reasonable criticism of my observations, per
haps of unsuccessful repetitions of my experiments, arising 
here and there from faulty arrangement; that my conclu
sions might be contested, or other views built upon the facts 
brought forward : but I was not prepared for an attack, 
which every true friend of science will unite with me in calling 
unprovoked, such as was made upon my work, and upon 
myself personally, by a Dr. Dubois-Reymond, in Karsten's 
"Fortschritte der Pltysik im Jahre 1845." 'fhis naturalist 
does not fiud it at all necessary to go into my experiments, 
and the conclusions deduced from them, but briefly and 
superficially designates my book as an "absurd romance," 
the details of which " it would be fruitless and to him im
possible to enter." I believe both of these assertions. 
i''ruitless ; because he has not understood them, and an un
comprehended and incomprehensible criticism is fruitless. 
Impossible ; because he has not read them in connection ; 
and to enter into a matter of which one has acquired no 
knowledge, is impossible. And that he really has not rood 
them, but turned over the leaves in the fashion of a superfi
cial and unscrupulous reviewer, is proved by his calling my 
work "the New 'festaruent of Mesmerism:" thus he has 
not ~en that it is the very first, in this field, which runs 
counter to Mesmer's views in most points, and places the 
phenomena on wholly different ground. With silly jests he 
says, he " is greeted by the magnetic tub and complex 
magic wares of the Baron von Reichenbach," &c.: thus he 
bas not read that it is myself who makes an end of that tub 
and Mesmer's magnetic wares, in tcnring down the veil from 
the mysteries, tracing them back to their bare physical 
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contents, and replacing all previous phantasmagoria by sober 
investigation of nature. But as long as science exists, 
ignorance will have the most dogmatic judgment. This 
polished Berlinese then further pleases to throw common
places in my face, such as,-my treatise is one of the " most 
melancholy aberrations which have for a long time settled 
on a human brain;" they are "fables," which deserve "to 
be thrown behind the fire ;" and more of the like lean1ed 
vulgarity. Whoever assumes publicly to sit in judgment 
and pronounce sentence on a scientific work, is subject, first 
of all, to the duty of making himself thoroughly acquainted 
with its contents ; he has, moreover, like every other judge, 
to support the decision with the motives upon which he 
helieves he is justified in grounding the same. 'fhis duty 
is the more irremissible in him, that his judgment is 
but one-sided, and requires the control of public opinion, 
while the attacked party may, if necessary, take arms 
against it. But a slanderous criticism, which is not 
ashamed to strip itself of all these conditions, is nothing 
else, in one word, than literary insolence, and of such 
mcnsnre, that is perhaps unexampled in ancient or mo
dern literature : for it certainly has never and nowhere 
occurred that a reporter has had the boldness, or rather the 
llillincss, to pass over a scientific production peremptorily, 
and with unprovoked insults, without any account, or any 
statement of his reasons,-without a single syllable of analy
sis of its contents. I have said silliness, because it is silly 
to throw stones which one can see will rebound on one's 
own head. Either my statements contained truths, which 
have existence and consistence in the physical world,--con
ReqUently must sooner or later be recognized, and put the 
ignorant reviewer to shame ; or they are based upon great 
errors, and in that case it mu..'lt be an easy thing for him, in 
accordance with his duty, to disclose and elucidate them, 
and thereby to put away from himself the accusation of un-
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fair trifling with the fame of his fellow-citizens: only, 
narrow-mindedness and silliness expose themselves thought
lessly to both these dangers at once. 

M. Dubois further says, he cannot enter into the details 
of my treatise, " because it would be altogether impossible 
for him to avoid unparliamentary language in so doing." 
The insolence he had poured out upon me was not unpar
liamentary, not rude enough; he had store of still coarser 
quality. He has given a specimen of the delicacy of his 
manners, which restrains him from the use of it. I will 
relieve him from the necessity of any hypocrisy, and tell the 
truth : he had tWt tile courage to venture OR a discuuion 
of tk details of my treatiles. The matter does not lie 
upon the surface ; the facts collected cannot be briefly set 
down by a fluent tongne ; and the conclusiona drawn con
sequently from them cannot be washed away with watery 
ink. A fundamental investigation, however, requires pains, 
and costs labour ; this is inconvenient, perhaps fruitless, 
and perchance leads to scruples. And since, without such 
trouble, the matter cannot be thoroughly gone into, except 
at the risk of unripe judgments, the details are warily avoided, 
lest the critic should get rapped on the knuckles, or should 
subsequently be made to feel the scourge of the au
thor. It is much easier and cheaper to skip away over 
the outside of a subject with a worthless superficiality, and 
by casting slurs upon it, to degrade it in public opi
nion, and then to shufBe out of it, in a cowardly way. M. 
Dubois need not lay the slightest compulsion upon him
self to enter into the details of my treatise : I call him out 
into the arena, with his " unparliamentary language" of the 
Spree, and give him my word that he shall meet me, and I 
will give him just such an answer as he deserves. 

The very nature of an experimental work renders it 
subject to defects ; it is just because we feel these defects 
in our knowledge, that we institute experiments, to perfect 
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it, through the discovery of new facts. While we are 
engaged in these, we again become aware of ten, nay a 
hundred, new deficiencies ; the reader, too, on his part, 
probably desires another dozen, which have escaped the 
author; and the reviewer perhaps still more. It is quite 
right, then, that they should be public1y indicated and be 
brought into discussion, so that the matters may be further 
worked out in new directions, or that what has already 
been obtained be safely placed beyond all doubt. This 
benefits every one, including the first discoverer of each new 
scientific fact. 

My works will be as little free from defects as those of 
much more exalted men than I ever could be, least of all in 
the natural sciences. No one can have felt this more 
strongly than myself. Every criticism expressed in a good 
spirit I shall receive with thanks, and try to improve my 
work accordingly. But imperious abuse, from one who is 
profoundly ignorant of the work he reviews, must be re
pelled, and the reviewer must be taught to know the limits 
of decency. It is the interest, not only of myself, but of 
all who work and write, that weeds of this kind should not 
he left to flourish, but be raked out and cleared away. 

That much more exalted men than myself do really fall 
into the greatest mistakes in their scientific works, I will not 
be content merely to have said, in my own defence, but I will 
at once prove it. M. Johannes Muller, our great physiologist, 
and the pride of Germany,whose excellent works are the oracle 
of his contemporaries, in his Handbook of Human Physiology 
(4th edition, i. 26), where he mentions the "so-called animal 
magnetism, the passes, imposition of hands, transfer of the so
called magnetic fluid," says, word for word : " Their stories 
are, however, a lamentable maze of lies, deceit, and super
stition ; and it has only proved how incapable most physi
cians are of empirical investigation, and how little concep
tion they have of a mode of examination which has become 
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the universal method in the other natural sciences." But 
how, if it now turn out that it is, on the contrary, M. Muller 
himself who is and moves in that lamentable maze? 
How, if in my treatises exactly that mode of proof be ap
plied which is carried out in the now ttnir~n·sal method of 
tlte otlter natural sciences? And how, finally, if exactly 
tltese tests have demonstrated and established by evidence, 
through hundreds of facts, the actual existence of such a 
fluid or dynamic, that produces surprising physical and 
physiological effects, by passes, imposition of ltands, and 
transference, as distinctly as any other physical or physio
logical truth can be established in the same way ? Then, 
one would and must say, that the great Muller had consi
derably erred in a matter on which, without a previous 
examination, he had allowed himself to pronounce an inju
rious and hasty judgment, and that in a new edition of his 
Handbook he will expand those parts so hurried over. It 
will be noted as a striking instance of how the most distin
guished men may fall into the greatest errors through preju
dice or preoccupation ; may be suhject to mistakes of such 
magnitude, that exactly that which they bitterly and unspar
ingly attribute to other people, finds its most accurate 
application in their very selves, and falls back upon their 
own heads. 

M. Dubois, meanwhile, is under t.he scientific influence of 
M. J. Muller, as he tells us himself in the 58th volume of 
"Pog,qeudorjf' s Annalen," -is indeed his pnpil,-and thinks 
that in proper respect to his exalted master he must swear 
" in t'('Tba magist1·i," for it is evident that his attack, where 
he honours me with " the most melancholy aberration of a 
human brain," agrees almost t:erbatim with M. Muller's 
" lamentable maze," (both appear to have a store of compas
sion for lamentably erring authors) ; and where the latter 
speaks of lies and deceit, the former thinks to hurt me with 
obscure and suspicious hints, as,--of concealed " peculiar 
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and hidden ground of my treatise." ... But these gentle
men " cannot see the forests for the trees" this time. An un
connected mass of the strangest phenomena, in nervous pa
tients, is reported to them ; there is no rubric for such facts 
in the "system ;" and while the spectators were regarding 
theastonished faces and the embarrassment of the doctors, a 
Berlin grisette has made one of the learned gentlemen the 
sport of her wantonness. When he at last saw, in the mirror, 
that his ears were growing too long, he cried "Treason!" and 
all the thousand truth~ that now came crowding to the door 
for examination and recognition, were pitilessly hurled. 
unheard, from top to bottom of the stairs, as " lying, deceit, 
and superstition." 'l,his is, indeed, a convenient way of 
getting over the trouble of a fundamental investigation, but 
it is at the same time as one-sided and hasty, as unscientific 
and unconscientious. 

Natural science, and all its branches, have originally run 
through a period of obscurity and error : physics were pre
ceded by magic; chemistry, by alchemy; medicine, by the 
philosopher's stone; astronomy, by astrology, &c.; philo
sophy, theology, and jurisprudence, have passed through 
their phases of extravagance. Our first conceptions are 
always unclear, confused ; hence adapted to the wonderful, 
the mysterious, and so on to superstition and misuse. But 
it does not follow from this, that the enigmatic shell conceals 
no solid kernel. It is quite in character with the matter, 
and anything but unexpected, that the subject of sensitive
ness, and the peculiar force on which it depends, should 
have to go through such a period of infancy in our notions ; 
and the more so in proportion as it shows itself, on the one 
band, the less capable of limitation, and on the other, to 
have a deeper hold on the hidden sphere of the nerves. 
That these days of rudeness should have endured for seventy 
years, is really rather long in these enlightened times, bnt 
in great part owing to the almost criminal narrow-minded 
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opposition of the gentlemen of the "exact sciences," who 
have turned to it, not only deaf ears, but even a kind of 
foolish hostility. Benelius, who, as is known, accepted my 
researches with ardour, has assured tile that for forty years 
he has always nourished the desire that some one would 
undertake this matter-which could not be groundless, 
-who would make it the subject of a special and funda
mental examination, according to the present methods of 
investigation in the natural sciences ; and he rejoiced at 
last to have found, in me, one who would make a rational 
inquiry into it. rrhe reason why this has been so long de
layed, why the groping round about has come to no end, 
lies moreover in the fact that people so often begin to build 
the pyramid at the point; they would wish to do first what 
they should do last-undertake lo cure diseases ! Before 
striving for the slightest knowledge of the inner nature of 
the hidden force, they made a trade of the matter ! Then 
somnambulists and clairvoyant.q were met with, everywhere 
manifestations of force at its maximum, and in complication 
with inexplicable exalted conditions of disease. While 
struck with the phenomena on a large scale, and feeling 
unable to find an explanation of them, people neglected to 
inquire after the small beginnings, on which alone the 
basis of a scientific structure could be raised. Not from the 
lightning and the thunder have we gathered the theories of 
electricity and of sound ; not from the eruption of volcanoes 
have we drawn our knowledge of the expansive force of 
steam ; but just as our forefathers fabled about these natural 
phenomena, because they did not understand them, even so 
have the modern sat,ans of the category to which M. Dubois 
belongs, talked nonsense about the so-called animal mag
netism, because they did not know it. I will not speak of 
medical men, but it is no better with the physicists and 
physiologists ; the majority of the former have rejected all 
cognizance of it, because they can11ot understand the con-
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nection of cause and effect ; and of the latter because they 
will not. However, this is not the path of the investigation 
of nature, and the offence against enlightenment is really 
greater in the latter than the former. It does not redound 
to the honour of our contemporaries to stand obstinately 
firm in that primitive condition of blind ignorance, and to 
refuse to see at all how monstrously they lay themselves 
open on this side. 

Yet I have not found the difficulty of penetrating to the 
truth of these matters nearly so insurmountable as it is 
generally, timidly, asserted to he. All that gm~sip about 
lies and deceit is in reality quite misplaced; when we exa
mine more closely, it lies essentially not in the sensitive, 
but, on the contrary, in the subjectiveness of the pre-oceu
pied, or not unfrequently incompetent inquirer. One must 
understand how to investigate, one must know how to 
question nature, if one would obtain a clear and instructive 
answer ; but it is not every one who can do this, so far as 
we know. I must say it, to the credit of the mixed popu
lation of Vienna, that among some hundreds of persons 
whom I have, up to this time, received more or less deeply 
into the sphere of my researches, and sixty of whom are 
publicly named in my writings, that there was scarcely a 
single one who gave me more than one or two exaggerated 
answers, and this rather from misapprehension than from 
dishonest intention, but which were immediately discovered 
and reformed by me. From the intimate, natural, and 
regular oonnection in which all these phenomena stand with 
each other, the threads of which I now bold surely in my 
hand, it is impossible for any one to continue to answer 
me falsely, even for a few minutes, without my at once de
tecting it. None of these people think of lying and deceiv
ing; they simply express what they see and feel, when I 
react Gpon them ; most of them evince a sincere and encou
raging desire to make as clear as possible, to me, what they 
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perceive and detect, in which zeal I find some compensation 
for the mortifications from parties who ought rather to feel 
that they have reason to be thankful for my endeavours. All 
these almost countless answers to my questions agree in every 
case so perfectly, that all reasonable doubt must disappear 
before the evidence of the truth ; and in this beautiful agree· 
ment lies the warrant of their thorough credibility. When, 
however, the inquirer does not know how to put the questions, 
from want of skill how to manipulate with the apparatus, from 
ignorance of the conditions how to arrange the experiments, 
from want of tact to comprehend the answers, and from 
want of acuteness of understanding how to discover the re. 
lations of the observations to each other : then confusion 
and perplexity begin, misinterpreted results contradict each 
other; and rather than look in the face his own weakness, 
and confess it to himself and others, he, a thousand times 
sooner, takes the dishonest subterfuge of accusing the ob· 
served person of deceit. But the betrayer of nature and 
science is no other than the man who, from incapacity, 
has the rashness and foolishness to desire to stamp the truth 
with the mark of a lie. 

Ca11tle Reise11berf1, tzear Vinmo, 
Ft'brua ry 184A. 

REICHENBACH. 

Tms work was already completed nnd printed in the spring 
of last year, bnt the occurrence of the German revolution 
threw obstacles in the way of its publication. These are 
now removed, and communication is re-established. It was 
necessary to make this note, in order to enable the reader 
to understand some dates which occur in the book, and 
which could not be reprinted. 

R. 
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277. IT was objected, that the five girls whom I employed 
as re-agents in my fonner researches, were insufficient, where 
the question was the establishment beyond doubt of important 
scientific truths. I admitted that this might be the case, 
and endeavoured to extend my investigations over a greater 
number of persons, who should furnish a great variety of 
conditions. In this way more than two years have passed 
by, during which, on that account, the present treatise has 
necessarily been delayed. Now, however, it appears with the 
support of almost sixty SlmsUive persons, men and women, 
mothers and maidens, children and aged persons, low and 
high, poor and rich, weak and strong, sick and healthy, men
struating and pregnant women,-a multiplicity of conditions 
is now represented which can leave little more to be de&ired. 
But the most e88Cntial accession which the work has received 
through these, lies in the fact that perfectly healthy, strong 
pers0t1s are included in considerable numbers in the list ; 
that men who have never suffered illness, and who have pa.~sed 
their lives in continued hard bodily labour, have pef\!eived 
the peculiar sensations and the luminous appearances which 
constitute the object of these researches, exactly in the same 
manner as young ladies who pass half their lives upon a sofa; 
that neither youth nor age, sex nor position in life, wake 
any difference, and that the sensitiveness is not a diseased 
condition, but rather a peculiarity of many persons, which 
merely appears more or less strongly, or becomes impercep
tible, under various circumstances. The subjoined list will 
show that even wore than half the persons who have bad 
the good will towards me and towards the cause of science, to 

X 
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devote themselves to these investigations, consists of perfectly 
healthy individuals. I have found, to my great astonish
ment, that the number of the seusitive surpasses all expecta
tion among mankind generally ; that a number of persons, 
who are far from even suspecting anything of the kind them
selves, clearly perceive the odic sensations, and the luminous 
phenomena, after having remained a sufficient length of 
time in the dark. In fact, this holds now to such an extent, 
that at present I scarcely ever require sick persons for my 
experiments; and it not only suffices to employ the healthy, 
but I am nearly in a position entirely to exclude the sick, 
and especially somnambulists. The objection, therefore, 
that the observations are not supported by sufficient testi. 
mony, as well as a second, that the evidence of diseased 
observers does not deserve full trust, will be answered in the 
following pages, and must henceforth be given up. 

As to the reason why I have not earlier brought forward 
a greater number of witnesses for my observations, I have 
already explained this above, ~ 6 ; I have feared to weary 
the reader by a superabundance of material. Now, how· 
ever, that this is pointed to as an imperfection of my work, 
I no longer hesitate to make use of all the evidence at my 
command, and thus to place my thesis on the broadest 
foundation ; the same phenomena will be seen to present 
themselves uuder the most varied circumstances, and the 
reader will now be in a ~tter position than before to repeat 
them everywhere and with facility. For convenience of re
viewal, I subjoin the 

LIST OF NAMES OF THE PERSONS 

'Vho, from their capacity for sensitive perceptions, have 
supported me in my labours by their co-operation and 
observations. 

Mrs. Cecilie Bauer, wife of an inn-keeper, No. 161, Braun
hirschengrund, Vienna. 
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Miss Leopoldine Reichel, daughter of a civil officer of 
Schonbrunn. 

Miss Maria Atzmannsdorfcr, daughter of a military sur
geon. 

Miss Angelica Sturmann, daughter of the director of an hotel. 
Miss Francisca Weigand, daughter of a hatter, No. 60, 

Windmuhl, Vienna. 
Friedrich Weidlich, naval invalid. 
Miss Josephine Winter, daughter of a painter at Gratz. 
Miss Marie Nowotny, daughter of a subaltern civil officer. 
Miss Clementine Girtler, daughter of a merchant. 
Mrs. Francisca K.ienesberger, wife of a steward of a manor. 
Mrs. Johanna Lederer, widow of a government official. 
Miss Maria Maix, daughter of an official, No. 260, Kohlmarkt, 

Vienna. 
Miss Josepha Zinkel, daughter of a householder at Nutzdorf, 

near Vienna. 
Baron August von Oberlander, at Schebetau, in Moravia. 
Mr. Nicolaus Rabe, government official of the Montan ex

chequer. 
Miss Amalie KrUger, daughter of the superintendent of 

an hotel, No. 27, in the Leopoldstadt, Vienna. 
Miss Wilhelmine Glaser, daughter of an innkeeper at Boch-

titz, in Moravia. 
Alois Baier, tradesman in Vienna. 
Mrs. Johanna AnschUtz, wife of M. Gustav AnschUtz. 
Dr. Nied, physician in practice, No. 396, Erdberg, Vienna. 
Mr. Sebastian Zinkel, householder in Nussdorf, ncar Vienna. 
Miss Johanna Kynast, daughter of a baker, of Waidhofen, in 

Austria. 
Miss Leopoldine Atzmannsdorfer, called Dorfer, daughter of 

a military surgeon. 
Mrs. von Peichich-Zimanyi, widow of a Hungarian noble. 
Johann Klaiber, joiner, in my service. 
Miss Wilhelmine von Weigelsberg, No. 451, Wicdcn, Vienna. 
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Baroness Maria von Augustin, wife of Baron von Augustin, 
major in the Imperial service. 

Miss Sophie Pauer, daughter of the Consistorial Counsel1or 
Pauer, Vienna. 

Professor Dr. Stephan Endlicher, Director of the Imperial 
Botanic Garden, member of the Vienna Academy. 

Mr. Franz Fernolendt, chemical manufacturer in Vicuna. 
Anka Hctmanek, field labourer on my estate, Reisenherg. 
:Miss Ernestine Anschutz, and her brother, 
Mr. Gustav. AnschUtz, artist, No. 268, Ferdinandsgasse, 
Wieden, Vienna. 
Mr. Stephan Kollar, junior. 
Friedrich Bollmann, cabinet-maker, (blind). 
Mrs. Josephine Fenzl, wife of Dr. Fenzl, curator in th<' Im-

perial Museum. 
Mrs. von Varady, wife of the Aulic Counsellor von Varady. 
Mr. 'Johann Studer, agriculturist, of Zurich. 
Baroness Pauline von N atorp, wife of Baron N atorp, Vienna. 
Chevalier Hubert von Rainer, barrister of Klagenfurth. 
Mr. Ernst Pauer, Consistorial CounseHor, and superintendant 

of the Evangelical Comm1mion in Vienna. 
Mr. Wilhelm Hochstetter, of Esslingen, gardener at Schon

brunn. 
Baroness Isabella von Tessedik, widow of a Hungarian noble 

and court secretary. 
Mr. Demeter 'l'irka, merchant in Vienna, (a Greek). 
Miss Elise von Seckendorf, at Sondershausen, Saxony. 
Mr. Constantine Delhcz, philologist, Vienna, (from Belgium.) 
Mr. Theodore Kotschy, the well-known traveller in Africa, 

Persia, &c. 
Maximilian Kriiger, orphan from the Asylum, Vienna. 
Hermine Fenzl, infant daughter of Dr. Fenzl. 
Mr. Karl Schuh, physicist, from Berlin. 
Dr. Friedrich, from Munich. 
Dr. Rngsky, professor of chemistry in Vienna. 
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Mr. Mathias Mauch, veterinary surgeon, from Wirtemburg. 
Professor Rossner, imperial counsellor at the Academy of 

Fine Arts, Vienna. 
Mr. Edward Hutter, bookseller in Vienna. 
Mr. }ranz Kratochwila, government official. 
Mr. Franz Kollar, curator in the Imperial Natural History 

Museum. 
Miss Susanna Nather, daughter. of an officer ot' Basle, now 

in Vienna. 
Professor Dr. Huss, physician in ordinary to the King of 

Sweden, Stockholm. 
My daughter Hermine. 
Dr. Diesing, Curator in the Imperial Natural History Mu

seum. 

Almost all these persons are in Vienna, and may at any 
time be questioned or heard. The order in which they are 
here enumerated, corresponds pretty nearly to a decreasing 
scale of the intensity of their sensitive irritability. 

278. In the first place I have to premise a word or two 
upon another subject. In the whole coune of the preceding 
seven treatises, I have everywhere <H 34, 225, &c.) assumed 
the north pole of the earth to bt positively magnetic, and 
the south pole of our planet negative, and considered all 
other polarities, of steel bars, crystals, living organs, &c., in 
accordance with this pre-supposition. Since physicists are 
not agreed which of the two poles of the earth and the 
magnet to regard as positive and n~gative, and the text
books are either wholly silent on this head (Biot, Pouillet
JJJuller, Daum.9artner, and others), or directly contradict 
one another (Eisenlollr, Physics, 3rd edit. p. 461; Eyw1m, 
Electricity and ~lagnetism, p. 152), one calling + )l what 
the other set.~ fo1th as - M, and l'incc uncertainty thus 
prcvuils over the valne of both powers, it appears necessary 
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that I should briefly explain the reasons which determined 
me in my choice. 

In the electro-chemical system which Berzelius introduced 
into natural science, and thereby gave its present fonn 
to chemi:;try, the voltaic zinc and copper pile is, it is well 
known, taken as the basis, and the electricity of the zinc 
pole is regarded as positive, because it agrees in its pro
perties with those which glass rubbed with zinc amalgam 
presents, and which have been called positive. It is further 
agreed to consider all those bodies, which collect in pre
ference around the positive pole, in the voltaic current, as 
electro-negative, and vice versd.. With this clue, I have 
endeavoured to investigate the odic properties which present 
themselves, on the one hand in the electro-negative, and on 
the other in the electro-positive bodies. 'fhe great, strongly 
expressed odic distinctions between the two, as I have made 
them out and detailed them in the preceding treatises, I 
have again perceived in a similar manner at the poles of 
crystals, in organic beings, in magnets, &c. A parallel bas. 
thus been distinctly evolved, to be drawn between certain 
properties or one pole of these natural objects, and those of 
the other. Those, therefore, which are parallel to the pro
perties of the electro-negative bodies, I have assumed to be 
equivalent with these as to their polar value, and called 
od-negative, and vice t-ersd. That pole of our magnetic 
needles which turns to the south, and which I have every
where denominated the southward pole, is the one which 
in odic respects produces the same reactions as the electro
positive bodies. This, however, is the magnetism of tho 
north pole of the earth. Under the general hypothesis, 
therefore, that in the electro-chemical series, the metalloids 
are actually negatively electrical,-most metals, on the other 
hand, positively electrical,-I have been compelled to decide 
in favour of those who re~ard the north pole of the earth as 
positively magnetic, to indicate it as + M, and consequently 
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to mark all analogous odic properties with + Od. In like 
manner I have necessarily assumed the south pole of the 
earth to be negatively magnetic, indicated it by - M, and 
called the odic phenomena going parallel with it - Od. 

Although I have declared for the electro-chemical theory 
now prevailing in my judgment as to the nature of the 
magnetic poles, and have deduced their value by conclusions 
from this, I am perfectly aware that the polar signification 
of natural bodies is still an unsettled subject, that doubts 
may be urged against the negativeness of the acids and the 
positiveness of the alkalies when we see the two in contact 
polarized in a directly opposite manner, &c. ; in the course 
of my investigations also I have in many places perceived 
obstacles to it ; but I have submitted to the genernlly re
ceived opinion, and in compliance with this the north pole 
of the globe must be called positive and the south pole ne
gative, so long as potassium is acknowledged to be positive 
and oxygen negative. If, as is not altogether impossible, 
this should ever be altered, it will be necessary to reverse 
the signs throughout my work. 

279. A tltird and last subject on which some prelimi
nary remarks are requisite, is the tvorcl Od. There is evi
dently a tolerable probability that the definition of it I have 
laid down at ~ 215 includes that which Dr. Faraday a 
year later introduced to the scientific public as a new nm
terial force, under the name of diamagnetism. 'rhe British 
physicist was doubtless unaware of my researches, which 
have appeared in an English translation in London, or he 
probably would not have ignored them. Under the defini
tion of the word Od I have comprehended the fiual causes 
of all the phenomena described by me, in so far as they 
have been found irrcconcileable with our previous know
ledge of the nature of the m~011ct and the other dynamics, 
and are in particular capable of being extended from mag
netic bodies to the so-called uon-wngnetic, to metals, glas~. 
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silk, water, salts, and all the rest. Diamagnetism was, 
indeed, discovered and made known twenty years ago by 
Seebeck, Munke, Buchner, and Becquerel, which was also 
unknown to Dr. Faraday ; and I have not met in my 
labours with the transverse position of freely moving non
magnetic bodies in regard to the magnetic current, and for 
the present a gap remains between the subjects of our 
labours ; at the same time it is in my opinion not impossible 
tl1at we are both journeying toward the same point, only by 
different roads. If I am not deceived by appearances, Dr. 
Faraday has seized one of the many odic threads, one in all 
cases favourable, and will help onward the question with 
the force of his fertile talent. 'rhis cannot be otherwise 
than advantageous to the progress of science. Whether 
magnetism, diamagnetism, and Od, shall one day prove 
identical, or solid distinctions shall remain between them, 
is a question of which the solution appears to me to lie at 
present at a considerable distance. In any case they col
lectively include totally new qualities of all dead and living 
matter, and from their generality and all-pervadence through
out the universe, are of the highest physical importance. 

Since the interest of the suhject will be increased by the 
clearness and distinctnelis of the definitions, i. e. by the 
settlement of the extent of their compass and the determina
tion of the boundaries of their component parts, I think it 
opportune to insert here a condensed sketch of the dis
tinctions which appear to me to hold between the now 
established allied dynamics, and that for which I have found 
it necessary to propose the term Od. In this manner, on the 
one hand, what I regard as the peculiarities of this will appear 
better exhibited than they have been hitherto, while on the 
other it will he more clearly seen, whether and what hope 
exists of bringing the new phenomena enumerated into 
already known categories, and thus eventually rendering 
the new word superfluous, or, whether the necessity of 
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establishing snd maintaining it is inevitable. The distinc
tions,--so far, namely, as they have been made known in my 
earlier, and will be detailed in the present and future publi
cations,-are as follows :-

A.-DISTINCTIONS FROM HEAT. 

a. Odic emanations cause feelings of cold and warmth 
in all the sensitive,-indeed sometimes produce icy co1d and
burning heat ; that is to say, excite sensations seemingly like 
these. But when they are directed upon the thermometer, 
tltcy have not the slightest influence upon it; even Nobili's 
thermoscope remains motionless. Neither the cold-giving 
nor heat-exciting pole of a crystal affects this instrument in 
the least. 

b. Many cases occur in which heat and Od cause dia
metrically opposite effects. A right hand produces a feeling 
(Jf cold in the sensitive ; but it has always a reverse, heating 
effect, upon a delicate thermoscope. The rays of the sun 
produce a feeling of cold in the sensitive; on the contrary, 
they warm the thermometer. Moonlight is felt distinctly 
warm ; but not indicated perceptibly by the thermoscope. 
Glowing charcoal, flame of burning bodies of all kinds, 
radiate a remarkable degree of cold to sensitive nerves : the 
thermometer, on the contrary, exhibits the effect of heating 
rays. Chemical combinations give rise to sensations of 
cold, while liberation of heat is often indicated by the ther
moscope. 

c. The conductibility of Od by metals surpasses all the 
limits of the conductibility of heat. A copper wire of con
siderable length, more than sixty feet, charged odically at 
one end, delivered variations of odic sensation at the other. 
A wooden rod did the same, also a glass rod, a silk ribbon, 
a strip of linen or cotton cloth many yards long; bodies 
which are far from being capable of conducting heat in 
this manner. 
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d. Od penetrates very readily through solid bodies : the 
sensitive feel a crystal, a man, or a magnet, behind thick 
walls, in a few seconds, without being aware of their pre
sence : the greatest heat requires many hours before it 
begins to he even perceptible on the other side. No one 
feels the sun's rays through a wall, least of all in cooling; 
but the sensitive distinguish in a moment, inside a building, 
a wall on which the sun is shining, from another which is 
in the shade. 

e. Concentrated odic rays are felt by the exceedingly 
sensitive at incredible distances ; magnets, poles of crystals, 
human hands, and trees, at distances of more than a hun
dred yards ; weak rays of heat, proceeding from bodies at 
the common temperature of the air, are not indicated by 
any instrument at such distances, and the sensitive perceive 
the latter just as little. 

f. Neither odic heat nor odic cold alter the density or 
volume of bodies. Even a thermometer may be perfectly 
charged odically, positively warm or negatively cold, and 
the index will not alter in the least. Every one knows the 
effect of heat upon a thermometer. 

g. We know already that great distinctions df odic con
dition exist between the different colours of the luminous 
spectrum, and we shall become more minutely acquainted 
with them in this and the succeeding treatises ; but when I 
caused the rays of the sun, moon, or fire, to fall at less than 
thirty-five degrees upon a ten-fold glass disk, and decom
posed the transmitted light into an iris with the prism, the 
even tolerably sensitive all felt very great differences of 
temperature between the different colours ; thus in places 
where, as far as we know, no trace of free positive or nega
tive heat can reach. 

h. Metallic wires, which appear to the sensitive to glow 
odically, remain quite at the surrounding temperature to 
common sensation and the thermoscope. 
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i. When of two glasses of water, one was left in the 
shade, the other exposed for a few minutes to the sun's 
rays, every sensitive person distinguished that which had 
been subjected to the warm rays as cooler. § 105. 

k. }1uther than this : a porcelain rod heated directly 
over the fire at one end, as well as a lighted stick of wood, 
were held in the hand by the other ends ; they were felt to 
become much cooler by the sensitive. I shall detail this 
more minutely hereafter. 

Heat, therefore, is, under given circumstances, a means of 
odic cooling. And therefore heat must be fundamentally 
different from Od. 

B.-DISTINCTIONS FROM ELECTRICITY. 

Odic phenomena very often occur where electrial pheno
mena either do not exhibit outward manifestations, or, as 
far as we know, do not at all exist. Under this head 
belong sun-light, moon-light, spectra of light transmitted 
through ten glass plates, crystals, hands, and in part, also, 
chemical processes, &c. 

a. Od is distributed throughout the mass of matter; 
a hollow metallic sphere is seen to be pervaded with 
light interna1ly as well as externally. A glass of ~ater 
tastes odized throughout its mass ; even when poured 
into another vessel, (§ 107) it remains wholly odic; free 
electricity lies only on the surface of bodies. Od may 
be transported in the inside of a chamber on to all 
objects, even to the air, for some time. Dr. Faraday could 
not accumulate electricity anywhere in a chamber especially 
prepared for the purpose ; it all escaped immediately over 
the surface of it. 

h. When free Od is accumulated in a body, it is retained 
in it in such a manner that it cannot readily be removed 
from it; but some time-a quarter of an hour to an hour
is required before it disappears again by contact with other 
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bodies ; free electricity is immediately conveyed away by 
contact from any charged body. 

c. Od may be transmitted to unisolated bodies, and accu
mulated in them to 8 certain extent. Electricity can be 
conveyed and condensed only upon isolated, by no means 
upon unisolated bodies. 

d. All bodies which possess merely continuity are almost 
equally good conductors of Od; the incoherent are only 
somewhat worse : electricity is only conducted by metals 
well ; by many other bodies, badly ; by some, not at all. The 
transmission of Od in the best conductors, as in · metallic 
wires, goes on slowly-twenty to forty seconds are required 
for a wire fifty yards long ; electricity traverses a million 
times longer spaces in immeasurably shorter time. 

e. Permeability by Od is a character of all bodies ; slight 
distinctions do occur in this respect among different bodies ; 
but they are of little importance. Electricity, on the other 
hand, is arrested by a great many bodies, which are almost 
incapable of being penetrated by it, and oppose insuperable 
obstacles to its course. 

f The action of electricity upon Od takes place at much 
greater distances, and more strongly, than that of electricity 
upon. electricity. A weak electrical charge from a spark of 
one-fifth of an inch, produces an active odic current in 8 

metallic wire at a distance of two yards, ( ~ 169) where a 
conductor would no longer produce any observable distribu
tion to the other. 

g. The excitement of Od by electricity does not follow 
instantaneously, but always requires an appreciable time
often thirty seconds or more. This holds both in the pro
duction of sensations and of light. A resinous electro
phorus is electrical long before the odic flame becomes visible 
on it. An electrified and a galvanized wire only begin to 
glow odically afte1· the current has continued to flow for 
some time through them, or after the Leyden jar discharge 
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has passed some seconds. In a Schweigger's multiplier, 
the odic light did not appear for ten to fifteen seconds after 
the deflection of the needle : all manifestations and effects of 
electricity are instantaneous. 

h. The duration of odic phenomena, on the other hand, 
is incomparably longer than that of electrical transmissions. 
When a wire rendered odically incandescent in the electrical 
way is brought out of the current, its luminosity endures for 
half or a whole minute,-nay, after strong discharge of a Ley
den jar, two minutes, and then slowly dies away. In the mul
tiplier, the magnetic needle returns from its divergence back 
into the meridian, a long time before the coil of wire ceases 
to emit odic light. Certain flaming odic phenomena in 
conductors, metal plates, or wire communicators, do not all 
begin at once, when electrified, at the moment of receiving 
their maximum electric charge, but after the escape has 
continued for some time ; when the supply ceases, the odic 
phenomena disappear but gradually and slowly, even from 
unisolated conductors; their odic condition, however, en
dures for the sensitive in many cases - for instance, in 
water, persons, &c.-for an hour. 

i. But cases of the reverse kind also occur, in which 
odic light disappears sooner than the excited electricity ; an 
electrophorus loses in odic luminosity after the rubbing with 
fur, after a few-perhaps ten-minutes have elapsed ; while 
the electrical charge of the cake lasts for days and weeks. 
It follows from this, that Od is indeed excited by every 
electrical action, but then takes its own independent course. 

k. Many flaming odic appearances exhibit a constant 
tendency upwards, and ascend vertically : electricity does 
not manifest any such tendency, either when in motion or 
at rest. 

l. Appearances of odic light of great size appearing over 
unisolated electrified metal plates, do not adhere to the 
metal, but flow over it, like the aurora over the earth : 
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electric currents always remain close upon the metal, wher
ever it comes in their way. The experiments affording this 
axiom will be given in the next treatise. 

m. Effluences of Od are not exclusively confined to 
points where these are at hand, but rise out of the sides even 
of toothed bodies ; this is the case even in large crystals. 
In similar cases, electricity never flows but from the points. 
In the hydro-electric chain, all the elements diffuse light 
and sensations of Od : in its electric currents, we are only 
aware of the internal activity and complete circumscription 
of the electric circuit when the chain is closed. 

n. Odic currents exhibit a remarkable degree of inde
pendence of electricity, even when excited by that agent; 
the isolated metal plates on which the two appear together 
may be grasped in the hand, or electrified wires may be 
allowed to lie loosely and touch the ground, without altera
tion of the streams of odic light, while the electric currents 
are thereby diverted in totally different directions. 

o. Odic flames, from whatsoever bodies they issue, posi
tive or negative, exhibit no tendency to unite or neutralize 
each other when approximated ; when they cross, they go 
on together; when they are brought into diametrical oppo
sition, they repulse one another. (See infra, ~ 401.) Unlike 
electricities neutralize each other with violent attraction. 

p. Influence and induction, which produce such remark
able effects in electricity, I have hitherto never been able to 
detect with certainty in odic phenomena. 

q. Electrical tourmaline, like every other crystal, vividly 
excites the sensitive with its poles ; but is not altered by 
warming, does not become stronger, and the electricity 
thereby excited is not perceptibly felt. 

r. Perhaps the most striking thing is the contrast between 
the violent effect of the Od upon the excitability of sensitive 
persons, and the insensibility which the same show to elec
trical eflects, and which is such that even the highly sensitive 
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do not feel them more than the healthy. Hydro-electrical 
and frictional electrical currents, or the discharge of the 
Leyden jar, are borne by them as easily as by any other 
person. Stroking a cat, the approach of a thunderstorm, the 
tricks played with an isolating stool, are agreeable to many 
of them. 

All this manifests that the gap which separates Od from 
electricity u very great. 

C.-DISTINCTION PROM MAGNETISM. 

Od is formed, or manifested vividly, in a number of cases 
in which magnetism never gives evidence of its presence, or 
is yet unknown to us ; in many chemical processes, in 
vitality, in crystals, in friction, in the spectra of sun, moon, 
and candle-light, in polarized light, and in the amorphous 
material world in general. 

a. Development of Od occurs independently and without 
magnetism in the majority of cases : magnetism never occurs 
alone, but always associated with Od. 

b. In things where magnetism appears to give token of 
its presence, but as yet is not incontestibly admitted by 
science to reside, as in the rays of the sun and in moonlight, 
it is manifested in a so extremely weak degree, that its pre
sence is still highly doubtful ; but in these very cases Od 
appears with a force and a variety of effects which are quite 
astonishing, and seems capable, in particular instances, of 
shaking the very foundations of life. 

c. '!'he interposition of a mist or cloud before the light of 
the sun or moon at once weakens their effects upon the 
sensitive very considerably : magnetism is not restrained by 
anything-least of all by vapour. 

d. The transfer of Od may be effected in an exactly homo
logous manner upon all solid and fluid matter ; metals, 
steel, salts, glass, milk, resin, water, may all, with slight 
distinctions, be charged with Od: magnetism can only 
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he conveyed to a certain few bodies; nothing, however, 
is yet known concerning the transferability of diamag
netism. 

e. When things of that kind are charged with Od, they 
react upon the sensitive exactly in the same way as the 
magnet : but not the least perceptible trace of magnetism 
resides in them ; iron is not attracted, even in the shape of 
filings, &c. 

f The coercive power over Od has been observed in 
steel for at most something under an hour; therefore not for 
much longer than in water, iron, &c. But for magnetism, 
it is enduring for many years, while it is quite indiscernible 
in water, iron, &c. Thus magnetism remains in steel; Od 
cannot persist in it by itself, but disappears. 

g. Od. is also conductible by substances like resin, glass, 
wood, silk strings, cotton bands, &c., to the distance of 
many yards. We know of nothing similar in the magnet. 

h. Od may be conducted many yards on a ]ong iron wire, 
and ruade perceptible to the sensitive ( § 4 7, 118) : an iron 
wire about sixteen yards long and one-twelfth of an inch 
thick, stretched in th~ parallels, and put in contact with 
the northward pole of a nine-layer horse-shoe magnet, 
did not exhibit to me, at the other end, any trace of mag
netic reaction. 

i. The distance of action for Od of the diffusing bodies
such as hands, crystals, or electrified bodies, reaches at 
least as far as with magnetic bars of the same size ; in 
many cases farther. I have tested and compared both to a 
distance of 160 feet through the air. ·we know of nothing 
at all like this, in regard to distances of effective action of 
such magnet.~:~ in exerting magnetic inflnences. 

k. Emanations of Od are found to be subject to a kind 
of refraction, at least certainly in the cases in which 
they are accompanied by rays of light. I have already 
shown, and in a subsequent treatise shall make known 
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many new, certainly very remarkable observations, in 
which I have found that while a glass prism separates 
colours, it also produces similar divisions in Od, which, with 
the rays of light, is subject to refraction by the glass. And 
since it so completely accompanies light, that in each colour 
of the spectn1m appears a different (if I may so express myself) 
odic colour, it is clear that the rays ofOd are refracted simul
taneously and exactly with the rays of light ; consequently, 
that odic emanations, wharever they consist of, are refran
gible by glass, like the rays of light. But this property is 
wholly wanting in magnetism, which is not arrested by 
anything, and cannot be deflected, as Haldat has recently 
shown us convincingly by means of his magnetic measuring 
instrument. He expressly asserts that emissions of mag
netism from bodies are neither refracted nor reflected. 
(L'lrt~titut, May 27, 1846, p. 647.) 

I. The distribution of Od in bodies is demonstrated, for 
example, in water, to be effected throughout the mass; 
magnetized water may be poured from one glasR into 
another, and when dnmk is found to be all equally strongly 
odized up to the last drops ; odically luminous metals appear 
to be translucid, and to glow through and through ; odized 
hollow spheres manifest strong expressions of odic action in 
their interior : but magnetism, according to Barlow's re
searches, is restricted exclusively to the surface of bodies 

m. It is found, and will be explained at length hereafter, 
that Od cl.iftUst>s around itself spherical zones of alternating 
opposed polarities, similar to electricity : nothing of this 
kind has ever been observed in the magnet. 

"· Od has no attraction for, or power of supporting iron, 
not even the smallest filing. 'rhe most striking effect of the 
magnet consists in this very mighty power. But in regard 
to odic capabilities, crystals and bands of equal size with the 
magnet are not only equal to it, out frequently surpass it in 
strength, ~ly the latter. 

T 
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o. Suspended odic bodies do not acquire any particular 
direction from the influence of terrestrial magnetism ; but 
it turns magnetic bodies into the meridian, &c. 

p. In the inorganic kingdom, the flames of the Od-poles 
exhibit no measurable attraction toward each other ; poles 
of magnets, however, and their lines of force, reciprocally, 
the most powerfrll. The odic flames, even when they blaze 
forth side by side from the poles of a horse-shoe magnet, 
display no attraction; nay, even when the unlike polar 
flames are directed immediately toward one another, not 
only are they not attracted when brought close, but are 
even mutually repelled at the places where they are forced 
to meet. This is directly contradictory to all we know of 
magnetism. 

q. When the two arms of a horse-shoe magnet are both 
placed in a horizontal direction, the odic flame also flows 
straight out from them, but it then ascends upwards in an 
arc from both poles : no such tendency has ever been per
ceived in magnetism. 

r. A certain amount of odic flame still flows from the 
magnetic poles of a horse-shoe (vide infra, ~ 458) after the 
poles have been long rendered magnetically indifferent ex
ternally, by the application of the armature : the magnetic 
efflux is stopped, but the odic persists still, although 
weakened. 

s. Even when two strong unlike magnetic poles are 
joined, ~ 401, 402, 404, 405, retain and neutralize each 
other, an emanation of odic flames nevertheless persists un
interruptedly, although rendered weaker. 

t. Magnets brought into the electrical atmosphere of the 
conductor may have their odic polarity reversed, while the 
magnetic remains quite unaltered. Electricity thus exerts 
a power over the former, which it in no case possesses 
over the latter. (Vide infra, ~ 878, 486.) 

u. The appearance of Od and that of magnetism never 
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occur simultaneously in their production When a galvanic 
current acts upon a multiplier or a rotating apparatus, the 
reaction on the magnetic bar is instantaneous : the odic 
luminosity and the effects upon the sense of feeling do not 
appear until after the lapse of several seconds, and the more 
slowly and later, the longer the conducting wires are. The 
same is the case with the cessation ; the magnetic reaction 
ceases immediately on the interruption of the galvanic 
current, but the odic effects last a good while longer. 

v. When a crystal, a finger, or a rod dipping in any 
chemically-acting substances, is placed within a wire coil, no 
induction is caused, even when these bodies are much 
larger and more odically potent, much stronger in emana
tion of light and excitation of sensations, than a magnetic 
bar ; this IMt may be ten times smaller and a hundred 
times odically weaker, and yet will instantaneously induce 
a CUl'l'ent in the wire coil. (Vide ; 40.) 

w. When a magnetic bar is held in the hand in such a 
manner that the magnetic pole of the same name as the odic 
polarity of the hand is outwards, its odic flames and odic force 
increase ; but it does not support a grain more iron on that 
account. Exactly the same, mutatia mutandia, is caused in 
magnetic bars by the poles of crystals. The magnetic bar 
gains Od from the odic hand or crystal pole, but it does 
not receive the least accession of magnetism. (Vide itifra, 
; 442 and 444.) 

z. The above-mentioned influence may go so far that the 
odie force of the bar may be even reversed, while the mag
netic polarity remains altogether unaffected. When a weak 
magnetic bar is grasped by the southward pole in the left 
hand, the projecting northward pole not only loses its blue 
negative flame, but a red positive one immediately begins to 
issue from it, while its negative magnetic character remains 
unaltered. .(Vide inj;·a, ~ 446.) 

I' 
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y. In the course of these treatises, we shall become 
acquainted with remarkable cases where the odic flames of 
magnets are extinguished by the approximation of organized 
living being& ; their magnetic force is not in the least 
changed by this. (Vide infra,; 448.) 

z. The moon a1so affords a beautiful proof of the distinction 
between magnetism and Od. I have shown in Rn earlier 
treatise, ; 119, that the moon acts od-positively upon Rll the 
sensitive. On the other band, M. Kreil, the Prague astro
nomer, distinguished for his scientific discoveries, informs us 
in the first volume of his Astronomico-meteorological Year
book, p. 104, that the moon exerts an attraction on the 
southward pole of the magnetic needle, consequently must 
have, on the side turned towards us, the magnetism of the 
south pole of the earth, and this, according to my rule of 
deduction, is negative magnetism. 'This looks like a contra
diction when superficially considered, but is solved by more 
accurate examination. For the magnetic effect which the 
moon exerts on the needle is so weak, that it can only be 
deteot.ed by observations like those of a physicist as accurate 
as M. Kreil ; but it is not nearly strong enough to react 
perceptibly on moderately and healthy sensitive persons. 
Now all the sensitive fed the moon od-positive, and this 
very vividly. It. is the rays of light of the moon that pro
duce the activ~ effects we meet with. This is proved most 
clearly by the circumstance, that the effects of the moon upon 
the sensiti\'e may be in great part removed by keeping away 
the direct radiation or the reflection of the rays, by good 
window shutters ; magnetic influence, which penetrates 
everything, could not be turned away by intercepting the 
rays. Thus, in spite of the fact that the half of the moon 
turned towards us has been proved to be negatively magnetic, 
it nevertheless diffuses abundance of positive Od to the earth. 

a a. Of diamagnetism we at present know only the repul-
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sions, which, from Haldat's observations, may in the end 
range themselves with the true magnetic phenomena. 

b b. But the distinction between Od and magnetism 
comes to light most strikingly in the following experiment : 
-Let an iron rod of about twenty inches long be fixed in a 
wooden holder of any kind, which shall be attached to its 
axis. When this is so directed that it lies horizontally in 
the mAgnetic meridian, every sensitive person feels its north
ward end cool, its southward end tepidly warm. H the 
northward end be declined till it be placed in the magnetic 
dip, i. e. if the rod be turned till its temporary northward 
end make an angle of about 65° with t.he horizon, it then 
will attain its maximum magnetic condition ; the coolness 
of its northward pole should in like manner increase to 
its greatest height, the southward pole also in warmth. 
But, instead of this, we find exactly the opposite. The 
magnetic northward pole now becomes odically warm, the 
magnetically southward pole odically cold. Od and magnet
ism, which otherwise proceed side by side in a certain paral
lelism of manifestations, here meet diametrically opposed, 
the negatively magnetic northward pole is od-positive, the 
positivtly magnetic southward pole is od-negative ,-under 
the circumstances here introduced ; the two follow directly 
contrary paths. 

c c. We shall meet below with cases where superimposed 
layers of steel of like magnetism are reversed one above 
the other; so that, while all possess one kind of magnetism, 
there occurs an alternation of positive and negative odic 
layers. This may be strengthened by approximation of 
crystals and hands, but is removed by that of magnet poles. 
(Vide~ 340 and 844.) 

d d. We shall actually meet further on with an experi
ment in which positive magnetism and emanations of nega
tive odic light occurred simultaneously in a particular element 

;r 
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of the arms of a horse-shoe while passing over another 
magnet. (~ 433.) 

Therefore, at prese11t the iden.tity of Od and magnetism 
is altogether out of the question. 

Consequently, the distinctions which exist between beat, 
electricity, magnetism, and Od, have not merely remained 
undiminished by the ulterior researches continued since 
~ 276, but have rather made themselves more strongly 
manifest; and they will become still more so in the follow
ing treatises. They are expressed so definitely and clearly 
in many points, that the necessity of a special terminology 
appears more inevitable than ever. Uttder the definition of 
the word Od I include aU the physical pleenomeJUJ presenting 
then11elves in these researches, which cannot be brou,ght 
under the definition of tlte dynamics hitherto acknowledged, 
together with the VIS OCCULTA, on which they depend. 
Whether, and to what extent, they will, in the course of 
time, be distributed and transferred into the provinces of 
the latter, remain questions for future research, and are 
deferred till the acquirement of a deeper insight into the 
essence of these things. 

Every one is almost convinced that electricity and mag
netism are of one nature ; no one doubts that here essential 
force of one kind acts on the one side in a half-free, on the 
other, half-confined condition ; we Pre all in hourly expec
tation of the approaching discovery, through which their 
identity shall be demonstrated, and the two be made capable 
of comprehension under a common definition : yet we shall 
never be able to dispense with either of these words. In 
the same way it will happen with the word Od, or any other 
that it may be agreed to receive in its place ; it will be 
necessary, in order to comprehend a certain complication of 
phenomena, which cannot be otherwise registered than as a 
special group. 
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EIGHTH TREATISE. 

LUMINOUS PHENOMENA. 

The Odic Luminow Pheraomena on the Magnet. 

280. I COMMENCED the present series of treatises with 
the most striking of the luminous phenomena-those of 
the magnet ; those of crystals followed ; then I made 
known those of certain human organs, such as the hands ; 
and thus I proceeded onward to those of the heavenly 
bodies, heat, friction, light, electricity, of chemism, and 
finally of matter in general. In all these cases, however, I 
have only made mention of them generally, in so far as I en
deavoured to obtain signs of the existence and activity of Od, 
and could establish these through the evidence of the exist
ence of the luminous phenomena. I have confined myself 
to this in all places, and reserved a discussion of the latter 
in particular for a special treatise. Such will be the object 
of this, the eighth, and the succeeding essays, and I thus 
perform the promise made in §55 and§ 9S. 

281. Hitherto, in the many cases mentioned, I have only 
reported the sensuous perceptions on which the detection 

· of the odic light depends, as derived from the statements 
of the highly sensitive; the following pages will show, how
ever, that it is by no means only these who detect it, but that 
the odic light presents itself in innumerable cases so dis
tinctly and prominently, that not merely also the slightly 
sensitive, but, rvhat now becomes of the greatest importance, 
a large number of PEUECTLY HEALTHY PERSONS, are ct~pab/e 
of seeing it. 

282. I shall now in the first place give the physical fact, 
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the existence of the odic light, new and more extensive con
firmation by a great addition of observed cases; then examine 
these more closely in the different fonns of their occurrence ; 
compare their relations both with each other and with allied 
natural phenomena ; deduce certain new laws for Od from 
them ; and from all this seek to make out some fixed points 
for establishing its place in the domain of physics. 

HISTORICAL ESTABLISHMENT OP THE PACT OJ.' ODIC LIGHT 

ON MAGNETS IN GENERAL. 

288. In the earlier treatises it was shown that the odic 
light was perceived by all the highly sensitive, without 
exception, who were includetl within the sphere of my inves
tigations, and thus its actual existence established and 
placed beyond reasonable doubt, by a series of testimonies 
agreeing in all essential particulars. It was further demon
strated that the different degrees of strength in which dif
ferent persons saw it, depended on the varying conditions 
of disease of the observers, and finally that in one and 
the same observer, different stages of diseased condition 
caused a different degree of sensuous receptivity, and 
thereby a different appreciation of the impression of the 
light upon the senses. This must be clearly understood. 
Miss Nowotny, when nearly well, no longer saw any light, 
even on the strongest magnet (~ 8). Some days earlier, 
when her recovery was not so far advanced, she still saw 
momentary flashes, disappearing immediately, when the 
armature was removed from a magnet in the dark. Two 
days before this, she had seen a luminous thread along the 
edges of the steel, and a week previously, a beautiful shining 
flame at each pole of the open magnet, the my-like emana
tions of which were from three quarters of an inch to one 
inch and a quarter long. Miss Stunnann (~ 4) saw the 
flames of the same magnet about four inches in length, thus 
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more than three times as long. Miss Reichel drew me these, 
from her observations, of the length of the arm of the horse
shoe, that is, twelve inches long. Miss Maix ( ~ 6), in her 
usual condition, saw them only a hand's breadth, but when
ever she was seized with an attack of spasms, the same 
magnet appeared to her wholly enveloped in fire, and the 
flame in places several spans long. Mi..qg Reichel (; 7) saw 
the magnet in moderate obscurity, not merely emit flames 
from the poles as long as the arms of the horse-shoe, but 
also a delicate light spread all over the magnet, and this 
latter even while the armature remained applied. But 
Miss Atzmannsdorfer (§ 18) told me that the flame of my 
Jarge nine-layered magnet attained almost the size of a man 
in her eyes when it was very dark, so that she frequently 
saw herself wholly enveloped in it, as if she were being burnt. 
She saw both this and smaller magnets enveloped between 
and around the arms by delicate down-like flame ; the poles, 
each flaming, especially at its four corners, in blue and red, 
yellow and green intermingled, and each layer of the com
pound magnet possessing its own lateral flames (like ; 9). 
Bar magnets always flamed more strongly at the northward 
pole than at the southward in this case. 

284. These observations all belong to the year 1844. I 
collected a much greater number of them in the years 1845, 
1846, and 1847, during which I devoted myself with un
ceasing efforts to the pursuit of this attractive subject. Those 
of the results simply serving to the further confirmation 
and establishment of the fact of the existence of the odic 
light over the magnet, I subjoin here seriatim. I remark, 
however, expressly, that this is done chiefly for those readers 
whom the previously reported observations do not suffice to 
convince, and who consider a greater number of testimonies 
necessary for the establishment of the physical phenomena 
of the diffusion of light from the magnet ; aU those, on the 
contrary, who are satisfied by what bu already been brought 
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forward, and who consider the accuracy of my mode of in
vestigation sufficient, can, without any great loss, pass over 
these, and turn from here immediately to ~ 884, where, 
leaving behind all the concrete cases and specialities, they 
will arrive immediately at the conclusions deduced from 
them. 

I follow the order of rising from the weakest powers of 
vision to the strongest, proceeding from the healthy sensitive 
to the sickly, and ending with the permanently diseased, 
highly sensitive persons. 

a. Healthy Sensitive8. 

285. Among these I met with a few who posses8ed the 
odic feeling very strongly marked, hut were unable to re
cognise the magnetic light ; others who saw it weakly; lastly, 
some who saw it with greater facility, and with a clearness 
and distinctness which excelled not only that of many in
valids, but even of actual1omnambulists. 
- 286. Dr. Friedrich, from Munich, a young, healthy phy

sician, from whom I learnt that he was sometimes subject 
to walking in his sleep, had the kindness to allow me a 
trial, and to place himself in my own dark chamber pre
pared for these researches. I found him distinctly sensi1 ive, 
but in a weak degree ; be saw other objects emit light, but 
never magnets. 

287. M. Edward Hutter, bookseller, grandson of Anton 
Doll, in Vienna, a fine, young, and perfectly healthy man, 
was excitable in many ways to the odic sensations, but bad 
no power of seeing the magnetic luminosity beyond a weak 
and uncertain appearance on a small, strong, horse-shoe 
magnet, in the dark. 

288. Maximilian KrUger, a boy of twelve years, in the 
Orphan Asylum at Vienna, sensitive to a considerable de
gree to the impressions of the odic feeling, was unable to 
detect any impression of magnetic light in the dark. 
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289. Mr. Carl ROssner, Imperial Counsellor and Pro
fessor of Architecture in the Academy of the Plastic Arts, 
at Vienna, forty-two years of age, remarkably sensitive to 
all impressions on the feeling that can be excited by odic 
influence, could not detect a trace of luminous appearances 
during three hours which he was kind enough to devote to 
me in my darkened chamber. 

I met with the like frequently, especially in men; most 
remarkably in Dr. Diesing, Keeper of the Imperial Museum 
of Natural History in Vienna. A I though very highly 
sensitive to all impressions on the feeling, he was totally 
insensible to luminous phenomena of all kinds in the dark, 
where he remained for four hours. 

We thus have here five decided sensitives in whom the 
light which issues from the magnet could not be brought 
to evidence. This warrants our eonc1uding that the sensi
tiveness is not always necessarily connected with the power 
of seeing and perceiving the magnetic light. 'rhese cases 
are undoubtedly the rarer. 

290. Mention has already been made frequently of Mr. 
C. Schuh, in speaking of sensitive perceptions of feeling ; 
he stands on the outermost limit in the luminous pheno
mena ; he does not see the magnet flames, but he distinctly 
recognises the shape of horse-shoes and magnets in com
plete darkness, and thus sees weakly the emanations of light 
from the magnetic metal itself. This is what I have called 
the odic incandelcence, and constitutes the first degree of 
perception of light. 

291. Mr. Hubert von Rainer, of Klagenfurt, twenty-four 
years old, barrister, a man of exuberant health and strength, 
has never been ill, and knows neither head-ache nor dis
order of the stomach. Hits sensitiveness in the sphere of 
feeling is strongly marked, but he only detected the mag
netic light with certainty when I pulled off the armature 
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from the horse-shoe, whereupon he saw a flash at the 
moment of separation. 

292. Dr. Ragsky, Professor of Chemistry in the Joseph 
Medico-Chirurgical Academy at Vienna, a very healthy, 
unusually tall and powerful man, thirty-two years old, 
exhibited every sensitive excitability. He did not see a 
bar magnet in the dark, but he saw horse-shoes, if they 
were single and strong, so far towards the poles, that he 
was able to distinguish the shape of the steel. With inter
missions, he detected appearances of blue light at the north
ward pole, at the southward pole nothing. 

298. a. Dr. Huss, Professor in the Hospital at Stock
holm, Physician to the King of Sweden, saw only the more 
powerful phenomena of odic light in the dark chamber, but 
not common magnets. Yet when I placed before him a 
strong electro-magnet, with a Smee's battery of some 400 
square inches of zinc and silver surface, he perceived at one 
of the two poles, the negative, the formation of a pale light, 
which developed abundance of smoke, ascending upwards 
like a cloud. 

293. b. Hermine Fenzl, eight years of age, the daughter 
of Dr. Ed. Fenzl, Chief of the Botaniml Department of the 
Imperial Museum of Nat ural History at Vienna, a child of 
slender make and active mind, healthy and gay, showed 
strongly all the reactions of sensitiveness to feeling ; but 
she did not perceive the luminous phenomena in the dark 
so well. She saw three large and one small horse-shoe 
magnets emit gray light, the last most brightly ; she de
scribed the northward pole as more strongly luminous than 
the southward. Of bars, she saw only some three-fourths 
of an inch long, illuminated, others eight inches long she did 
not perceive. She could not detect flames or smoke. She 
did not see brightness of any kind on larger magnets. 

~94. Baroness Isabella von Tessedik, the young widow 
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of Mr. Franz von Tessedik, of Pesth, a mother, of calm tem
perament, a lady of remarkably intellectual cultivation, saw 
a magnetic rod twenty-eight inches long, and all horse-shoe 
magnets with the steel weakly luminous, so that she could 
distinguish their figures, glowing odically, in the obscurity of 
the dark chamber. She saw a one-layered, a three-layered, 
and a nine-layered horse-shoe, furnished with a luminous 
cloud four to eight inches long on each pole. She detected 
the same on a horse-shoe electro-magnet. On this, how
ever, and some other horse.shoe magnets, she could only 
perceive the luminous vapour on the northward pole. She 
saw the magnetic light more brightly when I pulled the 
armature off quickly ; this caused a momentary flash, like 
lightni'Ag. 

295. Mr. Constantine Delhez, forty years old, a French 
philologist, at present residing in Vienna, healthy but dis
tinctly sensitive, saw, after a sojourn of an hour and a half 
in the dark chamber, magnetic rods glowing, and a one-, a 
three-, and a five-fold horse-shoe, emit light.s from one-third 
of an inch to four inches long from the open poles ; from a 
nine-fold horse-shoe they rose more than twenty inches ; 
from an electro-magnet they attained almost forty inches ; 
and both produced illuminated spots on the ceiling more than 
forty inches in diameter. Both the appearances of odic 
inrandescence upon the steel magnets, and the flame-like 
emanations flowing from the poles, always seemed to him 
somewhat vapourous, as is described by all the sensitive of 
inferior degrees of excitability. 

296. Our revered Consistorial counsellor and Superin
tendent of the Evangelical Communion in Vienna, Mr. Ernst 
Pauer, to whose congregation I and my family belong, of 
tall and imposing form, but of delicate make, fifty-four years 
of age, whose sensitiveness is especially strongly marked in 
the effects on the feeling, saw all magnets luminous all over 
the metal : on some of the smaller, the flashes when I removed 
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the armature, and emanations of odic light from the poles of 
small bars, as well as particular horse~shoes; in some only 
from the northward pole, in a five-fold horse-shoe from both 
poles, stronger at the negative and weaker at the positive. 
He saw an electro-magnet furnished with pale lights over 
both poles, two inches high and of the same breadth. 

297. Baroness Pauline von N atorp, of Vienna, mother of 
two children, young and intelligent, blonde, saw the flashing 
lights of small horse-shoes when the armatures were taken 
off, and the permanent light on the northward arm. On 
larger magnets, she sometimes saw the light only of one, 
always the northward, arm, sometimes of both, as a lumi
nous cloud almost four inches long. On larger magnets of 
relatively weaker intensity she saw only a weakly illumi
nated delicate vapour over the poles. 

298. Mr. Demeter Tirka, a Greek merchant in Vienna, 
forty years old, distinguished for his love of objects of plastic 
art, of powerful build, and, with the exception of occasional 
bead-aches, healthy all his life, saw light flash from a small 
and a large horse-shoe when I pulled off the armatures, each 
time over the northward pole ; he saw a permanent light 
over the same pole of a three-fold horse-shoe, but nothing 
on the southward pole. He saw no distinct flaming on a 
heavy nine-fold horse-shoe, but be perceived all objects in 
the immediate vicinity to be illuminated by it. 

299. Mrs. Sylvia von Varady, wife of the Imperial coun
sellor Mr. von Varady, a young, blooming lady, lively, 
healthy, of Italian family, saw all rods and horse-shoes dully 
luminous in the dark. She saw a one-fold horse-shoe emit 
vapourous lights two inches long, and the nine-fold horse
shoe five feet high over the poles, when the armature was 
removed. Strongly magnetic rods of eigbt inches in length 
bore lights on their poles three quarters of an inch long. 

300. Mr. Theodore Kotschy, evangelical minister, the 
botanist, the renowned and vigorous traveller through 
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Mriea and Asia, of whom mention has been made already 
in H 80, 191, 222, 282, saw flashing flames, which soon 
disappeared, on the northward pole of simple horse-shoes 
when the armature was pulled off. On three-fold ones be 
saw thin, vapourous lights blaze continuously, one to two 
inches high ; when I applied the armature and pulled it off 
again, they flashed up brighter for a moment, but sank 
again directly to their previous permanent state. A nine
fold horse-shoe he did not see at first, but soon recognised 
an extremely thin, widely diffused luminosity over the 
open arms, playing over them, more than sixteen inches 
broad and almost forty high. He did not find it like a 
flame, but like an extremely delicate glimmering of light in 
the general darkness. He saw a small pocket horse-shoe 
more brightly and distinctly endowed with light than the 
nine-fold; its magnetism had greater intensity. He saw 
light only on the northward pole of a three-fold horse-shoe. 

801. Miss Ernestine AnschUtz, daughter of our celebrated 
court actor Mr. AnschUtz, a young lady of quiet and reserved 
disposition, at present perfect.ly healthy, but in her earlier 
years oocasionally suffering from spasms and headache, saw 
the steel substance of all magnets weakly luminous. On 
the poles of two magnetic needles, each four inches long, 
she saw flames on the one side yellowish, on the other bluish, 
but mere incandescence along their steel substance,moreweak 
in the middle, stronger towards each pole. Of the poles of a 
pocket horse-shoe she saw the northward pole furnished 
with a delicate flame more than one inch long, on the south
ward pole nothing. A five-fold horse-shoe she saw with 
flames of a finger's length on both poles. that on the positive 
side yellowish, that on the negative bluish. She also per
ceived a nine-fold horse-shoe to be furnished at both poles 
with delicate emanations of light, which were from twelve to 
sixteen inches long, one a little shorter and yellowish, the 
other larger, and rather bluish or greyish. 

r 
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802. Mrs. Josephine Fenzl, wife of our botanist, known 
throughout Europe by his literary labours, the already named 
Dr. },enzl, a young mother of several children, healthy and 
blooming, saw a magnetic rod twenty-four inches long glow
ing odically in the dark chamber, and emitting flames at 
both ends. She described a one-fold, a three-fold, a five
fold, and a nine-fold horse-shoe as luminous and giving out 
luminous vapour in different degrees. Some months later, 
she saw a nine-fold horse-shoe flame twenty inches high, and 
luminous smoke rise half the height of the chamber above 
it. At the same time she described smaller and larger 
rods as odically incandescent, and furniShed with polar 
flames, those of the northward pole longer, duller, and bluish, 
those of the southward pole shorter, brighter, and yellowish
red. 

803. Mr. Franz Fernolendt, from Transylvania, proprietor 
of a chemical manufactory in Vienna, residing at 825, in the 
Kumpfgasse, 54 years old, perceived the magnet less by its 
odic incandescence than by its polar flames. He saw very 
few of them glowing brightly, only the small rods and a 
pocket horse-shoe ; but on the other hand, he saw a bright 
cloud over all, which appeared to him as a light glare sweep
ing over the poles. Sometimes he saw a flame flash up 
when I pulled off the armature. He perceived the stream
ing brightness over a one-fold horse-shoe, a three-fold and a 
five-fold, but always either exclusively upon the north pole, or 
else more distinctly than upon the south, and frequently in 
the form of a grey cloud. On a large nine-fold horse-shoe 
he perceived the issuing light twenty inches high ; but when 
I acted upon its emanations by the approximation of a posi
tive electrical atmosphere, he saw a mass of odic light rise 
up gradually over it, ascending with a thickness equalling a 
man's body, up to the ceiling of tbe room. 

804. Mr. W. Hochst.etter, son of Professor Hochstetter, of 
Esslingen, in Wirtemburg, (the distinguished botanist pre-
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siding over the " Unio Itineraria"), twenty-one years of age, 
engaged in the study of horticulture in the Imperial Gardens 
at Schonbrunn, of very florid aspect, moving about all day 
in the open air, saw all magnets, down to the smallest bar, 
odically incandescent in the darkened chamber. He saw 
the flames issue from the poles, not like flames, but as 
a luminous halo, only from rather less to rather more than 
an inch long from the smaller, and increasing with their 
size, till, on the nine-fold horse-shoe, they attained a length 
o( twenty inches. These lights he saw larger and brighter on 
all the northward poles of bars and horse-shoes ; at the 
southward, sometimes very small and dull, and scarcely 
visible ; but always accompanied by abundance of smoke. 

305. Mr. Nicolas Rahe, about forty years of age, a higher 
official in the Imperial Magazine of Mining Products at 
Vienna, who, throughout his life, has been perfectly healthy, 
vigorous, and of lively, cheerful, and warm temperament, 
discerned the metallic substance of all magnets laid before 
him in the dark, by a delicate luminosity, more especially 
the horse-shoes, while their armatures remained applied. 
From a magnet bar, he saw lights issue from both poles ; he 
saw a magnetic rod about five feet long furnished at the north
ward pole with a flame twenty inches long, the southward 
with one of twelve ; the extremities of these passing into a 
luminous vapour, which was stronger and thicker at the posi
tive pole than at the negative. He saw all horse-shoes 
flame at both poles, after the removal of the armature, more 
strongly or weakly according to the intensity of their mag. 
netism. The ends of the flames always lost themselves above 
in a luminous, smoke-like vapour, which ascended slowly 
upwards. 

806. Johann Klaiber, cabinet-maker, whose name has al
ready been mentioned in the earlier treatises (H 50, 191) 
on the odic sensations, distinguished a magnet laid before 
him by a brightness extending through the whole mass of 
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the steel. A long horse-shoe, too weakly magnetic to support 
its own weight, appeared to him to possess a scarcely pcrrep
tible luminosity, hardly connected with the northward pole, 
but discernible about four inches above, as if waving gently 
over it. Other witnesses have perceived the like, of which 
I shall give the details hereafter. A three-fold horse-shoe 
seemed to him to have a pale bluish flame on the northward 
pole, of variable size, sometimes about an inch, sometimes 
fuU four inches long, changing with the receptivity of the 
observer. The end was always lost in luminous odic vapour, 
intermingled with isolated brilliant little sparks. 1,he south
ward pole be saw sometimes wholly without flames; some
times with but a weak light, alternately appearing and 
vanishing. A nine-fold horse-shoe did not appear at all 
luminous to him at the poles, at the first moment, when 
quite close to it ; but when he drew back a step, he dis
cerned that it glowed udically, and that luminous appear
ances blazed up over it to the distance of an arm's length, 
issuing from both poles, coming to a point above, mostly as 
a blue flame, passing into a broad slightly luminous vapour, 
which rolled upward in the air, carrying with it many 
isolated sparks, which were soon extinguished. 

307. Mrs. Eleanore von Peichich-Zimanyi, the young 
widow of the Imperial Secretary of State, Mr. von Peichich, 
of Hungarian family, really healthy, but with rather weak 
nerves and excitable, detected the odic incandescence of all 
magnets : bars eight inches long emitted vapourous light 
two inches in length ; horse-shoes of a single layer displayed 
to her emanations of light as long as one's band from the 
northward pole ; half as long from the southward. A nine
fold horse-shoe emitted light, more than forty inches long, 
from the northward pole. In all cafes the northward pole 
seemed to her to have stronger flames than the southward, 
usually double the size. 'l'he removal of the armature pro
duced a momentarily stronger flash of the light. The poles 
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of all horse-shoes appeared to her to have stronger light than 
those of bars. 

308. Stephan Kollar, son of the keeper of the Imperial 
Museum of Natural History, Mr. I<'. Kollar, fourteen years 
old, slender, lively, healthy, often restless in the night, and 
a talker in his sleep, saw all bar magnets, horse-shoes, and 
electro-magnets odically incandescent, and furnished with 
flaming lights, stronger at the northward pole, the weakest 
about three-quarters of an inch long, the large and strong 
twenty inches and more. 1'hcse terminated in clouds of 
smoky vapour ascending upwards. The investigations were 
made in the presence of his father. 

309. Miss Sophie Pauer, daughter of the Superintendent 
above mentioned, who was kind enough to be present at the 
experiments, is very yqung, aud in perfect health, tall and 
slender, and of sensitive temperament. She was good 
enough to devote herself to the repetition of these researches 
several times, at intervals of a few months. \Vhcn, after 
allowing sufficient time for her eyes to become accustomed 
to the darkness, I placed before her a row of magnets, the 
horse-shoes among them being still closed by their armatures, 
she saw them in their natural form and luminous; i. e. 
odically incandescent, and she expressed pleasure at the 
peculiarly delicate beauty of the appearance. As I removed 
the armatures one after another, she saw the odic flames 
blaze up over the poles, and alwnys stronger, larger and 
brighter at the northward than at the southward poles. 'l'he 
flames always became brighter when I pulled oft' the arma
ture, and theu returned back to their constant magnitude. 
They appeared to her one and a quarter, two and a half, four, 
and eight inches long, according to the diftcrent strength of 
the bar and horse-shoe magnets. She saw the nine-fold 
horse-shoe with flames twenty inches high, and above these 
a delicate vapourous column rising up to the ceiling of the 
room, the northward pole having a blue, the southward a 
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reddish-yellow flame. She found a pocket horse-shoe glow 
most intensely when it lay upon her extended hand, its light 
being strengthened by her own odic force. 

810. Dr. Endlicher, Professor of Botany, Director of the 
Botanical Garden of Vienna, forty-three years of age, so 
well known and celebrated throughout Europe as a natu
ralist that I need say no more of him or speak of his fitnes." 
for physiological researches, favoured me with his presence 
for some hours in my darkened chamber. He saw, besides 
the light which parts of the human body, organs of plants, 
crystals and amorphous substances, gave out abundantly and 
distinctly, whitish luminosity. of magnetic bars eight inches 
long, and elongated flames issuing from both the poles ; he 
also saw one-fold, three-fold, and five-fold horse-shoes sur
rounded by a halo of light as long as they remained closed, 
and when opened emitting vapourous flames two to four 
inches long from both poles ; while the nine-fold horse-shoe, 
turned upwards, sent out streams of light which were almost 
forty inches high, and produced a light spot upon the ceiling 
of the room. He saw the same in a larger and stronger 
degree from the poles of a strong electro-magnet ; viz. forty 
inches high, brilliantly coloured, stronger from the north
ward than the southward pole, and producing a bright circle 
of greater extent upon the ceiling. 

3ll. Mr. Gustav Anschutz, painter, ofVienna, residing 
in his own house, No. 268, Ferdinandsgasse, in the suburb 
of Wieden, was the first sensitive in whom I discovered that 
even perfectly healthy persons were capable of seeing the 
odic light. This was a great and unexpected discovery for 
my researches, and for the position of the subject in the 
domain of physics, attacked by such a variety of adversaries; 
From this moment the chain was loosened which had hitherto 
bound me to the diseased ; no one could now obstinately 
regard sensitiveness altogether as a natural phenomenon 
dependent either mediately or immediately upon somnam-
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bulism, whatever I might t~ay to the contrary ; it overcame 
the often-heard, untenable objection, that no faith was to be 
placed in the stat.ements of diseased persons,-as if every 
one became ripe for the mad-house directly sickness 
attacked him I Now Mr. Anschutz entered the circle, a 
healthy, vigorous man, of 35 years, thoroughly inured 
by a thousand hard marches and dangers during his former 
military life, who had never suffered from real illness, 
of moderate stature, rather fair than dark, very muscular, 
a distinguished gymnasiast, of lively and excitable, but 
sensitive and sympathetic temperament, and completely an 
artist by nature. I found every form of well-marked sensi
tiveness in him; and he was the point of departure from which, 
in my odic researches, leaving the diseased, I turned toward 
the healthy sensitive, whom !then met with in such abundance 
in all directions, that I was enabled to dispense altogether 
with the sick, and to solve the physical questions of sensi· 
tiveness with the healthy alone. Mter remaining about an 
hour in perfect darkness, Mr. AnschUtz saw all the odic 
luminous phenomena as clearly and accurately as any dis
eased sensitive. I shall return to this in all the categories, 
but here only make use of what he told me respecting the 
magnetic light. He saw all steel magnets in a whitish· 
gray odic incandescence in the blackness of the general 
obscurity, especially at the edges, and more distinctly to
wards the poles than toward the axes of the magnets. He 
found on two magnetic needles four inches long, luminous 
emanations at the poles. He saw all horse-shoes emit light 
from the poles after the removal of the armatures, some· 
times from one alone, the northward, sometimes from both ; 
in which case the southward pole always appeared weaker, 
smaller, and duller, sometimes with only little luminous 
specks seeming to lie upon the very poles, visible at one time, 
and then vanishing again from his eyes. Magnets which 
I had brought to his residence and left with him for some . 
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time for observation,all appeared luminous to him in less com
plete darkness than was afforded by my darkened chamber. 
He saw both a pocket horse-shoe and a three-fold magnet 
never flame but at one polc,-the flame not constant, but 
appearing to increase strongly every now and then, and 
disappearing again : after a half or whole minute's inter
mittence it again emerged from the darkness, becaiQe large, 
then small again, sometimes concentrated, at others resem
bling a large light cloud. The cause of these variations is 
wholly subjective, and I shall explain them further on. 
The nine-fold horse-shoe appeared to him only to have a 
luminous cloud on its northward pole, in the imperfect 
darkness. But this does not exhaust the interest that 
attaches the reader and myself to Mr. AnschUtz. He is a 
painter. In him was the right man found, not merely to 
relate and describe what he saw, but capable of what no 
one else was,-namely, of reproducing for us in forms and 
colours what he saw, and placing before our eyes a picture 
of that which, from our want of vision, we longed in vain 
to see ourselves. Oue morning that I visited him, he sur
prised me with a black picture : at the first moment I saw 
nothing in it, in the light in which he exhibited it to me ; 
hut when he turned it, a cloudy figure rose delicately and 
phantom-like from the darknegs : it was the face of his 
beautiful wife, as it had appeared to him in its odic light in 
deep darkn~. It was surrounded by crystals, magnets, 
flowers, and bands, and I saw before me a picture of natural 
phenomena such as human eyes had never met before. The 
delight which I felt with this I try to convey to the reader by 
giving a representation of this remarkable picture in the Plate 
opposite. Unfortunately, no art of the printer is capable 
of giving more than an approximation to such an extremely 
delicate object. It will he seen by it that Mr. AnschUtz's illus
trations agree in all points with the accounts of the diseased 
~~ensitivcs, as laid down in my previous treatises, and that his 
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drawings, founded on the one hand on actual inspection, and 
on the other on his knowledge of drawing, do not deviate 
from them in any essential points. I have often been com
pelled to meet the objection, that my conclusions are inad
missible, because the statements of the sick are not to be 
depended on. • While, now, such objections against patients 
whose minds are perfectly clear, and who regularly perform 
their daily duties, are groundless, and easy to be rebutted, 
every pretext against the reception of my observations is now 
for ever removed through Mr. Anschutz. In the same way, 
the drawings of the luminous phenomena which I gave in 
the earlier treatises have been many times attacked because 
they were founded in part upon descriptions, more than upon 
actual sight ; and the wish has been expressed, that they 
could be made by an immediate observer, himself a draughts-

* Thia clumsy objection may often be met with among unreasoning 
sceptics. The brains of some persona are, in various re11pect.a, analo
gous to those of idiots, inasmuch aa they are deficient, either wholly or 
in part, of certain portions of the organization neceaaary to the com
pleteneaa of this very important viscoa. With such individuals, where 
they are discovered, it ia useleaa to spend time in endeavours to clear 
up points of newly discovered facta. They revert with tenacity to 
their own conceits, and are for the moat part so much like the fool of 
Shakspeare's thought, that they are better left to their own kind of 
wiedom, where ignorance ia bli11a. In a case of a lady willed to sleep 
at a distance of two miles, there occurred during her state of somnam
bulism some facta corrobol'l\tive of the impreBBiona made on Mr. 
Anschutz, and reproduced by the power of his art upon the minds of 
others. The patient saw her sister wherever she moved about the 
house, with a face emitting the odic light, more especially from the 
eyes, mouth, and forehead. A lady residing at the Mesmeric In
firmary ia of the claaa of the Baron von Reichenbach's healthy sensi
tin·a. She baa afforded, in her waking state, striking corrobol'l\tiona 
of the accuracy of Mr. Anachiitz in the delineations of the facta be 
witnessed, aa well aa of the truth of the statements of several of the 
Baron's other cases. 
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man. Now, then, I introduce an observer and draughtsman, 
armed lege arlis, to the physical world, in Mr. Anschutz, 
whose sensitiveness will doubtless endure as long as his life, 
and whose ready kindness will afford every stranger repeti
tions and confirmations of all that is here said. 

312. Baroness Maria von Augustin, wife of Baron von 
Augustin, Major in the Imperial Army of Austria, a lady 
of distinguished scientific culture, very healthy, soon dis
cerned iu the dark room all magnets, bars, and hone-shoes 
in a luminous odic glow, at first only as a luminous cloud, 
afterwards appearing with the true outlines of the objects. 
On bars eight inches long she saw light streaming out as a 
continuation at the ends of both poles; on one, three, 
and five-fold horse-shoes, after the removal of the arma
ttues, fine vaporous emanations of light, four to eight inches 
long, larger and stronger at the north than at the south 
poles. On a nine-fold, and still more on a strong electro
magnet, she saw flame-like appearances of light as high as a 
man, rising up, giving colours, sparks and smoke, ascending 
to the ceiling, and diffusing a light over it. 

313. Wilhelmine Glaser, 24 years of age, daughter of an 
innkeeper at Bachtitz in Moravia, at present a chambermaid 
in Vienna, somewhat short, but stoutly made, always healthy 
and strong, who had been uninterruptedly engaged in labo
rious service for six years, saw all odically luminous ob
jects after an hour's sojourn in the darkened chamber: for 
instance, she saw all magnets in a white glow, and the poles 
with flames blue on the northward side, aud reddish-yellow 
and brownish-red on the southward. She found the flames 
on a round magnetic rod twenty inches long, four inches 
in length at the former, two inches at the latter. The nine
layered horse-shoe, standing upright, gave vertically a."cend
ing flames, twenty inches long, pale yellow and blue at the 
northward pole ; and ten inches long, yellowish-red, at the 
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southward, both terminating in smoke streaming up to a 
long distance. She beheld flames forty inches high upon an 
electro-magnet. 

314. Mr. Sebastian Zinkel, an old man in his 77th year, 
who bad been all his life healthy and vigorous, formerly an 
innkeeper, at present living retired in his own bouse, No. 
87, Nussdorf, near Vienna, received from me magnets, crys
tals, &c., to take borne and examine during the darkness 
of night. As be enjoyed but little sleep, be occupied him
self with these for many hours in the dark, and gave me 
·very exact accounts of what be saw. He saw a one-fold horse
shoe incandescent, both when closed by the armature and 
open; when open, the light was stronger at the poles than 
at the bend ; when it was closed, the reverse. He saw lumi
nous, flame-like, continually moving streams of light issue 
from the poles of the open magnet on both sides ; from the 
southward pole, dull and yellowish red, about two inches 
long; from the northward pole, four inches long, bright 
and blue. They both ended in a smoky, vapourous essence, 
which reached to three or four times the length, and then 
was lost. He saw the entire horse-shoe enveloped in a 
luminous cloud as thick as one's finger, stronger when the 
armature was removed, weaker when it was in its place. 
In the latter case the armature partook of the incandes
cence of the magnet, and appeared red where it was in 
contact with the northward pole, and dark grey where it 
touched the southward pole. Thus an old man, of 77 years, 
saw the odic light over the magnet quite as well as a youth 
at the period of the development of puberty, or a young 
pregnant woman. 

315. Dr. Nied, a physician practising in Vienna (No. 
396, Suburb of Erdberg), 32 years old, was an invaluable 
discovery for me, since be is a physician, and a witness of 
the odic luminous phenomena from a caste,-tbat of the 
medical profession, nawely,-in which my researches, con-
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trary to all expectation, have frequently met with very 
unfriendly reception. Dr. Nied is a strong healthy man, 
kept in constant exercise throughout the day by a large 
practice, and of lively temperament. He nevertheless saw odic 
light of all kinds well in all directions; in particular, magnets 
with the metal luminous, large and small bars as well as sim
ple and many-layered horse-shoes. He perceived smoke-like 
and flame-like emanations over a rod eight inches long, and 
one twenty-four inches long, and also over a one-fold, a seven
fold, and a nine-fold horse-shoe. He always found them half 
as long again on the negative pole as on the positive. Open 
horse-shoes were enveloped in a luminous clown-like va
pour. He saw the flame-like appearance over the nine-fold 
horse-shoe blaze up forty inches high, the flames of both 
poles united into a column, and the bright vapour rising 
above this to the ceiling of the room. And even the steel 
hands of his watch, which were doubtless strongly mag
netic, appeared in a luminous glow so strong, in the abso
lute darkness of the profound chamber, that he could rend 
the time on the dial plate. 

316. Baron von Oherlliuder, of Schehetau in Moravia, 
about 35 years of age, continually on horse-back in his 
duties as Ranger of }'orcsts, and engaged in the woods in all 
weathers, of strong constitution, iron health, and free from 
illness all his life, accustomed to every vicissitude of cold 
and heat, rain and storm, found all magnets luminous that 
I placed before him in the dark. He saw the perfect 
form of strong and weak needles of four inches length 
weakly incandescent, and emitting flumes an inch or more 
in length from both polar extremities. A pocket horse
shoe appeared to him to possess little flames on the poles 
from two-fifths to four-fifths of au inch in length, the smaller 
a~ the southward pole, the larger at the northward. He per
ceived a three-fold horse-shoe odically incandescent through
out its stcd substance, and enveloped entirely in a delicate 
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light, which was stronger toward the poles, and weaker 
toward the bend ; flickering, unsteady flames on both sides, 
iridescent in brilliant colours, at the northward pole blue, 
green, whitish, and purple, of a hand's length; at the 
southward pole yelJowish-red, and of a finger's length, all 
of such beauty that be delighted to remain looking at the 
novel sight. A large nine-fold horse-shoe, examined at a 
distance of one or two paces, appeared to him to have a 
powerful blazing light, nearly as broad as a man, and rising 
to such a height that it almost reached the ceiling, and 
throwing him into a state of astonishment from which he 
could not recover himself, until I told him that many others 
had previou&ly seen this light as large at my house. 1'his 
gr~at luminous appearance seemed to him yellowish-grey, 
moving about, of a delicate, etherial nature, and capable of 
being diverted by blowing on it. He could not examine it 
closely ; it was so delicate and weakly luminous that it then 
disappeared from his eyes, but was always perceptible again 
as soon as he stepped back a pace. 1'he nine-fold horse-shoe 
emitted flashing sparks laterally below its poles, flying off 
and whirling round to the side like extremely minute stars : 
be compared them to the sparks of crackling pine char
coal. 'l'his is the same observation that bad already 
been uoted down from the statements of Miss Reichel, 
and was figured in the illustrations to the first of these 
treatises. 

But unquestionably the most remarkable individual of 
all the healthy sensitives, whose perceptiont~ exceeded those 
even of many diseased observers, in strength, distinctness, 
and duration, was-

3 17. Josepha Zinkel, a girl of 23 years, daughter of 
Mr. Zinkel of Nussdorf, near Vienna. She is of the tall 
powerful race of the Austrian stock, different from anything 
else I have ever met with in Germany, perfectly healthy, 
and of a quiet, reserved temperament. She always saw 
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steel magnets with their form distinctly marked out by lumi
nosity. Two needles, each four inches long, appeared to 
her to possess blue flames nearly or quite two inches long at 
the northward poles, and reddish flames four-fifths to six-fifths 
of an inch long at the southward poles. She found a rod 
eight inches long to have a blue flame four inches long at 
the northward pole, and a reddish one, six-fifths of an inch 
long, at the southward pole : a rod twenty-four inches long, 
blue for a hand's length beyond the northward pole; red, 
and half as long on the southward, with smoke. She saw 
a flaming light ten inches long on a rod five feet long. 
Medium horse-shoes presented sometimes flames, sometimes 
luminous clouds, from a hand's to an arm's length, over the 
poles ; very strong ones, such as a nine-fold, flaming and 
vapourous masses of light, which ascended to the ceiling of 
the chamber, always larger, stronger, and brighter at the 
northward than at the southward poles. 'fhese experi
ments were repeated hundreds of times, with countless 
modifications, in the course of a daily pursuit of them 
during a long time, and were accompanied by weaker and 
stronger results,-of which I could not enumerate half,
according to the fluctuating sensibility of her subjective
ness depending upon her physical and mental condition at 
the particular epochs. 

S 18. Pregnancy must be regarded as a particular kiud 
of condition of health. I have luckily been able to obtain 
a few representatives of this among the sensitive. Mrs. 
Cecilia Bauer, wife of the innkeeper Bauer, of the suburb 
Braunhirschengnmd, Vienna, 26 years of age, in the sixth 
month of pregnancy, of tall, powerful frame, lively, open 
temperament, is a perfectly healthy person, and has been 
so all her life. But she is sensitive to a degree that I have 
seldom found, so that she exceeds even many somnambu
lists in excitability, and leaves all the other healthy persons 
far behind her. Scarcely, after she had entered the dark 
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chamber, bad I excluded the light and directed her atten
tion to her hands, when she began to describe appearances 
of light appearing before her, at first weak, but soon so 
strong, that it was a real delight to carry on the investiga
tion with her. She saw all steel magnets oclically incan
descent, and red and blue flames flicker at the poles, usually 
half the length of the steel itself. Weak horse-shoes seemed 
to her to have yellow and blue, stronger ones red and blue 
flames over the poles, mostly passing above into a beautiful 
iridescent play of colour, which she described with vivid 
delight : the large nine-fold horse-shoe, which was then 
somewhat more weakly magnetic, appeared to blaze with a 
flame forty inches long, and from this smoke ascended to the 
ceiling. I never heard either a healthy or diseased sensitive 
speak with more decision and certainty of the odic luminous 
phenomena before them, than did this pregnant woman. 

I must here also mention OM more,-Mrs. Josephine 
Fenzl, who has already been named, ~ 802. During the 
experiments made with her in the year 1846, she was in her 
usual condition of health: those of 1847, however, during 
a period in which she was pregnant, and gave opportunity 
for comparison of the two conditions in one and the same 
sensitive. 

819. None of these perfectly healthy persons knew any
thing about their most remarkable and interesting pecu
liarities, and they were not a little astonished at the disco
very, under my guidance, of powers of which they had 
never before dreamt. The manner in which I come upon 
the trace of them, which I at once take up and follow, is 
now simply this : I inquire among my acquaintance whe
ther they know any one who is frequently troubled with 
periodical headaches, especially with megrim, who com
plains of temporary oppression of the stomach, or who 
often sleeps badly without apparent cause, talks in the 
sleep, rises up or even gets out of bed; or is restless at 
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night during the period of full moon, or in whom the 
moonlight in general is disagreeable; or who is readily 
disordered in churches or theatres, or very sensitive to 
strong smells, grating or shrill noises, &c. ; all such people, 
who may be otherwise healthy, I seek after, and make a 
pass with a finger over the palm of their hands, and I 
scarcely ever miss finding them sensitive. When they 
follow me into the obscurity of my dark chamber, and 
remain there an hour or two, their surprise is excited 
by the perception of a quantity of luminous appearances of 
which they had not previously the slightest idea. The 
great number of people who are in this state of excitability 
does actually exceed belief, and I ~tate it below rather than 
above the reality, when I say that at least a third part of the 
population are sensitive: for on every side on which I 
turn I meet with healthy sensitives, and I could in a few 
days collect not dozens, but hundreds, if it were requi
site. It will, and must, soon be proved how little ground 
there is to doubt these asseverations. Sensitiveness is 
not a rarity among human beings, as I myself thought 
some years ago, but a very generally distributed quality, 
which, after my ac<:ounts, will soon be discovered in every 
direction, and will throw open a new and not unimportant 
page of the human condition. 

But let us follow the appointed course, and come now 
to the 

b. Sickly Sensitives. 

320. Under this denomination I comprise all those who 
are able, like the healthy, to follow their occupations, but 
from time to time suffer from indisposition and disordel'$ 
which confine them to their room or to bed. 

321. Miss Susanna Nather, 37 years of age, daughter 
of an officer of Basle : I met with her sick in a convent in 
Vienna, with all the symptoms of strongly marked sens1-
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tiveness. When she was so far recovered as to be able to 
leave the infirmary, she accepted my invitation to visit me 
for some weeks at my estate, where I subjected her to daily 
experiments, to which we shall frequently recur. It was 
remarkable that, with great sensitive excitability to all that 
affecttld the feeling, she never could see the magnetic light 
in the dark. We thus find, on the one hand, very exalted 
sensitiveness, in persons who occasionally suffer from ner
vous di.c;easc, but whose optical apparatbs does not enable 
them to detect the odic light ; while on the other side we 
possess perfectly healthy persons, in great number, who see 
these luminous phenomena with the greatest ease and dis
tinctness. 

322. Miss Josephine Winter, at present in Vienna, No. 
60, Suburb St. Ulrich, step-daughter to Mr. Schmal, the 
painter, of Gratz, 19 years of age, tall, of a full habit, 
strong, healthy, full of gaiety, and at present perfectly healthy, 
passed through a violent nervous disease two years ago, 
during which she for some time suffered from spasms and 
somnambulism. A sensitive excitability has been left be
hind by this, which may be readily called out by reactions. 
She saw all magnets laid before her in the dark in a whitish 
odic incandescence. Needles eight inches long flamed at 
both ends to a length of an inch or more, both more strongly 
and blue at the northward pole, red at the southward. A 
long one-layer horse-shoe appeared to her to have a flame 
at the negative pole six inches, at the positive four 
inches long, both being thcmselve.s in a delicate luminous 
vapour. She found a three-fold horse-shoe odically in
candescent, white, enveloped in light, and flaming to a 
height of eight to twelve inches at the poles; on one bright 
blue, on the other yellowish-red. '11he flames flared back
ward and forward when she blew upon them. 

323. Mrs. Johanna Anschiitz (nee Steiner), wife of the 
above-mentioned Mr. Gustav. Anschutz, 28 years of age, 
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mother of two children, a lady of delicate nature, readily 
thrown in a state of reserve, susceptible as she was excitable 
to all impressions on the feeling, had suffered almost 
throughout her life from various acute diseases, which 
always tenninate<l in a spasmodic condition, and not on
frequently brought on fits of somnambulism. For some 
years she has been healthy, but very slight mental shocks 
suffice to reproduce the latter at once. She was kind 
enough to submit to the trouble of testing her vision on the 
luminous phenomena, and saw a great number of them, 
both in my darkened chamber and at night in her own house. 
She saw two magnetic needles, four inches long, flame to 
a length of two-fifths to four-fifths of an inch at both poles. 
She saw a pocket horse-shoe emit light at both poles. 
She perceived a one-layered horse-shoe, twenty inches long, 
luminous in its perfect figure, and diffusing moving, lumi
nous, flame-like vapour at both poles. She saw a three-fold 
horse-shoe luminoua throughout its mass, and seamed with 
intense light at all the edges, especially at the edges of the 
poles. Another time, during menstruation, she saw a delicatP 
luminosity flaming up eight inches long over both poles of 
the same three-fold horse-shoe. A five-fold horse-shoe seemed 
to her to have a luminous vapour of a hand's length at both 
poles. A seven-fold gave light only at the northward pole. 
She found a nine-fold horse-shoe principally luminous at the 
edges, and delicate flames sweeping up sixteen inches above 
the poles, which, according to her statement, required to be 
held at some distance from the eyes to be seen distinctly, 
becoming indistinct when brought too close, and disappear
ing when in immediate proximity to the eye. She described 
the flames themselves as so extraordinarily delicate and 
etherial, that she could not compare them with a common 
flame; they seemed only a pallid luminosity, so immaterial 
that they could not be looked close at without, so to speak, 
dissolving into nothing. They were only to be perceived 
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once only four-fifths of an inch, at another time ten inches 
long, disappearing when I applied the armatures, and flash
ing up when I removed them; moving unsteadily, sparkling, 
always larger and blue at the northward pole, smaller, 
duller, and reddish-yellow at the southward ; in all cases 
marked somewhat more brightly and distinctly at the edges 
and comers of the poles. 

825. Miss Wilhelmine von Weigelsberg, about twenty
three years of age, residing in Vienna, No. 451, Fleisch
mannsgasse, in the suburb of Wieden, with her aunt, 
suffers much from spasms and uncertain health, although 
she looks well. She saw magnetic needles four inches 
long glowing pale white throughout their steel substance, 
brighter towards the poles on both sides thau in the mag
netic axes. She found all the poles furnished with little 
flames, bluish on one side, and yellowish-red on the other. 
She also perceived horse-shoe magnets in an odic incan
descence ; a pocket horse-shoe, which I had given her, ap
peared to her at night, at her own house, to have smoke-like 
delicate flames on both arms, four-fifths to six-fifths of an 
inch long, a little smaller at one pole than at the other, 
unsteady, sometimes brighter, sometimes more cloudy, now 
larger, now smaller, occasiona1ly blazing only at one arm. 
In my darkened chamber she saw, on a five-fold horse-shoe, 
only a short, weakly luminous spot on the southward pole, 
and a restless vapourous flame, an inch and a half long, 
on the northward pole. She perceived flame-like lights 
blazing to a height of almost twenty inches on the large 
nine-fold magnet, illuminating the immediate vicinity. 

826. A strange phenomenon referable here is that of a 
blind sensitive, the master cabinet-maker, Johann Friedrich 
Bollman, of No. 268, Ferdinandsgasse, suburb of Wieden, 
Vienna, a tenant there of a house belonging to Mr. Gustav. 
Anschutz, to whose friendly interest I owe the knowledge 
of this .Femarknble man. He is fifty-six years of age, born 

A A 
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at Kiel, in Holstein was, thirty years ago, servant in the 
laboratory of our distinguished physicist Pfaff, in that place ; 
suffered for a long time from affection of the lungs, got 
cataract, and was unsuccessfully operated on by Prof. Jager, 
and has now been blind for some years : that i~, uncon
ditionally blind for all shapes and material forms of things, 
but not altogether insensible to the general impression of 
light. The poor man no longer possesses a crystalline lens, 
but his retina is still healthy. 1'hus, rays of light which 
now fall upon his disordered eyes can no longer be collected 
into a regular picture, but, penetrating diffusedly through 
the opaque fluids of the eye, they arrive. at the retina, and 
are conveyed to the mind by the power of sensuous percep
tion. The necessary result of this is, that be can perceive 
light and colour, but not form. When any one bas on 
bright-yellow or bright-blue clothes, a young lady a ~n 
or red shawl, he detects the colours if they are strongly 
illuminated ; but a green branch or a red door would pro
duce the same effects upon him. Now this blind man 
happens to be sensitive. He was brought to me at Castle 
Reisenherg ; I kept him there all night, and took him next 
morning to my apparatus in the darkened chamber. After 
remaining quiet in the dark for an hour, be, this blind man, 
saw a quantity of luminous pilenomena, which I, who could 
see, was unable to discern ; and when we necessarily moved 
backwards and forwards among the odically luminous ob
jects, it happened, perhaps for the jir1l time since men hat•e 
existed, that the blind led the seeing; namely, Mr. Bollman 
led me. Our parts were exchanged. The daylight in 
which I was able to act was taken from me, but for him 
the odic light, which reacted upon him and not upon me, 
was increased. I shall return to all the details in their 
proper place ; here I have only to notice that he perceived 
a little pocket horse-shoe lying upon a table as a luminous 
spot ; that he did not at once observe a long one-layer 
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horse-shoe when close to him, but when I removed it a step 
from him, and took off the armature, he discerned a sudden 
flash of light, which gradually disappeared after a few 
seconds. He observed this only at one pole, which I, when 
he directed my hand to it, recognised in the dark, by the 
marks upon it, as the northward pole. A three-fold horse
shot' remained permanently luminous to him. He could 
not see the iron substance in its weak odic incandescence ; 
but as soon as the armature was removed he detected a 
permanent light, and this again at the northward pole only. 
He described it as a roundish luminous spot, of about an 
inch and a half in diameter. A nine-fold horse-shoe pro
duced a large luminous cloud, which spread its light almost 
forty inches round upon the neighbouring objects. Thus, 
odic light traversed the vitreous humour of his eyes, and was 
received by the nervous plexuses of the retina, like other 
light, but did not impart to him any configuration of the 
shape of magnets, odic flames, vapour, or sparks, but only 
an impression of diffused light. The present case certainly 
affords a most rare and certain point of support as to the 
nature of the odic light. 

827. One of the sensitive young women had told me 
that she had suffered from chlorosis in her childhood, and 
had taken particular fancies to certain kinds of food, espe
cially to all raw substances. Since I already knew from 
other quarters how fond all the more highly sensitive are of 
raw food, I was led to the idea that chlorosis might perhaps 
be accompanied:among other things, by distinctly-marked 
sensitiveness. In order to test this, I looked about for 
chlorotic patients, and soon learned that among my own 
work-people at Reisenberg Farm, there was a girl who had 
suffered unceasingly for three years from chlorosis. I at 
once subjected her to investigation. Anka Hetmanek, 
twenty-one years of age, short, but stoutly made, corpulent, 
esteemed as a spirited and industrious girl, of quiet character, 
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a clever silk-spinner : has only menstruated once in her life : 
is free from headache, but suffers much from disorder of the 
stomach as well as chlorosis, and is attacked by the pain at 
aU times. At the very first reactions she proved to be 
perfectly sensitive. Every sensation that characterises this 
appeared in her to its full degree. She saw all magnets 
odically incandescent in the dark, with a whitish light, even 
when the armature was applied. When it was removed, 
she discerned the odic flames over the poles, stronger and 
blue at the northward pole, smoking strongly at the south
ward pole ; the electro-magnet with coloured odic flames, &c. 

828. Mrs. Francisca Kienesberger, thirty-nine years old, 
wife of a land-steward, mother of two grown-up sons, living 
at No. 97, Mittelgasse, suburb of Schaumburgergrund, 
Vienna, is very well-looking and stout, exceedingly lively, 
excitable, and unreserved. She suffers very frequently from 
headache, slight pains in the stomach, and occasionally from 
attacks of spasms. She is sensitive in a high degree. At 
my request, she stayed at my house, from time to time, for 
several weeks. She saw all magnets strongly incandescent. 
'l'wo steel needles, four inches long, appeared to have flames 
nearly an inch long at both poles. A magnetic rod, five 
feet long, almost as high as a man, seemed to have a flame 
eight inches long at the northward pole. All horse-shoes 
were luminous, both when the armature was applied, in 
which case the magnets were enveloped in fine luminous 
mist, as has been already described by Miss Reichel, and 
also when I took the armature off, in which case the poles 
exhibited flames. She saw a pocket horse-shoe four inches 
long, with flames of four-fifths of an inch. She saw a one
fold horse-shoe in a whitish glow, with flames as long as a 
finger on the poles, passing into luminous vapour. A seven
fold horse-shoe appeared to have lambent yellowish flames, 
as large as a walnut, on both poles, waving about on them ; 
another time, during menstn18.tion, she saw the same covered 
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eight to twelve inches high with luminous flame-like vapour; 
a nine-fold horse-shoe appeared to her, in her usual con
dition, in a white odic incandescence, and to have flames 
twelve inches high, which rose up in luminous vapour in 
the room : at the period of her menstruation, the flame-like 
light seemed to blaze up five feet above the poles, ending at 
the top in bright vapour, which stretched up to the ceiling. 
When I opened the large magnet before her in the dark, 
she uttered an exclamation of surprise and delight at the 
splendour of the flames, the flying sparks and variegated 
lights of which then suddenly burst forth. 

c. Diseased Sensitives. 

829. Miss Amalie K.riiger, thirty-seven years of age, 
daughter of a head-waiter of an hotel, resident at No. 27, 
Grosse Ankergnsse, Leopoldstadt, Vienna, a woman of gentle 
disposition, serious tastes, well educated in languages, and 
thus more capable than many others of expressing herself 
clearly respecting her observations ; o£ healthy appearance, 
and full habit. J4rom youth she has suffered from many kinds 
of nervous affection ; has, at various times, been a sleep
walker, which condition came and left her at intervals, and 
she has suffered much from spasms, which were very readily 
re-produced. At such periods she saw the magnetic flame very 
vividly, to a length of from four to eight inches. She visited 
me now and then for a few days, and very kindly devoted 
herself to the odic investigations, various reports of which I 
shall give in the sequel. In the darkened chamber she al
ways saw the light flash up from the magnets most distinctly 
when I pulled off the armature, and at the moment when 
I applied it again. The vapourous lights which she dis
cerned upon open horse-shoes were not large in proportion 
to her great sensitiveness, usually only about an inch 
long, and always visible on one pole alone, which constantly 
proved to be the northward. 'fhis was the case with a 
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. pocket horse-shoe, a large one-layer, a three-fold, and a five
fold magnet. 

S:lO. Friedrich Weidlich, thirty -two years of age, formerly 
in the English navy, now an invalid, staying in Vienna, 
severely and incurably affected with .hypertrophy of the heart, 
accompanied with spasms and periodical attacks of somnam
bulism. This man, I know not whether by his own fault 
or not, is in bad credit among the physicians of Vienna ; I do 
not inquire into such matters, but I have seen that in the 
tests which I applied to his sensitiveness be always adhered 
to the truth, and gave me genuine accounts. From the 
abundance of experiments and observations I have now col
lected on the subject, it is wholly impossible for a sensitive 
to deliver me even a single untrue sentence without imme
diate detection, since with every new patient I again go 
through all settled questions from the beginning, and they 
are controlled beforehand, or, whatever any one tells me 
new one day, I repeat upon other sensitive! the next morn
ing ; not to say that such a person, even if he were a gra
duate of physics, would be unable to see or guess the sense 
and purpose of the cross-questioning to which I subject him. 
At all events, all and every statement Weidlich gave me 
bore the stamp of exact rectitude, and held good in all cases 
under manifold controls : I have nothing to do with any 
othrr affairs he may be concerned in. He saw all magnets 
glowing palely with a whitish-red light throughout the sub
stance of the steel, brighter toward the poles, almost dark 
in the axis. He found magnetic needles four inches long 
emit little flames from both poles, larger from the northward 
than from the southward pole. In a subsequent experiment, 
he gave the size of the former u two inches long, and the 
colour bluish ; the latter an inch and a half long, and yel
lowish. He described a long single-layer horse-shoe as 
having very thin flames at both poles : somewhat stronger, 
larger, snd blue at the northward pole ; smaller, duller, and 
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reddish yellow at the southward pole. · A three-layered horse
shoe possessed a flame on the northward pole of a hand's 
length, iridescent, but predominantly blue ; and at the south 
pole a somewhat duller, smaller, reddish-yellow flame, and 
these rose up side by sisle, terminating in strong smoke. A 
large nine-layered horse-shoe seemed at first, when very close, 
to have a flame about eight inches high, with much vapour 
over it; but when I removed him a step back from it, he 
perceived the great tall column of light, which he had not 
seen before. He now described this as equalling the height 
and breadth of a man, intermingled with smoke above, 
which curled up to the ceiling of the room, and lighted up 
everything. He stated the colour to be yellowish-red and 
bluish, and that it was in constant motion : when I blew 
upon it, the column was distorted, but soon restored itself 
again : in a subsequent experiment, he gave the size some
what less, but all in proportion ; thus corresponding either to 
subjectively weaker power of vision, or objectively less 
intensity of the magnet. 

831 . Miss Clementine Girtler, eighteen years of age, 
daughter of a draper, residing at No. 6!J, Hauptstrasse, 
Wieden, Vienna, a delicate impressionable girl, had suf. 
fered for a long time from liver-complaint, and had fallen 
into active somnambulism : during this, the moon acted 
uncommonly strongly upon her, and, through the good 
offices of her physician, Dr. Horst, junior, who completely 
cured her, I was frequently eye-witness of the strangest 
abnormal affections. She saw luminous appearances issue 
from open horse-shoes in the dark, both from a small one, 
ar.d from a seven-fold horse.shoe. I was not able to get 
her to my darkened chamber ; I was therefore unable to 
institute more circumstantial trials with her ; nevertheless, 
the above facts are sufficient here. 

!l32. Johanna Kynast, twenty-two years old, daught r of 
a baker at Waidhofen, living with relations at No. 127, 
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Schmidtgasse, Braunhirscbengrund, an extremely well-look· 
ing and stout girl, was laid up with a nervous fever five 
years ago, and since then has constantly suffered from 
nervous attacks, and from time to time fallen into a state of 
somnambulism, which continues for some weeks, then dis
appears for weeks or months, returns, and so goes on. 
She paid me a visit, and remained some days. At first she 
did not see much in the dark chamber, and that little with 
a remarkable d~ee of intermittence, although she remained 
almost an hour in the dark. Quite unexpectedly, she now 
fell spontaneously into the somnambulistic sleep. It en
dured for half an hour, and I let her continue it quietly until 
she desired me to awaken her at once. _A.q soon as this was 
done, she saw well all odic light of human beings, crystals, 
substances, &c. ; and magnets, even when the armatures 
were applied, all appeared to her in a delicate whitish light 
of odic incandescence. She saw both needles and bars of 
different sizes, as well as horse-shoes, with flames at the 
poles. A long one-layer horse-shoe had a flame two and a 
half to three inches long at both poles ; medium horse-shoes 
longer and brighter in proportion to their strength ; the 
nine-layered appeared to have a flame more than twenty 
inches high upon the northward pole, less than twenty 
inches at the southward; luminous grayish smoke streamed 
up more than five feet high above these. She described the 
flame of the northward pole as larger and rather bluish ; 
that of the southward poles as smaller and reddish, passing 
into red. The whole vicinity was lighted by them. 

333. Francisca Weigand, twenty-seven years old, sister 
of the hatter Weigand, residing at No. 30, Obere Pfarr
gasse, Windmiihl, Vienna, born in the district of Konigs
bofen in Franconia. With an affection of the bronchi, she 
fell into a periodical somnambulism. This girl possessed a 
remarkable power of vision for the odic light, and through 
her obliging readiness most interesting results might have 
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been arrived at. Unfortunately, I Was opposed in every 
way by a quacking physician, without any idea of the sci
entific value of the case which had unluckily fallen into his 
hands ; the poor somnambulist was allowed to tell fortunes, 
and make a source of profit of her misfortune, and soon 
acquired a lamentable celebrity all over Vienna. This is 
just the way in which, in France and Germany, the most 
interesting phenomena of somnambulism have had a stigma 
cast upon them, and been brought into discredit in public 
opinion. I myself was present at one earnest reproof that 
was given to him by the worthy Professor Lippich on this 
account, but without effect, as the sequel only showed too 
well. I brought her some small magnetic rods and horse
shoes. She saw the metallic substance of all very well in 
the dark, glowing, duller around the axes, brighter towards 
the poles ; a little rod four inches long exhibited to her a 
flame of two inches at the southward pole, of six inches at 
the northward pole. The horse-shoe, the armature of which 
she saw glowing, emitted flames from both poles when this 
was removed ; that from the southward pole as long as the 
arm of the magnet, that from the northward equal to twice 
the length. Moreover, the entire horse-shoe was enveloped 
in a delicate mist. of fire, as had been described by Misses 
Reichel, Atzmannsdorfer, Maix, and some of the most re
markable sensitives. 

334. I have now added fifl!l new tvitnesses to the sir or 
S£'Ven original ones, and, like the reader, I begin to tire of 
always relating one and the same thing, and wasting myself 
iu repetitions. I could easily go on bringing forward many 
fresh sensitives and their statements; I think, however, that 
we have more than sufficient. Every reasotuzble doubt to 
which the five sensitive girls first named might have been 
exposed, must disappear before the multiformity and credi
bility of the facts, vouched for by persons differing most 
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widely in age, sex, residence, position in life, and occupation, 
and by persons of the highest respectability,-facts, for the 
control and repetition of which, in other places, I have al
ways furnished the most complete facilities. I know that, 
in spite of this, there will remain plenty of people who will 
not yet be satisfied-since there is such a thing as unrea
sonable doubt ; there is such a thing as absurd scepticism ; 
and, finally, there is also such a thing as malevolent scep
ticism.• 

This I cannot and may not refute; I here have to do 
only with sensible, reasonably-judging people ; with the 
friends of peaceful, scientific progress; and these will, I 
hope, have been satisfied with what I have brought forward, 
that is, so far as the establishment of the fundamental fact 

* A smallaociety of physicians in Vienna lately aft"orded ue a lamen
table example of this. After half a year's continued investigation, these 
came to the edifying result that MiSt!el Reichel, Kruger, Nather, and 
othere, were nothing better than open liare and deceivere! I really pity 
these gentlemen, -altogether not le81 than three-and-twenty Doctore and 
Profe110re of Medicine,-that in twenty-two sittings they could not get 
nearer to the truth, and gradually went so monstrously astray with 
their sensitives, that at last all lost themselves together in open lying 
and deceit. I will not mention names. No one who reads the report 
which they published under the regia of the Journal of the Medical 
Society of Vienna, in November and December, 1846, can avoid feeling 
a eenution of sorrow that powere which might have rendered e~~ential 
service to science, if they bad so willed, should have been waated in so 
ead and uaeleu a manner, even to "the manifest prejudice of enlighten
ment. For, instead of ascertaining and bringing to light truths, the 
moat contrary conclusions are dragged forward through a aeries of badly
arranged experiments; and facta, which were already to be regarded aa 
secured, again enveloped in mystery. I will correct these mistakes, in 
notes, as often aa I have oyportunity in the course of my treatises; not 
because I believe that they require refutation with pereons who know 
anything of such mattere, for they refute themselves in the eyes of the 
initiated by their own complete emptiness, but becauaeunacientific persona 
and foreignere must be guarded against deception.-..dutkor'.t Note. 
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is concerned, that magnets emit light in the dark, which not 
all, but very many healthy and diseased persons are able to 
see with complete distinctness and certainty. 

Uniting all these observations and depositions of evidence 
into a kind of collective testimony, we obtain the following 
well-g,·ounded axioms :-

a. All steel magnets independently emit light,-odic 
light, in the wider acceptation of the term. This light 
appears under different forms, which exhibit unequal inten
sities, unlike colours, unlike densities, unlike motions, &c. 

b. Not every eye is fitted to detect this. A certain class 
of persons have the capacity; the individuals may be 
healthy or diseased. C'.JCrtain diseased conditions raise this 
power to a high pitch ; but it is also met 'vith, here and 
there, almost as strong in healthy persons. 

c. The odic light is extremely weak, and is so much sur
passed by every other known light, as to be thus rendered 
invisible. In order to discern it, the eye must be prepared 
beforehand by sojourn in absolute darkness for hours. The 
very slightest trace of light penetrating into a darkened 
space almost always renders the observation impossible ; in 
any case quite uncertain. 

335. The establishment as firmly as possible of the fun
damental proposition, that from the magnet emanates light
that is to say, a new, hitherto unknown something, which 
cannot be brought into connection with our existing con
ceptions of magnetism, whether or not it be luminous, or 
other peculiar properties inherent in it-was a point about 
which I could not spare any pains; and it was the more 
necessary that I should substantiate it by all the means in 
my power, since at present I have 110 method of material 
proof for the force, which can be used for universal illus
tration, of the kind'J which exist in other physical experi
ments. But having once established it, and follmving the 
path of induction, by the enumeration of a superabundant 
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amount of incontestible individual cases, given it the rank 
of a natural law, I have considered it unnecessary, and that 
it would be thought a tiresome and useless superfluity, for 
me to give the detail of all the further investigation of this 
subject in its immeasurable field, and every development of 
its specialities and individual parts, in the same way, through 
several dozens of nothing but repetitional and confirmatory 
experiments on fresh persons. I have, therefore, given this 
up from this point, and contented myself with supporting 
the rest of my observations by a less extended collection of 
testimonies ; yet in all things in any degree important it 
will be found that I have never taken less than ten or twelve 
different persons for witnesses. I beg that the account of 
my further researches may be criticised according to this 
principle ;-these treating of the appearances of the odic 
light in its different forms. 

FORMS OF THE LUMINOUS EMANATIONS OF THE MAGNET. 

836. So far as my resel\l'Ches extend at present, the odic 
light, in the wider sense of the term, appears in five forms, 
producing different sensuous impressions, namely, in tho 
condition of :-

1. Incandescence. 
2. Flame. 
3. Threads, streaks, and nebulre. 
4. Smoke. 
5. Sparks. 
We will cxainine each of the various kinds of appearance 

in turn. 

1. ODIC INCANDESCENCE ON THE STEEL MAGNET • ._. 
387. We have seen that n peculiar kind of luminous con

dition, in which the magnetic steel seems in a weak glow, 
8lld for which I hnve not been able to find n better tenn 
than "odic incnndesccnce," is one of the commonest and 
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first phenomena, which almost all sensitives perceive in deep 
and long continued darkness. I have expressed my opinion 
on the nature of this light in the preceding treatises, and 
now brought forward altogether, with the old and new, 
more than fifty eye-witnesses of the fact of its existence. 
The next question is, whether the odic incandescence re
mains the same under all external circumstances ; whether, 
and if any, what modifications it is subject to. 

388. A simple bar magnet, twenty inches long, lying 
in the meridian, its northward pole carefully turned to the 
north, was shown to the youth Stephen Kollar, in my 
darkened chamber ; he saw only a third part of the bar in 
distinct odic incandescence, this occupying the northward 
end ; the other two-thirds almost escaped him, so that he only 
discerned slight indications of it. I showed the same rod, 
under the same circumstances, to the healthy maid Zinke), 
Mrs. Bauer, Dr. Nied, Baron Oberlander, Mrs. von Varady, 
Mr. Rabe, Mrs. von Peichich, and many others. They saw 
it luminously incandescent throughout, strongest at the two 
poles, and decreasing toward the middle. But they did 
not find the colour of these lights the same in all parts ; the 
half turned toward the north had bluish, that toward the 
south a yellowish red light, agreeing with the colours of 
the flames emitted by the two poles. Moreover, Josepha 
Zinkel did not find the division of the bar into two parts 
equal; the bluish half was somewhat shorter, the reddish 
somewhat longer. I turned the bar round, laid it in the 
reverse direction,-namely, with the northward pole towards 
the south, and the southward towards the north, so that the 
poles of the bar and those of the earth coincided. The 
colours of the bar now became dulled and somewhat modi-

<~ 

fled. The reddish half was now turned toward the north, 
the bluish toward the south ; but the blue was duller, and 
hnd assumed a tinge of red, while the yellow was dulled, 
with a great intermixture of grny; the half turned towards 
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the north here again pre ented itself as shorter, that towards 
the outh as the longer. Thu , however the po ition might 
be changed, and the colour altered in intensity, the luminou. 
half of the teel magnet turned towards the north alway 
remained the shorter. In tead of a bar, I took an open 
horse-shoe; Prof. Ragsky, Mr. Schuh, Mr. Von Rainer, Mr. 
Hutter, and Mr. Delhez, saw the arms merely with a weak, 
dull, great light toward the poles. With stronger sensi
tive& I placed both the poles in the meridian, sometimes 
towards the north, sometimes towards the south : in the 
first case the blue incandescence of the northward pole ap
peared enlarged and brighter, that of the southward subdued 
and dull red, passing into greyish-blue ; in the second case, 
on the other hand, the blue incandescence of the north
ward pole was weakened, dull, and had a tinge of reddish
grey ; but the red light was heightened, more brilliant, and 
increased in size. The like was met with in some other 
experiments,. in which I placed before Josepha Zinkel a 
horse-shoe magnet, sometimes standing with the poles 
turned upward, sometimes lying flat with the poles turned 
to tlte east or west. In the first place, she said the poles of 
both sides were less luminous when lying in the parallels 
than when turned vertically upwards. And it proved that 
the poles appeared to have more of a greyish-blue light 
when turned toward the east, and rather a tinge of reddish
yellow when turned toward the west. Moreover, when
ever in these arrangements the northward arm of the magnet 
came to be on the north side, and the southward toward 
the south, the odic incandescence became more brilliantly 
blue and red ; but on the other hand, whenever the arms 
were in the unconformable position, the flames were dis
coloured and dull. (I borrow the terms conformable and 
unconformable from geologists and miners, who call a stra
tification which runs in a direction contrary to the general 
lamination of a mine, unconformable, in contradistinction to 
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conformable, which coincides with the general parallelism. 
In the application of this, I call that position of a magnetic 
bar, horse-shoe or other shape, conformable where the north
ward pole is turned towards the north, and the southward 
towards the south; the reverse position unconformable). I 
made the same experiments on Mrs. Kienesberger, with a 
three-fold horse-shoe, with the poles turned upward and 
the curvature downward ; the northward pole sometimes 
toward the north, sometimes toward the south. In like 
manner I repeated them with a nine-fold horse-shoe on 
Miss Atzmannsdorfer, not to mention many occasional re
petitions on other sensitives. The results were always 
exactly the same ; I therefore omit repeating the descrip
tion. These phenomena were in some measure parallel 
with the respective intensities of the magnetism of the earth, 
and of a magnetic bar, of which we know from M. Gauss 
that under our latitude they bear the inverse proportion 
of the weight of the eighth part of a cubic meter of the 
earth's mass and a steel bar weighing one pound. In 
other words, the magnetism of a common magnetic bar is, 
as a rule, more intense than the magnetism of the earth ; 
and the former so much exceeds the latter that it cannot be 
overcome by it within the duration of an experiment ; but 
at the same time the terrestrial magnetism acts so far that 
it visibly decreases the clearness and purity of the odic 
luminous phenomena of the magnetic bar, placed in the 
unconformable position; however, from the oonnexion that 
exists between magnetism and Od, the allied phenomena 
accompany each other, as we have seen in many in
stances. 

839. The result of a subsequent case, in which I placed 
before Josepha Zinkela strong magnetic bar, twenty inches 
long, in a vertical position, with the northward pole turned 
upward, was similar. She saw the upper half of the 
steel incandescent in a yellowish blue-gray, the lower half 
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reddish-white. When I turned it the other way up, with 
the southward pole at the top, she found the upper half 
yellowish-white, the lower reddish blue-gray. When the 
same was done with a horse-shoe, both poles retained their 
colour, whether turned upwards or downwards, but they 
varied in colour and intensity of light. BuL the magnetism 
of the steel, and the odic condition complicated with it, 
always exerted a certain degree of preponderance over the 
terrestrial magnetism, in each case the more marked the 
stronger the magnet was. 

340. These conditions exhibited greater complexity in a 
compound magnet. I went through many careful experi
ments on this point with Miss Zinkel. I placed before 
her, in the darkened chamber, a nine-fold horse-shoe of 
great power, upright, the poles turned upward and in the 
conformable position, the armature removed. She saw the 
side of the northward pole in blue, that of the southward in 
red odic incandescence. 'l,his was the case when she looked 
at the broad surface of the layers. But when she placed 
herself before the magnet in such a way that she looked at 

P' 

I• 

FrG. 11. the narrow, long side, so as to see the edges 
["'" 

r- ,.... 

1,• 

of all the layers, as in fig. 11, the picture 
of the odic incandescence changed. She 
now perceived that the layers did not all 
glow in the same colours ; the middle, 
longest layer, which projected beyond the 
rest, and was the agent of the magnetism 
of the entire luminous bundle, was now seen 
to be blue in its odic incandescence on the 
north side. But the layer in immediate 
contact on each side had a different ap
pearance-it appeared red. The next layers, 
that is the second from the middle, were 
blue again, the third red ; and the fourth 
and last, that is, the outer one on each side, 
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were again blue. 'l'hus the middle, and the second and 
fourth corresponding pairs of layers alone were blue ; the 
intermediate, first and third pairs, were red. And the odic 
conditions were found exactly reversed on the southward side. 
Here the incandescent middle layer was red. The layer imme
diately applied to this on each side was blue, the second 
pair red ; again, the third blue, and the fourth and outermost 
pair red. The colours of the odic incandescence of each parti
cular layer were thus regularly opposed on the south and 
north sides, but in alternate order with those to which they 
were applied by their faces. Now, since all the layers 
were originally arranged and attached together with mag
netism of the same kind, consequently with odic charge of 
the same kind, a reversal of the polar condition, a change 
into the opposite polarity, must have taken place in the first 
pair of layers during the conjunction. But when I examined 
the layers with the magnetic needle, I never met with any 
corresponding change of the magnetic polarity ; this re
mained invariably northward in all the layers of one pole, 
southward in all those of the other. Thus it was not the 
magnetic, but only the odic polarities, that had been re- • 
versed ; and the odic polarities changed, not because the 
odic polarities had been reversed, but in spite of their re
maining constant. The strength of the light was greatest 
near the poles, and decreased gradua1ly toward the bend ; 
in this direction the blue beo.me duller and duller, and 
passed into gray at the middle of the limb, the light disap
pearing wholly from the eyes of the observer at the bend ; 
the red passed through reddish-yellow into yellow at the 
middle of the limb, then into gray, and became impercep
tible at the curvature. Of the layers individually, the 
large middle, and the fourth, outermost pair, were most 
strongly luminous at the two poles, the intermediate pairs 
the weakest. Finally, when I placed the horse-shoe with 
both limbs in parallels, so that the flat &ides of the layers 

8 8 
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were turned towards the terrestrial poles, the dissimilar 
poles of the nearest layers, turned towards the terrestrial 
poles, were in every case more brightly luminous, at both 
poles, than the more distant poles turned in the other direc
tion, which gave a duller light. 

841. I find an account of these experiments, as performed 
on Madame Crecilie Bauer, given in the following words in my 
journal :-" She saw the large nine-layer magnet in bands of 
odic incandescence, like Mlle. Zinkel, both limbs of the large 
middle layer blue on one side and red on the other ; in like 
manner both limbs of the outermost pair of layers uniformly 
blue and red, when the entire horse-shoe stood conformably 
vertical, and with the poles turned upwards." Further : 

" a. On the entire nortltward limb : the first pair of each 
side, next the middle layer, appeared red ; and the eastward 
layer more cloudy and more dull ; the western brighter, 
and with a tinge of violet. 

"The second pair, that is the intermediate pair on each 
side, gray all over, more dull on the eastward layer, brighter 
and yellowish-gray on the westward. 

"The third pair again seemed red, grayish-red on the 
eastward layer, pale orange on the westward. 

" The fourth, last, and outermost pair on each side, blue ; 
dark grayish-blue on the east side, sky-blue to pale-yellow 
on the west side. 

"b. The entire south limb, where the middle layer was 
red : the first pair, applied on each side to the middle layer, 
were blue ; the layer situated on the east side being rather 
grayish-blue, that on the west light blue. 

"'fhe second pair, that is the intermediate, gray; more 
dull to the east, and brighter, with a yellowish-red tinge, 
toward the west. 

"The third pair blue again, toward the east, passing rather 
into dull-gray ; toward the west lighter, passing from blue 
into yellow. 
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"The fourth, outermost pair, red on both sides ; on the 
east side grayish-red, on the west side yellowish-red. 

" The banding was a distinct alternation of incandescent 
layers of brighter to darker, but not of blue and red alone, 
as Josephine Zinke! had seen, but an alternation of these 
colours, combined with a general admixture of gray on the east, 
and of yellow on the west ; so that all these tints were imbued 
on the east side of the middle, principal layer, both on the 
north and south limb, with a shade of gray ; while all those 
on the west side had a yellow cast-slight, but quite per
ceptible; this was a kind of transversality, therefore a fur
ther complication. On the grayish, cast side, the vividness 
of the colouring was generally troubled, diluted, and dulled ; 
on the yellowish, west side, strengthened, heightened, and 
rendered more brilliant." We shall return to this hereafter, 
when I speak of the colours of the odic light. 

342. I traced the principal phenomena of this experi
ment also on the far less sensitive Miss Josephine Femd. 
She did not see any clear distinction of colour between the 
layers, but an evident change from brighter to more dull, 
alternating. The brighter layers seemed to her pale 
reddish-gray ; the duller, pale bluish-gray. Thus, her 
observation was sufficient to afford a certain amount of con
firmation to that which her predecessors had seen. 

343. The same phenomenon was produced in another 
way. I placed four magnetic bars of equal size, as an 
armature, upon the large nine-layered horse-shoe. I had 
proportioned the length and breadth that each fitted exactly, 
like an armature, on the poles of the magnet, and all four 
were so laid upon the poles, that in closing it they were piled 
one upon another, all their northward poles turned toward 
the southward, all their southward poles toward the north
ward limb of the horse-shoe. I allowed them to remain, 
thus arranged, for twenty-four hours, with the poles of the 
horse-shoe turned upwards and conformable. When I led 
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the maidJ osephine Zinkel to this, in the darkened room, she saw 
these bars varying among themselves in the FIG. 12. 
banded condition, alternately red and gray 
incandescent, as in fig. 12. Immediately 
on the blue pole of the horse-shoe lay a 
red, and red-flaming bar ; upon the red 
pole of the horse-shoe the same bar, at its 
other end, exhibited gray odic incandes
cence and blue flame. 'l'he succeeding bar 
had the reverse coloured light, the third 
tbe same as the first, and the fourth the 
same as the second. 'Vben I removed all 
the little bars and examined them, I found 

them all southward polar at the one end, where tbey bad 
lain upon the blue pole of the horse-shoe, and all northward 
polar at the opposite end. Thus there was no magnrtic alter. 
nation of the poles of the bars, as they lay upon the poles of 
the horse-shoe, but nevertheless an od-polar alternation of 
colouring. 

344. Thus the odic polarities are reversed when several 
like poles are placed side by side and coupled together. 
'!'hey then form alternating layers, and this in spite of the 
magnetism, which remains unchanged. Therefore we had 
here ne.qatil·e magnetic poles in red odic incandescence, and 
positit:e magnetic poles in blue incandescence, alternately 
stratified with negative magnetic poles of the usual blue, and 
positive, with tbe usual red odic incandescence. 

'fhis surprising phenomenon is one of the very striking 
distinctions between magnetism and Od. 

With a view to strengthen this appearance, I placed a 
bar magnet, tn·enty incl1es lo11g, near the side of the nine
layered horse-shoe, with the unlike poles. But the result 
did not correspond to my expectation. When I brought the 
northward pole of the bar to within about two inches of the 
side of the southward pole of the horse-shoe, the red odic 
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incandescence of the latter was certainly evidently increased, 
but the banding vani~hed, and Josephine Zinke! now saw 
nothing but full red layers, without any bands at all. 'Vhen 
I made the same experiment at the other pole, with the 
corresponding modifications, she saw the compound horse
shoe simply in a blue odic incandescence. 'l'hus the increase 
of the magnetism by magnetic influence removed the band
ing, the odic alternation of the layers, and raised one pole 
to exclusive power odically as well as magnetically. 

·when I in like manner brought the like poles near 
together, the result was still more unfavourable ; all odic 
incandescence was extinguished, both red and blue colour 
vanished. 

l now wisl1ed to test the influence which the poles of 
crystals might exert in such cases. Since the magnet act
ing upon magnetism .disturbed the odic luminous pheno
mena there, it was quite conceivable that a pure odic influ
ence, without magnetism, might influence in n different 
way the odic phenomena which the compound horse-shoe 
afforded. A totally different result was really produced ; 
for when I brought the positive pole of a very large rock 
crystal, sideways, to within four inches of the northward 
pole of the horse-shoe, not only did the banding of the light 
and difference of colour not decrease, but the blue of the 
alternate layers increased considerably in distinctness and 
beauty, while the red became grayish-red. 'fhe same took 
place when I brought the southward pole and the negative 
pole of the large rock crystal near together, the red layers 
now becoming of a far brighter red than before, and· the . 
blue ones between them perceptibly of a more dull grayish
blue. 

But when I approximated the positive crystal pole and 
the southward pole of the magnet, or the negative crystal 
pole and the northward pole of the magnet,-that is, like 
poles together,-all odic light of the same polar quality was 
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dulled, and disappeared from the eyes of Josephine Zinkel 
almost entirely ; while, on the other hand, the opposite kind 
of light was rendered more vivid and stronger. 

This led me to investigate the influence of the animal 
odic poles. I turned my right and then my left side to the 
positive limb of the compound lwrse-&hoe : the odic incan
descence was not extinguished in either case ; on the con
trary, in the first the odic incandescence, and the luminous 
Coree of the red layers, increased, and the blue ones became 
duller ; in the second the blue increased, and the red was 
rendered less bright. When I did the same with the nega
tive limb of the horse-s/toe, my right side produced an ex
altation of the red and a dim condition of the blue layers, 
while my left rendered the blue brighter and the red more 
dull. Thus, each pole increased the odic <'.Olour of the 
opposite pole, and depressed that of the same pole ; and 
thereby it especially called out the banded condition of the 
layers of the magnet with great distinctness to the eyes of 
Josephine Zinkel. 

From all this it follows, that the magnet acts quite dif
ferently from crystal-od and biod, ~c. upon the colours of 
the odic inccendescence of steel magnets ; i. e., that the Od 
associated with magnetism affects the phenomena of odic 
incandescence in the steel magnet in a rvay essentially 
different from Od unassociated 1Vith magnetism, such as 
emanates from crystals and living orgmtisms. 

345. The completion of the magnetic circle by the appli
cctlion of tlte armature exhibits great influence on the 
strength and distributioll of the odic incandescence of the 
steel magnet. It has already been mentioned several times 
that the strength of the light of the odic incandescence is 
greatest toward the poles, and least toward the middle in the 
magnetic axis. 'rhis is the ease when the magnet is open ; 
but when the armature is applied, the luminous appearances 
arc altered. I placed the armature upon a onc-lnyt'r horse-
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shoe before Josephine Zinkel in the darkened chamber. The 
first thing she remarked WRS, that this armature, which waa 
previously only whitish, like all iron, and weakly illumined, 
became at once much more strongly lighted ; next, that the 
oolour changed and divided into two, namely, into bluish 
and reddish. The side lying toward the north became 
reddish, that toward the south bluish. '.rhis experiment 
waa repeated some months later with a five-layered horse
shoe, the poles being turned upwards. The same difference 
of colour was produced in the armature. The direction 
toward the west also produced this result. In like mMner 
M. Sebastian Ziukel saw the armature red at the negative 
pole of the horse-shoe, and bluish-gray at the positive. This 
was repeated with Madame Bauer, Miss Winter, and others. 
Miss Sophie Bauer scarcely perceived the armature so long 
as it lay free ; but when I applied it to the poles of a horse
shoe, she at once saw it become illuminated more strongly 
at the two sides than in the middle. These observations 
lU'e explained by the circumstance that an armature is not 
a mere conductor of magnetism, but that it becomes itself a 
magnet by the magnetic induction as soon as it is applied 
to the poles of another magnet, and that the poles of the 
two must be opposed to one another. This proposition, 
deduced from theory, here found its practical confirmation 
in the direct observation of the sensitive. 

346. The effect upon the one-layered horse-shoe magnet 
was, that the poles immediately decreased in luminosity ; 
while light, which had been scarcely perceptible at the 
curve, increased rapidly considerably in strength, so that 
a kind of equalization of the odic incandescence over 
the entire horse-shoe resulted, with distinctly predominant 
brightness at the curvature. The bluish incandescence of 
the negative limb, and reddish of the positive, now reached, 
in almost uniform distribution, down to the curvature, and 
appeared almost to touch at the point of transition. Even 
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the curvature itself now shared in these disturbances of 
colouring. Its two halos, red and blue, were subjected to 
the same influences as the corresponding limbs, and were 
charged in the same way as their like poles. Repeated 
another time, for control, with a five-layered horse-shoe mag
net, the open poles, originally far surpassing the curvature 
in odic incandescence, became more dull through the applica
tion of the armature, while the curvature became brighter 
than the latter. M. Delhez saw the polar region of the two 
limbs of an open horse-shoe magnet much more brightly incan
desceut than the curvature ; but when I applied the armature 
the light became much more equalized over the whole horse
shoe, without, however, becoming perfectly uniform. These 
statements agree well with the theoretical notions which we 
form of the processes. The accumulation of the magnetic 
essence at the poles is relieved by the armat.ure, and thus is 
allowed to become in some degree equalized throughout the 
space of its field of action. 

34 7. As to the intensity oft lte ligltt of these odic luminous 
phenomena, its distribution over the different parts of the 
magnet is not constant, but exceedingly variable,-so far, on 
the one hand, as the terrestrial magnetism, and indeed 
other agents also, such as the electricity of the earth and 
air, sunlight, human hands, and other neighbouring Od
emitting objects, more or less affect it ; on the other hand, 
as magnetism and Od are distributed in unequal accumula
tions in the parts of a magnetic bar, in consequence of their 
peculiar attractive or repulsive forces. All these influences 
act, sometimes in one, sometimes in another direction, 
more or less dislocating the odic poles and the focus of their 
lu-minous forms. To calculate all the factors interfering 
here will not be a light task in any time to come. Never
theless, I have collected a few observations, and will set 
them down here. 

348. Madame Crecilie Bauer saw a number of magnets 
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lying upon a table in the dark, but found the strength of 
light of their odic incandescence very unequal : she de
scribed many, at the first glance, as very beautiful and 
brilliant; others dim, obscure, and dull. I arranged them 
in a row, proceeding in order from the dullest to the 
brightest. 'fhen I tried them by day light. It was found 
that the strength of the light did not keep pace with the 
amount of weight the magnets of different sizes would sup
port, but in all cases with the magnetic intensity. Simple 
horse-shoes, which acted upon a magnetic needle at a great 
distance, were more strongly incandescent than a nine-fold 
horse-shoe, which would support ten times the weight, but 
did not act upon the needle at so great a distance. The 
i11tensity of lite odic incandescen!e, llterefore, kept pace with 
the mag,etic intensity. 

349. All the sensitives who possessed any distinctness of 
vision saw the two poles of bar magnets more luminous 
than the a.xis. Misses Reichel, Weigand, Atzmannsdorfer, 
Glaser, Madame von Varady, M. Rabe, Baron August von 
Oberlander, Baroness Natorp, M. Anschutz, and others, 
saw this with the greatest clearness. 

350. The same was the case with the horse-shoe magnets. 
Among the observing witnesses for thi'l I find marked in my 
papers are M. Delhez, Madame Josephine Fenzl, Madame 
von Peicbich, Misses Sophie Pauer, Ernestine Anschutz, 
Weigand, Glaser, Baroness von Augustin, Madame Bauer, 
M. Sebastian Zinkel, Dr. Nied, Baron von Oberlander, 
Madame von Varady, M. Johann Klaiber, Prof. Ragsky, and 
M. Hocbstetter. All agreed in this,-that in an open horse
shoe magnet the limbs are most luminous near the poles, 
and dullest at the curvature, towards which the odic incan
descence gradually decreases. Madame Josephine Fenzl 
observed this on a simple pocket horse-shoe, on a five
layered and on a nine-layered magnet ; Madame Bauer on 
a single-layered ; Miss Pauer on a three-layered and a 
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pocket horse-shoe magnet ; Klaiber and M. Hochstetter on 
several horse-shoes. 

35 L. Ish owed to Madame Bauer ,Josephine Zinkel,Baroness 
von N atorp, Madame von Tessedick, Madame K.ienesberger, 
Baroness von Augustin, and Johanna Kienast, in the dark, a 
large electro-magnet produced by a voltaic element. Here, 
also, all found the open poles more brightly incandescent ; 
the curvature, indeed, luminous, but with far less strength. 

352. The condition was altered when I closed the mag
net n>ith the armat"re. All the witnesses just named then 
immediately saw the strength of the light diminish at both 
poles, and rapidly increase at the curvature ; while the in
tensity of the light over the entire horse-shoe, including the 
armature, was simultaneously exalted, and in some degree 
approached to an uniform distribution through the mag
netically-acting mass. In most cases this went so far that 
the curvature surpassed the poles in luminosity in particular. 
Miss Paucr, the git·l Zinkel, and Madame Josephine Fenzl, 
decided most absolutely that there was stronger light at the 
curvature. The experiments were modified and fi-equently 
tested on the two latter with three-fold, five-fold, and nine
fold magnet.~. 

353. At the same time the odic incandescence was 
heightened in the armature also, brighter at both ends when 
it lay upon the poles, duller in the middle, between the two 
poles, where it was free. Miss Sophie Pauer and the girl 
Zinke} saw, in some cases the poles, in some others the 
armature, most brightly illumined. Madame Kienesberger, 
Baroness von Augustin, and Miss Atzmannsdorfer, saw the 
poles brighter than the armature in all the cases submitted 
to them. It appeared to me as if, in all cases where the 
armature was sufficiently polished, and fitted the ends of 
the poles well, thus offered many points of contact, the 
poles were duller, and the armature brighter, and this inas
much as it then conducted the magnetism better and more 
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perfectly ; thus, more completely and rapidly removed it 
from the poles. The more rapid the conduction, the duller 
the poles ; the slower the conduction, the greater the ac
cumulation of magnetism and Od at the poles, and therefore 
the brighter there : the light of the armature is probably 
always the same, but is in some cases surpassed by the 
poles ; in others, the intensity of the light at the poles is 
inferior. 

354. When I closed a horse-shoe magnet with another 
one instead of an armature, the results were modified in 
some degree. The curvatures of both rapidly became 
brighter than when they were open, and the poles more dull : 
but this did not go so far as that the curvatures surpassed 
the poles in intensity of light; the four combined poles bad 
rather the preponderance of brightness. This was seen by 
Miss Sophie Pauer and the girl Zinkel, both perfectly 
healthy, exact, and trustworthy observers. While in the 
magnets closed by an armature, the curvature had acquired 
the greatest proportion of light; here, in those closed by 
another horse-shoe, the poles always retained it. 

855. The reason of this difference may be conceived. 
When two horse-shoe magnets are joined, double the quan
tity of magnetism and Od must be at once conducted 
through each. Moreover, a greater quantity of magnetism 
becomt>..s induced and put into activity by the opposition of 
the poles. Therefore there is, on the one hand, a far greater 
quantity of the dynamic brought into the circuit ; while, on 
the other, the channel for this is obstructed, since iron is a 
much better conductor of it than the hardened steel, en
dowed with so strong a coercive power : now an armature 
is made of iron, while a horse-shoe magnet is made of 
hardened steel. Then the armature is also ten times smaller 
than a horse-shoe ; thus, rapid conduction can take place 
through the former, it being ten times slower through t.he 
latter. 'l'hus, a much greater quantity of the dynamic 
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essence must pass through a much less easy path when a 
horse-shoe is closed by another horse-shoe, instead of an 
armature. The consequence of this is that the dynamic, 
partially obstructed in its conduction away, becomes concen
trated around the poles, and thus becomes more clearly 
evident there by odic light. This state of a certain degree 
of limitation approaches to the totally arrested, namely, that 
when the horse-shoe is not closed at all: and we saw there 
that the light of the poles is the greatest, and always sur
passes that of the curvature in strength. All this, therefore, 
agrees very well with theoretical deduction. 

356. 'Ve have already seen what a powerful influence 
the position of the magnet, as to north or south, exercises 
over the colours of the odic incandescence ; it affects in like 
manner the degree of intensity of its light. All the sen
sitive found every nut,rptelic bar, lying conformably, in the 
meridian, incomparably more brilliantly luminous at the two 
poles, than one lying unconformably, in which the odic in
candescence appeared dull and troubled. 'fhe terrestrial 
magnetism and the Od of the terrestrial poles co-operate in 
the one case, and thus strengthen the odic emanations ; in 
the other, they are adverse, and weaken them, thus inter
fering with the double force of the earth. This simple case 
has been repeated so many hundreds of times, and so 
often occurs incidentally to other experiments in the course 
of these pages, that I will not waste room by special enume
rations here. It is somewhat more complicated now and 
then in the application of horse-shoe mag11els ; we have 
already examined them in the open condition in respect to 
this, when speaking of the colours ( § 338) : I will here 
relate the experiments which I made in a similar manner 
with horse-shoe magnets closed by their armatures. 

A. lV!mt an armed lwrse-slwe lay iii lite meridian, with 
tlte poles turned to the nortlt, the northward limb was 
brighter, the southward limb duller. Whtn in the reverse 
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position, with the poles towm·d lhe soutlt, the intensity of 
the light was distributed in the reverse way in the limbs; the 
southward was brighter, the northward more dull. 

B. When a horse-shoe stood erect, armed, the limbs con
formable, n•ith tlte poles turned upward, Josephine Zinke} 
found the poles become bright in the dark, the curvature grow 
dull. 

C. When the closed horse-shoe, in the conformable posi
tion, was turned the other way upward, so that the armed 
poles n·ere directed dowtm~ards, and the curvature upwards, 
the points of most intense light were changed. 'fhey left the 
vicinity of the poles, and established themselves at both 
sides near the bend, just where the curvatures began. Thus, 
that part of a closed magnet which was turned dotvmvard 
(whether pole or bend) was somewhat LESS luminous, n•hile 
that turned upward was aln·ays somewhat MORE so. 

D. When an armed horse-shoe lay, with the limbs con
formable, in the magnetic parallel, Jo~cphine Zinkel saw in 
the dark that when the poles were turned toward the east 
they became more dull, while the curve became brightP.r. But 
when I turned the horse-shoe round, and directed the poles 
toward tl1e tvest, she saw them become brighter, and the 
curve duller. Thus, that part of a dosed magnet which was 
tm-ned toward the east (no matter whether curve or poles) 
roas less luminous, rohile tltat turned toward the west was 
aln·ays more so. She also perceived the armature to be 
brighter when lying in the west, duller when in the east, 
conformable to its substitution for a curvature. Taken to
gether, therefore: Tlte bet1d and poll's of an armed lwrse-shoe 
magnet were more luminous n•hen tltey wt:re turned upn:ards, 
toward the sky or toward the west; the luminosity was 
roeaker wheu lhey had the direction tmvard the ,rpound or 
ton•ard tlte east. (Vide ~ 536.) 

357. 'fhese experiments were repeated at various times 
with simple and compound l10rsc-shoes, and the results 
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always described in the same way by the beholder. At the last 
time of trial she added a new, but slight distinction, namely, 
when the poles of the horse-shoe lay to the east, she found 
the north limb lying on the north side lflfiU!fVhat duller, and 
the south limb, on the south side, brighter ; on the other 
hand, when the poles were turned toward the west, she 
found the nortl• limb lying on the 11orth ~ide brig/tier, and 
the south limb lying on the south side duller. Neither dis
tinction was great, but still quite evident. These distinctions 
are in all cases delicate, and require for their examination 
good, quiet, and exact sensitives, and still more, a truth
loving, unprejudiced, careful and patient physicist. Persons 
with whom dogmatism is better than truth, who preconceive 
an opinion and seek to obtain a triumph for this over all 
others, are not fitted for such investigations ; they entangle 
a matter so delicate, and tear the intermingled threads in
stead of separating them.• 

• Thus it happened in Vienna. It was thought to make an end of 
the troubleaome Magnetism with one blow. Finding a suitable oppor
tunity, all the medical men who had pronounced themaelves quite unfa
vourable to it, collected together, and called themselves a Commiaaion of 
the Medical Society, and began a presumed annihilation of it. Even 
the title of the Commiuion Wftl an asaumption ; for the Medical Society 
did not commission any one,-in fact, had no knowledge whatever of the 
matter; nay, having heard of it at last, after the irregularly-effected 
insertion and printing in the "Vienna Medical Journal," the Society 
formally disclaimed it in the Report of the Meeting of the 16th of No
vember, 1846, denying any share in thia one-aided and arbitrary conduct 
of certain of ita membera. I myself, although an honorary member of 
this Society, heard of it accidentally long after, when many triala had 
been made with Miu Reichel. Indirectly, and under cover of aome 
apparent civilitiea, my treatise• were made the object& of attack : but 
near as I wu, it was not thought fit to invite me to the trials; it was 
feared that I might in some measure solve and correct the contradic
tion• and incongruitiea of their labours. Bnt it was not explanation 
and scientific truth that were wanted here ; only dogmatism in the 
opinions of a coterie of practising physiciana. An impartial commi81ion, 
chosen by scrutiny, by and from the Medical Society itself, to repreeent, 
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358. When I closed a horse-shoe magnet again with a 
horse·shoe, instead of an armature, like poles being brought 
together, the results of the odic incandescence were again 
somewhat different. The poles at once became more dull, 
and the curvatures brighter, than they had been before; hut 
Josephine Zinkel saw the limbs of both horse-shoes, when 
lying with their longitudinal direction conformable, in the 
parallels still always 80mewhat more brightly incandescent at 
the four pole'! than at the two curvatures. On both sides, the 
light was strongest one-seventh part of the distattce inward 
from the poles, running on in decreasing amount to the 
curvature. Thus, the poles had lost less in incandescence 
toward the curvature, than when the magnet was closed 
with the armature. In a subsequent experiment, she com
pared the luminous condition of the many-layered curvature 
to a white jelly ; that is, the translucent white odic incan-

by competent ptr.OJU, all different opinions, would have been a very 
good and praiseworthy thing, would doubtleu have brought valuable 
truths to light, and established them by ita weight; a one-aided, party 
club of mostly young, almollt wholly uninformtd pel'BOns, interested in 
their views of the question at iaaue, had no authority, and deserved 
none. I shall throw some light upon the value of their labours here 
and there.-Ar~tAor'1 Note. 

If the Baron required analogies to assure him of the identity of 
feelings prompting the actions of medical practitioners, we could 
afFord him not a few specimens from our London physicians, sur
geons, and apothecaries. The philosopher, in his capacity of human 
being, may occuionally find himself stung and teazed by the conduct 
of men of paltry habits and unworthy feelings. Hie contempt for the 
opponents of truth should, however, melt into pity, and, inattad of 
regarding men aa reptiles and vermin, be should deplore the existence 
of those repulsive agencies in their brains which incapacitate them for 
the more transcendental thoughts and enjoyments of science. Em
pirica by habit, how can they at once emerge into the higher grade of 
thinkers? The Baron, whose discoveries are leading to a more ex
panded mental philosophy than any hitherto conceived, can afford a 
large charity towards those who oppose themael•es to the progreu of 
t>nligbtenment. 
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descence of the steel substance resembled in the dark a 
transparent luminous jelly. 

359. When I pulled the horse-shoes asunder, all the 
poles became brighter, but soon reassumed their natural 
luminosity, and the curvatures recovered their dulness. 
This was confirmed in all experiments, made at far distant 
intervals. 

360. I obtained greater distinctness and corroboration of 
the foregoing when I Fto. 13. 

closed the horse-shoe, 
not with the poles of 
another, but with its 
curvature, as in Fig. 
1 !l. 'l'he result on the 
horse-shoe lying flat 
was exactly as when I 
bad closed it with fin 
armature: duller poles 
and brighter curva
ture downward until 
the poles made the Fto. 14. 

arming, as in Figure 
14, I again obtained 
brighter poles and 
a duller curvature on 
the horizontal mag
net. Both phenomena 
are confirmations of 
the above-mentioned 
observations, and 
were gone through 
three months later 
withJ oscphine Zinke). 

361. 'l'he cause may be trac·ed back to two reasons. One 
is the shorter road, which the magnetism or the Od has to 
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take in its circuit when it is closed by a curvature instead of 
an entire horse-shoe; the other is the stronger mutual eft'ect 
and greater quantity of magnetism, which are set 'in action 
and circulation by the conjunction of two magnets, where 
the mllgnetism is then more accumulated at the poles, and, 
on account of its greater quantity, cannot be conducted away 
so rapidly, which finally also leads on to diminished conduc
tion. And since t.he Od advance.q somewhat slowly through 
matter, this strengthens the theoretical probability. How
ever, it is not yet time for this ; we will first merely collect 
and arrange facts. 

362. The delicacy of the distinctions which may exist in 
these subjects is proved by the further remark that the 
observer could also detect a distinction in the degree of 
strength of light where the limbs of both horse-shoes were 
placed together so as to form straight lines, as in Figure 15 ; 
or when they were in contact at right angles, as in Figure l4. 

FJG. 15. In the first case she saw 
the poles glow some
what more brightly, in (; ~ 
the second more dimly; ~----~r------:J 
while the curvature was 
rather brighter. It must, in fact, be assumed that when 
attached in a line, the two horse-shoes exerted greater pro
vocation upon each other than when they made an angle 
together, and the directions of the force crossed. The rec
tilinear pt'Otraction of the magnetic bars by their odic flame 
shows that the projectile force is propagated in a straight 
line in the direction of the bars and limb. 

868. Let us now turn our attention to the course of the 
intensity of the odic incandescence on the otlter horse-s/we ; 
that used as t/,e armature. When its curve was placed 
against the poles of the horizontal magnet, as seen in },ig. 18, 
though previously scarcely perceptible to Josephine Zinkel 
in the dark, it rapidly became odieally incandescent, blue on 

c c 
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one side, red on the otheP. At the same time, its poles above 
glowed more brightly. As I now drew it slowly down the 
poles of the horizontal horse-flhoe, the curvature gradually 
became still brighter, while its poles became step by step 
more dull. When I at length brought the poles to the poles, 
as in Figure 14, the curvature attained its greatest, and the 
poles their least brightness, although they still remained 
always tolerably strongly luminous ; and then the curve was 
brightest, the poles less brilliant, the limbs dullest, yet the 
first never so bright as when the poles were closed by an 
armature. All this agrees exactly with the various observa
tions related in the last paragraphs. 

864. The intensity of the odic incandescence also showed 
differences at different points of the steel magnet, even at 
equal distances from the poles, Madame Johanna Anschutz, 
Misses Atzmannsdorfer, Winter, Weigand, Nowotny, Glaser, 
Reichel, and others, always saw the edge.<; more luminous than 
the surfaces of steel bars ; all corners again more luminous 
than the edges; and all points still more so than mere corners. 
This they found to be the case also in the applied armatures ; 
the edges and comers were always brighter than the faces : 
indeed, they often saw the edges emit light when the sur
faces were still dark and invisible. I showed Miss Atz .. 
mannsdorfer, in the dark, a magnetic bar twenty inches 
long, brought into a narrow parallelogram, and thus closed 
by means of three armatures ; she saw the entire quadrangle 
emit light, the magnetic bar more strongly than the arma .. 
tures, but all seamed ro:md, as it were, at all the edges, 
with threads of light. The healthy Miss Pauer, M. Rabe, 
Sebastian Zinkel, and others, described the same thing 
many times. Madame Hauer saw a one-layer horse-shoe more 
strongly and brightly seamed when it was open than when 
the armature was applied, on which the threads of light 
round the edges at once became duller. She perceived the 
seams both on the inner and outer edges of the horse-shoe, 
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but the outer were lighter than the inner. Moreover, she 
found them brighter on the positive than on the negative 
limb. The girl Zinkel described these phenomena most 
accurately. I showed her a one-layer and a three-layer 
horse-shoe, each both open and closed with the armature. 
She saw the sing/e.layered, n•lten open, bounded by a seam 
of strong light at all the edges ; the seam of the outer edges 
was lighter, both around the curvature and at the poles ; so 
that in the open, single-layer horse-shoe, the greatest in
tensity of light ran round the outer boundary edges. When 
the Ofte-layer tlias closed, it was likewise seamed with light 
on the inner and outer edges. But in this case the edges 
of the curvature were so mew hat lighter inside than outside ; 
but this greater light vanished by degrees towards the poles, 
and gave way to another similar, which now displayed itself 
on the edges of the limbs, and attained its maximum of 
light about a seventh part of the length of the limb below 
the poles. On the three-layer horse-shoe, when open, the 
border of the inside of the curvature was always brighter, 
decreasing and disappearing toward the poles ; and here 
again the outer edge poles acquiring the greatest light, in
stead of the curvature. When the three-layer was closed, 
she saw all its outer edges more brightly seamed than the 
inner, even on the outer edges of the armature. We must 
not forget here that the three-layer horse-shoe is only armed 
on the middle layer, and oot on the two shorter side layers; 
this gives rise to the differences in the strength of light of 
the seaming between this and the one-layered magnet. She 
always saw every armature with lighter seams on the outer 
edges, and duller on the inner. 

365. From the foregoing may be deduced the rule that 
the seams of light at the edges are more intense when the 
magnet is open, and its odic tension throughout the entire 
mru of teel thereby (probably) exalted ; on the other hand, 
that they d crease in intensity of light outside when the 
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magnet is armed, their odic tension being lowered, and the 
dynamic activity set in motion, thus turned more inward, 
so that the Beams of the inner edges then increase in in· 
tensity of light. 

866. Madame Jos. Fenzl, Madame Bauer, Madame !Genes
berger, Sebastian Zinkel, and Wilhelmine Glaser, stated that 
the molt brightly luminous place, both of bars and open 
horse.shoes, was always a spot, not on the poles themselves, 
but some distance down from them, about orce-seventh of the 
length of the limb totVard the tuiB. This was the case with 
magnets, open or closed by armatures, magnets closed by 
magnets, or any other arrangement ; when they were closed, 
the curvature as a rule was brighter than the poles, but 
the spot always remained brighter than the curvature. 
It is a well-known fact that the focus of the magnetic 
attraction is situated exactly at that point : thus this mag
netic point and the focus of the greatest intensity of odic 
incandescence coincide. Josephine Zinkel observed a re
markable case of change of position of the brightest spot of 
light. When I had placed a horse-shoe, closed by an arma
ture, in the vertical position, but with the armature and 
poles downwards, and the curvature upwards, these maxima 
of light lost their position near the poles and changed to 
the curvature, to both sides of this, at its junction with the 
limbs, that is, about one-seventh of the distance down from 
the curve, which here took the place of the armature. When 
I closed one horse-shoe magnet with another, the pheno
menon appeared at the poles of both magnets, about one. 
eeventh inwards upon each, and, indeed, more distinctly 
here than when the armature was used, for the poles thus 
closed remained brighter near the curve. This even passed 
into unmagnetised iron bars ; when they had become mag· 
netic by induction, the girl Zinkel always saw the focus of 
light one-seventh of the half-length inward from the poles 
towards the middle. 
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867. An artificiaUy e.rcited, very brig/at pqittt of odic 
incandescence, u prodt~ced by rubbing one magnet with 
another. At these points, namely, where the poles of the 
rubbing magnet come in contact with the rubbed one, each 
time. a very intensely luminous spot is formed on the latter, 
which moves forward over it very exactly with the former. 
The point of the rubbed magnet which is touched is set in 
luminous odic incandescence by the rubbing ; but this is ex
tinguished again as the rubber advances, and goes on along 
with this. This observation was repeated, with many mo
difications, with Josephine Zinkel. 

868. But every other ad-emitting object produced similar 
effects. When I slowly drew the point of a crystal of 
chrome, alum, arragonite, rock crystal, or heavy spar, over 
the surface of a magnetic layer of steel, the parts touched 
became much more strongly odically incandescent, to a 
diameter of two to four-fifths of an inch. Nay, even human 
hands were capable of producing this phenomenon. When 
I laid my right hand on the curvature of a horse-shoe, and 
moved it along toward the southward pole, a luminous patch 
was produced on all parts when I touched the iron, ad
vancing along with my hand. The same occurred when I 
drew my left band along the northward limb. The girl 
Zinke! was a frequent witness of this ; but Wilhelmine 
Glaser, Dr. Nied, and Madame von Piscbich-Zimanyi,alsosaw 
these illuminations with full distinctness. Anka Hetmanck 
saw it on a steel magnet. When I placed a pocket horse
shoe magnet,.which the beholders saw in strong odic incan
descence at the poles alone, upon the flat hand of Miss 
Sophie Pauer, moreover of Miss Weigand, of Josephine 
Zinke!, of Wilhelmine Glaser, and of Madame Clecilie 
Bauer, they saw the whole of the steel slowly increase in 
brightness, and in the course of a few minutes rise to a full 
odic incandescence. We shall hereafter meet with corre
sponding effects of the magnet upon other luminous bodies. 
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369. Heat did prove to me a means of aiding the odic 
luminous phenomena. I laid before Miss Sophie Pauer and 
Wilhelmine Glaser, small magnetic bars and horse-shoes, 
which they saw incandescent, and emitting flame well, while 
cold, and then placed these upon the heated stove in the 
dark chamber. When they had acquired about the heat of 
one's hand, both observers found that the incandescence 
had become much more cloudy and dull. Josephine Zinke! 
saw a large horse-shoe magnet gradually lose the brightness 
of its incandescence as it became warmer; and when I had 
heated it to about 167° Fahr., the odic incandescence had 
decreased considerably ; but it was recovered as I let the 
armed horse-shoe cool. \Ve know that magnetic intensity 
exhibits a similar course under like circumstances ; therefore 
the intensity of odic light, as it appears, is here parallel to 
magnetic intensity. 

370. When I brought a steel magnet into the electrical 
atmosphere of the conductor of a machine, at a distance of 
forty inches, the length of the sparks being equal to two 
inches, the odic incandescence increased considerably in 
strength of light, even when it was not isolated, but merely 
held in the hand, or placed upon a table ; and this was 
increased in proportion as the magnet was brought nearer to 
the conductor. Whether it at last became actually electrified 
itself, or not, its luminosity did not perceptibly alter further. 
This is according to a series of experiments which were made 
on Josephine Zinke!. They were gone through with short 
bars, with longer, and with one five feet long; then with 
smaller ones, as well as with a large nine-layer horse-shoe ; 
and then with weak and strong electric charges. 

S 71. It seems to me that the influence wllich electricity 
exerts, and this merely by means of its afm()sphere, upon 
the odic polarities, deserves greater attention, so far as it is 
exhibited in the colours of their incandescence ; when, 
for example, I turned the northward, negative, blue-glowing 
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side of a magnet, no matter whether ba1· or ·horse-shoe, to 
the positively charged conductor, the intensity of the light 
was exalted, the blue became brighter. 'Vhen I turned 
the magnet round, and directed the soutlm:ard, positive, 
red, lighted side, to the positive conductor, not only did 
all the red quickly disappear, but it shortly turned into 
blue. The odic polarities were reversed; the + Od turned 
toward + E, was converted into - Od, and in correspond
ence with this the blue - Od of the distant side of the mag. 
net was changed into red-glowing + Od. 'fhe Baroness 
von Augustin witnessed this in addition to Josephine 
Zinke!. 

372. I reversed the experiments by electrifying the con
ductor negatively. It now acted in the reverse way upon 
the odic poles of the magnets. It changed the ad-negative, 
blue-glowing pole, turned towards it, into a red-glowing ; 
the ad-positive pole, at that tin1e turned away from it, into a 
blue-glowing, ad-negative, all at the distance of forty inches. 
But so soon as I ceased to electrify the conductor, only a few 
seconds elapsed before the poles on both sides became pale, 
and returned into their original polar colours of odic incan
descence, corresponding to the magnetic polarities of the bar. 
I could repeat this play of alternations at will, backwards 
and forwards, in a minute each time. Thus the power of 
electricity, by its mere atmosphere, and unisolated, was 
shown to strengthen considerably the odic polarities of mag
nets when placed conformably, and at once to reverse them 
temporarily when placed unconformably. 

878. Since every one, who is at all acquainted with these 
branches of physics, is aware that the magnetic poles of a 
magnet are not subject to reversal under these circum
stances, it will be almost unnecessary to detail the ex
periments which I undertook to attain the very fullest con
viction, from facts, of the accuracy of this truth. Since 
the approximation of another needle could not be decisive 
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here, inasmuch as it would itself become suspected of in
duction, I took another path. I appended a little bar to 
the further end of the twenty-inch long bar in such a way 
that, being attached to the outermost point, it could only 
just hold on, and fell off on the slightest shaking of the 
floor of the room. If the force by which it was held up 
had diminished in the least, it would, necessarily, have fallen 
off, long before this sunk down to nothing. Now this 
decrease, and final entry into a condition of indifference, 
must have occurred if there had been a reversal of the poles. 
I now charged the conductor and discharged it again ; the 
odic incandescence of the rod was slowly changed now into 
the same direction as the electrical atmosphere; now into the 
direction of the original magnetism, repeatedly, but the 
little bar did not move, much less fall off. Thus the mag
netic polarity of the bar did not undergo any perceptible 
change, while the odical polarity, as evinced by the colours 
of the incandescence of the poles, changed completely. 

In these facts exist the strongest proof of the difference 
between Od and magnetism, since they afford cases in which 
the two appear in diametrically opposed polarities in one 
and the same iron bar. More on this point will follow in 
the section on odic flame. 

As the armature becomes incandescent by induction, it 
also becomes an electro-magnet by induction. I conuected 
a soft iron horse-shoe, the limbs thirteen inches long, and 
one inch and a half in diameter, wound round with a copper 
wire, four lines thick, with a little pile of six zinc and silver 
elements of Smee's battery, each having sixty square inche..~ 
of surface. All the sensitives to whom I showed .this in the 
dark, in particular Madame Kienesberger, Anka Hetmanck, 
Josephine Zinkel, Stephen Kollar, Madame von Tessedick, 
Professor Endlicher, Madame Josephine Fenzl, .M. Delhez, 
&c., saw the iron, as well as the armature when 1 applied 
this, immediately become more or less odically incandescent. 
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'l'he open poles glowed most strongly, decreasing gradually 
downwards to the curvature. 'l'he colour of the incan
descence was bluish at the negative northward pole, reddish
yellow at the positive southward pole, exactly as in the 
steel magnet when acted on by rubbing. When the arma
ture was applied, it exhibited contrary colouring, red at the 
northward pole of the magnet, blue at the southward ; it 
bad thus become an induced magnet by the induction of the 
other induced magnet. 

375. And not only did the iron magnet thus produced 
become incandescent, but the other parts of the apparatus 
hereby thrown into the magnetic condition with it, namely, 
the copper coil, even the conducting wires, and tinnily the 
battery itself. I merely mention this here to make the 
Section on the odic incandescence complete. I must leave 
the detailed account of it until hereafter. 

376. Even an empty iron bar, although independently 
constantly glowing weakly, a.c; all bodies do more or less, is 
not insensible to the influence of difference of position 
toward the meridian on its odic incandescence. Josephine 
Zinkel saw an iron bar twenty inches long, which I brought 
to her in the meridian, increase in odic incandescence, be
coming bluer toward the north and more reddish-yellow 
toward the south. When I now turned it round, the colours 
were reversed, so that the half turned toward the north 
always remained bluish. ·when I set it in the erect posi
tion, contrary to nil expectation, she saw it, at the distance 
of a yard, a blue-grey incandescent above and whitish-red 
below. (fhese apparent anomalies will be discussed here
after.) 

377. We are already quite aware, from my earlier trea
tises, that the magnet possesses the capacity of imparting 
its indwelling odic force to other bodies. But that its power 
to produce odic ligltt was at the same time lransfer1'ed to 
other bodies, was first discovered by subsequent researches. 
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Madame Kienesberger, Miss Atzmannsdorfer, Wilhelmine 
Glaser, Zinkel, and Friedrich Weidlich, went through a 
variety of experiments, in which I brought on to flaring 
m3ocrnet poles iron and copper wires twisted together into 
flat coils, with one end projecting out about four inches. 
These wires immediately absorbed the odic flames, and 
themselves at once acquired a greatly exalted odic incan
descence. Further on, ~ 485, when giving the details 
respecting odic flame, I will give a circumstantial account 
of these experiments. Glass objects also, large lenses, the 
hells of an air-pump, acquired odic incandescence when 
placed upon the poles of strong magnets. See ~ 481. 

378. If we now briefly sum up what has been stated 
concerning the odic incandescence, we obtain the following 
compreRsed resum~ :-

a. The peculiar light, the odic incandescence, of all mag
nets, whatever shape it may possess, appears in the dark 
dull gray in the lowest degrees of luminosity ; it then rises 
progressively towards whitish and yellowish, and generally 
assumes a bluish colour at the northward pole, and a reddish 
at the southward. 

b. This colouring is modified through a great number of 
shades, according as the poles of the magnet are open or 
closed, conformable or unconformable, turned to the east or 
to the west, upwards or downwards, i.e., according to the 
different conditions under which its conflict with the ter
restrial magnehsm takes place. But it always follows a 
law which gives the rule of action in each position, and in 
every case makes good its influence. 

c. An electro-magnet obeys the same law in all essential 
particulars. 

d. A bundle of bars or horse-shoes which are placed with 
like poles together, becomes reversed internally into unlike 
odic poles. 

e. The armature shares in this process; it acts passively 
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and actively as an induced magnet, and modifies the phe
nomena of light and colour. 

f An empty iron bar plays the part of a terrestrially 
induced magnet, and gives the corresponding phenomena of 
odic incandescence. 

g. The intensities of odic incandescence keep pace with 
the magnetic intensities in one and the same magnet. '11ley 
exhibit variations of magnitude among different magnets, 
and in each particular magnet itself, and this according to 
their position, as they are open or closed, or have the poles 
directed conformably or unconformably towards east or west, 
upwards or downwards. 'fhey change their positions on 
the poles and axes of magnets according to these circum
stances. The light is strong enough to bear reflection 
from common mirrors. 

h. Magnet~ closed with magnets instead of armatures 
have the lights of the odic incandescence displaced according 
to the same laws, but in a different way. 

i. Wherever magnet poles are applied upon magnetic 
bars, they produce partial exaltation of the odic incan
descence, spots of light. Crystals and hands do the same. 

k. The electrical atmosphere causes exaltation of the odic 
incandescence. 

l. It acts so strongly upon the odic light, that it is capable 
of producing a reversal of the odic poles where no change of 
the magnetic value occurs. 

m. Heat weakens the phenomena of odic incandescence 
in steel magnets. 

n. The odic ;ncandescence is capable of being trans
ferred from magnets to other non-magnetic bodies, copper 
wires, &c. 

o. Although the odic intensities rise parallel with the 
magnetic, the Yalues of the two do not ; cases often oc
curred where + M appeared r.ombined with - Od, or - M 
with + Od ; and these contrasts strongly tf>stify to the dif. 
fercnce existing between them. 
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11.-0mc l•'LAME oN STEKL :MAGNETs. 

3 7!). 'fHE odic flame which issues from magnets always keeps 
pace with the odic incandescence. It forms the second de
gree in the scale of strength of the odic luminous phenomena, 
and consists of a brightness which the weaker sensitives only 
see as a luminous halo over the poles of the magnets, but 
which, to those more highly sensitive, assumes progressively 
more of the external aspect of a real flame, in proportion to 
their power of vision, and is described by them as such. 
'fhere are incandescent magnets without visible flame, but 
no odic flames without visible incandescence. The incan. 
descence is always the first appearance of light. I had once 
a hor&e-shoe magnet which had become so weak that it 
would no longer support its armature, although it was still 
perceptibly magnetic. I showed it to Josephine Zinkel in 
the darkened chamber, at a period when her power of vision 
had a high degree of sensibility. She saw the whole mass 
of steel lighted with odic incandescence, but could distin
guish no flame at the poles, only a little smoke. When the 
odic intensity was increased, the flame became visible. It 
exists, as we are justified in assuming, everywhere; but we 
can only speak of it where it becomes visible. We will 
follow its appearances, so far as I have been able hitherto to 
make out its traces, beyond what has already been told, by 
running through the series of experiments upon magnets 
which I instituted for this purpose. 

380. 'Ve have in the first place to take up the thread of 
the details given in the first of these treatises, from ~ 3 to 
§ 20, to which I refer the reader. A year later, namely in 
1845, I went through a series of investigations with Miss 
Reichel, while she was residing with me, which served both 
to confirm what was before stated, and to unfold new matter 
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which must be appended to the former. She saw all mag
nets, without exception, furnished with flames of different 
size and intensity of light ; the former according to the dif
ferent sizes of the magnets, the latter according as they pos
sessed different streugth of magnetic or odic charge, as well 
as proportioned to her power of sensitive vision, more exalted 
or more depressed by fluctuations of her disease. I shall 
here select only a few out of hundreds of experiments. Late 
in the summer, when she is usually somewhat better in 
health, she saw a weak bar, twenty inches long, with a 
flame rather more than one inch long. At the same time 
she saw a seven-layered horse-shoe with a flame of eight 
inches at its poles. At a subsequent period, during more 
highly excited sensitiveness, the largest of my steel magnet~. 
a heavy horse-shoe made of nine cast t~teel layers, was placed 
before her in the dark. 'fhis time, as in the year before, 
although she did not know of the magnet, she saw flames 
six feet high blaze up from both poles. '!,hey were so vast, 
that, as the horse-shoe had the poles turned upwards, the 
flames blended together, as they rose, into one column of 
fire. With regard to the different colours which were given 
out along each pole, she perceived that the column of light 
was composed of two trunks, one yellowish-white, the other 
bluish ; the first smaller, the second larger. The entire 
chamber was so strongly lighted by it that she could detect 
the outlines of every object. All the space between the 
white odically incandescent limbs was full of streaks of 
flame, and the outside of the steel was enveloped in a lumi
nous mist, which seemed to flow onward in waves, some
times towards one pole, sometimes towards the other. At 
the ends of the layers, their edges and corners, where they 
formed the polar ends, special little flames streamed out 
sideways, strongest from the outer angles, when they finally 
tecninated in isolated spreading sparks. Since all this 
8g.rees exactly in every particular with what Miss Reichel 
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had described a year before, on a smaller scale, of a weaker 
magnet, I showed to Miss Atzmannsdorfer, after her ob
servations and the descriptions were completed, the draw
ings which are appended to the first part of this work. She 
found all to agree pretty exactly with what she herself had 
seen, and thus confirmed the accuracy of my earlier re
searches. She added only, in correction, that the flame-like 
phenomena were in reality all much more delicate and 
lighter than those represented in the drawing, but at the 
same time moving about, uniting together, and intermingling 
with varying colours with every breath of air. 

881. I have to state in almost the same words from a 
healthy patient, the girl Zinke!, what I have just communi
cated from a diseased sensitive. She also saw more dis
tinctly, under certain circumstances, the odic flame flow from 
half an inch to four inches from bar magnets, and blaze from 
three to five feet high from the nine-layer magnet ; among 
these circumstances was the occurrence of the catf\menia. 
She then detected also the little lateral flames on the edges 
and corners of the bars, as well as of horse-shoes, the play 
of colours, the great illumination, the scattered sparks, all 
nearly word for word as Miss Reichel had described it two 
years previously. 

It has already been mentioned, i 316, that the healthy 
Baron von Oberlander saw the odic flame as large over 
the nine-layer horse-shoe magnet. The same wa.'i said 
of Friedrich Weidlich, § 330, as well as at i 328 of 
Madame Kienesberger, at § 313 of the healthy sensitive 
Wilhelmine Glaser, § 315 of Dr. Nied, § 312 of the 
Baroness von Augustin, § 303 of M. Franz Vemolendt, 
§ 299 of Madame von Varady, and only a little less 
strongly, § 809, of the thoroughly healthy Miss Sophie 
Pauer. All these persons san• .flames blaze up to tlU! height 
of a man over the nine-layer horse-shoe magnet. 

382. Let us now examine some of the properties of 
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the odic flames of the magnet ; in the first place; their 
extent. 

We have seen that the size of the flames depends objec
tively on the size of the magnet and its magnetic intensity 
or strength of change ; and that the perception and recog
nition of it is also subjectively conditioned by the excita
bility of the observer. As there exist among mankind, in 
respect to common sight, such great differences that one 
man does not recognise his brother passing by him, while 
the eagle eye of another enables him to count the sky-larks 
in the air; as, moreover, there are some who cannot see at 
all in moderate darkness, while others can see their way in 
the darkest night ; as, in more striking cases, those suffering 
from hemiralgia can only see in the strongest light, and 
are quite blind in a dim light, thus directly opposed 
to the sensitive; as there are albinos, and indeed such 
as cannot see colours, and to whom the world looks like 
a copper-plate engraving ;-so is it also with the power 
of seeing odic phenomena ; in proportion to their power of 
vision, the odic flames of one and the same magnet appear 
more extensive or more limited ; and this is not merely dif
ferent in different individuals, but varies in one and the 
same on different days, at different hours, nay even most 
surprisingly from minute to minute, so that at three rapidly 
succeeding moments one and the same odic flame may be 
imperceptible, immediately afterwards visible, though small, 
and then, directly after this, large and expanded, without 
any change in the object, by mere change of the suscepti
bility of the observer. The cause of this will be made known 
circumstantially in the surceeding treatises, when we come to 
speak specially of the power of odic vision. 

383. The perception of a sudden and rapidly vanishing 
flash of light when the armature is pulled off the horse-shoe 
quickly, constitutes the lowest degree of recognition of the 
odic flame upon_ magnets. This wns seen by Dr. Nied, 
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Baroness Pauline von Natorp, M. Kotschy, Madame von 
Varady, M. von Rainer, Baroness von Peichich, M. Amalie 
Kreuger, Wilhelmine Glaser, M. Ernst Pauer, Prof. End
licher, M. Delhez, Baroness von Augustin, as well as Miss 
Nowotny,~ 3. Madame Crecilie Bauer gave a more accurate 
account of this process. At the moment when the arma
ture was pulled off she saw a sparkling flash of light, almost 
like that produced by flint and steel, disappearing instanta
neously. 'l'he flame over the poles of the horse-shoe was 
not largest then; on the contrary, smallest, and at the first 
moment almost imperceptible. Immediately on this it 
began to form, at first small, then increasing, and soon ris
ing to its permanent magnitude. About a minute was re
quired for this. Some months later I received exactly the 
same description of this phenomenon from Josephine Zinkel. 

The different degrees of strength of the light from a mere 
halo to distinct flames, presented by the luminosity appearing 
at the poles of magnets, were described a little differently by 
almost every observer. 'Ve found l\11\f. Hutter and Schuh, 
and Prof. Ragsky, at the bottom of the scale. Next to them 
stands Prof. Husz of Stockholm, who only saw the light 
over the electro-magnet. In the middle degree occurred 
the observations of Prof. Endlicher, among others, to whom 
the luminous emanations exhihited more general distribu
tion and great substantiality; then the physician Dr. Nied, 
M. Rabe, Baroness von Augustin, Miss Sophie Pauer, 
Baron Oberlander, Anka Hitmanck, and the painter M. 
Anschutz. Above these stood Madame Crecilie Bauer and 
Josephine Zinke!, and at the top of the series the somnam
bulist sensitives, to whom the lights over magnets always 
appeared as distinct flames. 

884. Among the objecting conditions of the magnitude 
of the odic forme, is the distinction between the northward 
and soutlttvard poles of the magnet. 'l'he two flames are in 
most cases of different size ; at least in the 48° of N. lat., in 
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which my residence lies, when the ho1-se-shoe stands up
right, or when thin poles are turned toward the north, or 
when bars lie conformably in the meridian. It must be 
relatively different in otht!r places. Under the tropics, the 
distinction in the conformably placed magnets will become 
imperceptible, and, in the magnetic equator, disappear alto
gether. On the other side of the tropics, e. g. at the Cape, 
at Van Diemen's Land, or in Buenos Ayres, these conditions 
will be reversed ; the flames of the southward pole will have 
the upper hand in those cases where the northward pole pre
vails with us. 'When a bar magnet lies in the meridian, 
the northward pole turned toward the north, all my sensi-. 
tives, sick or healthy, have, in innumerable experiments, 
found the ftames of the northward pole larger than those of 
the southward pole directed to the south. Taking the 
mean of all the accounts, the difference amounted to about 
one-half, so that the northward flame was about double the 
length of the southward. I say, about; for t.he innume
rable questions I put could not be answered in the dark 
according to a regular standard ; in most cases they used 
the assistance of the span, and explained themselves by such 
terms as hand's length, hand's breadth, thickness of one's 
thumb, &c. And there is no occasion for great accuracy 
here, where, for the present, we are only seeking the general 
outlines of the phenomena. It is sufficient to say that the 
concordant testimony of all the sensitives gives the relation 
of magnitude of the northward flame to the southward as 
2 to l. This is in inverse proportion to the magnitude of 
the odic incandescence of bars, since in these the blue north
ward side is Aborter than the red southward. (Still the 
latter may easily depend upon some deception ; for the blue 
odic incandescence is much less luminous than the yellowish
red, and thus in the lower degrees becomes invisible to the 
eyes sooner, without being really shorter). To support this 
by the testimony of expp,riments, it would be necessary to call 

DD 
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over again almost all the persons named, which would cause 
useless diffuseness. I confine myself, therefore, to mention
ing the healthy Dr. Nied and Baron von Oberlander, Madame 
von Varady, Madame von Peichich, Prof. Endlicher, M. Con
stantin Delbez, Baroness von Augustin, Miss Sophia Pauer, 
also Madame Kienesberger, Misses Atzmannsdorfer, &ichel, 
Weigand, \Vinter, and in particular the healthy and strong 
Josephine Zinke}, and the healthy Klaiba the joiner, on 
which latter I have repeated this experiment especially 
often. 

385. The result is modified, though similar, when a 
magnetic bar lies not in the normal direction in the meri
dian, not conformably, but is placed in such a position that 
its northward pole is turned toward the south and its south
ward pole to the north; that is, unconformably. In this 
case the sensitives observe a diminution of the odic flames ; 
they both become of duller aspect, less luminou3, more dim, 
aborter and narrower, and moreover modified in colour. 
This is, on the one hand, deducible from the general 
theory of magnetism, and has also been observed in nu
merous experiments with Madame Kienesberger, Misses 
Atzmannsdorfer, Wilhelmine Glaser, Reichel, Winter, and 
Josephine Zinkel. 

386. To these sensitives a horse-shoe was submitted in 
the same way, while lying horizontally in the meridian, as 
described above, ~ 338 ; that is to say, once with both poles 
turned to the north, another time with both toward the 
south. In the first position the northward flame appeared 
larger and more brilliant, while that of the south pole seemed 
diminished, of a dirty almost bluish red ; in the second case 
the northward flame appeared dim, greyish-blue, with a 
tinge of yellowish, and diminished about one-third ; while, 
on the contrary, the red was enlarged about half, enlivened 
and brilliantly red luminous. 

88 7. When I placed an open five-layer horse-shoe magnet 
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verticaHy, tlle poles turned upwards, and the limbs confor
mably,-namely, in such a manner that the northward polar 
limb stood on the north side, and the southward polar limb 
on the south side,-the flames of both poles appeared to 
Josephine Zinke! vivified, large, and brilliant ; when I placed 
the limbs unconformably,-the northward polar limb on the 
south side, and the southward polar limb on the north side, 
-both flames were dull, diminished, dim, and discoloured. 

888. When I turned a horse-shoe the other way upwards, 
in the same vertical direction, so that the poles were directed 
downward, suspending it by the curvature to a copper rod, 
and thus keeping it in the conformable position, the flames 
of the northward pole were shorter, those of the southward 
longer. 

When I gave both poles the oblique direction of the 
magnetic inclination, the conditions were about the same. 

889. Transverse positions of all kinds, where the poles 
were placed east and west, gave intermediate conditions 
with numerous modifications, in which, however, the rela
tive sizes of the two poles exhibited less difference. And 
this in the following manner. 

890. When the two poles of a horse-shoe lay to the west, 
the same observer described both flames as short ; when in 
the reverse position, with both poles toward the east, they 
were somewhat longer. But both parallel positions always 
possessed shorter flames than the vertical with the poles 
turned upwards. 

891. The further observation comes under examination, 
that the flames appeared :-

At the northward pole, in the eastward direction, longer but duller. 
, , in the wefltward , broader but more lu-

At the aouthward pole, in the eastward " 

" " 
in the westward 

minoua. 
broader but more ln

minoua. 
longer but duller. 
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We shall see hereafter(§ 405, where we shall speak of the· 
conflict between two odic flames,) what the conditions are of 
these distinctions of longer and broader, and then find the 
proof that the former belongs to an attraction, the latter to 
a repulsion of the odic flames ; and we may take this oppor
tunity of anticipating the important discovery, which must 
be discussed more circumstantially elsewhere, that the taRt 
stands in some degree ott the side of the north, the west on 
tltat of the south, in their relations to Od, vide § 586. 

392. In like manner I tested, by numerous experiments 
on the highly sensitive, the influence which the magnetic 
inclin~llion must necessarily have upon the character and size 
of the odic flames depending upon the steel magnet. Misses 
Atzmannsdorfer and Reichel, Madame Kienesberger, and the 
h~althy sensitive Josephine Zinke], took the greatest share in 
these. It was first seen that the experiments which I described 
in the first treatise, § 11, were not unconditionally but only 
conditionally correct. There, namely, I stated on the autho
rity of Miss Reichel that the terrestrial magnetism does not 
appear to exert any important influence upon the size of the 
odic flame. This statement is correct, when, as happened 
in that experiment, the change of poles and inclinations is 
effected rather quickly, and no time is allowed for the deve
lopment of the polar flames. At that time I was unaware 
of a certain degree of slowness with which nature effects the 
odic operations, for the full completion of which some little 
time--a half, a whole, or in many cases several minutes, are 
required ; on which point I shall hereafter find an opportu
nity to say more. When the experiments of § ll were 
made with greater slowness, and subjected to examina
tion, it was certainly seen that the odic flames altered, 
not only in size but even in form, according as the position 
assumed was larger or smaller, and that the terrestrial mag
netism did certainly exert an influence upon it, which, though 
slowly, was most decisively and considerably manifested. The 
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suspended magnetic needle, as is well known, changes its 
position instantaneously whenever the terrestrial magnetism 
can exert influence on it ; and this influence shews its effect 
at once in its whole force. I was formerly led away by 
this usual manner of looking at it, but longer experience 
has taught me another in reference to odic effects, which 
only rise slowly to their maximum. When I subsequently 
modified the experiments with Miss Reichel in such a way 
that I no longer held the bar magnet in my hand, whereby 
the polar flames were complicated and rendered untrue, but 
fixed it in a wooden Guidoni's holder, and then brought it 
into the magnetic inclination, in which I let it remain a 
minute, I expected that the blue north polar flame would 
increase in size, strength of light, and in colour, and that 
the northern reaction which I had been previously acquainted 
with would necessarily increase in intensity of every kind. 
But the result did not in the slightest degree confirm my 
preconceived opinion. On the direct contrary, the beholder 
of the phenomena told me that the flame of the northward 
pole had acquired the very reverse colour, and decreased 
considerably in strength of light. rrhe blue colour became 
dull, opaque, gray, and dwindled away till it was impercep· 
tible. When I turned the steel round, and brought its 
northward pole into the opposite direction, in the inclination, 
seen at the distance of a yard and more, the flame appeared· 
bluish, large, and vivid. The same experiment, made at a 
different time, with Miss Atzmannsdorfer, furnished the 
same unexpected result ; not only did not the northward 
flame increase in the inclination, but it disappeared in great 
part from her e~·es: but when the steel was reversed the 
sensitive saw the bluish flame again of almost double size. 
Finally, I tested these most strange and striking results 
with the greatest exactness, in Josephine Zinkel, and devoted 
many days to a thorough investigation of them with her in 
the dark. Here also my experiments had the same result ; 
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in the inclination, where it might have been expected that 
the flame of the north pole would appear at its maximum, it 
on the contrary sank down into a sort of minimum ; instead 
of rising to the most vivid blue, it lost all colour, and 
remained nothing but a dim grey. We shall see hereafter 
that these astonishing visual phenomena were perceived and 
confirmed in like manner through corresponding phenomena 
of sensation, by all the sensitives, even when of much lower 
degree of excitability. Since, then, this appears to be 
directly opposed to the attraction of terrestrial magnetism, 
by which, in our hemisphere, the negative pole of the needle, 
bJ"ought down to the direction of the inclination, is attracted, 
not repulsed, by the positive north pole of the earth, we see 
from this, as distinctly as from the preceding experiments, 
that the odic flame, or the odic phenomena in general, are 
indeed influenced by the magnetic attraction, but by no 
means unconditionally governed hy it, and that the globe 
contains otlter qualities acti11g ttp11n Od and its characters 
besides magnetism. I shall bring forward all that I have 
been able hitherto to make out on this subject in the details 
in the odic colours, § 489, &c.; here, where we have merely 
to do with the effects of magnetism on the odic flame of the 
needle in the direction of the inclination, I am contented to 
announce the results. 

393. When I applied horse-shoe magnets to these ex
periments the case was somewhat modified. If the two 
poles were turned toward the north, the blue flame of the 
northward pole appeared in its full length; but the reddish 
flame of the southward pole seemed repressed, bedimmed, 
hluish-red, and diminished in size. On the other hand, 
when the poles were turned toward the south, the red flame 
of the southward pole was enlarged ; while that of the 
northward pole became duller, reddish-blue, and diminished 
in size. ·when the two poles stood directed upwards, the 
northward pole was strengthened, the southward pole 
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lessened (thus giving a new support to what was stated in 
the last paragraphs). Nay, this went so far that it afforded 
a circumstance worthy of notice in a practical point of view
namely this, that the odic flame of the unconformably placed 
pole was not unfrequently wholly repressed; that is, became 
no longer perceptible to the eyes of particular observers, 
and thus made it appear as if only one pole possessed an 
odic flame. My note-books swarm with indications of this 
case, and there was scarcely one of my numerous sensitives 
to whom it did not frequently occur under the proper cir
cumstances, especially those of weaker power of sight, or 
in imperfect darkness, or when the observing person had 
not remained long enough in the dark. As witnesses, I 
mention the Baroness Natorp, Miss Dorfer, Madame von 
Tessedick, Madame Fenzl, Miss Sophie Pauer, M.M. Hoch
stetter, Fernolendt, and the chlorotic Hetmanek. 

394. There was a difference produced in the size of the 
odic flamP., whether a magnet stood free with the poles in 
the air, or lay flat upon a table. In the latter case, all the 
observers perceived the flames observably larger, sometimes 
expanded to twice the size. Wilhelmine Glaser saw the 
flames of both the poles of a bar become as long again upon a 
table of polished walnut wood. Miss Sophie Pauer looked 
at magnets upon an unpolished deal table ; they formed a 
long stream of light flowing in waves upon it, at the south
ward pole shorter, thicker, and red ; at the northward, long, 
slender, and blue. The waving motion could be seen most 
distinctly in profile ; when seen from above, it enveloped 
the poles like a halo, which also rose up in the air imme
diately above them. Madame Crecilie Bauer and Josephine 
Zinkel, especially the latter, were frequent witnesses of this 
phenomenon, according to which it appears as if the table 
formed a kind of fixed point whence the odic flame flowed 
forth. 

895. 'fhe results remained the same whether I applied 
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the largest, the middle-sized, or the smallest magnets, even 
such as might be hidden between two fingers. The phe
nomeua were, indeed, on a proportionately smaller scale, 
but remained exactly the same in kind. Thus, immense 
masses are quite unnecessary here, for very much can be 
done with small llistruments, and with these the greater 
part of my observations may be repeated and confirmed on 
a small scale. A small magnet charged to 1aturation ap
pears to pouess as tnuch odic temion as one oKt of aU pro
portion larger. The luminous phenomena occur in a more 
limited space, but the effects remain qualitatively the 
same. 

396. The same phenomena of which I have already given 
an account at ~ 340, &c. when speaking of the odic incan
descence, and to which J must refer for the sake of brevity, 
namely, the banded colourings, occur also with the odic 
flame on compound bar and horse-shoe magnets. The 
middle layer of a nine-fold horse-shoe magnet emitted blue 
flames at the negative pole ; the pair next to it in front and 
behind, gave out red ; the second pair blue again, the third 
red, and the fourth and outermost blue. 'fhe red flames 
of the two enclosed red layers were here somewhat re
pressed, especially when placed with the northward side 
toward the north. All these phenomena were repeated 
with the reversed arrangement of colours at the southward 
pole ; and here the two enclosed blue layers had repressed 
flamea which looked rather gray than blue. Looking side
ways, the flame had a banded red and blue appearance for 
a short space just above the steel plates. Yet this could 
not be traced far up beyond the poles with any distinctness, 
for the colours soon became intermingled and lost in t.he 
general stronger colour of the predmuinant pole, so that at 
the negative pole the red flame which issued from the mag
netically reversed layers was lost at a little distance on the 
predominant blue, and vice vers•1. Only the red and blue 
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streaks and sparks ascending in them, of which I shall soon 
(§ 454) have to speak, retained their colours. 

897. The phenomenon here described also includes in 
itself that which is described in § 9, and illustrated 
by Fig. 9, but which was less circumstantially related 
by Miss Reichel than in this case by Josephine Zinke}. 
The latter also saw, from the side, the flame-like streaks 
ascending from each separate layer ; but she found the 
interspaces between them not empty, but aiR<> filled with 
odic flame, only of paler luminosity. Miss Reichel's ob
servations were made in an improvised much less perfectly 
darkened chamber than those of Josephine Zinke! ; I subse
quently had a perfectly dark chamber prepared. The former, 
therefore, saw only the more luminous streaks, and the less 
luminous interspaces appeared to her void ; the latter found 
the entire space above the poles of the nine-layered magnet 
flaming, with brighter flames from the edges of the layers, 
which were prolonged upwards, clearly distinguishable 
through the bundle of flame. The banded appearance of 
the magnet-flame at the side was thereby still more in
creased. 
- 898. The intensity of light of the odic flame varies ex
tremely, and runs from a weakness in which it appears as 
but a vapour, even to the highly sensitive, to a bright, and 
finally to so brilliant a flame, that it was often wholly in
comprehensible to them why I could not also see it. At 
the same time, it never attained to such an intensity that I was 
enabled to perceive the slightest trace of it, which certainly 
could not have been from want of attention in my frequent 
and long-enduring sojourns in the dark. When the flame 
was gently blown upon, especially in the direction of its 
flow, the intensity of the light increased, in particular at the 
places which were acted on. This was witnessed by Josephine 
Zinkel, Wilhelmine Glaser, Miss SophiePauer, Prof. Endlicher, 
M. Hochstetter, M. Dehlez, and Baroness von Augustin, on 
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bars, horse-shoes, and electro-magnets of various forms. 
More will be said of this below at ~ 409. 

399. The agitation and constant motion which prevail in 
the odic flames of the magnet were confirmed in many new 
experiments by Miss Atzmannsdorfer, Josephine Zinke}, 
Madame Kienesberger, Weigand, Dorfer,Friedrich 'Veidlich, 
the healthy 1\1. Nikolas Rabe, Baron Oberlander, Miss Sophie 
Pauer, Madame von Peichicb, Baroness von Natorp, Madame 
von Varady, Madame vonTessedik,Prof. Endlicher,M.Delhez, 
Barone~s von Augustin, Dr. Nied, Johann Kynast, Klaiber, 
and others. The first and last compared it in some degree 
to the positive brush from the points ef an electrical ma
chine, only they described it as much more delicate, fuller, 
the northward flame bluer, but in like manner mobile and 
flickering, cool, weakly luminous, sometimes almost of a 
beaded appeat.rance. It partook of every little agitation of 
the air in which it was. 

400. I often made the direction which the flame took 
the object of investiga~ion with the sensitives. In place of a 
number of their statements, I will confine myself to two 
examples, which include in themselves all the rest. I 
placed a 9-layer horse-shoe upon a stool before Miss Atz
mannsdorfer, with the poles turned toward the south. She 
saw the odic flame flow out of this to about an arm's lengJ.h, 
in the dark. It first shot out some distance horizontally 
in the direction of the limb of the magnet, then rose in a 
curve upwards and fonned a quadrant, so that it at length 
flowed vertically upwards at its point. '11he same observa
tion was made by Josephine Zinkel on flames of horse-shoes 
and bars. Thus, the odic flame is sent out from the poles of 
the magnet with a certain force, an impetus is communi
cated to it, which drives it forth from the poles; but, on 
the other hand, a tendency is implanted in it to ascend in 
the air, and its material basis is consequently e\·idently 
lighter than atmospheric air at the earth's surface. From 
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the composition of these two forces there results the ascend
ing quadrant curve of the odic flame. 'l'his experiment, 
however, is only to be accomplished with very strong 
magnets, the flames of which have considerable length ; 
otherwise, in short flames, all observers see the polar flames 
only in the straight direction, forming a prolongation of the 
limb of the magnet. From the multiplicity of directions 
toward the various points of the compass which may be 
given to the magnet, and the various inclinations toward the 
horizon into which it may be brought, result complex en
largements aud diminutions of the odic flame, according as 
these directions are conformable or unconformable to the 
normal position. 

40 1. I here note a series of experiments with several 
sensitives, for the purpose of investigating the reciprocal 
effect which different magnetic odic flames could exert 
upon each other when brought in contact. This might 
aflord further conclusions respecting the relations of mag
netism to the odic flame. We regard positive and negative 
magnetism as endowed with an active tendency to attract 
each other, and then by a mutual confluence to neutralize one 
another. But when we consider the curved ascent men
tioned in the last paragraph, and place in the scale the 
phenomena of the odic flame related iu § 392, where it 
occurred unconfonnably to thll inclination, it seems that 
no such reciprocal attraction dwells in the odic flames; we 
meet with distinctions between the two in their special 
manifestations. To the valetudinarian 1\J iss von W eigels
berg, Miss ·winter, and .Madame Johanne Anschutz ; also to 
her healthy relatives, Miss Ernestine and M. Gustav. Ans
chutz, 1\1. Delhez, Madame Josephine l!,enzl, Madame von 
Peichich, M. Hochstetter, Dr. Nied, and the Baroness von 
Augustin, I exhibited two magnetic bars in the darkened 
chamber, each four inches long, holding them in the magnetic 
parallel horizontally, with the unlike poles held toward each 
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other, at the distance of twice the length of the bars apart. 
At the same time I observed the indispensable precaution 
of holding the bars in such a manner that my right hand 
enclosed a southward pole, while the north pole belonging 
to it projected out ; on the other side a northward pole was 
enclosed in my left hand, while the south pole belonging 
to it was outward, the reason of which will shortly be evi
dent. All these witnesses saw the originally small odic 
flames of both bars become more slender, and increase in 
length, as soon as the bars were brought near together in 
the above direction, as if they were striving to reach one 
another. When I brought the bars really nearer together, 
the flames went back to their original shorter thicker 
size, which increased still more and more the nearer I ap
proximated the poles. 'l'he intensity of the light increased 
at the same time. When I joined the magnetically attract
ing poles, both flames in great part disappeared, but they 
immediately became stronger on the opposite poles, and 
now attained double the size that they bad before. Dr. 
Nied and M. Hochstetter added, that the thickness of the 
odic flames much exceeded that of the steel when the poles 
came near, and that their brightness was greatest when the 
ends of the bars were closest together. Miss Reichel saw 
these phenomena better and more distinctly. In 1844, I 
placed two little magnetic bars, of almost equal length, in 
her hands, led her into the dark, and made her hold the 
unlike poles of both bars in a strai~ht line, bringing them 
from a distance nearer together. Even at the distance of 
three times their length, she saw the flames between the 
poles pointing to one another, acquire a greater size than 
those of the two outer poles turned away ; they became 
narrower, longer, thinner, and stretched out toward each 
other, as if trying to reach one another. On her then 
bringing the magnets nearer together, these inner flames 
increased in size at the expense of the outer, and just in 
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proportion to the approximation. But when, by the in
creasing approximation, the flames at letlgth met, they did 
not neutralize one another ; they increased in thickness 
while they lost length by the approach of the poles emitting 
them. At the opposite external poles they shrank up to a 
very weak and dull flame. Finally, when the friendly poles 
became joined, the middle flame was almost entirely extin
guished, but at the outer pole of each bar there immediately 
arose an odic flame far larger than bad existed on either of 
the separate bars : the two bars were now converted into a 
single one twice as large, and this emitted flames twice as 
long from both poles. Thus the odic flame increased in 
equal measure with the growing strength of the magnetism, 
both in the approaching poles, and, after their union, in 
those turned away. Prof. Endlicher saw the flames of 
both bars, when held at some distance apart, increase 
rather in length, but on approximation to within two
fifths of an inch contract into a disk around their poles ; then, 
on actual contact of the poles, disappear. M. Pauer ob
served the same experiment. He saw the two polar flames 
when I had brought the poles within two inches of each other. 
They increased in size up to the contact of the poles. Then 
the light sank considerably in intensity,-not, however, 
disappearing entirely ; but the two touching steel poles now 
appeared enclosed in vaporous haloes of light, each about 
four-fifths of an inch long. Madame von Varady observed 
the same. Wilhelmine Glaser perceived the same phenomena, 
and added to the account, that she saw the thickening and 
mutual repression of the polar flames increase so much 
just before the actual contact of the two magnet poles, that 
she perceived a partial introversion of the magnetic flames. 
This description of the process was made still more com
plete by the experiments which I made in this direction, in 
1845, on Misses Sophia Pauer and Atzmannsdorfer, and in 
1846 with Madame Kienesberger and Friedrick Weigand. 
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In each case I uaed the same small magnetic bars, and carried 
out the experiments in the darkened chamber, the beholder 
sitting with the back to the north, holding the bars hori
zontally in the magnetic parallel. The phenomena pre
sented themselves all in the same order, and of the same 
kind as above given ; first, at a distance, elongation and 
attenuation of the approximated odic flames, as though they 
were exerting an active endeavour to reach one another. 
But this meeting did not come to pass when the flames 
came near enough, for a return to the original shape now 
occurred : with the increasing approximation, this thickness 
became greater and greater at the cost of the continually 
diminishing length, and when the flames should actually 
have met, they were so far from exhibiting any desire to 
join, that they exerted mutual repulsion, drove one another 
back, and became continually shorter and more repressed. 
'rhey behaved as if seized with a mutual fear, became accu
mulated around their own poles, like the flame of a candle 
blown upon gently from above ; and when, at the distance 
of only a few lines apart, each flame formed a kind of broad 
flattened coil around its pole, distinctly repulsed by the odic 
flame standing opposite to, and pressing upon it. This 
repression went so far that, when only nths of an inch 
interspace existed between the poles of the two bars, both 
flames appeared thrown backwards upon their own poles, 
and, to a certain extent, introverted around it. This took 
place in particular sooner with the flames of the corners 
than with the flames of the middle of the ends of the poles, 
which were compressed into a sort of disk around the poles, 
at length applied one upon the other. When the poles 
came at length into contact, and became attached, this 
state of things continued for two or three seconds, decreas
ing in such a manner that the curved flames appeared to 
become gradually shorter until they were extinguished. 
But this extinction was not actual, being only a decrease 
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of intensity of the light of the odic flames : careful observers, 
M. Pauer, like his daughter Sophie, and Madame Kienes
berger, detected its persistence in a weaker condition, en
veloping the joined magnet poles. In the meanwhile the 
flan.es of the two opposite ends of the bars became so much 
the stronger, and doubled their size. 

402. I used magnetic bars twice the length with Madame 
Crecilie Bauer: She saw the positive red pole and the 
negative blue pole flaming beautifully, the former two, the 
latter four inches long. .A1J I brought the friendly poles 
of the rods uearer together, with the hands properly selected, 
in the parallels, the flames stretched out toward each other, 
became thickened and expanded as I approached them 
nearer, then were introverted in some degree around their 
poles, and, when I had completed the union, the intro
version vanished, and was succeeded by envelopment of 
the poles lying against each other in the opposed odic 
flames. 

403. When, however, the similar, thus hostile poles, 
JVere appro.t:imated in the same JVay in tlte dark, especially 
the two negative, the original elongation and attenuation 
did not occur ; but, where the poles came near together, 
the flames, if the magnets were strong, were drawn back, 
and finally introverted around their own poles in the same 
way as with the unlike poles. But if they were of unequal 
strength, the stronger flame of the larger magnet drove 
back the weaker one of the smaller sooner, heaped it up 
against its pole, when it expanded in the form of a disk or 
little wheel, the plane of which was at right angles to the 
axis of the magnet. One of the beholders, Miss Atzmanns
dorfer, compared this phenomenon also, among other things, 
with the experiment of blowing down upon the flame of a 
candle, so as to drive it down upon its wick, where it is also 
compelled to expand sideways by the current of air oppos
ing the draught of the flame. 
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404. These experiments were carried through the most 
varied modifications with the healthy Madame Crecilie Bauer 
and Josephine Zinkel, and the results are shown most clearly 
here. In the first experiments with the latter, when 
her power of vision was not particularly strong, she did not 
perceive any distinct flame on the little magnetic bars in 
the dark, but only a luminous mist or smoke. But these 
went through the same course as the others had seen the 
flames do ; elongation of the smoke at a distance, with 
apparent endeavour to reach and blend with one another, 
non-effectuation of this when sufficiently close but expansive 
in thickness, then repression and division through introver
sion around their own poles; finally, on contact of the poles 
of the magnets, a slow disappearance of the luminous smoke 
and a doubling of it at the opposite free poles. In another 
experiment I made use of the epoch of her menstruation, 
when she saw incomparably better in the dark, and I applied 
two small magnetic bars, one of which was rather larger 
and stronger than the other. The arrangement was the 
same as in the preceding cases. I extract the passages re
lating to this from my journal: "Zinke], experiment No. 
453.-a. The two southward poles approximated, the flame 
of the smaller bar disappeared almoRt entirely from her per
ception ; that on the larger became weaker, and what re
mained was introverted around its pole. b. The two 
northward poles approximated, both became introverted. 
c. Friendly poles approximated, the northward pole of the 
larger bar being brought to the southward pole of the 
smaller; the flame of the smaller southward pole was ex
tinguished, that of the larger northward pole weakened and 
introverted. d. The same, only the northward pole of the 
smaller bar approximated to the southward pole of the 
larger ; both flames extinguished on contact of the poles. 
'rhus the stronger pole always overcame the weaker, and 
the remnant of odic flame broame int.roverted. But the 
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southward pole is always weaker in proportion than the 
northward." In these experiments the weakly luminous 
envelope, or flame remaining, escaped observation. 

404. B. In some later experiments with her the phenomena 
were more distinct ; and in one the results accorded exactly · 
with Madame Bauer. With bars eight inches long-

a. Similar poles first mutually repelled the odic flames, 
but on contact of the steel both were totally extinguished. 

b. Unlike poles at first attracted each other at a distance, 
their flames becoming elongated, but on approximation they 
were contracted, thickened, and at length so much so that 
the introversion on both sides followed. 

c. When the contact of the poles of the magnets was 
completed the introversion disappeared, and the odic flames 
of the two opposite poles became perfectly immersed in each 
other. 

d. 'fhis immersion was much deeper than the introver
sion, indeed five or six times as deep. An introversion of 
1-25th of an inch in depth was followed, on contact of the 
steel, by an immersion, in which the blue was one-fifth of an 
inch long, the red shorter, but more than half the length. 

e. The intensity of light of the luminous envelope pro
ducing the immersion was so strong that the odic incan
descence of the bars could not be seen through it ; the 
observers saw nothing of the steel bars at the part where 
they were encircled by the envelope of flame, and first per
ceived their ends again when they were drawn out of it : 
this surrounded them as a dense luminous cloud, involving 
the bar to such an extent as to render it invisible. 

f So long as I made the experiments in the parallels, 
the girl Zinkel perceived the introversion of the red flame 
only; that of the blue she was uncertain of. But when I 
brought the bars into the meridian, conformably, the inten
sity of the light was exalted, and the blue flame also now 
became visible. 

E E 
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g. Approximation of the poles of smaller magnetic bars, 
of four inches length but of greater magnetic intensity, 
brought together in the parallels with unlike poles, gave 
proportionately greater enlargement in space of the hlue 
polar flame than of the red : on the other hand, the red 
polar flame acquired greater intensity of light than the blue. 
Thus the light did not increase to any great extent in the 
one, nor did the size in the other. 

405. I also traced this suhject with horse-shoe magnets 
on various sensitives. M. Hochstetter observed, in the 
darkened chamber, the gradual approximation of a three and 
a five-layered horse-shoe. At some distance he perceived 
the elongated ; when they came near, the abbreviated, re
pulsed, thickened flames, much thicker than the limb itself 
of the magnet ; when the poles were joined, the flames 
vanished from his sight, which had only a moderate degree 
of sensibility to odic light. With Miss Sophie Pauer all 
these observations were repeated with greater clearness and 
more circumstantiality; she saw the odic flames introverted 
around the poles, become converted, on the union of these, 
into an envelope of the intermingled flames of the acljoining 
poles. I went most carefully to work with Josephine Zinkel. 
I laid two five-layer magnets upon a table, in the meridian, 
the four unlike poles directed toward each other. I will 
here give a full account of the whole process, in all its parts, 
for the sake of summing up the results. 

a. At a distance of two feet between the poles the be
holder saw the northward poles of both magnets in a blue, 
the southward in a red light ; those lying conformably 
clearer than the unconformable, and the limbs odically in
candescent as well as flaming ; the blue negative emitted 
horizontal streams almost eight inches long over the table; 
the red positive about six inches long. b. The flames of 
the two magnets did not meet at first ; in the interspace 
between them she saw a luminous smoke rising up to a 
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height of about two inches, and then vanishing. c. A light 
was diffused some distance round upon the table, some 
twelve or sixteen inches on every side, and the luminosity 
rose upwards above the table, so that the poles of the horse
shoe appeared to be surrounded with a glory. tl. The 
limbs were wholly covered with luminous flame as far as the 
curvatures, reddish upon the southward limbs, bluish on the 
northward. e. When the pales were moved far enough 
apart, the unilluminated interspace appeared gray in the 
dark ; but when the smoke of the two horse-shoes met, 
a transverse bright streak, produced by this, became 
visible upon the table. f When I moved both horse-shoes 
to a distance of sixteen inches, the lights of the two streams 
of flame met upon the surface of the table ; the now united 
smokes ascended a hand's breadth and a span high. g. 
Brought to twelve inches distance, the opposite flames met, 
acted upon each other, and began to grow thicker. h. Ap
proximated to eight inches, the flames came more strongly 
together, rose up more from the table, on account of be
coming thicker, to a height of about two inches and a half, 
and luminous smoke ascended six inches high over them. 
i. On approximation to four inches, the odic flames grew 
thicker and rose continually higher above the table, espe
cially that of the northward pole ; the smoke went on in
creasing in height. k. At an approximation of two inches, 
the phenomenon of introversion of the odic flames around 
their own poles presented itself, and in such a manner that 
it wns repulsed and introverted about two inches on the 
north side. The smoke now no longer ascended in front of 
the poles, but behind them, directed upward towards the 
curvature. l. 'Vhen brought to a distance of four-fifths of 
an inch, the introversion became so great that the inverted 
flame of each pole passed back over the limb from which it 
issued beyond the curvature, to a distance of not less than 
full four inches. The smoke now rose from both horse-
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shoes far behind the curvatures, and indeed did not begin 
to ascend at a less distance than four inches from it. m . 
.Finally, on actual contact of all four magnet-poles all these 
introversions suddenly vanished, and a complete immersion 
of the opposite polar flames succeeded : the mixed flame 
presented itself. This extended almost to the opposite 
curvatures, and so veiled the limbs that they could only be 
seen with difficulty. The blqe limbs, which just before were 
in blue introverted flames, were now suddenly deserted by 
them, and enveloped in red mixed flames, while the red 
limbs became enclosed in blue mixed flame : thus all four 
changed their colours in a moment. The curvatures of the 
hors~shocs at the same time seemed to become more 
brightly incandescent, and the beholder again compared 
them to a white translucent jelly. The smoke had then 
disappeared, and was nowhere to be seen in profile. 

I shall return to several of these particular phenomena 
(which have been touched upon, in part, under the head of 
odic incandescence), where they necessarily come into their 
own sections : they are not separated from each other here, 
as I wished to give a general view of this experiment. 

406. When the united poles of the magnets were sepa
rated again, the somewhat strange observation was made, 
that the mixed flames did not disappear immediately. As 
[ parted the horse-shoes again in the last experiment, the 
beholder saw the mixed flames still persist, and not vanish 
until they were removed nearly an inch away from each 
other. Then the smoke began to rise again, and the curva
tures became dimmer. A similar experiment, with unlike 
horse-shoe magnets-a three-layered, and a five layered
gave the same results with Josephine Zinke}; the mixed 
flames persisted when 1 had drawn the two poles about one
twenty-fifth of an inch apart. This was repeated, even with 
bar magnets, which lay in the meridian. Both were about 
two feet long, and one inch square in substance. When both 
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lay with their unlike poles joined in the meridian, Josephine 
Zinkel could not detect the mixed flames in the dark, pro
bably on account of too little strength of the magnets, and 
too weak intensity of odic light for her power of vision at 
that time. As soon, however, as I had separated the two 
bars only to the distance of the thickness of paper, the 
mixed flames immediately became visible ; the northward 
pole of the one enveloped the southward pole of the 
other blue, and vice t•ersd, and to a length of about four 
inches. 

407. All this shows with much probability that the odic 
flame is a true ejection of some kind of substance, which 
becomes odically accumulated immediately upon the outer 
surface of the magnet thus brought into a luminous condi
tion, and then thrown out. When it meets with obstacles, 
it becomes diverted or repelled. An opposite stream meet
ing it may be an obstacle of this kind ; but when the 
poles of the two magnets are joined, the obstacle is removed, 
and the mixed flames result. The mixed flame is the ac
tion of the residuum of the magnetism and Od arrested in 
their course at the poles, which, on account of insufficient 
contact of the steel substance, cannot become conducted 
away quickly and perfectly enough. The path once opened, 
the current may persist for some time, from one to another, 
even in the opposite direction, in its channel. The nearer 
the opposite poles remain to each other, the more easily will 
the current be maintained, and be carried on from one to the 
other; we have already perctived on many occasions that 
they have no continuity. And the better the ends of the 
poles fit, the more numerous and intimate arc the points of 
coutact of the two poles, so much the more perfectly does 
the magnetism appear to be conducted, and to be confined 
within its own circuit ; so much the weaker then are the 
phenomena of odic light ; the introverted and intermingled 
flames then approach to invisibility. We shall hl'rcaftcr 
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have to examine similar phenomena in the odic light of crys
tals, and shall there arrive at further deductions. 

408. When flames of magnetic bars, no matter whether 
positive or negative, pass over each crosswise, quite close, 
nay, so as actually to touch, without, however, running 
directly against each other, neither attraction 110r repulli011 
is exhibited by them. We have seen the like in the pre
ceding experiments with the flames over horse-shoe magnets ; 
they flowed side by side from negative and positive poles, 
in parallel direction, without attracting, still less lifting up, 
each other. But when the two flames did actually come into 
opposition, both Miss Reichel and Miss Atzmannsdorfer 
observed that the stronger flame always carried away the 
weaker with it, yet only when the stream possessed superior 
force. However, according to a variety of indications from 
the statements of both observers, that odic flame always 
possesses the strongest propulsion which lies nearest to its 
source, that is, the emitting pole of the magnetic bar, and 
this always carries away with it the other, which, at the point 
of crossing, is further removed from its source. In these 
circumstances it makes no difference which of the flames is 
the larger : under the given conditions the flame of a small 
magnet carries away that of a larger, and rules its course. 

409. The motion which is communicated to the odic 
flame by blowing upon it has already been touched upon 
(Part I. ~ 20). Since that time I have endeavoured to esta
blish it more certainly by repeated experiments with a great 
number of persons. Miss Sturmann, in the very earliest 
experiments, remarked that draughts moved the flame back
wards and forwards. Miss Reichel amused herself during 
her sick nights, with making the flames flicker, by waving 
her hand and giving them all kinds of forms, by blowing 
upon them. 1.-fiss Winter made the flames flare backward 
and forward by blowing on them ; and so also did Dr. 
Nied. M. Hochstetter blew them apart, strengthened, drove 
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them about, and split them up. Miss Sophie Pauer scat
tered them among each other by blowing on them, and saw 
them more luminous as long as she continued to blow. In 
the presence of Friedrich Weidlich, I blew upon a horse-shoe 
magnet in the dark, at a part where I had reason to expect 
the existence of odic flames ; he told me directly that they 
bad become interrupted and scattered, but recovered them
selves immediately. The healthy joiner Klaiber often 
moved the magnetic flame in my presence by blowing on it. 
Professor Endlicher saw the lights, which flowed to a length 
of four inches from the poles of a five-layer horse-shoe, 
become brighter by being blown upon ; when he blew along 
the horse-shoe,-that is, in the direction of the current of 
ftame,-they both became brighter and longer ; at the same 
time, however, flickering unsteadily. M. Delhez breathed 
upon the flames of the nine-layered horse-shoe, and saw 
them become brighter and flare about. Madame Josephine 
Fenzl blew into the flame of an electro-magnet, and saw the 
flame curl round. Stephan Kollar produced splitting up 
and flickering of the electro-magnetic current of flame by 
blowing into it. Wilhelmine Glaser breathed upon a bar 
lying conformably parallel with its direction ; she saw the 
flame enlarge, and grow brighter. Another time she did 
this with a nine-layered magnet, and scattered, enlarged, 
and whirled about the flame. Josephine Zinkel blew down 
upon the flame of the nine-layer horse-shoe, and made it 
pass off to all sides ; directly she ceased, the flames gathered 
up and arranged themselves again. When she blew gently 
along a bar, conformably, she saw the flame become brighter 
aud larger, and spread out like a jet of a gas-light, to which 
she closely compared it. 'fhc Baroness von Augustin blew 
down along the limb of a five-layer horse-shoe. She then not 
only saw the odic flame become considerably brighter, and 
flare, but remarked, that, when she did it in sudden puffs, a 
little piece of odic flame was detached every time from the 
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pole, and flew on a little distance, independently, before it 
became extinguished; just as, in a common fire, little portions 
of flame separate, and sweep upwards in the air alone for a 
moment. Miss Atzmannsdorfer likewise observed, when 
she blew in puffs, that little pieces of flame were sometimes 
detached from their connection with the steel, and 
swept on a moment free in the air. Thus the observation 
is confirmed in all quarters, that the odic flame may be 
affected, and set in mechanical motion, by tlte breath, and 
lite movement of the air. 

410. This is the proper place to explain more clearly an 
observation which was related in Part I. ~ 18. It is there 
stated, on the information of Miss Reichel, that the flame of 
the common magnet was diverted by that of an electro-magnet. 
This was actually the case ; yet not in a stationary condi
tion of the apparatus, but during the rotation of the electro
magnet, which I neglected to note expressly in that place. 
By the rapid rotation is produced an active draught of air; 
and it was this which blew aside, and drove outwards, the 
horse-shoe, as in the cases just described. The fact remains 
the same; the interpretation of it, however, requires more 
accurate definition here. • 

* On this, as on every occasion, the accuracy of l\li88 Reichel' a state
menta ia seen, even proving to be right when I at first imagined them 
to be incorrect. And this is that same Leopoldine Reichel, whom her 
countrymen, the Vienna physicians, have not been ashamed to describe 
publicly as a liar and dereiver. This Leopoldine is a plain but sensible 
and correct girl, bdonging to a religious order, who, during the three 
months abe resided in my house, behaved in the most blameless manner, 
and so indeed as to acquire the good will of every one. There is no 
easier way of covering one's ignorance, than briefly to dispose of every 
abstruse phenomenon, which, from want of knowledge, cannot be un
derstood, and from want of skill in research cannot be made out, with 
the pruumptuous explanation that it is a deception ; but there is also 
nothing more unmanly and diahonourable-1 must say it straight out
than to misuse one's power in lightly and ignorantly robbing a poor, 
siek, and defenceless girl of her only possession, her good name, and to 
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411. If we now collect the observations from ~ 399 to 
this point, we obtain, in a variety of ways, confirmation of 
the frequently-expressed hypothesis that the odic flame in 
itself is not magnetism. It does not follow its laws of 

brand her with the mark of shame. When this accusation is an un
truth, a flat calumny, as 1 will prove to these gentlemen by evidence 
from their own account of thrir lamentable set of investigations, it is 
most atrocious, and every honest hrart, feeling for truth and duty, will 
join in my indignation against such unworthiness. I will give them one 
of these proofs at once here. It is said to be a lie, that Miss Reichel saw 
magnetic light anywhere. This at onee stamped my accounts on this head 
with untruth, since they rested at first in great part on the observa
tions of this sensitive person. I now invite these scientific gentlemen 
of the self-styled committee of Vienna physicians, to visit M. Pauer and 
his daughter, two persons whose good faith no one in Vienna will ven
ture to question, and to ask them what they saw in the dark, when I 
placed a dozen different magnets before them ? If this does not suffice, 
I further invite them to ask Baron August. von Oberlander, M. Niko
lous Rabe, M. Gustav Anschutz, M. Sebastian Zinke!, whether they 
saw flames over magnets, or .not? I desire them to visit Baroness 
von Tessedik, Madame Crecilie Bauer, Madame Johanna Anschutz, 
Baroness von Natorp, Madame Kienesberger, Mias Winter, the Baroness 
von Augustin, and to hear what they 1111w blazing upon magnets in the 
dark? Then they may be so good as to inquire of Prof. Endlicher, 
Messrs. Kotachy, Tirka, von Rainer, Fernolendt, Kollar, Schuh, and 
Hoehatetter, whether or not they saw luminous phenomena upon 
magnets? 1 beg them to compare with this what they can obtain on 
the ume subject from the mouths of Madame Joe. Fenzl, Misses von 
Wcigelaberg, Dorfer, Glaser, Weigand, Zinke!, Kynast, the joiner 
Klaiber, Bollman, &c. &c., well known persona living in Vienna, daily 
to be met and spoken with. And if all this prove insufficient, I finally 
direct them to one of their own colleagues in Vienna, Dr. Nied, the 
phyt~ician, of whom they mny inquire about the phenomena which 
were presented to him in my darkened chamber; also of the Stockholm 
court-pbysician, Dr. Huss. May they obtain the truth they require! If 
these honourable persons do not all unanimously say that they have 
seen extraordinary luminous phenomena, partly luminous vapour, 
partly coloured flames of considerable size over magnets in the dark, 
then will I own that Miss Reichel never saw light, that she is a liar and 
deceiver, and that I have really been fooled by her, and thus the 
true though veiled purpose of these physicians will be attained. But 
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attraction and repulsion, and is of so material a nature that 
it may be driven backward and forward like a common 
flame by movements of the air. It rather manifests the 
character of an associated pltenomenon of magnetism, which 
scarcely follows its current even partially ; it resembles a 
projectile of it, which, when thrown off, continues its own 
course in the direction of the impulse which it originally 
receives, and of obstacles and new impulses it meets in its 
way. 

412. It appeared to me interesting to apply the observa
tions gathered on the subject of the odic incandescence and 
odic flame, to tlte common rubbing of steel magnets. All 
the lights here described must in this necessarily come to 
view, and be confirmed in various ways; and there seemed 
hope of deriving new information respecting the processes 
of producing steel magnets, and of the transfer in general of 
magnetism and Od from one body to another. For this 
purpose the following operations were performed with Jose
phine Zinkel. 

413. I commenced with bar-magnets, and then proceeded 
to ltorse-sltoes. 

The first manifestation of light which was afforded to the 

if the revel"lle happ<'ns, and the testimony of all these persons incon
testibly establishes the fact of the magnetic light, then I beg theae gen
tlt-men not to be angry with me if I say before all the world that they 
are either miserable experimenters, incapable of performing the simplest 
physical reseiU"ch with even the appearance of accuracy, or that they 
must suffer the contempt, which ia the reward of unprincipled conduct, 
to fall away from Leopoldine Reichel, and descend upon themselvea. 
Nature is eternal. After thousand milliona of years will the odic light 
flow and ahine aa it does to-day. But the endeavours to overcome 
such a truth, when it has once happily been found and disclosed, are 

paltry and poor.-Author'1 Note. 
Some of the moat eminent of the London practitioners of physic and 

aurgery have great need for lrssons like the above to be read to them. 
Charlatanism in professiona, like cowardice in rank and file, shelters ita 
dishonour iu the fellow-feeling of numbers. 
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beholder was; that always when I placed the rubbing magnet 
perpendicularly upon the rubbed, the latter became far 
more highly incandescent at the part touched. The polar 
extremity of the rubber thus acted with its whole magnetic 
and odic force, so strongly upon the rubbed steel bar, that 
it made it much more luminous where it was in contact 
with it. Fig. 16 may render this more clear. This luminous 
phenomenon oc
curred in every 
case, whether the 
contact was made 
upon the poles, 
the axis, or any 
other part of the 
rubbed magnet. 
And since it was 
also extinguished 
directly the rubber 

FJG. 16. 

was taken away or clll'ried along, it was consequently found 
that as the rubber was drawn along from one pole to 
the other of the rubbed magnet, in the usual pass, the 
bright patch also moved from pole to pole of the rubbed 
bar, always accompanying the pole of the rubber as it passed 
over the rubbed one. And since the rubbed bar, especially 
when it lay in the meridian, as we have seen above, ~ 338, 
has blue odic incandescence on its northward half, and red 
on its southward, the wandering patch of incandescence also 
uppears with bluish light on the fonner and reddish on 
the latter half. With regard, therefore, to the action which 
a rubbing magnet exerts on a rubbed one in respect to odic 
incandt•scence, this presents itself to the eye as a local action, 
which is connected with the immediate presence of the 
rubbing pole, and is not diffused over the whole extent of 
the rubbed bar, at least not visibly. Here there appears to 
be a difference between odic and pw-e magnetic action, as 
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the latter is diffused over the whole of the rubbed bar in 
every pass, and so not only appears over its totality, hut re
mains attached to it. 

In these experiments I used two bars, of which the 
rubbed one was eighteen inches ; the rubber, rather larger 
and stouter, twenty-four inches long. Let us now examine 
the process of rubbing, first upon the rubbed bar, then on 
the rubber; and in the first place with regard to the odic 
incandescence, and afterwards to the odic flame. 

414. A.-Odic incandescence of lite ..ubbed bar. I laid 
a steel bar, which was only weakly magnetic, upon a table, 
in the meridian. It possessed weak odic incandescence in 
the dark, so that its northward half seemed to have merely 
gray instead of blue light, its southward half only whitish
yellow instead of yellowish red, both opaque and dull. 

I laid the rubber, westward of the former, in the parallel, 
upon the same table, and moved the northward poles of both 
towards each other, in such a manner that the two magnets 
enclosed a right angle between them. Then I began to do 
exactly as one does when wishing to rub one bar with the 
other, only with the distinction thut I brought both bars 
into the horizontal position, while it is usual to bring them 
together in a vertical plane, which might not be exactly the 
same thing in the essentials of the matter. 

'J.1he behaviour was as follows : 
a. First, on contact of the two negative poles, the north

ward pole of the rubbed bar appeared blue odically incan
descent over half its length toward the south; the southern, 
somewhat shorter half, red incandescent. 

b. ·when the rubber had been moved a quarter of the 
length along the rubbed bar, the same condition appeared, 
but now almost three-fifths of its northern part were blue, 
and only two-fifths remained red at the south. 

c. When the rubber reached the middle, the blue incan
descence had grown to three-fourths of the rubbed bar; in 
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another experiment, however, in which the latter already 
possessed some magnetic strength from former passes, the 
blue northern incandescence terminated at the middle and 
the red, the southward began thence. 

d. The rubber, advanced three fourths, now reached the 
red odic incandescence of the rubbed. 

e. The rubber arrived at the southern end, the blue 
appeared to have become shorter, and carried back one hnlf 
of the length of the rubb<'d bar, and the red increased at the 
other end. The red had now grown much more luminous 
and intense. 

41 5. B.-Odic flame of the rubbed bar; and first, the 
l. Blue northn•ard flame, which was originally weak, and 

only two inches long. 
a. When the northward poles of the rubber and rubbed 

were brought into contact, this blue flame vanished entirely. 
b. When the rubber had advanced only two-fifths of an 

inch along the rubbed har, the blue flame again made its 
appearance on the latter, at first only two-fifths of an inch 
long. 

c. The rubber advanced one quarter; the blue had in
creased to about an inch and a half long. 

d. The rubber in the middle : it had elongated to nearly 
two inches and a half. 

e. The rubber advanced three-fifths : it had risen to three 
inches. 

f. The rubber arrived at the southward extremity of the 
rubbed bar : t.he blue flame of the northward end attained 
its maximum, namely, five inches. 

2. Now the red southward flame, which originally was 
only about an inch and a quarter long. 

a. When the northward poles of the rubber and rubbed 
were brought together, the size reached three inches, which 
was its maximum. 
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b. The rubber arrived at one fourth the length of the 
rubbed bar : the red flame appeared only two inches long. 

c. The rubber, advancing from north to south, and arrived 
at the middle of the rubbed bar ; the red flame had dimi
nished to a little more than one inch. 

d. The rubber advanced to three-fourths : the red flame 
diminished to four-fifths of an inch. 

e. '.rhe rubber at the southward pole of the rubbed bar : 
all red colour had disappeared. 

The course of development in the red southward flame 
was thus exactly opposed to that of the blue northward 
flame. 

We now pass to the rubber. 

416. c.-Odic incandescence of tlte rubber. As it lay 
originally, and before the contact with the rubbed bar, in 
the magnetic parallel, it was bluish incandescent in its nega
tive northward half, and reddish in its positive southward 
half; the two halves were about equal in size. 

a. When the northward poles of the two hars (as above 
stated, forming a right angle in the horizontal plane, since 
the rubbed bar lay in the meridian) were brought in contact, 
there appeared at the point of contact of the rubber, which 
was originally blue, a small patch of red about four-fifths of 
an inch long; further up it was blue incandescent for about 
six inches; then followed a length of two inches of gray,
that is, a weak indifferent point,-and beyond this a red in
candescent tract, which occupied all the rest of the bar ; 
therefore about seventeen inches. It is striking, and worthy 
of note, that in this, the stronger of the two magnets, the 
odic polarity was neve1theless reversed at its northward pole a 
certain, although but a short, distance from the rubbed bar, 
and blue changed into red, so that a series of patches or 
zones appeared upon the ntbher; its northward polarity 
was thus enclosed between two southward polarities. There 
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was consequently the commencement of a triple condition in 
the rubber. 

b. As soon as the rubber had advanced hut about two
thirds of its own diameter, that is about two-thirds of an 
inch, along the rubbed bar, so that it was no longer applied 
against it as in Fig. 17, but as in Fig. 18, the red terminal 
spot had disap-
peared from the FIG. 17. F1o. 18. 

rubber, but at 
the same time a 
blue coating, of 
the diameter of 
the rubbed bar, 
was formed, which 
then, with the fur-
ther advance of the rubber, grew up into the little blue 
flame of B a, and then into a larger flame. As soon as 
this terminal red spot disappeared, the rubber was only 
divided into two fields of odic incandescence ; the blue one 
of its northward half, and the red of its southward. 

c. Advanced to a quarter of the rubbed bar : the blue 
part of the rubber amounted to two-fifths, the red to three
fifths of its length. 

d. Brought to the middle : the blue amounted to some
what more. 

e. Carried three-fourths of the distance over the ntbbed 
bar : the blue share made three-fourths, the red only one
fourth of its length. 

417. D.-Odic flame of the rubber. 
Its blue northward flame, originally four inches long, was 

extinguished by the contact with the rubbed bar, over 
which this pole passed : we have therefore only to examine 
its southward flame, the red one. In all these experiments 
it lay as has been stated in the parallels, its southward pole 
turned toward the west. 
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a. The two northward poles being brought together, the 
southward flame of the rubber appeared three inches long. 

b. The rubber advanced to one fourth of the rubbed bar: 
the red flame was shortened and brought to two inches. 

c. ·when the rubber arrived at the middle, it bore a flame 
only an inch and a quarter long. 

d. When the rubber had passed over three fourths, its 
flame rapidly increased in strength again, and rose to three 
inches. 

e. When the rubber had reached the southward pole of 
the rubbed bar, its terminal red flame attained its maximum ; 
namely, a length of nearly four inches. 

When I now made a movement with the ntbber out of 
the parallel, into the meridian of the rubbed bar, and 
brought it into straight line with it-the north pole of the 
rubber in contact with the south pole of the rubbed bar, so 
that the latter was made to have twice the length-both the 
northward flame of the latter, and the southward of the 
former, increased to double their original length; in accord
ance with experiments and laws already unfolded, ~ 401. 
These laws will be seen to declare themselves in all places 
throughout the whole series of these paragraphs. 

418. A further application of these occurs in the pre
paration of horse-shoe magnets by rubbing ; to which we 
now come. I used as rubber a strong five-layered horse
shoe, and, as the rubbed, a one-layered horse-shoe, which 
had in great part lost its magnetism. The manner in which 
I proceeded consist~d simply in this: I laid the five-layered 
rubber upon the table in such a manner that both its poles 
projected over the edge, and its curvature was turned toward 
the middle of the table. The horse-shoe was heavy enough 
to remain motionless in this position during the passes, and 
so strong that it held the single-layer-rubbed magnet fast in 
any position ; this was applied to its poles. I held the 
single horse-shoe vertical, with the curvature constantly di-
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rected downwards, and the poles upwards. The single magnet 
had originally and independently in the dark (that is, to the 
sight at that time of Josephine Zinkel), a little blue flame of 
about two-fifths of an inch high on its northward pole, but 
only a reddish smoke on the southward. The five-layered 
horse-shoe had a northward flame a hand's length, and a 
southward a finger's length. Both steel magnets were 
luminous, on the one side with bluish, on the other 
with yellowish-red odic incandescence ; "the smaller duller, 
the larger incomparably more vivid. This incandescence 
was almost imperceptible at the curvature, and increased 
continually to its greatest intensity at the poles. 

I began with applying the curvature of the single magnet 
to the two poles of the five-layered, friendly, unlike poles 
upon each other ; it was immediately held fast in the up
right position. The result was, that 

419. A.-The odic itlcat~descence of the rubbed magnet 
(the single horse-shoe) appeared in greater brightness at 
the curvature, (a)" distinctly separated into two halves, into 
a red and a blue, the fifst lying on the negative, the seoond 
on the positive pole of the rubber; that, moreover, both the 
limbs of the rubbed magnet at the same time came into 
stronger incandescence, and of the same colours in the said 
sides, but with increased strength of luminosity. When I 
now drew the single magnet down upon the rubber, till 
poles were applied to poles, the incandescence of the curva
ture increased in both colours, which met in the middle, and 
passed into each other : on the other hand, the incandescent 
light was weakened on both limbs, became duller and grayer; 
but all this did not alter the colours of the odic incan
descence ; the northward limb of the rubbed magnet always 
remained blue, the southward limb red. The odic quality thus 
remained equally negative in all these cases-namely, first, 
when the single magnet was free ; secondly, when its cur
vature was applied to the five-layered, north to south ; and 

p p 
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thirdly, when pole was applied to pole in like manner. But 
the quantitative distribution of Od and magnetism did not 
remain the same. 

420. B.-The odic flame of the rubbed (single horse
shoe). When the curvature of this was applied to the five
layered, and it thus closed it like an armature, the little blue 
flame of its northward pole, which had been only two-fifths 
of an inch high, rapidly grew to five inches long, and the 
reddish smoke of its southward pole simultaneously changed 
into a red flame one to one and three-quarters of an inch 
long, with dense yellowish-gray smoke above it. In the 
succeeding experiments, in which the single horse-shoe bad 
become magnetically charged by the rubbing, and its inde
pendent odic . flame was two and a half inches long, this 
rose on the application of the curvature to the rubber to 
nearly five inches on the blue side, and then to two and a 
half on the red. 

When I now drew the rubbed single magnet slowly down 
the rubbing five-layered, its polar flames were gradually 
diminished ; that on the southward 'pole soon vanished, that 
on the northward decreased, and became duller, while the 
curvature began to get brighter. When the poles of both 
magnets were applied together, all the flames were ex
tinguished. 

In these processes, in whichever of their different phases 
they might be examined, whatever part of the rubbed mag
net was applied to the poles of the rubber, every part of each 
limb retained its colour. The halves of the curvature, the 
limbs above and below the part rubbed, the odic flames 
over the poles, the sparks, streaks, and fiery mist around the 
limbs, all without exception remained blue on the one, 
red on the other limb, during the whole procedure. In 
no case did polar quality, but only the intensity of the 
light-that is, the odic quantity-suffer modification from 
the rubber. 
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421. c.-Odic incandescence of lhe rubber, the five-fold 
horse-shoe. As soon as the curvature of the single horse
shoe was laid before it, and connected its poles, the odic 
incandescence was heightened in the curvature of the five
fold magnet, and became more brilliant ; but the light of 
the odic incandescence of its two limbs-and still more 
of its two poles - became weakened in proportion, 
the northward limb gray-blue, and the southward 
yellowish-red. Here, also, the curvature possessed both 
colours, which passed suddenly into each other in the 
centre. When I drew the rubbed magnet slowly down
wards, the two poles of the rubber became gradually more 
incandescent. They attained their greatest brightness when 
all the poles were applied together ; but still this did not 
come up to the brightness of the curvature. '!'lie odic in
candescence of the rubbing magnet thus took an almost 
converse course from that of the rubbed, at the same time 
agreeing with the general rules already kuown. 

As soon as I pulled off the rubbed magnet from the poles 
of the rubber, the curvature and limbs of the latter decreased 
in incandescence, but its poles increased in luminosity. No 
odic flame of the rubber can here be subjected to examina
tion ; since, as neither of its poles were ever free, but always 
applied to the rubbed magnet, no odic flame existed. 

422. An experiment of rubbing horse-shoes with their 
like poles together, in the manner adopted with the mag
netic bars mentioned at ~ 403, gave similar results, and 
served to confirm the former. I laid the northward pole of 
the single horse-shoe on the northward pole of the five-fold 
one; the southward poles in like manner together, at right 
angles, as before, and now rubbed from the poles toward 
the curvature : the poles having been previously reversed, 
when the pass was also reversed, the effect should coincide 
with the preceding one. 'fhe behaviour of the odic incan
descence here was as follows :-As soon as the comers of 
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the like poles came in contact, a little patch of red odic in
candescence, only two-fifths of an inch long, appeared on 
the blue northward pole of the rubbed single magnet ; and 
on the red southward pole of the same a similar little 
patch of blue odic incandescence, likewise two-fifths of an 
inch long. AB soon as I had pushed the single magnet 
two-fifths of an inch forward, these spots of light both 
vanished, and the northward pole became blue, the south
ward red, exactly in their regular way, and they remained 
so during the remainder of the passage of the magnet. 
These two terminal patches of reverse odic incandescence 
are the same that we became acquainted with on one side 
at the negative poles of the bar magnet-a reversal of the 
polarity of one pole by means of the other of like quality. 
The single magnet was thus many-poled at the first 
moment ; two-fifths blue, then the whole length of a limb 
red, the other limb blue, and lastly, two-fifths red at the 
other extremity. 

423. The force which prevails in these objects is con
sequently never uniformly distributed; not even when tlu! 
magnetic circuit appears closed. The state of continuity, 
as we have seen above in the intermixture of the pol~ in 
the magnetic flames, § 404 to 407, is probably never perfect ; 
and hence, leaving out of the question the disturbances of 
equilibrium through the influence of terrestrial magnetism, 
these constant inequnlities in the distribution of the forte. 
New examples of this are afforded by some investigations 
on the 

424. Influence of the armatw·e on the phenomena of the 
odic flame of magnets. We have seen above, that the arma
ture, applied to the horse-shoe, weakens the odic incandes
cence of this, while at the same time it heightens that of the 
curvature. But the odir flames, according to all the sensi
tives who possessed the power of seeing these lights, were 
immediately extinguished when an armature was applied to 
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a horse-shoe : observations particularly bearing this out 
are noticed in my journal on experiments, from Madame 
Kienesberger, Misses Winter, Dorfer, Friedrich Weidlich, the 
healthy Josephine Zinkel, Madame Josephine Fenzl, Baron 
von Oberlander, Professor Endlicher, Baroness von Augustin, 
and others. 

425. ·when I applied the armature to the horse-shoe, 
low down, on the curvature, before the first of the above
named observers, in the darkened chamber, this, as was to 
be expected, had no particular influence upon the flames of 
th_!3 poles. But as I moved the armature slowly up along 
the horse-shoe toward the poles, keeping it always across 
the limbs, a continual weakening of the odic flame of both 
poles resulted, these always diminishing until I brought the 
armature to the poles, when the flames were wholly ex
tinguished, and the armature covered them. When I pro
ceeded in the opposite direction, that is, passing the arma
ture gradually down from the poles to the curvature, a 
similarly gradual restoration of the odic flames of the poles 
resulted. The course was as follows : as the armature 
passed upward the beholder saw the polar flames at first 
become duller, the blue became grayish, while the red passed 
into a dull yellowish ; during this the length of the flames 
was gradually diminished. When it came to the middle of 
the limb and went above this, the reddish yellow of the 
southward pole disappeared, and now only a reddish smoke 
remained over it ; the diminished bluish northward flame 
was discoloured quite into gray. When it arrived near the 
poles, this was also extinguished and converted into gray 
smoke, and this finally vanished altogether when the arma
ture was applied upon the poles. In the passage downward 
all these phenomena occurred in the reverse order : at first 
a gray smoke appeared at the negative pole ; then followed 
gray flame, next red smoke at the positive, after that the 
blue, and then the red flame, at first small, growing larger; 
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finally, when the armature arrived at the curvature, all the 
original phenomena of the odic light were fully represeuted. 
The odic incandescence of the horse-shoe was originally very 
weak at the curvature, strong at the poles ; but, with the 
removal of the armature upwardH, the curvature gradually 
became visible, and as the poles were rendered more dull in 
their incandescence by the advance of the armature, the 
incandescence of the curvature was, step by step, increased, 
till at last, when the armature covered the poles, it almost 
equalled the limbs and poles in brightness. 

426. But the armature itself also gained and lost odic 
incandescence during this. When it lay upon the curvature 
it was grey and scarcely visible ; when it lay upon the pole 
it had become more strongly incandescent and coloured, on 
the side turned toward the northward pole of the horse-shoe 
reddish, on that toward the southward pole bluish ; at all 
the intermediate stages it possessed corresponding transi
tional luminosities : it was itself converted into an induced 
magnet, and bore the colours of odic incandescence regularly 
corresponding to this. But they were always rather duller 
than those of the inducing magnet poles. These pheno
mena explain themselves, if we in each case regard the part 
of the horse-shoe from the curvature to the armature as a 
piece cut off from the whole. The larger this is, the smaller 
remains the residuum of the limb ; the shorter, therefore, 
will be the polar flames remaining to it, and t•ice ve-rsd. 

427. I endeavoured to test the condition-s and effects of 
the armature upon tlte horse-shoe magnet during the pass. 
This was done with Josephine Zinkel, in the opportunity 
afforded by the experiments just now discussed, with a 
five-layered rubber and a single rubbed horse-shoe, when 
under the above described conditions (§ 418, at the end), 
while the curvature of the rubbed magnet was attached to 
the poles of the rubber, and this was thus closed by it as 
hy an armatmc ; the odic flames then blazed most vividly 
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above the poles of the rubbed magnet. I applied the arma
ture to them; it adhered firmly, was converted into an 
induced magnet, with strong odic incandescence, the colours 
being opposed to those of the poles of the horse-shoe. The 
limbs themselves were considerably weakened in their in
candescence, the negative blue became bluish gray, the 
positive red dullish yellow-red. 

428. When I drew the rubbed horse-shoe down the 
rubber till their poles met and the armature was again 
applied to the rubbed magnet, as is shown in fig. 19, it in 
like manner became 
firmly attached, and was 
again converted into an 
induced magnet with 
stronger odic incandes
cence, but the colours 
of the itwandescence 
were now reversed, no 
longer opposed to the 
colours of the poles of 
the rubbed horse-shoe, 

Fra. 19. 

but of the same colour as them, and therefore opposed to 
those of the rubber. From this it follows, that the arma
ture was no longer within the influence of the rubbed 
magnet on which it lay, but had come under dominion of the 
rubber: and this not, indeed, immediately, but by means 
of the little tract of steel constituting the polar extremities 
of the rubbed horse-shoe. These must have been first con
verted into short induced magnets, and then, from these, 
was the armature changed into an induction magnet of the 
rubber. Here all these processes presented themselves quite 
clearly to the eyes of the sensitive, which the science that 
would hitherto make no use of the capacities of the sensitive, 
could only discover by tedious and uncertain methods. 

429. The question now presented itself, 1vhen and whert 
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dou this remarkable reversal of the poles in the armature 
of the rubbed single horse-shoe take place P To find this 
out, I closed the five-layer with the curvature of the single 
horse-shoo, closed the upward directed poles of the latter 
with the armature, and drew it slowly down the rubber, 
allowing the sensitives to observe and describe the annature 
to me from time to time. When the single horse-shoo had 
passed down two-thirds of its length, so that only one-third 
stood above the rubber, the armature, which when first 
applied had been attracted very strongly, fell off of its own 
accord. I applied it again, but found that it did not adhere 
in the least, and the single horse-shoo had lost all attraction 
for it. This continued until I had drawn down the single 
horse-shoe three-fourths of its length. Then the armature 
again began to acquire attraction toward the poles of the 
single horse-shoo, which went on increasing as I drew it 
farther down, and was strongest when I applied it to the 
poles of the rubber. During this the behaviour of the 
colours of the odic incandescence was as follows : at first 
the armature was coloured oppositely to the single horse
shoo,-it formed an induction magnet of it. As I drew the 
single magnet downwards the intensity of the light and 
colours of the armature decreased, became duller, the colours 
more indistinct, confused ; and when I had moved it down 
two-thirds, all the colour had disappeared from the arma
ture; it now possessed only a dim uniform gray, like any 
other piece of iron. Thus it remained till I had passed it 
more than three-fourths down ; from hence it again began 
to get brighter, then its two halves to acquire distinct 
colours, but now the reverse of what they had before ; its 
red and blue were now no longer opposed, as before, to the 
rubbed single horse-shoe to which it was applied, but to 
the rubbing five-layered magnet, to the poles of which it had 
now approached. Thus the indifference point of the 
colouring coincided with t.he indifference point of the polar 
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attractions ; and these results beautifully support the paral
lelism of these two phenomena under common circum
stances. 

430. It is also found that in the condition of the arma
ture, in which it has no attraction for the single magnet, 
and remains uncoloured in gray odic incandescence, the 
curvature of the same horse-shoe has also become light 
again on one side, but has only an uniformly gray lumino
sity. Thus there appears to be a condition of neutralized 
indifference both above in the armature and below in the 
curoature, when the single horse-shoe adheres at two-thirds 
to three-fourths of the length of its limbs to the five-layered 
rubber. 

481. Once, in the condition of menstruation, when the 
sight of the observer was three or four times stronger than 
usual, she saw the single horse-shoe, which, from the re
peated passes, was now in the magnetic condition, with a 
blue flame of six inches long at the northward pole, and a 
reddish of two inches and a half at the southward. When 
I now laid its curvature on the poles of the five-layer~ 
friendly, unlike sides together, both the blue and the red 
flames at once increased about one-half. When I drew the 
single magnet downwards, its polar flames decreased; and 
by the time they had come back to their original lengths of 
six and two and a half. inches, I had moved down one-third 
of the limb; in this position, therefore, the effect of the 
rubber upon tlte odic flame of lite rubbed magnet equals 0 : 
the flames were thus brought into a certain equilibrium, 
that of the rubber upon the poles of the rubbed horse-shoe 
being removed, at least in odic respects. When I drew the 
single horse-shoe further down, to two-thirds of the length 
of its limbs, I arrived at the point of mag11etic indifference, 
where the magnetic forces were removed from the poles of 
the rubbed magnet on to the rubber. 

432. But the dit'ergence betiVeen tl1e odic a11d mag1telic 
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activitiea, which manifested itself in these processes, was 
very remarkable. In the experiment just detailed (which 
was also repeated at various times, also that of the menstru
ating period), when the magnetism of the rubbed horse-shoe 
was = 0 at the poles, and the armature fell off, this was 
by no means the case with the odic flame. It was, indeed, 
depressed and diminished on the blue side down to one and 
n quarter inch; and on the red, reduced to red smoke; 
thus altogether brought down to about a fourth or fifth of 
its original and proper size, but not by any means destroyed 
as the magnetic attraction was. Nay, more; when I drew 
the single magnet down three-quarters and more, and the 
colour of the armature lying upon it changed in such a 
manner that its side lying on the negative limb of the single 
magnet became blue (according to § 427), yet the residue 
of the odic flame remained permanently blue. This little 
flame decreased as I brought the poles of the single horse
shoe down to those of the five-layered, from one and a 
quarter to four-fifths, two-fifths, one-fifth, one-twenty-fifth, 
to the thickness of a sheet of paper, at last waving as a 
delicate blue mist over the negative polar extremity ; but 
always blue and blue gray down to the last moment, when 
pole joined pole, and all flame vanished entirely. 

438. Here the difference betn:een the beltavioor of Od 
and magnetism comes strongly into view. While the nega
tive magnetism of the northward limb of the single magnet 
was reversed above into + M, the flame attached to it 
remained blue, and persisted in - Od ; from steel which 
gave out + M, and induced - M in the armature in contact 
with it, issued the blue manifestation of - Od, unre
strainedly, so long as the armature remained off: positive 
magnetism atld negative Od may thus co-exist simul
taneously in otze and the same steel bar. 

484. As electro-magnetism is a means of producing odic 
incandescence in iron, (see above, § 374), so it is also of 
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calling forth odic flame, and this in an uncommonly high 
degree (§ 12). In the experiment just cited, and to which 
I refer for the sake of brevity, the healthy and imperfect 
seer of odic light, Baroness Pauline von N atorp, perceived 
on a large iron horse·shoe converted into an electro-magnet, 
not, indeed, flame, but an appearance of luminous vapour 
rising a hand's length high, in the dark. Madame von Tesse
dik detected the same subsequently in about equal degree. 
M. Pauer saw a luminous flame, from twelve to sixteen 
inches, like a mass of luminous vapour, upon each pole. 
Madame Josephine Fenzl saw flames ascend from both poles 
of the same electro-magnet, the stronger ten inches high, the 
negative more gray, the positive more yellowish. Baroness 
von Augustin saw at both poles a flame-like luminosity, 
about twenty inches broad, and almost of a man's height, 
ascending perpendicularly toward the ceiling of the dark 
chamber; their upper halves were blue, the middles brighter 
and whitish, and the lower parts duller again. They were 
unsteady, and passed above into clouds of smoke. Stephan 
Kollar, with a simple Smee's apparatus, at first saw only 
the negative pole, but with two pairs, both poles, flaming 
about twenty inches high, and with smoke ascending along 
distance. 'rhe far more sensitive Madame Kienesberger saw 
a coloured flame of eighteen to twenty inches blaze perpen
dicularly upward on the negative pole, and on the positive 
a smaller red one of six inches, both vanishing into smoke. 
She described both flames as rather more unsteady than 
those of the common permanent magnet, and somewhat 
jumping, like the light of a tallow candle. This jumping, 
a constant alteration of size, a continual vibration between 
greater and less P.eight, was doubtless caused by the varying 
quantity of electricity developed from the Smee's battery and 
conducted through the wire coil at different intervals ; that 
is, by an ebb and flow in the inducing agent, depending 
upon inequality of chemical activity among the elements of 
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the battery. I must observe he~what I shall return to 
subsequently-that both the conducting polar wire, and 
the coil upon the iron horse-shoe, were enveloped in 
flaming appearances of odic light. And these flames were 
more luminous towards the poles, and duller towards, and 
at the curvature of, the electro-magnet. In the order of 
time she first saw odic incandescence; then, after the lapse 
of more than a minute, sometimes two minutes or more, the 
flames were found at the poles ; at first grayish and weak, 
and then developing into colours as they increased. The 
reverse occurred when the voltaic current was interrupted : 
first the colours of the flames disappeared, then their gray 
shape became invisible ; at length the odic incandescence 
vanished. Professor Endlicher saw an electro-magnet decked 
with vertically ascending emissions of light at both poles, 
forty inches high, moving unsteadily, variously coloured, 
and sending up dimly luminous smoke to the ceiling, which 
appeared lighted up by it. M. Delhez saw flamt>s almost 
as large, but he could scarcely distinguish colours ; he found 
the columns of light duller (red) below, brighter (yellow) 
in the middle, and duller again (blue) above. Wilhelmine 
Glaser saw the same electro-magnet furnished with flames 
sixty inches high at its poles. Smoke ascended from these 
up to the ceiling, and the flames displayed the most brilliant 
colouring,-blue prevailing at the northward pole, and red
dish yellow at the southward. The odic flames of the elec
tro-magnet were observed more accurately and more fre
quently by Josephine Zinkel. Under the circumstances 
above described, she saw flames forty inches long upon the 
northward pole, and about thirteen inches upon the south
ward, both coloured ; the first with predominance of blue ; 
in the second more red. She described the flaming appear
ances upon the polar wires, the coil, the voltaic battery, and 
the order of succession of the appearance and disappearance of 
these phenomena, always exactly like Madame K.ienesberger. 
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She once found, however, five or six minutes necessary for 
the complete development of the odic flames ; another time 
she declared that they did not unfold to their persistent size 
until after about ten minutes. In the last experiment with 
her I had used a Smee's apparatus, with five square feet of 
zinc and silver surface. The columns of light ascending 
from the two poles astonished the observer with their beauty 
and size. The negative flame was higher than a man ; the 
positive, of an arm's length. They constantly trembled and 
leaped up and down, like a monstrous candle flame, deco
rated with the most beautiful prismatic colours. Sparks 
flew off in streams into the smoke, and off to the sides. 
The smoke came in contact with the ceiling, and was 
diverted by it. • 

I showed to Miss Reichel a Schweigger's multiplier in 
the dark, sending a weak voltaic current through the coil. 
She saw the wire, and then the steel needle, become odi
cally incandescent, and next a delicate stream of odic flame 
break out from the points of both its poles, flowing onwards 
in the direction of their length on each side ; but, as the 
case was too narrow to allow of their flowing straight out, 
they ran against the sides, turned upwards on them, then 
again met the glass cover, were diverted once more, and, 
finally, flowed over the surface of the glass till they vanished 
from the eye. 

435. The part which the electrical atmosphere plays in 
odic phenomena, we already know, from the odic incan
deRCence (§ 870), to be influential; but in the flaming ap
pearances it asserts especial importance. Miss Reichel 
found the flames increase whenever I brought a magnet 

• Many remarkable corroborations of the facts in this paragraph 
have been witnessed, at my houee, by several persons who have eeen 
my experiments upon at least twenty somnambules with Smee's batte
ries, electro-magnets, and helices. 
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within the electrical sphere of action. :Miss Atzmanns
dorfer showed me the same on many occasions; the 
account was already different from these two. M. Hoch
stetter saw the usually twelve-inches high flame of the 9-layer 
magnet rise to twenty-four inches. Miss Sophie Pauer 
saw the same 9-layer magnet triple its odic flames in the 
electrical atmosphere, in some degree illuminating the 
ceiling. .M. Fernolendt saw the sixteen-inch flame of the 
same rise to thirty-six inches, and throw light upon the 
ceiling. Wilhelmine Glaser saw the flame of a bar-magnet 
twenty.five inches long, when the negative pole was 
brought within forty inches of the conductor of the elec
trical machine, become four times as long,-namely, in
crease from three inches to twelve. She observed the 
common flame of sixteen inches upon the 9-layer magnet ; 
when I brought it iuto the vicinity of the electrical con
ductor, she discovered an elevation to sixty-four inches
thus to the height of a man, with illumination of the 
ceiling. Madame Bauer saw pretty nearly the same phe
nomena under the same circumstances. Baroness von 
Augustin, when the 9-Jayer magnet was brought with its 
negative side to within about twenty inches of the electrical 
conductor, saw its blue flame enlarge to twice or three 
times the size, and light up the ceiling of the room. I 
laid the 9-layer horse-shoe before the girl Zinkel, in the 
dark chamber, at a distance of forty inches from the con
ductor of a powerful electrical machine, which I set in 
motion. It stood with the poles turned upwards, and the 
limbs equidistant from the conductor. The odic flame was 
originally four inches on the negative pole, and about one 
and a half on the positive; the fonner now rose to twenty, 
and the latter to six inches. The size of both was thus 
increased from four to five times. The colouring was 
rendered more vivid in the blue, and bedimmed in the red. 
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As soon as I stopped turning the plate of the machine, the 
odic flames sank down to their previous size. This was 
frequently repeated at different times. 

436. After the Baroness von Augustin had seen the 
great increase of the blue magnetic flame on the negative 
pole in the vicinity of the charged conductor, I turned the 
9-fold horse-shoe round in such a way that the south
ward pole was towards the conductor, both poles pointing 
upwards. In a short time she no longer saw reddish odic 
flame over it, but blue. In this arrangement the odic 
colours of the two poles were reversed. When, in other ex
periments with Josephine Zinke], I turned the blue, negative 
pole of the 9-fold magnet to the conductor, so that the 
positive red flame was turned away, the latter appeared 
grayish red, t.he former brilliant blue, and developed pris
matic colours, above which smoke and sparks lUICended 
almost to the ceiling. The flame was so brightly luminous 
that the beholder could not conceive how it was that I saw 
nothing of it. But when I turned the magnet round, so 
that the red-flaming positive side was turned towards the 
positively charged conductor, while the blue, negative side 
was turned away in the opposite direction ; the former, the 
red, first quickly became dull gray, and then, in half a 
minute, changed to blue, whilst the opposite blue upon the 
negative pole became violet gray ; the blue of the former 
then increased, and that which had become reddish gray, 
shrank away : thus here, as in the odic incandescence 
(§ 871), there was a reversal of tlte odic polarity of the 
odic flame, without this being accompanied by any simul
taneous reversal of the magnetic polarity. The electrical 
polarity here dictated the law; it reversed the odic, but was 
not capable of reversing the magnetic polarity. When I 
now reversed the electricity, and charged the conductor nega
tively, I obtained the same, only correspondingly reversed, 
manifestations of odic light : now the red flame turned 
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toward the conductor became exalted, and when I turned 
the negative side of the magnet to it, the blue was changed 
into red, the - Od was converted into + Od, and this at 
the negative pole of the magnet. 

437. To work out these facts more clearly, I repeated 
them with the application of bar-magnets instead of horse
shoes. Two bars, one twenty-six inches, and the other 
six inches long, were placed, unisolated, on the parallels, 
lying upon a table at a distance of forty inches from the 
conductor. When I turned the blue-flamed poles to it, 
the blue flames flowing from these grew to three or four 
times their length, stretching out towards the positive 
electrical conductor; when I turned the red-flamed poles 
to it, the flame first became bedimmed and weakened, and 
then, after a contest of the dynamics here in action, 
rendered visible by lambent flames playing up and down 
upon the bars, it was converted into blue, and within two 
minutes raised to considerable size and thickness. As 
often as I discharged the conductor the flame sprang back, 
and returned to its original condition of polarity and 
magnitude ; the struggling, lambent flames, resembling 
dying flames of spirit of wine, played up and down upon 
the steel rods, till all was carried back into the true condi
tion in which magnetism ruled. 

438. The phenomenon displayed itself still more beauti
fully when I brought the magnetic bars nearer to the 
conductor. I did this both with a rod of square and one 
of equal size of circular section, both held in a wooden 
Guidoni's holder. While they remained at some distance, 
the polar flames were always blue on one side and red on 
the other. But as I approached the bars gradually towards 
the conductor, and the vividness, luminosity, and brilliancy 
of the flame increased with this, other colours were by 
degrees developed out of these two, till at length, when I 
had brought them within about a foot of the conductor, all 
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toe prismatic colours displayed themselves in full splendour 
to the eyes of the sensitive observers. I shall recur to this, 
fur more complete details, when I speak of the odic colours. 

488. b. We thus see here the odic flames subject to the 
same effect from the electrical atmosphere as occurs in a 
similar manner to the odic incandescence ; and, as in most 
of the phenomena, hitherto, tve have seen ma.qnetilm holding 
lo a certain e:clent the upper hand over Od, tve here see 
~lectricity, alone, claiming dominion over it, tvith greater 
force. It is evident Od is more intimately connected with 
electricity than with magnetism,-that the dependence upon 
the poles of magnetism is soluble, variable, and not one of 
necessity,-that it shows the mobility of electricity rather 
than the fixity of magnetism, that it only so far partakes 
of the fixity of the latter at the poles of magnets, as this 
fixity dwells in the magnetism,-to which the Od is to a 
certain extent connected. Therefore Od here shows itself 
more clearly than anywhere else, in a kind of mean between 
electricity and mag11etism. 

439. The influence of terrestrial magnetism upon the 
size and hrilliancy of the odic flame of the magnet is 
manifested pretty strongly, and proceeds parallel with its 
influence upon the odic incandescence. When a bar 
magnet lies conformably in the magnetic meridian, its 
flames are longest and most luminous. When turned 
round and placed unconformably, with its northward pole 
toward the south, the blue northward flame was depressed, 
dull, inclined toward grey, dim, misty, less apparent, more 
difficult to see, and diminished in size ; the reddish south
ward polar flame weakened in like manner ; rather yellowish 
gray than red. Josephine Zinkel saw the flames somewhat 
modified in every point of the compass. rrhe same was 
the case when I placed a horse-shoe magnet before her 
with its poles upward; if the northward limb was then 
turned to the north, the blue and red flames were then 

GG 
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vivid and brilliant ; hut if the southward polar limb was 
on the north side, and consequently the northward polar 
limb on the south side, the beholder perceived only dull, 
troubled, and weakly-coloured odic flames, sometimes both 
only grey, or even passing into mere grey smoke. 

440. The same circumstances presented themselves 
when I brought the magnets-in the vertical plane of the 
meridian-into different angles with the dip. The con
dition of the odic flame altered in size and colouring with 
each position : this was the case even when horse-shoes 
were closed by their armatures. 

441. Even mere pieces of iron turned upon their axes in 
the plane of the meridian, exhibited odic flames, and modi
fications of them according to the difference of the direc
tions. I shall enter more minutely into this subject in 
its proper place. Madame Kienesberger woke up one very 
dark night. Looking round the room, she perceived a 
flaming appearance at the window. She started up in a 
fright to extinguish it, under the apprehension that some
thing had taken fire. But when she came close to the 
window, she could see nothing ; the appearance of fire had 
vanished. Returning to her bed, she saw the fiery bright
ness again at the same spot ; she went towards it again, 
and again lost sight of it. It was an iron window-bar, 
which, standing perpendicular, emitted odic flame at the 
top. 

442. But not only do magnetic and electrical influences 
affect the odic flame, even purely odic react independently 
upon it. To these belong, in the first place, crystals of 
all kinds, of earthy or saline compounds, in which we have 
never hitherto known of properties of the kind which occur 
in magnets in the strict sense. We have seen above that 
when a magnetic l>ar is appended to another of equal size 
and strength, the intermediate flames become dull, and the 
flames of the extremities increase almost to twice the size. 
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A crystal produces the same effect. When I applied to a 
bar magnet, a crystal of equal length of rock crystal, 
selenite, or heavy spar, the negative pole of the crystal to 
the southward pole of the magnet, holding the two in a 
straight line, Josephine Zinkel, :Mr. Kiesnesberger, Miss Atz
mannsdorfer, Freidrich Weidlech, and Wilhelmine Glaser, 
saw the blue flame of the northward pole of the magnetic 
bar almost double its length. 'Vhen I did this at the other 
end of the magnetic bar, with the positive pole of the 
crystal, the same sensitives saw the end flame of the south
ward pole of the magnetic bar become elongated. Thus, 
the crystal acted just as powerfuUy upon the odic flames 
of the magnet as a magnet itself, altlwugh it did not 
increase the supporting power of the magnet a single 
grain. The independence of the odic action is thus most 
evident here. 

448. If this experiment were accurate, it should be 
confirmed by a controlling experiment ; namely, the be
haviour of the magnet flame:~ when crystal flames wers 
held against, and approximated to them, in the way t.he 
flames of the magnetic poles were brought togtther, de
scribed above, § 401. To test this, I placed before Josephine 
Zinkel a magnetic bar six inches long, brought it into con
formity with the meridUm, and approached its southward 
pole to the negative pole of a selenite, the blue flame of 
which measured about two inches. As soon as the two 
poles (the polar objects being in a straight line) came 
within about a foot of each other, both flames became more 
slender and elongated, flowed towards and appeared to 
seek one another. When, by a closer approximation, they 
should have met, this did not take place; they rlid not join, 
but gradually became thicker and shorter again, accumu
lated around their own poles, and went out as soon as 
these came in contact. But when I brought together 
hostile,-that is, like poles, the beholder saw no elongation 
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of the approximated polar flames, but· a speedy contraction ; 
and, finally, on the complete contact of the two solid bodies, 
an introversion of the odic flames around their own poles,
all agreeing with the luminous phenomena of two approxi
mated steel magnets, one of the magnets being here com
pletely replaced by a crystal of selenite. 

444. Animal organs,• especially the human lwnds, con-

* There is no subject, in the range of philosophy, whil"h admi&s more 
extensive application of thought than that of lighL l&s relations are 
quite universal. The most sublime idea of the theologian when he en
deavours to embrace an impossibility, the boundary of time, space, and 
eternity, is that magnificent sentence," God said, let there be light, and 
there wu light." A sentence pregnant with thA J!tlnDB of all the laws 
regulating the universe,--of all the clearness of radiant matter, and of all 
the darkness which envelops the confusions of mental and physical philo
sophy. 

The finest devotion of the humble moralist to the best idol of poetic 
fancy, is the attempted imagining of trnth in the shape of etherial light, 
an impersonation of the Deity. It is absolute humility in the worship 
of perfect goodness and perfect intelligence; the seal upon the fiat, that 
without the whole truth to enligl&tett our judgments, all our conclusions 
must swerve more or less from the standard of pure justice. 

Pride cannltt guide the search for truth, although it lead the chamois 
to deaire the mountain top, and the votary of severe physical science to 
the highest altitude of ambitious man's enjoyment,-the pinnacle ofhmnan 
fame ! The natural philosopher, whose researches dive into all depths, 
is not permitted, by the laws of just ire, to arrogate w himself the habits 
of the bigot, or the claims of scientific authority. Happy be, if wher, 
his studies lead to thoughts which establish numerous important facts, be 
be permitted to approach in his speculations the lamps illuminating the 
temples of truth. An unsettled wanderer, his is never the privilege, for 
petty selfish advantage, to fix his abode. Like the bumble miner be 
gropes, and helps, with his dark lantern, to find the ore which ~>nriches 
him who bas not tasted of the labour expended iu its production. If it 
be thought that Newton, who poured ftoods of mental light into optics, 
wu an CXCI'ption to this rule, that thought is erroneous, for never was 
humility more tenderly striking than in his character, and, when the 
extent and importance of his discoveries are regarded, never, in his own 
time, did man reap less personal reward. So striking is the inference, in 
fact, that in the yean1ings and efforts made for the summit of felicity, 
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stitute, perhaps, a still more striking means of strengthen
ing the odic dames. I fastened a magnetic bar of about 

by even the most exalted human character of several ages, that middle 
cont'lle which lies between two extremes or poles, the happy medium of 
moderate d~ires, the tmrsuit of tntth in humility, the indulgence in the 
Jove of science for its own pleasures, in the calm light of a contented 
mind, is more to be coveted than any brilliant blaze of dazzling fame. 
It is evident that in the researches of the Baron von Reichenbach, the 
bold Jove of truth has stimulated an industry guided by the severe train
ing of a correct logic; and if in these notes any passages are found re
flecting on the Baron ·s thoughts, their aim is more to guide the attention 
to facts,-which are sneered at only by those whose brains are unfortu· 
nately formed, or by those in whom the happier influences of justice have 
failed to correct the pressure of silly prejudices,-than to evince the very 
slightest disrespect to extensive acquirement guided by moral excel
lence. 

To show here that "a•i•al orgatU" have been observed under 
various circumstances to emit light, and that there exist probabilities of 
the analogies afforded by phenomena, long ago observed by inquiring 
philosophers, w those which have been the subject of our author's inves
'igations, will not be irrelevant, how much soever some of the speculations 
naturally arising may be distasteful to that school of philosophy, which 
retains the right of rejecting all knowledge, not based on those founda
tions, laid by certain instruments and tools, in common use, by its own 
artificers. The Baron von Reichenbach has doue well in admitting oral 
testimony into science, for now the gerots of much future progress in 
knowledge may be watched by greater nuntbers in their development. 
'fbe combined mnsic of truth from such sources may, in choral harmony 
as it were, be attuned and reverberated by many statistical aids. If the 
relation of 11ingle or isolated facts be rejected,-thougb wise students would 
never rudely or heedlessly pass them by,-the repetitions of a thousand 
different ob~~Crvers, each having bad multiplied opportunities of verifica
tion, would cont~titute a statistical value, which the severest devotee to 
pl't'judice could not wholly tmderrate. In drawing attention to facts 
long ago noticed, perhaps then isolated, but since observed by very 
numerous persons, the importance of the state of somnambulism in 
such researches as those recorded in our author's text must be again 
vindicated. In the interesting" Journal do Traitement Magnetique de 
Ia Demoiselle N." (pp. 66-1)7), M. Tardy de Montravel relates that 
on the 13th of April, 1786, the lady who was the subject of his obser
vations perceived, upon the surface of the baquet, a very light vapour, 
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eight inches length into a wooden Guidoni'it holder, bronght 
it into the conformable direction with the meridian, and 

which appeared to be in motion, md which, ri<.ing along the iron rods 
then used in the practice of animal magnetiam, seemed to be attracUd by 
the patients. At first she was interested by this phenomenon, but soon 
her head became heavy, and she had a sensation of movement about the 
frontal sinuses. She had no desire to sleep, but bad a palpitation which 
was perceived by the bystanders. Here was a case in which, acx:ording 
to my view, the vapour contained Reichenbach's odic force negative, or 
the mesmeric imponderable agent repulsive, increased in its unpleasant 
effects by an iron conductor. In other cases the same description of 
vapour l1as been observed of a grey colour. M. Tardy, in trying to get 
his patient to observe the mesmeric ftuid emanating from himself, learned 
from her, when she was asleep, that his thumbs shed brilliant sparks of 
light (p. 6:J), that the palms of his hands shed a vapour, not brilliant, 
(p. 64.) In repeating his observations and varying his experiments, he 
arrived at the Baron von Reichenbach's conclusion, that the light enla
nating from the thumb of the right baud was rather larger in volume than 
that from the left (p. 70.) With his f11ce to the north M. Tardy mes
merised some milk, and hi11 patient saw the sparks of light proceeding 
from his thumbs, and the surface of the milk glittering with sparks. 
(p. 72.) Various other experiments were made, the results of which 
were, that the light was seen conveyed alonR rods of steel, through planks 
of wood, at the spots corresponding with those touched on the side proxi
mate to himself. On other occasions she indicated the beason of the 
year when the ftuid bad the greatest amount of force. Less in winter 
than in summer. Then, as to particular times of the day, more from 
eleven o'clock in the morning until three in the afternoon (p. 12.) 
The sources of the fluid ? The earth and the air. That from the air 
is the purer, &c. &c. The snn is the most abundant source of this 
fluid (126.) Its direction is influenced by currents of air (p. 127.) It 
can traverse glass (p. 137.) Disregarding tbe hypothesis of an uni
versal 6uid, so fashionable for a time among the cultivators of meameric 
science, the remark may be allowed, that the Od of Reichenbach is em
braced in an idea, somewhat analogous in son1e of its properties and 
relations to that supposition, based, however, upon a very different course 
of investigation. \Ve are ronstrained, nevenhcleS!', to allow that al
though the Baron is more close in his train of pbilo11ophy, the facts 
brought out arc, in many casus, analogous-almost identical. J t has 
been on purpose that Tardy has been selected, on account of the date of 
works, but from his period to the present day the facts on the emission 
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led Miss Atzmannsdorfer to it in the dark. When I 
let her grasp the southward pole of the little bar with the 

of light from the fingers, pit of the stomach, eyes, nostrils, mouth, and, 
in a less remarkable degree, from the whole surface of the human skin, as 
seen by n1any somnambulists, are too numerous, and too well vouched 
for, to admit of any reasonable doubt. I have, myself, been very fre
quently present, on occasions when unmerons persons, on other occasions 
wheu iudividnals knowing nothing of each other, and in presence of my
self alone, having been placed in a condition of sleep-waking, have stated 
facts corroborating every llatement made by Tardy de Moutravel. I 
have seen many individuals, male and female, who could, in ordinary 
wakefulness, in full vigilance, perceive blue, green, or yellow emanations 
of light from the ends of the fingt>rs of other persons, from the eyes, and 
during the expiration of breathing from the mouth and nostrils. Persons 
of a very highly sensitive ne"ous organization are not uncommon, who, 
in the shade of a sombre room, have the power of perceiving these ap
pearances. A lady lately residing at the Mesmeric Infirmary is are
markable example of the pos..~on of this faculty. Long ago such 
things ought to have excited greater attention, for the facts connected 
with animal light are weJJ known, and have attracted the notice of 
philosophers of no common calibre of intellect. My late 1evered friend 
and preceptor, Dr. James Macartney, professor of auatomy in the Uni
versity of Dublin, published in the year 1810, in the Transactions of the 
Royal Society, a remarkable memoir on this subject, so full of the just 
feeling for investigation which distinguished him as an active and inge
nious philosopher, that any one who knew of the vast amount of know
ledge be had accumulated could not but deeply regret his not having 
left behind him, in some printed form, the marrow of a most extensive 
course of lectures which annually stimulated the intellects of a large 
concourse of admiring and affllctionate pupils. His copious fund of 
original fact~&, and his novel and correct trains of reasoning, impressed 
convictions on the minds of many a student who bas gone forth tn contri
bute his master's ideas, as well as sometimes his own share of information, 
to the general stock of useful knowledge, but the venerated preceptor bas 
left little that could add to his own fame, besides the remarkably original 
thoughts in his work on Inflammation; the translation of Cuvier's Com
parative Anatomy; and a few papers commuuicated to learned associa
tions, and I should add, the noble museum of anatomy now iu the 
University of Cambridge. Macartney established by his discoveries 
on the evolution of light from the bodies of living animals, certain pro
positions that were highly important, which must, in due course, meet 
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fingers of h~r right hand, she saw the odic flame of the 
northward pole of the magnet grow longer, and the in-

our attention; but subsequent labourers in the same field hue much 
advanced our knowledge of the natural history of animals emit tin~ lib•lu. 
The researches of Professor E. Forbes, published by the Ray Societ~·, iu 
his Monagraph of the British Naked-eyed Medu.<e, is a work remark· 
able for exteusive erudition, and evincing the power of the author'• Dlind 
in the exercise of deep thought. The student inYestigating this subject 
will find au iotert>sting bibliography in this work. The best 1Mralll4ry 
of the knowledge on animal luminousness is to be found in Todd's Cy
clopedia of Anatomy and Physiology, from the masterly pen of Dr. 
Coldstream. 

If we ask ourselves the question, what is light? what do we 
know of light? shall we, reflecting upon the facts of Reichenbach, 
or upon the luminousness of animals, leap to the conclusions that we 
may search for the essential cau8f!S of this imponderable pheno
JDenon in the natural history of organised beings? or sh~ we be 
content, in treading the beaten path of knowledge, to conclude 
that a proper definition of light is, that it is " the cause of thoss 
sensations which we refer to the eyes, or that which produces the sense 
of seeing,"-aware that thus we shall discard from our attention all the 
curious facts connected with mesmeric science, and others relating w 
animal light. To define a matter, we should give some account of its 
characteristic properties. Is it a property of light to cause the pain in
flicted by the sharp end of a pair of scissors upon the eye, or that of an 
ulcer lP-ft by small-pox or any other morbific poison ? Each may be 
" the cause" or antecedent to " the sensations we may justly refer to the 
eye." But is it not absurd to admit that light can be tlnu tk.fi11ed! We 
cannot see without light ; but then, in such case, we acknowledge it Ollly 
as one of the conditions necessary to the exArcise of the faculty of 
vision, Jane M., a clairvoyante, was for several weeks an iumate at my 
bouse in Grosvenor Street. I have now narrowly watched her for more 
than two years. Hundreds of persons have witnessed many curious and 
delicate mesmeric phenomena in her case. I have occasionally shut her 
up in a dark chamber, in which abe has occupied herself with Sl'el" per
severance in the darkness of night, without the possibility of getting at a 
candle, or any other source of incident light, in making a yery large 
patchwork quilt, containing many hundreds of lozrnge-sbaped pieces of 
printed calico. She threaded her needles, and worked night after nigh~ 
in her sleep, at this quilt, until she had completed it. She has, undet 
the same conditions, written letters. She has carefully folded them, 
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tensity of its light increase. When she did the same with 
her left hand at the negative pole, the flame of the south
ward pole increased. When she took hold of the same 
poles with the reverse hands-the southward pole with the 
left band, and, t:ice t·ersd-she saw the odic flame of the 

closed them with "·afers, and, after writing the address, bas attached a 
po!t-office stamp in the proper pluc~. The Marqnis de Puysl!gur (see 
Mem. pour se"ir, &c.) has given the l'ase of a countryman whom he 
locked up in a durk room, witholll the possibility of his getting at any 
source of incident light ; aud, on several occasions, this man, having 
pens, ink, and paper, wrote essays evincing philosophical power of 
thought. It cannot be contended that light was in these cases the C4UI6 

of the faculty of seeing; unles.'l, iud~d, it was light invhlible to persons 
in the condition of ordinary vigilatJce,-light emanating from the brain 
or ne"es of the individuals in qnestiun,-certainly not light incident from 
sources external to the individuals. To deny the existence of such 
phenomena is to attempt stupidly and mulishly to arrest the progress of 
science. I myself ha\·e so often seen what I have related, that there can 
be no mistake about the matter. I have, at various hours of the night, 
gone upstairs to watch Jane at her operations, and have stood with the 
door in one hand, and, with a candle in the other, giving only sufficient 
light to enable me to see her at needle-work or writing during her sleep. 
How many well-authenticated cases of a similar kind are extant in the 
works of Sauvages, of Wienhoh, and of others ! The individual who 
exclaims, as some poor creatures do, " I do not believe it," is an object of 
pity, as a rude denial of the truth proceeds from vulgar arrogance,-itself 
the product of an ill-educated or a badly-organized brain; perhaps of one 
unfortunately incapRble of the expansion enjoyed by refined intellects. 
It is not contended that clairvoyants see without light, but that, seeing 
with a light emanating from themselves, the ordinary definition of this 
imponderable is not sufficient to enable us to form a clti&J' idea. The 
difficulty of defining light is not denied, for truly we are lost in our 
conjectures and speculations L, to its essence. How much of light or of 
lumine is there in what we call darkness or opacity? We say that light 
radiates in all directions from luminous bodies. We think we know that, 
in homogeneous media, it moves in straight lines; that, however great its 
velocity, time is necessary for its journey from one point to auother; 
that, all thing• bei119 relatiw, the relation of light to time and space, 
under present circumstances, is very nearly that of one second to 200,000 
miles. We are aware that when, during its passage, light meets with 
any obstncle, its direction and ·quantity are modified by the nature of the 
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other end become weaker and duller. I repeated the same 
experiments a year later with Josephine Zinkel, with the same 

obstructing medium.1 If it be incident on a smooth and polished sur
face, a portion of it is reflected or thrown off from that surface at an angle 
equal to the angle at which it impinged, and that then it again follows 

1 My friend Mr. Crosse, of Bromfield, has devised a Yery pretty illus
tration of this fact, which at once exhibits the modifications effected by 
an obstructing medium on light, and the material nature of this impon
derable agent. He takes three sufficiently strong ~ylinders of glass. 

c 

properly capped with brass, and furnished with convenient stop-cocks; 
each cylinder being at least sixteen inches long and five inches in dia
meter. These are each first placed in relation with an air-pump. Then, 
A is to be exhausted by the greatest power of the pump; B to a degree 
sufficient to give one inch greater pressure of the barometric gauge ; 
C to give IWQ inches grrater pressure than A, and one inch greater than 
B. They are to be screwed one on another, A being uppennost. An 
electric ~;;hock is to be passed through the whole, from A downwards, iu 
the dark. A will appear filled with one uuifonn cylinder of purple flame; 
n with parallel columns of a reddish purple flame ; and through c will 
pass a falling star. 
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results. Their ltands thus acted upon the flame exactly 
like ma9nets. The application of their own negative hands 

its course in a sLraight line. The nature of the surface on whil·h the 
light impinges, together \'lith its angle of incidence, de&enuines the 
quantity reflected, Supposing a beam of light, having an intensity to 
be represen&ed by 1000, to fall on water, so as to make en angle of inci
dence equal to 0° 30", the intensity of the reflected light would be re
presen&ed by 721. If the angle formed at the surfacd o( the water were 
I 6°, the intensity of the reflected light would be reduced to 211 ; at an 
augle of 30°, to 66; at an angle of from 6()0 to 900, to 18. Mercury, 
an opaque body with a very bright surface, may not reflect more than 
three-fourths of the light incident on it even at a very small angle. 

Light, regarded as subject to laws regulating its ri'JlP.ction, must arreat 
the attention of deep thinkers ; fo1· in this fact alone of the suht.ractiou 
of some degree of its intensity, much is left unaccounted for. But how 
'fast a field opens up when we regard the laws regulating the refraction of 
light ; or the deviation which occurs when a ray of light, baring travelled 
in a straight line through one medium, enters another of a different 
density. The divergence from its original path develops phenomena, 
which, however wild the idea may appear, would seem to warrant the 
speculation that there may exist crystalline forms of lwnine. It is not 
the purpose now to follow up the elements of diopuics, to trace the 
philosophy of the refractive powers of different meJia, their influence on 
the di1per1iota of light, their powers in determining the relations of the 
primitive colours, although this last part of the subject has an intimate 
relation to the chemism of light proper or lumine, and to the unexplored 
field of the influence of colour associated with various crystalline agencies 
on the human organism under the condition of mesmeric clairvoyance,
a subject which wust be studied in order to liberate from its crudities the 
relations of the interfere-nce of light to the theories proposed to accouut 
for its nature. It is impossible to conceive of the ex&ent to which scit>nlific 
knowledge may be corrected, when a just faith is established in the laws 
regulating phrenological and mesmeric science. Philosophers have 
laboured bard to account for the extinction of light under the laws 
of its own interfe~·ence,-a phenomenon most remarkable, but one not 
more calculated to arrest auention and to excite inquiry than the fact 
established by Macartney of the "luminous exhibitions of living animals 
being not only independent of all foreign light, but being frequently 
destwyed by" the impingement or incidence ou these animals of any 
foreib'll light. " I have always found the shining of the MedU~~e," be 
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to the positive pole of the magnet considerably increased 
the odic current at the opposite negative pole of the magnet, 

says, " to cease upon the rising of the moon, or at the approach of da.y ; 
aud, when out of the sea, I never couM excite them to throw out light 
until they had been kept for some time in the dark; all the luminous 
insects likewise secrete themselvee as much as possible during the day
time, and go abroad only at night." An exception to this general fact 
occnl'l in the Scolopmdra ekctrica, which dOE's not shine unless it baa 
been previously exposed to solar light. The chemist who observes 
that camphor appears to require the presence of light for its crys
tallization bu only to try Mr. Crosse's experiment of endeavoUT
ing to form, by means of electrical aid, crystals of sulphate of 
stroutia in the broad glare of daylight. He will inevitably fail; but 
in the darkened cellars of the house at Bromfield there bas been 
great IIUcceliS in r.rystallizing this substanc~. In the experiments of the 
Barou von Reichenbach, the dllrkened chamber gave him results which 
appear incredible to persons who have not faith in the goodness of the 
Baron's character, or who have not reflected ou the strong analogies of 
phenomena previously observed by other philosophers. The electric 
relations of the Scolopendra may in some measure account for its aberra
tions from a norma; and this c:onsidt-ration introduces a difficulty in 
tracin~ the laws relating to the luminous properties of animals, of no 
mean importance, derived from the modifications which complicated 
organisms may introduce into the associations of imponderable agencies. 

If we consult the essay of Dr. Coldstream (Todd's Cyclopedia of Ana
tomy and Physiology, vol. iii. p. 197, article Luminousness, Animal), •e 
shall 6ud that, according to the observations hitherto made, " the animals 
which possess the property of emitting light are almost entirely inverte
brate, and chiefly marine." Those which manifest, const&Jltly lllld dis
tinctly, this function, beloug to the Mollusca, Crustacea, Insecta, Myrill
poda, Annelida, Echinodermata, Acalephm, Zoophyta, and Infusoria. 
Though nearly seventy species among these classes have been observed to 
emit light, it seems that the colour of the light, with exceptions easily 
accounted for, bas belonged to one or other of those named primitive by 
Tobias Mayer, and since acknowledged to be such by the reasonings of 
Sir David Brewster. The same animal may at different times emit different 
colonrs, and of different degrees of intensity. The Pholas dactylus bas been 
observed to shed a bluuh w/,ite light. In the Lampyria noctiluca the light 
has been observed to be greenish with a shade ofblue,-thegreenowing,pro
bably, to the yellow rings of integument covering the light-emitting org&Jt 
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but without increasing in the least its magnetic power of 
aupporting iron; it was an addition of (sit venia verbo) 

of the insect. The Elater noctilucus sheds a green light, with sputs of 
" the most beautiful golden blue." The Fulgora pyrrhorynchus emits a 
deep purple and scarlet light. In the marine animals, the light is ot 
various shades of blue. The Lampyris italica, the glow-worm of Italy, 
emits bright bltU light. A curious phenomenon attaches to this, as well 
as to another beetle in New Holland, that there are alternate emissions 
and extinctions of light, apparently synchronous with its circulating cur
rent, visible in the wing cases of the iuset>t. Have these any relation to 
the polarities derived from the crystalline spheroidal or globular mole
cules of the circulating ftuid? The Baron von Reichenbach's discove
ries, backed by the aid of mesmeric researches, tend to the hypothesis 
that crystalline li1ht belongs to the odic properties of organized being!l. 

In the sea of the Straits of Malacca, near Penang and Queda, I have 
repeatedly but coarsely e:nmined the minute Meduse scintillantes, and 
can fully testify to the accuracy of the account given by my old friend 
Mr. LangstaB", quoted by Dr. Macartuey at page 269 of the volume 
of the Philosophical Trausactions for 1816. If, while in a beat pusing 
through a surface of the slime covering the ~ea, some of this substance 
be caught in the band, sheets of light will be perceived wherever the 
ftuid mucus is spread over the surface of the skiu ; and 110metimes num
bers of the medu..<~~e, most of them not 110 large as a pin's head, may be 
distinguished ; at others, the quantity of slimy ftuid will prt>ponderate, 
with little or no evolution of light. I never could bring myself to believe 
that the masses of li!(ht I have 110 often witneASed, on the milky surface of 
a tropical sea, were wholly owiug to the shining of the tentacles of a few 
animals like Thaumantias Hemispherica, though in a different kind of 
night, when the milky slime is not present ; but when the sea is unusually 
clear, and its depths are magnificently studded with those beautiful 
jewels with which Nature adorns her in the shape of the luminous 
Holothuria and other Mollll!IC&, in thousands, and when Thaumantiu, 
stimulated by the moving water, send forth brilliant glittering light from 
its tentacles; when the bows of the ship, in rolling the salt water over, 
plough up, as it were, sheets of sparkling light, th~re is no doubt but 
that more than one little animlll contributes its share to the illumination. 
Dr. Maccnllocb, in his work on the Western Islands of Scotland, as 
well as in the article Phosphorescence in the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, 
has, among some pbilo110phical ideas and c.urious facts on luminous 
animals, 110me that are crude and ill-digested ; but he. has staued the 
highly probable conjecture that there exi:st some marine animals which, 
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Biod to Magnetod ; and the result was doubled odic flame. 
And in the present experiments the humatl. luuuU did ex
actly what crystals had done in the last e.rperimmts. 

in their dimensions, rMemble some of the Infusorial; and that these, 
whether in the state of IIJ>aWD or fully grown, may oo possessed of the 
faculty of PUtitting light ; and he distingnishes with respect to the 
nature of the light, a~ appParing in two distinct forms, and in these cases 
apparently arising from two sources. "The twinkling appearance seems 
always to Jlroceed from the animals, and to be the result of their own 
actions," taking place when the water is at rest. "ThP diffused light 
appears to originate rather from detached luminous matter dispersed 
through the watPr." Maccullocb calls the diffused light fainter ; but if 
he had witneased the great variety in this respect that obtains at night in 
the waters of the Straita of Malacca at certain seasons of the year, be 
would not have arrived at this conclusion. The diffused light is often 
very brilliant, and may often oo compared to an illuminated blne sky re
ftected on the water; while on other nights the green water of the sea 
is seen clear at certain limited depths, if watched out of the stem cabins 
of a ship, "illuminated by the pale blue light, shed off nmnerous points, 
from thon~ands of animals of various sizes belonging to the genera Holo
thnria and Beroe.'' Macculloch, anxious to find uses for all that the 
gfl'at Planner of the univense has arranged, supposed that the power of 
emitting light belongs to the marine animals of the lower grades for the 
purpose of their serving as link-lights to guide other animals to prey upon 
them : he thonght, considering the absolute darkness that exists in the 
orean at eight hundred or one thousand feet deep, owing to the light of 
the ~nn ceasing to be transmitted to such depths, the luminousness of 
marine animals may be "a substitute for the light of the sun," and may 
be a mean~ of their discovering one another, as well as their prey. It is 
remarkable that some philosophic minds love to wander from the path of 
obvious facts to the captirating speculations of false secondary causes. 
All the facl'l tend to conclusions diametrically opposed to those calculated 
to infer o wisdom for God other than his own. The grpatest brilliancy 
of light, a point on which Macculloch insi~ted, is given out by those 
very inferior onimals that scintillate their Bashes on the surface, and give 
out no light in the deep. The numerical proportion of those that shine 
in the deep, and those at no great distance from the surface, bear a very 
trifling ratio to the scintillating rneduste. Dr. Moccnlloch was more 

I Dr. Coldst~am states that many species of the Iufn~oria belonging 
to the genera Cerearea, Volvox, Vibrio, Trichoda, J.incophrea, emit light. 
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445. I subsequently made· a controlling experiment with 
the healthy Wilhelmine Glaser. In the dark chamber I 

exact when he stated that he bad himself observed the luminous property 
in certain fishes, the larger and more perfect of the marine animals. " I 
have hitherto observed it," be states, "only in the pilchard, tht> sardine, 
the whiting, the mackerel, and the gar, but have little doubt that it is far 
more widely diffused. It has been remarked, by diffen>nt navigatol'!l, that the 
genns Squalus shines at night; and the flying-fish has also been observed 
to emit a pale light, which Captain Ross compares to that of the moon."' 
" Great flashes have been described as seen at a ~onsiderable depth in the 
!16&, a phenomenon which I have often witnessed among the Western 
Islands:" after the observations on the sources of fallacy in such mattel'!l, 
he concludes that there is "the probability, howe,·er, that fish actually 
possess the luminous property, which is strengthened by our knowledge 
of the light they so readily yield after death ; a phenomenon by no meana 
connected with putrefaction, but independent of that process;" a point 
Dr. Hulme bad long ago established. In traversing the ocean I have 
seen several fish caught, which, while dying, have exhibited numerous 
changes in their hues of colour, and I have inferred that the organized 
vital surfaces, capable of dissecting or of evanescently rrystallizing inci
dent light to such a remarkable extent, might under other circumstances 
possess the power of emitting their own light. Dr. Macculloch has 
stated the fact that " if a noise be made by striking the gunwale of a boat 
when a shoal of pilchards is under it, the whole will in an instant become 
luminous, exhibiting the splendid appearance of a continuous sheet of 
light, momentary, but renewable on repeating the same alarming sound." 
Notwithstanding this direct testimony, it is right to observe that Dr. 
CoJd,tream has hesitated to admit fishes on the list of tntly luminous 
animals. Dr. Macartney, before Dr. Macculloeh's time, had withb~ld 
his assent to the fact, repeatedly asserted. Again, the analogies afforded 
by the investi~ations of the Baron von Reichenbach may be indicated, 
and the probability hinted at that Dr. Macculloch was right. 

It is possible that animal light may be emitted, under certain circum
stances, by !ill organised Jiving beings; but the question as to whether 
there exist varieties in the power of exercising an animal function, or of 
manifesting such a property as belonging to vital structures, is quite 
a different affair. Certain mollusca, and some of tht> species of elater, 
appt>ar to shine without intermission. In Italy, and in various parts of 
the tropics, the illuminating powers of this in!lect, the fire-fly, is so great 
that I have known a beautiful star-like picture produced by enclosing 
numbers of them in meshes of thin black crapt'!, which was thrown as a 
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grasped a magnetic bar eight inches long in my own hand j 

when I did this below, at the southward pole, with my right 

veil over a lady, who desired to appear in the character of Night. In the 
West Indies (particularly at St. Domingo, where they are abundant), Dr. 
Coldstream states " that the natives use them instead of candles in their 
houses. They also tie them to their feet and beads in travelling at night, 
to give light to their path through the forest." But most of the light
emitting animals appear to use their peculiar function only occasionally. 
and in most instances under the stimulus of some exciting cause. One 
remarkable fact, that is striking in its analogies, appears to be dependent 
on temperature aud climate. The greater number of luminous animals 
are found in warm climates ; and though among the marine animals somf' 
are seen in all latitudes, even the coldest, yet these are not so numerous, 
and their light is not so splendid. It is well known from the concurrent 
testimony of all voyagers, that they are more abundant and !hine with 
greater brilliancy in tropical regions. The glowworms of temperate 
countries shine only in summer and autumn. lu England it is found 
between June and September. It seems that" no aerial insects giYe out 
light under a temperature of about 6if Fahrenheit and upwards; and the 
higher the natural temperature, the brighter is the light emitted:' But 
whether the animals be insects or belong to marine familit¥.~, changAS in 
the state of the medium in which they Jive, derived from altered conditions 
of temperature or of electricity, appear to affect them mauifeatly. I have 
myself seen sudden changes in the appearance of the surface in tropi
cal seas, which have gone off in the course of half an hour, occasioned by 
the appearance of luminous animals, which have retr<'ated as suddenly u 
they appeared. During the rainy monsoon, a few degrees dilltance from 
the coast of Malabar, at midnight, the weather being cloudy, and the 
night very dark, Captain Horsbnrgb saw the sea suddenly assume-a milky 
white appearance, and then a flaming colour all arouAd: a similar appear
ance occasionally occurs in the Banda Sea.-(Macartney's Paper.) On 
these occasioRs, various observers have testi6ed to the suddenness of the 
ehanges that have occurred either in the atmotophere or in the water. 
Before stonos it has frequently been observed that the marine luminowt 
animals are excited to give out their light with unusual splendour. Dr. 
Macartney, in experimenting upon the light of the medusa!, placed some of 
the individuals of Thaumantias Hemispheric& in a glass vessel, and passed 
shocks of electricity 1 hrougb the water. At the moment, there was no appear
anceoflight, bnt immediatt:ly afterwards they shone like illuminated wheels 
for some seconds, and wi'h greater brilliancy than before. Humboldt 
C'orroborates this fact. It appears that the condition of an electric circuit 
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hand, the blue northward flame at the top grew to twice 
the size; when I did it at the opposite, the northward 

is essential for the production of an increased light in Rlowworms; for 
Macaire, quoted by Dr. Coldstream, found that one pole only of the gal
vanic battery produced no t:ffect. I have been lt>d to infer that there is 
an induced imponderable agency from the closed circle of a single electro
dynamic coil, as illustrated by certain mesmeric phenomena, which, in 
very susceptible cases, are rendered e\·ident by that ageucy. It would be 
very interesting to communicate this agency to glowworms, and to fluids 
in which mariue luminous animals were present. 

It is fashionable to sneer at isolated facts, and to withhold belief from 
any which appear extraordinary, and that can be accounted for only by 
the hypothesis of the existence of unknown or unexamined iu1ponderable 
agencies. Dr. Coldstream must have attached a certain value to "an 
extraordinary series of phenomena, connPcted with a particular display of 
the luminousness of the sea," which were reported by Mr. Henderson in 
a paper published in the 1st volume of the Transactions of the Medical 
and Physical Society of Calcutta. In the year 1821, on the 5th March, 
Mr. Henderson was on board of a ship in the Atlantic (lat. 2<', long. 
21° 20' W.) arad about 9 P.M. the sea became "unusually luminous. 
Every person who kept his eye fixed upon it, but for a short time, was imme
diately affected with giddiness, headache, pain in the eyeballs, and slight 
sickness. Although these symptoms varied in inten!lity amongst the 
spectators, yet thP.re was not one on board who did not feel some degree 
of them ; and all imputed them to the effect of the light proceeding from 
the surface of the ocean." Mr. Henderson remarks," For my own part, 
the headache, &c., which followed immediately on my looking at the water, 
was l'articularly severe, nor did it go off until morning. The effects I 
experienced were like those produced by smoking too much tobacco." 
Although tlais be an isolated case of the physical effects of very intense 
light from this unusual source, I do not hesitate to give full credence to 
Mr. Henderson's statement. Having re&ided in Calcutta, where, at 
certain seasons, the light of day is most intense, arad where the repulsive 
age11cy of this imponderable may be as:K~Ciated with other nocent powers, 
I have repeatedly suffered the illness so well described by Mr. Henderson, 
on the too sudden admission of the glare into my sitting-room, or on 
going out, too suddenly, from a darkened house, into the fierce light 
abroad. &pulaiv1 sun-light, as well as beat, is no unusual source of the 
biliary derangements of India. 

We are apt to be startled by relations of things that are new to us, and 
the repulsive agency of certain organs in the brain is, in some persons, 

H H 
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pole, with my left, the odic flame at the free southward 
pole was doubled. When I did the same at both poles with 

called into operation. In standing on the defensive, it is sometimes a 
property of our structures that we should become offensive ; and in refus
ing belief to things thought to be unusual, our (!('If-esteem, and love of 
opposition, and cunuing, and jealousy, and envy, derived from love of 
possesaion, the tme gluttony of sel6shness,--our cultivated ob!ltinate 
vanity, assuring us that in piggish scepticism resides the philOl!Ophy which 
really buds only from the highest and most delicate organization, not 
allowing us to perceive bow frequently we become illogical, teacbea 
ns to reject truths presented to us by our fellows in the best faith of their 
sincere feelings. I could mention the names of men, having high repu
tations in the world, who either have forgotten that love of justice which 
belongs to conscientiousness, and that love of truth that belongs to high 
moral natures, or who have laboured under such obliquity of intellect as 
to have been unaware that, in some cues, the arriving hastily at disgusting 
conclusions is the characteristic of the narrow intellect of low-bred black
guards, and not of polite gentlemen. But the charity that springs from a 
conviction of man being the creature of his organization, and the circum
stances which impel him to his actions, covers such beings with the pity that 
falls to their share. Why should the relation of an extraordinary fact like 
that stated by Mr. Henderson not be believed ? It could not have resulted 
from fane), although our judgment might truly lead us, in reading Mr. 
Bonnycastle's glowing accounts of the ''blazing sheets of att!ftl and most 
brilliant light" exhibited by the marine animals in a certain portion of the 
ocean, and in describing" many large 6shesdartingaboutu ifi• couhncG
tion at the scene," to the conclusion that in describing a truth, the author, 
being a person of ardent temperament, had given a fanciful colouring to his 
picture. So, if we had olum handled light-emitting marine animals, and 
had never experienced an odour at all similar to that perceived around a 
bi~thly charged elt'ctrical apparatus, we should hardly be guilty of philo
sophic stupidity, or of a want of good breeding, if we adjudged Messrs. 
Quoy and Gaimard to be occasionally inftuenced by fanciful idees. 

The fact of the luminosity of certain animals being admitted, let us 
inquire into the ideas that have been entertained as to the circumstances 
on which this phenomenon depends. It will hardly be necessary to 
discuss the insufficiency of the facts that mi~tht be adduced to prove that 
luminous animals imbibe light from the sun's rays, and give it out in the 
dark ; or to combat the idn, advanced by SpalJanzani, that the light is 
produced by a kind of combustion of atmospheric air; or that of Brag
natelli, that the light is swallowed with the food, and diseugased by 
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the revene bands, the Oames of the free extremities were 
dulled. Only weak magnets can be used in these experi-

peculiar organs. But when we met>t with the view that the light is 
dependent iu some way on phosphoric agency, we must examine if such 
an hypothesis will account for all the lacts on the subject. Tiedemann 
thinks that the luu1iuous phenomenon is dependent on a maHer, thu 
product of a secretion : a liquid secretion, probr,bly containing phospho
"'"• or an analogous combiUtible substance, which combine:s with the 
oxygun of the air, or of aerated water at a wediuru temperature, and tbu:s 
produces the disengagement of light. Hence his inference is, that the 
evolution of light in animals is a chemical operation, and as, on seueral 
occa~iOIU, the phenomenon has continued for whole days, and even after 
the death of tl1e animal, it ought not to be regarded as a f7ital act (Com
parative Physiology, translated by Drs. Gully and Lane, i. 270.). Dr. 
Coldstream justly observes that this opinion coincides prt!tty nearly with 
those held by Dan· in, Sir Humphry Da\"y, Heinrich, anu some others who 
conj('('tured that a fluid containing phosphorus was secreted by the lumi
nous orgaus, and shone on being exl'osed to the oxygen of the air intro
duced by respiration. Tiedemann, uowith:standing his high reputation, 
must be regarded more as an observer than as 11 correct thinker, and it is 
owing to the natural homage man is apt to pay to great industry, that the 
capacity of his mind has been overrated. One has only to read both side~~ 
of the controversy in which be was engaged with Gall, to estimate those 
mental forces which belong to the close, the logical, the clear and correctly 
reasoning bead, and those qualities which dhtinguish the were observer 
aud collector of facts: a character so often proudly asserting its right 
to reason. while the clear perception of important relations is abso
lutely wanting. When will man lea1n to be humble, and to know that 
he is the victim of necessity ? If hi11 brain be not formed to allow of his 
possessing the power of correct reasoning, of seizing the K&liem points of 
a complicated series of questions, 11nd of elucidating, with happy illustra
tion, the relations of a vast mass of facts, the crowding those facts toge
ther, without arrangement and without keys to their relations, is to offer 
them comprehensively for the purpose of reducing them to a mass of 
coufusion. The great genius of Gall, like that of the wondrous Milton, 
shone in his power of illustrating truth, in controversy, when obscured by 
the cloudings of common minds. Spallanzani, in entertaining the idea 
of animal light being dependent on a combustion in the atmospheric 
oxygen, approached more nearly to the illogical chemical thoughts of 
Tiedemann. No expluation of a multiplicity of various phenomena can 
deserve the name of theory which is based on visionary coujecture, and 
which is insufficient to account for at least a majority of ascertained facta. 
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ments, or the results are not sufficiently distinct. They 
confirmed in every respect the result of the preceding 
paragraph. 

What relations can the momentary flashes of light from the scintillating 
rnedusre have with the combustion ofphosphon1s? What proof is there 
of phosphorus in the shining of the Holothuria, which continues for 
hours without emitting any luminous secretion into the sea-water sur
rounding it ? This, and several other mollusca that inhabit the neigh
bourhood of Coralline Islands, may be handled without the discovery of 
any luminous matter adhering to the bands. In one of Dr. Macartney's 
experiments, luminous medusse in salt water were submitted to the beat of 
a burning candle. The light ceased with the life of the animal, instead of 
being increased by beat and flaring up, as phosphorus would have done. 
From all his experiments it is easy to conclude that, when the strongest 
and most constant light was present, the presence of oxygen was wanting. 
In no circumstances did the animal light exhibit anything like combus
tion, or a capability of being inflamed. 

Instanr.es have been adduced of luminous appearances on the human 
body resulting from a large admixture, in certain cases of disease, of 
phosphoric matter with the pel'!!piration ; and when luminous appear
ances have been observed in particular condition:~ of urine, there can be 
little doubt that the presence of phosphorus may possibly have been per
ceived by means of chemical manipul11tions. Dr. Coldstream affinus that 
it i1 1aid the urine of Viurra nephi tis and of Viverra putorivs is always 
luminous. This may be true, and the light in urine may not improbably 
be owing to the presence of phosphorus; but the presence of this snb
atanc:e, because it may have been detected in a few isolated and quite ex
ceptional cases, cannot be yielded as the one sole and sufficient mode of 
accounting for all animal light, in most instances of the presence of which 
not a tra<·e of pho~pborus has been discovered. Dr. Macartney's re
searches have established the more logical inference that animal lumi
nousness emitted from animal organs is the effect solely of the action of 
vital forces. But it may be asked-How, in those instances in which 
Macartney himself allowed the existence of a light-emitting fluid, could 
the influence of vital forces alone account for the presence of light ? 
and bow in the glowworm and fire-fly, in which it has been asserted 
that the luminous organs may be cut out without the de:!ltruction of the 
light-emitting property which belongs to them? It is no argument 
against the existence of vitality in an organized fluid, that, for a certain 
time after its emission from the animal, it does not exhibit the chemical 
changes caused by death; nor does the mutilation of an animal of the 
lower grades establish the fact of death at once in all its parts. ., Macaire 
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446. A somewhat modified but essentially similar ex
periment was gone through frequently with the girl Zinkel. 

took some glowwonns that had been kept for some time at a temperature 
of~ Fah., plunged them into water at M 0 , and gradually raised the 
temperature. Light was emitted for the first time at 7io, and increased 
in inrensity until the water was at 105°. At this tempt>rature the ani
mals died, but the light continued until the temperature had reached 
134° f>, when it wholly disappt>ared ;" the light-emitting organs retain
ing their vitality for some time after the suspension of life by other parts 
of the animal. " When glowwonns are thrown alive into water at II 00 
and upwards, they emit for a moment a brilliant light, and die instantly." 
Under the receiver of an air-pump, a glowwonn emits a faded light 
varying in degree of intensity as the air is abstracted, and the light is re
established as the air is readmitted. Kirby and Spence (Entomology, 
ii. 426) state that the luminous matter was by Mr. Sheppard removed 
from a glowwonn. The wounds healed within two days, and the light
emitting organs were reproduced. These organs were first anatomically 
examined by Dr. Macartney, in whose paper appears this statement:
"The only animals which appeared to me to po!!Sess a distinct organiza
tion for the production of light are the luminous species of Lampyris, 
Elater, Fulgora, and Pausns. 

" The light of the lampyrides is known to proceed from some of the 
last rings of the abdomen, which, when not illuminated, are of a pale 
yellow colour. Upon the internal surface of these rings there is spread a 
layer of a peculiar soft yellow substance, which has beeu compared to 
paste, but, by examination with a lens, I found it lo be organized, likG 
the common interstitial substance of the insect's body, except that it is 
of a closer texture, and of a paler yellow colour," &c. Macartney has 
remarked, that in the glowworm this peculiar substance is absorbed after 
the season for emitting light, and that its place is supplied by common 
interstitial substance. 

In order to allow of the internal illumination being exposed, the seg
ments of the abdomen are thin and transparent. In different species of 
lampyris there is a variety in the number of the luminous rings. Dr. 
Macartney discovered "in the common glowwonn, besides the luminous 
substance, on the inner side of the last abdominal ring, two bodies, which 
to the naked eye appear more minute than the head of the smallest pin. 
These were sacs, containing a soft yellow substance. They were fonned 
of two layers of silvery membnme, disposed in a circular direction, very 
elastic, although so delicate in structure. The light from these bodies is 
less under the control of the insect than that of the luminous substance 
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I let her bring her fingers near the poles of the magnetic 
bar. When she approoohed the collected points of the 

spread under the rings: it is rarely ever extinguished in the season in 
which the glowworm gives out light, even during the day: and when aU 
the other rings are dark, these sacs often shine brightly." 

In the genus Elater, the light-producing organs, consisting of a pecn· 
liar yellow substance, are placed in the corcelet. In the diuection of 
the Elater noctilucus, Dr. Macartney found a" soft yellow substance of 
an oval figure lodged in the concavity of the yellow spots in the corcelet." 
A lens enabled him to establish its organic nature : it was composed of 
very minute lobuln, rlosely packed together. In the PaliSus spbero
cerus, the globes of the antennm fnnn the organs of light. Carradori 
thought that the lampyrides wf're enabled to moderate or extinguish 
thf'ir light by retracting the luminous substance under a membrane ; 
but neither in thit1 nor in any other luminous insect could Macartney 
detect an apparatus for such a purpose, and be observes that " the regu
lation of the kind and degree of the luminous appearance does not depend 
on any visible mechanillm, but, like the production Qf the light iL.~lf, is 
accomplished by some in!K'rutable change in the luminous matter, which 
in some animals is a simple operation of organic life, in others is subject 
to t be will." 

It is worthy of remark, that in all the dissections of luminous insects 
made by Dr. Macartney, be did not find that the organs of light were 
better or differently supplied with either nerves or air-tubes than the other 
parts of the body. Dr. Coldstream says that "the luminous probosci." 
or Sllout of the Fulgora is hollow, and bas a free communic-.ation with 
the external air by a narrow slit situated near the base of the organ. Its 
cavity is lined with a fine membrane, between which and the outer trans
lucent c-orneous cru!4t there is interspersed a soft tissue, of a pale reddish 
colour, arranged in line~~ longitudinally, which is supposed to be the seat 
of luminousness in this insect." 

In those luminous insects, then, in which there is found a peculiar or
ganization for the production of the light, there does not appear to be a 
question as to the existence of a ftnid, from which the light emanates. 
There is a peculiar organic substance, consisting in some cases of llggre
glllfld lobules, but no proof exists a.<l to the presence of so highly com
bu~tible a ~ubstance as pho!<phorul!. 

Dr. Macartney &!4!4t'rts that with the exception of the animals above 
mentioned the exhibition of light depends upon the presence of a duid 
matter. He acldnres the Pholas dactylu!l, in 11·hich the luminous duid 
is very eridt•nt, and in vast quantity. Some nattll'aliat.s aaaert that it ia 
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fingers of her left hand to the northward pole, the flames 
of both sides flowed towards each other, becoming more 

from the internal surface of ill! respiratory tubes that this Pbolas giVt:s 
out its light most strongly, and of course secretes the ~rentest abundance 
of this fluid. Pliny is an authority that tbi~s fluid is liie phosphorus, 
rendering every object luminous with which it comes in contact. Reaumur, 
ac"ording to Macartney, found it dift"Wiible in water or auy other fluid in 
which the animal might be immersed. 

Macal'tney observed that tho shining of tbt' Scolopeudra elcctrica was 
always accompanied by the appearance of an effusion of a luminous fluid 
upon the surface of the animal, more particularly about the bead ; aud 
this fluid may be received upon the baud or other bodies brought in 
contact with the insect at the moment, and the light thus transferred 
remains lor a few seconds afterwards. " Tllil fluid, however," adds the 
Doctor," lnecer could diacover in tlu form of a moilture, ever& upon 
til: clearest glau, altlluwgll examined immediately 111itll tlu moll acrw
pu/DtU attenti01t by a km. lt mut, 1/lere.frwe, beertremely attenuted." 

The same appearance was observed during the illumination of the 
Nereis noctiluca, by Fougeroux de Bonduroy. (Mem. de l'Acad. des Sc. 
1767.) Godehue de Riville, in the 3d volume of the same Memoirs, 
gives an account of a luminous animal he had seen on the coast of 
Malabar, where he saw the sea having the same appearauce of a plain of 
suow 11·bich Horsburgb aud others have witnessed. In experiments 
whh thi., animal, be observed it to emit a blue liquor which illuminated the 
water for several lines. Spallanzani relates (Memoria sopra le Meduse 
forfurische Mem. della Soc. hal. tomo 7) that the medusa, which he 
t>xamined, communicated the property of shining to water, milk, and other 
ftuids, on being rubbed or squeezed in them. Proft'Ssor Forbes, in his 
monograph on the Naked-eyed Medlll!IE, quotes Ehrenberg and others 
to show that the meduse give out their light from the bulbs of the ten
tacles, aud particularly the Thaumantias hemispherica, noticed by 
Macartney; aud he compares the light to a garland of sparks around 
the circumference of the umbrella. Ehr!!nberg regards the production 
of the light as an act of organic life, and he observes that il "appears 
frequently periodically produced either spontaneously or by excitement, 
frequently as rapidly produced sparks, resembling small t>lectric dis
charges. This repeated sparkling converts a mucova gelatinoua fluid, 
which is discharged more abundantly during the operation, into a secon
dary state of phosphorescence, which continues for a time, even after the 
death of the organi!lm, or after the severing of its parts." 

Macartney had previously nuticed that in this animal the light was 
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slender and larger; when she came nearer, however, they 
drew back, became shorter, contracted, and both disappeared 

given out from the same spot.'4, and, he adds, from the centre also. He 
sa.vs: " The central part aud the spots round the margin are commonly 
seen to shine on lifting the animal out of the water into tht! air, present~ 
ing the appearance of an illuminated wheel, and when it is exposed to 
the water the tro.n1po.rent parts of its body are alone luminous.'' Forbes 
states that from Dionrea appendiculata, which is always a luminous 
species, the light proceeds from the reproductive glands. Ehrenberg 
found that in Cydippe pileus, and Oceana pileata, of the Baltic, the light 
issued from the neighbourhood of the ovaries, and in Oceana hemis
pherica from the basis of the cirri ; corroborating the idea of Professor 
Forbes, that " the light of the naked-eyed medusm is developed by the 
reproductive and motor systems." 

Dr. Coldstream says, "The luminous mucus is sometimes poured out 
even by very small animals in such quantity as to leave a luminous 
wake behind them, as in the instance mentioned by Quoy and Gaimard. 
These observers saw such luminous lines formed in the paths of certain 
extremely small creatures, so transparent that their forms could not be 
distiuctly made out. The positions of their bodies were marked in the 
water by bright spots, which were followed in their course by luminou.s 
wakes, at first about an inch in breadth, hut afterwards by the movements 
of the water spread out to the breadth of two or three inches. This 
lnminoU!I mucus is supposed to be the seat also of the remarkable sting
ing property posses.."6d by many of the aco.leph«. It retains its luminous 
ness in some instances for a day or two after being emitted by the 
animal, but loses it whenever putrifo.ction commences.'' Dr. Maculloch• 
who paid much attention to the subject, thought that in marine animals 
generally the coats of the stomach and intestines were the real light
emitting organs. Whatever differences of opinion may have existed on 
this part of the inquiry, it seems certain that from the momentary or 
from the sudden and periodical sparklike gleams or 6aslae!', the light 
proceeds from the internal organs of the animal nnder conditions of an 
exalted or stimulated vitality, or from tentacles capable of assuming a 
spheroidal shape; that it would seem to depend on tho agency of ~on-e 
imponderable; that this can nttach itself to a vitalized mucus, which 
cea.~es to shine when death produces putrefaction ; that in the luminous 
insects this impondernhlc does not neces.oarily attach itself to a palpably 
moi!lt fluid ; that in many cases there is no evidence of a fluid further 
!han tile presumption of a slight moisture accompanying the prese11ce of 
the fatty matter belonging to the or~ans of light; that in some of the 
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as soon as the finger-points came in contact with the poles 
of the magnet. But this did not always succeed equally 

meduse and some other luminous animals, there are fitful flashes of light 
without the appearance of subsequent trains or wakes of a light-contain
ing fluid, affording the presumption that some stimulating influence may 
impel the organism in such animals to flash a vivid gleam of light which 
is not necessarily borne along on a vitalized mucus. It might be very 
logically contended that the cessation of the phenomena of light on the 
commencement of the process of putrefaction was a strong argument in 
favour of the vital origin of the light ; but it is at the ~me time a cogent 
reason why the light is not necessarily connected with the presence of a 
nervous system. The desire to connect vital phenomena necessarily 
with certain kuown conditions of Orgllnization is a testimony of an in
elastic mind, wanting the capacity of yielding, with delicacy, to numerou11 
facts that must be ignored by stubborn refusals to embrace knowledge 
inconsistent with the conclusions established during the existence of a 
crude and unripe philosophy. An exalted state of vitality may be a 
necessary condition for the exercise of the functions of reproduction, but 
the presence of the organs of reproduction does not necessarily imply the 
existence of a nervous system, and the light-bearing mucus that is shed 
from certain mednse may serve as a nidus for ova which escape ·from 
their ovaries. The lampyrides deposit eggs which have been said to 
be frequently luminous, and their luminosity has persil.ted for several 
days. 

The experiments of the Baron von Reichenbach would tend to show 
that nature bas a law of type in many of her operations besides th011e 
strictly anatomical, and the auimal function of emitting light, belonging 
to the crystalline type, may be found to be a property of all organic 
spheroidal molecular matter. A strong analogy to the facts discovered 
and recorded by the Baron, I find in Dr. Cold:~trram's article, relating to 
the 1\'yctipilhtcru lrivirgalru, a South Amt>rican apt>, quoted from a 
German work by Reugger (Naturgescb. der Sangtbiere von Paraguay, 
S. 383.) This animal is nocturnal, and when the observations were 
made, it was under circumstances of total darkness. Reugger states that 
then, the luminousness of the ape"s eye was distinctly seen, and the light 
wu so brilliant, that objects could be clearly seen at the distance of 
eighteen inches from the eye which was illuminating them. Treviranus 
( Uiologie, i. 439) endeavours to 11how the impossibility of this phenome
tJon, notwithstanding an admission that some dogs bave an analogous 
power of generating light "ithin the eyes; and he thinks he grant.A 
enough if he modifies the circum:~tauces, umler which the light is per
<'• !\·ed, to those in whit-h impres. .. ions a.re made that arouse the feelings of 
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well. If the magnet was small or weak its odic flame was 
extinguished., that of the hand not completely ; in other 

the animal, and that betray him into the expression of some instinct or }JIIS

sion. This phy&iologist bad not been at the pains to have the fact, stated by 
Reugger, either subverted or corroborated. Nor had the reflection opou 
the similarity of structure in the brain of the dog and monkey fwuilies 
passed through his mind. The value of isolated obsen·ations is, in 
philosophy, often enhanced by the curious and subsequent corroborations 
afforded to them by the labours of inquirers who work with quite differ
ent objects, as we perceive by the Baron's new investigations. Dr. 
Coldlltream bas very pertinently reu1arked, that " If it should be proved 
that some of the higher animals really do emit light from their eyes, in
dependemtly of the incidence and reflection of that from without, it will 
go far to render it probable that in luminous animals generally the 
development of light depends more upon the wovemeuts of some iulpon
derable agent in and from their nervous system, than upon the nature and 
composition of the fluidll poured out by the luminous orgw1s.'' Modi
fying the conclusions to which my revered and lamented friend Dr. 
Macartney, had arrived, I would seize the admissions of Dr. Coldstream &ll 
a step towards a progress in the belief of facts established by mesmerisu1, 
while I would point to the hypothcsill of my friend lgnotus, as ttl the possi
bility of all lumine being subject to the laws of chllmism, imponderable, 
in itself the minutest form of spheroid developed from organic spheroidal 
matter; the lowest condition of which, within our keu, is that from the 
crystallization, whieh exists in the fonn of pure metallic aggregation ; 
the highest, the form of light which emanates from the human being as 
the result of tDill or of thought. In this view, of course, there is no ad
mission of the hypothesis assumed as a eoujecture by Dr. Coldstream, 
that the development of light may, in luminous animals generally, depend 
upon some agency from their nervous systems, since in many of them it 
"·ouhl be difficult to prove the existence of such systems. As easy might 
it be to prove the existence of blood-ve!!sels in the medusae, asserted to 
hLve been observed by Will. I should be inclined to advocate the 
sevelity with which Proftlssor Forbes rejects all unproved assertions of 
the existence or certain, apparently to us, essential organs of living 
beings. The eagernes.<~ to establish the presence of vascular circulllting 
systems in mollusca, because, in the highest classes, more exalted vital 
phenomena could not exist without them, is an example of the 
dcllire to account for every thiug before we have sufficient evidence 
to guide our judgment. The logician is often heard to mix sneers 
with 1 idicule on the arguments derived from analogies. How, with
out analogy, are we to classify? How, without d&SIIification, are 
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cases the finger points were extinguished and the flame of 
the magnet-pole remained; this was the case with larger 

we to form categories ? It is the abuse of instruments that is productive 
of confusion iu reasoning, and of the difficulty of arriving at just conclu
sions. The laws regulating nutrition, as well as reproduction, have yet 
to be carefully studied before we arrive at final decisions as to the mean11 
by which the ends are accotnplished. To a certain extent wt~ must con
fide in analogy ; but as evt~nts change our point~ of view, we must sus
pend judgment until more complete knowledge be acquired. The re
eearches of the Baron von Reichenbach, as well as the daily developing 
new facts in mesmerism, are establishing the existence of the odic force ; 
and the phenomena produced by this power in controlling diseased 
growths, many of which may be regarded as subject to the laws regulat
ing the exitotence of the lowest organisms, may lead, in future time, 
to the inference that those changes we now consider as essentially de· 
pendent on absorption and deposition, by means of a vascular apparatus, 
are but chen1ical compositions and decompositions effected by the agency 
of light, developed into activity from some latent form, or liberated from 
its association with that hitherto occult power, upon which the Baron von 
Reichenbach i!l shedding the luminous rays emanating from the crystallic 
arrangements of his highly organized brain. 

It is unnece888ry to ask the question as to the constitution of vitality; 
for our knowledge is not sufficiently advanced to enable us to give a satis
factory reply. Chemical changes of a certain nature are the sources of 
the clearest definite idea we can form on the subject. The phenomena 
of life are dependent, probably, upon some hnpondtrable agencies, the 
nature of which, man, in the pre~nt brutal condition of his civilization, 
studies at his peril ; for so keen is the bittemtl!IS of competition, that even 
the dignity of corporate bod:es is occasionally compromised by the tacit 
countenance yielded to slander and calumny originating in the effort to 
distract public attention from gross private aud individual professional 
incompetence; and men are found, with pretensions to science and to 
social position, who can, in their ea~ter desire to crush the truth, uttf'r 
deplorable falsehoods, and quite forget the becoming characteristic~ of 
gentlemen. It is not to such judges that the l'ellellrches into the curious 
phenomena of new imponderable agencies are submitted. With humble 
assurance that the investigations recorded are put forth to the world 
in the philosophic spirit of justice, the virulent attacb of malice am re
garded with the pity ro which their authors are entitled. 

The authority of Humboldt bas been adduced to affix some remote 
probability to tbe idea that Jead fish may be au occasional source of thA 
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and stronger bars. The equilibrium was displayed soonest 
in bars of four to six inches long. But this shewed itself 

luminous appearances met with on the ocean ; for this celebrated philo
sopher 11 saw a great extent of the surface of the sea rendered almost gela
tinous by the admixture of numbers of dead Dagy1e and Medtu«." We 
have seen that there is the testimony of Macculloch for the fact that 
living fish in shoals occasionally under conditions of excitement emit 
light. Whether, at the moment, their bodies yield a luminous fluid or 
not, is a question to which no reply can be given ; but it is well known 
that the pilchard and the whiting, for a short time after what is called 
death, abed forth a shining light, which t-eases before the truly putrefac
tive process has commenced. I have seen a large area of fields on which 
pilchards, destitute of odour, at all events at a short distance, have been 
spread for manure, shining brilliantly one night, and the next all was 
dark, when the offensive effiuvium from them became quite sickening. If 
the fish be examined during the procells of death, an oily moisture can 
be scraped off, which in the dark, for a very short time, is found to be 
luminous even on the surface of water; but it is said that the light may 
be obserYed diffused through the water if the mass of it be agitated. 
Those fi11h which are known to become putrid soonest are those which 
earliest shine. In Tuckey's voyage, Professor Smith's ac1·otmt of his 
own obsenations made in the Atlantic corroborates those of other 
voyagers, that the bright 'Parkli•g light of the surface of the oceau is 
always emitted by liDing animals, and that the duller light which Bora
burgh and others, as well as I myself, have seen emanating from a milky 
appearance on the water, is the result of "a dissolved slimy matter.'" 
Professor Smith examined this slimy fluid under a powerful micro
scope, and he dt.tected 11 the most minute glitteriog particles having the 
appearance of rolid 8pheruu1." In what kind of spherules can vitality 
be said to reside ?-Not in spherules of carbonates or sulphate& of metals 
or metalloids,-not in siliceous spheroids aggrt>gated in rock crylltal,
not in the diamond; but in those belonging to organized matter, whether 
in the lower or higher states of organization,-in the 11lime of the ocean. 
in which occasionally J,ad Dagy.e and Medw« may sometimes be found. 
but in which, in luminous states, it may aafely be predicated living 
spherules u.re always present: in dying fish, oil, constituted of living 
spherules, !Jut which, exhausted of the presence of the imponderable 
agency giving it the power of shedding a light, not incident upon it, 
becomes dead matter, no longer having living phenomena, dead matter 
once organic, once crystallic ; now resolved by the laws of cbemism into 
inorganic elements. Are we to deny the existence of living spherules. 
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differently with different persons, and doubtless in different 
degrees in the same persons in different odic conditions: 

because we are not yet gifted with the power of distinguishing the nrieties 
in the size of their diameters and the relative positions of their molecales? 
Are we to admit the probability of their existence in the slime on the 
ocean? in the abunda11t fluid from the Pholas dactylus? in the mucus 
11hed by certain luminous centipedes inhabiting the islands of the Pacific, 
which, on being rubbed off by the fingers, leaves an odour behind not 
unlike that of muriatic acid ? and to deny that there can possibly exist 
spherules in thflligltt which Macartney wiped off from the Scolopendra 
electrica, and which astonished him because be could detect no moisture? 
1 n nature is there no variety in rhgree in the qualities of her phenomena? 
Is it not notorious that in our susceptibilities to impressions there is 
every variety of degree ? Some can see, in ordinary wakefulness, and in 
daylight, the blue sparks emanating from human fingers. Some can see a 
blue or violet halo surrounding a person nuder certain conditions. Others 
can, in the ordinary waking state, see none of these things, but are en
abled to perceive them immediately by being put into mesmeric sleep by 
the agency of the human will,- by passes, by pointing of the fingers, or 
by presenting the apex of a crystal to the face or eyes. This light so 
perceived is like all other light ; in some cases it dazzles by its brilliancy 
and diffusion, or is, under other circumstances, subdued and limited. In 
!lOme persons it is a.•sociated with a cloud,-blue, grey, or silvery; in 
others it is clear, and like the shining of the sun. Such grt>at variety is 
offered by the phenomena of animal light, and 80 many facts to evince 
its intensity, its concentration, or its attenuation. Some medusre have 
been known to shine with a light 80 intense that the human eye could 
not long be directed upon it. It dazzled like the sun, and yet the point 
whence this illumination was distributed was not, in diameter, equal to 
l-200th of that of the animal itself. Animal light, then, is manifestly 
subject to the laws which regulate all other matter; it is condensible and 
expansible, copable of being very inteJJse or very much attenuated, ac
cording to the structure whence it is liberated. The phenomena offered by 
light emanating from inorganized matter are quite analogous. Varieties 
in degree may be traced from the light emitted by electrical agency from 
the points of charcoal to that emitted in the clark from the poles of the 
magnet. Nor are there wanting facts to shew the probability of this im
ponderable matter, as we call it, beingsubsenient to the laws of auraction 
and repulsion ; and if this could be established, imponderability would 
no longer be a characteristic of light. 

There is a strong probability that all spheroidal particles have their 
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my own finger often extinguished the same magnet which 
that of Zinkel would not wholly put out : this was equally 

polar and equatorial relations opet"aliug with plw or minru energy ; 
capable of being modified by forces powerful enough to comrol them. 
The proofs or the existence of this probability should be offered ouly to 
minds l.bat can admit the truths of mesmerism. To others, as they are 
i»capable of appreriating the subtleties of fine reasoning upon subjects or 
IW extremely delicate nature, it is loss of time to waste facts. To pigs, 
to some adult agricultural binds, to the majority of memben. of medical 
colleges, a grunt, a meal, or a sneer, would be more appropriate to their 
tastes and <:apacities. In all classes, the stupidities and the cunuiug 
sordid must be separated from the rest, that progress may not be ob· 
structed. The Baron von Reichenbach had had the opposition of the 
uuphilosophical to contend with in Germany, as we have here; and if he 
would make himselfmasterofGall"s work>~, he would lind many reasons to 
pity his opponents, and some facts to shew that Gall, in his day, met 
with llupidilie•l 

Mesmeric agencies allow us to place very susceptible and delicate sub
jects in such relations as to enable us to regard them as excellent tests 
for the elimination of facts which the state of our knowledge does not at 
present J>llnnit us to arrive at by any other mode of invcstigation. If 
we take a certain number of such testing subjects and obtaiu from them 
the same testimony, we may feel satisfied that we have as good erideuce 
as if we had a galvanometer applied for the testing of electricity. If we 
find that in these, certain stimulants or excitants, whether applied in 
the form of a train of actions or in the form of the application to certain 
organs of the body of a magnet-a piece of pure gold, of pure platinum, 
of titanium, of nickel, of <.-obalt, or other definite substance, produce in
variably a rigid condition or the musclea,-a tonic spasm, and that other 
stimulants or excitants produce immediate relaxation of that rigidity,--& 
clor.ic condition, we have a right to class our agents or reagents accord
ingly. My experience baring led me to infer that tonic agencies are 
to be classed as attractive, and clonic agencies as repulsive, I arrive at 
the conclusion that that train of actions which induces rigidity in my 
testing subject belongs to an attractive pole, anti the contrary to one re
pulsive. If I take a tube of glass, of porcelain, of bard wood, or of 
paper, and blow through it upon the upper part of the forehead of a 
testing subject, aud produce instant rigidity, I infer that the particles of 
air passing through the tube have a plus polarity ; a force attractive. If 
now I reverse the tube, aud by blowing through it in t.he direction op
posed to that of the first blast I produce an almost imme<liate relaxation 
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the case when her finger was more strongly luminous than 
mine, which occurred not unfrequently. She was tall and 

of the rigid state of muscles, I infer that an influence was left in the 
tuhe which, on the first occasion, determined a molecular aiTilngement of 
the gaseous particles that gave them one polar aiTilngement--p/u, and 
that on the second occasion the polar arrangement was reversed and be
came minw. If now, without the knowledge of the subject who is 
asleep, but in the condition of relaxed muscles, I pour on the brad a 
phial full of mesmerised air, I render the muscles immediately rigid; 
and then, exhausting the phial of the air which has displaced the mesme
rised air, I quickly apply it to the head, I relax the muscles and some
times suddenly awaken the subject; thus showing that the polarity of the 
panicles rushing into the bottle, communicated by an inJiuence derived 
from the person of the subject, has been opposite to that polar state which 
has been productive of the tonic conditious of sleep and rigidity. But 
aeveral somnambuliata in another room have witnessed the filling of the 
phial with blue mesmeric light, so that Reichenbach's odic force has been 
the source of these phenomena ; and the light which has been associated 
with that force has been aubjected to the same polarities. How is this as
cenained ? By blowing strongly in a direction across the t1tream of 
mesmerised air while it is poured out of the phial: no rigidity is pro
duced, and a somnambulist sees the blue light blown away from the test
ing subject. Light is in these cases associated with some agency that 
communicates a specific gravity to the air. May be a minute dose of 
carbon or nitn•gen from the animal textures. 

It may be argued in opposition to such facts and such views that the 
resnlll obtained by each mesmeriser differ from those obtained by any 
other person. This is a very curious part of the affair, and is an addi
tional motive for further inquiry. It is very tme that Major Buckley 
can make my somnambules exhibit phenomena of high clairvoyance, 
which I cannot succeed in producing. I can, by my will, effect several 
phenomena which Dr. Elliotaon does not seem capable of producing ; 
and I have at his house in vain tried to produce rigidity of the muscles 
in one of hie patients, in whom a touch of his finger bas at once effected 
the object. The differences between the mesmeric forces of my friend 
Mr. H. S. Thompson and myself have been repeatedly pointed out. 
Mr. Joseph Hands had a patient (Garman) in whom he could produce 
several phenomena that baftled me when I attempted thPm. These mo
difications are important facts for investigation, but they do not invali
date any series of elltablished truths. It is a fact that upwards of thirty 
persons, who have been in a clairvoyant state, have seen blue sparks in 
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stout, but had small hands, in which the result was con
centrated, and thus appeared with more intensity. \\hen, 

great numbers issuing from hazel sticks, but because not more than 
seven of these have exhibited the phenomenon of being forcibly attracted 
to a hazel stick when it bas been held in the direction of its growth, and 
have been repelled by iL when it has been held with its smaller end down
wards, is that a reason why the established fact as to a highly curious 
phenomenon should be completely thrown away ? 

The relations of the subject of light emitted from the hazel stick and 
from some other vegetable organisms to that of clairvoyance are curious 
and important. In a previous note I have endeavoured to call attention 
to this point. Lately I have bad opportunities of making experiments 
upon an analogous set of phenomena relative to the influence of odic 
light emanating from water, from g18118, or from crystals, upon the nervous 
systems of certain sensitive pt-rsons, which tend to illustrate clairvoyance. 
They are so easily repeated that time only is required for thousands of 
corroborations of the events I have noticed ; and although we have in 
England many ltwpiditiu, who, like the Baron von Reichenbach's critirs, 
will carp at fact.ll, which their maladroit minds will tum to ridicule and 
calumny, the simplicity of the apparatus required for these phenomena 
will speedily ensure a sufficient number of verifications. The persons who 
fonn the subjects of these experiments should be of highly sensitive 
nervous systems, and, as far as l have observed, should bave·heads well 
developed about the organs of ideality, marvel, veneration, and hope; 
comparison, tune, time, and con~tructiveness ; adhesiveness, pbiloproge
nitiveness, and caution ; and rather the contrary as respects amativeness, 
combativeness, self-esteem, cunning, and acquisitiveness. A phial of 
clear colourless glass, capable of containing eight, ten, twelve, or more 
ounces of filtered water, or a clear globe holding a pint and a half or a 
quart of water, answers the purpose well. The vessel should be completely 
filled with water, clean and clear. It should be mesmerized by some 
healthy per!!On with a large brain, by darting the odic sparks from the 
fingers upon the surface of the water, at several hundred strokes, and by 
breathing upon it for some minutes. The vebllel should then be closed, 
110 that no bubbles of air are admitted, and when properly secured, should 
be placed in the hands of the sensitive person, who is to look continuoosly 
into it, uninterrupted by the proximity of too many persons, whose odic 
forces may tend to spoil the experiment. The mesmeriser of the water 
may be near, but it is better that not more than one or two persons 
besides, agreeable to the sensitive person, should be present. I have 
placed vessels of water so prepared iu the hands of numerous sensitive 
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however, she carried the points of the fingers of her right 
hand towards the northward pole of the bar, there was no 

pczsons, most of them quite unaware of the objtct of my requesting them 
to> look steadily at the water. Some, in the course of a few minutes, 
have seen beautiful visions of per,ons aud things that have given them 
delight. Others have seen objects which have terrified them. Some 
havt! described, vividly, charming country sceues, with elegant companies 
of ladies and gentlemt'n gaily attired, at boat races on a river. Others 
have seen hunting gentlemen, in scarlet uniforms, on fine horses. Some 
have seen funerals and churchyards; others, sick rooms, with death 's 
heads flitting about the surface of th~ bed of sickness. Some have truly 
predicted to me the approach, to the house, of friends who were to knock 
at my ·door at stated times. On one occasion, a visit from my fricud 
Mr. HolTmann, of Mayence, was predicted by a pen:on, who dt::~eribed 

hinl accurately without ever having seen him, exrept by the agency of 
the crystalline bottle of water, which she then held in her hand for the 
first time in her life, and without knowing the object I had in view in 
requesting her to look into it. At the moment I had a conviction that 
Mr. Hoft"m&lm wu either at Macclesfield or at Liverpool, but he made 
his appearance in my room in ten minutes,-the time my sensitive subject 
had indicated. A uumbtlr of people have now repeated such experiments, 
and I am told that several persons who had failed, at first, in perceiving 
anything in the vessels of mesmerised water, had, by dint of patience and 
perseverance,aftermany repetitious of trials for half an hour and au hour at a 
time, become highly clairvoywt. If my health and my various pursuits had 
permitted, I should have instituted many experiments upon this subject 
with vessels of glusa of \·arious coloun, and containing fluids of various 
compositions. The curious facts that have excited so murh alteution in 
relation to a Clystal ball, bought by Mr. Morrison at Lady Blessington"s 
sale, and those relating to the numerous fits of clairvoyance induced in 
Mrs. Woodard, hy her looking into an oval pie~ of poliahed glass, are 
analogous to those I haJB stuted. The 1tupiditie1 rely, in opposition, 
upon the numt!rous fllilures that occur in the attempts to repeat the 
exhibitions of these phenomena. If it were po&~ible that such persons 
could pn&etisc humility, I would refer them to the study of the Barou's 
researches, in order to prepare thew for a proper spirit of investigation. 
After wimessing very numerous insl&))ces of clairvoywce, I can have no 
douln but that the brain, apt for the purpose, is stimulated to the produc
tion of the phenomena by some relation which it bears to light ; perhaps 
to this imponderable matter in combination with the odic force. What 
that relation is, must be detern1ined by future iln·e~tigaLion. Why cerl.llin 

I I 
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attenuation, no approach of the flames ; the like-named poles 
did not attract one another. As the approximation was 

individuals abonld feel the in8uence of currents of water to be highly 
pleasurable, and others should shudder at them; why mooing streams, 
and mountain rills, and sheets of falling water, should have such powerful 
attractious for 110me, and be indifferent or even J'P}Iulsive to othen, ue 
questions that haYe relations to the phenomena of meamerism, odic force~~, 
light, and clairvoyance ; perhaps to the theories eutertained by our greatest 
philosophers on the essence of light. The most extraordinary of clair
Yoyanta, Andrew Jacbon Daria, the American, bas spoken of the emt• 
ence of nnpartided matter, u Buygens and his followers haYe thought of 
an elutic medium. It is admitted that philosophers !lbould not aeek for 
too many facta to account for a satisfactory result : a surplus of truth 
would appear nnneceasary. The human mind hu the capacity only for 
a limited quantity. Among the ideu it cannot embnee is that of space 
being filled with particles, and still requiring the existence of an nnpar
ticled or an elastic medium in which to contain these particles. Why is 
not the elasticity of the myriads of infiuitel.) minute molecular spherules, 
attenuated to the requisite tl~gr~e, sufficient to fill up spaceo without leaving 
Y&Cuum ? Constructed u we are, the organization of the brain is incr.
pable of framing the idea of a vacuum. If pumps could be constmcted to 
remot'e from a scooped ball even the imponderable matter which occupied 
ita internal area, the noun space would remain, and it is impossible to 
make nonentity of that. But space in iLBelf must necessarily be made 
np of an infinite multiplication of points,-" of nothings," some malhe
maticians would reply. Be who would intrude such a thought must haYe 
a confused idea of the relations of numbers to matter. All is ratio. 
All elements, all forces, are pltc~ or ,.;,.., ; and however subtle may be 
lhe power of ratiocination in any man, his brain is quite incapable of coo
eeiring of the multiplication of any definite surface without the idea of 
increue, or the sense of thidmeu; or of the multiplication of a line with
out the idea of increue relative to the sense of width. The negatiYe 
aeries of decimals can never come to absolute nothing. A mathematical 
point, however minute, is susceptible of multiplication, as well as atte
Duated matter of further division of attenuation. 

The difficulty in allowing of the complete occupation of space by most 
extremely miuute molecular particles arises from the limited nature of 
our organa ; and yery few philosophers have been at the pains of obeying 
Locke'• direction on the namination of the degref' to which habits of 
thought have in8uent'ed their usent to tbe adoplion of a theory. If I 
place Jane M. or Mary D. on a couch or in a chair, and imagine a circle 
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carried further, the flames both became contracted at their 
own poles, assumed a globular form, and finally were 

around that couch or chair, silly people would say that 1 bad enrironed 
the incliridoal by a magic circle, for she has not, unlil I remove that 
imaginary circle, the power of moving from the position in which I have 
placed her. I am told by clairvoyants, and by the subject herself, that 
the circle is one of blue ftaming light. If this be so, the light has re
sulted from an operation of certain organs of my brain ; and whether it 
has reached the floor, on which it is perceived, by the transmission of a 
certain unmber of spheroidal molecules from my brain, or that the brain 
has communicated an impulse to certain pre-existing undulatory elastic 
matter, the effect is the establishment in that circle of a force which 
directly influences the subject. That light and that force have remained 
.Or hours, on repeated occasions; and Jaue has, when afBicted with tk?rious 
delirium, been calmed at once by my will, and has remained quiet in 
bed the whole night, under the influence of the luminous circle. When 
I perceive the fact of 80 highly attenuated and subtle an agent as a ftame 
of light from the brain, issuing to a drcnlar line, remaining there, exert
ing a power over the organic operations of another individual, I find it 
difficult to bend my habits of thought to assent to the proposition, that 
that circular flame is undulatory elastic matter exerting a force which 
reverberates on J one. It is ea'lier for me to embrace the idea that the 
light is composed of very minute spherules, which, by attractive affinities 
not yet understood, except in 80 far as the researches in the text are elu
cidating them, have a relation to certain forms of animal light residing 
in the nervous tystem of another human being. Undulations and curves, 
necessary conditions, requisite paths, for the passage of even the most 
attenuated fluids through one another, are convenient ideas, as expedients, 
to enable us to apply calculation to the relations of dynamics. 

To apply the "·ords spiritual and immaterial to the class of phenomt>na 
under discussion, is to remove them from the domain of physics into the 
region of the absence of ideas,-into a territory in which the existence of 
non-entities must be affirmed. The instant the human mind loses the 
idea of matter, it wanders in a haze in which clear consciousness is no 
longerpresent,-itapproacl)es, in a degree, the state to which tulrcoticsreduce 
the pP.rceptive faculties, aud which, carried to its extreme limits, proceed!J 
to fatuity and unconsciousness,--& cor:dition incompatible with immorta
lity, and thus involving an absurdity. One can conceive that however 
light may be bidden by combination with other forms of matter, it may 
reappear, but can never be annihilated as long as space exists. For all 
we know, ita destiny may be immortal ; its uature may be to become 
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partially introverted when the fingers and the poles came, 
in contact, but both flames were at the same time in a, 
diminished, dull condition. At other poles the result was 
exactly the same in the reverse order. But the multifa
riously modified experiments prove the same thing; namely, 
that tlte points of fiugers act upon tlte polar odic flames like 
crystals and like magnets, and may in all case& be subNii
tuted for them. 

446. b. The variations just mentioned, produced by 
unequal strength of the reacting odic poles, went so far, 
that in one particular case I found the polarity of the odic 
flames of a weak magnet directly reversed by powerful 
hands. This observation merits attention, because it affords 
a further proof of the independence of Od in contrast to 
magnetism, similar to that which we had just now at § 436. 
I gave to Josephine Zinkel a magnetic needle four inches 
long, which was not strongly magnetic ; she held it by the 
middle, between two fingers, conformably in the meridian. 
When I took hold of its positive end, turned toward the 
south, with the points of the fingers of my right hand, the 
blue odic flame at the other pole of the needle became 
twice as long as it was originally. This great increase 
proved the weakness of the needle in proportion to my 
band. But when I took hold of the positive end of the 
needle with the tips of the fingers of my left hand, the blue 
colour of the northward flame was lost, and a red flame half 
the length took its place. When I made the experiment 
the other way, and put the tips of the fingers of my left 
hand to the negative end of the needle directed to the north, 
the red flame at the other pole became more luminous and 

i11finitely auenuated and purified. But whether it exists associated with 
heat, electricity, magnetism, chemism, or o<lism, the mesmeric facts of 
<'lairvoyance show that it is the velJide in which thought is co;JVeyed, and 
may be the punctum saliens of the lowest animated SJlherulc, as well as of 
the highest ott,>anized being. 
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three times as long. But when I took hold of the same 
ncgutivc end of the needle with the right hand finger-tips, 
the red colour of the southward flame wus lost, and a blue 
flame took its place. It clearly results from this that the 
odic force of my hands far exceeded that of the weakly mag
netic needle in reference to odic polar quality ; so much so, 
that it converted its red or blue polar flames into blue or 
red, when its Od was opposed to that of the magnet at the 
'other pole, and ·without ill tlte leasl disturbing the true 
11Ul!Jllelic polarity of tlte ends of the ueedle. 1\Iy hands, 
which possessed no magnetic capacity whatever, acted so 
strongly odically upon the nc>.edle, that its Magnetod was 
completely overcome by Biod, and the flames changed 
colour. (It acted exactly as we have seen electricity act.) 

44 7. In contrast to these means of strengthening the 
odic flame, I have become acquainted with means f!( n·eak· 
euiu,q it, and as yet with two. The first is Heat. I 
showed Miss Sophie Pauer a horse-shoe in the dark ; she 
found its polar flames from two to two and a half inches 
long when cold; when I had warmed it to the heat of one's 
Jmnd on the stove, she found the flames diminished to about 
four fifths of an inch. And when the magnet had cooled 
down again, she found its odic flames of the same size as at 
first. On the following day I repeated the experiment with 
a larger magnet : I raised the temperature to a rather higher 
degree ; she again saw its flames diminish coiisiderabJy in 
size as it became hot, and increase again in proportion as the 
cooling progressed. Wilhelmine Glaser, in the dark chamber, 
saw a polar: flame of six inches length on a single horse-shoe 
.with limbs ten inches long, as long as it was cold. I laid it 
upon the heated stove, and when it had reached about 
100° Fahr. I brought it to her again ; she now found its 
flame diminished to about three inches. I placed the magnet 
on the stove once more, and heated it to about 144° Fahr., 
so that l could no longer hold it well in my unprotected 
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hand. Now, when I brought it to her again, she saw the 
flume reduced to an inch and a half. But when I had let 
the horse-shoe cool down, with the armature applied, the 
flrune was as large as it had been originally. Josephine 
Zinkel made similar observations on the same horse-shoe 
magnet. The diminution of the odic flame appeared to her 
more strikingly in hars , when they were heated, the lumi
nosity almost entirely disappearing. Accordingly as the 
odic incandescence of magnets is diminished by elevation of 
temperature(~ 369), so also, and in a more remarkable de
gree, is the odic flame ; by heating Rteel magnets to a little 
above the boiling point of water, the flame would perhaps 
be wholly extinguished. It consequently diminishes far 
more rapidly in steel, with the increase of temperature, than 
the magnetism, which indeed also sinks, but far more 
slowly. 

448. A second cause of diminution of the odic flame lies 
in another circumstance, of much more importance to the 
experimenter, namely, the proximity of surrounding objects. 
We have already seen what crystals, hands, and the like, 
can effect ; I shall discuss the influence exerted by metals, 
metalloids, alkalies, and acids, brought in considerable 
quantity into the vicinity of flaming magnets, in the chapter 
on the light of matter. I shall here only speak of the re
markable in.ftueJWe of approaching persons. Miss Atz
mannsdorfer often observed to me that she only saw the 
magnets I showed her well, when I removed to some distance 
from them, and they were not too close to herself. Madame 
Kienesberger called my attention to the fact, that, when occu
pied in making a powerful electro-magnet, I came too near it, 
its odic light became bedimmed and diminished. Mr. Hooh
stetter, when I accidentally went very close to an upright 
magnetic bar, the flame of which rose six inches high, found 
this disappear wholly from his sight, and reappear as soon 
BS I had moved away again. '11o control this, I placed the 
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nine-layer magnet conformably with poles upward, upon a 
table; he saw it flame up about a foot high. As I then 
approached the magnet, the flame became weaker ; and 
when I came quite close, so that my body touched its top, 
it entirely disappeared from his view : he saw nothing but 
the incandescent steel. When I moved away a step, it 
was restored, and I could repeat this as often as I wished. 
Dr. Nied saw exactly the same with the nine-fold magnet 
standing on a chair. In like manner, also, Mr. Delhez and 
the Baroness von Augustin. Mr. Pauer saw odic flame 
ftowing from the nine-fold magnet in the dark chamber. I 
walked slowly towards it ; when I had come within about 
half a foot, he saw the odic flame become dull, and when I 
was quite close to the steel, the flame was wholly lost to his 
sight. His daughter, Miss Sophie, witnessed this strange 
phenomenon at varioUB times. She saw smaller magnets as 
well as the nine-fold always first grow paler, then lose the 
flame, as I approached them, and in each case it was re
stored as soon as I drew back from them. Wilhelmine Glaser 
frequently perceived my approach produce extinction of the 
odic flame on the nine-fold magnet, and even when it had 
recently been rubbed, and its magnetic intensity was at the 
highest pitch. But when I drew back only a little way 
from it, it immediately began to form again, and was wholly 
restored when I had removed to the distance of a pace. 
Madame Bauer frequently communicated this observation to 
me unexpectedly: when I accidentally approached the odic 
flames of magnets under examination, during the course of 
experiments, she complained that I came too close to them, 
dulled, diminished, or extinguished the flame by my proxi
mity, which int.Prfering with her observations about what I 
was asking her, she warned me to move away. Josephine 
Zink.el explained to me that when my immediate proximity 
had weakened the flame of the nine-fold magnet down to 
wvisibility, my retreat did not restore it directly, but only 
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gradually ; and it was requisite for me to move to the dis
tance of about forty inches for the flame to reacquire tl1e 
full strength of its light, and my vicinity to become quite 
imperceptible in the appearance of the flame. 

449. In order to master this deceptive phenomenon, I 
instituted the following experiment. I placed the large 
nine-fold magnet vertically, with its poles turned upwards. 
I then turned the northward limb to the east and the south
ward limb to the west; and another time the former to tht 
west and the latter to the east. In the dark chamber, and 
in the presence of Josephine Zinkel, I slowly and alternately 
approached and removed from both poles at once on the 
north side, with my face toward them. As soon as I came 
near, the flames were extinguished on both poles, and re
stored directly I removed again. When I so modified the 
experiment that I approached only my right side to the two 
poles, their flames were no longer both extinguished, but 
only one, namely, the northward Llue flame ; the southward 
red flame became brighter and more intense in its redness 
and luminosity. When, on the other hand, I approached 
both poles with my left side, the reverse occurred ; the 
southward pole lost colour and luminosity altogether, while 
the northward very much increased in blueness and intensity 
of light. This made the matter clear, and brings it under 
the regular law. 

450. It is, therefore, the odic quality of the entire person 
which reacts as strongly upon a magnet, even on a very 
powerful one, as magnets do upon each other, and especially 
with their like poles. \Ve have seen how these act upon 
each other, depressing and extinguishing flame, and the 
hiodic poles also act and react upon the poles of magnets, 
even when we cannot at all, or at least as yet not in every 
case, clearly state where the animal poles exactly lie in the 
particular instances, and which or what of the many com
plicated odic axes of the body it actually is which causes the 
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observed extinction. But a cautious investigator will per
ceive here a boundless source of countless errors, countless 
misconceptions, countless incomprehensibilities and enigmas, 
which up to this time have pressed like a mountain upou the 
so-called animal and mineral magnetism, and without the 
removal of which it is clear that normal and hannonious 
observations cannot be attained. Every physicist saw some
thing different, and each met every day with something 
different from what he saw the day before; nay, during one 
and the same experiment, the results were modified under 
the hand3 of the investigators as they changed their posi
tions or their assistants, and as the number of bystanders 
increased. They were unaware of the cause, never knew 
how to attain a fixed point in the experiments, the scientific 
ground trembled everywhere under their feet, and the com
plications ran out into infinity. • 

* May my good friends, the doctors and profeuora of the tlt'lt'-styled 
commiuion, take warning, and not merely learn to perceiTe the weakneM 
of their experiments, but also to feel the disgrace they have brought 
upon themselTes by their gronndltA accusations against poor J,eo
poldine Reichel. They made a dark chamber, of which they themsel'fes 
relate that, in their haste, they stopped the crack of the door 1dth 
pocket-handkerchiefs. (Zeitschr. der Gesellachaft der Aerzte in Wien, 
III. Jahrg. 138.) WboeTer hu worked long in a dark chamber, can 
imagine what kind of darkness it could hne been thnt was improvised 
in this manner I In the narrow apace of a small room, the sensitive wu 
crowded constantly with ten to fifteen young men, and some of these 
ttJmt Otlt and in every now and then (/oc. cit. 119 and 139). We know 
that the momentary penetration of light, even only through the smallest 
crack, rendtn the eye dazzled and almo1t imenlible to odic light for 
more than half an hour; and here we have, as at the btginning, the 
rude effect of opening the door for ptnons going out and in ! This 
alone is more than sufficient to render the results of such clumsy expe
riments wholly useleu and valuelefla, and to make any deduction based 
upon them altogether ridiculous. If Mi!<.." Reichel BAW nothing under 
eueh circumstances, Rs the accounts frequently declare, abe told the truth, 
because she could not see anything under such perverse arrangements, 
not bt-cause abc did not ~llt'8ll the capacity, but because ignorantly 
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451. 'l1he odic flame, as we see, affords no conclusions as 
to the direction of the magnetic force : to expreas myself in 

arranged experiments rendered it impoeaible to her. Pinally, however, 
abe did see eomewhat, gave confused statements, and on tJu. account 
was called a liar and a deceiver. Let us examine the statements of these 
gentlemen, and see where lying and deceit are to be found. Leopoldine 
Reichel wu placed at a distance of three to six paces from the magnet, 
there was usually a doctor on each aide of her, who were appointed to 
watch over her, and they frequently held both her banda. Oppoei.te to 
her sat another doctor, holding a heavy horse-shoe magnet in hia banda 
upon his knees, and moving it about. Close to him, in like manner, at 
each side, sat a doctor, directed to control the movements of the mag
net. The sensitive was now to state bow and where the magnet wu 
luminoue, while it was being moved up and down ; they preued her to 
show her art, laughed at and mocked her when her atatementa were 
incorrect, irritated and angered her to such an extent that abe more than 
once struck at the gentlemen, and once was in the ac:t of boxing the 
cars of one of them, &c. In the first place it is impouible that a mode
rately sensitive person, as Miu Reichel was at that time, could percei"te 
any magnetic light in a darkneu which was continually interrupted by 
the entrance and exit of spectators. In the second place, the diatance 
of three to six paces from the magnet is far too great; a senaitive of thia 
degree cannot detect magnetic light with certainty beyond forty inch-. 
In the third place, the heavy magnet, a nine-layered, waa held in a 
man's band, quite close to his body, and thus completely extinguiabecl 
to the eyes of the obaener. This proves a tripl~ i~ility of~ 
a11y nnanatioru of light from tM rnapet. Tboe groea errore were 
committed in the experiments, any one of whtch wonld have been 
alone tufficient to render all sensitive perception impouible. There
fore ahe actually aaw nothing, or only scattered, uncertain, and YU'iable 
appearances of light-doubtless here and there from a h&Dd, from ooe 
or more of the collected heads, from collected beads and banda, from. 
hands lying upon the magnet, and thua rendered stronger; from eyee. 
from breath, from the pita of the stomacbt, or from the kneee of the 
crowd of doctors, &c., where such thing• accidentally came in contact_ 
and momentarily raised each other's odic intenaity. Notwithstanding 
that I detailed fully, in my writing., how very luminous all these living 
organa are, scarcely any notice was taken of this by theee gentlemen ; 
tbey moved the magnet about in every poeaible direction before Reichel. 
and when abe nevertheless perceived light, it never atruck any one that 
there were auch things as faces, eyes, banda, pita of atomacha, genitals. 
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Mr. Faraday's words, no lines of magnetic force make 
their appearance in any odic phenomenon. In order to get 
some evidence on this point, if possible, I made an experi
ment with the magnetic curves which we obtain by filings. 
I laid a magnetic bar two feet long upon the floor, and 
covered it with a glass plate four feet four inches in dia
meter-thus more than twice as long. On this I strewed 
iron filings, tapped gently with my finger on all sides of it, 
and thus produced the well-known figures. I now led Miss 
Reichel to it in the dark, without her having seen anything 
of the arrangement previously. She no longer saw any 
flame upon the bar, but the magnetic curves were beauti-

&c., all of which are luminous, and this usually more strongly than the 
magnet. In this confusion of all the conditions of scientific inveatiga
tiona, the poor tormented girl knew no po88ible way to Batisfy the 
questions that poured upon her; and when incongruous answers were the 
result of aucb unskilful experiments, these gentlemen did not hesitate, 
instead of owning their ignorance, to take refuge under the unacro
puloua slander, thAt the obaener waa a deceiver. They were not 
aabamed to decorate this bare assertion with atoriea which bear the 
stamp of improbability on their very face. Thus Miss Reichel ia said to 
have slipped alily up to the magnet which one of the doctors held in 
his bAnda in the dark, and felt for it with her band in order to find out 
where it waa. This is clearly false, for it carries ita own refutation 
with it. For if abe could not see the odic light, abe could not go 
toward the magnet; and this because it wu above the head, under the 
feet, at the aide of, or behind the ptraon who held it, and thus abe 
coald not know where to look for it: yet she waa sure to catch hold of 
the body, the bead, or the feet of the experimenter, or even to put her 
band to bia eyes. This accusation is thus evidently nonsensical, and 
it will be vain to throw duet in the eyes of a thinking reader with auch 
sillineaa. The girl herself was moved to tears when I told her of this 
pRBaage in the medical journal, and could not find words to expreas her 
pain and indignation at such calumny. The want of accuracy which 
ia here evident cannot be laid to the accused, but to the accuaera, and 
required an earnest correction. People should not aet up for judgea in 
a matter when they at the ~~&me time exhibit so much ignorance ; but 
to endeavour to cover this ignorance by untruth, at the cost of one who 
is defencele1111, is quite detestable and abomioable.-.dKtAor'l not~. 
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fully illuminated. Each particle of the filings appeared 
luminous to her, and by their arrangement they formed lines 
of light exactly in the direction of the curve.~. The whole 
appearance sparkled at all points at once in every colour uf 
the rainbow, and ehcited from her the exclamation that she 
had never seen anything more charming in her life. 

452. Two years later I repeated the experiment with the 
healthy Josephine Zinkel, in the dark chamber. The results 
were the same descriptions and the same pleased ustonish
ment at the beauty of the sight. She saw millions of bril
liant coloured stars lighting up the plate, all arranged in the 
curved lines. She evinced the greatest pleasure when I 
tapped it gently, and the little stars jumped up and danced 
about. She saw the whole northern half luminous with a 
bright bluish light ; a brilliant red prevailed more on the 
southern half. She added the further observation, that the 
entire glass plate was bounded all round its circumference 
by a seam of light, which was composed of all the prismatic 
colours. According to her statements it was but narrow, 
some one-eighth or one-tenth of an inch broad, and the 
colours formed parallel streaks in it. Otherwise, neither 
the sick nor the healthy observer saw any other figures but 
the magnetic curves already known. 'l'hus nothing obser
vable had occurred beyond the conversion of each filing into 
an induced magnet emitting odic flame. 

453. The discussion of odic flame may be concluded with 
a little practical application. 'l'here is a fable widely spread 
in Germany, and our poets have depicted it in the most 
stirring scenes, that spirits, witches, and devils, collect in 
great numbers at night, to dance on the Blocksberg. Every
thing has an origin ; and now we see that this myth is not 
without some kind of foundation. It wus discovered long 
ago, that there are rocky points on the Blocksberg which 
are strongly magnetic, and divert the magnetic needle ; 
more accurate investigations have shown that these rocks 
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contain fragments of magnetic iron ore,-for instance, the 
}i'locnstein, the Snarcher, and others. The necessary deduc
tion from this is, that they emit odic flames, and that these 
must be visible at night to sensitive eyes. Therefore, when 
persons of strong odic vision have come to such places on 
dark nights,-hunters, charcoal burners, poachers, wood
cutters, &c.,-they must have seen delicate flameR of various 
sizes and colours blazing all around, flaring backwards and 
forwards with currents of air. ·who could blame them, if they 
took t.his for the devil and all his train of spirits and hags 
dancing round? The feast of the '\Valpurgis Night must 
now, alas! yield to the sobrieties of physics, which havo 
scattered with their light that fair cloud-picture of fancy. 

453. b. The compressed retrospect on the odic flame 
tells us-

a. Very weakly magnetic steel exhibits odic incandescence 
without flame ; as soon as the intensity of the magnetism 
passes beyond a certain point, emissions of light occur, 
which display themselves as vaporous, misty, and finally 
flame-like, especially at the poles of the magnets, and 
appear not unfrequent.ly as high as a man, even to healthy 
eyes. 

b. Terrestrial magnetism exercises great influence on the 
size and colouring of the odic flame ; and the phenomena of 
these occur differently according as the magnets are placed 
with one or other pole towards north, west, south, or ea8t, 
turned upwards or downwards, in the magnetic dip, or in 
nny other intermediate direction. 

c. Iron bars behave like weak magnets in relation to Od, 
when under the influence of terrestrial magnetism. 

d. Banding occurs in the odic flame, just as in the odic 
incandescence. 

e. The direction of the flame exhibits a tendency up
wards. 

f Magnet-flames of unlike poles, opposed diametrically 
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to each other, and gradually approximated, exhibit little or 
no mutual attraction, do not lift each other up, but repulse 
one another, accumulate around their own poles, and become 
introverted. On contact, the introverted flames disappear, 
and a delicate intermingled flame appears enveloping the 
opposed poles. 

g. Odic flames meeting one another cross-ways, carry one 
another onward. 

h. The flame obeys currents of air. 
i. AU the manifold effects which one magnet produces 

npon others, are either directly reflected in accompanying 
odic phenomena, or give rise to peculiar appearances of the 
odic light. The rubbing of magnets affords numerous ex
amples of this. 

k. The same occurs when the armature is used as an in
duced magnet, and moved in different directions over the 
magnet. 

l. The divergences between Od and magnetism, which 
arise here, not unfrequently go on to such a contrast that 
+ Od and - M. co-exist simultaneously in one magnet 
pole. 

m. Electro-magnetism produces the phenomena of odic 
flame in exactly the same manner. 

n. The electrical atmosphere strengthens them, and under 
certain circumstances reverses the poles. 

o. Heat weakens the odic flame. 
p. Crystals and animals (human hands) influence the odic 

flames like magnets, strengthen them, weaken them, re
verse or destroy them, both in contact and by mere ap
proximation. 

q. The magnetic curves produced with iron filings over 
bars, present to the eye a multitude of stars of minute 
odically flaming magnets. 

r. Odic flame is a material object, probably a substance 
rendered luminous, but by no means magnetism. 
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Ill.-0DIC THREADS, STREAKS, AND NEBUL.E. 

464. It is already known from the accounts of Misses 
Reichel, Nowotny, aud Maix, given in an enrlier part ofthis 
work, that magnets emit a light in the form of streaky 
luminous mist, in addition to the polar flames of the edges 
and corners. '11hcse observations received confirmation, 
meanwhile, through repeated perceptions of Baron August 
von Oberlander, who described the little lateral flames as 
streaks and brushes; of Miss Atzmannsdorfer, who Raw, 
once between the limbs of a nine-layered, another time of a 
seven-layered horse-shoe, the whole space filled with threads 
of flame, and the outer part of the entire magnet enveloped 
in a delicate fiery mist, both of which she often mentioned 
in the course of experiments, without my having taken note 
of it on every occasion; of Miss Zinkel, who found not 
only the strongest magnets, like seven-layered and nine
layered, but also even a mere single horse-shoe, when rubbed 
with a five-layered in the dark, covered with a luminous mist 
two and a half inches broad between the limbs, and two
fifths broad around the outside. She, moreover, saw odic 
conducting wires, the flamC8 at the ends of wires, also 
on tinned-plates, disks, and globes of iron, when under in
duction by a magnet, the first at the edge, the last two over 
their whole surface, and many other emanations of odic 
light, appear as streaks, and like a mist; to which I shall 
recur more circumstantially in their proper places. She 
perceived these misty luminosities more vividly on open 
magnets. When closed by the armature, these appearances 
either vanished altogether, or, as in most cases, merely be
came dulled and diminished. Farther, through those of Miss 
Winter, who described a three-layer horse-shoe, as coated 
all over with delicate fire-mist; of Dr. Nied, who saw a 
simple horse-shoe, with its armature applied, envc1oped to a 
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thickness of one inch and three-quarters with luminous mist, 
as also a seven-layer; of Miss Sophie Pauer, who, like Jose
phine Zinkel, saw magnetically induced iron disks aud 
globes enclosed in luminous mist-like vapour; of Miss 
Weigand, who perceived a small strong horse-shoe magnet 
lying upon her hand at night, to be enveloped in fire-mist ; 
of Madame Bauer, who detected fire-mist over all bars and 
horse-shoes, from the smallest pocket horse-shoe to the 
nine-layer; of young Stephen Kollar, old Sebastian 
Zinkel, and Miss Dorfer, who perceived the lambent fire
mist playing over the sides of all horse-shoes inside aud 
out; finally, of Madame Kienesberger, who, especially during 
menstruation, saw all horse-shoes furnished with luminous 
streaked fire-mist, in such a manner that it was weakest at 
the curvature, sometimes almost imperceptible, but from 
here to the poles became continually stronger, exactly as 
Miss Reichel bad described it at first. 

455. The emissions of light also exhibited colours. Miss 
Zinkel saw the fire-mist between the limbs of the horse
shoe, red on one side, and hlue on the other, the colours 
playing into each other, so that the interspace had a varie
gated appearance. This was still stronger with compound 
horse-shoes, because each limb gave out red and blue mist 
at once, extending inside and outside as far as the cur
vature. 

456. This luminous mist was very vividly developed 
along the magnetic bars, which I e.vposed to the influence 
of the electrical atmosphere. The observer found single 
bars enclosed all along in fire-mist nearly two inches broad. 
'The interspaces between the limbs of horse-shoes then be
came completely filled with it, and gave the appearance of 
masses of luminous threads, variegated with red aud blue 
sometimes even in the prismatic colours. 

457. The emissions are always stronger from the coruers 
and edge.<J of magnets than from their surfaces. In bar mag-
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nets they are symmetrical on the two opposite sides ; almost 
absent in the axis of the bar, then increasing gradually to
ward the poles, ·strongest at the ends of the poles, not at the 
magnetic foci, which, as i!! well known, lie about one-seventh 
of the half-length of the bar below the poles. But on 
horse-shoe magnets it is unsymmetrical, and was seen by 
Madame Bauer, Madame Kienesberger, MissAtzmannsdorfer, 
and Zinkel, far more vividly inside the limb than outside ; so 
that the streaked emissions from the limbs in many cases 
occupied the greatest part of the space between the limbs, and 
in some filled up the whole with their luminous fiery mist. 
Mr. Pauer could only detect the fire-mist clearly between the 
limbs of the magnet. 

458. When I applied tlu! annature to open horse-shoea 
which possessed the fire-mist, this instantly diminished 
considerably, but did not disappear. According to the ob
servations of Miss Atzmannsdorfer and Miss Ziukel, it OOca.me 
rather more than one-half narrower and shorter, but more 
especially duller, less luminous, and more opaque ; if it had 
been yellow and red previously, the influence of the arma
ture would make it greyish-yellow, or wholly colourless and 
grey. This was also the case when I closed the horse-shoe 
magnet with a second horse-shoe instead of the armature. Dr. 
Nied, who observed very strong odic mist upon open single 
magnets, could scarcely see anything of it, detecting only the 
dull odic incandescence of the steel, as soon as I applied 
the armature. His sensitiveness is weaker. The conduc
tion through the armature was thus apparently imperfect in 
all cases, and a portion of the current. of the dynamic con
stituting the magnet continually passed off into the air. 
These confirmations are more than sufficient to warrant 
the accuracy of the original statements on this head gi~en 
by Miss Reichel, as set down in the first part of this 
work. 

459. It is very probable that these envelopes of fire-mist 
K K 
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are constant, spread over the whole of the magnet, weak 
but interruptedly continuous emanations of Od, only percep
tible to the higher sensitive, on account of their slight degree 
of intensity, and scarcely, or not at all, to those of weaker 
sensitive vision. 

460. Almost all the highly sensitive also described to me 
isolated coloured threads, which they perceived in the odic 
flame. I have already mentioned this of Miss Atzrnanns
dorfer and others. Madame Bauer also called my attention 
to this observation. The .Baroness von Augustin saw them 
rise frequently over the nine-layer, and a five-layer; also from 
an electro-magnet. I examined this phenomenon most accu
rately with the healthy girl Zinkel. On nine-layer horse
shoes she saw many separate, strongly luminous, thread-like 
streaks, rise out from the poles into the odic flame, which 
were uot very slender, but about as thick as a common pin, 
not taking their origin below immediately from the steel, but 
first distinctly formed at some height above it in the odic 
flame. These threads she always found either blue or red. 
They did not move, but always flowed forth uniformly in 
the flame, especially in its upper parts. She observed this 
phenomenon most clearly in the banded alternation of the 
colours of the odic flame over the layers of the nine-fold 
horse-shoe, mentioned at § 396. Here she distinguished 
accurately, that, from the red odically incandescent layers, 
arose red, and only red streaks of light, from the blue 
odically incandescent layers blue and only blue in the flames, 
which were always of just the same colour. 

461. I do not think these phenomena are of special kind, 
but look upon them as equivalent to the rest of the odic flames 
in general. The cause probably is inequality of the issue 
from the surface of the magnet at very minute points. 
Since we know that edges and corners cause stronger emis
sion, I think we have a right to assume that smaller uneven
nesses may serve Bfi points of emission, and thus cause the 
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formation of threads, streaks, and mist-like appearances. 
1'hey are little currents of Od locally concentrated in the 
general current, blue from the negative, and red from the 
positive poles. 

lV. Omc SMOKE. 

462. The next phenomenon of light attaching itself to 
the odic flame of the magnet is a peculiar luminous vapour 
or smoke, which ascends from the magnet, and is seen by 
the sensitive in the dark. I made little or no mention of 
it in my earlier treatises ; but as in the further prosecution 
of my researches it pressed itself upon me unavoidably, 
and always in the same manner under like circumstances, I 
have necessarily recognized it as an essential part of the 
odic luminous phenomena, and turned attention to it. 

·we will, in the first place, hear and critically compare the 
statements of the many witnesses I have met with. 

46a. First, the healthy sensitives :-
Mr. Edward Hutter saw a dim cloudy appearance over a 

pocket horse-shoe, which, as he moved the magnet in the 
dark, was carried about with it, and thus doubtless belonged 
to it. 'fhe Baroness Pauline von N atorp saw five- and 
seven-layer horse-shoe magnets covered with a luminous 
cloud at the northward pole alone. She perceived slight marks 
of a misty brightness on the nine-layer. She discerned a 
grey smoke ascending to the height of one's hand from an 
electro-magnet. Professor Ragsky saw the northward pole 
of a single horse-shoe magnet emit, with intermissions, a 
bluish, weak, and vaporous light. Professor Huss, of Stock
holm, the Court Physician, perceived abundance of smoke 
rising, and passing up in clouds, from a strong electro
magnet. Mr. Demeter Tirka observed that the same nine
layer was enveloped in a cloudy luminosity, which weakly 
lighted up its entire circumference. Mr. Pauer saw all 
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largish horse-shoes exhale vapour. He perceived a luminous 
cloud over each pole of a strong electro-magnet. Mr. 
Hochstetter discerned a grey smoke ascending forty inches 
high over the nine-layer magnet : when I placed the horse
shoe in the electrical atmosphere of the conductor, he saw 
smoke rise to the height of a man over the odic flame, 
throwing a light upon the ceiling. Mr. Sebastian Zinkel 
observed smoke produced over the odic flame of a single 
horse-shoe to three times its height. Mr. Fernolendt saw 
luminous opake smoke ascend to the ceiling over several 
horse-shoes in the electrical atmosphere of the positive con
ductor. Madame Josephine Fenzl, at various times, perceived 
a cloudy light, like thin smoke, almost as high as a man, 
over the flame of the nine-layer horse-shoe. Madame Isabella 
von Tessedik and the young Stephan Kollar found all bars, 
horse-shoes, and electro-magnets, to possess misty lights, 
either only at the northward or at both poles ; the latter saw 
the smoke whirling up in clouds. Mr. Theodore Kotschy 
saw a wide-spreading light sweeping like a vapour over the 
nine-layer, resembling a delicate halo, more than forty inches 
high ; the same was detected by Madame von Varady and 
Madame von Peichich. The joiner Klaiber observed a lumi
nous smoke above the flame of a three-layer horse-shoe, gra
dually losing itself in the air above. Mr. Gustav Anschutz 
saw a lambent vaporous light appear on a three-layer going 
and coming, always at the northward pole alone, sometimes 
paler, sometimes brighter. Another time he saw unipolar 
misty lights appear over several horse-shoes, but remaining 
constant. On the nine-layer, in imperfect darkness, at his 
own bouse, be saw a misty ball of light wave over one pole 
alone. Mr. Delhez perceived a column of smoke above the 
effiux of light from a large electro-magnet ascending verti
cally to the ceiling of the dark room, and then producing 
a large illuminated patch, larger than the nine-layer caused. 
The smoke was diverted there, and flowed visibly along the 
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ceiling. Miss Ernestine Anschutz perceived the odic vapour 
over the nine-layer, and over a five-layer, most distinctly when 
I approximated the friendly poles of the two little magnetic 
bars to them. Mr. Nicolaus Rabe saw every odic flame that 
issued from magnetic poles pass gradually into a light 
vapour ; be estimated this at four to five feet high over the 
nine-layer magnet. lie saw a large bar magnet, four feet 
long, with flame twenty inches long at the northward pole, 
and twelve inches long at the southward ; both flames then 
passing into smoke, which was light and fine ·at the north
ward pole, and dense and duller at the southward. Miss 
Sophie Pauer perceived a flame twelve to sixteen inches 
high over the nine-layer, and this passing above into luminous 
smoke, which ascended almost to the ceiling. But in the 
electrical atmosphere she saw its smoke strike against the 
ceiling. Baron von Oberlander detected many of the 
emissions of odic light as delicate vapour, especially the 
large column of odic flame of a heavy nine-layer horse-shoe. 
appeared to him to pass above, when it approached the 
ceiling, into a kind of thin smoke. Professor Endlicher 
discen1ed, over the luminous emissions, forty inches long, of 
a strong electro-magnet, a column of smoke-like, weakly 
luminous vapour, which rose vertically to the ceiling of the 
dark chamber, was turned aside then, and flowed onwards 
horizontally, lighting it up. 'Wilhelmine Glaser saw the nine
layer alone, but still more when within the electrical atmo
sphere, as well as large bars pour out smoke above the odic 
flame, up to the ceiling ; also the electro-magnet. These last 
observations were repeated on a greater scale with Madame 
Cecilia Bauer ; she saw smoke above the odic flame on all 
magnets without exccption,-on the stronger partially bril
liantly coloured, as if iridescent and containing sparks. 
She always saw it stronger, thicker, and duller over the 
reddish odic flame; finer, thinner, and lighter, on the blue. 
Dr. Nied observed vapourous exalations over every flame-
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like emission, both from magnetic bars and horse-shoes. 
He always found them stronger on the southward pole 
than on the northward, especially on a single and a 
seven-layered horse-shoe,-of an arm's length in the latter. 
He saw a column of vapour ascending from a nine-layer 
horse-shoe rising to the ceiling, and luminous. The Baroness 
von Augustin discerned smoke in rolling clouds rising 
vertically to the ceiling, over the flame-like lights on the nine
layer, and still more over an electro-magnet. Josephine 
Zinkel, in a· series of experiments-to enumerate which 
would be a wearisome repetition-saw every bar-magnet and 
every horse-shoe of tolerable strength, change, ·at the positive 
pole, from reddish flame into dense, dull, weak1y luminous, 
reddish-yellow smoke ; at the negative, from blue flame into 
delicate, etherial, grayish-blue vapour. On the smaller or 
simpler horse-shoes she found these clouds like emanations 
from four to tw~lve inches long,-on nine-layered often as 
long as one's ru"m, and, when it was strengthened, eighty 
inches and more in length. She saw magnets of high 
intensity, especia1ly at her periods of menstruation, covered 
all over with delica:e vapour close to the poles: she saw 
the smoke emerge to an arm's length from the banded 
flames of horse-shoes composed of several layers ; during 
the rubbing, and in the different relative positions the 
two horse-shoes were thereby made to assume, she saw a 
rubbed single horse-shoe throw out dense clouds of smoke, 
especially at the southward pole : in many cases she saw 
only blue flames at the northward pole, and no flame at the 
aouthward, but only dull reddish smoke. When, under 
such circumstances, the curvature of a single horse-shoe lay 
upon the poles of a five-layered, whereby-as we have already 
seen-the flames on the poles of the former were doubled, 
there was also always a simultaneous marked heightening 
of the odic smoke at the positive, and of the odic vapour 
nt the negative pole, over the flames of the rubbed magnet. 
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But when this was so attached to the rubber at two-thirds 
of its length, that it would no longer support the annature, 
and its poles thus came into a condition of magnetic in
difference, there was a little blue flame visible at the 
negative pole, but at the positive none whatever ; only 
reddish smoke. A horse-shoe electro-magnet exhibited 
masses of smoke whirling up violently above both polar 
flames, and the beholder could here distinguish isolated 
flocks of smoke continually detaching themselves from each 
other, like drifting clouds, which was also frequently de
scribed to me by the joiner Klaiber, and others. She saw 
the nine-layer emit dense smoke from the flames when in the 
atmosphere of the electrically charged conductor ( § 436) : 
this was the case also when the proximity of the conductor 
bad caused a reversal of the polarity in bars and horse-shoes : 
these masses of smoke rose up to the ceiling, and sometimes 
illuminated the painting upon it, so that she was able to 
distinguish the lines of the pictures here and there. She 
always saw the smoke rise in greater abundance from the 
positive pole than from the negative, especially on electro
magnets. Small bars or needles four inches long some
times appeared without flames at either pole, but the nega· 
tive pole with grey smoke. She saw br.rs of twenty-four 
and forty-eight inches in length, furnished with smoke over 
the flames of both poles, weaker and bluish-grey at the 
northward pole, stronger and yellowish-red at the south .. 
ward. When I placed caps of different fonns upon bar 
magnets, so that the poles tenninated in two, three, or four 
teeth, each tooth delivered its own weaker current of smoke 
over its flame. When I approximated the friendly poles of 
two bars eight inches long to the beholder, she observed in 
the smoke, as in the flame, the tendency to flow out toward 
each other, and meet ; but when they came near, the union, 
which seemed imminent, did not come to pass ; for the 
flowing vapours, retracted together with their flames around 
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their own poles, and accumulated upon them, were intro
verted with the flames, as I have already described of cer
tain odic flames. When I approximated two horse-shoes 
together in a similar manner, the result was similar; when 
they lay upon a table (see above, ~ 304, 405), the ascending 
smoke was first formed in the middle between the two poles 
at the ends of their flames. When the poles came so close 
that the flames were introverted around their own poles, the 
smoke was no longer produced in front of the poles, but 
behind, toward the curvature, from the introverted flames; 
and when the approximation of the flames together was 
great enough, from out behind the curvature in the manner 
already explflined above ; to which I refer. The behaviolll" 
of the smoke is parallel in all cases, in size and intensity of 
light, to that of the odic flame. 

464. Now the sickly and di8eased sensiti\'es :-
Miss Dorfer saw the flames pass off into smoke on various 

magnch1. Miss Winter discerned in the dark, emissions of 
odic vapour, from a three- nnd a five-fold magnet, not merely 
from the poles, but the entire horse-shoes enveloped in it. 
Miss Weigand saw the nebulous flame of a little pocket horse
shoe wholly enveloped in luminous vapour. Miss von Weigels
berg saw the same horse-shoe emit unsteady clouds, an inch 
to an inch and a half long at the poles, longer at the one than 
the other; they appeared to increase and diminish some
what, alternntely : at another time Rbe found all magnets 
that were presented to her throw out clouds, especially at 
the poles. Madame Johanna Anschutz observed luminous 
vapour rise to the height of a band from the poles of a five
layer, a foot high from those of a nine-layer horse-shoe ; in 
like manner luminous clouds waving upon the pole..'\ and 
between the limbs of a large single horse-shoe. Madame 
Kienesberger saw on all many-layered horse-shoe magnets 
the polar flames pass into odic vapour above, which became 
gradually lost further up. She detected this with especial 
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distinctness over the poles of the nine-layer, where she saw the 
misty smoke rise to almost the height of a man. Madame 
Kienesberger also thought she could distinguish between 
the lower and upper parts of this emanation of light, and 
believed the former to be more etherial and misty, the latter 
more like smoke, becoming more attenuated, and vanishing 
some distance higher up. She undoubtedly saw the luminous 
mist below of the negative pole, which all the observers 
perceived to be shorter, better than the smoke of the posi
tive pole, which reached up beyond the fonner, and 
ascended towards the ceiling. Her statements about the 
odie mist and smoke over a large electro-magnet agreed so 
completely with those of Zinkel, that there is no necessity 
to repeat them: she also saw the odic mist rise to the ceiling ; 
but this only happened in such a degree when a rather strong 
Smee's battery was employed: with a smaller battery the 
smoke and flame did not rise so high, the flame uot above eight 
to twelve iuches. Terrestrial magnetism also sufficed to pro
duce similar effects : a soft steel rod, fastened by the middle 
in a wooden holder, and placed in the meridian, appeared 
to her to have little flames and short smokes at both poles, 
gray at the uorthward and yellowish at the southward pole. 
\Vhen I brought this rod into the direction of the dip, the 
remarkable phenomenon again appeared of antagonism of 
magnetic and odic polarity, and reddi~h-grey flame was 
displayed at the lower negative magnetic end, bluish at the 
upper positive, with odic mist of the corresponding colours 
at the two sides: in this instance the reddish-grey smoke, 
heing shut out downwards, struck against the floor, at the 
distance of two feet, and then spread itself out on all sides. 
Friedrich \V eidlich <'·<>Dld not at first see various magnets I 
placed before him ; but after he had remained more than 
an hour in the dark he distinctly perceived the nebulosity 
next the odic flames which were lost in it above: he 
described the flame and smoke as passing into one another 
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in such a manner that in particular places they were in
distinguishable. He saw a five-layer smoke particularly 
strongly ; it was of newly and pretty strongly magnetized 
steel. He saw dense reddish clouds of smoke rising in 
confused masses from the flame, as high as a man ; from 
the nine-layer magnet, ascending to the ceiling, and whirl
ing upwards in constant streaming motion. When I blew 
it, he saw it driven about and disturbed for a few moments, 
but soon returning S{K'ntaneously into its former position. 
On another opportunity I made a new series of experiments 
on the nine-layer magnet with him : he again saw the 
smoke rising up to the ceiling, as it were in clouds following 
one another. Johanna Kynast also perceived that the 
flame, of a man's height, of the nine-layer, possessed 
luminous odir. smoke. Miss Marie Atzmannsdorfer saw 
the odic smoke over magnets so very many times that I 
ceased to set down any further notes of it, and shall merely 
observe, that when her visual power was weakened by any 
circumstance, or she had not remained long enough in the 
dark, she always detected the odic smoke before she could 
see the odic flame ; and that as her vision increased and 
became more acute, the mists appeared to yield to the 
flames and took their place upon the latter ; yet if the odic 
flame by degrees became developed with greater intensity 
of light, the smoke appeared to become paler than before. 
She often saw strong odic smoke, from the nine-layer, 
spread out upon the ceiling, and illuminate the whole 
of it for several minutes. 

* Thus we have here a dozen new testimonies added to the numerous 
proofs of the accuracy of all Miu Reichel's stAtements! It would be 
quite inconceivable bow the Vienna physicians could pouibly arrive at 
the monstrous declaration, that Miu Reichel had nner eeen any mag
netic light whatever, and therefore was an impostor, were it not that 
the reader of their report eeea at a half-glance how their experiments 
swarm with errors and mistakes. One among these, and not the least, 
was the collection of ten to fifteen young men in the apace of a small 
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471. That which more than twenty witnesses have here 
deposed is essentially consistent, not only in itself, but also 
harmonizes with what we already know concerning the odic 
flame, with which it is most intimately connected; it there-

room. Whoever baa the leut knowledge of this subject knows that 
human beings exert a very strong reciprocal odic influence upon each 
other; and it ia explained at length in my treatises, that a human body 
ill a constant source of magnetic, or, more properly speaking, odic 
force, radiating in a11 directions. With such reciprocal and univeraal 
active influence in action, how could a dozen doctors and profe111on 
expect and ask that an ignorant sensitive placed in the midst of them 
should have any clear ideas of the complicated forces acting in every 
direction, and give clear and scientifically available answers to the 
questions which they themselves did not understand how to put cor· 
rectly? Every human being ill a much stronger source of Od than 
a steel magnet. The immediate vicinity of a single man, in many caaeP, 
on the one hand, destroys the vision of a sensitive; and, on the other, 
interferes with the visibility of a magnet. When I make an experiment 
on light with a sensitive, in the dark, the first thing I do, before 
putting my queation.a, ill to draw back several paces, first from the 
penon, then from the object of the inquiry, to remove the influence 
of odic radiations from my own body, which would complicate the 
reaulta, and render them unavailable for the purpoaea of acience. 
lnatead of observing aimiliar precaution•, these gentlemen stationed a 
doctor on each aide of Reichel, who aometimea held her handa,-a 
condition which no sensitive whatever can endure,-and then placed 
the magnet opposite her, on some one's knees, &c. It is impo111ible to 
help laughing at the idea of anch experiments. Rtoicbel, thus put to 
the torture, was now, on the one aide, to corroborate the ignorant de
claration• of prejudiced persona who placed her in this unsuitable poai
tion, and who were exposed to shame by every negative answer she 
gave ; abe wu further to anawer the strained expec!ationa of the 
asaemblage, who unceasingly irritated her by mockery, aud drove her 
to outbreaks of anger by contemptuoua treatment; in this total dis
turbance abe wu to solve with precision the most delicate pouible 
problema that can be offered to touch or aight,--eolve them under 
physical and moral conditions in which they were absolutely insoluble, 
• • • . • what else could result, but the miserable confusion with 
which the pretended report of the butted girl's answers abounds ? 
Under such circumstances it is not worth the pains to go into the 
t~Cparate ~etatements, whether repeated truly or untruly, understood or 
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fore hears the stamp of truth so surely that it can only be 
denied in random, inconsistent talk, which, however, un
fortunately is met with in many persons who wish to be 
called philosophers, but who very often do not possess even 
a smattering of scientific logic. If we now compare the 
above scattered perceptions of so large and so varied a series 
of observers, during a space of more than three years, we 
come to the following axioms :-

a. All magnets, steel permanent ntagnets as well as soft 
steel and iron induced magnets induced by terrestrial mag
uctism and electro-magnets, exhale in the dark a misty and 
smoke-like delicate vapour, next to the odic flame; it also 
flows from the sides of magnets, although much more 
weakly, aud often impeJ'('.eptibly. The strength of its effiux 
diminishes from the poles to the magnetic axes ; in the axes 
it is relatively very small, but not absolutely wanting. 

b. The magnitude of this smoke-like luminous essence is 
directly proportioned to the size of the odic flames associated 
with it. When t.his amounts to an inch or so, the longitu
dinal extent of the smoke does not much exceed these 
dimensions; when the odic flame rises to a yard or more, 
the odic smoke ascends to the height of a man, and higher. 
But its magnitude is also proportionate in the same way 

not ; the whole ia mingled together in a hopelesa complication of 
miatakea. 

Reichel wu, in her time, a most excellent sensitive, the best that could 
be desired for scientific investigation, bad extremely delicate sensation 
and excitable vision, at the same time was willing, persevering. accu
rate and truthful in her statements, modest in expressing her opinion•. 
and acute in comprehending properly stated questions. But one muat 
not ride rough-shod over such tender instruments of delicate investi
gation. Neither did these gentlemen know what they wanted, nor did 
the girl or her belpleas guides what to do. Science ia not created in 
thia way, but people may thus expose their foolishness, and insolently 
cloak it by calumny, at the coet of an unprotected women.-..lutlor' • 
Note. 
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to the size as well as to the intet]sity of the magnet 
from which it issues. Large magnets of small intensity 
(like my nine-fold horse-shoe in many cases) gave large 
odic smoke ; small magnets of greater intensity afforded 
proportionately long flames, with abundance of vapour. 
But no pretensions are made at present, in the very 
beginning of the discoveries, to accurate determinations of 
dimensions. 

c. The odic smoke is thrown out by magnets with a 
certain force, which gives it the first direction, but after 
that it exhibits a constant tendency to ascend, to flow up
wards. When it reaches the roof of a room it spreads out, 
flowing away over it, illuminates the painting on it, and 
displays a certain, though short, permanence. Whatever 
material substratum may form the basis of its manifesta
tions, it is in any case either lighter than atmospheric air, 
or it suffers some kind of repulsion from the earth's surface, 
driving it away ; that is, upwards. 

d. It exhibits certain differences, according as it issues 
from the positive or from the negative poles of the magnets ; 
the positive, southward pole, gives it out reddish-grey and yel
lowish-red gray, thicker, inclined to produce cloudy masses ; 
the negative, northward pole, affords it blue-grey and bluish 
grey, more delicate, lighter, and more etherial. When its 
intensity diminishes, more of green (grey ?), becomes inter
mingled in both kinds of odic smoke ; at last they become 
wholly grey. Yet there occur exceptional cases, when 
the odic smoke of the magnet-poles changes, blue smoke 
appearing at the positive pole, and red at the negative; 
this happens when bars are placed in the direction of 
the dip, and in a few other cases of special nature,
e. g. where there is reversal of the odic pole while the 
magnetic polarity remains unaltered, &c. 

e. Although always present above the odic flame, yet 
there are also cases when it is visible without it. This 
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occurs when the magnets possess no great intensity. In 
such cases the sensitive frequently see a blue, uni-polar 
flame appear over the northward pole, with no flame on 
the southward ; but instead of this, a thick reddish odic 
smoke from it. In still weaker examples no flame at all 
is seen at one pole alone ; and, nevertheless, odic IDilOke is 
detected over either one or both. 

f. The odic smoke so far displays a material nature, that 
it may be disturbed and broken up by blowing on it, on 
which it requires a short space of time to recover the ori
ginal shape in the succeeding waves. It has, to a certain 
extent, the aspect of the vapour of phosphorus, only with 
much weaker luminosity. 

472. The relation between odic flame and odic smoke is 
a question we now approach ; but it is one very difficult to 
answer at present. Whether they are really two specifically 
different, or only one in different modifications, I cannot 
now decide. All the inquiries I have made on this subject, 
of those who have bad both before their eyes, have been 
answered by the assurance that the two are quite as diffe
rent as a common flame, and a luminous smoke issuing 
from it and losing itself in the air above. N evertbelcss, 
when I reflect that sensitives of weak vision in all cases see 
only smoke where the more highly sensitive perceive flame 
with smoke wavering over it; that when the former discern 
small flames with little smoke, the latter describe much 
larger flames with much stronger smoke ; that the same 
persons also see the same things diminished when their 
vision is weaker, which appeared large before ; that, more
over, while a blue flame with grey smoke is observed upon 
a negative pole, on the positive no flame at all, but only 
reddish grey smoke ; that there are magnets which emit 
only smoke, without flame, from both poles; finally, that 
sensitives, whom I have kept for a long time-say half a 
day, in the dark, at first thought all the magnets possesaed 
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only smoke, but after an hour's sojourn perceived flame 
and smoke on all, and, after several hours, found large 
columns of flame and vast masses of smoke developed 
gradually on particular magnets :-by all this I am com
pelled to conjecture that flame and smoke may perhaps be 
only one and the same thing,-differing, on the one hand, 
only in the degree of intensity ; and, on the other, detected 
with different degrees of clearness according to the measure 
of the visual power of the beholders, or of one and the 
same beholder according as his or her sense for the percep
tion of odic light is more or less perfectly unfolded, through 
more exalted sensitive disposition, or more perfect predis
position of the eye resulting from long sojourn in absolute 
darkness. In this case the first degree of perception 
would be a faint luminous cloud ; a second or more distinct~ 
thicker or brighter mist,-at first grey, then yellowish red
grey on the positive side, and blue-grey on the negative,
then reddish on the former, bluish on the latter. A third 
or fourth degree, the appearance of flame accompanied by 
vapour,-first the blue, next the red. Lastly, upon these, 
especially the latter, the dense rolling upward of clouds of 
smoke, whirling up to the roof the laboratory. I say 
" I seem compelled to conjecture," for I wish to keep 
every one of my theoretical views in all cases perfectly dis
tinct from the facts of experience, which I here set down 
from the concordant statements of many sensitives, and 
which, in any case, are more certain than even the simplest 
of my speculations. So long as we are ignorant of what 
these odic luminous phenomena, taken as a whole, are,-and 
I do not think it looks likely that we shall very soon pene
trate into the depths of its essence and origin, in the face 
of the prejudiced opposition of many physicists,-so long will 
the whole nature of these beautiful phenomena remain a 
mystery, so long shall we find it difficult to arrive at a firm 
judgment as to the identity or intimate difference of their 
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manifold kinds ; and therefore for the present we must., in 
our study and nomenclature, keep to the forms of their 
sensuously perceptible occurrence. 

V.-Omc SPARKS. 

473. A fifth has now to be added to the four forms of 
the luminous phenomena already described, of small com
pass, but of vivid strength. This consists of the spark$ 
which make their appearance in the smoke, and are sepa
rately whirled about in it. Miss !Wichel first described 
them, and she saw them frequently, not merely in mag
netic smoke, of which alone we shall speak first here, hut 
under many other circumstances, in relating which I shall 
subsequently recur severally to these. The first characters of 
these are very faintly indicated in fig. 1 of the first Treatise, 
most distinctly at the sides. They were seen very distinctly 
in this form by Baron von Oberlander, who compared them 
with the . flying sparks of glowing pine-charcoal. Several 
other observers, in particular Miss Atzmannsdorfer and 
Johann Klaiber, frequently compared them with fire-flies. 
Miss Girtler called them wee little stars. Miss Winter saw 
them fly about in abundance, especially rushing upwards 
with an angular motion near the wall of the room. She 
had previously seen them very frequently at home during 
severe nervous attacks. Mr. Delhez saw them darting 
about separately in the smoke of the electro-magnet, scat
tered without order. They were seen in abundance over a 
globular electro-magnet (~ 587) by Professor Huss. Baro
ness von Augustin saw them rise from the nine-layer, but in 
still greater numbers from an electro-magnet. Miss No
wotny observed them issue in greatest number from mag
nets ; and Madame Kiene&berger remarked them not only 
in the smoke of the nine-layer, rising singly, and scattered 
almost to the ceiling, but also issuing from the eleotro-mag-
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net. Friedrich Weidlich and Miss Sturmann observed them 
in the smoke of large and small magnets. Dr. N eid and 
Mr. Rabe saw them stream forth in the misty emanations 
of the nine-layer, many being extinguished in their passage, 
but some rising to the ceiling. Miss von Weigelsberg, 
Mr. Gustav AnschUtz, and his sister Miss Ernestine, com
pared them to fire-flies flying up in the odic vapour, and then 
wandering here and there. Madame Bauer saw them rise to 
the ceiling in the smoke of the nine-fold magnet. Professor 
Endlicher saw them rise singly with the smoke of a strong 
electro-magnet, ascending to the ceiling; they wandered 
about separately in the odic smoke, and in part flew out 
from it, and consisted of larger and smaller, more and less 
brilliant points. Wilhelmine Glaser observed such abundance 
of them in the electrical atmo11phere, that they rushed up 
almost in a stream. She also saw them appear in great 
quantity in the smoke of a large electro-magnet. Josephine 
Zinke] described them as extremely small luminous points, 
which moved irregularly upwards, separately, in variable 
but always small number, with the odic smoke, sometimes 
also sinking down, and then rising up again in it. Many 
times they disappeared wholly for the space of a minute ; then 
three, four, another time eight to twelve, appeared again 
at once in different places, and sometimes several grouped 
together. It even happened that a single one fell upon 
the table, upon an arm, or into the bed, and there remained 
a few moments before it was extinguished. On a bar mag
net which had had its negative pole exposed to the electri
cal atmosphere of the positive conductor, she saw them 
much increased not only at this but at the opposite posi
tive pole. All these persons expressed lively pleasure at 
the sight; just such as one hears when a party are returning 
home through a wood at night, and, meeting with fire-flies, 
their attention is suddenly diverted from everything else, 
and fixed who1ly upon the ·e. 
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4 7 4. I used the nine-layered horse-shoe in an experiment 
especially directed to this point with the healthy Josephine 
Zinkel. I turned the poles upwards and placed them in diffe
rent positions, sometimes in the meridian, sometimes in the 
parallel. Under all circumstances she saw the sparks rise, 
mostly separate, sometimes two or three together, of very 
remarkably intense luminosity, but in all cases small. She 
distinguished the two colours here, red and blue. The red 
flowed in greatest number from the southward pole, the 
blue from the northward. But blue sometimes came from 
the former, and also red sometimes from the latter. The 
reason of this apparent anomaly, which at first was an 
enigma to me, is very well explained above, ; 896. The 
blue sparks issued from the negative layers, the red from 
the interposed, which had become positive by reversal ; the 
opposite condition occurring at the other pole. They ap
peared abundantly when the nine-layer was exposed to the 
influence of the electrical atmosphere, and all the emana
tions of odic light were thereby increased ; the sparks then 
presented themselves in greater abundance, and this the 
greater in proportion as I approached the magnet nearer to 
the conductor. (Vide § 436.) 

476. Miss Zinkel represented this phenomenon as most 
beautifully developed when I formed a large electro-magnet 
with a strong Smee's apparatus. Not only did a quantity 
of separate sparks spirt out on all sides from the large, 
brilliant odic flame, but they collected into a regular stream, 
and rose upwards with the smoke to the ceiling. She 
found the brightness of this so vivid that she could not 
conceal her astonishment that I saw nothing of it. 

476. Finally, something similar was seen when I rapidly 
pulled off the armature of a horse-shoe, and this the more 
strongly the more powerful its magnetism was. At the 
moment of separation, Madame Bauer, Josephine Zinkel, 
Leopoldine Reichel, Dorfer, and others, saw abundance of 
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sparks flash up like lightning and disappear again instantly ; 
immediately after this the odic flame began to appear and 
unfold itself. 

477. The reality of this phenomenon, established con
cordantly and uniformly through so many healthy and 
diseased sensitives, and confirmed by innumerable experi
ments, does not admit of doubt. I do not venture now 
upon a speculation as to its nature, or even its connection 
with the other simultaneous magnetic odic luminous pheno
mena. At present I can only establish the physical fact, 
as represented in actuality to the sense of vision of the 
sensitive. 

• • • • • • 
478. Now that we have made some acquaintance wita 

the different kinds of development of light from magnets, 
we will turn to the differences of circu'lllstances in which 
the magnet may he placed during this development of light, 
and inquire into the influence they may be able to exert 
over the same. 

ODIC LIGHT IN HODIPIED KXTERNAL CONDITIONS OP THE 

MAGNET. 

In altered media. 

479. We know how very differently the phenomena of 
electrical light present themselves in a vacuum, even under 
less than the usual pressure of the atmosphere. Since I 
was ignorant of the share atmospheric air might take, in 
a similar manner, on the luminous emanations of magnets, 
I frequently placed magnets under the air-pump in the 
presence of sensitives in the dark. I employed for this 
purpose large and small single horse-shoes, which I placed 
with the poles turnE'-<1 upwards under the bell, in a large 
glass goblet, so that everything would be seen well on all 
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sides, and small bars which would lie down horizontally 
under the receiver. 

480. The question was solved even by the blind joiner 
Tischler. When all was prepared, but before I had begun 
to exhaust, I led him up to the bell. To be certain that 
his attention was directed to the right place, I guided his 
hand to the bell ; but he could not perceive anything, the 
magnet emitted too little light for him to be affected by it 
through the glass. I then began to exhaust. Very soon, 
when the air was about half extracted, he became aware of 
the light. And as the rarefaction increased the light grew, 
and attained its greatest strength and extent for his shat
tered visual powers when the rarefaction was brought to 8 

one or one-and-a-half inch column of mercury. My air
pump was incapable of giving beyond this. When, as 8 

converse test, I let the air :suddenly back into the bell 
without telling him, he expressed himself unpleasantly sur
prised by the extinction of ull light, and the sudden return 
of darkness. Miss Amalie Kruger detected a little flame 
only on one pole, the northward, aft.er a certain amount of 
rarefaction of the air; the brightness evidently increased as 
the rarefaction went on, but only so long as the piston was in 
action ; as soon as it went back, the light became paler, and 
she soon lost sight of the luminosity. Mr. Demeter Tirka, 
perfectly healthy, as also Johann Klaiber and Madame 
Kienesberger, in like manner did not see the magnet at first, 
but when the air was half pumped out the magnet appeared 
odically incandescent : on further exhaustion, Klaiber ob
served the flames over the poles, at first dull, then be
coming brighter with each stroke of the piston, so that at 
last. very vivid flame flowed about under the bell. As soon 
as I let in the air again every trace of light vanished from 
all three observers, but returned when the pump had been 
in motion a short time again. Mr. Hochstetter also saw 
nothing of the magnet at first, under the bell ; but when a 
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portion of the air wns pumped out, the magnetic bar, the 
bell, and all its contents, became luminous, disappearing 
again on the re-entrance of the air. Baroness von Augustin 
did not see the har magnet under the unexhausted receiver; 
but as soon as I bad rarefied the air perceptibly, she dis
cerned it, and as the rarefaction increased, the light under 
the bell also gained strength, till at last this appeared 
wholly filled with a luminous appearance, with the magnet 
forming the centre. Miss Dorfer saw little flames arise on 
the poles after a few strokes of the piston, moving and 
varying with every rise of the piston. When the rarefaction 
was carried very far, she saw the polar flames strike against 
the vault of the receiver, curl round there, and flow down
wards again on the glass : she compared the appearance 
with water flowing in a curve out of an inclined pitcher. 
'fhe whole contents of the bell became dark again on the 
opening of the air-cock. Madame Johanna Anschutz, and 
Mr. Gustav AnschUtz, his sister Ernestine Anschutz, and Miss 
von 'Veigelsberg, whose degrees of sensitiveness differ but 
little, saw the magnet, with slight modifications of perfection 
and intensity of the phenomena, become more brightly incan
descent with each rise of the piston ; flames were developed at 
the poles, stronger at the northward, the latter striking against 
the vault of the receiver, there curving and turning downwards, 

• and all vanishing again the moment I opened the air-cock ; 
on the other hand, reappearing, step by step, as the air was, 
stroke by stroke, pumped out again. Baron von Oberlander 
described the phenomena in exactly the same way. Friedrich 
'Veidlich's statements agreed accurately with the above in 
various repetitions of the experiments at distant intervals. 
Miss Sophie Pauer, Madame Cecilie Bauer, and Wilhelmine 
Glaser, at first did not see a bar magnet at all under the 
receiver; but it became visible, odically incandescent, by the 
time the rarefaction had been carried to about one-half. On 
further exhaustion they successively perceived both odic 
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flames, then odic smoke, completely filling the receiver, the 
bell itself, and the glass knob at its summit, at last becom
ing odically incandescent. The last beholders saw the 
odic flame of the northward pole blue, that of the south
ward yellowish-red, as in the open air, and flowing ob
liquely upwards from both poles, on the walls of the glass. 
AB soon as I opened the cork which let in the air, all visible 
light vanished; and all this in repeated experiments at 
various times. Josephine Zinkel added to the previous obser
vations that, when the experiment was continued for some 
time, the entire empty space became filled with odic mist, 
and that finally the bell itself became luminous ; even the 
glass knob which it had on the top acquired white odic 
incandescence, persisting in this knob for some time after 
the air had been re-admitted into the bell. As an exoop
tional case, I first showed the experiment to Miss Atzmanns
dorfer while she was in the somnambulistic condition, on 
which, otherwise, I do not readily incline to make odic ex
periments. She gave the order of succession of the 
phenomena in exact agreement with all the other sensi
tives : after a few strokes of the pump increasing odic incan
descence, odic flame rising until it struck against, and was 
diverted by, the vault of the receiver, luminosity of the 
glass, and sudden extinction on the opening of the air-cock. 
She added, that the odically incandescent steel was trans
parent, almost like glass, a statement which we have 
already met with before. Two months later, while she was 
in the waking condition, in which she knew nothing of the 
previous experiments, I repeated them with her several 
times. I always obtained the same enumeration of the 
phenomena of light ; she also, like Josephine Zinke!, saw the 
bell, and even its knob, become incandescent. She ob
served delicate flames between the arms of the horse-shoe, 
occupying the entire interspace ; the fiery mist on the out
side filled the whole space as far as the side of the receiver. 
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'l'he flames were more bluish from the northward pole, more 
reddish from the southward, but with prismatic colours 
intermingled. She gave the more minute particulars as to 
the odic smoke, that at the commencement of the exhaustion 
it increased in light and fulness, not, however, continuously, 
but only up to a certain degree of rarefaction ; that it then 
became duller again, decreased, and when the air was very 
highly rarefied it almost vanished, while the flame was 
most beautifully luminous, and flowed brilliantly down the 
sides of the receiver. The odic smoke was in continual 
revolution inside the bell as long as it existed. The bell 
itself, though it became odically luminous throughout, even 
in its knob, produced no odic smoke externally. These 
last statements, of which, however, I have not any corrobo
ration from other observers, and, therefore, shall for the 
present keep back the conclusions to be drawn from them, 
are evidently of great interest in reference to the judgment 
of the distinction between odic flame and odic smoke. 

481. These observations, collected into a regular form, 
show :-The phenomena f!l' odic light of the magnet are 
modified under t•a1-ied atmospheric pressure. They in
crease considerably with rarefaction of the air. Magnets 
which, in the open air or under an exhausted receiver, 
cannot be seen to emit light in the dark, acquire brilliant 
odic incandescence, and very distinctly visible odic flames 
on their poles and between their arms, by the time the air 
is only about half exhausted, and the emanations of light, 
bluish at the northward pole, reddish at the southward, and 
intermingled with prismatic colours, continue to increase 
as long as the rarefaction of the air is carried forward. 
Then the receiver becomes so charged with Od, that it is 
rendered luminous, odically incandescent, even to the glass 
knob at its summit. The odic flame does not penetrate 
through the glass, but strikes, as it were, against it, and 
curls round upon it as a common flame would, and as 
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Miss Reichel had previously described, under other circum
stances, when the odic flame curved round on the cover of a 
Schweigger's multiplier, ~ 434, and when a glass lens was 
brought down upon it, ~ 20, like the fire does when a pan 
is placed over it. Odic smoke is also formed, and increases, 
but only up to a certain point of the rarefaction, beyond 
which it decreases again, and probably wholly disappears 
on complete exhaustion. The odically incandescent glass 
bell is not capable of producing odic smoke on the outside. 

482. It follows from this that the pressure of the air 
obstructs the development of odic incandescence and odic 
flame, and that these are unfolded more strongly and in 
greater extent when the pressure is lessened or removed. 
In this respect they both exhibit a certain degree of resem
blance to electricity,-but only resemblance, not identity. 
The development of odic smoke seems only to benefit up 
to a certain degree by the rarefaction of the air ; in the 
absence of air it appears no longer to exist, and conse
quently seems to be connected with the presence of air. 
'l'he sensitives did not indicate any appearance of odic 
sparks under the air-pump. The glass of the receiver 
appeared to act as an impediment to the odic lights,
namely, the flame and smoke, which it restrained and 
repulsed, while the Od itself penetrated it, took posses
sion of it, and rendered it independently odically incan
descent. 

483. I chose t~·ater as a medium lying on the opposite 
side of air, and affording greater intensity. A little horse
shoe, which had been freshly magnetized, and from which 
the polar flames flowed vividly in the dark, was exhibited 
to the four following sensitives, at various times, alternately 
in air and in water. Madame Kienesberger saw the flame 
four-fifths of an inch long in the air. As soon as I dipped 
the horse-shoe under water })(,th smoke and flame inuue
<liately vanished from her sight, but the odic incandescence 
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persisted, and the steel was luminous as it lay in the water . 
.Moreover, according to her account, a small brightly lumi
nous point remained on one pole, brilliant, but very minute. 
Friedrich 'V eidlich saw the polar flames two inches long in 
the air; 1 then let him immerse them in water, in a glass 
dish. He saw the steel continue in unchanged odic incan
descence, almost as transparent as the glass itself, but the 
odic flames vanished instantly the magnet was submerged. 
At the same time, he assured me that the flame did disap
pear entirely, but a little point, as if on a corner, was 
permanent, and remained very bright. As often as the 
magnet was taken out of the water it again appeared, 
though still dripping wet, to be furnished with odic flames 
two inches long, and as often as it was replaced in the water 
these vanished, leaving only that little brightly luminous 
residuum. l\liss Atzmannsdorfer, in whose presence 1 went 
through the same experiment, saw the magnet instantly lose 
its flame in water, but retain its odic incandescence, weak 
at the bend, but gradually increasing towards each pole. 
The healthy girl Zinkel laid a horse-shoe in water, the two 
flaming poles turned towards the north. Flame and smoke 
vanished instantly. When she took it out again they 
returned to both poles without their having been dried. 
On the other hand, the entire magnet remained odically 
incandescent in the water, the intensity of its light uot 
being at all weakened. At the same time a strong ap
pearance of light, like a residuum of odic flame, of concen
trated brightness, remained upon one of the poles. 'The 
fiery point was at an inner corner, that is, one turned 
towards the other poles ; from it issued also an exceedingly 
delicate fiery streak; when this was accurately felt out it proved 
to be the inner transverse edge of the same pole ; that is, the 
one lying neare3t to the opposite pole. I marked, in the 
dark, the pole which retained light at the edge and corner 
under water. When I brought thii into the light, it unex-
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pectedly proved that this was not the magnetic pole, as l 
bad conjectured, but the positive, the southward, pole of 
the magnet. It was doubtless the same on which Madame 
Kienesberger and Weidlich had perceived a residuum of odic 
flame in a concentrated condition. In frequent repetitions 
of the experiment, especially during menstruation, she 
perceived remains of light also on the southward pole, but 
less striking and less perceptible, because they were blue 
and grayish blue, and had less intensity, while the residual 
light on the southward pole appeared reddish yellow, and 
sometimes red like glowing charcoal. 

484. Thus a denser medium, like water, removes the 
odic flame and smoke, it may be, by absorbing both, and 
thus becoming magnetized water ; or it may be that it does 
not allow of the production of either to greater extent than 
as a luminous point and a luminous thread on the inner 
corner and edge of the poles of a horse-shoe. Our atten
tion has already been called by Miss Nowotny (~ 3) to such 
luminous threads on the poles of the magnets, as the 
smallest degree of magnitude of odic flame. 

485. I have not applied media of a third kind of density, 
namely, solid bodies, as materials for enveloping magnets. 
It would be an experiment well worth trying to exhibit to 
a sensitive an induced magnet fused into an envelope of 
glass of tolerable thickness ; I have not hitherto been able 
to do it. As it would lose its magnetism at the tempera
ture of melting glass, it would be necessary to re-magnetise 
it from without, which would not be a matter of any diffi
culty. Experiments approximating to, but yet deviating 
somewhat from the fundamental idea, I have made with 
copper wire. I set out with the view of inquiring whether 
the transfer of Od-which, as we learned formerly at ~ 46 
of the second Treatise, may take place from magnets on to 
other bodies, and which we made acquaintance with through 
its influence on the sense of feeling-might not perhaps 
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also find an expression in the phenomena of light, and 
thereby be made capable of leading to further conclusions 
on this profound subject. 'Wit.h this intention I made a 
loose irregular coil of about ten to fifteen turns of oopper 
wire one-twelfth of an inch thick, so as to form a kind of 
net, pressed it flat, and laid it upon the northward pole of 
a nine-layer horse-shoe standing upright, fitting it to this to 
a certain extent, and allowing the end of the wire to project 
eight inches free at the side towards the east. When this was 
done in the darkened chamber, in the presence of Josephine 
Zinkel, whose eyes bad been well prepared, as soon as the 
wire ooil was placed in the middle of the eight inches high 
blue odic flame this immediately contracted, did not extend 
beyond the metal ooil, but was evidently absorbed by it. 
On the other hand, the wire rapidJy increased in the strength 
of its odic incandescence, became much more luminous and 
as if transparent. Mter a few seconds, this increased so 
much that it formed a bright atmosphere around it, a deli
cate, misty luminous envelope, which appeared to coat the 
wire all along to a thickness of about an inch. Immediately 
after, a light flame rose from the point of the wire, the 
luminosity of which was much more intense than that of 
the blue flame which the pole of the magnet possessed at 
first, so that it illuminated the neighbouring floor of the 
room for the space of more than a yard. It was almost 
eight inches long, and exhibited a streaky composition, like 
a brush of light, such as has often been observed on the 
magnet itself, and which therefore appeared to have been 
transferred from this on to the wire. 'fhe magnet itself 
here lost nothing of its odic incandescence, only its odic 
flame. I went through a similar experiment, with similar 
results, with Miss Atzmanusdorfer, but do not find it re
corded in the journal I kept with her, and therefore cannot 
give any of the details of it. On the other hand, the expe
riments with Madame Kicnc~bcrgcr are accurately reported. 
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I brought a wire, several yards long, under double doors 
and carpets, from a room which daylight entered, and where 
an assistant was placed, into the completely darkened cham
ber, and I here placed the sensitive before it. I now 
directed the assistant to apply the negative northward pole 
of a five-layer horse-shoe to the end of the wire in the light 
room. After the lapse of about a minute, the portion of 
the wire which reached into the dark chamber began to 
increase perceptibly in odic incandescence ; it slowly but 
coutinually became brighter, till, after four or five minutes, 
it attained its maximum of incandescent light, in which it 
appeared transparent like glass. Along, the wire scattered 
points of fire-rust were formed here and there, almost like 
spnrks, but larger, duller, and more permanent. They ap
peared to move backwards and forwards a little, and to 
increase and diminish in size and intensity of light. When 
blown upon they were extinguished for a moment, but were 
immediately reproduced. At the point of the wire appeared 
a luminous patch, also bluish, somewhat larger than those 
points, more strongly withstanding currents of air, and more 
luminous. When I had the southward instead of the 
northward pole of the mag11et applied to the end of the 
wire in the outer room, the luminous phenomena all gradu
ally appeared in the dark chamber in like manner; all 
smaller, however, and with the light duller. These pheno
mena were evidently completely correspondent to those Jo
sephine Zinkel had observed, and only weaker in proportion 
as the magnet was smaller, and the length of wire brought in 
contact with it shorter. 'fhe luminous spots here and there 
on the wire were the rudiments, the first piecemeal appear
ance of that envelope of light which we have already found 
Madame Kienesberger perceive. I modified the experiment 
with Friedrich Weidlich by rolling up the end of the wire in 
the lighted room, into a coil of several turns, and then 
having the northward pole of a nine-fold horse-shoe applied 
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to this. Thus, the surface of contact was increased, and 
the magnet stronger. In the dark chamber be saw the 
odic incandescence of the wire increase, and a slender flame, 
eight inches long, and as thick as one's finger, rise from its 
extremity ; when I had the southward pole applied, a 
shorter, duller, and rather broader flame appeared on tbft 
end of the wire ; all agreeing with what bas already been 
reported, and differing only in the greater intensity of cal!SC 
and effect. With Madame Kienesberger I placed another 
copper wire, not rolled into a coil, but merely the end of it, 
on the nine-layer magnet, in the dark chamber. On the 
northward pole, the copper wire, one-twelfth of an inch 
thick, and one yard long, became more strongly incandescent 
than before, diffusing light around ; a flame appeared at the 
·other end, which she compared in stillness, size, and aspect, 
to the flame of a wax candle, slender, rather yellow below, 
more bluish above, conical, and with smoke ascending more 
than four inches high above it. When I laid the wire on 
the southward pole, the phenomena which successively 
appeared were the same, but rather weaker, smaller, and 
less luminous ; the terminal flame was now red and smoky. 
The progress of the phenomena was just as before, slowly 
rising one by one from the source, increasing, and then 
disappearing again after the wire was removed from the 
magnet. In a subsequent third experiment I used the coil 
of wire with her also, and in the same way as with Zinke), 
only with the slight modification that I made the projecting 
free piece of wire a full yard long. When I had applied 
the coil to the northward pole, the blue flame of this imme
diately sank down, only a small remnant of it remained 
playing among the turns of the wire ; these had apparently 
absorbed all the rest, that is to say, absorbed the force which 
produced the flame. The odic incandescence of the wire 
consequently increased; it soon acquired an envelope of 
thin, misty, luminous nature over its whole length, emitting 
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bluish light, and coating it almost to the thickness of one's 
finger, without visible motion ; at length, a flame four 
inches long rose from the end of the wire, pale-yellow 
below, and blue above, terminating in a stream of delicate 
luminous vapour. When I took the wire coil away from 
the northward pole, all this vanished immediately, the flame 
rose up from the pole to its former height, and all returned 
to its original condition. Then, bringing the wire coil to 
th~ southward pole, similar appearances presented themselves 
here also : the red polar flame was immediately absorbed 
by the copper wire, and vanished from the pole ; the pale 
natural odic incandescence of the wire changed into dull 
red ; a red, luminous, misty envelope, three-fifths of an inch 
in thickness, came up over it, and finally an odic flame, two 
inches long, burst forth from the distant end of the wire. 
red below and yellow above, pointed, and losing itself in 
dense and abundant smoke, which rose up above it. 

486. These experiments, which I could confirm by the 
enumeration of many similar ones if it were necessary, all 
agree in teaching us that the conductioo of odic force tlarDU!Jh 
other bodies, such as we have become acquainted with in 
many cases in the seventh Treatise, through the effects OJI 

the sense of feeling produced on the sensitive, is also a~
panied by corresponding lutninous phenometta ; that, like the 
force which the magnet emits, and with which it impreg
nates other bodies, so, also, the flames which it sends out 
can be infused into ot.her bodies and again emitted from 
them, exactly as from the magnet itself. The tranaferable 
essence of Od, therefore, carries with it, besides its power 
of affecting the animal nerves also, its lumi.Jwus force ; atul 
it carries over into other solid media, als incaltdesceRce, its 
flame, its smoke, with their fluidity, their mobUily, their 
light, and their .colours, and, as we already know, in ad
dition, their peculiar sensations of coolness, warmth, uneasi
ness or refreshment. 
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487. A retrospect ofthe various contents of this chapter 
shows us that the phenomena of light proceeding from the 
magnet, incandescence and flame, arc developed most 
strongly, in greatest size and luminosity, in highly rarefied 
air,-perhaps would be still more perfectly unfolded in an 
absolute vacuum ; that odic smoke appears to have its 
greatest intensity connected with a certain definite density 
of the air, beneath which it begins to disappear again ; that 
the common density of atmospheric air considerably di
minishes the odic luminous phenomena ; that the density 
of water so restrains the odic flame that it almost annihilates 
it, yet without lessening the odic incandescence ; that the 
density of solid bodies like glass (the bell of the air-pump), 
absorbs it, and retains it to a certain extent by its coercive 
power ; but of such a..q metals, especially wires, readily 
emits the absorbed essence again in luminosity and flame, 
both along the surface and, more particularly, at points. 
To comprise this in a word : that the odic light u subject 
to dijfermt conditions in different media. 

488. So far as we can at present see into the matter, 
there is some probability that odic smoke is odized air, in 
the same way that the so-called magnetized water is odized 
rvater, that is, air and water charged with Od. For water 
also, when odized, whether by the magnet, crystals, hands, 
chemical action, or any other means, acquires odic incan
descence, and becomes visible in the dark, although pre
viously invisible, exactly as odized metals acquire or increase 
in odic incandescence ; which will be more minutely shown 
hereafter.• 

* Clainoyant penooa have repeatedly declared to me, aa a fact, the 
proposition contained in tbia paragraph, substituting our accepted word 
rMnntM.td for odutd. They say, air or water is "thickened" or made 
cloudy by what they call the menneric .fluid; and sometimes, as it baa 
emanated from diJferent individuals, the colour baa been different-from 
one, deep blue ; from another, silvery blue; from a third, green. In 
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Colours of Odic Ligllt. 

489. 'fhe phenomena of the colours exhibited by the 
different kinds of odic light acquire very great consequence 
as they are more minutely inquired into. From my fur
ther researches it proves that they are not accidental and 
irregular, as they would appear to he from the earlier ones, 
but that they are subject to ordinary physical laws, and, con
sequently, that their gradations may thus be used as a 
measure, on the one hand, of the polar quality and the 
strength of the development of Od ; and, on the other, of 
the degree of excitability of the sensitive ; not to speak of 
the most interesting deductions they afford us respecting 
magnetism proper and its intimate characteristics. In its 

some of Major Buckley's caeett, persona wide awake have seen the light 
produced by his paaaea to be blue ; some have seen them green. Tbeee 
were delicately sensitive persona, who have in my presence read printed 
words and sentences on slips of paper previously concealed from them 
carefully in another apartment, in the innermost of a neat of four ailter 
boxes, all enclosed in a morocco case, or folded up in nutahella. 

Such facta would lead ua to conclude that the conditi'>n& of organisa
tion introduce relatione into the subject of colour that require much 
careful investigation. The pert~ptiona of clainoyanta on the coloun 
emanating from metals are eo much in accordance with the facta deve
loped in the very careful and curious researches of the Baron, that new 
views may ame on the theories of colour. Our faculties of perception 
depend upon our organizations. From these emanate odic or mesmeric 
forces. Many individuals who can see very well, cannot distinguish 
colours. The organ of colour is wanting in these persona. No fact 
in Gall's magnificent discoveries is bt'tter established. Colour, then, 
is dependent on the odic force emanating from Gall's organ of colour. 
Ia colour dependent eaaentially on further relatione of the odic force? 
Have we not d1fferencea in the perceptions of colour aa emanating from 
chlorine, from iodine, from cobalt, from copper? May not colour be 
dependent on a crystalline arrangement of an elementary ponderable 
with lumine and odine? The grasp of chemiam on other sciences is 
not yet defined ; and the influence of further researches into molecular 
forces may yet widely illuminate other spheres of knowledge. 
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lowest and weakest stage, the odic light appears upon the 
magnet as a faint grayish cloud, only perceptible after a 
sojourn for hours in absolute darkness, and the reality of 
which can only be ascertained by slowly moving the lumi
nous body, the magnet, to and fro in the dark. A pocket 
horse-shoe of strong magnetic intensity was thus seen by 
the healthy Mr. Edward Hlitter : the luminosity was so 
faintly grey at the northward pole, in the blackness of night, 
that for a moment he was in doubt whether what he saw 
was real or the effect of imagination ; but when the magnet 
was moved backwards and forwards, he saw the grey light 
traverse the same path, and thus became convinced of the 
correctness of his observation. This case occurred fre
quently with many of the less sensitive, always at the com
mencement of the experiments, especially with the healthy 
Baroness von Natorp, Madame Josephine Fenzl, Messrs. 
Tirka, Kotschy, Schuh, Delhez, &c. I omit further instances, 
since these have been mentioned often enough incidentally 
elsewhere. 

490. This original delicate gray light, at first perceived 
only at the northward pole, becomes stronger in its ascend
ing stages. In the first place, it becomes more distinctly 
visible, gradually more dense, more vapourous and concen
trated. A cloud also appears at the southward pole. Both 
gain strength and consistence until they resemble smoke. 

491. A period now soon comes in which colour begins to 
appear, at first only dull and faintly tinging the general 
gray. Madame Josephine Fenzl saw only a cloudy light. 
over the electro-magnet ; but at the northward pole it 
seemed, in comparison to that over the southward, more of a 
bluish gray, while the latter was rather yellowish gray. Pro
fessor Endlicher gave the same account of some horse-shoes. 
This is the very commencement of the perception of colour. 
Proceeding onwards, a portion of the smoke, that which is 
in contact with the steel, acquires a flame-like continuity ; 

M M 
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the other part in which the flame loses itself, remains 
smoky. Mr. Sebastian Zinkel (77 years old) saw, rising 
from the northward pole of a single horse-shoe magnet, a 
bluish appearance, which he was doubtful whether to call 
flame or smoke ; at the southward pole he discerned a 
similar smaller but indistinctly smoky emission of light. 
The smoke is strongest and most dense at that part where 
it is in contact with the point of the flame, and gradually 
passes, with diminishing density, at the other end into 
vapour and mist, and thus, becoming continually weaker, is 
at last invisible ; this is always in the upward direction. 
The flame-like lower portion now gains more colour. It is 
first seen, when the poles are directed upwards, that at the 
northward pole the gray begins to grow yellowish or bluish, 
and with increasing strength it passes through blue-gray 
into yellow or blue. The southward pole frequently only 
possesses smoke at a time when the northward pole has 
long shown a blue flame. Finally, the smoke reaches at the 
southward pole the degree of strength at which it passes 
into flame ; the gray inclines at first into whitish gray, then 
into yellowish gray, and rises through yellow and orange 
into red. The smoke over the red is by this time at a very 
dense, increasingly densely rolling stage, in which finally 
scattered sparks, like fire-flies, float about.. If, however, 
the poles are directed, not upward, hut downward, or in 
any other direction, these conditions follow a different course 
(I shall speak of this immediately). The red flame of the 
southward pole, though appearing later, possesses the 
greatest intensity of light ; the blue of the northward pole 
is always less luminous, and, when the two present them
selves side by side in tolerably eq,al1ize, the blue is always 
dimmer, the reddish yellow and red brighter : where this, 
as usually happens with horse-shoe magnets, appears to be 
reversed, it depends merely on the fact that the northward 
flame is larger under our latitudes than the southward 
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flame, and therefore appears relatively more luminous. This 
course of the phenomena was observed, in all its gradations, 
by the sickly sensitives, especially by Madame Kicnes
berger, Misses Winter, Doner, Kynart, Weigand, KrUger, 
Miss von Weigelsberg, Madame Johanna Anschutz, also by 
Freidrich Weidlich and others, and by the healthy Messrs. 
Pauer, Gustav Anschutz, Tirka, Schuh, Kot.~hy, Rabe, 
Dr. Nied, Stephan Kollar, Baron von Oberliinder, Klaiber 
the joiner, Miss Sophia Pauer, Professor Endlicher, Miss Er
nestine AnschUtz, the Baroness von N atorp, Mesdames 
Josephine Fenzl, Isabella von Tessedik, von Varady, von 
Peichich, Crecilie Bauer, the Baroness von Augustin, and 
others. I consider it superfluous to enter upon an enu
meration of countless single experiments, of which inci .. 
dental mention is made everywhere, for the support of these 
most clear phenomena, which may be repeated and con· 
firmed anywhere with any sensitive person. 

491 b. I have already stated, in accordance with the 
accounts of Misses Nowotny, Reichel, Sturmann, Atz
mannsdorfer, and Maix, that in the further progress these 
two principal colours become associated with others,-in 
fact, with green, orange, and violet,-and thus the odic 
flame acquires a variegated, apparently confused, play of 
colour. Professor Endlichcr saw the lights over a strong 
electro-magnet moving about with an irregular intermixture 
of different colours. Baroness von Augustin expressed her
self in the same way on this point ; also Madame Kienes
berger, Stephan Kollar, Madame von Varady, Freidrich 
Weidlich, Dr. Nied, Misses Winter, Girtler, Zinke), and 
others ; the latter frequently in the cases of bars and horse
shoes. All the more highly sensitive met with it in the 
first experiments on light, and expressed lively astonishment 
and delight at it ; but, under equal circumstances, they saw 
it most distinctly beneath the air-pump. Miss Atzmanns
dorfer saw the variegated play of colour over a horse-shoe 
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magnet, which she had perceived but faintly in the open 
air, become more bright and more vividly coloured under 
the receiver with every stroke of the pump. 

492. There is yet a higher stage of the phenomenn of 
light, and this deserves the most accurate recital of the 
experiments, and the most circumstantial examination of 
their details. This is a perfectly regular iris or prismatic 
spectrum, the origin of which ~tonished me, and will sur
prise every one who takes the trouble to enter minutely 
into this remarkable subject. The variegated mobile play 
of colours is arranged according to certain rules, and is pro
duced in definite forms when all conditions unite to favour 
its undisturbed development. As early as 1844, Miss 
Reichel had mentioned to me that she frequently saw a 
rainbow in the magnet-flame. I took no notice of this, 
under the idea that she meant merely a variation of colour 
in the movements of the odic flame, something like what 
we are accustomed to in the sparks and brushes of the 
electrical light; but the statements of Miss Reichel have 
always subsequently proved to be correct. • 

* An am au l~cteu,. for the gentlemen of the so-called Vienna 
Medical Committee. It baa occurred to me that it will perhaps not be 
altogether superfluous to those readers who are unacquainted with the 
journal of the Vienna Medical Society, to give a small specimen of the 
contents of the essay launched against my res<>arches : this will place 
them in a position to judge for themselvCII what consideration it de
eerves. At page 50, for example, we find the following paasage :
"Dr. von Eieenatein led her (Miss Reichel) in this condition (supposed 
magnetic sleep) into a large room, where he allow<>d hl'r to sit doWll 
upon a couch, and endravoured to raise her state to that of claiTToy
anu by pa118C8 with his hands and four bar magnets, and at the same 
time to destroy the influence of the sun, and give the preponderance to 
that of the magnets. When he brought the magnl'ta to the region of 
the heart, and Reichel started, aa if involuntarily, be cried-" Aha ! 
here ia this naaty sun, then ! It is on your heart! Wait a moment, and 
I will drive it out !" And then he made 11piral turns over the region 
of the heart with considerable energy' The same 11cene followed in the 
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Then Freidrich Weidlich asserted distinctly that the co
lours formed a perfect rainbow when the air was still, and 

magnetization on the back and the pit of the stomach. The sun wu 
pursued without mercy, and driven out of every lurking-place. In one 
of these turns, Reichel jumped up and struck at her magnetiser; the 
Iauer pressed her into her seat again, and magnetised her lips with 
little circulu passes. When she tried to oppose it, and held her hand 
before her face, he removed it, and reproached ht:r, that " she would 
not kiss the magnet, her benefactor, who made her well; the horrid 
sun must be driven away from her lips, and its place taken by the 
magnet, &c." Turning over leaf, we find the account of an experi
ment in which Reichel was to see flames on magnets he!d before her 
in a room open to daylight, and when, as 1\n additional means, her 
eyes were bound with a handkerchief: this enda with the worda
"Dr. von Eisenstein (conductor of the experiment) gave no explana
tion of the tendency of this experiment. Baron von Reichenbach always 
made his !'f'searches on the emanations of light from magnets in dark
ened places, and found that they were stronger in proportion as the 
obscurity waa more complete. Why Dr. von Eiseu11tein undertook 
this experiment in a room brightly illuminated by reflected sun-light,
why he chose the moment when her eyes were bound,-whether he 
thereby intended to test her gift of divination, or whatever else he 
wanted to show by it,-we know not : he gave us no explanation of 
the experiment j011t related." Nonsense of this kind ia met with not 
unfrequently in the course of the treatise: who could find patience to 
follow two hundred pages of it ?-.dutltor·, Not~. 

I muat take this opportunity of expressing my admiration of the 
generous testimony afforded by Professor Gregory in favour of the 
truths of mesmerism, in his note occurring at page 356 of hia translation 
of the Baron's researches. It ia a servire of some peril, in these days of 
literary and scientific ruffianism, to avow a belief in the statements 
respecting Miss M'Avoy; or in those recorded by Dr. Elliotson in 
various numbers of the Zoist, especially relating to the facts about the 
Okeys; or even hia belief in the genuineness of the phenomena which 
Professor Gregory had himself observed in the case of Miss Marti
nel\u'a servant-girl. It ia well and nobly asserted by him, thl\t "it ia 
the duty of enry lo'fer of truth and of science, to protest energetically 
against the system of reckless accusations of imposture preferred 
ftg&iuat persona of blameless character, because their statements appear 
to ua incredible, or, as has often happened, because we are unable, 
from want of knowledge of the rules of scientific research, to form a 
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the flame of the magnet was not broken up into fragments 
by the breath of bystanders. He gave me a rough account 

clear distinction in our minds between what ia real, and what may be 
imaginary or delusive, in the rnulta obtained." 

In Vienna, the squad of dupiditiu who bad undertaken to critime 
the Baron von Reichenbach, have bad recourse to Ole same expedienta 
against one of the subjects of his experiments aa the opponenta of the 
truth had adopted in England. It ia curious to remark the inft~ 
which competition exerts in modifying the moral perceptibilities or 
mankind. The struggle for pelf rende1'11 some men, othenriae oC 
fine capacities for generous feelings, sordid and mean. Their organa 
of acquisitiveneu, cunning, and self-esteem, are stimulated into undue 
action by the leading active minds of the coteries to which they happen 
to be attached. One man, perhaps, having nothing to recommend him 
but great activity in gathering gosaip, albeit he may be in science. Cor 
his ignorance, the laughing-stock of every society or which he ia a 
member; in practice, for his maladroitness, the alaughterer or the 
women he may be called upon to auiat; in friendship, the backbiter 
of his greatest benefactor; to the poor, a brute and a ruffian ; yet, if be 
can fetch and carry prurient tales, well paid for, and gathered from the 
lowest haunts of female iniquity, his falsehoods may be liatened to and 
retailed in low whiape1'11 among persons proftm"!! high feeling. Grega
rious man ia long the victim of the fallacies among which he luily 
wades in the struggling sea of life. How strange it would appear to a 
benevolent being or a higher order, if he were to appear amongst u. 
that, at hoapitala, demonatrations have been given of the power of 
meameriam to cure diaeue, to alleviate autfering, and to render P'inleea 
the moat frightful operationa of sUlJ!I;ery, and that t!totullfllh of f.U 
attest these trutha, and yet, that the profesao1'11 of Ole art and science of 
medicine ha'Ye rejected, over and over, again all inquiry into the aubject! 
How strange it would appear to that being, that no sooner bad etb« 
and chloroform been proposed to the laDle profeuora. than that, with
out much inquiry, theae dangeroua and deadly materiala were bailed u 
important acquiaitiona to the medical knowledge of the .ge. The one 
agency, when studied, leads to a knowledge of the highest functiooa 
that belong to human beings, to mol'e than a knowledge or the aliena
tion of auifering by innocent meana ; to a corroboration oC thoae high 
scientific truths that tell ua of the springs of human action, of t.be 
motives of human conduct ; and that lead the humble philosopher to 
the conviction, that large charity is the neceaaary result of deep reftee
tion ou mesmeric facta. 1'he uther agency, allied to tbe noceat 
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of the arrangement of the colours and their relative extent. 
He made the observation mo.CJt distinctly in a three-layer 

influ~ncea of IW'COtica on the human brain, leads to the destruction of 
health, either temporarily or permanently, ot'ten to immediate death! 
sometimes to the encouragement of robbery, even of mgrder,aud of the 
moat abject vices that can degrade the human character. What obliquity 
of in~llect has poaaeesed these professors of science ? wonld be the 
natural question. Cau they witneaa the deeply interesting facta Dr. 
Elliotaon exhibited to them years ago, 8Jld not be stimulated to ardent 
scientific inquiry ? Cau the gloating of a few miaera on the golden 
heap11 of some of their fellows ~ obtund all feelings of noble honesty 
as to leave mesmerism, because it is tabooed by authority, unenquired 
into? Are Ceara for the fees aud stipends of a few individuals for ever 
to retard the progress of humau knowled8e towards a ecience of mental 
philosophy ? Thanks to Dr. Elliotaon, it ia not to be so. The silly 
surgeons who, in their ignorauce, ao greedily grasped the mnrderoua 
narcotics, like the savages who prefer the instrumenta of death and 
destruction to the quiet influences of progressive civilization, may build 
monuments of wealth to their destroying angel ; may set up their 
golden calf, 8Jld worship their spirit of evil. They cannot succeed in 
eruahing truth I and poaterity will regard with pity their weak ei"orta 
to darken the world. 

Aa to Dr. von Eieentein, in the Baron's note, be is evidently one of 
the small try of those who endeavour to accomplish the impoaaible feat 
of arriving at truth, 8Jld encompauing it by the force of imagination 
alone. Such persona are little aware that they call into play a combi
nation of several organa of the brain opposed to the reasoning facnltiea, 
and which may lead the individual to conclusions as wide of juat resnlta 
as if they determined at once to judge without knowledge. In all pro
bability, the 1lupiditk1 who have been the slanderers of Miaa Reichel, 
if they have paid auy attention to mesmeriam, have, to save themeelYes 
the trouble of inquiry, attached themselves to the sect who bout of 
their spiritualism. It will be unneceaaary to repeat here the sources of 
fallacy that belong to ideas which must, in every way, tend to confuse 
the intellects. There are organs of the brain, which, when onr stimu
lated, leave the individual a victim of ecatacy. Thf' imagination, aaid to 
be a mental faculty, bot, in reality, the reenlt of a combination of the 
actions of several organs, if indulged in without regulation awlYery strict 
control by the intellectual forces about the forehead. may lead to an 
ecstacy as incompatible with rational conviction. as the open-mouthed 
fatuous wonderment of the idiot ia with the higher calm reasoning 
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horse-shoe of great intensity of magnetic charge. He was 
followed by Baron von Oberliinder, who saw a regular iris 
over the same three-layer magnet. Madame von Varady 
observed this over the nine-layer. In like manner Dr. Nied, 
but with intermissions. Miss Atzmannsdorfer frequently 
described to me the beauty of the rainbows she perceived 
on the magnet, both on horse-shoes and bars. Madame 
Bauer gave me the most vivid descriptions of rainbow-like 
superposition of colours over the poles of all stronger 
magnets, in which she always fow1d the red at the bottom, 
then yellow, green, &c. following upwards. 

493. One experiment with Josephine Zinke! will serve 
for all. When in her ordinary healthy condition, she com
monly saw the polar flames uniformly bluish or reddish 
over the poles of the nine-layer horse-shoe. When I showed 
her the same during menstruation, she saw them not only 
larger, but perceived the form of an iris in both, in which 
bluish colour predominated at the northward, and reddish 
at the southward pole. This was the case when the horse
shoe stood upright, with poles directed upwards, and the 
arms conformable. But when I turned both poles toward 
the north, while the horse-shoe was laid in the meridian, 
the iris vanished from the southward pole, only a bluish 
gray red flame remaining, while on the northward pole the 
iris is increased to double, and attained a length of twenty 
inches. When I turned the poles of the horse-shoe to the 
south, the northward pole entirely lost its iris, retaining 
only a dull reddish, gray-blue flame, while the southward 
pole acquired a beautiful iris almost twenty inches long. 

494. Even the mere terrestrial magnetism sufficed to 

power of the philosopher. Could man be brought to the conclusion that 
the numerous fallacies, the reiterated falsehoods, which have resulted from 
his imagination having conquered his reasoning faculties, are the cauaee 
of all the evils surrounding him, how ready would be be to abandon 
hia errors ! Alas ! When ia man to be enlightened to this extent ? 
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produce the iris, and render it visible to excitable indivi
duals. Madame Kienesberger, when menstruating, saw 
an unmagnetic iron bar, twenty-four inches long, lying in 
the meridian, emit a red flame towards the south w1d a blue 
towards the north ; the latter, however, was not totally, but 
only predominantly, blue; and she detected, besides this, 
all the other colours of the rainbow, which possessed lesl! 
intensity of light. The colours were so distributed that 
they appeared stratified from below upwards. 'rhe lowest 
stratum was reddish, the next yellow ; then followed green, 
and the uppermost was chiefly blue with violet. 

495. The phenomenon was, however, more beautiful and 
more clearly marked on electro-magnets. Here I could not 
only heighten the phenomena, and render them more dis
tinctly perceptible, but I had the advantage of being able to 
bring a single layer only into the experiment, and to avoid 
the manifold disturbances which arise from the reciprocal 
action of the separate layers of a strong compound horse
shoe. When I had produced an odic flRme of a span high 
upon au electro-magnet through the influence of a Smee's 
battery of one-sixth of a square foot, Madame Kienesberger 
was the first to inform me that the flame which she saw 
rise from the negative northward pole was not merely blue, 
but yellow and blue, the yellow colour next the iron, the 
blue lying horizontally over that, and passing above 
into gray mist ; at the positive pole she saw only red flame 
with dense smoke rising from it. In order to strengthen 
the electro-magnet, and perfect the experiment, I added 
another Smee's battery, having about a square foot of sur
face, to the former. The odic flame of the poles of the 
electro-magnet was uow more than tripled : that on the 
negative pole was within a few minutes to about twenty 
inches ; that on the positive to eight. The former now 
exhibited the interesting phenomenon of becoming a perfect 
prismatic spectrum, in such a manner that below, when it 
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touched the horse-shoe, which stood with its poles directed 
upwards, it displayed to the eyes of the beholder a red 
layer ; this was followed by an orange-coloured, then a 
yellow, next a green, a bright blue, dark blue, finally an 
uppermost violet blue, and gray vapour above this. At the 
same time the positive flame of the southward pole pre
sented a blood-red colour next the iron; then came a light 
red layer, at the top an orange-red, which lost itself in 
thick, heavy, and opake smoke rising up to the ceiling. 
She describerl the appearance as of extraordinary delicacy 
and splendour, and was filled with delight and amazement 
at it, like her predecessors in similar cases. She found the 
intensity of the colours greater than that of any permanen~ 
magnet. Some weeks later I went through the same series 
of experiments with Josephine Zinkel. She described the 
phenomena to me all in the same way as Madame Kienes
berger, whom she about equals in degree of sensitiveness, 
and she added the complementary note that the prismatic 
colours individually are not simple, but that each appears 
in distinct shades, and thus seems to be composed of 
several, whereby the entire spectrum is ultimately com
posedof a great number of superincumbent coloured streaks 
of light. She also described a narr01V streak of pure rM 
above the violet-blue, the violet, becoming gradually redder~ 
passing into this above, and this then going off into smoke. 
She already perceived the iris when the magnet was first 
induced by one Smee's element of one-sixth of a square 
foot, but the colours were dull and indistinct, so that she 
could not give a certain account of their characters at that 
time : thus she believed she could perceive a light blue 
between yellow and green ; but when I added a battery of 
six Smee's elements, all the colours became incomparably 
more luminous, clearer, and perfectly distinct, under which 
circumstances the imaginary blue was found to be a transi
tion tint between light yellow and iight green. This expe· 
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riment cannot be made successfully with weak electro· 
magnets : mine measured one foot in the length of the 
arms, and the iron waa an inch thick. This experiment 
was repeated, with the same results, three months after
wards. 

Again, a few months later, I applied a Smee's apparatus 
having two and a half square feet of surface. The prismatic 
spectrum was developed splendidly to a height of more than 
a yard, and with smoke that rose to the ceiling and lighted 
it up. The appearances at the negative pole were again 
the same, only on a large scale and more brilliant ; but the 
iris was likewise better developed at the positive pole ; blue 
was now added above to its red and yellow colours. By 
greater exaltation of the electro-magnet, the green and 
violet blue would certainly be rendered visible. 'l'his ex
periment was also repeated some months subsequently. 

496. The boy Stephan Kollar also saw the coloured ap
pearances in the flame of the electro-magnet. Since he had 
no idea whatever of what was going to appear when I al
lowed the powerful voltaic apparatus to act upon the polar 
wires, he was very much excited by the progress of the 
phenomena, from the odic incandescence to the prismatic 
spectrum, and its gradual increase to a variegated flame, 
appearing to him twenty inches high, with smoke above 
whirling up to the ceiling. 

497. Professor 'Endlicher did not see a regular steady iris 
over the electro-magnet, perhaps because time and leisure 
enough were not afforded in the experiment ; but still he 
detected different colours in the odic flame ; below (namely 
in the seat of the red) it was indistinct and dark ; above 
this he saw yellow, next green, and lastly, above, blue 
mingled with violet, unsteady certainly, but, on the whole, 
displaying order of colours of the rainbow to him as to all 
the other observers, although less perfectly developed. 

4U8. I brought Wilhelmine Glaser, during the cata-
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menia, to the same electro-magnet, with the current of two 
Smee's batteries passing through its coils. She beheld the 
flame over the negative pole, predominantly blue, about 
four and a half feet high, that of the positive pole half the 
height. The smoke from them rose to the ceiling. Both 
the polar flames again produced the beautiful iris ; the nega
tive with all the prismatic colours, nJith n short portion of 
red succeeding to the blue abot•e, terminating in smoke, 
but the positive flame was only red and yellow ; the latter 
of which lost itself in the dense smoke. 

The chlorotic Anka Hetmanck also saw a larger odic 
flame over the electro-magnet than over the nine-layer 
horse-shoe, and this was red below upon the magnet, 
the prismatic colours then following, upward, to blue and 
blue-red, which merged into smoke and so rose to the 
ceiling. 

499 . .Madame Crecilie Bauer (during pregnancy) described 
the large electro-magnet most brilliantly. She saw nothing 
over the poles of the horse-shoe before it was connected 
with the Smee's apparatus; she stated it to have merely 
the whitish odic incandescence of all metals. But as soon 
as I had connected the polar wires of the two batteries with 
the thick wire coil, she saw the flames rise over both poles, 
small at first, then increasing, and continuing to a..qcend 
till they were half as high as the room. 'fhen they 
passed into smoke, which came in contact with the ceiling. 
(Neither of the Smec's batteries worked at all well on the 
day of experiment ; they were very weak). She saw blue 
predominate at the northward pole, and red at the south-

. ward : but at the same time the flames of both poles were 
most beautifully prismatic. She even perceived the iri
descence on other portions of the arrangement, on the 
electro-magnet itself, the Smee's elements, and other parts, 
of which more will be said in its proper place. 

499 b. On various occasions I placed a seven-layer horse-
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shoe magnet, with the poles turned upwards, in the vicinity 
of the conductor of the electrical machine, and showed it 
under these circumstances to Josephine Zinkel. She saw 
the usual appearance of red and blue flames over the poles. 
But directly I set the machine in motion, so that the magnet 
was placed in the electrical atmosphere, not only did the 
flames increase in Rize and intensity of light, but they each 
changed into an iris, in which the blue at the northward 
pole, and the red at the southward, were now only the pre
vailing and no longer the sole colours. 'fhe blue was here 
found to he the stronger ; the red the weaker and duller ; 
the first Rituated at the top of the iris, the second at the 
bottom. 

600. In all these cases the iris was seen horizontally 
stratified, the colours lying one abuve anotlter in horizontal 
layers; the red colot~r was always at tl1e bottom, the violet
blue always at the lop. This relation to the terrestrial 
magnetism must be kept in view. During the first minutes, 
while the colours are being developed, they are mingled 
unsteadily together; they gradually arrange themselves into 
the form of a floating iris. This does not take place 
rapidly, but with remarkable slowness; and in the above 
described experiment, four, five, to six minutes were re
quisite for the production of the perfect iris over the electro
magnet. 

601. It results from the above facts, that tl1e odic flame 
of the magnet does not consist merely of red and blue, at 
the two poles, but of an im or prismatic spectrum at eacl1, 
in which blue u but the predominant colaur at tl1e negative 
side, and red the like at the positit•e. They become visible 
when magnetism and Od attain a certain strength, and 
remain invisible, or limited to a single colour, when those 
forces are weak, or the perceptive power of the sensitive 
beholder is of low degree. 
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502. But we have another complicated compound kind 
of iris to examine, in addition to this simple one. 

Here and there in the experiments, as we have already seen 
several times, a certain variableness of the odic colour bas 
announced itself, frequently threatening to render the results 
uncertain. I was hereby induced to undertake a long special 
inquiry in this direction, to carry it attentively through a 
vast number of experiments, and to endeavour to obtain the 
laws of the phenomenon. I will here merely bring forward 
the most essential of the results. 

50S. When I placed a magnetic bar with poles in the 
direction of the dip, it always emitted different colours from 
those it gave in the meridian ; and when a northward pole 
was directed towards the north or towards the south, its 
odic flame displayed at one time more of a blue tint, and at 
another more of red and gray. Another uncertainly ac
companied this: when I turned a northward pole upwards, the 
beholder generally found it bright blue in the dark, some
times again gray, and not unfrequently even yellow; with 
more of the like incongruities. 

604. Seeking the causes of all this, I began by setting 
out from the idea of the possibility of subjective variableness 
in the perceptions by the sensitive. I placed n magnetic 
bar two feet long in an upright position, with the north
ward pole directed upwards. When weakly magnetic, and 
examined by the girl Zinkel in the dark chamber at a dis
tanet- of eight inches, it appeared to her opaque, and of an 
indistinctly grayish-yellow ; when she tried at what distance 
it displayed its colour most clearly, and its general form 
most distinctly, to her eyes, it proved in every experiment 
that this was about from seventeen to twenty inches ; then it 
appeared of a pure yellow ; going further back she saw this 
clear yellow soon become indistinct again, a shade of b1ight 
gray, not unlike sky-blue, was infused; but on removing 
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further away this changed into full unequivocal gray, 
which, on a retreat to a greater distance, grew duller, less 
perceptible, and from forty inches, and over, vanished. 

605. Making the same experiment with Miss Sophie 
Pauer, I arrived at the same results, with the slight modi
fication only that in her the distance of vision for distinct 
and yellow odic flame did not amount to twenty inches, but 
only to about eight, and that she found it become bluish 
directly the distance of her eyes from the luminous object 
increased beyond this. Miss Pauer, however, is short
sighted ; consequently this peculiarity influenced her odic 
vision, and showed to what a great extent the apparent 
variation of the colour of odic flame at different distances 
is a mere subjective phenomenon. 

506. These observations, made in all directions and in 
the same manner, and repeated at various times with un
changing results, on Josephine Zinkel, furnished the proof 
that there is only one definitely fixed distance, different for 
the eyes of each person, at which the colour of the odic 
flame is seen purely and distinctly ; that it allvays remain.s 
the same, and 1uu no variableness at this distatwe,fm· eaclt 
individual; but that at other distances, le88 &r greater, it 
strikes the eye with other tints, dull yellow when nearer, 
bluish-gray and gray when further off, and that conse
quently, in order to avoid confusing the appearances, the 
eye of the observer must always be kept at one particular 
distance. 

507. In fact, I had been every now and then very much 
puzzled, before I thought of the last investigation, one 
observation furnishing sky-blue, and another, made under 
conditions apparently altogether identical, gray or yellow 
colour of the odic flame. While one is involved in such a 
complication, the researches, in which the facts cannot be 
perceived by one's own senses, but must be obtained by 
questioning in the dark another person who does not un-
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derstand the matter, become wearying to an indescribable 
degree, and it occasionally required all the attractions of so 
interesting a subject to support my patience. 

508. Once master of this, perhaps insignificant looking 
explanation (but the want of which opposes an inevitable 
obstacle to further inquiry), a portion of the road was 
levelled, and I began a wider investigation of the variable
ness of the colours of odic flame, from the objective point 
of view. I fixed the same two-feet long magnetic bar by 
its middle in a Gnidino's holder, which had a joint at the top 
rendering it moveable in all directions. I brought it 
lengthways into the magnetic meridian, comformably 
toward the uorth pole, at first turned to the north, and 
afterwards inclined at about 95°, in the dip of Vienna. 
Starting from this, I made the northward pole pass through 
the complete vertical circle, which could be described 
around the axi~ of the magnetic bar in the plane of the 
meridian. 

I carried this into effect in the dark chamber,-first in 
the presence of Josephine Zinkel, who observed the cha'lges 
developed from the west onward in the progressive motion 
of the northward pole. From the perpendicular direction 
downwards at 0°, she saw the odic flame run through the 
following series of colours:-

At 25° (in the line of the dip) . . . pure gray . 
,. 45° (ascending toward the north). • a narrow red at~"Hk. 
» 6jO 

" violet-blue. 
, 900 ,. 

" 
dark blue. 

.. 110° " 
, light blue . 

, 127° .. " dark green. 
, 145° 

" .. light green. 
.. 163° .. .. greenish-yellow . 
" 1800 .. " light yellow. 
.. 200° .. " golden yellow . 
.. 225° .. " orange • 
.. 247° .. " flame-red . 
.. !!700 .. .. red • 
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At 2900 (ascending toward the north) 
" 325° , , 
" 3600 , , 

deep, intense red. 
grayish-red. 
reddiah light-gray. 

531 

To make these more distinct, I give a diagram of them 
collected into a circle (Fig. 20). 

FrG. 20. 

Above. 
Lirht yellow. 

Golden yellow. Greenlah yellow. 

South.~Bt~o~--H....-l-.C::::~:::::::j~J!!.4---...!!!l.~ North. 
Red. Dark blue. 

/ 0 
Gray red. 

Reddiah Urht 
gray. 

Below. 

Gray red atreak. 

Gray. 
Dip. 

509. Examining the order of the colours of this circle, 
we discover a new iris, and in fact one with the colours lying 
in a circle. · 

510. It is peculiar that the very direction in which the 
greatest magnetic intensity occurs, namely, the magnetic 
dip, or inclination of 65° to the horizon, is exactly that in 
which all the colours disappear, and nothing but dark gray 
remains. Is this gray to be taken as white, that is, a com
pound of all the colours, or as black, the absence of all ? 
Hitherto I have been unable to clear this up with certainty : 

NN 
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new reeearches will !KX>n decide, but I am inclined to con
jecture that the latter will prove to be the case. 

fil 1. It is also remarkable that the colours standing 
diametrically opposite to each other are not properly com
plementary colours : for red here stands opposite blue 
instead of yellow, and flame-red, instead of green, opposite 
violet-blue, gray instead of blue opposite yellow, &c. The 
circle is divided into sections of 90 degrees, the zero of 
which must be fixed at the dip. Opposite this, at 180°, 
stands yellow ; at each side, both at the distance of 90°, red 
and blue are situated opposite to each other, so that these 
again are 180° apart. If we were beneath the magnetic 
equator, where the polar direction and the dip of the needle 
coincide, the direction and arrangement of the colours would 
be different. I hope I may live to hear of this experiment 
being performed there ; it cannot be a matter of great 
difficulty, for scarcely an European ship can pass the line in 
which one or other of the crew is not sensitive. 

512. Another singularity of a peculiar kind presented 
itself in the circumstance that the beholder constantly de
scribed what she called a 11arrow red streak between the 
gray of the dip and violet-blue. I had already met with 
this phenomenon in other cases. M-adame Kienesberger fre
quently assured me that the iris, which presented itself to 
her with the greatest clearness over the electro-magnet. 
p888ed above into a narrow red streak, which then gave 
place to the smoke. Wilhelmine Glaser, also, Stephen 
Kollar, Madame Bauer, and Miss Sophie Pauer, gave the 
88Dle report. It appears, therefore, as if the red was again so 
fully extricated from the blue or violet as to reappear once 
more as an independent colour at the other end of the seri~ 
and consequently red closes the spectrum on both sides, cer
tainly at least the odic. 

018. Those colours which lie in tlte lower half of the 
circle, namely, within 90° on each side of the dip point, 
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display remarJ.·able difference in intensity of light f ro•n 
those of tl1e ollter, upper half, occupying 90° on each side 
of the golden yellow. The upper half, in the arc a c b, 
appeared bright, very luminous, fresh, and brilliant ; while 
the lower was dull, opaque, and emitted little light. Tlte 
greatest intensity of light lies in the goldeJ& yellow, the 
greale&t ob.ca&I'Uy ia the gray of the line of dip. One 
might call the upper half the day side, the lower, where 
almost all the colours are veiled with gray and overcast, the 
nigltt side. The yeUow colour, therefore, which we other
wise know to be the most intensely luminous in the spec
trum, represents noon, blue and reel the two twili9hts, gray 
the nigltt. The earth's surj(tce corresponds to tlte heavens 
in its influence upOR the odic flame of the mOfJnet. Vide 
§ 536, 356. 

514. I expected a great change in the colours of these 
luminous appearances when I used the southward pole of 
the same magnetic bar, instead of the northward, in these 
experiments. But the result did not confirm my anticipa
tion. In the principal points, it was almost indifferent 
which of the poles of the magnet I made pass through the 
vertical circle. The distinctions were confined to a few 
insignificant modifications in the lesser particulars. The 
colours, ·which displayed themselves nearly equal in the 
same direction at the two poles, always appeared rather 
retarded at the southward pole, in the progress of the pole 
from the dip point to the north; I was always obliged to 
move the bar a few degrees further onward, to obtain from 
the beholder the modification of the same colours which 
had appeared at any given degree at the northward pole. 
This retardation of the southward pole occurs in the same 
way all round the circle, so that even the gray of the dip 
was at a smaller angle with the horizon than that of the 
northward pole. Vide § 334. 

515. Moreover, the northward and southward poles of 
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the magnetic bar are again divided into two other principal 
regions of greater and less purity of colour. From tire dip 
forward, on the north side, to tile golden yellow, upon tlae 
arc e, f, d, the colours of tlae northward pole appeared 
purer and more distinct; frl»TT the golden yellow forrvard, 
on the south side, back to the dip, on the contrary, they 
n·ere more degraded, indistinct, and overcast. Exactly the 
ret•erse was the case with the southward pole ; from 
the dip, over north, up to golden yellow, that is in like 
manner on the arc e,f, d, Josephine Zinkel described the 
colours as dull and misty ; on the other side, from golden 
yellow, over south, down again to the dip, as pure and clear. 
Upwards at the yellow their appearances merged ; they were 
most strongly manifested in the directions of the terrestrial 
poles. It is evident that the conformity or nonconformity 
of the position of the poles exerted their influence here, as 
everywhere else, and the northward pole, which could act 
with full force toward the north, was brought into conflict 
with the opposition of terrestrial magnetism, when turned 
to the south, and thereby weakened. Its red odic flame 
was consequently troubled and overcast in the southern 
direction by a portion of blue produced by its own magnetic 
but opposite polarity, and intermingled with the red; hence 
a red which was described to me sometimes as bluish-red, 
at others as grayish-red. The same holds good of the 
southward pole, the direction and the expressions being 
reversed. 

516. The circle of colours n•as thus twice divided into 
halves, through external influences, in respect to intensity 
of ligllt and purity of colour; once by a relatively hori
zontal, the other time by a relatively ve~·tical section; i• 
the one case principally influenced by teJTestrial magnet.i#n, 
in the other by the polarities of the magnet. 

617. None of the single odic flames ev.er displayed an 
iris to Josephine Zinkel, but appeared simply of one colour. 
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'fhe most important of these researches were repeated with 
Madame Crecilie Bauer, and afforded still more complete 
results. When I showed her the same magnetic bar, free 
at both poles, and fixed at the axis in the moveable holder, 
in the meridian, in the dark, she found it to have longer 
flames tht~.n Josephine Zinkcl had seen, more than half as 
long again, and not now of one colour, but always i1• the 
form of an iris, excepting wlten placed in the direction of 
the dip. Here she perceived merely dark colourless gray 
issue from the northward pole of the magnet. When I 
began to move it upwards toward the north pole, she soon 
saw the flame acquire an iris, at first a dull, but gradually 
becoming more vivid. But one of the many colours 
ltere always displayed very much greater size, strength, 
and intensity of light, so far as to surpass all the 
rest, and to predominate so much tiUJt unless close atten
tion n•as paid, the observer only 't~oticed this one prevailing 
colour. Without reference to the constant presence of 
this dull iris, she described the changes of colour in the 
circuit in the following order : first, when I had moved the 
northward pole of the bar a little out of the vicinity of the 
line of dip, upwards towards the north, a short red place, 
which soon changed into violet-blue, and next with the 
approach toward the north and the arrival at this direction, 
first into dark, then into light blue. Between the north 
and the uppermost point, or zenith, I moved the bar, BC· 

cording to her accounts, through different shades, first of 
bluish-green, sap-green, and greenish-yellow, and, at the 
top, came to pure yellow. Golden yellow appeared dia
metrically opposite to the dip point. Downwards to the 
south, on the other side, red became intermingled with the 
yellow, increasing continually to the neighbourhood of the 
southern direction, when red, with the admixture of a little 
blue, appeared almost pure. When I passed onwards over 
this, and inclined the pole further downwards below south, 
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gray joined the red, increasing as the latter disappeared, tiU 
at length, in the dip, this, with all the accessory colours, 
completely disappeared, and gave place again to the simple 
and pure gray from which I had set out. rrhis arrangement 
of the colours evidently agrees with the statements of Jose
phine Zinkel. The difference between the two beholders 
lies merely in Josephine Zinkel seeing but one colour in 
each position, while Madame Bauer perceived everywhere a 
principal colour associated with all the other prismatic 
colours, although these were very faint. This distinction is 
very simply and satisfactorily explained by the different 
powers of sight of the two observers. The girl Zinkel, with 
weaker 'ision, saw only the temporarily prevailing colour; 
Madame Bauer, with stronger vision, saw this of greater size, 
and with it the other prismatic colours. (We shall meet 
with an instance in crystals, when Zinkel stood exactly in 
the same relation to Wilhelmine Glaser as Madame Bauer 
docs here to Josephine Zinkel.) According to this explanation, 
Madame Bauer's observations afford the most complete con
firmation of those of her predecessor, in numerous and fre
quently repeated examinations. 

618. Mter Madame Bauer I tried this experiment with 
the eyes of Wilhelmine Glaser, who saw odic light con
siderably weaker than Josephine Zinkel. In her usual 
condition she saw the magnetic emissions only blue, yellow
ish, or red : but when I introduced her into the dark 
chamber during the catamenia, she distinctly perceived the 
chaugcs of colours as I moved the pole of the magnetic bar 
round in the circle. She hesitated now and then as to the 
intennedinte colours; it was necessary to attend strictly to 
keeping her eyes at the proper distance from the pole ; she 
sometimes mistook light blue for gray, pale-yellow for pale
reddish, and tlice vt>rld ; but after a few repetitions her 
definitive as3crtions always agreed with the colours which 
Zinkcl and Madame Bauer had announced; she was quitt.· 
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divided, however, as to the gray in the dip, the blue at the 
north, the yellow above, and the red at the south. She 
found little distinction between the applications of the 
northward and southward poles; there was merely rather 
more of a bluish tinge in the former case, and of reddish on 
the other. 

619. Miss Sophie Pauer saw the same magnetic bar 
emit pure dark gray vapour from its north pole, nt the dip, 
when turned upon its axis in the meridian ; raised a little 
toward the north, it became, first, somewhat reddish, then red
gray, next violet, dark blue, and pure blue when horizontally 
pointing to the north ; higher up, light-blue, then blackish
green, next light green, and yellow at the top; in the de
cJension towards the south, first orange, horizontally towards 
the south red, and downwards from these reddish gray, de
creasing till it became pure gray again at the dip. These 
trials were made in the morning, while she was still fasting 
and in an excitable condition ; when I made the same ex
periments with her in the afternoon, after dinner, her per
ception of colours was no longer so certain, and she was 
frequently deceived in the gray tints ; her power of vision 
was not so acute as before. 

520. I was desirous of going through these experiments 
with much weaker sensitives, to see how far the results would 
remain the same. Madame Josephine Fenzl had the patience 
to devote herself to them, and to remain imprisoned with 
her husband, Dr. Fenzl, and myself, for half a day, in my 
dark chamber. Made with the same instruments, and in 
exactly the same way, the experiments furnished the follow
ing circJe, drawn according to her statements, described by 
the north pole in the plane of the meridian (fig. 21, next page.) 

'rhis agrees entirely with all the preceding ; what is here 
called the lightest is the pale yellow of the last observers, 
brown red is their deep gray red, &c. No agreement could 
have bccu more complete. 
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FtG. 21. 

AboTe. 

Oftllt brlcJa'
YeUow. 

Beddiab ligbt 
gray. 

Below. 

ray. 

52l. In the last place I made the experiment with the 
still less sensitive Mr. Hochstetter. Under the same cir
cumstances as his predecessor, he saw the northward pole 
of the magnetic bar, on the meridian, emit dark vapour 
towards the north; lighter and sta'Onger above; densish 
and duller toward the south ; darkest of all in the dip. 
His sight was not sufficient to determine colours ; but the 
various intensities of light which he perceived corresponded 
accurately with the relative intensity of light of the different 
colours, which were named by the other witnesses ; lightest 
above at yellow, darkest at the dip, dark at blue, &c. Even 
this weakest of the sensitives to whom I submitted this ex
periment afforded evidence for the accuracy. of the observa
tions with the strongest. 

522. These results can be controlled by comparing wit.h 
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the above a single horse-shoe magnet placed in the meridian, 
with both arms directed one time to the north, the other 
to the south. When turned to the south, Josephine Zinke], 
at a distance of two spans, saw blue flames at the northward 
pole, and at the southward grayish-violet, and reddish blue 
with a turbid veil over them. Turned towards the south, she 
found the southward pole red, the northward bluish or grayish 
red, likewise obscured ; all four cases, therefore, exhibited 
agreement with the colours of the flames which are observed 
on the poles of bars under the same circumstances. Only 
single horse-shoes can be used for this experiment, because 
the flames of strong compound horse-shoes pass into visible 
iridescence with reversed intermediate layers, which alone 
already complicate the decision, as is shown at § 396. 

528. 'Vhen I made the experiment with the poles of the 
horse-shoe directed downward and upwards, the results 
were in great part such as I have already stated, but I must 
repeat them here in order to collocate and compare them. 
A horse-shoe with both poles directed uproards vertically 
and conformably, gave gray flame at the northward pole, 
and reddish light-gray at the southward. In the direction 
of the dip the northward pole gave darker gray, the south
ward reddish dark gray. Raised a few degrees upwards 
towards the north, over the line of dip, the northward pole 
afforded gray with the entrance of reddish, the southward 
pole dark gray. The retardation of the southward pole, 
already mentioned, presented itself here also, in the 
advance from the dip toward the north : the northward 
pole, namely, already possessed dark gray flame, while 
the southward had not completely acquired it, and by 
the time the latter exhibited it the northward pole had 
already advanced to reddish gray, to the commencement of 
the red streak next the violet. When I turned the arms 
round, in the unconformable position, in the same direction, 
the results were again different as to the tints ; as follows, 
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indeed, without further detail, from the many experiments 
already discussed. 

524. Lastly, a single horse-shoe magnet, vertical afld 
conformable, 1vith tlte poles directed upwarcls, always gave, 
at the northward pole, a flame which was described by the 
observer as predominantly gray, bluish or yellowish, accord
ing to the distance at which it was examined ; at the south
ward pole a flame predominantly reddish-gray or yellowish
gray. At a distance of the eye of about two spans, and 
when strict attention was paid to the removal of all other 
influencing objects which might produce odic effects, Miss 
Zinke!, and many others, always found the northward pole 
predominantly blue, at greater distances blue, then gray. 
Madame Kienesberger, Misses Reichel, Atzmannsdorfer, 
Sturmann, Klaiber also, \V cidlicb, Baron von Oberlander, and 
others, frequently described it to me as pale yellow below 
and blue above, like the colours of the flame of a wax 
candle reversed: this was always the commencement of the 
ms. Under the like circumstances the southward pole 
appeared reddish-yellow below, and grayish-yellow above. 
'l'hese arc all merely confirmations and applications of the 
facts before collected respecting the magnetic bar passing 
through the vertical circle in the meridian. 

525. In order to sec what proportion of all these results 
was to be placed to the account of the magnetic bar, and 
~ ·hat to that of the effect of the terre trial poles, I per
f rmcd th same cx1wriment 1rith an umnagnelizecl oft 
irou liar. lhn ing ftdencd it by the middle on the wood n 
holtl r, I brought it into the meridian, nnd tmn d it 
quarter of a circle in the dark. In the firt in ·tnnc 
howcd it to l\Ii s Zinkel. It presented orne odic fi· n1 • 

at each of it' pole , but much horter than tho c ou th, 
magnetic bar; they were but about n. quarter or on -fifth 
of the lc11gth, and at tho umc time dulleL', with the colom 
wor · dilficull to be r 'cogui ctl. Nc orthclc , when I om-
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pared the result of the iron bar with that of the magnetic 
bar, I found them essentially identical; the colours wore 
similar in the order, direction, and succession ; the angles 
alone under which they appeared varied a few degrees 
backward or forward. 'l'his difference, which, however, 
was but unimportant, is certainly wholly attributable to 
imperfections of observation. :For although I left the 
observer to find for herself the point of greatest intensity 
of each colour, it is impossible, until special instrumftnts have 
been devised for the purpose, that this should be done so 
accurately that the stat.emcnts should not vary a few degrees 
in so delicate a subject, and with light so exceedingly weak. 
lt is sufficient that the results with the unmagnctic iron 
bar, produced by terrestrial magnetism alone, coincided 
perfectly in all essentials with those which had been ob
tained with the magnetic bar. 

I subsequently made tho same experiment with Madame 
Bauer. She perceived the colours quite distinctly and de
cidedly, but all duller and smaller on the iron bar than on 
the magnetic bar previously. The arrangement was the 
samc,-grey in the dip, blue in the direction towards the 
north, yellow above, and red towarcls the south. 

Miss Sophie Pauer also went through this task. She saw 
the iron bar emit gray vapour in the position of the dip ; 
the same when turned vertically downwards; yellow-red 
toward the south; upwards pale yellow when near (pale 
bluish when she was at some distance), and towards the 
north blue ; all the colours dull, small, and faint, so that 
she several times had difficulty in detecting the true colour 
with certainty in the gray regions. 

Even 'Wilhelmine Glaser gave favourable testimony for 
this less-marked experiment. I held before her in the 
dark an iron bar supported on the axis merely by the 
thumb and finger of my left baud. She perceived gray, 
hlne, yellow, aud red misty light in the corrcspoudiug 
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directions, and even drew my attention to green between 
yellow and blue. 

626. It thus appears that the circular iris exhibited by a 
magnetic bar at its poles and polar flames when made to 
revolve in its meridian, is also formed in exactly the same 
way, though more faintly, by a simple unmagnetic iron bar, 
and consequently it can be produced by the influence of the 
terrestrial poles alone. '!'his affords an explanation of the 
results of the uncomformable position of the magnet. 

627. I now proceeded to investigate the behaviour of the 
bar-magnet in passing through a vertical circle in the plant 
of the magnetic paraUel of my residence, between two and 
three miles north of Vienna. The arrangements were the 
same as before, and I directed the attention of the observer, 
Miss Zinkel, in the first place to the northward pole of the 
bar. The following diagram (fig. 22.) is derived from 
numerous repetitions of the trial. 

FIG. 22. 
Above 

Golden yellow. Yellow. Grealab yellow. 

Weat.-~L----~~-----

Reddiah yello". 

Gny. 

Reddlah Urbt rnr. 
Below. 
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528. 'rhe southward pole, in several experiments, gave 
fig. 28. 

Golden :rellow. 

FIG. 23. 
Above. 
Yellow. 

Oreeniab yellow. 

Weat.-------~-------Eut. 

Reddiab IJ'&f. 

Wbitbb IJ'&f• 
Below. 

Violet gray. 

Gray. 

529. The next person with whom this experiment was 
made was Wilhelmine Glaser. Her statements, after many 
repetitions, yielded, as a general result, gray in the east ; 
yellow above ; yellow in the west ; gray again below ; 
between east and the highest point, traces of green ; between 
west and the lowest point, traces of red. I tried this soon 
after with Madame Crecilie Bauer. The statements of this 
lady, so exceedingly sensitive, did not differ in any material 
point ; gray towards the east below, and in the interval 
between the two ; yellow toward the west, above, and in 
the arc between them. The slight differences of tint which 
were obtained in numerous repetitions of the experiment, 
always proved, on more accurate examination, to depend on 
slight variations of distance of the beholder, or on deviations 
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in the position of the magnetic bar with regard to the 
direction of the magnetic parallel. Miss Sophie Pauer saw 
the northward pole of the bar gray when pointing down
wards, yellow towards the west, yeJJow also when turned 
upwards, and gray again towards east. Mr. Hochstetter, 
under the same circumstances, perceived dark vapour down· 
wards, and towards east, upwards and towards the west 
lighter vapour, this being the manner in which weakly sen
sitive vision perceives gray and yellow. 

530. It is very evident that the colours of the odic 
flames of the two poles of the bar differ but little here in 
the parallels. The general result is that, in both poles, gray 
decldres itself the prevailing colour n'ltetl they are directed 
towards the east, and yellow wlten ton.'ards the west. East, 
as essentially gray, corresponds, therefore, with the dip; 
and west, as essentially yellow, lies diametrically opposite to 
the dip, there in the meridian circle as here in the parallel 
circle. The northward pole of the bar appears rather 
bluish-gray in the east, while its southward pole has more 
red intermingled, violet-gray in the east. On the other 
hand, there is more of reddish-yellow at its northward pole 
in the west, and a purer yellow on its southward pole in the 
west. These slight variations of colour are, however, difficult 
to determine accurately, and hence are only approximative. 

531. To complete this set of experiments, it was reqni· 
site to pass an unmagnetic soft iron bar through the vertical 
circle in the parallel. This afforded the following circle of 
colours (fig. 24, next page) with Josephine Zinkel, iu the 
dark chamber. 

632. All the statements of the colours agree tolerably 
closely with the result of the magnetic bar iu the parallel, 
aud this experiment merely differed iu the fact that the 
polar flames were smaller, fainter, and duller, demanding 
some effort on the part of the observer to rerognise them 
clearly. 
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FrG. 24. 

Above. 

Pal~ yellow. 

Li~~:ht IITPI'nish 
gray. 

545 

Dark bluish !{I'IIY· , 

Weat. --------..:;~J:;:-------- East. 
Yellow. Light JI'TllY "j;~::,~ce 

/ 
J)ull ~ldiab yellow. 

Opeque reddiab JI'TllY. i-
Lit;ht srray with 
reddiall tinp. 

Below. 

\ 
Dark ~~:ray. 

!)83. Yellow always displayed itself with trnccs of red on 
the west side, gmy, with traces of blue, on the enst side. 
Gray and yellow are opposed here also, as well as the dawn
ings of blue, to the first shades of red. 

534. TJ,e thirll direction requiring to be investigated 
hcrc,-one which must serve to a certain extent for the 
control of the two vertical circles already examined, that in 
the meridian, and that in the parallel-is the lwrizontal. 
I gi••e the diagram of the norlhnlflrd pole of the bar magnet 
used here, as is furnished by the statements of Josephine 
Zinkel (fig. 25, next page). 

The so11tlumrd pole, when examined in this wny, behaved 
like the northward pole in respect to the emanations of 
colour, with only very minute deviations ; on the former 
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Bed. 

Light gnylab red. 

FIG. 25. 
West. 
Yellow. 

Gray. 

East. 

GreeDiab ,eUow. 

Dark gray. 

North. 

red presented itself among all the colours, in the latter 
the blue was more predominant, in both cases strengthening 
and vivifying the colours on the conformable half of the 
circle, weakening and dulling them on the unconformable. 
Finally, that retardation of the development of colour at the 
southward pole, which has been spoken of before (§ 514}, 
again presented itself in this experiment, and was noticed 
on the advance in the direction from east to west. 

58o. That agreement presented itself most satisfactorily 
here, which one might expect to find in the point8 at 
which the vertical circles intersect the horizontal circle, 
and thus, to a certain extent, form nodes. The coincidence 
in the direction of north gave blue, that towards south red~ 
east gray, and tomards west yellonJ, exactly and accurately 
as we had found at the coincidence in the same positions 
of the two vertical circles. They thus all serve for form. 
reciprocal control, and confirmation. 
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536. The observations are rather more difficult to make 
in the parallel and horizontal circles than in the vertical ; 
this arises, in the former, principally from the circumstance 
that north and south, the more powerful influences upon the 
magnetic bar, exert continuous equally strong action upon its 
poles throughout the entire cirde ; while east and west, the 
far weaker odic points of the compass, alternate, and have 
to bear the whole weight of the conflict above and below. 
The length of the bar, the strength of its charge, &c., thus 
all exercise more influence upon those colours which are 
produced by lesser forces and more feebly sustained. 
Nevertheless, a little difference does display itself in all cases 
between the colours of east and west ; for, in the east, the 
gray of the northward pole approached rather to blue, and 
that of the southward was slightly intermingled with violet· 
blue ; in the west, on the other hand, the yellow of the 
northward pole appeared somewhat tinged with reddish ; 
t.hat of the southward of the fullest and most brilliant yel. 
low, with a tint of red. The former indicates similarity 
between the actions of east and north, the latter, similarity 
between those of west and south. Thus we here arrive, 
by another path, at that result which we have already once 
met with above at § 391, namely, that east is inclined to 
north, and west to south, in odic respects generally. And 
since we have already seen at § 326 and § 513, that east and 
the downward direction, as well as west and the upward 
direction, harmonize with one another, we come, altogether, 
to the comprehensive general result. that north.east and the 
earth's surface (downward direction) form a .fJeneral con. 
trast, in odic polarity, to south-west and the heavens (the 
direction upwards). 

537. Among all the experiments in which the bars were 
turned round on a circle in this manner in different direc. 
tions, it seemed, in several cases, as if the end.flames were 

00 
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not exactly of the same colour on different corners of one 
and the same pole : for when I used an unmagnetic iron 
bar of oblong section, namely, twenty inches long, and about 
one and a third broad, only two-fifths of an inch thick, 
Josephine Zinkel frequently observed that the polar ex
tremities, under the influence of terrestrial magnetism, gave 
lateral flames on both sides, which were not exactly alike in 
colour. This was more observable particularly when the 
bar was turned round on its axis in the meridian with its 
broad side, that is, so that its broad face was in the plane 
of the parallels during the whole revolution. A cross section 
of the bar in this direction "ill make this clear. When 

FJG. 26. 

Wnt. 

such a bar revolved 
on its axis on the 
meridian, it exhibited 
almost everywhP-re a 
rather different co

loured side flame on its ea&t from that on its west edge. 
'fhe colour on the east side had always a darker grayish 
tint, that on the west more of yellowish, reddish, or fre
quently grayish tinge. 'Vhen I used a magnetic bar, tht 
phenomenon was less strongly marked, and, if powerfully 
magnetic, almost imperceptible ; on the other baud, it was 
most distinct on unmagnetic iron bars. 

538. J met with the same in all respects in the researches 
with Miss Sophie Pauer. When the end of an iron bar 
was turned upwards, the odic flame on the westward comer 
alone appeared pure yellow to her in the dark ; that on the 
eastward corner was bluish gray-yellow. 'l'he southward 
side of a bar lying horizontally in the meridian was almost 
orange in the corner uext the west, but greenish red on that 
next the east. And I found the eastward corner of the 
magnetic pole directed towards the south duller in all po
sitions, and overcast with gray, while the westward corner 
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was brighter, clearer, and lighter. When I made the ex
periment on the west side, with the northward pole in the 
parallels, the flame always appeared of greener hue on the 
north corner, and of more of a flame-red tinge on the south 
comer. 

539. I was hence led to conjecture that this might be 
the effect of the transverse magnetism of the eartlt, or an 
analogous odic phenomenon. In order to trace this further 
out, I caused to be prepared a longish, quadrangular, flat 
iron plate, of full a quarter of an inch tl1ick, twenty inches 
long, and six inches broad, and I brought this, supported 
freely in the middle, horizontally into the parallels, and into 
the meridian, in the dark chamber. The four comers ex
hibited dull odic flames in both these positions, like an 
unmagnetized iron bar ; but a different colour appeared at 
each corner. I showed it to Madame Bauer as it Jay length
ways in the meridian. She stated that she saw flames at 
the comers of the following colours :-

FIG. 27. 

West. 
Yellow red. Dartt greeu blue. 

South. I •• I North. 

Bla rr•r red. Gray red bloe. 

East. 

According to this, blue prevailed at both north corners, and 
red at both the south ; but yellow was intermingled with 
both on the west, and gray on the east. Tlms, yellow and 
gray, the contrast, appeared as transverse in this experiment. 
The dark-green at the north-west looked almost black, and 
the black grayish-red at the south-east like black greenish
red. 

540. I went through the same experiment with Wilhel
mine Glaser. The following are the results :-
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Fro. 28. 

Weat. 
Bed-yellow. Dutter-. 

Sooth. I - ~ I NMb. 

Ony-red. Gny red-biDe. 
East. 

These ~tatements agree essentially with those of Madame 
Bauer, and harmonize, as to the four predominant colours, 
with the previous observations. 

541. I showed the plate to Wilhelmine Glaser, lying 
lengthways in the parallel, and she saw-

Fro. 29. 

North. 
OrMD-Jellow. .........,. 
W~.~ 1 l ~-

-
Jled.yeJJow. 

South. 
Bed-1tftJ· 

642. I repeated the same experiment many times with 
Miss Zinkel, with every care and accuracy. The results 
were-

F1o. 30. 

North. 
Orwulab yellow. Bdce dark blllfl.lftJ. Duit blRilll pay. 

WaL ~~ • UBuL 
a.ddilh yellow. Bdce brtlbter' reddlab. Reddlab wblte-cnJ. 

South. 

543. It was found that the colours, though dull, still 
decidedly followed the rule, that they appeared gray towards 
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east, and yellow towards west. And this was not all ; for 
they became again subdivided in the direction of each of 
these points of the compass : namely, in the east the flame 
appeared bluish-gray at the northward comer, reddish-gray 
on the southward ; and, if we subtract the gray common to 
both, there remains blue at the former and red at the latter ; 
in the west, in like manner, the yellow flame appeared 
greenish yellow, i. e. with blue intermixed, at the north
ward comer, reddish-yellow at the southward ; and, if we 
again subtract the like gray of both here, we find once more 
blue on the former and red on the latter. 'Ve thus have 
all four principal colours simultaneously in this longish 
quadrangle : on the one hand, gray and yellow at the east 
and west; on the other, blue and red at the north and 
south : consequently, when we look close into it, all four 
primary colours simultaneously on one and the same piece 
of iron, which is neither more nor less than a broad iron 
bar under induction by terrestrial magnetism : or, in other 
words, the one polar pair of colours, blue and red, make their 
appeara11ce transversely in the other pair, gray and 
yelloTV. 

'11he figure shows that the edges also agreed with this : 
of the two longitudinal edges, one of which is directed 
towards the north, the other to the south, the former is, on 
the whole, faint grayish-blue ; the latter rather lighter red
dish gray, exactly corresvonding to their polar directions: 
of the two cross edges, the one turned to the east is gray ; 
the other turned to the west yellow, in conformity with 
their directions. 

544. For the control of the foregoing in this last experi
ment with Miss Zinke), I laid a bluntly pointed iron rod 
lengthways on the iron plate, and moved it forward so as to 
project about a hand's length beyond one of the cross 
edges. When so placed as to form a prolongation of any of 
the four corners, it absorbed their odic flames, and emitted 
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them from its own point, unchanged, but strengthened 
by concentration. But when I moved it sideways along 
the cross edge, from one corner to the other, it assumed in 
its passage mixed colours, compounded of those of the two 
corner flames between which it moved ; when moved in this 
way between greenish yellow and orange on the west side, 
it passed step by step through all the intermediate tints, 
while the colours at the corners shrank to a confused resi
due. The flame on the pointed bar was therefore oompostd 
of two adjacent colours, into which it became decomposed 
transversely when it had sufficient space. 

545. In order to render these appearances stronger, I 
tried the effect of laying lengthways on the plate of the last 
figure a magnetic bar half its own length, and placed in the 
middle, so that its poles were at equal distances from the 
two ends of the plate. The intensity of light and distinct-

FIG. 31. 

North. 
GoldeD yellow. Blaepr. 

~I I+ -- .. , 
!J 

Orulge. DuU PJ· 
South. 

ness of colour were at once both increased and diminished. 
The northward pole, directed toward the east, convert.ed 
the bluish gray of the north-east comer of the plate to blue
gray, the reddish light gray to dull gray; the ROuthward 
pole, the greenish yellow to golden yellow, and the reddish 1 

yellow to orange, on the west side. Thus the northward 
pole strengthened the blue tints on the plate, and weakened 
the red ; the southward pole, on the other hand, rendered 
the red tints more vivid and the blue fainter. Exactly 
similar effects were produced by laying the bar magnet the 
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reverse way on the plate, with its northward pole to the 
west, and its southward to the east. Under these circum
stances the blue-gray was changed to violet-gray, and the 
reddish light-gray into red-gray, at the east end of the 
plate, while on the wr.st side the greenish-yellow gave place 
to dark green-yellow, and the reddish gray to dull gray
yellow ; all corresponding to the effect and intermixture, 
on the one side of red, on the other of blue, from the 
magnet, upon the colours given to the iron plate by terres
trial magnetism. 

546. One experiment still remained, which I was un
willing to neglect, that of placing the plate vertically in the 
meridian with the cross edges upright, and the long edges 
running from north to sout.h at the top and bottom. Thus 
arranged, I showed it to Josephine Zinkel in the dark, and 
was informed that the north edges were darker, since they 
were bluish; the south edges lighter, because reddish; the 
lower edges darker, being grayish ; the upper edges lighter, 
because yellowish ; the lower south corner darker, since it 
was grayish ; the upper south corner lighter, because yel
lowish; the upper north corner darker, because verging to 
dark blue ; the lower north corner lighter, as it approached 
to light gray ;-all clearly corresponding closely and com
pletely with the principles already many times laid down. 
I availed myself of Madame Crecilie Bauer's aid for further 
confirmation of this. She, capable of seeing better, found 
the two northward corners to have bluish corner flames, 
the two southward yellowish red flames. In the case of the 
two former the upper was dulled with dark green, the lower 
with reddish gray ; this because there was a slight admix
ture above of yellow, and below of gray, and the often
mentioned red streak: of the two latter, the upper was 
bright yellow, the lower dark gray-red, also because yellow 
had become intermixed above, and gray below. Though it 
was hardly requisite, I tested both the observer and the 
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observation by turning the plate over several times, bring
ing the edge which was the lower in one instance to the top 
in the next trial. Madame Bauer assured me that nothing 
was changed but the position of the plate, the relative 
situations of the coloured flames remaining unaltered. This 
was necessarily the case. Such a result produced through 
the short vertical in the long horizontal could not be other 
than most pleasing to me, since it confirmed in the most 
delightful manner the accuracy of the preceding observa
tions. 

547. When I next turned the plate thus arranged, a 
quarter of a cirde horizontally, so that it stood in the 
magnetic parallel, Miss Zinkel gave me the following ac
count:-

Above and below, as in the preceding experiment. 
The west edges lighter, because on the yellow side. 
The east edges darker, because on the gray side,-thus 

all four sides agreeing with the results already obtained on 
the bars. 

During these observations the entire mass of the plates 
was odically incandescent, and the brightness of this in
creased from the shorter axis outwards towards the two 
cross edges (or ends). The maximum intensity of light here 
was not situated at the extreme ends, but at some distaDoe 
within these, as in magnetic bars. At this point, also, the 
down-like odic flame, which coats all the borders like a deli
cate fleece, was strongetJt and of greatest length. 

04~. I combined all these different observations into a 
single more comprehensive experiment. I had a supporting 
apparatus made on purpose, capable of holding a plate 
weighing upwards of 15 lbs., freely moving on its centre, 
and aJso arranged so as to turn round in a circle on its 
short axis. I laid this with the long edges on the mag· 
netic meridian, while the cross edges ran from east to west; 
thus, in such a position that the plate could be turned 
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round in a meridiana! circle in the direction of its length, 
while the cross edges always rem,ained in the parallel 
during the movement. In this way I obtained the results 

sbown_in Fig. 32. 

FIG. 32. 

Above. 

Brfclat bhle. 
North. 

Below. 

The Roman letters denote the colours of the odie flame of 
the eastent corners, the italics the western comers, of the 
short edges in each position. 

549. On examination of this diagram we find all the 
colours closely coJTesponding, in general, all round with the 
laws already discovered ; blue is found predominating in 
the north, red in the south, gray below, and yellow above; 
but when we look to the particulars, we see, in all the posi
tions, the prevailing colours of any given pair of comers, 
somewhat modified, iu obedience to a transversality, at each 
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corner, and this always arising from an approach to the 
colour produced by eaat or west side to which the corner is 
directed : that is to Rny, we see all the corners tinged gray 
on the east side, and all those on the west side affected by 
yellow ; both intermixtures being manifest all round the 
circle. 

556. I made the same experiment in the parallel, 
curtailing it somewhat. The following figure gives the 
results:-

&ddid rdlo.,. 

Green 
yellow. 

FIG. 33. 
Above. 

Gold yellow. 

'~-~,,~ 
"' 0~ ' . 

Red reu-. Reddish lirbt blue. 

- - - /--·- - - --·- YeDDw. 

f / ,· Yelltnrred. 

~/ :-.· p ~ .. ~ 

/ Dark. / 
·A'--------Dark- «J'8J. 

West. ~.,• 
~~------------~ 

Orort~e·/ 
_,_ __ Rod._._6riPI __ ,._. ---/ v .... Eaat. 

i:J>' 
oJ>"" 

Dark yello" Kfeen. 
ar., red rellMC. 

Dark gray. Blue·llT&J. 
. .... ... ····· 

Wbitieb CRY. Wille red..,..,. 

Below. 

The words in Roman letters refer to the odic flames of the 
northern corners, those in italics to the southern. 

551. Here, again, as in a11 the previously-described experi
ments with iron bars t ~ 51 S and 536), the general characters 
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of all at the top and to the west is yellow, of all below and 
to the east, gray ; but we find red making good its presence 
in a mixed tint all round on the south side, and blue upon 
the north side, the latter sometimes passing into dark gray, 
at others producing tinges of green. 

552. 'rhe long edges of the plates correspond to all this 
throughout their whole length on both sides ; nay, even 
their two halvf>.s become oppositely polarized, especially in 
the direction of the dip,-e. g. 

!Blue-gray. 
Below 

Red-gray. 
1 Green-yellow. 

Above 
Red-yellow. 

It is impossible that these contrasts should display them
selves and divide and subdivide more beautifully than they 
do in these numerous experiments, with the most delightful 
conHistency. They make manifest the most inviolable con
stancy in the action of the all-ruling natural forces, which 
are in operation here, and which come clearly to light as 
everywhere identical throughout the modifications of the 
experiments. 

553. And thus we have estublished beyond doubt the 
existence of transversality in the odic phenomena, as 
was long since done in magnetic by M. Prechtl's earliest 
investigations. The principal distinction between the two, 
so far as my researches have gone at present, is, as may 
be seen from the experiments, that the magnetic trans
versality has more independence, while the odic is more 
dependent upon the triple polar conditions of the earth. 

554. After I had thus made out, under conditions very 
variously modified, that certain fixed points of the compass 
correspond invariably to particular odic colours, the iris 
itself, in which the whole of the colours always appear 
simultaneously toward each point of the compass, was still 
more puzzling. In this abstruse subject it is, indeed, out 
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of the question at present to attempt solving enigmas, for 
here e\'erytbing is enigmatical ; but it is possible to collect 
facts, to arrange them according to their resemblances, and 
to bring the homologous temporarily into abstract groups. 
With this view I was now desirous of examining whether 
the iris, which presented itself over the poles of stronger 
magnets, bad an independent exis~nce, not subject to or 
liable to modification, by the influence of the points of the 
compass beyond a certain limit, or whether it might not 
perhaps be possible to separate its colours, and exhibit each 
independently. From the foregoing observations we know 
that the iris always appears horizontally stratified, in such 
a manner that the red colour is always below, the yellow in 
the middle, and then the blue above, over which a further 
streak of red occurs-succeeded, however, by gray smoke; 
we know, moreover, that when the iris is directed towards 
any of the points of the compass, a different but always a 
fixed and particular colour becomes predominant over the 
rest, in size and brilliancy, in each position. I now wished 
to see whether, if I made the points of issue for the 
flaming emanations at the poles of different shapes, the 
iris, corresponding to the position and direction of the 
apparatus at the time, would be developed from all of these 
in one and the same way. 

655. For this purpose I had a number of different iron 
caps made, fitting upon the pole of a large magnetic bar. 
They were so constructed that the lower part of all con
sisted of a short four-cornered ferule, which could be 
slipped on to the end of the pole ; the upper portions were 
made in various shapes, just such as it seemed worth while 
to test the emanations of odic light with. I was thus 
enabled to make the pole of the magnetic bar terminate in 
all kinds of points. I now fixed my strongest bar-magnet 
in a vertical position, and exhibited it, with the various caps 
applied in succession upon the upwardly directed pole, to 
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Miss Zinkel, and some monthR subsequently to the less 
sensitive Baroness von Augustin and Dr. Nied. 

556. The first was a hemisphere, attached on the north 
pole. It was rather more than an inch in diameter. When 
the bar terminated in a rounded surface like this, Josephine 
Zinke! observed a dull iris, on which two colours-yellow 
and blue-predominated, the yellow below, the blue above ; 
the rest of the colours were opaque and indistinct. In 
this case the usual form of the emanation was not much 
altered, and the odic flame was rather more than four 
inches long, as it was without the cap. 

557. I took this off, and applied a cap wlaich was lwl
lorved out in tAe centre, and a 1harp rim aU round. It 
formed a cup, into which the hemisphere of the first cap 
fitted exactly, and they were consequently the reverse of 
each other. The raised margin alone emitted all the odic 
light here, and the observer saw nothing come from the 
cavity it bounded. The flaming rim again formed an 
iris, but no longer, as in the last experiment, with the 
colours horizontally stratified, but arranged ride by aUk, 
and forming a horizontal wreath, which was hut about two 
inches high. This was seen both by Josephine Zinke! and 
Dr. Nied. 

558. When I put on a ring-cap like this, with the addi
tion of a free point projecting from its centre, the wreath of 
colours remained unchanged, and no coloured odic flame 
flowed from the central point, but exclusively gray maoke. 
Dr. Nied detected merely a bright luminous point in the 
middle. 

569. Substituting a cap forming a four-sided pyramid, 
consequently terminating in a single point, I obtained an 
elongated narrow flame, displaying an iris, in which the 
colours were again horizontally stratified, and which only 
differed from that of the hemisphere in having more colours, 
and being more drawn out, so that it rose higher. 
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560. With a cap having a simple straigltl edge running 
transversely across the pole, I again obtained an imperfect 
iris, with the colours horizontally stratified. Placing the 
edge so as to coincide with the meridian, the colouring on 
the northward corner was violet and blue ; on the south
ward, red. The rest of the colours existed in a duller con
dition between these. When I placed the edge in the 
direction of the magnetic parallel, the corner on the east 
side exhibited gray, that on the west yellow, colouring of 
the odic flame ; the remaining colours being irregularly 
intermingled along the edge between the comers. 

561. With a cap having two points in a line, I obtained 
an odic flame from each. When one was on the north, the 
other on the south, the flame at the former was blue, at the 
latter red. This was stated by Dr. Nied, as well as 
by Baroness von Augustin. When placed east and we&t, 
Josephine Zinkel saw the former gray, the latter yellow. 
Turning them north-west and south-east, I obtained green 
and dark muddy red flames ; from north-east and south
west, reddish violet and orange. 

Finally, I applied a cap with four points arranged on a 
quadrangle, and so placed that each was directed to one or 
the four points of the compass. Differently coloured odic 
lights now arose from all four points. Baroness von Au
gustin saw the flames of the east point gray, of the south 
point red, of the north point blue, and those of the west 
lightest of all and doubtful in colour, sometimes light blue, 
at other times whitish. The statements of Dr. Nied were 
to the same effect, with the addition that he observed de
cided yellow flame at the west point. Miss Zinke} dis
tinctly perceived a blue flame on the north point, a yellow 
on the west, a red on the south, and a gray on the east. 

563. When I applied the caps to the magnetic bar re
versed, so that the southward pole was uppermost, I ob
tained from the observations of Josephine Zinkel the same 
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appearances in all cases, only all duller and fainter than 
when the northward pole waR at the top. 

564. I thus had the pleasure of finding the flame both 
of the northward and southward poles of a bar magnet, 
which had independently formed an iris with colours of un
equal intensity, decomposed (separated) by the application 
of a four-pointed cap into their four primary colours, dis
played in .flames of equal size, and in this experiment to 
attain with a ~ingle magnet-pole all that I had acquired 
previously with much more complex experiments-namely, 
the proof that every magnetic flame contained all the con
ditions nect>.ssary for the production of all the prismatic 
colours; and these may be called out simply and clearly in 
each case from the corresponding part of the compass, pro
vided only that such an arrangement of the apparatus be 
hit upon that the colours can separate from each other, and 
each unobstructedly develope itself free from the rest. We 
might say, indeed, in other words, that a kind of double 
odic transversality is thus demonstrated in each pole of the 
magnet dependent upon terrestrial polarity. 

566. From these results I proceeded to the examination 
of a circular plate. I had a disc of iron plate, rather more 
than a foot in diameter, well flattened and bored by folding 
the edge over an iron wire, so as to obtain a smoother and 
tnter edge of about one-eighth of an inch thick. A little 
iron hook was fixed in the middle, so that it might be sus
pended with its surface in the horizontal position. By means 
of a chandelier-hook in the ceiling, I could suspend the disc 
freely by a silk cord, and place it at any height I pleased. 
I placed my strongest bar magnet upright beneath it, the 
northward pole upwards, and lowered the iron disc down 
upon it. Iu this manner it formed a kind of widely ex
panded flat cap to the pole of the magnet, or, what amounts 
to the same thing, an induced magnet only as long as the 
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thickness of the flat iron plate, but with a thickness of the 
whole diameter of the disc. 

566. I first showed the disc alone to Wilhelmine Glaser: 
she saw it palely incandescent, of a light gray, but could 
not detect colours. I then lowered it on the northward 
pole of the bar. She immediately beheld coloured odic 
light upon it. A blue patch was formed in the centre ; 
above, the surface became brighter, and the border coloured 
all round, gray towards the east, blue to the north, yellow 
to the west, and red to the south, and these colours darldy 
blended together where they were in contact. 

567. Madame Crecilie Bauer saw the same appearance of 
the iron disc under the same circumstances ; not, however, 
merely a gray surface and prismatic colours on the circum
ference, but with the latter running inwards a considerable 
portion of the distance towards the centre. When I re
versed the magnetic bar, and placed the disc in contact 
with the southward pole, she found the arrangement of 
colours on the plate unchanged, but they were fainter and 
obscured. 

668. I showed the disc, similarly arranged, with the 
northward pole of the bar upwards, to Miss Sophie Pauer. 
She saw it immediately become incandescent throughout. 
The colouring of this was such as might have been ex
pected: at the centre of the upper surface, turned away 
from the northward pole of the magnetic bar, a blue spot 
was formed ; on the centre of the under face, which was 
in contact with the magnetic bar, a red one. She described 
the size of both as about half that of her hand, i. e. more 
than two inches in diameter. They merged into a yellowish 
ring surrounding them, the lower of which had a reddish 
tinge, the upper a greenish, and these were lost in gray 
light, which extended nearly up to the edge ·of the iron 
disc : here it was surrounded by a kind of thickened border 
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of down-like flame rather more than half an inch thick (" as 
thick as her finger," she said), and again coloured. Toward 
the east it displayed gray, toward north blue, toward west 
yellow, and toward south red; the north-west was green, 
south-west orange, south-east gray-red, and the north-east 
violet-blue, with a short redder piece. These colours alto
gether formed round the edge a continuous wreath of co
lours shaded into one another, and thus a kind of circular 
rainbow. 

569. Miss Paner saw a stream of blue light, an inch and 
a half high, like a common magnet flame, run out of the 
centre of the upper face : at its very summit it passed into 
sulphur-yellow, and then into gray ; this was absent be· 
neath, because the disc was applied immediately upon the 
magnetic bar. 'l'he entire disc was enveloped in a lumi
nous mist, of a downy character, only distinctly visible in 
profile, appearing bluish above and reddish-gray beneath. 
It exhibited throughout a kind of slowly undulating mo
tion, and both on the upper and under surface flowed gently 
inwards from the circumference towards the centre of the 
disc. It projected about half an inch beyond the edge. She 
could disturb it by blowing, which caused it to become 
more luminous for the moment, but it soon returned to its 
original state. 

570 I made a modified experiment of a CJimilar kind with 
Josephine Zinkel. I connected the iron disc, suspended 
by its silken cord, with the poles of a zinc and silver battery 
of about two and a half sqmtre feet of surface, bringing two 
copper polar wires in contact with the centre of the disk, 
so that they were merely separated to the extent of the 
thickness of the iron plate of which the disk was made, 
amounting only to about the twenty-fifth of an inch ; which 
at the same time forms a metallic connection. 

The beholder immediately saw a blue luminous patch of 
odic incandescence, two inches in diameter, formed on the 

pp 
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centre of the upper surface of the disc when the silver pole 
of the voltaic battery joined : a red patch was simultaneously 
produced on the under face, when the wire of the zinc end 
touched the iron plate. No odic flame w~ visible over 
these places ; but the entire plate acquired coloured odic 
incandescence, not merely at its borders, but over the whole 
of both surfaces. The colours were so distributed that 
blue presented itself towards north, yellow towards west, 
red towards south, and gray towards east, also green towards 
the north-west, &c. The blue and red central patches 
formed star-like appearances, with innumerable points, or 
rather radiating prolongations, which ran from the centre 
towards the circumference of the disc, and throughout 
exhibited those colours which corresponded to the points of 
the compass toward which they ran. The colours were so 
arranged upon the surface that each occupied a segment of 
a circle, and the whole formed a kind of circular rainbow. 
The edge of the disc was again enveloped in a luminous 
thickened border of delicate down-like odic light, such as is 
seen on horse-shoe magnets when the armatures are in 
place. This downy flame extended over the whole disc, in 
a thickness of about one-fifth of an inch (" hardly as thick 
as a quill"), and flowed in weak undulations from the edge 
to the middle, where it was rather thicker. It was thick 
enough there to veil the brilliancy of the light of the disc 
like a kind of mist. 

5 71. In order, if possible, to add the key-stone to the 
result of the foregoing experiments, I had a hollow globe of 
sheet iron made, without any projections whatever. It was 
rather more than a foot in diameter, and composed of two 
hemispheres fitted smoothly and closely, so that when one 
was slipped over the other the junction could scarcely be 
seen. A little hole was made through this joint, in which 
was attached a silken cord, and the globe thereby freely 
suspended in the air. 
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Weighing all the preceding discoveries, I indulged the 
hope of being ahle, with this arrangement, to produce 
something which might, perhaps, in some degree, approach 
to an artificial aurora,-a northern and southern polar light. 
It appeared to me that an electro-magnet would be the 
fitting means of giving my globe, like the earth, two mag
netic poles of equal strength, the intensity of which I could 
have under my control. I coiled a round iron bar of 
nearly an inch in diameter, with silk-oovered copper wire, 
about one-twelfth of an inch thick, and fixed it diametri
cally in the globe ; it was made just the length of the inter
nal diameter, so that it remained in its place without special 
fastening, so long as the two halveR of the globe were 
applied together. I placed it upright within the iron ball, 
and it was thus in immediate contact with the highest and 
lowest points of this. The two ends of the wire were 
brought through two little holes, lined with pieces of quill, 
at the top and bottom of the globe, and were connected 
with a Smee' s battery of two and a half square feet of active 
silver surface. Thus arranged, the globe was shown in the 
dark to Professor Huss of Stockholm, Mr. Hochstetter, 
Baroness von Augustin, Miss Sophie Pauer, Wilhelmine 
Glaser, Madame Crecilie Bauer, and Miss Zinkel ; persons, 
therefore, undoubtedly quite healthy and vigorous. 

572. Dr. Huss, the least sensitive of the number, only 
discerned the suspended globe during a few moments, and 
this at first, when the voltaic battery was in strongest 
action ; but it now disappeared from his sight, either from 
loss of strength in the inducing current, or through an 
intermission of his sensitive powers. 

673 . .Mr. Hochstetter saw a bright round patch arise on 
the top and bottom of the globe, about two inches in 
diameter, without \'isiblc colour, and situated at the two 
points of the surface of the globe which corresponded to the 
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ends of the electro-magnet touching the inside. He de
tected nothing else. 

57 4. Baroness von Augustin saw the globe alone feebly 
luminous : when connected with the voltaic current, she 
saw the light increase and become enveloped in vapour. 
She discerned. expanded clearer portions of light abO\·e 
and below, at the poles, which produced dull but visibly 
brighter patches on the ceiling and floor of the room. On 
the surface of the globe, from the upper pole down to the 
lower, she detected differences of colour, weak indeed, but 
distinctly blue upon the north side, gray and dark on the 
east side, a reddish condition on the south side ; she found 
the west side the lightest, but could uot declare with cer
tainty the nature of its colour. 

Anka Heimanck saw the large globe in a whitish odic 
glow, before it was connected with a Smec's battery. When 
the electro-magnet was put in action she found the globe 
much more luminous, and covered with broad, coloured 
streaks from pole to pole. She saw them blue on the north 
side, yellow towards the west, red towards south, darker 
green (gray ?) towards east ; she observed green on the 
north-west. The poles were more strongly luminous, the 
upper blue, and the lower red. 

Madame Josephine Fenzl saw the globe become luminous 
directly I had effected its connexion with the Smee's bat
tery. She perceived the south-west side to be incomparably 
brighter than the north-east, yet could not distinguish 
colours. But both at the top and bottom of the globe she 
discerned flames, two or three inches broad, radiating from 
the polar points, and then, to use her own expression, 
spreading like an open parasol over the globe, concentric 
with it, both above and below' but a little distance from its 
surface. 

675. The appearances were much better developed to the 
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eyes of Miss Pauer. Even before the connection of the 
iron bar inside the globe with the voltaic battery, she dis
cerned the form of the globe, as a ball of pale light floating 
in the air. When I completed the electric circuit, and thus 
converted the iron bar into a strong electro-magnet, the 
balloon became highly incandescent. Colours soon appeared 
in the incandescence. The beholder saw the north side 
become blue from above downwards, the wel't side yellow, 
the south side red, and the east side gray. She detected 
green between north and west, orange between west and 
south, violet between east and north. The light was most 
intense upon the west side, least upon the east. 'fhe 
colours merged gradually and imperceptibly into each other. 
But the light was developed most strongly at the top and 
bottom, at the parts of the outer surface corresponding to 
the internal points of contact of the poles of the euc1osed 
electro-magnet, which were at the same time the poles of 
the globe itself : the upper pole had a blue patch, the lower 
a red ; the former being connected with the silver pole of 
the battery, the latter with the zinc. Each polar patch was 
nearly four inches in diameter. Both passed into a yellowish 
colour at the edge, which gradually became paler outwards 
and lost itself in gray. Odic flame ran from the surface at 
both poles, blue at the upper and red at the lower, which 
the observer estimated at a height of nearly four inches. 
Sbe also saw a delicate gray misty envelope all over the 
ball, most distinctly to be discerned in profile, and rising 
about two-fifths of an inch above the surface ; it appeared 
to be flowing from the equator to the poles, and was dis. 
turbed when she blew upon it. She perceived a more 
luminous, narrow and whitish-yellow ring running all 
round at the equator. 

576. Madame Cmcilie Bauer perceived the globe in a 
faint yellow light before the bar within it was rendered 
magnetic. Directly the voltaic current began to pass 
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through the wire coil, a splendid variegation of prismatic 
colours appeared upon the globe. The greatest intensity 
of light displayed itself at the poles; blue above, when the 
electric current was derived from the silver ; red below, 
when it was in connexion with the zinc. Both colours 
formed brightly luminous patches of odic incandescence, si' 
inches in diameter, at the ·polar regions, dividing externally 
into innumerable narrow, coloured meridians, which ran 
straight over the surface of the ball, perpendicular to the 
equator. On the side turned towards the north they were 
blue; on the west, yellow ; on the south, red ; and on the 
east, gray ; and the mixed colours appeared between these 
in every intermediate shade. 'l'he globe was darker on the 
east side, lighter and with the colours more brilliant on the 
west. The intensity of the light of the colours diminished 
from the poles towards the equator, and near this they were 
lost ; but in their place occurred another phenomenon,
the ec1nator itself formed a narrow, rather brighter band 
round the globe. 

577. I was able to examine these phenomena most 
accurately and circumstantially through Josephine Zinke!. 
'fhe period of menstruation was chosen for the trial. She 
saw the globe in a white light before the voltaic current 
was completed. When the connection was made, and the 
internal iron bar converted into an electro-magnet, it dis. 
played a bright light, decorated with the most beautiful 
colours, which always drew expressions of admiration from 
the beholders. Josephine Zinke} detected all the same 
phenomena as her predecessors :-the pole of the globe 
towards the silver side of the battery, blue ; that towards 
the zinc, red ; the light most intense at the poles, forming 
from them great stars, with apparently innumerable points. I 

or rather radiant thread-like prolongations, running on·r , 
the globe, towards the equator, in various colours,-bluc ! 

on the north, yellow on the west, red on the south, and 1 
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gray on the f'.ast, and thus following the order so often 
observed; the whole of the east side was darker, the entire 
west side brighter, &c. 

578. She also perceived the band which runs round the 
globe at the equator. She described it as a luminous 
streak, passing horizontally round at the greatest circum
ference, and thus dividing the globe into two halves, upper 
and lower. According to her descriptions, it is only about 
one-fifth of an inch broad, of pale whitish-yellow light, so 
that persons of a lower degree of sensitiveness cannot discern 
it; and hence it was not perceived at all by Mr. Hochstetter, 
only indistinctly by Miss Pauer, and first detected by Madame 
Bauer and Miss Zinkel. It is not sharply defined at the 
two edges, but has countless strong short teeth, like a fine 
comb, at right angles to the equator, and therefore pointing 
to the poles. 

579. 'fhe luminosity of the surface of the globe, its odic 
incandescence, appeared to Madame Bauer continuous, but 
at the same time composed of innumerable clearly distin
guishable filaments, which seemed to her about one-twenty
fifth of an inch thick (the size of a knitting needle), and 
ran from the blue and red patches of the upper and lower 
poles perpendicularly towards the equatorial band. She 
described these filaments as not so much independent iso
lated streaks, as rather merely lines of greater intensity of 
light, alternating with fainter lines, so as to give a streaked 
appearance to the whole as if it were made up of threads 
running down from the poles. They were aJI of the colours 
corresponding to the points of the compass toward which 
they were directed,-thus, blue on the northward side of 
the globe, both above and below the equator, yellow on the 
west, and so on. 

She saw the blue and red patches as much as six inches 
in diameter ("a hand's length") ; that is, with a radius of 
three inches (" a finger's length") from the poles. Beyond 
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this distance they became subdivided, and changed into fila
ments running downwards over the succeeding zones, which 
gave the polar patches a star-like aspect, and this the more 
since the different colours were of different degrees of 
brightness ; and the lighter and darker exhibited repeated 
alternations, whence arose apparent projections and hollows, 
presenting to the eye the form of a kind of star. 

580. The intensity of the light of these phenomena of 
odic incandescence, which was greatest at the poles, de
creased in regular gradation from there to the equator, so 
that they at length became dull in the tropical zones, and 
vanished wholly when they came very near to the luminous 
girdle. 

581. The colours thus collectively forming a spherical 
iris around the globe were shaded off into one another in 
all parts; thus, blue through green into yellow, yellow 
through orange into red, &c. These transitions were so 
formed that every single filament running down as a kind 
of meridian over the globe, was slightly deficient in colour, 
from there on each side of it ; no two were exactly of the 
same colour, and the difference was sufficiently marked for 
the observer to detect it clearly. This made the globe look 
as if it were composed of thousands of coloured lines, which 
gave it such a charming appearance that Madame Bauer 
and Josephiue Zinkel declared that they had never seen 
anything more beautiful. 

582. The primary colours were again subdivided into 
several mixed tints, in their own special regions, so that 
collections of filaments, all differing to a certain extent from 
each other, formed bundles according to their resemblance. 
'rhus there was a bundle of dark blue lumiuous filaments» 
and one of sky-blue. The green, as it became extricated 
from the sky-blue, formed first a bundle of blackish green,. 
then one of grass-green threads ; the yellow also, the red,. 
and the gray, were subdivided in shades of this kind. The 
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last formed in the middle a bundle of dark gray filaments, 
four-fifths of an inch broad, near the equator; on each 
side of this lay a bundle of whitish light gray, an inch and 
one-fifth to an inch and three-fifths broad. Between the 
violet and the gray, towards the north, appeared the often
mentioned striking phenomenon of a red streak. It was 
sharply defined on the side towards the dark gray, not more 
than one-fifth of an inch broad at the equator, (or, as she 
expressed it, about twice or three times as broad as the 
back of a knife,) and then merged rather suddenly into dark 
violet-blue. This remarkable red streak was particularly 
luminous and of a bright red, the intensity of its light being 
much greater than that of the rest of the red on the south 
side of the globe. Thus there was red at both sides of the 
spectrum, beginning and ending the series of colours, pro
duced on the one side out of yellow, on the other out of 
blue, and from this we distinctly see the condition of tlte 
~olet, generally, in the spectrum; namely, that it is not 
a peculiar colour, but, in reality, merely a mixture of blue 
with adjacent pure and independent red. The fact that 
this red is so wholly merged into the blue, in the common 
spectrum, as only to declare itself in the violet, while in the 
odic spectrum it is developed independently, depends on 
causes which remain to be disclosed by future researches in 
other directions. 

583. Besides the general distinction which is evident in 
the intensities of the light between the e.astern and western 
surfaces of the globe, a second, not less comprehensive, was 
detected between the upper and lower hemispheres. The 
upper, with the blue pole, displayed incomparably stronger 
light upon its red and yellow portions, and was duller upon 
its blue and green ; the lower, on the other hand, when the 
pole was red, was more vividly luminous on its blue and 
gray parts, and was O}>ake at the red and yellow; that is to 
say, that the red and yellow issued dull from the red pole, 
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and acquired brilliancy as they approached the blue pole on 
the further side of the equator; while, conversely, the blue 
and gray were sent off in dull threads from the star of the 
blue pole, but gained power and brilliancy beyond the 
equator, on the hemisphere of the red pole. Therefore 
identical colours, occurring at the poles and in the lumi
nous streaks, displayed opposition ; unlike colours were in 
agreement. 

584. The preceding were merely the characters of the 
odic incandescence of the globe ; we have now to examine 
those of the odic flame. A flame flowed out from each pole, 
perpendicularly to the surface of the globe, upwards of two 
inches in height and about an inch and a half thick, which 
then expanded and overspread all sides tf the globe parallel 
to it.'l surface, became broken up into rays and streaks, and 
flowed out at once into the air in filaments of odic flame, 
like the filaments of the odic incandescence on the globe, 
and parallel to them, but only to a distance of a radius of 
about three inches from the poles. The entire diameter of 
the flaming appearance over each pole was thus rather more 
than six inches, beyond which distance it was lost in the 
air. The observer compared the whole flame to a loosely
bound sheaf of corn, standing upright on the ground with 
the ears and stalks hanging over in curves all round, so as 
to lie horizontally upon one another over the hand. The 
streaks of flame were not steady, but flickered and scintil
lated constantly backwards and forwards, becoming shorter 
and longer, and shooting out in rays like the electric flash 
on the positive electrified conductor. The resemblance of 
this phenomenon to the polar light of the earlh is too mani
fest to any one who may take the trouble to read these lines. 
'l,hc iron sphere became in this way a terrelle, analogous to 
Barlow's. 

585. A second phenomenon connected with the odic 
flame of the globe is a thin ern~elope of luminow vapour, 
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a kind of delicate photosphere, or atmosphere of light, sur
rounding it. This consists of an opake veil of light, not 
in contact with the surface, but at a little distance from it, 
and floating freely in the air above it, like a spherical shell. 
The distance from the surface amounts to about two-fifths 
of an inch (the thickness of the little finger was the expres
sion), and the misty envelope itself was only about one
twelfth of an inch thick. This luminous envelope is 
probably similar to that which this observer and many 
others have described as existing over a ball or an electrified 
conductor, which I shall give an account of in a future 
treatise. It differs, however, from this in the circumstance, 
that while the latter completely envelopes the electrified 
ball, our terrelle is principally clothed with it when the blue 
and red streaks of light prevail, while over the yellow and 
gray regions it becomes fainter, and in one part almost 
entirely vanishes. This envelope, therefore, follows more 
especially the direction of the terrestrial meridian in which 
the iron globe is placed, abiding in the northern and 
southern directions, and retreating from the east and west. 
The density of the shell of vapour was not altogether incon
siderable there, for it was sufficient to obscure the filaments 
of light beneath it perceptibly, and to affect the distinctness 
of their outlines. 

586. Odic smoke rose in abundance from the globe above 
its polar flames. From the upper blue flame it ascended 
vertically to the ceiling, enveloping the silken cord by which 
the globe was suspended. Both this cord and a small 
weight that was fastened to it !10me distance up, became lumi
nous in a golden yellow colour, On the ceiling above it 
fom1ed a large light patch more than twenty-six inches (an 
ell, she said) in diameter, so light that she could dimly 
discern the painting on the ceiling ; it then turned outwards 
and extended over it visibly for a distance of about a yard. 
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The silken cord was also visible in faint odic incandescence 
for a certain distance along the ceiling. 

587. Six months afterwards I had another much larger 
globe made of sheet iron. This was about twenty-one 
inches in diameter ; the iron bar placed inside, one inch 
thick, with a triple coil of covered copper wire one-eighth 
of an inch thick. The zinc and silver battery connected 
with it was powerful enough to make this wire hot. The 
globe was observed by Baroness von Augustin and Miss 
Wilhelmine Glaser. The former saw the coloured meri
dians running from pole to pole, as already described, § 57 4, 
in speaking of the odic incandescence of the globe. In 
addition to these, she discerned short luminous columns 
flowing out as a kind of vapour from both poles, reddish at 
the positive and blue at the negative. The columns or 
stalks of light, as she called them, spread out above and 
turned over. She compared them with the form of a palm
tree, when the leaves spread out in all directions at right 
angles to the stem. Wilhelmine Glaser perceived the 
globe to be streaked all over, from top to bottom, gray on 
the east, red on the south, yellow on the west, and blue on 
the north ; also green at the north-west, and so on. The 
coloured streaks were about of a hand's breadth where they 
passed over the equator, and were separated from each other 
by opake, indistinct, transitional streaks of the same breadth, 
in which the colours were blended toget.her. She saw a 
mass of light above, which she also described as resembling 
a tree with the stem ascending from the pole, and the 
branches separating each other, and overhanging on all 
sides. This is the very same condition as that which Jose
phine Zinkel compared to an overhanging wheat-sheaf, and 
also to a tassel turned the wrong way upwards. She per
ceived a similar appearance, of a red colour, below, but this 
was less distinct. Anka Hetmanck also saw streams of 
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light issuing from the top and bottom ; that is, the two 
poles of the globe, spreading out on all sides like the 
branches of a tree. Josephine Zinkel observed everything 
the same on the large as ou the small globe, with the excep
tion of the girdle around the equator, and the filaments into 
which each colour was subdivided on the surface of the 
smaller globe. The larger globe probably possessed a some
what less intense development of the odic force; hence these 
variations. 

58ti. We see the statements of Josephine Zinkel con
trolled in all essential particulars by those of Madame 
Bauer ; of which, indeed, they are merely an extended and 
dttailed amplification. The statements of Madame Bauer, 
again, are confinned by those of Miss Sophie Pauer and 
Wilhelmine Glaser, and the observations of Baroness von 
Augustin and Mr. Hochstetter form a basis for these. All 
these sensitives report the perceptions merely in greater detail 
in proportion to the higher degree of their power of seeing 
odic phenomena. Madame Bauer, it is true, is more sensi
tive than Miss Zinkel in her ordinary condition ; hut the 
last experiments with the latter were made during the 
presence of the catamenia, at which periods she not only 
equalled Madame Bauer, but even somnambulists such as 
Misses Reichel, Atzmannsdorfer, &c., in sensitiveness of 
vision. The reason why Madame Bauer did not report 
some of the characters of the globe, and described others less 
perfectly than was done by Josephine Zinkel in the sub
sequent researches, is most probably to be found in the 
short time which the former could stay with me, and, on 
the other hand, in the tranquillity and leisure with which I 
was enabled to experiment with the latter, to repeat the 
investigations on different days, and carry them out in 
detail. 

589. Such explanations, indeed, are unnecessary to any 
one who has attentively marked the course of these experi-
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ments ; the researches continued now for more than three 
years demonstrate on every page that throughout the whole 
of some sixty persons with whom I have pursued my inqui
ries, the same threads of physical laws run on, and that 
every succeeding ramification affords but new testimony to 
their accuracy, and new evidence of the consistency of their 
connection. Thus, in the most recent researches, we have 
seen a yellow odic flame flow out from the point of a vertical 
bar of unmagnetized iron (~ 525), but from a magnetic bar 
( ~ 517) an iris with horizontally stratified colours, exhibiting 
red a second time over the violet. When the upper end 
of a vertical magnetic bar had the form of a horizontal line 
(~ 560), it afforded an iris with the colours side by Ride. Bars 
( ~ 51 7) displayed coloured odic flames at both ends, certain 
predominant colours always in contrast, those of one con
trast in the meridian, those of the other in t.he parallels. 
Quadrangular iron surfaces ( ~ 539 et seq.) exhibited both the 
contrasts of colours at once, predominant colours being situ
ated at the four corners. It was even possible to separate and 
isolate the colours of the odic spectrum on one single pole ; 
a cap with two points placed on the pole ( ~ 561) gave both 
the contrasts of odic colours,-one when placed on the line 
of the meridian, the other when arranged in the parallels, 
as a bar does at its two ends when placed in the same 
lines ; and a four-pointed summit ( ~ 562) actually afforded 
all four primary colours at once ; it displayed to the eye. 
simultaneously, a double, crossing, transversality, most 
beautifully defined. A circular surface (~ 565) acquired in 
the horizontal position all the primary colours of the pole 
at once, producing at the same time the intermediate mixed 
shades. Finally, proceeding from the circle to the globe 
(~ 571 et seq.), we arrive at a combination of all these 
phenomena, each independently marked, but all collected 
on one focus of activity, the surface of the sphere, on which 
they might be seen in all their mutual relations in one 
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view. The arrangement by which these demonstrations 
were effected was different in different cases ; sometimes I 
made use of the terrestrial magnetism, sometimes of a mag
netic steel bar, or of an electro-magnet, but all came to one 
and the same ultimate principle, as will be readily under
stood. In this section we have seen, in innumerable modi
fications, that, (en resume,) 

590. a. The light which the magnet visibly emit.q in the 
dark, is seen, by the sensitive, of different colours at diffe
rent distances ; but always of the same colour to each 
particular eye at a fixed distance. 

b. This light not only appears in a variety of outward 
forms, hut assumes every known kind of colour. 

c. These kinds include all the primitive colours, all their 
intermediate shades, and white and black mixed in every 
grndation of gray. 

d. In many cases they appear singly to the sensitive eye ; 
in such instances they are gray at both poles, or blue at 
the southward, and red at the southward pole. 

e. Most frequently, however, and always when of a certain 
degree of intensity, several occur together ; they often 
all appear at once. 

f. When they occur together, and arrange themselves 
freely, they take the relative positions of the colours of the 
rainbow. 

g. The red end of the iris is then below, the blue above. 
h. Above the blue, the intermediate shade violet being 

interposed, a pure red appears a second time, so that the 
odic spectrum, which commences with red, running through 
orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet-blue, terminates in 
red again. 

i. The phenomena of coloured light are produced ac
cording to the same laws by the magnetism of steel, electro
magnetism, and terrestrial magnetism. 

k. The last, since it is motionless relatively to us, 
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impresses certain rules upon them, causing different results 
at each particular point of the earth's surface. 

l. Terrestrial magnetism produces them in unmagnetized 
iron bars. 

m. In all the observed cases, and probably universal1y, 
the phenomena of odic light consist of an iris, except, 
perhaps, in certain directions in which they appear gray. 

n. AB a rule, one, or more rarely two colours, predomi
nate in size and intensity in this iris. In many instances 
only this prevailing colour is perceived by the sensitive ; 
the others, being fainter, escape them. 

o. In general, they are gray when directed towards the 
point of the magnetic dip ; blue towards the north, yellow 
above, red towards the south ; they also appear gray in the 
east, and yellow in the west. Mixed colours, such as 
green, orange, violet-blue, &c., lie between them. This 
holds good in all its details in the meridional circle, in the 
horizontal, and in that of the parallels. 

p. If the magnetism of steel or electro-magnetism come 
into conflict with terrestrial magnetism, through uncon
formable position, the colours of the odic light are weakened 
and changed. In the conformable position they are 
strengthened and rendered more vivid. Intermediate 
positions afford intermediate tints. 

q. Crystallod, Biod, and Od, from any other source. act 
upon the odic light of another body in the same way as 
terrestrial magnetism, when brought into conflict with it. 

r. A magnetic bar, turned round on its axis, and flaming 
at both ends, does not exhibit at its poles, either in the 
vertical circle, in the meridian, or in the parallels, in the 
horizontal circle, or in any position whatever, odic flames 
displaying complementary colours, although they stand in 
polar opposition. 

1. But the colours of the upper half of the circle display 
more brilliant light than those of the lower. All colours 
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produced by the northward pole of a magnetic bar are 
more brilliant in the half of the circle turned towards the 
north, and duller on that turned to the south; the converse 
holds, with regard to the intensity of the light, in the 
colours produced by the southward pole. 

t. These coloured odic flames may be conveyed from 
magnets on to other conductors of Od. 

u. }lagnetic bars, terminating in several points, have the 
colours distributed among these, so that each bears a diffe
rent colour, corresponding to its point of the compass, and 
the iris of every flame may be decomposed, or subdivided into 
its elementary colours. 

v. A four-cornered iron plate in this manner shows both 
magnetism and Od not merely as iongitudinul, but trans
verse, so as to present two directions, at right angles to 
each other . 

• l:. A circular surface of iron, and still better and more 
perfectly an iron sphere with a strong electro-magnet passing 
through it, exhibits all these appearances combiued, and 
possesses, in addition, a number of new ones, so as finally 
to acquire every resemblance to the terrestrial globe with 
the polar lights playing over it . 

.r. The odic nature of the positively magnetic uort.h pole 
of the earth, the odic nature of the east and of the earth's 
surface (the nadir, or that below, in all cases) bear a certain 
character of agreement, in which they stand in opposition 
to the negatively magnetic south pole of the earth, the west 
and the heavens (the zenillt, or that ahove). 

ODIC LIGHT, IN THE MORE RESTRICTF.D SENSE OJ' THE 

WORD. 

691. It is scarcely necessary to explain that odic ligltt 
must be carefully disling~tished from odic incandescence, 

Q Q 
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flames, streaks, sparks, and smoke, and that the latter are 
to be regarded as sources of the former. This is involved 
in the circumstance that we see all these phenomena ; for, 
from the structure of our eyes we are only capable of seeing 
that which emits light ; that is, whenever we see anything, 
that something is emitting luminous rays. I have already 
clearly expressed myself on this subject in § 20 of the first 
treatise. The statement of Miss Reichel there reported, 
that she saw the odic flame of the nine-layer horse-shoe 
magnet diffuse light for twenty inches round over the tube, 
as well as that of Miss Sturmann at § 55, I have found 
confirmed, in the meantime, by numerous fresh observers. 
I will only name some of the more important here. The 
blind joiner, Bollmann, discerned that the flame of the 
nine-layer magnet diffused a brightness to the distance of 
an arm's length around, which he compared to a large 
light cloud. Josephine Zinkel saw a magnetic bar throw 
light upon the armature lying near it ; when she placed her 
finger and other objects between them she saw the light 
intercepted and shadows thrown on the corresponding parts 
of the armature ; moreover, she saw a light issue from two 
horse-shoes which I brought near together upon a table 
(§ 405 c), rendering the surface of the table visible for 
twelve to sixteen inches. Miss Atzmannsdorfer saw n~ 
merely the immediate vicinity, but the whole room, lighted 
to a certain degree by the five or six feet high flame of the 
nine-layer magnet, so that she could distinguish all tbe 
larger objects, as in twilight. I have already mentioned, 
on many occasions, the fact of several other sensitives 
seeing the ceiling of the room so much illuminated by the 
odic flames and odic smoke of magnets, that they could 
distinguish the lines of the painting on it ; in particular, 
Dr. Nied and Mr. Delhcz saw a lighted space, as large as a 
common round table, upon the ceiling of the darkened 
chamber, over the nine-layer magnet four or five yards 
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distant below. Professor Endlicher and Baroness von 
Augustin saw the ceiling illuminated over the same large com
pound magnet, and to a still greater extent over a strong 
electro-magnet. Baroness von Augustin saw the largerterrelle 
throw large lights, more than forty inches in diameter, both 
on the ceiling and the floor. Mr. Hochstetter, standing in 
front of a nine-layer magnet in the electrical atmosphere, saw 
the table illuminated to the diameter of forty inches by its 
flame ; and he discerned a round spot on the ceiling directly 
over it. Both the lerrelle1 afforded a remarkable case, and 
one which is the more worthy of notice, that it stands isolated, 
without connection with any of my other observations. 
Besides throwing a patch of light some twenty-six inches in 
diameter upon the ceiling, sufficiently bright to allow the 
painting to be made out, the globes also cast a separate, 
half-moon-shaped patch of light laterally to the north-east, 
or perhaps the north part of the ceiling, and this moveable 
backwards and forwards with the globe. This phenomenon 
ia one which must lead to important results when followed 
out. 

592. On one occasion, when Josephine Zinkel was in the 
dark chamber, she noticed a little spot of light, which she 
detected at some height on the opposite side of the room. 
We went towards it to seek the cause, and, on coming near, 
it was found that the spot of light was on the ceiling, and 
that a slender ray of light was running upwards to it. 
On searching we found a magnetic bar twenty inches long, 
and about one inch square, standing with its southward 
pole upwards on a support. From this the streak of light 
ran up vertically, and produced a spot of light upon the 
ceiling, the size of which the observer compared to that of 
the bottom of a common wine-glass. Whenever the mag
netic bar was moved the bright spot on the roof moved with 
it ; when I interposed my hand it immediately disappeared. 
This demonstrates the remarkable fact that the cause which 
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produced the odic light rnnained closely agg,.e_qatl'd, at a 
distance of more tluzn four yards, n>ithout ltat•ing suffiml 
di.,persion, for the cross section of the magnetic bar and 
the spot of light on the ceiling were pretty nearly equal 
m siZe. 

593. I turned a seven-layer horse-shoe mlloonet towards 
one of the solid walls of the dark chamber, at the short 
distance of two feet. 'rwo spots were formed, side hy side, 
one dulliRh, corresponding to the northward pole, tl1e 
other very luminous and reddish, opposite the southward 
pole. According to Mis3 Zinkel's statement, both the 
spots were about the size of an egg. I must reserve the 
explanation of this interesting phenomenon for a future 
treatise ; here I confine myself simply to the fact, that the 
flaming phenomena of horse-shoe magnets throw light, 
which does not suffer diRpersion, on the side walls aLQQ 
of rooms. 

594. Josephine Zinkel observed a still further stage of 
these phenomena : when I had coiled a copper wire one
twelfth of an inch thick round the northward pole of the 
nine-layer magnet, she Raw a beautiful stream of odic flame, 
eight inches long, issue from the outer end of the wire. so 
exceedingly luminous that it lighted up the floor at a dis
tance of more than a yard. The experiments immediately 
foJlowing will confirm still more the contents of this 
paragraph. 

CONCENTRATION OF THE ODIC LIGHT. 

595. I have since repeated ou many sensitives the ex
periment described at § 18 of the first treatisr., in which I 
endeavoured to concentrate the magnetic light by means of 
a glass lens, in the presence of Miss Reichel. l<,or this 
purpose I obtained from Paris a large lens a foot in dia-
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mete1·, with a focal length of about eleven inches. I had this 
heavy glass so mounted as to be easily moveable in any 
direction. I laid down a large nine-layer horse-shoe 
magnet at a distance of forty inches from the lens, with 
both poles directed towards it. I could not well place the 
magnet further off, since I should then have lost too ,much 
of the always sparing amount of light; on the other baud, 
tl.e flame of the magnet was itself ten or twelve inches 
broad, and thus I could at all events reckon, in spite of the 
proximity of the source, upon a sufficient quantity of paral
lel rays of light falling upon the lens to admit of their 
heing concentrated into one principal focus. This arrange
ment was submitted in the dark room, at different times, to 
the sickly .Miss Atzrnannsdorfer, Madame Kienesberger, 
Miss Dorfer, and Friedrich Weidlich, to the healthy Messrs. 
Kotschy and Tirka, the joiner Klaiber, and the blind Boll
mann ; also to Miss Zinkcl and Wilhelmine Glaser. Even 
the blind man could distinguish light at these different 
points; and when I made him feel his way to them, he 
placP-d hi.~ hands, successively, on the magnet, which he 
stated to have pale yellowish light ; on the glass lens, which 
were reddish; and, lastly, on the screen, which he stated 
to be white, and the smallest but strongest of the lights. 
With a distance of from twelve to sixteen inches between 
the screen and the lens, all the other persons perceived a 
round spot of light upon the former from four-fifths, one 
.and three-fifths, to more than three inches in diameter ; 
the most accurate observers stated twelve inches to be the 
distance, between the lens and screen, at which the focus 
appeared smallest and brightest; in particular, Madame Kie
uesbergu, ·Wilhelmine Glaser, and Josephine Zinkel. At the 
aame time they all saw the glass lens in reddish odic incan
descence, just as they saw the bell of the air-pump when 
the magnet was beneath it ; hut the light in the focus was 
white. Mr. Kotschy and Miss Atzmannsdorfcr called my 
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attention especially to a distinct cone of light which they 
saw with its base resting against the lens, the apex con
verging into the focus. When I moved the screen a little 
nearer or farther off the lens, in the presence of Josephine 
Zinkel and Wilhelmine Glaser, they saw the size of the spot 
of light upon the former increase every time. Madame 
Kienesberger made the same statement, with the addition 
that every time I removed the screen a little further off, the 
enlarged image assumed the prismatic colours, arranged in 
the followin'! order: a dark red spot in the middle, around this 
a yellow ring, which was encompassed by a broader ring of 
blue. Wilhelmine Glaser, whom I allowed to move the screen 
backwards and forwards herself, in the dark, until she hit the 
focus, sometimes saw a blue ring appear outside the yellow 
circle, sometimes a blue spot arose in the middla of it. 
Josephine Zinkel gave me similar accounts many times. 
Thus, an iris had begun to develope itself here also. Al
though I had entertained some hope of being able to ob
serve the phenomena myself when the light was concen
trated, I could not, unfortunately, perceive the slightest 
trace. I laid two magnets, a nine-fold and a seven-fold, 
one upon the other, in the presence of Baroness von Au
gustin, with the view of rendering the effects of the light 
more powerful. She saw upon the screen a round patch of 
light, about six inches in diameter. She detected in the 
middle of this an inner round place, about an inch in di
ameter, much more strongly illuminated. This was evi
dently the focus of the parallel rays that fell upon the lens. 
The Baroness was kind enough to make an oil-painting 
representing this phenomenon as she saw it, thus making it 
quite clear to every one. I went through the same experi
ments, pretty nearly in the same way, with two superim
posed magnets, in the presence of Madame Josephine Fenzl. 
As she about equals Baroness von Augustin in the degree of 
sensitiveness, it was interesting to obtain from them both 
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exactly similar descriptions of the size and intensity of the 
luminous appearances on the screen. I tested the sensitive 
beholders by making various alterations in the dark, which 
they could neither perceive nor understand; I moved the 
screen backwards, forwards, and sideways, pushed the mag
net to the right or to the left, and turned the lens upwards 
and downwards ; in every case they all told me of altera
tions in the position of the focal image, corresponding to 
those it should suffer according to the known laws of di
optrics, and which it would be quite superfluous to enume
rate here. The foregoing confirms the experiment with 
Miss Reichel, formerly made known by thE' testimony of 
fow· sick and eight healthy new witnesses, and I can only 
desire that other conscientious observers will soon repeat 
them, and establish the facts I have recorded. • 

* Towards the close of the proceedings of the eo-called Committee of 
the Vienna Physicians, a division arose in ita own bosom. Some of 
them, particularly Drs. W otzel and Steiner, felt the uncertainty of the 
plan of investigation, and the want of credible foundation for the con
elusions drawn. The latter took the precaution, before the publication 
of the reports of the physicians, to inquire of some of the sensitive 
persona whom I had experimented with aa to the methode I pursued, 
and their results. Aa he received from the moat trustworthy persona 
nothing but confirmation of the experience of sensations of feeling and 
eight exactly such M I had deacribed in my publications, he expreaaed 
a desire to witneaa some of my experiments for hia own conviction. 
Perfectly ready to accede to this, I invited him to a trial with a new 
sensitive person, whom I had never seen before. Dr. Steiner could not 
but be convinced, from hie own inspection, of the accuracy with whic~h 
my investigations were made; and he neceaaarily felt a misgiving that 
the superficial labours of the committee might be refuted with proofs 
by me, and the participators in the affair be sooner or later expoeed. 
Tbia determined him to addreaa the meeting of the Medical Society on 
the 16th of November, 1846, urgently opposing the publication of the 
report of the committee against 1\Iiaa Reichel, and indirectly against 
me. In his addreaa, which appeared publicly in the printed report of 
that day' a sitting, be says, among other things, "from 81/.Cia rt811lt&'' (as 
those obtained by the labours of the committee) no absolute proofs 
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596. Another observation, made by Professor Endlicher, 
also refers here. Commonly wearing spectacles, he kept 
them on in the dark chamber. As I was showing him 
magnets, which he did not see so distinctly as I expected 
from what I knew of the degree of his sensitiveness, it 
struck Dr. Fenzl, who was present, that the spectacles 
might interfere. Professor Endlicher removed them. He 
immediately saw the emanations of light from the magnets 
very distinctly, and juRt as I had presupposed from his 
sensitive excitability. The glasses bad thus certainly re
flected one portion of the light, and absorbed another, and 
what remained was so small a residuum that there was 
scarcely enough to be perceived even fnintly by the sensitive 
eye, while the collective amount given out by the IDiloO'Jlet 
was very clearly visible, and displayed a flame four inches 
long. 

597. When I had thus established that the mlloanetic 
light penetrates glass, and, in its pa.qgage, undergoes ab-

against the matter could be drawn. For hia own part, he waa com
pelled to declare that opportunity had been afforded him of eeeiog 
llaron von Reichenbach experiment with persona for wboee honour. 
truthfulneaa, aod impartiality, he could vouch 88 for hil own, and tba& 
he had been astonished at the agreement of the statements of these with 
the a88ertions contained in B11ron von Reichenbach's pamphlets. ADd 
other persona, well known to him, and of the greatest respectability. 
had aaaured him that they had found Reichenbach's experiments con
firmed in their own persona." He therefore gave it 88 hia opinion that 
the report of the committee would only compromise the Society. and 
thnt it would be much better not to publish it at all, or at all eveo&a 
only within the circle of their own members, which limits, u a private 
matter, it should not be allowed to pus. A violent diacUIIion aroee 
on the subject on the general meeting of the Society, and it was ck-
cided by a large ruajority that the report of the committee Vwuld -t 
b~ puhli1k~diu the nnme ofthe Society. How far this resolution waa 
carried ont by the officers or the Society is &ePn on looking at the title
page of the PRrt of the JournRl in which the report appeared.-..lwtkor· • 
Not~. 
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sorption, rcflexion, and refraction, uniform with those of 
common light, it remained to test the first two by reflecting 
surfaces, and compare their behaviour with that of ordinary 
light. It was quite possible that odic hght might be ab
sorbed, and be incapable of producing catoptric phenomena, 
in so far, at least, that the Od, from which it is derived, is 
readily absorbed by all bodies. 

598. I made use of a common quicksilvered mirror in 
my experinlents in this direction. I placed one in front of 
Miss Atzmannsdorfer's bed, and opposite to it, in a suitable 
position, a nine-layer magnet, standing with its poles up
right. She saw in the mirror the image of the odic incan
descence of the metal, but she did not discern odic flame, 
not even a trace, during careful search on different dark 
nights. I repeated the same experiment a year after with 
Miss Zinke} ; she also saw the odic incandescence of the 
horse-shoe reflected from the mirror, but could not dis
tinguish a flame, or any other kind of emanation, from the 
magnet. The light of the flame of the nine-layer magnet 
was therefore so weak that after the usual absorption by the 
glass there did not remain enough for reflexion to be de
tected by these two sensitives in their conditions at those 
periods. 

5U9. I had given up hope of finding these emanations 
detected in the rays reflected from a mirror, when, in 
an experiment for confirmation, made 110me time after 
with Wilhelmine Glaser, she not only corroborated the 
statements of seeing the reflection of the odic incandescence, 
but declared she saw a faini appearance of the flame in the 
mirror; weak, it is true, but yet a real representation. I 
then repeated the experiment with Josephine Zinkel during 
the catamenia. She also now saw a reftexion of the mag
netic flames very distinctly, although unable to detect it 
before. In the last place, I tested it with the very sensi
tive t~yes of Madame Ca:~:ilic Bauer. 1:;he immediately saw 
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a number of incandescent objects in the mirror with tolerable 
clearness. She perceived the odic flame of magnets suffi. 

· ciently well to distinguish pretty accurately between the 
blue and red of the two poles. But she declared that the 
image in the mirror was far duller and fainter than the 
direct light of the flame. In the original flames of the two 
poles of a seven-layer horse-shoe, she could detect even a 
portion of an iris, yellow and violet, as well as some smoke ; 
they were certaiuly weak, but in the reflected image they 
had vanished altogether from her eyes. 

600. In particular cases odic light is also capable of 
penetrating semi-transparent bodies. This is shown by the 
fact that it is still detected in the dark through closed eye
lich. I owe this observation to Madame Josephine Fenzl, who 
first observed that she could to a certain extent perceive the 
odic luminosity in the dark chamber, even when she had 
closed her eyes. I repeated the experiment with Madame 
Crecilie Bauer and Misses Zinkel and Atzsmannsdorfer. 
They all perceived odic flame and incandescence with closed 
eyes. It is true they lost the form and shape of objects, 
but they could detect the presence of any body which 
emitted odic light, without doubt, when it was brought near 
them. They could point out the direction from which the 
brightness came, could state whether it was derived from 
one or several detached points, and they perceived distinctly 
odic incandescence as well as flame ; not, indeed, distinguish
ing the two, but recognizing the character of emitting light 
common to both. 

601. The eyelid, however, is very transparent. When 
a person is in the dark, with the eyes closed, and a lighted 
candle is brought near, the approach of the light is in
stantly and very strongly perceived ; indeed, this trans
parency is so great that no one can bear to keep even the 
closed eyes turned towards the brightly shining sun. The 
oclic li!Jill, lh£'11, n·eak as it is, is still stron9 enou9h to 
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penetrate through closed eyelids, and bectrme visible to the 
sensitive. We shall hereafter find that this circumstance, 
by itself insignificant, becomes of some importance when it 
comes to be applied to the elucidation of other rather 
striking phenomena of sensitiveness. 

THE NORTHERN LIGHT. 

602. And now I must beg the reader to cast a retro
spective glance back to § 21 of the first of these treatises; 
thus to the very beginning of my labours. I already ex
pressed the opinion there, at a time when I was in pos
session of far less experience of the odic light, that it was the 
same thing which, on a large scale, constitutes the northern 
light, and polar light generally. In the long interval that 
has elapsed, which I have uninterruptedly devoted to the 
study of this subject, this opinion bas not merely remained 
unshaken, but has had confirmation and support forced 
upon it on every side. The observations which I have made 
on the behaviour of the odic light w1der the air-pump, its 
development of colours, the motions which the odic light 
may be made to exhibit at will, the discovery that it is 
visible to great numbers of perfectly healthy persons,
these things are all weighty considerations, not, in any 
case, opposed to my original view, but evidently new and 
powerful supports to it. Sir Humphry Davy's idea, that the 
northern light is not so much a magnetic as an electrical phe
nomenon, a tranquil and slow neutralization of the electricity 
of the air at great heights, when the air, much rarefied, 
taking the place of the rapid stormy discharges of the thun
derstorms, occurring at less attitude in our latitudes, is 
mainly opposed by the following facts : that in the tempe
rate zone also, as well as in the arct:c, the meteoric changes 
of rain and snow proceed without thunderstorms through 
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the whole winter, and yet no phenomenon resembling 
the polar light is produced by an accumulation of the 
electricity of the air ; that from the numerous recorded 
observations made since Davy's time, it is found that the 
polar lights do not appear more frequently in winter than 
in summer; that so universal an accumulation of elec
tricity in the atmosphere as would be necessary to half 
fill often one quarter of the globe with electric light, 
through half the . night, is, from the rest of our expe
rience of the laws of electricity, inconceivable under the 
constant movement existing in the air; lastly, that there is 
no apparent reason why such an accumulation of electrified 
air, supposing it to exist, should occur in preference at the 
magnetic poles. Davy's hypothesis was favourably received 
as an ingenious idea, but has not proved to have foundation 
in the settled laws of science ; it does not give sufficient 
account of the relations of cause and effect. But now that 
we know from our more recent researches tlwt flaming 
lights e.rist orer the polc•s of the magnets, " 'hick rrre larger 
than magnet& themselt•es ; since we have seen that this 
flaming appearance occurs mobile, undulating, frequetltly 
sPrpentine, like rolls of riband blonm about by the wind; 
often varying in size from larger to smaller, shooting out 
rays, scintillating, variegated in colour, and also in the fonn 
of t•apour; since we perceive it to be capable of being 
made to flare backwards and forn•ards by our breath ; 
final1y, when we now hear that it increases in va.'lt propor
tions in size, as well as intensity and brilliancy of light, in 
mrified air; when we see bow the play of colour of the 
·rainbow follows it every step, &c.,-there is actually scarcely 
a single essential character of distinction between magnetic 
odic light and the northern light left, for it would be from 
the difference of intensity that the latter is visible to ordi
nary eyes, while the former can ouly be seen by the sensi
tive. The undulations and serpentine movements s01ne-
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times exhibited by the northern light arc thus explained 
simply by the motion of the wind, which drives the odic 
flames about over one another, in the more or less rarified 
higher regions of the atmosphere, as our breath does the 
odic flame over the poles of magnets ; the constant change 
by increase and decrease of size correspond exactly with 
the unsteadiness which the magnitude of the flrune exhibits 
in our laboratories ; and the vast flames af great and unde
termined altitudes which have been observed by particular 
travellers above the cirrus or most elevated clouds (Liim
merwolken), agree most beautifully with our observations 
under the air-pump, ~ 481, where the odic light increased 
remarkably in size and intensity of light under the dimi
nished pressure of half an atmosphere. And the equally 
well-attested observations of other travellers, who have 
observed abundance of auroras with the most scrupulous 
attention in the polar regions, where the altitudes appear to 
be very much less, and the light often in the form of lumi
nous clouds, harmoni1.e perfectly with the nature of the 
magnetic light. In the foregoing researches, we have 
frequently met with the odic luminous vapour, flame-like 
smoke, or whatever we may please to call this appearance. 
It al~o increased under the air-pump. 'fhis produces the 
luminous cloud.like phenomena, always ascending from 
below and completing the parallel between odic light and 
the northern light or aurora. The vapourous, cloud-like, 
luminous nature of the polar lights has been accounted for 
by supposing the appearance to be produced by illuminated 
clouds. These may have occurred in many cases ; but it is 
clear, from my investigations, thnt there is no necessity for 
such clouds, and that accumulations of Od develope inde
pendently in the air smoke-like, that is, cloud-like luminous 
appearances, which in some of my experiments illuminated 
the whole room up to the ceiling. The higher the odic 
emanations of the terrestrial magnetic poles ascend in or 
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above the atmosphere, the larger, more luminous, and bril
liant must be the emissions that unfold themselves, from 
the same cause which makes them increase so greatly under 
the air-pump, even with moderate rarefaction o( the air. 
As healthy persons who are not sensitive perceive nothing 
of the motions of magnetism and Od, it is easy to explain 
why travellers could perceive no unusual sensations, even 
at the very poles of the earth. And the often-mentioned 
observation, that the aurora has been seen to the south in 
high latitudes, is no longer puzzling ; the odic light, 
wherever developed, shines from its localities with equal 
strength in every direction. 

603. Finally, looking at the rich combination of odic 
luminous phenomena displayed by the iron globe (~ 571, 
et seq.), we recognise in it a kind of terrelle, or miniature 
earth, exhibiti11g artificial northern and southe~-n lights on 
a small scale. As the earth is a large magnet, my globe, 
by reason of the electro-magnet passing through its axis, is 
a magnet of the same form in miniature. Tlteir poles emit, 
in the former on a great scale, in the latter on a small, deli
cate light visible only in tlte darkness of night. High 
above both poles it turns over and flows on r.ll sides ton'l(lrds 
I he tropical zones, broken up into filaments and rays on the 
great terrestrial globe as on the little l£>rrelle; iridescent 
with all the prismatic colours, on the former as upon the 
latter. If we may venture to add, that the difference of the 
intensity of light in the two cases may probably be propor
tionate, in some degree, to the difference of size of the two 
globes, in which the mass, of course, increases as the cube of 
the diameter, while the surface only enlarges as the square 
of the same, whereby, consequently, the odic light, emitted 
by the mass but only poured over the surface, must become 
more concentrated on the earth, in a degree corresponding 
to this difference of size, than at the poles of the terrelle,
the greater luminosity of the aurorn, which surpasses the 
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light of the terrelle under common pressures of the atmo
sphere, becomes in some measure incomprehensible. A 
second cause of the difference of intensity of the two polar 
light&, is to be sougl&t in the odic influence exercised by the 
sun and tnoon upon the earth. In the fourth treatise (§ 95 
et seq. and § 118 et seq.) I gave an account of some expe· 
riments which demonstrated that the two heavenly bodies 
strongly charge with Od all bodies exposed to their rays. 
The surface of the earth, on which they constantly shine, 
receives accordingly an uninterrupted supply of Od, in the 
same way 88 of light and heat. Thus it is not merely the 
inherent Od, proper to the earth and its magnetism, that 
appears concentrated at its poles, but this is continually 
receiving accessions through the Vt\St contributions poured 
out upon the earth by the sun and moon. In accordance 
with their own laws, when these reach the surface of the 
earth they not only flow to the regions which possess a 
weaker charge, but at once become polarized, that is to say, 
the current goes towards the terrestrial poles, and increases 
the intensity of the odic phenomena there. The want of 
uniformity in the condition of the earth's surface, aceording 
as it is or is not covered with clouds, since in the former 
case the odic radiations are absorbed by the atmosphere, 
while in the latter they reach the solid substance of the 
globe,-moreover, the differences of position of the sun and 
moon in relation to the earth, the co-operation or antagonism 
of these,-all these things necessarily cause irregularities in 
the appearance of the northern light, as they do in the 
weather generally ; and this explains the differences between 
the intensity of the odic light of the terrelle and that of 
the terrestrial poles, and to a certain extent shows their 
necessity. 

604. If it should be objected that there is no magnet 
passing through the earth 88 through my terrelle, I think I 
can give this a sufficient answer ; for it docs not set aside 
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the demonstrated and established fact that the earth really 
possesses magnetic poles, whether these depend on the sur
face and its irradiation by the sun, as the modern physicists 
think there is reason to assume, or are derived from 
the internal conditions of the entire planet. In regard to 
the latter supposition, however, there is a point in its 
favour, wl1ich, so far as I know, has not yet been taken 
account of in physics : I shall take the liberty to explain it 
here. It is now pretty generally agreed that meteorites are 
of planetary origin, that they are minute stars, which have 
originated under the same laws, and follow their paths around 
the sun, in the same way as the larger and smaller planets. 
And in reality the difference is not much greater between the 
vast Jupiter and the little Vesta or Astrooa, which arc 
scarcely larger than the Island of Ceylon, than between an 
asteroid snch as these and the enormous meteorites lying in 
Senegal, stated to form small mountains of iron. And 
from these, again, through those of Bahia, Durango, and 
Zncatecas, which are masses of iron weighing many tons, to 
our ordinary meteorites of a few pounds, there is every step 
of gradation. Thus, from Jupiter down to the smallest 
meteorite, we have an uninterrupted series, so that npparently 
size alone affords distinction bctwem a planet and a meteoric 
stone. If tlus be admitted, and, indeed, it cannot now be 
avoided, the stmcture of the meteorite places in our hands 
a key of extreme value, opening the way to the examina
tion and study of the probable internal condition of the 
earth. The law which gave the rule for the composition of 
the meteorite, gave it, consequently, for the construction of 
our globe. Now, meteorites are composed chiefly either of 
metallic masses, mostly iron with a portion of nickel, or of 
stony masses, almost always containing a great intermixture 
of this metallic nickeliferous iron. This is universally 
known ; but it is not known-and this is of essential im
portanr.e here--that. in the majority of meteoric stones the 
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abundant proportion of iron does not occur in irregular, 
accidental, and isolated fragments, hut the form of a con
nected ceUular net1VOrk, traversing the whole mass. This 
may he seen with the naked eye in the meteorites of 
~nojarsk, of Atacama, in the original mass of iron at 
Bitthurg, and in the meteorites from unknown localities, 
resembling these, in the collection at Gotha, &c. And in 
such also as are more minutely intermixed, like those from 
Smolensk, Seres, Blansko, 'fahor, Barhotan, &c., and have 
the same structure, the stony portion may be extracted, leav
ing a connected cellular network of iron. The specific 
gravityof these stones is from three to four and five. That 
of the earth, as is well known, is about 4·7, and all 
this renders it probable that it is constructed internally like 
a meteorite, of a congeries of iron cells, that its entire 
stony mass is interpenetrated by cellular metallic iron, 
exactly as in the majority of meteoric stones. And in th.is 
iron rvould the magnetism of tl•e earth dwell. The irregu
larity of its distribution, as seen in every meteoric stone, 
and therefore to be assumed in the earth, renders the 
four-fold polarity of the terrestrial globe readily compre
hensible. 

605. This view of the constitution of our planet, of 
which geologists have not yet made any use, but which, as 
is seen, rests on a foundation of facts in natural history, is 
not contradictory to the now generally adopted hypothesis, 
that strata of molten matter in igneous fusion 1Il8Y still 
exist beneath the lowest of our geological formations. That 
such strata do exist is as certain as that meteorites arrive at 
the surface of our earth, still hot and coated with recently
molten clay. The remarkable meteorite of Clairhorn, 
Alabama, was enveloped by a crust of slag one-fifth to one
third of an inch thick, when I received it. I received a 
mass of meteoric iron from Caryfort, Decalb County, U.S. 

RR 
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with a crust one-sixth of an inch thick. I possess aerolites 
from Nanjemoy, Maryland, covered in places with a porous 
slag one-seventh of an inch thick. But there is a wide 
interval between such a coating, and a melting and a state of 
igneous fusion througlwul the entire mass. The earth has 
really an incandescent or still fluid coating some inches 
thick, analogous to the slag crust of the meteorites ; the 
abundant proofs are too strong and too consistent to admit 
of a doubt of it ; but it by no means follows from this, that 
it must be in a state of incandescent fusion throughout its 
whole mass, as is commonly much too hastily assumed. 
It is beyond all comparison more probable that its internal 
structure is like that of a meteorite, and, indeed, of a 
meteoric stone containing iron, perhaps of several united 
together, since we see new ones becoming united to it daily 
before our eyes. 

606. Certain physicists, in particular Mr. Faraday, have 
asserted that it is impossible for the earth to be magnetic 
throughout its mass, if it be in igneous fusion in its interior, 
as we know from experiment that great heat is incompatible 
with the presence of magnetism in bodies. This objection 
is only important so long as we regard the whole contents 
of the planet as a lava. There is not only no strict reason 
for so doing, but a number of circumstances are d.irectJy 
opposed to it, none of which I shall bring forward here, 
except those I have just developed from the analogy with 
meteors. All these are melted merely on the surface, and 
in their interior consist of crystalline structures produced by 
a force which can be proved to have operated wholly and 
exclusively in the cold. Meteorites have been placed in cir
cumstances in which excessive heat has acted upon them 
externally, melted their surface, and produced lava upon it, 
but this only for a short period, sufficient to melt down but 
a very limited portion of the surface. The earth has also 
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once passed through such a period, in the same way, only a 
crust of the substance Cdmposing it could be melted, now 
represented by that incandescent fluid stratum beneath our 
cooled surface, by which geologists satisfactorily explain our 
volcanoes, our basalts, trachytes, porphyries, and the heat 
increasing with the depth in every shaft and boring ; the 
hypothetical basis on which all this rests having received 
general recognition. But such a mere crust of glowing 
matter, even if miles thick, cannot annihilate or even essen
tially affect the operations of the magnetism of the enormous 
cold, iron-traversed, globular mass more than 8000 miles 
thick. 

These considerations, therefore, go to prove that the 
terrestrial globe is traversed by a magnet just in the way 
I have, in imitation, placed one in the terrelle, and thereby 
sought to bring the latter into condition, which should to 
a certain extent resemble those of the earth. 

607. But tltis iron, assumed, as it must be, to be inter
woven through the globe, is also crystallized througlwut. 
When meteoric stones are ground and polished, and 
then very slowly corroded by diluted nitric acid, crystalline 
characters, which become distinctly visible under the micro
scope, make their appearance in all the portions of iron, 
however small they may be. There have been demonstrated 
to be markings identical with those called Widmanstetten's 
figures, on masses of meteoric iron, and they are nothing 
else than crystalline structures of the metallic constituents. 
I have investigated a great many in my own collection, and 
have found they contained metallic iron, everywhere crystal
lized, exactly in like manner, and according to the same 
laws and figures,~ in the large masses of iron. I have dug· 
out of the meteonc stones of Blansko little particles of iron 
whi~~· when polished and corroded, small as they were: 
exh1b1ted not only planes of cleavage, but oleo pyrites en. 
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closed in the iron, exactly like the large masses of meteoric 
iron. The masses of meteoric metal, therefore, have mag
netic and odic polarity from two causes : the one that they 
partially consist of a mass of iron which is continuo"• 
throughout, although cellular ; the other, that. this metallic 
mass i8 crystallized, perhaps composed of one single vast 
crystal, irregularly formed, certainly, on the surface, but 
cohering intimately according to the laws of crystallization. 
But we know, from § 55 of my second treatise, that all 
crystals unceasingly emit concentrated odic light from their 
poles. The contained iron, therefore, and crystallization, 
act in conjunction to produce magnetic odic poles upon the 
terrestrial globe, and they afford the grounds which render 
it probable, in my eyes, that the magnetism and Od of the 
earth are not simply external and due to the sun's rays, 
but are in great part, if not chiefly, to be ascribed to internal 
causes ; in following out which, the otherwise singular fact 
that the astronomical and magnetic poles of the earth do 
not coincide,-that we have, not two, but four, magnetic 
terrestrial poles, &c.,-loses its strangeness, and becomes 
readily explicable. Thus the polar light of the terrestrial 
globe, like the odic luminous phenomena of my terrelk, 
may, on magnetic and odic grounds, be confidently attri
buted for the most part to internal action. ·we may regard 
both as diametrically traversed by actively magnetic and 
odic axes. The analogy between the entire planet and the 
miniature artificial imitation of it, is, therefore, quite com
plete on this side of the question. 

608. An old observation made in Sweden by Wilke may 
also deserve to be recalled to recollection,-that the appear
ance and the movements of the northern lights are alroay& 
PRECEDED by disturbances of the magnetic 11eedle. • This. 

* Gehler'a physiach-Worterboch (Physiological DictioniU')'), i. 161. 
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as is seen, agrees most exactly with the odic phenomena: 
the latter always occur later and more tardily than the mag
netic and electrical movements complicated with them, an 
observable pause always intervening before the commence
ment of the odic effects. Thus the same things which I 
have made out as above described, in the investigations in 
my dark chamber, were observed by others many years ago 
in the open sky. 

609. Finally, I have to refer to Wargentin's observation 
that the northern lights weaken the magnetic needle. This is 
now explained without difficulty. The northern light is an 
odic magnetic emanation, material or immaterial, whichever 
we please to assume. When it issues from the north pole 
it is of positive magnetic nature. But the northward pole 
of the needle is negative. When + M passes over the nee
dle from north to south, as the northern light does, it 
amounts to the same thing as if the southward pole of a 
very weak magnetic bar were passing uninterruptedly over 
the needle from north to south, for a length of time equal to 
the duration of the northern light. The effect of this must 
be like that of a weak ordinary rubbing ; and every one 
knows that a needle loses strength, or, as W argentin ex
presses it, becomes dulled, when so treated, if rubbed in a 
direction contrary to its polarity. The northern light 
makes, over the needle, a weak but not the less real re· 
versed pass, which, from its nature, tends to carry the south 
polarity of the north point of the needle to its south end,
that is, to reverse it ; and, since it does not possess intensity 
sufficient for this, it merely weakens the needle, thus dulls it, 
and so, as W argentin adds, renders it less sensitive to sub
sequent northern lights. 

610. Thus everything, without exception, that has been 
made out, in the endeavour to extend our knowledge of Od, 
has contributed to increase the harmony with which all the 
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facts agree to mark the northern light as an enonnous mani
festation of magnetic odic flame, odic vapour, and odic 
light; a miniature representation of which was afforded by 
the terrelle. 
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Acid, tartaric, experiment with, 164. 
sulphuric, 165, 169, 193. 

Active bodies, 52. 
Air, rarefaction of the, 505-6. 
Aerolites, 596. 
Amanuensia, I 7 4. 
Animal kingdom, 255. 

organs, es~cially the human bands, 438-470. 
note on, by Dr • .Aahbumer, 438-470. 

Anenic, 193 . 
.Aahburner'a (Dr.) note on cryatallic force, 79. 

secular force of crystals, 90. 
sensitive, 130. 
poisonous influence of graveyards, 178. 
animal organa, especially the human hands, 

438. 
luminotltl phenomena of the poles, 5. 
magnetic light, 29. 
cataleptic unconlciousneu, 45. 
theory of sleep, 48. 
crystal and magnet, 49. 
odized water, 513. 
iris or prismatic, 519-20. 

the od positive, 265. 
observation on la baguette divinatoire, or divining 

rod, 93, 104. 
ease of a somnambulist, 22. 
experiment by will, 31. 
experiments on luminosity, II. 

with crystals, 37. 
a magnet, 39. 
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Atzmannsdorfer (Miaa), effect of the magnet on, 115. 
luminous phenomena on, 136, 20 1. 

Aurora borealis, the, 7. 

Baguette divinatoire, 93. 
Baquet, power of the, 170. 
Baumgartner's teat with magnet, 40. 
Bicarbonate of soda, experiments with, 163. 
Billing's amanuensis, 174. 
Biod, 578. 
Biot, researches on terrestrial magnetism, 65. 
Bleton's divining rod, 97-98. 
Bodies, inactive, list of, 52. 

active, list of, 52. 
Borax, experiments with, 167. 

Caffeine, 209. 
Cataleptic, attack of, Miaa Nowotny, 9. 

Dr. Ashburner' a note on, UDCODBCiouoeaa, 4.5. 
Chemical force, 162, 174. 

action, 251 . 
Cold, the term, 279. 
Coldstream, Dr. on the naked-eyed meduae, 442. 
Colours of odic light, 514. 

light also exhibits, 482. 
Concentration of the odic light, 582. 
Cool, the term, 272. 
Copper elements, experiment with, 180, 182, 211. 

sulphate of 212. 
wire, experiments made with, 509. 

Coulomb, reaearches on terrestrial magnetiam, 65. 
Croue on light, 444. 
Crystallic bodies, b2. 

force, 78. 
comparison of, with the magnM, 122. 
electric ai&nity of the, 86. 

Crystals, 3 7. 
that one pole of, gave a cold and the other a warm pua, 230. 
Dr. Aahburner's experience with, 37. 

note on, 54. 
of selenite, 234. 
force of a polar nature, 63, 67. 
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Crystal, polar point of a, 64. 
Dr. Aahburner's note on, 69. 

electricity, ~4. 
rock, 228. 
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in general, like magnets, emit a fine flaming light from their 
poles, 88. 

effect of, on animal ne"ea, 91. 
peculiar force of, developed, 90. 
moat active at ita oppoaite extremities, 92. 
emits light, 93. 
action of, agrees with the raya of the aun, 149. 

on sensitive persona, 137, 207. 

Daguerreotype, experiment with a, 26. 
Diagram of odic colours or light, 531, 538, 542, 545-6, 550, 555. 
Diamagnetism, 298, 310. 
Digestion, 171. 
Divining rod, 97-104. 
Dualism in the phenomena, 227. 

ita nature, 230. 

Electrical machine, 183. 
Electricity, 179-189, 435. 

distinctions from, 30 I. 
Electro-dynamic apparatna, experiment with an, 20. 

JDailletiam, 428. 
Endlicber on the magnet, I 23, 487, 5:15, 586. 
Eyes, the, 271. 

Faraday, Mr. 596. 
Fingers act on odic flames like crystala aad magnets, 470. 
Fire acta Od-negatively on the sensitively in all cuea, 246. 
Flame, positive and negative, 35. 

mechanically, 36. 
magnetic, 36. 
light from their polea, emit a, ~8. 

apparent temperature of the, 247. 
list of cold and warm Od, 247. 
blue, northward, 415. 
red, aouthward, 41.'>. 

Flowers, 251, 252. 
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Forbes on the medullal, 442. 
Friction, effect of', 156. 

Gu, oxygen, 198, 200. 

INDEX. 

German ailver conductor, 162, 210. 
Glaaa tubes, experiment with two, 157. 

of' water, experiment with a, 165, 166. 
Gold paper, 209. 

leaf, 210. 
Graveyarda, 174-178. 
Gum, powdered, 210. 

Handa, action of' the, on sensitive patients, 132, 207, 212, 214, 233, 
259, 260, 261, 269, 438, 448. 

Hauy'a reaearchea on terrestrial magnetism, 65. 
Head, the, 267, 269. 
Heat, all positive bodiea give out, 242. 

distinction f'rom, 299, 471 . 
luminous phenomena produced by, 156. 
the magnetic light emitted no, 28. 

Herschel, Sir W., power of' teleacopea to penetrate into apace, u. 
Hunze, 262. 

Ice, experiment with a piece of, 155. 
Inactive bodiea, 52. 
Iris or prismatic, 518, 522, 527. 
Iron, purl', action on sensitive patients, 138. 

wire, experience with an, 154, 168. 
rode, 204, 436. 
exhibit odic flamea, 436. 
globe, 502. 
crystallized throughout, 597. 

Kiu, the import of a, 257. 
Konigsberg, native silver f'rom, 52. 

Leaf', 253. 
Liebig on digestion, 171 . 

respiration, 173. 
Light, the magnetic, 6. 

the, 115. 
effect of'sulphur on the, 196. 
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Light, note on, by Mr. CroBSe, 444. 
alao exhibits colours, 482. 
diagram of odic, ~31, 538, 542-3, 545-6, 550, 555. 
northern, the, 589. 
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Liat of simple aubatancea and preparations, according to their dift"er
ence of cold and warmth, 239, 240. 

substances of warm, cold Od-flames, 247. 
w:itneuea to my experiments, 292-295. 

Luminosity, 10. 
Aabbumer'a experiments on, II. 
of Min Nowotny, 9. 

Sturmann, 14. 
Maix, 15. 
Reichel, 16. 
Atzmannadorfer, 24. 

of cryatala, poles, 38, 215. 
Luminoua phenomena at the poles and aides of strong J:Dailletl, 5. 

on Min Reichel, 135. 
produced by beat, 156. 
over graves, 174-178. 
on the magnet, the odic, 313 • 

.Magnet, compariaon of the cryatallic forces with, 122. 
action of the, agrees with those of the nya of the aun, 149. 
luminous phenomena at the poles and aides of strong, 5. 
experiment on Min Sturmann with a, 14. 

M. Maix with a, 15. 
B. Reichel with a, 16. 

Davy, Sir H., on the in1luence of the, on the electrical cur-
rent, 32. 

atrengtb of a, 35. 
and cryatala, 37. 
Baumgartner'• U.t on, 40. 
effect of the, on Min Sturmann, 112. 

the Miuea Mais, Reichel, and Atlmanna
dorfer, 115, 203. 

sulphur on the, 196. 
odie light in modified external conditione of the, 501. 

Magnetic light, the, 629. 
emitted no heat, 28, 29. 

flames, 36. 
rod, 20, 231, 234. 
neflile, experience with, 109. 
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MagneU. needle, diaturbance of the, 501. 
tub, 170. 

Magnetiam, diatinctiona from, 305. 
Magnets, the odic lwninoua phenomena on the, 313--340. 

in general, historical eatabliahment of the faet of odic light 
on,314-340. 

forma of the luminoua emanations of the, 350. 
·.: odic incandescence of the ateel, 350. 

tlame on steel, 382-480. 
Maix, 1\liu, experiment on, with a magnet, 15. 

effect ofthe magnet on, 115. 
sulphur on, 196. 

Matters, solid or fluid, without exception, procl~~ee sensations of cool-
neu and tepid heat, 190, 191, 192. 

Medu~~e, 442. 
Men, living, affect aenaitive, 138. 
Meteorite of Clairbom, 595. 
Moon, ahadea of the, 116. 

raya of the, effect of the, 139. 
light, effect of, 159. 
the, 310. 

Mouth, the, 256. 

Names of J.el'IIOna,liat of, who have co-operated in the experiments, 
292, 293. 

Nebul.e, odic, 481. 
Needle, diaturbance of the magnetic, 599. 
Negative pole, experiment with the, 60. 
Nenea, action of the fingers on the, 124-130. 
Nenoua patient, effect of the fingers on, 124-130. 
Northern light, the, 529. 
Nowotny, Miu, effect of oxygen gaa on, 198. 

cataleptic attacb of, 9. 
experience on, with the m~petic needle, 109. 

Od, odic reflection on, 224. 
agreement with magnetism, 231, 236. 
list of aubstancel of cold alUI warm Od-8ame1, 247. 
produced by heat, 249. 
poeitive, the, 265. 
note on, 265. 
remarb on the word, 297. 
contrut to magnetiam, 470. 
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Odic luminoaa phenomena on the magnet, the, 313. .. 
light,314. 
flame, 382-534. 
incandescence on the steel magnet, 350, 422. 
flame on steel magnet, 382-480. 
incandescence of the rubber, 416. 
ftame of the rubber, 417. 
incandescence of the rubbed magnet, 419-4 21. 
threads, streaks, and nebulee, 481. 
ftame from iron, 436. 
smoke, 473, 485. 

ia thrown ont by magnets, 495. 
relation between odic ftame and, 496. 

aparka, 498. 
light in modified external conditions of the magnet, 501. 

colours of, 514. 
colour, variableneBB of, 528. 

diagram of, 531, 538, 542, 545-6, 560, 555. 
light, in the more restricted Bt'aae of the word, 579. 

concentration of the, 582. 
Odized water, 513. 

Pfeft'el's occurrence, 174. 
Photosphere, 573. 
Physical and physiological laws of the organic force, 1 05. 
Plants, 251. 
Poisonous inftuence of graveyards, 17 4-178. 
Polar point of a crystal, 64. 

wire, 64. 
Polarization, 185. 

chemical, 249-50. 
Pole, the, 35. 
Poles and aides of strong magnets, luminous phenomena at the, .'). 

positive or negative, experience on, 60. 
Potassium, 210. 
Preface by the Edttor, vii. 
Prismatic, 518. 

note by Dr. Aabburner on, 519-20. 

Reichel, MiBB, effect of the magnet on, 115, ~04. 
luminous phenomena on, 88, 135, 156, 203, 215. 
expmment with a braBB wire on, 156. 
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Reiebel,..Miaa, view ofa cemetery, 176.· 
eft"eeta of the atara and ann on, 220. 

Reapiration, 172. 
Rubber, the, 416. 

Salt, common, experiment with, 165. 
Selenite, 228, 
Sensitive, 124-130. 

affected by living men, 138. 
Sensitive-. healthy, 316. 

liekly, 336. 
diaeaaed, 343. 

Silver from Konigaberg, 52. 
experiment with German, 152, 210. 

Sleep, theory of, 48. 
Smith, Dr. Pye, Scripture and some parta of geologiealaeienee, n. 
Soda, carbonate of, experiment with, 164. 
Solar spectrum, effect of the, 149. 
Solid and fluid mattera, without exception, produce aenu.tioua of eool-

neu and tepid beat, 190-192. 
Somnambuliam, Dr. Aahburner's ease of, 22. 
Stars, effect of the, 219. 
Steel magnet, odie incandescence on the, 350. 

flame on, 382. 
Stomach, the, 272. 
Streaka, odie, 481. 
Sturmann, Miss, experiment on, with a magnet, 14. 

effect of the magnet on, 115. 
Substancea, lilt of simple, and preparation•, according to their differ-

ence of cold and warmth, 239-40, 247. 
Sugar, experiment with, 165. 
Sulphur, 196-198, 201, 208, 211. 
Sun, raya of the, effect of the, 139. 

action of the, agrees with those of erystala and magnet, 149. 
the, 263. 
effect of the, 220. 

TelescopE'S to penetrate into apace, Sir W. Heraebera, power of, xv. 
Tepid, the term, 279. 
Terrelle, 592. 
Ttrrestrial magnetism, reaearehea of Hauy, Biot, and Coulomb on, 65. 

effect of, 116. 
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Terrestrial magnetism, influence on sensitive bodiee of the, 11~. 
stand no relation to cryatallic force, 84. 
ioflueoce of, on odic flame, 435. 

Thouvenel, baguette divinatoire, 96. 
Threads, odic, 481. 
Tin electrophorus plate, 187. 
Tongoe, the, 256. 
Turnip, 252. 

Unconaciouaneu, Dr. Aahbumer'a note on cataleptic, 45. 

Vapour, luminoUJI, 5i2. 
odic, 599. 

Voltaic pile, 169. 
battery, 248. 

Warm, the term, 279. 
what this expression aigoifies, 227. 

Water,e:rperimeot with magnetized, 165-66, 506, 513. 
Will, Dr. Aahbumer on, 31. 
Wire, e:rperimPnt with an iron, 154-55. 
Witneaaea, list of, to my e:rperimenta, 292-295. 
World, the material, in general, I 90. 

Zinc, experiment with, 180-82. 
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